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December 13, 1934 

SCIENCE INQUIRY 

: Wild Life Management Program 

(Preliminary Report) 

Status. ‘the present status may be summarized as follows: 

(1) One highly successful graduate game research project has been 
completed, and two more are under way. 

(2) A Chair of Game has been established and has accomplished 
its preliminar} orientation as part of the "land utilization" program. 
(See anmal report.) 

Plans. ‘The outstanding present needs are believed to be: 

(a) The inauguration for fish and aquatic management of an activity 
similar to the present one in game, to be built upon and to 
utilize the accumlated research in limnology and lake ecology. 

(>) The building up, in the departments concerned, of a better 
scientific base for the game chair, in so far as this has not 

been done or is not being done in other institutions, Some of 
the main gaps in this base lie in: 

(1) Animal mtrition (agricultural chemistry) 
(2) Beology (we have none) 
(3) Pathology (Zoology? Medical Sehool?) 

(c) The definite inauguration of "songbird management" for valusble 
non-game wild life, 

(a) The bailding up of a more effective advisory relationship with 
the Conservation Department, 

(e) The publication of a "Farmers! Handbook" and other popular 
: guides to land practice, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

|



New Solle Building 
Decenber 14, 193% 

Nev days Bae oagmal 

— Madigon, Viseonsin 

Dear President Frank: 

po sonatas OE vine sepele 5 eae Ge HAlaee 
proposal for eonsideration by the enee Ingairy. 

The University has established a Chair of Game Managenent, 
This enterpriae may be defined in terms of the Seience Inquiry as an 
effort to give social application to the findings of biological science 
po gp algal saat rg Those findings, however, do not yet 
exiet in any large volume; that is to say, the scientific base for a 
conservation technique is eti11 to be created, and this ia my principal 
present job, My qualifications lie wholly within the field of terres~ 
trial ecology. 

In the equally fmportent field of aquatic ecology an exactly. 
opposite situstion existe, ‘There is o very large exiating acientific 
pe agg omy ae pen Tig Berne le Mpense Moe ye BH aay Foon 4 
ates, There ia not aa yet, however, any set effort to give social 
application to thelr findings, My proposal is that the Selenee Inquiry 
should inengurate such an effort, Fomlar receptivity ie as great or 
greater then in the terrestrial field, Adoinistrative agencies like the 
Stee hee ek ae ee en ee ee 
then on my ft and with decidedly leas guidance from selence, ‘the 
opportunity tue presented ia, in my opinion, an additional instance of 
what the Sefence Inquiry te trying to unearth, 

the hiatus between the aecwmlated research base ani the 
er ce taint ie haoke Gee hs ee ee 

bridged by a mere interpreter, In short, there are many steps between 
determining the percentage of phosphorus in a Wisconsin Leke and deciding 
whether the mesh of a carp seine is too large or too aunll, wie. 
this hiatus is a research job, but it also desonie an interest in 
istrative policy and an ability for interpretation which can be obtained 
only by additional personnel. 

Sate Sets Se we REE Sees ee 
For iustence, the Conservation Comission might devete a percentage 
of ite income from carp to the building of a better carp policy, I 
think any meaber of the biology faculty will egree with me in the asser- 
tion that the research base contains the bricks for building a better 
carp policy, tat that these bricks are not being used, Garp policy ia, 
of course, merely a fraction of the existing hiatus.



Glenn Franle+2 December 14, 193% 

the Pisheries Institute enganized some years ago by the 
ee erie thane te en ee a als on 

in bridging « similar hiatus in that state. Its een 
applied in wany states, tut mo other state te seizing the ty 
to build wp ite own findings, Wo other state has as great an obligation 
te do this ae Vieconsin, beemse of the superior quantity ani quality 
of ite researdh base and becouse of the outstanding social importance 
of ite aquatic resources, | 

Speaking in tems of first soves, thie matter lies between 
ee ee aes an reeds. General Immell is one of the 
few cepeble of secing situstions of this kind, I there- 
fore maggest that the Jelonee Inquiry proceed to bring these groups 
together, 

Faesett and Cole widerstand this situstion ami should parti« 
¢ipate in any moctings, 

dudey oni I heave talked this thing over many times oni, as 
far as I know, this proposal ie merely a reflection of his ow views. 

He hee made seversl attempts to act on the altuation, tut there was 
then no Selence Inquiry to lend moral support. : 

: My justification for making this proposal io thet my own 
eetivities eannet be called a balanced program until e parallel activity 
in aquatic ecology gets unler way, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr, Leopold's absonce 

Copies to Birge 
Juday : ————— 
Cole 2 
Fassett
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New Soils Building 

Jamary 31, 1935 

Dean EB, B, Fred 
Baseom Hell 

Dear Dean Pred: 

I would like to call the attention of the Research Committee and 
the Graduate School to a mmber of applications for assistantships which in my 
opinion constitute moves toward the execution of the findings of the Science 
Inquiry in the field of conservation. 

The connection is partly with the erosion development already reported 
on, and partly in commection with the wild life development covered so far only 
by preliminary report. : 

The applications which have come to my attention are as follows: 

‘ Plead ener of a a for botanical arch to support the land and wild life program now 
being executed in the central counties jointly by Agricaltural Engineering, 
Geme Management, AAA, and Conservation Department. The need for such work is 
outlined in porular form in the attached paper, "the Wisconsin River Marshes." 

2. Graber--Roolony_of Seu iern Feat Marshes. This project proposes the contin~ 
uation of the work ¢ this year under a University fellowship by A, L. Frolik 
of the University of Nebraska, working for his doctorate under Graber, Fassett 

and Daggar. The object is to work out the plant succession in the peat marshes 
of the south. ‘the dairy industry, in conjunction with marsh fires, has so altered 
the successional status and the basic soil that nobody knows exactly how to con- 
serve desired vegetation. On the other hand, game management is impossible when 
only 10 per cent of southern Wisconsin farms retain vegetation enough to carry any 
geome. Expressed in terms of state machinery, this is an effort for agronomy, 
animal husbandry, game management and the Conservation Department to coordinate 
their programs in respect of this particular type of land, During the one-year 
fellowship so far available, it has been impossible to undertake anything tut 
observational analysis. ‘The present application is for the purpose of starting 
a system of permanent sample plots on which the succession can be measured under 
controlled conditions. 

3. Herrick 
did not it his application for this project on the grounds that it being a 
new undertaking, it would be automatically turned dom, I am nevertheless listing 
it beeause it was one of the clearest cases pertinent to the Stience Inquiry. 

Poultry research has shown that not only the numbers, but also the size and the 
reproduction of parasites in poultry, can be controlled by controlling the vitamin 
mitrition, It is probable that the same thing is true in game. ‘The newly estab- 
lished state game farm at Poynette makes it possible to find out whether it is



BE. B. Fred--2 Jamary 31, 1935 

trae of game at very slight expense. ‘The Conservation Department is willing and 
anxious to furnish experiments] stock. ‘the soundness of the project was critically 
considered by Hart, Hastings, Halpin, Herrick and myself and was jointly eniorsed 
by all of us. Stated in terms of the Science Inquiry, this is a drawing together 
of the accumulated knowledge of poultry and zoology in its application to a 
specific wild life conservation problem, ‘the unwillingness of faculty meabere to 
submit such a project because of the impression that they would be automatically 
turned down is perhaps a thing which the Committee should ponder if the findings 
of the Science Inquiry actually are to have any relation to its policies, 

4, I do not mow whether Birge and Juday have asked for any help in bridging 
the gap between their limmological findings and the fish conservation field, 
This of course requires help on a much larger seale than a single aesistantship, 
but I am mentioning it because I brought this question up in the Science Inquiry. 
It is one of the outstanding anomalies in University research policy. 

5. Reopehé-— Grohe Stage, A year ago I was offered some private subscriptions 
from spo’ a life extension work with farmers. At that time the 
mortality period of the wild life cycle had just begun and was not being studied. 
fhe need for such a study somewhere is indicated by the attached paper. I there- 

fore asked the subscribers if they would temporarily divert their funds to a cycle 

study, and they assented. You will realize that it is somewhat pier ar ppptone me | 
for laymen to dig down in their pockets for research on a fundsmental subj 
such as this one, which promises no imuediate returns whatever in terms of more 

game, . 

I have esnitneneant W. Wing of the University of Michigan with these 
fonds and he has already turned up a large mass of new date showing a solar 
influence on both population and migration in a list of species at least two or 
three times as long as had been previously suvposed to be affected. 

After this solar influence is farther verified, there will arise an 
entirely new question as to the channel through which it works, It must either 

have a direct physiological effect on the endocrines, which will involve zoology 

and agricultural chemistry, or it mst have an indirect effect through irradiation 

of foods, which will involve agricultural chemistry and animal mitrition, It is 

a@ Clear instance of working out one of the basic social applications (wild life 
conservation) of the physical sciences (chemistry). 

I think there is a clear argument for the University to support this 

basic research, releasing the subscribed funds to be applied to their original 

purpose. 

I do not mean to imply, of course, that the Research Committee has 
an obligation to approve these projects, I do hope that it will feel on 

obligation to weigh and consider them both in respect of their intrinsic 

importance and in respect of their relation to the Science Inquiry. If the 

Committee can spare the time, I would appreciate an opportunity to appear in 

their behalf, 

Yours sincerely, 

“ Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Research
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Preliminary Report of Committee on Wild Life 

Science Inquiry, University of Wisconsin 

A. PREMISES, this-report_takes—for-erented—that—the-conservation-of-wiid-tite 

4e-desizable-end—tmpurtent;—ené—that The University has four distinct responsibilities 

in ais ftelar) wild be! 

1. Research to evolve Senamee len techniques. 

2. Draining of men to apply them. 

3. Formilation of public policy tor wild life as a land crop. 

4. Caltural teaching to enrich the life of interested citizenss 

by fruitful contacts with wild life and other natural beauty. 

This report deals solely with University organization for meeting these responsibilities. 

B, RELATION TO UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION, Wild life may be divided into five categories, 

each centering in the following primary groups: : 

; a, Game Chair of Gane Management 

‘ b. Fish Natural History Survey and Biology Department 

c. Nonmgame Zoology 

. a. Plants Detany 

e. Wild fur ? (Not allocated. Pur farming (tame) now in 
Veterinary Science) : 

Plants means wild plants other than forests. Forestry is covered by a 

separate committees 

Just as in the case of erosion, these primary groups must be coordinated 

with each other to form a balenced whole. As in erosion, the subject also ramifies 

as incidental subject matter into dozens of other groups, which must be made con- 

scious of the University's objectives, so that they may apply, support, eriticize, 

or amplify the points of impingment, Wild life is an aspect of land use, and until 

.
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all the earth-sciences and land-cultural arts take an interest in it, the 

development of the subject in the primary sroups mst remain a barren specialization, 

Here are some of the points of impingment: : 

iv Agronomy. "Clean farming" destroys wild life food and cover, farming 
/ vastly enlarges it. 

/ 

} Animal Husbandry. Grazing may improve or destroy food and cover. 
| 

| Medicine. Wild life shares certain diseases with man, 

| * p Sawee 
| Soils, mpoverished soils are barren in their fauna as well as flora. 

| 
i Entomology. Insects are food, vectors and alternate hosts of disease, 
| : predators,—and-varasitesof wild life. 
| > 

\ Agricultural ei stny Wild life population cycles now appear to be 

\ reflections of solar radiation working through 

\ endocrine systems. 

\ Agricultural Engineering. Drainage and flooding may improve or destroy 

\ ranges t nbilat, 

' Economics. The tax system exerts a constant pressure against dedication 

i of land to wild life. . 

} Climatolosy. Climatic cycles, as well-as-ordinaryfluetustionsin-weather, 

J are now known to determine abundance and distribution 

CX of species. 

\ Landscave Architecture. A landscapne without animals is merely a@ wax 

\ model of realitye funnels ow for dt ants vf cormenend hfe 
\ to us Kgtiuuks ws Lemels tapes oe Plat dao 

{ Genetics. Many popular taboes against "inbreeding" and other genetical 

questions remain to be illuminated. 

SP x a Life is landseave and landscape determines life. 

e Geology. Distribution is determined by geology via soils. 

jf 4 Political Science. Some of the eerliest mechanisms of government evolved 

hi : a from problems of wild life management, Viz: German 

| a4 federations. 

| | I ; 

\ Setliies, lengnares. Wild life partly determined the dress, speech, amuse- 

\ : ments, weapons, food, clothing, domestic animals, and some- 

% { times even the architecture of pioneer societies. 5 

. \ tbat Gime history of deliberate wild life culture or management is 
Ne \ yews imperfectly known, especially its early forms in the 

x \ Holy Roman ire and in Asia, It has critical importance 

Nae & plhoarbtey as an index éh dee transition from the idea of land- 
Xa conquest to the idea of land-eulture. 

: ¢ ‘ - f = . ‘ ne Ghayrolo gy Quan sonal vam ohms *% mina, orfe A, f trarrntl Lehane a new tfhocheel few 

Lom vf Kuntohety ef MMeprrology »
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Fine Arts, Although the eye life is basically esthetic, 
- it has never become the subject of more than a superficial 

artistic expressionX Wild life ecology is drama of the 
first water, but if remains illegible until the public 
becomes conscioug/of ecalogical processes, 

C. REORIENTATION. OF OBJECTIVES. It now begins to be. clear that the failure 

of research, professional training, law-making, and money-spending to effect 

any eppreciable change in the landowner's attitude toward wild life is due to 

a false emphasis. ‘The ephemeral motives of shooting revenue and tourist bait 

have heen over~stressed, The basic motive of cultural enjoyment for the indiv 

idmal hes been assumed to pre~exist, whereas in most individuals it no longer 

exists at all, except in latent form, Machine man has the same relation to 

the drama of wild nature as some Robinson Crusoe from a desert would have to 

the drama of human society. Such a man has a latent interest, but he must re- 

learn the language andthe people before that drama can greatly enrich his own 

mental life. 

In the case of wild nature, an enormous change in the possible depth of 

human penetration has taken place during the period of divorcement from nature. 

peter Boone and Kit Carson saw a display of natural wealth such as will never 

. exist again, but they saw only the surface. The same science which destroyed 

the greater part of that wealth has dissected and explained the interior 

: mechanisms of what remains, Hence the cultural possibilities of the remnant 

are greater than ever before, ‘The basic function of the University is to 

develop those cultural possibilities, 

D. GAPS IN UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION--CULTURAL COURSES. Of the four responsi~ 

pilities of the University (research, professional training, policy-making, 

cultural teaching), the fourth is the only one which has so far been wholly 

defeulted. That is to say, no man-power, funds, plans, or space have ever 

been officially dedicated to teaching the non~professional student to enrich 

his existence by understanding wild things .



ae : 

There is, for example, no course in orhithology or manmalogy in the 

d Biology Department except one sketchy" Field Zoology" course, carried as a 

side-line by the protozoologist, and intended primarily for high school 

biology teachers, One or two of the botany courses trend toward the cultural 

as distinguished from the professional, tt only under sufferance. The two 

new game courses are both non-professional, but in this respect depart from 

prevailing standards, There are no cultural courses in the fish field, There 

is no course, cultural or otherwise, in ecology. Professional students of 

biology can perhaps deduce their own ideas of organic unity from the separate 

presentation of the earth-sciences, but non~professional students cannot, or at 

least do not make any such deduction without helpe - 

That the public is groping for such help is indicated by the new statute 

(Bill 319, S.) for compulsory teaching of conservation in the public schools, 

and by the new extension course in "Nature Study"; in which Geography, Botany, 

: and Geme Management deliberately attempt an integration of their "separate" fields, 

: The teachers of professional biology are quite right in insisting that 

dual-purpose courses are difficult, or perhaps even unsoind. They were perhaps 

right in so far as asserting a priofr claim on man-power, space, and funds. 

It would be quite wrong, however, to now fail in recognizing cultural instruction 

as a separate ) and pressing need, able not only to stand on its own financial feet, 

but a intelligent public support for professional workers. 

Caltural courses may or may not be taught by the same individuals who give 

professional instruction. 

E, GAPS IN UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION--RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. There are 

wide disparities inthe status of the five fields. 

1. Fish, ‘The fish field, through the work of Birge md Juday, hes 

accwmlated a vast array of fundamental work in the ecology of waters, but no
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"provision exists for applying’ this to aquatic conservation, Meanwhile the 

conservation department and the public have no scientific guidance, It would 

be erroneous to look on this gap as a mere "extension" job. It is a new and 

4 ches, 
distinct research field lying intermediate between aquatic ecology and datedeee " 

ro haw toes Ween gerntat 

management. It calis for a “Chair of Fish Management," equivalen to the pre- 

sent Chair of Game Management temporarily provided for by the Wisconsin Alumni 

Research Peale, temmitte field also heeds more emphasis on gradvate 

student training, ‘The shortage in "fish managers" is very acutes,*_ - 
Urbate ty Coke wry wo fir wolvuncerl, Ua 2 no Cowepencre ferent wae fe reins a 

2. Game. The game field, on the other hand, has very Littie scientific + 
f it ss fF 

foundation, Foundation; mst be for each successive advance in technique» : : 

After techniques are devised,many of them must also be tested and coordinated 4 
t 

with agriculture before they can be recommended as sound land uses BF 
: = 

é 
These researches and coordinations can be eccomplished in two ways: x x 

ee ” eS 
(1) by setting up 2 ‘school with its ow staff of specialists, (2) by cooperation t E 

of the existing departments. The latter is believed to be the slower but yr 

ss 
sounder way. The actual execution of such a policy, however, demands fluid aS - 

: : € 

reseerch funds. The cooperating department cannot, fairly be asked to help by re 

unclean chane = - 

sacrificing its own regular work. (a1 ofthe departments listed-—in-B will : 

wy flume Le De Aker +e 

eventually need, to extend. Stok soopere tion.) This concept of the chair of—game ee 

ae n es 

wanegement as an activator, rather than as the germ of a school, fits in with z 

$ 
its announced function as a place for advanced professienal training for a few . * 

& 
qracuels Ss 

. students, rather than as a place for ordinary training of many students. 5 

3. Plants, Non~Game. Since both pertain to the Biology Department, and 3 
=> 

both deal with esthetic values, they will be considered together. e 

As in fish, a generous accumlation of foundational science ewaits e 

pv Crwatrviliene frecker x 

translation into "management", Ond-into—the cultural life-of—the-state, As in > 

fish, the process of conversion is a job in research endteaching rather than —- 

af Fin Us ptt werden lon a9 ta 

in extension, A "chair" is needed for the seeiegical work, ples a definite
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mandate for Botany to expand along ciheiandttiallan tlbbaeaieting linese There is 

no common word to indicate the scope of the zoological chair. ‘The term “wild 

life" still carries risk of puns, The limited term "Chair of Ornithology" wii 

eects Wee, s J 

The activator function already described will hold true of the relations } 

between these two positions and the other departments. { The very especial ~\ i 

—— of these two peutttdan is cae coutses\ and general\ research \ y } 
\ Ni \ \ : \ \ ‘ ——— s 

NX almingto develop botany. and ornithology as prtvebe hobbies, Incidentally, ¥ ’ 
Ve oe 

the ornithological position could be made the means cf salvaging the Kumlien ‘ 7 J 

Qrad Collection, now in storage. : : 
s 

uu. Wilda Far, The swdéden expansion of commercial fur farming has tended i J 

to obscure the need for wild fur management, just as artificial game ferming ra ; 

at first masked the need for = nigileduens* The veterinary group gives a é ¥ 
yet Gortnte 12T)> r 

course in fur forming. The Conservation Department maintains a research ¥y g 

jutro} Urs wivtane, 4 Mote, deal 

laboratory and experimental fur farm at. Poynette. INo allocation of responsi- 

aw Us Lawnat, 

bility for wild fur menagement has ever been made, but it is more closely 

related to game management than to fur farming, «+ touted be Wuekwatin ty Me 

preety mare 01g tates blur af elearrtel, 

F, PHYSICAL HQ UIPMENT FOR WILD LIFE WORK, The University Arboretum will 

provide needed outdoor laboratory facilities for all these fields of work, and 

is an essential part of the expanded programe 

The proposed developments in fish and ornithology require additional 

laboratory and office space. They cannot be carried out without this additional 

ce. es . ‘ er 
— Saget eeetg rE Lo Naty Seep WRC A AEST 

Gifts of conservation {evrery material to the University would become a 

digtimet possibility, once these additional facilities of man-power and space 

are provided for. The-#ilson~Club-itbrary-was-Lost--to-Misconsin.because..of Lack 

i
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The need for an all-university Biological Station for summer field work 

should probably be considered, It is possible that the Trout Lake Station 

could be adapted to this purpose, At least one private property isoffered 

as a gift for such a station, % [rhrant fae crepreretinr Croleg ical ataliine moe 
Cu Uvfan busaraerfepe Rafugs w otvo rrden Currdrelin when by tr Bevlegsccel Survey, 

A series of "natural areas" for ecological study are needed as "controls" 

for managed areas. Such properties would probably eventually accrue by gift, 

once a definite wild life policy is adopted. 

G. CONSERVATION ECONOMICS STUDY. All fields of wild life conservation, as 

well as soil erosion control and Mrestry, are confronted by a common obstacle-- 

the lack of any legal or economic mechanism for granting a preferred status to 

private lands used in the public interest. Conversely, there is no penalty for 

the misuse of private lands, The privete landowmer, by such misuse, is aco rdingly 

free to pile up what amounts to a public liability for the ultimate acquisition 

and repair of his holdings. The pyramiding of such liabilities is tatamount to 

eventual sbolition of private ownership in all vulnerable organic resources. 

This is hardly possible without breaking down the tax-base as represented by the 

invulnerable remainders | 

It is clear, then, that the prevention (as distinguished from the care) 

of resource-abuse on private lands hinges in part on the formmlation of a workable 

differential between social and anti-social private use. The formulation of 

such a differential is a research problem in law and economics. The problem - 

is of basic importance to all fields of conservation, including this one. It is 

obviously also of basic importance to agriculture. ‘The AAA, the Clarke-Mclary 

ict, and the forest tex laws are all political stop-gaps induced by the lack of 

some sounder method for public control of private land-use. The marginal lend 

program (Resettlement Aé@ministration) is another stop-gap to cure rather than 

prevent private misuses of land, The legal and economic research here indicated
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may be labelled the "Conservation Economics Study." It lies within the field 

of the Legal and Administrative Committee, but is here summarized because of 

its bearing on wild life. . 

H. WISCONSIN CONSERVATION PERIODICAL. There is no one periodical suitable 

for the dissemination of research findings in Wisconsin conservation. It 

remeins an open question how the University groups here in question shall 

transmit their findings to the Wisconsin public. The technical journals 

are obviously unsuitable. No clear answer to this question is as yet available, 

I. FINANCE. The principal present needs of the University in the Wild Life 

field may be summarized in terms of cost as follows, (This omite—the 

" Goncervation—deonomices" project-mt includes the fish project, and to this 

extent overlaps the "Lakes Comnittee.") 

Iten Salary, Travel, Office Research Funds Space 

1. Chair of Fish Management $ 3,000 $ 2,000 bypdece 

By Chair of Ornithology §,000 2,000 Wugleel. 

3. Botanical Work = Y,,000 Crud awerlabh. 

4, Chair of Game Menagement § (after 1937) 2,000 Bbrsadsy owolabh 
$16,000" 3,000 

It seems a... thet funds for item 1 could be secured,—fer-# 

Be rvbebtty of aul coopmelien 
temporary period, from the new American Wild Life Institute, previded the wild began 

4 th University could secure, by gift or otherwise, the-needed-epece-for-a 

sibs stint, ‘ead the needed support for items 2 and 3, eiael On rurelecl @fucne 

fu Plies bud 2a
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Faculty Supplement to Report on % a 

"The Role of the University in Wildlife Conservation
® 

Draft of June 30, 1936 

Is There a Demand for Wildlife Courses? ‘The limited courses so far offered 

have the following enrollment: 

Graduate Students Farmers! Game Man- Extension Course 

in Game Short Course agement 115 "Nature Study® 

1934 4 18 17 x 

1935 - 95 22 x 

1936 6 31 35 45? 

At least 50 prospective students have been discouraged from enrolling 

for game work in 1936. 

The extension course was arranged in response to a petition from 

students and Madison teachers. 

It is Professor Wagner's opinion that any courses offered in 

Ornithology
 

would suffer from too mech, rather than too little, attendance,
 

Possible Abuse of Courses. ‘There is undoubtedly a danger that new courses in 

wildlife might be elected as “athlete's courses" by students not interested. 

The remedy for such a trend would be to stiffen the course, and if necessary 

require evidence of personal extra~curric
ulum avocational worke 

Glassif
ication

 
of Courses. ‘he attached table shows an entire lack of non- é 

professional
 courses in wildlife, also a state of unbalance in this respect-- 

that the subjects of ornithology,
 mammalogy, and ecology are entirely omitted 

oe the university curriculum. It is illogical and inconsistent
 for the university 

to cine effort in such ventures as game or fish management, erosion control,
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or any other form of applied conservation,-unless it simmltaneously undertakes 

to help spread a public understanding of ecological relationships, It is 

impossible for conservation ever to become a normal aspect of land-use without 

a mach wider and more critical public understanding of ecology than now exists. 

Bach of the four chairs, however, should offer, probably in partial 

rotation, courses suitable for: 

1, Farmers' Short Course 
2, Sammer School 

& Gatorgradaaten with professions] tending interest ‘° ‘er 8 pr eaching interes 

5. Graduate professional work. 

The Device of Chairs. In the sense here used, a "Chair" differs from an 

ordinary professorship mainly in the sense of being charged with the activation 

of a subject throughout the University, as well as being charged with the per- 

formance of work within a department. ‘he term is used in loose contradistinction 

to the setting up of a fuller organization (school or department) for the purpose. 

It is a focal point for an idea, not a complete vehicle for it. 

The device of chairs is believed to be especially applicable to the 

present case. It is an elastic device of sali initial cost. Everybody wants 

to help with the development of these ideas, but the pre-existing organization 

lacks the time to take the initiative in their development. A series of chairs 

adds just enough to the pre-existing organization to give these ideas a chance 

to show their value. 

Physical Equipment. the University Arboretum will provide needed outdoor 

laboratory facilities for all these fields of work and is an essential part of 

the expanded program, 

The proposed developments in fish and ornithology require additional 

laboratory and office space. They cannot be carried out without this additional 

space.
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Gifts of conservation library material to the University would 

become a possibility, once these additional facilities of man~power and 

space are provided for. 

The need for an all-university Biological Station for summer field 

work should probably be considered, It is possible that the Trout Lake 

Station could be adapted to this purpose. At least one private property is 

offered as a gift for such a station. A proposal for a cooperative 

biological station on the Upper Mississippi Refuge is also under consideration 

by the Biological Survey. 

A series of "natural areas" for ecological study are needed as 

“controls” for managed areas. Such properties would probably eventually 

accrue by gift, once a definite wild life policy is adopted, 

General Policy. ‘he past year has seen the’start of a near-stampede among 

agriculturel colleges offering professional instruction in wildlife management. 

The work offered is largely undergraduate, and usually without the faculty 

adjustments necessary for good teaching. These promotions are educational 

stock-watering. ‘he situation is on all fours with the forestry school 

stampede of 1905-1920, 

Wisconsin kept its head during the forestry school stampede. It 

should stick to its present policy of turning out only a few highly trained 

and highly selected professional managers. It should, however, see the 

universally neglected opportunity for non-professional teaching in the con- 

servation field, It is this opportunity which the report seeks to emphasize.
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Classification of Biological Courses 
as Related to Wildlife Conservation 

— 
(1) Mementary Zool. 1 Botany 160 Agr. Econ, 118 

courses for Zool, 118 (Flora of Wis.) (Game Management) 
both profes- Botany 129 Vet. Science 127 
sional and (Class. of Cult. (For Ferming) 
non-profes- Plants) 
sional Botany 131 
students (Dendrology) ie 

alin es Srecte Loh 

(2) For professional| Zool. 2 | f Research 200 (Game) 
students only | Zool,102 May ofranlzeol | topical Work 180 

(Invertebrates) ie (Game) 
Zool.104 (Anatomy) 
Z001.105,109 

(Enbryology) | 
Zo01 .108 

. (Protozoology) 
Zo01.110,123 

(Entomology) 
Zool.111 

(Micro technique) 
Zool .113 

(Comp. Histology) 
Zo001 119,120 

(Parasitology) 
%01.125 (Plankton) 
Z001.126 (Field Zool.) 
Zo0l.216 (Cytology) 

| Zool,122 

| (Endocrinology) 
| Zool.124 (Limnology) 
Zoo01.214,215 

(Cell Physiology) 

(3) For non- Zool.17 Botady 17. Farmers! Short Course 
professional %01,.103( Vertebrates) (Surmmey of Bol wy ) (Game Management) 
stadents mainly | Zool.103 (Heredity) 

%o01,107. (Bvolution) 
Zool,112 (Insects) 

(4) Non- YW We U ome W tahoe 

professional 
courses on wild- 
life conserva- 
tion or natural 

history avoca- 

tions 

W.B. Botany courses to be completed by Fassett. 
.



ol University Farm Place 
December 1, 1939 

Mr. Nodle Clark 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Noble: 

I have again gone over the Fassett ms., “Man and the Wisconsin 
Flora," and tried to appraise it in the light of the new definition of 
the Science Inquiry. As I get it, the Inquiry is not to popularize 
scientific researches, tut rather to aggregate, in popular form, 
of cea ees. to tore prosecuted without coordination, and to = 
out the s implications of such groupings. 

It follows that a Science Inquiry publication conforming to 
this definition will always have two or more authors. 

It is also evident that several Science Inquiry publications 
now in print do not conform to this definition. 

Weighed in the light of this definition, the Fassett ms. is 
not a Science Inquiry ms., unless the geologists, soils men, elimatelogists, 
and geographers hiteh to it their interpretation of the events with which 
Fassett deals, and the group points out the human implications of the 
aggregate of data. 

You also suggested that the Passett ms. might be aggregated 
with some of my own and other publications to form a bulletin on wildlife 
esthetics. Such a thing is needed, but the Fassett ms. is not a suitable 
brick for such a structure. It is essentially a semi-popular rendition of 
Wisconsin plant geography, i.e., ite interest is technical and only indirectly 
(vy implication) esthetic. 

I euggest that Fassett be urged to expand and reorganize this ms. 
for the University Press as a semi-populer book on Wisconsin plant geography. 
It is now too meh abbreviated to be clear to laymen. I think such a beok 
would have large value. 

Prom what little I know, it is unlikely that the related fields 
(geology, ete.) could be brought into the picture so as to make it a Science 
Inquiry venture. 

I would like to join with Fassett, Curtis, etc., in a publication 
on "Vanishing Plants and Animals of Wisconsin," but this would deal with 
species rather than principles. This ms. deals with principles rather than 
species, and is therefore of a different order.
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I attach a brief outline of the various publications which 
I foresee in the wildlife field, with appropriate authors and sponsors. 

Sinesrely yours, : 

Alde Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec H. G. Fassett 
CG. K. Leith



BLLDLIFE PUBLICATIONS 

Fassett, N. GC. Plent Geography of Wisconsin 

Semi-popular deseription of deduction of floral history from 
felics and from pollen records. Book by University Press. 

Fassett, Leopold, Curtis, Schorger, ete. Vanishing Wisconsin Wildlife. 

Status and conservation neeis of rare plants and animals, treated 
by species or by groups. System of reserved areas needed to preserve 
relics; public reserved areas to be operated by university; private 
reserved areas by farmers and landowmers. Bulletin by Science Inquiry. 

Leopold, Aldo. Hilderness and Other Essays. 

Tllustrated by Hochbaum. A collection of literary essays like 
"Narshland Blegy." Small book either by University Press (if it wants 
to) or by some private publisher. 

Leopold, Aldo. Wildlife Zeology 

A conservation text based on Course 118. Book to be published by 

Leopold and Jorns. Wildlife Almanse 
A popular bulletin for farmers, 4-H clubs, elementary teachers, ete., 

based on the series now running in Wisconsin Farmer 4 Agricul turist. 
Published by College of Agriculture. 

Curtis, J. T. Hildflower Management 

Specifications and publication scheme not yet clear, but definitely 
in the offing. 

Schorger, A. ¥. The Passenger Pigeon 

A historical account of this species in the U.S., based on materials 
collected from newspapers. I have already suggested that the University 
Press bid for the privilege of publishing this work, which will be outstanding. 

Schorger, A. W. History of Wisconsin Uildlife 
A historical account of Wisconsin mammals and birds; materials largely 

collected already, some chapters (Buffalo) already published in journals, 
others (Bobwhite) already given as lectures. I advise the University Press 
to bid for the privilege of publishing this work, which will be outstanding.
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dune 1, 1937 

Supplemental Report to the Faculty 
to Accompany Science Inquiry Bulletin 3, 

The University and Conservation of Wisconsin Wildlife 

Bindings. The gist of the findings of Bulletin 3 may be expressed as follows: 

1. Wildlife conservation is applied ecology. 

: 2. The University's program of ecological teaching and research 
is lop-sided, It omits certain fields. In others, basic 
research is accumlating but aS at Ge In all 
fields professional (as against cultural) teaching is being 
enphasized. 

3. The public must know some ecology before it can discriminate 
between good and bad conservation policy. 

Recommendations. Bulletin 3 recommends, in brief: 

4, That the vacant fields be filled out (ornithology, mammalogy). 

5. That the accumlations of basic research be applied (aquaculture, 
botany). 

6, That emphasis be shifted to cultural teaching (retaining, 
however, in each field a small high-grade output of professionally 
trained students). 

This report deals with the interne] adjustments needed to carry out the 

above recommendations, It is addressed to the faculty, the president, and the 

Seience Inquiry group, 

fhis report covers the wildlife field only, but some of the deductions 

are applicable to the whole conservation field, 

Nhy Wisconsin? ‘She pressure of opportunities in research and teaching is so 

great that the question arises: Why should Wisconsin, rather than some other 

university, undertake to lead in the husbandry of wild crops? 

1, Because Wisconsin already leads in the husbandry of tame crops. 
The two are mtually complementary. 

2, Because the diversity of Wisconsin's land resources, and the 
acute economic problems growing out of submarginal lands, 
makes the whole field of land-use a vital issue,
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3. Because our accumlations of basic research in such fields 
as aquaculture are extra larce. Why not use then? 

4, The switch of emphasis to cultural teaching is particularly 
appropriate here because Wisconsin is one of the few states 
which did not join the stampede for professional teaching 
in such fields as forestry, Reliance on research plus pomilar 
intelligence fits better here than in most states, 

How Organize? There are two basic alternatives for organizing any new activity: 

a. Creating a new department or school, 

b. Coordinating pre-existing machinery te perform the new function. 

Michigan followed the first alternative in organizing her School of 

Forestry and Conservation. Her duplication of personnel is expensive, and 

tends to compete with pre-existing departments covering similar subject matter. 

We recommend the second alternative for this venture, We are confident 

that sufficient coordination is obtainable by joint (inter-departmental) com- 

mittees. The Science Inquiry and the faculty work on the Arboretum have 

already brought this device into active existence. In the organization diagram 

on page 37 this device is called an "Institute," The name is unimportant. 

We emphasize the fact, however, that it already exists. 

: Mhat_is Lacking? The complete functioning of this new venture lacks only: 

1, A faculty member to apply aquaculture (called fish management 
in diagram), 

2. A faculty member to develop and apply ornithology and mammlogy. 

3. A faculty member to apply botany to non-commercial plants 
(called floral conservation in diagram; also commonly called 
wildflower management), 

4, A “nest egg" of research funds for each of the four ficlds 
(fish, ornithology and mammalogy, wildflowers, game). 

These four expansions can come singly or all at once, depending on 

funds and personnel available.
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The three new faculty members can be instructors or professors, 

depending on funds and personnel available, At the present moment, for 

example, there is better material available for the botanical field in the 

form of a $1,600 instructor than in the form of a full-fledged professorship 

at thrice the cost. 

Over and above men and money, there is needed 2 decision by the University. 

Does it accept or reject the proposal of Bulietin 3? Does it accept or reject 

this plan for executing that proposal? If somebody will say yes or no, the 

faculty group involved can bend its actions to fit, 

Sosts. It is apparent from the foregoing that costs are flexible. A full and 

immediate execution of the proposal is desirable but not essential, 

The following table gives the items and their possible range of anmal cost: 

Fersomnel ul Zrotessor (or) Instructor (with) Snare) (plus) Res Aanty- 
1. Aquaculture $5,500 $1,600 $500 $800=1, 600 

2. ae 5,500 1,600 500 600-1, 600 

3. Botany x 1,600 500 800-1, 600 

4, Game 4 x x 800~1, 600 

$71,000" $0,800" 1,500 = $3, 200-6, 100 
Funds to assure the contimity of the fundamental work in aquaculture, or 

the work temporarily set up in game, are not included above; neither is physical 

equipment, 

Physical Equipment, Housing is lacking for the first two activities. 

A system of “natural areas" is needed to serve as outdoor laboratories for 

all four activities. These can be administered as sub-stations of the Arboretum. 

The needed land would probably accrue by gift if a small fund ($1,000 to $3,000
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per year) were available for fencing, custodian fees, and travel of faculty. 

This system is ultimately, but not immediately, essential to the initiation 

of this work, 

Supplementary biological field stations my in time be needed, and may 

perhaps be developed out of lands accruing by gift.
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ECOLOGY AS APPLIED TO PALEONTOLOGY 

Norman D. Newell 

The organic aspects of ecology have appeared in some form or other 

in the writings of paleontologists for over a hundred years, but not until 

the time of Darwin and Haeckel did the influence of environments on organisms, 

past and present, receive more than casual attention. In spite of the early 

recognition of the concept of ecological control in paleontology relatively 

few field observations were made by paleontologists before the beginning of 

the last decade. Most of the ideas regarding past environments in vogue 

for the last 75 years in Historical Geology were arrived at deductively 

without essential supporting observational data. 

A new emphasis in ecology, as applied to paleontology, was developed 

with the birth of Sedimentation (dating from the publication of Twenhofel's 

"Treatise on Sedimentation") about fifteen years ago. In modern Sedimentation 

the lithified sediments are conceived as tangible, although necessarily 

incomplete, records of past environments. With the tools supplied by Sedi- 

mentation a new field of investigation, Paleoecology, was developed. 

Paleoecology as yet is scarcely more than a philosophy, resting chiefly 

on the Huttonian doctrine that the present is a key to the past. Observational 

data are accumulating that indicate special environments during past geologic 

epochs that are scarcely duplicated under modern conditions. 

More field data are needed before Paleoecology will have reached the 

stature of a science separate from ecology. 

The Department of Geology at the University of Wisconsin has been a 

leader in the organization of the new field of Paleoecology. W. H. Twenhofel
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organized and served as chairman on the Committee on Paleoecology of 

the National Research Council from 19361938, during which time two reports 

were issued on the subject.



Forestry Problems 
Annual Relations of Forests 

1. Deer Study 
Status. In the last decade hundreds of "Kaibabs" (overpopulated 

deer ranges) have developed from Maine to California. Wisconsin has its 

share. 

The basic ecological reasons for this disharmony between deer and 

their range is not understood, though many of the superficial symptoms 

present promising leads for research. 

Part of these leads are under investigation. Some of the best 

projects are: 

Michigan; Sustaining value of different browse species (Davenport) 

Pennsylvania: Temperature physiology of deer, relation to food, 
effect of starvation on sex ratio (Gerstell) 

Arizona: Sustaining value of browse species; quantities per unit 
weight of deer (Nichol) 

Procedure. Wo one, as yet, has reconstructed the ecological history of 

non-forest vegetation on the deer ranges, to correlate it with the changes 

in plant suecession induced by lumbering, fire, ete. This could be done 

by digging out surveyors' notes, cruisers' notes, and other historical data. 

No one, as yet, has experimented with the electric fence as a means of 

protecting white cedar stands prepared for reproduction. The disappearance 

of white cedar reproduction is one of the symptoms of increasing disharmony. 

No one, as yet, has discussed the land economic adjustments necessary to 

apply to deer the technical knowledge already available. The present private 

land set-up seems hopeless as a channel for deer management, while the public 

land purchase policy offers only local relief. ‘Some experiments are needed, 

in cooperation with some enterprising northern county, to test land-economic
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mechanims which hold promise of applying what we already know about deer. 

No one, as yet, has measured the product of the Wisconsin deer ranges 

to see whether and where physical deterioration has set in (such deterioration 

is far advanced in states like Pennsylvania). ‘The sex and age composition 

of populations should also be determined and followed from year to year. 

Wo one, as yet, has studied the food habits of deer predators. It is 

& reasonable conjecture that restoration of deer predators is one of the 

indispensable means of keeping the herds in balance. 

A deer study should be regarded as insurance on the deer resource. To 

further postpone such a study involves risk of permanent damage to deer and 

deer range. The large sums now being invested in forestry and resettlement 

enterprises are being spent blindly, without advance knowledge of their 

effects on deer and deer range, or the effects of deer on then. 

Organization. Half a dogen state and federal agencies and as many 

university departments are involved in any really comprehensive attempt to 

solve the deer problem. Moreover it would be logical for the three lake 

states to act jointly on this common dilemma, and to allocate the component 

jobs through some common clearing house. The University might offer to serve 

as such & clearing house. It could do so if one man were setup to devote 

his entire time to the work.



Forestry Problems 
Annual Relations of Forests 

2. Dead Wood Study 
Status. The dependence of many mammals and birde on dead or hollow 

timber for nesting and den sites has always been known but never studied 

in detail. 

A nation-wide tendency to eliminate dead and hollow timber has resulted 

from ¢.C,.C. operations and the introduction of the timber cropping idea. 

Wildlife and forest conservation are here at loggerheads. 

A few specific studies have been made: 

Illinois: Wood Duek Nesting Study (Gigstead and Hawkins) 

New York: lIvory-bill Woodpecker Study (Kellogg and Allen) 

Germany: CGomprehensive ecological analyses of bird populations 
and tests of remedial techniques (Yon Berlepsch, Vieting- 
hoff, ete.) 

Wisconsin; Experiments in technique of artificial hollows (Feeney) 

Procedure. 
1. Surveys of sample Wisconsin woodlots to inventory hollows 

remaining and recently lost, and by what animals used. 

2. Experiments in artificial hollows (already started on Arboretum) 

3. Experiments in effects of leaving natural hollews. Censuses 

of coons, squirrels, flying squirrels, woodpeckers, ete., before and after 

removal of hollows. 

4. Deducing the age and durability of hollows in varias tree species. 

5. Farmers Bulletin showing how to reconcile the opposing needs of 

forestry and of animal conservation.
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TEACHING CONSERVATION IN THE SCHOOLS OF WISCONSIN 

What is conservation? 

Genservation seeks to maintain the supply and quality 

of our natural resources. It is a national, social, and economic 

problem, Gonservation is one of the major ways in which thoughtful, 

public-minded people are seeking the common good - human welfare 

is thus the ultimate goal, 

Why should there be conservation instruction? 

The dust storms, the floods, and the rapid depletion 

of our natural resources are making our people cons¢ious of the 

need of conservation instruction in our schools, We, as a people, 

have failed to protect ourselves against forest fires, floods, 

droughts, the wastage of much of our mineral resources, and the 

extermination of our wild life. We, the people of the United States, 

heave not given such thought to the leaving of fertile soil, forested 

areas, scenic beauty, and an abundance of wild life to our shildren 

z and their children, We have been too content to use the abundant 

weelth of our resources to plan much about the wealth which the 

future generations must have for their use. We have boasted about 

being the richest nation ever known in histery, and probably we 

are now, but will we continue to be unless we take thought for 

tomorrow? 

We have gone about our work of felling the forest, 

emptying the mine, tilling the soil, killing the game, making 

money out of beauty spots, and consuming and producing goods, 

heedless of the fact that even the most prodigal natural resources 

will not maintain or restore themselves, We have groups of interested
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individuals who are endeavoring to arouse us to the fact that a 

eontinent of rieh soil is going out from under us and that many 

other resources are disappearing at a needless rate. We have 

enasted laws for a limited protection for some of our resources, 

We have tried regulation. Now we are coming to realize that 

conservation is not the affair of any special group, or exclusively 

the function of state or federal or county government, but the concern 

end business of every citizen, We are coming to realise that we 

cannot solve these problems of conservation through the mere enactment 

of laws ~- laws alone will not meke us wise users in the present, or 

thoughtful planners for the future. We must have a public sentiment 

and proper individual attitudes to accomplish the purposes for which 

laws are created. We mast have a conservation-conscious citizenry. 

Gut we need more than this, We need a citizenry that has an under~ 

stending of the principles of conservation of mtural resources. 

Society, having failed to so educate its people, has turned to the 

school to de what the non-school agencies have failed to do fully. 

However, the school should not endeavor to do it alone. 

It ought to be taken for granted that this is a cooperative enterprise 

in teaching youth and adult alike some elements of good citisenship. 

It ought not to be necessary to argue that the wise and selective 
uses of our resources of nature are the concern of all, 

How should conservation be taught in schools? 3 

Conservation is not a single subject. it is an area of 

learning, and a way of living. Its facts are found in the selences, 

and its applications extend into all the fields of the social studies.
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That instruction which contributes most to good citizenship will 

contribute most to conservation, The involved and specialized 

aspects of such a vast area of learning cannot be grasped by children. 

The teacher wast so present the work that the pupils will see in 

their communities and their daily living the facts for the principles 

of conservation, They must so teach that the pupils will see the 

effects of soil erosion in the muddy water of the stream and the 

gully on the hillside, Here is an opportunity to develop an 

appreciation and an understanding of national problema from the local 

experiences of the pupils. 

When should eonservation instruction begin? 

The presehool years, The very young child may be taught 

to respect the rights of others and to have a feeling for the 

beauty of nature. The suggestions, "See the pretty butterfly", 

"Smell the fragrant flower", "Look at the blue eggs", "Feed the 

birds", and many others, lay a foundation of conservation attitudes. 
The possibilities of these early years in caring for flowers, 

for pets, and in seeing nature, should not be neglected. 

The elementary years, The "pointing to" and "calling 

attention to” methods of the presehool years should be continued. 

Observation trips and excursions to neighborhood spots and things, 

aquariums, sand tables, gardens, and flower boxes and beds furnish 

more formal experiences for these years. Then the conservation 

- gktitudes and appreciations may be much extended and strengthened 

by the study of birds, flowers, insects, aninals, trees, minerals 

soil, waters, and scenry in the school subjects of geography,
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history, art, music, science, language, and reading. It is not 

believed that the children in the first six years of the elementary 

school are mature enough te profit greatly by formal instruction 

in the principles of conservation. 

Early secondary years. Even in grades seven and eight 

any instrvetion given in the necessity for, and the principles of 

conservation will have to be in an elementary form and skillfully 

imparted. We must not neglect these years, They sre the years 

when interest in nature and explerations are keen, and ones in which 

deep end lifelong impressions are made. While the children of 

these years may not grasp the basic principles and fully comprehend 

the necessity for taking certain measures, they are intensely 

interested in the eccurrences that can be exemplified in their daily 

living. They are also mature enough to develop proper attitudes, 

form concepts, and have an understanding of the necessity of 

conservation, Adolescent youths are much interested in doing. And 

conservation has its practical sides as well as its theoretical 

ones. Just how many of the precepts and prineiples of conservation 

ean be successfully taught in these years mst,for the present, 

reat upon the judgment of the individual teacher. Zach teacher 

will need to appraise constantly her methods and the phases of 

the subject whieh she is presenting. She has little te guide her 

in the work, She will appraise her results by the amount and kind 

of interest which her instruction is arousing in the members of the 

Glass. While the students are studying conservation the teacher 

will be studying the pupils, and this is the harder task. ‘The 

teachers will need te imow both their class and the resources of their
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commnity thoroughly, and alse meh about our national ones. She 

will need to ask not how many facts has the class ecquired (facts 

and figures are, of course, needed) but what conservation attitudes 

has each pupil developed and what principles does he understand, 

The teacher's concern mast be to develop real and not sham 

conservationists, Her aim mst be to develop a willingness to do 

something (even if it sometimes means to do without in the present) 

to prevent waste and misuse, to restore, and to preserve our natural 

resourees for the sake of our national prosperity and the welfare and 

happiness of future generations, This will be a new type of effort 

for most teachers. 

Later secondary years. The work of the preceding years 

should be continued and expanded, Biology offers an opportunity to 

guide thé thinking of youth on many conservation problems and to 

show their relation to human conservation. Geography and agriculture 

have their opportunity, too. What effect may an expanding dust bowl 

have upon the price of bread? if we waste the coal in the upper 

seams, i¢ will soon be necessary to mine the lower ones. What effoct 

will this have upon our winter's coal bill? The possibilities in 

these subjects are many. ‘The teacher of home economies who shows 

pupils hew to arrange a vase of flowers artistically will be making 

her contribution too. 

Im the twelfth grade of high school it may be profitable 

to point up ell the previous conservation facts, principles and 

precepts into a course of approximately a semester, Here we will 

continue to develop attitudes and appreciations, and lay special 

stress on the prineiples of conservation. This course, or unit,
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should stress the relationships among the various subdivisions of 

soil, water, wild life, seenie and historical spots, forsets, and 

minerals, and consider theiy preservation, ubilizagion, renewal 

and restoration in their total effect upon human welfare. For,in 

the final anelysis, we are interested in sonservation of natural 

resources because that is the best and only sure means of providing 

for human conservation. 

Gongervation is now largely a social study. The social 

problem course teacher may make many problems more meaningful by 

showing the relation whieh existe between our natural resources and 

economic and social problems. Our conservation attitudes will find 

expression in our soning laws, land utilisation, seil eresion 

districta, and other social and escnomic legislation, These are 

types of topics whieh should be a part of the work of the twelfth 

year. 

Again, we must not forget the practical aspects of this 

avea of learning. The results of a teacher's efforts will not be 

found alone in what «@ group of pupils know, but in what they are 

willing to do, ‘There is much to do in every community, There ia 

much to do on most school grounds. Perhaps this is where the school 

might well start. What would be the effect of a well-kept and a 

well-landscaped school ground in every commmity? Suppose our nearly 

six thousand rural schools could be referred to as six thousand 

seenie spots. Then there is highway beautification, the feeding 

of birds, the protection of wild flowers, and the planting of wood lots 

and school foresta. The opportunities for worthwhile activities 

are many»
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Adult years, We have expressed the thought that 

conservation is a way of living and that it is a matter of vital 

importance to our national welfare and prosperity. ‘The roalization 

of a Gonservation program is determined by the actions of adults, 

tie all other secial problems, there is no fixed or permanent 

solution. So education on conservation problems must be a lifelong 

process. Adults and adult organisations mast carry forward the 

work begun in the schools and the schools must utilize the experiences 

of adults to instrect youth, ‘The cooperation of the schools and such 

organizations as the follewing, and many others which are not 

mentioned here, is essential to the realization of the conservation 

program: Isaac Walton League, Garden Clubs, Kiwanis, Rotary 

and other service clubs, Boy Scouts, Girl Seouts, 4-H, Wisconsin 

Wilda Life Federation, Priends of Our Native Landscapes 

Sone other objectives of conservation. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have discussed the general 

objectives of conservation with special emphasis upon its social 

purposes. We have streased the fact that conservation ia a way of 

good citizenship and that every teacher is, or should be, « teacher 

of it. The aims of conservation teaching are, therefore, the same 

as all general education. In the following paragraphs we will 

present some other objectives of education more definitely and 

endeavor to indicate how the teaching of conservation may be used 

a@ a moans for realizing thems 

the objective of literacy. One of the objectives of 

the school is to give children command of language symbols and
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usvages., Every subject in a sehool should make its contribution 

to this objective, A desire or a want to learn lenguage symbols 

end usages is a sure way to ready learning. Nature and the story 

of the ways in which it makes contributions to our food, clothing, 

and shelter is a means of securing this want to learn to reads 

Then every subject has its own spetial vocabulary; words needed 

to talk, write, and read about ite Conservation has such a 

fruitful fund of concepts that many words or terms are needed to 

comunicate them, Illustrations: covey, fisheries, masala, 

forests, bacteria, erosion, wild life, natural resources, habitat, 

utiligation, soning, floras 

The objective of democratic idealism, ‘he perpetuation, 

the improvement, and the reetifying of the democratic way of 

government must be secepted as another objective of all school 

activities. As we have previously stated, conservation is an 

example of good citisenship put into practice. It is an attempt 

to instill into the minde ef our youth the necessity of giving 

proper heed to a wisely planned policy toward our natural 

resources, Thies plan mist give thought to the future centuries 

ag well as the present hour, and in this sense conservation may 

be thought of as a high type of patriotism, The school, in carrying 

out this aim, will stress the responsibility which each generation 

has of so husbanding ite natural resources that they may remain 

“a bank account for our children and grandchildren as well as 

for ourselves". To achieve this objective it will be necessary 

to inetiil the idea that our natural resources provide us with « 

wesponaibility and an obligation as well as an opportunity. We
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have considered them mainly as an opportunity for securing 

wealth for ourselves, 

The objective of self expression. In conservation we 

find many possibilities for enabling each individual student to 

develop his own abilities and to cultivate his interests in 

useful end satisfying activities of social worth. 

The planting of trees, the planning and exeeution of 

home and school grownd beautification, school forests, and bird 

senctueries are but a few of the many means of giving expression 

to one's own interests. The performance of worthwhile work and 

the assumption of responsibilities required in such activities 

are necessary for the development of personality and character. 

The objective of seientific enlightenment. Conservation 

is a channel through which seientifie knowledge can clearly and 

effectively be made to fumetion in problems of social welfare. 

Under this objective we should aim to create a discriminating 

publie understanding of conservation problems. it will expose 

the principle that excuses waste because "it dees not cost me 

anything", or “let the next generation worry about that", To 

realize this objective, many facts frequently expressed in 

figures and diagrams will be needed for the purpose here will be 

to give the puplis the ability to interpret and evaluate facts. 

Wany arithmetic problems for the upper grades should be constructed 

whieh teach a conservation fact at the same time that they give 

meaning and wderstanding to mathematical manipulations. 

the objective of acientific method. The function of the 

elementary and secondary school is not to train scientists, but
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to lead children to understand and to use the methods of 

scientists in making their decisions in the conduct of their 

daily living. 

Conservation here offers an opportunity to train our 

youth to accept, to appreciate, and to allow to operate the 

findings of well-grounded continuous scientific research. 

Tllustration. On page of this handbook will be found 

a list of Wisconsin flowers, We wish to consider this as a 

problem in conservation which we will study with the expectation 

of giving the class some training in the selentific method. 

Space requires that our presentation shall be brief. The first 

thing that 1t will be necessary for the teacher to do will be 

to ereate an interest in the conservation of the flora if it 

has not already been done. Some pupil may ask, "What difference 

foes it make if all the flowers disappear? We cannot make any 

money from them, or eat them." Such a challenge showld not be 

ignored as it is the heart of a conservation attitude, Let us 

suppose the class decides that they wish to preserve their native 

floras 

Having created an interest in flora the ¢lase will 

survey ite immediate neighborhood to see how many of the flowers 

listed are found theres Are they found in almmdance? Are they 

rere? Were these plants rare when the parents of the pupils 

were youths? ‘hat flowers have completely vanished, Have 

there been new arrivals to the flora of the neighborhood? 

Then it will be necessary for them to seek the causes for the 

diminishing flora as destruction of the habitat, ruthless pieking,
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two individual planta as the dog-tooth violet. The class will study 

the hebitet of this once so eomnon plant in Wisconsin to learn 

how the destruction of its natural environment has in many localities 

almost placed the dog-tooth violet in the group of vanished flowers. 

It will soon be evident that if we are to preserve the dog-tooth 

violet we must be willing to provide it with its proper habitet. If 

the grade in one in which fhe pupils are mature enough to understand 

the reproductive processes of plants, these will be studied and the 

pupils taught the relation between a proper method of gathering 

the flowers of the dog-tooth violet and ite conservation. They 

will alse study other plants to learn whether they are propagated 

through a bulb or seeds, How shall we gather the blossoms of bulb 

plants? Should we ever gather all the blossoms of seed propagating 

plants? The clase must decide: Shall we preserve the dog-tooth 

violet? What must we do to preserve it? 

This brief and incomplete illustration will suggest many 

ways for the interested teacher to use conservation as a means 

of developing a seientific approach Be the study of a problem, 

What does conservation involve? 

When defined in terms of the major activities involved, 

conservation includes (1) a stock+taking, or inventory of resources, 

present and past, together with a thorough study of the processes 

of depletions (2) preservationz (3) the discovery and prompt 

employment of more efficient methods of utilization for the purpose 

ef conserving the resources (4) the renewal and (5) restoration
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of resources; and (6) the substitution of certain resources for 

others, A brief discussion of these divisions follows. It should 

be understood that not all of these activities will be taken up 

im every field, as some are more applicable to one field than te 

another, Thus, restoration ie not an activity applicable to a 

study of coal. 

(1) Basie to all conservational work is some knowledge 

of the extent of our resources, and of the ways in which they are 

depleted, Wise planning of future expenditures, whether of money 

or natural resourtes, requires a knowledge of one's bank account. 

This phase of conservation applies to all resourees, but is 

particularly needed for the lees abundant ones. Moreover, date 

on the original resources and the processes of depletion are 

@ssential if depletion is te be checked, and if the resourees are 

to be restored, even in small measure, to their original condition. 

Por minerals, knowledge of the original resource is not as needful 

as for waters or foreats, but data on the ways in which the minerals 

have been used and abused are absolutely essential if those abuses 

are to be corrected, 

(2) Preservation is necessary for guarantecing the quantity 

and quality of certain rescurees for the future, sueh as soil, 

scenic areas, wild flowers, wilderness areas, water supply, and 

objects of scientific and historie interest, Originally the major 

emphasis in conservation was placed here, but the movement now 

includes much more than efforts at preservation of existing resources. 

(3) Wise and efficient use of resources is alse required 

of us. If certain resources are needed, we surely have a right to
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use them, even to the extent of destroying them, but we have no 

exeuse for inefficient use, for waste. The people of the state and 

nation are stewarde of the natural resources, morally obliged to 

pass them on to later generations as little impaired as economically 

feasible, Efficient use ie particularly needed for the exhaustible, 

non-replaceable resourses, such as minerals, 

(4) Renewal and (5) restoration are especially needed for 

the biological resources -<- forests and wild life, and for sueh 

resources as soil and water. By taking sufficient precautions, we 

should be able to maintain an abundant supply of the biologic 

resources for an indefinite future. And the productivity of soils 

is renewable, and waters may be restored to some measure of their 

original purity. 

(6) Substitution holds possibilities which have been 

inadequately appreciated, In general, the renewable or "flow" 

resources, sueh as water power and forests should be substituted, 

where @conomically feasible, for the non-renewable, or “fund" 

resourses, such as coal and iron, Moreover, the more abundant 

of the "fund" resources may well be substituted for the less 

abundant. 

fo know what resources we have, to preserve them where 

essential, always to use them as efficiently as possible, to 

renew and restore those which can be, to substitute renewable for 

the non-renewable resources, and the more abundant for the less 

abundant ones + these are the varied activities included in 

conservation of natural resources. A411 of them seek the welfare 

of the people of the locality, state, and nation (and, indirestiy, 

of other nations) by providing an adequate supply of those natural 

resources on which human living depends.
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There might be many ways to subdivide natural resources 

(pesources provided entirely or primarily by nature). We have 

decided to use these six groups: (1) Water, (2) The Soil, (3) 

Forests and other plant life, (4) Wild Life, (5) Seenie and 

Historic Features, (6) and Minerals. it is essential to keep 

these main groups in mind in considering the purpose and the 

scope of the conservation movement, and in laying out the major 

problems, projects and activities to which attention should be 

given in the public schools.
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THE CONSERVATION OF THE SOIL 

It is a trite statement that the soil is the basic resource 

of a nation, that is, soil snd water under favorable temperature 

conditions. The conservation of this resource is fundamental to 

continued national prosperity. We should realize that it takes nature 

from 5,000 to 10,000 years to make a foot of soil consisting not only 

of inert earth materials but also tiny plants and animals, in fact, 

a "biologic complex", Not 211 soil remains where it is first 

produced, but is moved by gravity, wind and water to other places, 

se that om the steep slope of mountains there is bare rock (even 

though weathering goes on) tut in the low lands the soil may be a 

thousand feet deep, 

Not all of the soil is useful for plant growth. Oly 

the upper few inches have this combination of earth materials, hums, 

plants and animals. This is the rieh top soil, from here the 

fertile soil shades into the subsoil which is far lees fertile and 

@an only be built into good soil with much effort and expense, 

Not only is the soil limited to a few inches in depth 

in most places, but even as rich a country as the United States does 

not have vast areas of the best soil, The National Resources Board 

has made a classification of the solls of the United States inte ‘ 

five classes, calling the best land "grade 1" and the poorest, which 

is not really fit for framing, "grade 56". It is surprising that 

only 5.3% of the United States consists of "grade 1" land and 46% 

of "grade 5", Wisconsin's soil consists of 8% grade 1 land, 15% 

grade 5, and most of it (41%) is grade 2. The Gorn Belt has most 

of the good land, The fact that there is relatively little good 

land should make us all the more anxious to save what we haves
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It is also important to remember that even if our ploneer 

forefathers paid little for their farms in cash, they paid for the 

land in work, in getting along on a few acres, waiting for the time 

when the ¢leared land would be large enough te really support them 

in eonfort. The Alaska pioneers are finding out what it costs to 

elear land when they have to pay for it in cash, The breaking of 

the prairies, drainage and irrigation all have cost money, time and 

sweat. it is patriotism on our part to conserve what our pioneer 

parents wrung out of the forests in back-breaking toils 

fo understand how soil erodes we must know how water acts 

on land. Plants are “soup eaters”, that is, their food mst be 

dissolved in water and taken in at the roots, except for some things 

they take from the air, Land without rain is a desert and with 

little rain there are droughts, ¢rop failures and dust storms, as 

the past few years have shown. Wisconsin generally has ample rainfall 

for crops, but even here we can have droughts. (See rainfall maps.) 

Rain falling upon the earth takes three paths, Much of 

it evaporates, some of it at once, but meh more from the pools, 

the moist earth, rivers, lakes, and swamps. The evaporated water 

or "fly off” is of little use te plants with roots in a thirsty soil. 

Some of the water starts to run off as soon as it falls, and that 

does not do the plants much goods in fact, it causes erosion as 

we shall see. The “percolating” water is the water that is of real 

use to the soup-eating plants. It enters at the roots and is 

transpired through the leaves and joins the fly off. Some of it 

returns to the surface without passing through plants and is evaporated; 

but another part goes deep into the soil and becomes underground 

water, This is the water whieh goes into the wells, somes out as
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springs, end keeps the rivers and lakes going in the dry parts of 

the year, The underground water is of great use to mankind, but 

it alse carries away some of the plant food by leaching, especially 

where rainfell is heavy. 

The water which runs over the surface picks up particles 

ef earth and carries them into the creeks and rivers, inte lakes 

and the ocean. Muddy water always means that earth is being washed 

away. The steeper the slope the faster the water runs and the 

more speed it has the greater is its carrying power. When the water 

flews very fast it can carry mot only fine particles but even 

gravel and stones. Some soils wash much more rapidly than others, 

and much depends on the kind of rainfall, Slow rains have a chance 

to soak into the soil and do not run off; heavy rains come so fast 

thet the ground cannot absorb the waters We cannot change the 

slopes, the soil, or the rainfall, bub we can determine what shall 

grow on the soll, Porests and thick grass break the foree of the 

vain and keep the water from running, henee send more into the soil 

where it can be used by the plants and leas of it runs off where 

it erodes the soil and causes floods, Farm crops perait more 

erosion than forests or grass, and fallow goil most ef all. ‘The 

water soon becomes muddy and seals up the pores of the soil and 

runs over the surface causing sheet erosion which is the most subtle 

kind. Gradually the fertile top sell is carried away and the infertile 

subsoil left. Over fifty million acres of farm land have been 

destroyed in this way, The more spectacular erosion is the gully 

erosion which is knowmte all. 

The earth taken from farms has to go somewhere, The water 

which cannot enter the soil causes floods and carries the soil with 

it inte streams, fills dams and reservoirs, destroys navication,
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and filis up roadways and spoils the good land in valleys and plains, 

Erosion ¢an be controlled by keeping the slopes in woodland or 

permanent pasture, by strip farming and terracing, Gullies ¢an be 

filled by various “engineering works", 

fhe soil is also being depleted by extractive farming, 

but soil eresion destroys more soil elements than does cropping» 

Geod farm management and fertilization will correct soil depletion. 

{Table Ii.)
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CONSERVATION OF THE SOIL 

1. ‘The S012 

(oa) How the soil is made « time needed to create a foot of soils 

(b) Transportation and distribution of soil by wind and water, 

{e) soil and subsoil - relation to hwms, organic matter and 
Sbunedeh chommaes . 

(d) Water is needed for plants + "Plants are soup eaters", 

(@) Distribution of good and poor soils over the J.S.3 in Wisconsin. 

2. How we got the land used for farming and what it costes, 

(a) Clearing of stumps, brush and stones. 

ib) Breaking the prairie. 

(e) Drainage. 

(d) Irrigation. 

3. Water and Land, 

(a) Weter is essential to plant and animal life «+ land without 
water is ea desert. 

(be) Distribution of rainfall over the U.5.: The humid and arid 
lands of our country. Distribution in Wisconsin. 

(¢) What happens to rainfall, 

1. Evaporation. 
2. Run-off - evaporation from streams, lakes and marshes. 
3. Percolating waters. 

a) Some returns to the surface and is evaporated. 
b) Some enters plants and is used and transpired. 
¢) Some enters the ground water. 

1) Furnishes water to cities and farms. 
.| re ~ enters rivers and lakes, 

3) FP te. 
(a) Ground water carries away essential elements + 

ieaching.
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4. Erosion. 

{a) Caused by run-off water. 

(®) Speed of water and erosion, Muddy water indiestes erosion. 

(e) Factors = 

so 
A fagueenine ail coven Influence of forests and grass. 

(a) Sa et getty woken ~ Wind erosion on sandy soils « 

wo ie st es coer stresses Sh teatt 
\f) Other effeets of increased run-off and erosion. 

fl Rise, 020 sare, ventes rest 
1} Bias SR eseret Ee ene 

5. Conservation of Land. 

1, Eresion Control. 

(a) Eatewortetion, af ston shaxes - Vigeonste saat =. 

(bo) Permanent pastures on slopes. 

(e) Strip farming and terracing. 

(d) Engineering works. 

(@) Soil Conservation Service and its work, 

2, Keeping up the fertility of the soil. 

(a) Se ee nee Se ae ee ee 

(%) Good farm management - rotation. 

(e) Fertilisation - barnyard manure - green manure. 

(Gd) Commercial fertilisers ¢ Available supplies in the 
United States ~ 7.V.A. experiments.
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Table. 

ANNUAL GATHS AND LOSSES OF PLANT NUTRIENTS FROM THE SOILS OF THE UNITED stares? 

(Millions of Tons) 

Losses Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium Caleium Magnesium Sulpher cogente 
Mav 

Through crops-harvested area 4.6 «7 3.2 1.0 5 5 92 

Through grazing and pastures 3.0 5 3.7 1.0 5 A 60 

Through erosion and leaching from 
harvested areas 6.5 9 21.6 39.6 12.0 8.2 130 

erosion and leaching from 
bane 2.0 4 7.7 12.0 35.8 2.2 40 

Total Losses 16.1 2.5 36.2 53.6 16.8 11,3 S22 

Plant Nutrients Addea* 11.8 1.2 4.8 13.8 4.6 8.7 100 

Net Losses 4.3 1.4 31.4 39.8 12.2 2.6 222 

i 
Complied from Tables 12 and 13 Report of the National Resources Board, December, 1954,p.162-165. 

pwongh fertilizers, crop residues, manures, rainfall and irrigation waters, nitrogen fixation.
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Our water resources are among the more valuable of our 

natural resources, We depend on water at every hand. Fortunate 

as a State in possessing great resources in waters, we must take 

eare that they meet cur needs and are not damaged beyond repair, 

These needs have varied somewhat from decade to decade. 

Transportation on our rivers is far less important than in the 

nineteenth century, but the waterway value of the Great Lakes 

continues, and the demands for water supply (for human econswnption) 

and for reereational purposes are increasing. In general, as 

time goes on we are placing « greater and greater burden on our 

water resources, and they are becoming less and leas able to bear 

that burden. 

Two of the general themes which run through the study 

of conservation of waters require emphasis--(a) the interlocking 

nature of the different problems of water conservation and (b) the 

unity of each stream basin, The different uses of © stream may 

either conflict or work together--the development of water power 
may aid navigation and it may injure the scenic aspects of the 

power site. And what is done in one part of a stream basin, the 

upper part particularly, influences the stream and ite uses in the 

lower part. If, for example, the flow of the stream in its lower 

course is to be regulated much of the work (reservoir construction, 

reforestation) must be done in the headwater area. Stream pollution 

likewise involves the welfare of the people down stream, as does 

the diversion of water for irrigation. Accordingly, in teaching 

about any one problem in conservation of waters, beth the 

interlocking nature of the various probléms and the unity of thé 

stream basins being considered should be kept as clearly in mind as 

possible.
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fhe following outline directs the attention to our 

water resources, to the several uses and abuses of waters, and to 

the problem of regulating the flow of streams. Additional 

suggestions on water resources are included in the chapter on 

fhe Landy the chapter om Wild Life deals to some extent with 

the "food and fur" resourses of water, and recreational uses are 

eonsidered in the chapter om Scenie and Historical Resources.
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Conservation of Our Water Resources. 

hy Gur water resources, 

1. The many uses of waters. 

2» The water resources of the home community, of Wisconsin, 
and of other parts of the United States. 

3} Foo Boa — Streams--size 
33 Lakes=-distribution in Weconsin and in the United States. 

a) Ground waters-~-abundance of, sources, conditions in 
different parts of Wisconsin. 

(e) Coastal watera--length of, harbors, fish resources of, 

B. Water supply for human consumption and industrial use. 

1. The quantity of water needed, 

2. The qualities of « safe and suitable water supply. 

3. How water supplies are polluted. 

4. How water supplies are wasted, 

Se EE Ey WO Gone to Serenee Wee Ente, oe NEE Se 
‘or 
a» Rural use 
be Urban use 

6, What may be done to improve the quality of our water supiy, 

a. Rural 
and 

be Urban 

7 ‘The relation of the water problem to other water 
. es on a melpe gig e ig nnd he af 

8. Regional contrasts in the water supply problem in 
&- Wisconsin 
be United “tates 

G. Water pollution. 

1. Extent of pollution in different parts of Wisconsing in other 
parts of the United States. 

2. Major causes of pollution. 

S. Gonsequences of pollution. 

4. How pollution of waters may be reduced or eliminated. 

6 in the control of water pollution in Wisconsing in 
+ POOR aves of tae tated Stakes, ,
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D. Waters as a source of food, fur, ote. 

1. The fish and fur resources of our streaus, swamps and 
marshes, lakes and coastal waters. 

2. “widences of extensive depletion of the life of waterg-«<in 
Wisconsin, in other parts of the United States, 

3. Causea of depletion of life of our waters: pollution, over 
fighing, ete. ' 

4, How the wildlife of our waters may be protected and restored, 
a» Of our streams and smell lakes, 
be Of the Great Lakes, 
& Of the coastal waters. 

5. Progress in conservation of fish-hatcheries, ete. 
a» Wisconsin 
De Gomeet aoe of the United States 

: ee Coas waters of the Atlantic and Pacific 

BE. Reereational value of waters. 

i. The value of marshes lakes, rivers and coastal 
: waters for veepeationeetiahing, scenry, ete. 

2. Now the recreational value of our waters is spolled-<by 
pollution, removal of nearby trees, ete, 

3. What we should do to protect and improve the recreational 
value of waters. 

4. Progress and plans in conservation of recreational value of 
weters in 

a Wisconsin 
be Other parts of the United *tetes 

FP. Water for irrigation 

1. The need for irrigation waters in dry lands, 

@. The need for irrigation water in humid areas, like Wisconsin. 

3. Sourees of irrigation water. 

4, Prineiples of efficient use of irrigation water. 

5. How water for irrigation may be provided+-storage, ete. 

G. Water power 

is Impertance of power resources. 

&. Potential resources of * ae power 

be The United States
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Be Reasons why only a small part of the potential power is 
used, 

4, Why the use of water power should be encouraged. 

5S. Advances in the last few decades in the use of water power, 

He. Our inland waterways 

1» The existing waterways of our State, of the Nation. 

2. The use of the Great Lakes. 

%. The rise and decline of river ways and barge canals. 

4 EES Corataeetate Se Semapertetion on thy amends a 
* “River and its tributaries, - 

5, The next steps in the use of our waterwaye--essentials in a 
r national program of waterways improvement. 

I. Flood and low water control 

1. Floods 
as The destruction resulting from floods. 
bs The influence on floods of 

a 

: Zi Gath ene tetugex 
wie chete aames tet 

e flood demage increasing 
4. How flocds may be controlled and flood damage redueed~- 

levees, reservoirs, etc, 
@s Pleod control in Wisconsing in the Ohio and Mississippi 

valleys; elsewhere in the United States. 
f. The need for cooperation of commmities, of states, and of 

countries. 

ae Oy of streams during the ae Importance flow 8 
* “season of low water--for water supply, ete. 

De How the minimum flow of streams may be increased. 
@. What is being done in this state and elsewhere in the 

United States. 

Js Planning for water conservation 

ls Questions of legal control are involved and may create — 
difficulties. 

2. The different uses of streams conflict and must be harmonized. 
@sg+ power development and scenery. 

3s The entire drainase basin mst be taken inte secount in planning
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CONSERVATION OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

Minerals are in a class by themselves in that the supply is 

limited by mature. Forests can be regrown even though it takes fifty 

te 100 years to do so. The soil, if kept in a good condition, can 

produce erop after crop for thousands of years; in fact some lands 

have already done so. Minerals, on the other hand, are a "one 

erop resource" non-reproducible and exhaustible, fixed in amount and 

distributed very unevenly over the world. Only a few nations are 

well supplied with the basic minerals, especially iron, coal and oil. 

The Whited States is lucky in having within its boundaries a greater 

variety of minerals than any country of the world, yet in spite of 

that it is short of about twenty minerals which enter into industry. 

The five most important of these are tin, nickel, manganese, 

chromite and antimony. 

Since there is such a variety of minerals their conservation 

varies greatly. The long list of milding materials such as stone, 

gand, clay and lime oceur in large quantities as far as the United 

States is concerned, in fact the supply is so large that we do not 

have to worry about exhausting then. Some of them can be used more 

than once, as when the stone ef an old building is used in a new one. 

However, even though the supply is large there are local shortages. 

Bot all parts of the United States, or even Wisconsin, have an ample 

supply of building stone, lime, or even gravel, and each locality 

should carefully consider the best use to be made of whatever is 

available. 

A second group of minerals, auch as iron, copper and their 

alloys, lead, sine, gold and silver are exhaustible as far as the 

supply below the earth's surface is concerned, Certain copper and
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iron mines have already been exhausted, or the ore is so poor, 

or now lies so deep that it does not pay to work the mine any more, 

Now there is nothing left but a hole in the ground and the people 

have moved away, leaving a dead town behind. However, the minerals 

of thie group tend to secumulate above ground, since they can be 

used over and over agains Naturally there is some loss as the 

metals are used, Iron rusts, for instance, but on the whole the 

usable supply tends to increase, Every time you sell old metal to 

the junk man the supply of serap metal is increased and there is 

less demand on the supply below the ground, About half of the iron 

and steel made today somes from "serap" and large quantities of 

copper, lead, sine, tin, and antimony are recovered from old 

materials. If our population becomes stationary it is concetvable 

that civilization can exist by merely replacing the lost and worn 

out metals by mining fresh ores. 

The situation, however, is most critical in the group of 

minerals whieh ere destroyed by their use, such as coal, petroleum 

and natural ges. The fertilizer minerals are algo in this group, 

bat the supply is so large, and some of them can be obtained by 

utilising the by-preducts of other industries, that their depletion 

is in the far distant future. However, some of them may becom 

more expensive as time goes one 

Im the case of coal, oi] and natural cas, we have resources 

which are definitely exhaustible, Cur coal supplies are so enormous, 

however, that it is estimated that they will not be exhausted before 

5,000 years, However, the problem is not will the cellar be empty, 

but how soon will the price of coal co up? About one-third of the 

anthracite is gone and it is costing more to mine the more inaccessible
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layers, The best seame of bituminous coal will show definite 

inereases in costes of production after thirty years or so, The 

problem of conservation is to avoid wastes in miming and in the use 

of coal by the consumer, The former is extremely difficult as long 

ae 6,000 mines located in thirty-one atates are in direct competition 

with each other. 

Natural gas and petroleum are also exhaustible resources which 

are being depleted rapidly end waste is most flagrant. “In one field," 

says Professor Leith, “a billion feet of cae are blown in the air 

daily, enough to supply the United Kingdom twiee over and forty times 

as mth as al] the Seandinavian countries use tegether." The loss 

in oil is likewise enormous, yet we seem helpless to stop this waste 

ag long as the owner of the soil has the right to drill on his ow 

lend and exhaust an entire geological pool. Gil and gas flow freely 

underground, and if the neighbors want to get their share, they 

too must sink wells and get what they can before the of11 is all gone. 

You and I get the benefit of the waste and competition because it 

gives us cheap "gas" for our cars, trucks, and tractors, We are 

long way from setting up proper lawe which will prevent the 

exploitetion of these two resources, but if we do, it will mean 

redueing the supply we use today and this year so that there may 

be o11 in the ground for our children and grandchildren to use. A 

smaller supply today means a higher price. Are we willing to pay it? 

The true test of the “conservationist” is whether he will be willing 

to pay more for the use of natural resources now in order that future 

generations may enjoy them also, Mest people prefer to use the 

resources lavishly today and let the future take care of itself, 

hoping that new o11 fields will be discovered or substitutes will be 

found.
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One of the substitutes for coal, gas and o11 is water power, 

but only to a limited extent. All three resources are highly 

impertant for heating and smelting, and water power cannot readily 

be substituted for gasoline in sutemobiies and trucks, even when 

converted into electricity.
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WINERAL RESOURCES 

I. Mineral Resources of United States. 

As Resources and consumption. 

le In variety and abundance of mineral deposits United 
States is the largest producer and consumers 

2, Relation of minerals to industry ~ furnish both power 
and machines. 

B. Puele. 

ls Goal, Resources, uses, competitive sources of onerete 
conservational practices necessary to minimize was 
in mining and in uses 

2. Petroleum, Resources, uses, importance to national 
* “welfare and seourity, Rate of depletions Need for 

conservation. Substitutes from soal and o11 shale. 

S. Natural gas,» Resources, uses, waste. Need for 
sonservations 

Cy. Building Materials. 

is Stone, granite, limestone, sandstone, ) 
marble, and slate used as building 
materials. Grushed stone used as These construction 
concrete aggregate. j materials are 

2. Sand and gravel. the country — 

3, Glay and shale for mamfacture of } eens "eee 
brick and tile. | et eee 

> :  ecametan = z Se Coment manufactured from limestone ) best be presented 

lecal problems 6 Mineral wool, manufactured from shale. ) within the state, 

%, Asbestos. } 

8. Gypsum. ‘ 

D, Road building materials. ; 

ly» Send end gravel. " 

2. Stone. : 

%. Shale and clay. ; 
4. Disintegrated granite.
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Ee Metals occurring in adequate quantities in United States, 

ls Ivon ore ) 

Sleek” | Resourees, uses conserva e a By » problems of tion. 

5. Aluminum 

F, Metals occurring in adequate quantities in United States. 

1. Antimony 

a. ionsenene Uses, f ibility of ore sources, poss ; 
Bae” | ecbotioation. . 

&, Tin ) 

G. Pertilizers occurring im adequate quantities in United ‘tates. 

1. Phosphates) 
2s Potash ) Resources, uses, problems of conservation. 
3 Lime ) 

Ii, Mineral Resources of Wisconsin. 

As Fuels, No mineral fuels, There is an abundance of yee et ot 
present fuel prices peat cannot be economically utilised. 

le Importance of water power. “Because of the extremely variable 

; a re depended sean ts peenten ter percentage of canno' a greater pe 

Seameeee 40 as Siiky etteet wr wane Sorte taaneaaei, 2 wa a 

of wjagn the Caines immboen Gtarage reservoir orice se 
the Wisconsin Valley improvement Company are the best 
examples, Because of irregularities an tne, pee Eeeeetan 

pe By Geer iestitory wire seas Gausing expensive 8 r are Pe 
ication of facilities. This is the primary yk a 

oo the more attractive water power sites can be 
developed, In Wisconsin it costes approximately twice as 
po lela tent Bow ge age th mg Bi Al laa 
vulld an average steam plant of seme capacity.” + 

Rs tance of cheap transportation of fuels. "Present large 
modern steam plants, in the state are generating surrent ° 
more i ile the ave hydro tes One of the 
poets * <f benb in Wrdreeaies generation is the 

rest on the investment in plant i « Hence the 
interest charge per K.W.a. for a - oo 2 
Wisconsin is about twice that for steam power. addition, 
steam power may be produced more continuously than water 
Pym and therefore will generate more K.W¥.H. over which 

Savane Sy Se seven The difference thus occasioned 

fr fetes Forereaty-sctenbed of Ttotees tects pe ‘a! 8 as re ec’ 
davolapes by steam, Having
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the of water transportation for coal, electric 
Titer cae er exoteaet in steam ee at least in lake 
Cities, at a cost not meh grea than that in the most 
favorably situated communities in this country".& (You 
might consider rs Plate XL, pe $39, Wisconsin a 
Plan Repert, as en illustration. This is a population map 
ef the state showing transmission lines.) 

* Regienal Flan Report, p.332 
#® Regional Plan Report, pPBSS 

B, Building Materials, 

1. Stones Types and distributions ; AS @ shahenedh 
resource 

@. Sand and gravel. ; construction materials 
are inexhaustible 

+ Clay snd shale for manufacture of ) Looal shortases create 
brie! tile. problems cone 

} servation and sub- 
4, Lime. ; stitution. ach 

school should make a 
5. Gement. Lecation of cement mili. ) a the materials 
Source of clay, limestone, and gypsum. ) aval. aoe eee Th 

6. Shale for manufacture of mineral wool. = a 
feed o : 

CG. Road Materials. ‘ ai 

. ) leDypce aveilable. 

7 : @.Reserves of each 
S. Shale and clay. ; type. This will 

indicate any short: 

ee ne seike 66 semmeetier 
on conservation 
and substitution. 

D. Metals 

i. iron ores The iron ore deposits are located in Iron, 
Plorence, Dodge, and Sauk counties, At present mines are 
ot in Iron Sere There are considerable reserves 

waht mining Wnier prosse® peibese’ Tmt Aachen: Gan tren * 

Sounties, there are Tonge reserves of iron formation from 
whieh merchantable ore can be produced when ore prices make 
this an economic operation. 

@. Lead and gine. These ores are mined in southwestern 
Wiscongime Mining is active in times of favorable prices. 
fhe reserves are not known because it has not been
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eustomary to determine reserves very far in advance of 
uinings ib is unlikely that the ore is exhausted. 
Iuproved mining methods and treatuent of the ore have 

eens, tte ee eens Students will be 
interested in linting articles setured in whole or 

in part from these metals. See ee ee 
show that conservetion is practiced by salvaging used 
metal, 

BE, Agricultural lime. 

le Limestone 

Qe Hard 

3 Calcareous clay 

These three sources make sarieulturel lime available te 
many counties of the state, Zach school should — 
aeternine: 

(a) 2oeed. somone oy (b) enwved of sevieiieenl Sieh 

Soabielesn of eouts will emphasize 2 wine tb 
the community of a local resource. 

Note: if Geeivet, pe Survey oon CD of the state 
showing the distribut of the hen’ pescurtene
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Mineral Resources 

Von Hise and Havemeyer, Conservation of Our Natural Resources 
Part Is) pel¥ll5. . 

Parkins and Whitaker, Our Natural Resourees and their Conservation, 
Part Vey pe 409-475. 

Natural Resources Board Report, 1034, ps. 389-451. 

Zimmermann, World Resourees and Induetries, Harpers. 

Bulletine of the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. 

"Wisconsin". Wis. Lepartment of Agriculture and Markets Bulletin #180
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CONSERVATION OF SCENIG AND HISTORIC RESOURCES 

“As individuals, it is upon the surface of the land, its 

natural beauties or its man-made ugliness that we are compelled to 

gaze most of our waking hours," said a noted British geographer. 

Dull indeed is the person who does not respond to the beauties of 

nature as revealed in mountain, valley or plain and in waters such 

as lakes, waterfalls or marshes. Forests, flowers and shrubs ¢lothe 

the lendseaps, ‘the conservation of this intangible resourse is 

largely 4 matter of preserving what nature has given us; to enjoy 

4t dees not destroy or diminish the scenery, But the land ower, 

the farmer or timber owner often does destroy the naturel landscape, 

sometimes deliberately, but more often through the use of the land 

for factories, railroads, bill boards, junk yards, villages or 

farms, This does not mean that these uses in themselves destroy 

scenery; a cultivated farm with waving corn, clover fields, mesdows 

and wood let is just as beautiful as the original forest. The old 

New Englend villeges are as charming as the “rocks and rills" 

celebrated by the author of “America”, Cities can be beautiful, and 

60 Gam such structures as bridges, highways and even railroads. 

fo preserve and enhance the beauty of the landscape is the 

conservation of this resources 

Seenery may sound sentimental, but Wisconsin scenery 

attracted over six million visitors annually even in the days of 

the depression, who spent over 140 million dollars while they 

were our guests. Nany of them have bought land on the shores of 

our lakes and streams and boilt swamer homes and cottages, Hotels, 

resorts, boys’! and girls' camps, and clubs heve also sought out 

Wisconsin's scenic lakes and forests, In some places game preserves
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have been established. 

This means much in terms of taxes and business in our lake 

regions, at the Dells, Door County, and other places, but stii1 

more in terms of rest, sport, play and contact with nature to 

thougands of city people whe are shut up in offices and apartments 

most of the year. They seek the out-of-doors literally te re-create 

themselves. So does the sporteman who unts and fishes or “shoots” 

the game and the landscape with his camera, For this we need 

large areas of lend, farms as well as forests, One of the problems 

is to arrange for public hunting and fishing on privately owned 

land. 

Most people will agree that the private ownership of 

places of great natural beauty or great natural wonders is not 

desirable, We all have a feeling that these belong to all the 

people. Conservation-minded people believe that sueh places 

should be in public ownership and open to the rich and poor alike 

at mo expense. The national covernment has foliewed this policy 

by setting aside national parks and monuments and making the 

federal forests available te the public. ‘Some of these are 

large enouch for wilderness areas where no roads are allowed and 

the land is preserved just as nature made it. Smaller areas have 

been set agide as state, county and city parks, but we need many 

more of them, especially in the more densely populated parts of 

Wigeonsins We need more public play grounds and beaches 

particularly along Lake Michigan and Superior, All navigable 

waters are public preperty in Pisconsin, but we mst preserve 

their use for the people by getting seme of the land along the
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shores in state or sounty ownership. Public forests have multiple 

uses; while they are growing trees they can be used by the lover 

of the out-of-doors, the sporteman and fisherman. Conservation 

means plaming for the future needs of our people for contact with 

natures 

"A wise nation preserves its records, gathers up ite 

munimente, decorates the tombs of ite lilustricus deed, repairs ite 

great structures, and fosters national pride and love of country 

by perpetual reference to the sserifices end glories of the past.“ 

This is the quotation whieh appears on all publications deseribing 

the historio sites of Canada. The conservation of great apiritual 

values gan be fostered by the preservation of thoss spots which 

keep alive the memory of notable deede and histerie events. The 

federal government has done this at Gettysburg and Valley Forse 

but let us also honor the illustrious acts of peace as well as of 

war, Wisconein bas preserved ite first capitel buildings We should 

stimilate the desire to preserve looal mementoes before it is toc late, 

| these whieh earry our memories back to pioneer days of our atate ~« wilis, 

churches, the first leg eabine, the covered bridges and the rural 

cemeteries, village sites and other antiquities should be preserved, 

The present Indian reservations should be a part of this programs 

All histeri¢c places should be marked. 

Unlike some of the other resources, every citizen has a 
part in the conservation of the landscape and our historic associations. 

The way the private land owner keeps his farm, factory, store or home 

adds or detracts from the attractiveness of the landscape. Also, how 

Goes the citizen behave when he visite a park or grove, Inmte in a 

forest or on a farm? Is the place littered up with tin cana,
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paper, and bottles when the pienic is over? Has he thrown away 

lighted matches or left a bonfire burning? Has he acted like a 

Guest? Remember we are ali artists responsible for adding a few 

brush etrokes te the master painting we call Wisconsin.



CORSERVATION OF SCENIC AND BISTORIC RESOURCES 

1. The lendseape in general 

a) Land formations ~ as mountains, val plains, ete 
iS) Water, ineluding lakes, rivers, vatentalih, marshes e” 
@) ¥ tion, trees, flowers, shrubs as part of the 

* 

(d) Man-made Fonewwes ~ formsteads, villages, bridges, 
vailrosds, cities. : : 

&. Privately owned land used for reereation 

@) Sumer homes, cottages, resorts, estates. 
bd seseue aeee preserves. 
e) Farms ee a 

nature. 

tap Salen cade cottaitle atte urna ot pitti 
property ownership. 

«=~ Public resreation areas 

a) public areas are needed « relation to population 
tet taleke aatseushs seen auntie’ ten city. . 
(¢) "Monuments", wilderness areas, game * 
a) Beaches and play sents 
e Fates uses ‘orests and farms. 
£ for the future needs of our people. 

4 Wisteric areas 

a) Battle fields « Sestirs and Valley Forge 
tS) Monuments - Cushing Park. : 
‘$ Antiquities + Indian mounde, cemeteries, village sites. 
a) Historie a independence Halls mills, churches, 

first log » Obl. 
(@) Indian reservations.
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SCENIC AWD HISTORIC RESOURCES 

le Parkins and Whitaker, Cur Natural Resources and their Conservation, 
pe 5276559. 

&, Wehrwein and Parsons. “Reereation as a Land Use." Wise Exp. 
Station Bulletin #422. 

3S. W.0.Hedriek, “Recreational Land Uaea of Northern Michigan 
CuteOver Land." Hichigen Special Bulletin #247. 

4e Porest Lend use in Wisconsin. 

& National Resourees Board Report, December 1934, ps 144-147; 
216-221. 

6» A Conservation end Recreation Plan for Southeastern Wisconsin. 
Wisconsin State Planning Board, 1936. 

%. American Forests 1935. (American Fore Asan ° ber ° etry oy 

(For literature on state weihe the Winsweia Mpsrhea 
ef Gonservations on national parks ant moments, ® os the 
Ba Park Service.) 

8 eee” ee of Agriculture and Merkets Bulletin 180 * * ..
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CONSERVATION OF FORESTS AND WILD VEGETATION 

The general public thinks of forests in terms of trees that 

may be utilised in the form of lumber and pulp wood and of conservation 

as planting troes for ecumercial purposes. However, the forest is a 

commmity, an established group of trees, with ite litter of dead and 

dying plants, with its shrubs and herbs; its ferns end mosses; its 

insects, birds and other animals. All are interdependent, forming a 

community in whieh each supplies what the other neecs. Even fungi and 

bacteria are a netessery part of the forest bringing about the decay of 

plant and animal material so that other living forme may get nourishment. 

Wild life, both plant and animal, ie thus very intimately tied up with 

the existence ef the forest trees which furnish shade and shelter for the 

smaller plants; homes, protection and an abundant supply of food for the 

many forms of animal life. When forests are destroyed lakes and streams 

become shallow and are no longer clean and clear. Fish and game are 

thus quite dependent upon the forest. 

Although forestea covered the greater part of Wisconsin, much 

ef the southwestern Wisconsin was prairie, The prairie was not only 

grass, tut, like the forest, a highly organized commmity of nearly 

one hundred species of grasses, herbs and shrubs. Peat bege are alse 

communities of plants, sheltering some of the rarest flowers in 

Wisconsin - orchids, pitcher plants, sundew, ete. 

Ag soon as clearing begins in the forest shade is destroyed, 

the decaying litter dries and the flowers and other plants used to 

shade and moist ground die. Fire and grazing complete the job. 

Agriculture, through plowing and grazing has practically exterminated 

the prairie vegetation and “grazing, drainage and fire have converted 

most of the pest bogs into monotonous wastes of nettle, ciant 

reg weed, sattail, aster or pepple."
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Forests once covered almost half of the United States and 

most of Wigconsin.s Today there are less than 100 million out of the 

original 882 million seresa left in virgin timber and over 65 million 

aeres are so denuded that they will not restock naturally. There 

ape only a few scattered tracts of the original forest left in 

Wisconsin. Why was the woodland depleted se rapidly? Almost 

one-fourth of the forested area of the United States was cut down 

and burned to make room for farme, very little of it was even used 

for firewood, This alse happened in Wisconsin. Forests, prairies, 

and marshes disappeared before the ax, the fire and drainage, most 

ef them wisely, but unfortunately mech of the land was cleared 

unwisely. 

After the saw mill began to clear land for the lumber, pulp 

and other forest products the trees were atripped off so fast that 

the farmers could not keep up and millions of acres became "eut ever” + 

neither forest nor farm. Besides, much of the cut-over land was not 

gulteble for faruing and is useful only for forests and recreation. 

Unfortunately some people tried to farm it and left in disappointment. 

Pailure of conservation of the forests resulted in failure te 

songerve human resourses in this cases 

Yor a while lumbering brought prosperity, In the 90's 

Wisconsin was the first lumber state in the Union but when our trees 

were eut the mills, the “lwnber jacks,” and laborers moved on to 

the South and West leaving ahandoned mille, abandoned towns and 

railpoads behind, With them went the basiea for taxation and the 

support for sehoole, reads and other public services,
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However, there are forests within farms that need our 

special attention, + the wood lets. In 1955 Wisconsin had about 13 

million saeres of plow land in its farms but also almost eight million 

acres of wood lots of which over five miliion acres were grassed 

and thousands of aeres are burned over every year to get "better" 

Gvesing. These wood lote can be made a perpetual source of wood 

products if managed as forests and not am pastures. Grazing and 

five déstroy the young trees, the flowers, the homes for came and 

birds. The beauty of the countryside is destroyed and erosion and 

floods are increased, No form of forest conservation is closer 

et home than that of the wood let for the great bedy ef the school 

children living in the southeastern part of the state, 

Conservation of the forest and wild vegetation takes the 

form of preservation, protection, right management, restoration, 

better utilization, and the ues of foresta for the other forms of 

conservation. We should preserve the natural habitat and “somnity 

life" of prairies, peat begs, marshes, forests and other tracte 

so that orenids, arbutus, bleed root, triliium and other wild 

flowers may be preserved, Some of these are found in farmers! 
wood lets where graging is the main reason for their destruction. 

Conservation also requires that we adjust our pieking of flowera 

to the apecice. 

Fire is the enemy of forests. Adequate proteetion by public 

agencies ig only part of the program, Campers, farmers whe clear 

land, emokers and others must be educated in the use and abuse of 

fire. The control of insects and diseases is also important. 

Conservation through right management means to so eonduet 

forestry that the growth of new trees and annual crowth of old
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trees is as great as the amount removed each year, This will mean 

selective logging and seeing to it that young trees are atarted as 

old ones are removed, 

For the large areas cf cut-over land restoration of the 

forest is necessary, in otner words reforestation, Some of this 

will come through the natural reseeding fro» parent trees but other 

areas will heave to be planted. The seedlings are started in 

nurseries and replanted. Sehool forests offer an excellent 

opportunity to learn and practice reforestation. The activities 

of the verious forms of government, the workings of the forest 

eProp law and the Wisconsin county soning law should alee be atudiers. 

Conservation ean also be practiced through the better 

utilization of the wood after it is grown, Smaller trees, by-products 

and wastes are now being utilized which were once thrown away or 

burned, Wood is being preserved by creosoting and obher treatments. 

The work of the Forest Predusts Laboratory at Medison should be 

studied in this connection. Substitutes are also being found for 

wood bat this means a decreased market for a product for which we 

have millione of seres of available lend not needed or suited to 

agriculture, It is poor conservation to use exhaustible materials 

ain place of these which can be grown on land whieh would otherwise 

be idles 

"Lf the forest did not yield a single stick of timber 
or @ single stick of pulp wood the use of the land for forests would 

still be economically fully justified," says the Report on “Forest 

Land Use in Wisconsin" and suggests that perhaps one-fourth of our 

state should be in treos, The reason for this is that the forest 

is necessary to control eresion, maintain water levels, control
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floods and serve as the home for wild life and wild vegetation 
as well as for sport aid recreations 

These reasons alone would justify keeping a large part of the 

lend in forests, not all in ome bleck but wherever they were needed 

for these purposes, Fortunately, the forest bas “multiple uses"; 

it eam serve many purpeses at once, bub not always. This last point 

should not be neglected.
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CONSERVATION GF PORESTS AED WILD VEGETATION 

Ae Te Se OF 6 CSR OF TERRRIQERRENE WEENy UNS anh 

8. Frairie and peat bog ~« plant and animal communities. 

\a) Mifjees and lasting in more Lichs ana host, for imstenses 
(be) Bffeet of grasing, drainage, fire, clearing. 

3. Forest areas of the nation and Wisconsin. 

(a) Extent of orisinal forests. 

(b) Neture of the forests. 

(¢) Present status. 

4. Depletion of our forest resources. 

(a) Clearing the lend for farms, 

(>) Luambering for the wood products, timber, fuel, and pulp. 

‘) Mullly paper ant pulp, special proauetes 
(4) Riese and decline of lumbering in Wisconsin + regulting in 

migration @f capital, end laborers to South and West. 

(@) Gub-over land is “idle lend" ~ loss of the tax base, 
failure of agriculture to fellow lumbering. 

Se SS Seeeteenee of Oe Sean wend Sot and Sy OeeNeeROs 

(a) Ae a source of fuel, fence posts, poles, ties, ote. 

(bo) Aw @ home of flowers, birds, gaue and a beauty spots 

(e) For erosion and flood contrel. 

(a) The effect of fire and graming, and over cuttings 

6. Conservation of Forests and Wild Vegetation, 

le By preservation 

“©? Forente goss to. preserve ths "oonmunity” in 
vegetation lives,
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Co) seme Seas. 2eSas, “taney Seats De Saori 
"Tt, 

Re Protect forests and wild vegetation from fire, insects and 
deseare. 

S. Handle the remaining ferests on a sustained yield besis, : 

(a) Planned cutting 
() Slash disposal 

4. Hestoration, replenishment and plantings 

(a) Batural reseeding with good forest management. 

() Sotheass “(iemonstrate sdth a sehocl forest af 
possible.) 

(a) soupensees | Blewe meereme state and coumy govern- 
sae me Wisconsin forest crop 

&. Better ubilisation of wod 

ia) Mors economical use of smaller trees, lashings, ete, 

(») Preservation by erecscte and other treatments. 

(@) Substlteutes. 

6 Poreste for special purpesers 

(a) Soil erosion control 

(b) Pleod eontrol 

(e) Wild life and recreation
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GONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE ” 

By wild life we mean here birds, animale and fish, not 

domesticated by man. In later years as the original wild life 

@isappeared, other species have been introduced which are semi- 

domesticated. ‘These will not be considered under the term 

*gonservation of wild life*. 

"In 1871, 135 million passenger pigeons nested in the 

triangle between Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin Repide and Black 

River Falls. Stout oaks crashed to the ground under their living 

burden of nests, eggs, young and roosting adults. In 1900 the 

last wild Wiseonsin pigeon was killed at Rabeock." So begins a 

recent bulletin, “The University and Conservation of Wisconsin 

Wild Life." Then 1t telle the story of other abundant species, 

some now exterminated, others migrating northward as agriculture, 

drainage, burning and grazing destroyed their habitat, depriving 

them of nesting places, homes, food and shelter. Wany species 

now in northern Yieconsin once lived in southern Wisconsin and 

in some cases prairie especies have moved into the state. Some 

species, like the robin, have inereased and the cardinal is new 

in the state and is increasing frem year te year. Two pests have 

also been introduced, the English sparrow, and more lately, the 

atarling. 

Givilization has encroached on the natural environment 

of wild life by the advance of agriculture, but also by stream 

pollution, etc. Deforestation and erosion have contributed to 

change in the temperature and condition of streams and lakes. 

To these must be added market hunting, excessive shooting and 

trapping and the killing of game and fish out of season so that
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they are not reproduced. Farmers algo shoot "raptors" i.e. hawks, 

owls and other birds because they steal game and poultry, but are 

aleo useful because they kill the enemies of the farmer. 

Some people are wiliing to have all wild life disappear 

and are impatient with the spending of public money in trying to 

preserve it. They fail to realize that if it were not for the 

birds the inseets would soon gain the upper hand. Nature study 

should enlighten the children on the value of birds and point out 

that some that eat a few cherries or even pick up a fowl now and 

then do far more zood than harm. The farmer who planted a few 

extra cherry trees so that the robings might have a full share was 

not a bad conservationist! It is hardly necessary to emphasize 

the direct food value of game, fish and the value of furs ae an 

argument for wild life conservation or point to the millions of 

dollars spent by hunters and fishermen for their favorite sport. 

Most people are also sensitive to the beauty and aesthetic values 

of birds, fish and game and many sportemen prefer to "shoot" with 

a Gamera rather than with a gun. The real problem is to get the 

bey with an air rifle or a shetgun to get this point of view! 

it has been pointed out that the “public reaction to 

abuse of natural resources 1s called the conservation movement* 

and that thia publie reaction takes the form of protest and pro- 

hibition - laws and regulations as soon as people realize that 

something is wrong. This has historically been the case in Wis- 

consin and we must continue with laws as long as all people are 

not conservationists, Special provisions were made for the 

preservation of game by preserves, sanctuaries and refuges and 

these should be studied. The newest approach ie “game management*
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in the sense of using private land primarily used for other pur- 

poees ag a place to ralse game by restoring as far as possible 

the natural habitat of the particular bird or animal.
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BIOGRAPRY OF A GOVEY 

Consisting of 16 quail + southern Wieconsin 
To illustrate interaction of environmental factors 

whee 

JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cormshocks whieh have been accidentally 

left at (A), using several grape tangles (B) as daytime cover. They 

fly te the marsh (C) to roost. 

Change 1: @he ground gets hard se the faxmer huske out the shocks 

and hauls the corn te the barn. His place is posted, and he is « 

quaii-lover, but he is unaware thet he is Jecpardizing his birds, The 

eavey falis back on the regweed (D) in the oat stubble. (There is 

plenty of corn 1/2 mile away, but no cover, henee the birds can't 

reach it --being of short radius.) 

Change @: A snow buries the ragweed, so the covey begins to fly to 

the barnyard to feed, Tho farmer notes this, and feels a glow of 

hospitable pleasure over his guests, ut the farm deg and cate note 

it, too, The cats get ones Another dies of sold when the dog 

geatters them late one afternoon, and the bird fails te rejoin the 

others. Motor traffic cets ancther during a sudden disturbance. 

Twelve lefte 

Change 3; The farmer by accident begins to seatter manure on snow 

in stubble at (?). This is much better than risking the barnyard, 

go they feed theres Using fencerow (@) as a street, they don’t need 

to fly. / 

PEBRUARY: very day the manure-spreader moves farther from the feneo, 

while snow covers the nearby manure. A Cooper's hawk happens eleng 

and eatehes the covey in midfield, He gote one, Eleven left.
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Change 4: So the covey must give up the manure. Watehed by the 

hawk, it "holes wp” «li dey under the grapes, foodless for 2 days, 

they all. drop from 190 to 170 gramp--a large loss in speed and 

strengths 

Change S: So the third day they stay right in the marsh where they 

rooated, and find they can serateh up enough dodder, jewel~weed, 

and smartweed seed to live, The hawk gives it up and lesves. But 

now Gomes a really deep snow, hiding all the marsh foods 

Change 6: They sally forth, forced by bumcer, te the locust tress 

at (H). Thies is poor food, and uses up nearly as mueh energy as 

16 gives. The average weight is now 160 grams, One night a wandering 

mink flushes the roosting birds whieh scatter in the dark. One 

alights in the open, where a horned owl picke him up. Two others die 

of cold, Eight left, weight 160 grams. 

MARCH: Ghange 7, A thaw ecmes and exposea the old manure near the 

fence, The remmant eagerly reswnes feeding there. But the farmer 

now burne the marsh, forcing the birds to recat under the grapes 

Here a proser~by flushes them one evening so late the owl scorea, 

Seven left, but weight going up. Many wigrant Cooper's hawks this 

month, but on the mowless ground with edueated birds they fail to 

scores 

APRILe Green alfalfa and waste corn has picked up weights, and 

the birds begin to pair on warm deys, and look for nesting 

territories, ‘The ummated cock whistles his disappointment. 

MAY: The three pairs begin nesting, ene in the alfalfa, one in the 

greening marsh, another on the diteh.
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| JUNE: A rain cets the marsh nest, the heymower the alfalfa nest. 
Both bereaved pairs try again, one in the oats, the other on the 

diteh. 

JULY; ‘the mower gets the oats nest, but the early diteh mest brings 

off a dozen young (total 14) and the late diteh nest ail but 4 ¢hicks 

whieh the cats kille. Total 24, 

AUGUST: Cate, doge, and cars get 4 chicks, Total 20, 

SEPTEMBER: Easy going, no lossese 

OCTOBER: Eating ragweed and foxtail in corn ané oat stubble. A 

pheasant hunter pots 4, Yotal 1lés 

HOVEMBSR; Same, A rabbit hunter pote 1. Total 15. 

DECEMB oR: Basy coing. Belence on January same as last years 

Sumeary: Eaeh month in the year presents one or more risks of loss 

by death or moving out, The possible losses are of many kinds, but 

ll depend largely on whether the range offers the birds o chance to 

ehnift their habite so as to cirewnvent each particuley risk, Hence, 

at the end of the year the range offering good chances will be 

heavilyppulated, while the range offering poor ehances will be 

seantily populated,
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OUTLINE POR WILDLIFE TEACHING 

Wisconsin 

I. The Virgin Resource and the Effects of Settlement 

The Prairies 

Typical Mammals: Deer, elk, buffalo. 

Typieal Birds: Sharptail, quail. Prairie chicken 
game in with eorn. 

Yegetation: Nature of the prairie flora; reasons 
for decline (inability te sod under 
grazing). 

The Marshes 

Typieal Mammals: ‘Muakrat, mink. 

Typieal Birds; Waterfowl, including sandhill crane. 

Vegetation: Wild ries, hay grasses. Tamarack, 
sphagnum, leatherleaf, ledy-clippere. 

Three stages of marsh culture: Haymeadow period. 
Drainage period. Reed canary grass 
period. 

The Forest 

Typical Mammals: Deer, moose, caribou, snowshoe. 
Cottontail came in with farming. 

Typleal Birds: Ruffed grouse, spruce hen. ‘Turkey 
only in southern counties. 

Vegetation: Oak, beech-maple, birch, and pine. 
Replacement of evergreens by hard- 
wood, o14 by young growth. 

The Waters 

Changes in Fish Life: Northward recession of trout 
and emall-mouth bags. Flowages. 

Vegetation: Effecte of erosion and pollution.
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Ii. The Present Status of Wildlife and How It Came About. Not a 
uniform depletion, but the net effect of many gains, losses, 
and replacements. 

Categories of Change 

Exterminated: Buffale, elk, wild pigeon. 

Pushed out north: Yoose, caribou, waterfowl, spruce 
hen, fisher, marten, 

Pulled in from south: Prairie chicken, robin, deer, 
opossum, cardinal. 

Thinning out: ey badger, bald eagle, duck- 

Tntreduced: Pheasant, Hungarien, starling, 
English sparrow, carp. 

Multiplied: Robin, many field birds and rodents. 

Agencies of Change 

Altering the kind and pattern of vegetation 

Cutting, fire, plowing, drainage 

Killing direct 

Hunting, predator control, pest-polsening, 
disease 

Altering the soil or water conditions 

Erosion, pollution, flowage, burning off 
peat, drainage 

Tit. Gontrol or Management of Wildlife 

Laws and their relation to agencies of change. tUeually 
affect killing only. 

Research: Find out what is with environmen 
and what oan. — » 

Management; Carrying out research findings. 

Dependence on agricultural preetice 
forestry practice 
erosion contrel, ete. 

Government alone cannot manage wildlife. Yarmer 
and landowner must take lead. 

Interdependence of resources. Example: predators, rodents, 
game, crops.
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Iv. Examples of Management in Wisconein 

Quail ané pheasants on university game areas 

Fe 
Sear Ecoovnnad 
response of birds 

Prairie chickens, deer, and fur in the sand counties. 
Relation te fire control. 

Feeding 
Reflooding 
Cover improvement 

Quall and ruffed grouse at Coon Valley. Relation to 
erosion control. 

Feeding 
Eresion plantings 
Responee 

Fish ~ stream and lake improvements. Rela- 
tion ge oe ay 

¥. Opportunities in Management Not Yet Tried in Wisconsin 

Gongbirde. Relation to feeding and nest boxes. 

Wiléflowers. Give examples. 

Pur animals. Relation to artificial fur farming. 

VI. Obstacles to Management. Conflicts between short-time 
individual viewpoint and long-time public interests. 

The “clean farming" idea 

farm profits (sare weodlots 
weed control va.-(erosion control 
insect control game, fur & songbirds 
ploneer attitude predatory insects 

landscape values 
aan arta attitude
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The drainage idea 

farm profits vs. tfire control 
pioneer attitude * ‘Tfloed control 

fur, waterfowl, fish 
(road and school costs 
i conservation attitude
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Ie Premise: 

We desire to preserve our native floras 

Ti. Causes of destruction: 

le Destruction of habitats 
R. Destruction of individuals. 
BS. Competition with inveder plante from Europe. 

Tit, What showld we evoid: 

ls Burning of woodlands, ¢learing of underbrush, 
’ pasturing, draining. 

2, Picking of rost native plants (see list). 

IVs What can we dor 

1. Establish sanctuaries, both large (at state parks, 
Wee, seks pad, Bo fapeened) ent Senteeees 

ey ty ep ening 
whiah Sam Shona tte 

Ve How we can teach? 

le Digsvourage bringing in spring flowers. og a 
oa nen Soenae but 2 ee Sane 

Be refraining ffom gestructions ady 
8; in the ower credes, Winging’ in and pressing 

autwm leaves ie exoe to advance sppreciation 
of the numbers of different kinds of trees. 

4. A book of illustrations of Wisconsin plants 
faut ia eee
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Ie Plants which are im danger of becoming extinet, and should 
never be piekeds 

Violet WLld Columbine Arbutus ( Dog-tooth Mayflower ) 

Lotus a ae Twin-flower 
Pasque Flower Pringed Gentian Bluobeil 

Dutehman's Breeches Sheeting Star 
tett iden Spring Beauty 

ile Plante which need protection, and should seldom, if ever, 
be pickeds . ’ 
poe atone age ee Clematis Bird-foot Violet 
Selomon's Anemone Pyrola 
Beliwort Hepaties loosestrife 
iris Meadew Rue Glesed Gentian 

= ae Sood-serred lgneyouclle mp & 

Bike Eohoah Yellow Vie thera Wissen Blue Yellow Violet southern Wisconsin) 
Lupine White Violet 

iii.» Plants which may be picked in moderation, but don't make a 
pig of yourself: 

Arrow-head Five-finger Bittersweet 
Piekeral-weed Wild Rose int 
Steregrass Hawthorn Lousewort 

Pusey Tiliew Ao og pe aa 
Yellow Pond Lily Even Prinrose 
Buttercup LAlac Blazing Star, where 
Cowslip Blue Violet coming in abundantly 
Saxifrage Phiox on sand. 
Wild Cherry Verbena 

IVs Plants whieh we pleked free and be used for * : may be p Lys may 

Grasses Vetch Bute “OSe8 
setons Yellow Oxalis or Seateurea’ 

Sorrel cay Spurge Black~eyed Susan 

Bouncing Bet Pireweed Tansy 
Campion Wild Parsnip awe 
Gorn Cockle Queen Mnne's Lace 
Mustard Milkweed Dandelion 
Glever Mullein Daley 
Sweet~clover 

Im general, fall flowers be picked more free. oe spring 
flowers. Coarse” plants are leas qn éanger of extinetion are 

proe  Rey of dhe apitauhs slants Sake sean teas ane enmied) m are 
Plants of the woods should be teomel on ant hate tor senecne @ise to’ 

at, while plan open places, ¢ jelly va! or 
pastured fields, may more often be plimeke
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1532 University Ave. 
April 16, 1937 

Mr, J. P, Waddell 
Department of Public Instruction 
Madison, Wyseonsin 

Dear Mr. Waddell: 

I attach a revision of the chapter, "Conservation of 
Wildlife," pp, 52-54 of your rough draft, 

The outline and bibliography, pp. 55-57, do not need to 
\ be re~written, but there are some changes and extensions suggested 

in the attached copy. The bibliography assumes that at least some 
schools will be able to extend their library facilities, and hence 
will want suggestions for books to buy, If there are reasons 
ageinst the inclusion of such items in the bibliography, will you 
kindly strike out the appropriate parts? 

T have written the Science Inquiry for formal permission 
to quote the Chronology. 

No revision of the appendix material is needed, but there 
will probably have to be a drawing for the mimeographed drawing 

Vv attached to the biography of a covey, If I can help you out in 
supervising the preparation of such a drawing, call on me. 

I eongratulate you on having carried this venture to this 
definite initial point. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
encl
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CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 

By wildlife we mean wild birds, animals, and fish, 

The kinds of wildlife found in a given spot, and the abundance of each 

kind, depends in part on climate and in part on the degree to which each has 

been killed off. But it depends even more on the kinds of plants found, 

and the patterns in which the plant growths are arranged. Yor all wildlife 

depends on plants for food and shelter, and each kind has certain very 

definite plants and plant-patterns on which it depends for its existence, 

Climate we cannot change, but killing we can regulate, and the whole 

farming and forestry consists of manipulating the kinds and patterns of plant 

growths. Conservation of land animals, then, consists of regulating the kill 

and inducing the farmer and forester to consider the needs of animals. 

Conservation of fishes likewise consists of regulating the catch and 

preserving the plant life of waters. 

Since Wisconsin was settled, vast changes have occurred in its wildlife. 

Some of these have been for the better, but most have been for the worse, 

hence we say wildlife has been destroyed. What we fail to understand is 

that most of the destruction has been indirect, i.e., has resulted from 

thoughtless manipulation of plants and soils. It follows that much wildlife 

can be restroed by thoughtful restoration of its habitat. This process of 

deliberate rebuilding is called wildlife management. It is a process of 

farming-in-the-wild by protecting the breeding stocks and rebuilding the 

plant formations which they need for reproduction and survival. 

Wildlife management requires patience, skill, and knowledge of wild 

plants and animals, Like aviation, it is a virgin field for pioneer effort. 

It is positive conservation. It should have a strong appeal for all who have 

an interest in wild things and land on which to experiment, 

sae
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Wisconsin originally had some 350 species of birds, 90 contin of 

mammals, and 174 species of fish--a total of over 600 kinds of wildlife 

as here defined, Most of these forms persist today, although many in 

reduced numbers. The only species totally lost to the state are buffalo, 

moose, caribou, elk, wild turkey, passenger pigeon, marten, fisher and 

wolverine, Some of these were shot out before agriculture had seriously 

modified their habitats. In one case-~buffalo--the loss was probably 

inevitable. 

Many exotic species have been introduced into Wiseonsin, including 

pheasant, Hungarian partridge, starling, and English sparrow. Others 

native to more southerly states have invaded Wisconsin, notably opossum, 

cardinal, and perhaps prairie chicken. Many songbirds are more abundant 

and more widely distributed than before settlement. A history of these 

losses, gains, and shifts is given in the bulletin, "The University and 

Conservation of Wisconsin Wildlife." All of them consist, in whole or 

large part, of response to changes in plant-life induced by farming, lumbering, 

drainage, or fire. In one species--the passenger pigeon--the cause of 

disappearance is but dimly understood. In many species both the cause of 

shrinkage and the first steps for remedial action are well lmown. It remains 

only for the landowners of the state to take these steps. They will need, 

of course, the encouragement of the state government and support from the 

general public. 

se 

For example, it is well known that the bobwhite quail is scarce in 

southern Wisconsin because intensive agriculture has eliminated the brushy 

feneerows and woodlots he needed for cover during winter storms, while the 

cornshocks on which he depended for food are now hauled to the barnyard where
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he cannot reach them, There is plenty of food and cover for quail at 

all other seasons, The "Biography of a Covey," given in the appendix, 

explains just how modern farm practice conducted without regard for wildlife 

holds down the quail population. 

Quail conservation, then, is a matter of keeping cows out of part of 

the woodlot, leaving some fencerows in brush, and leaving some cornshocks 

in the field. Skcill and judgment are of course required to decide just 

what cover and food to leave, where, and how much; and how to do this with- 

out undue interference with farming, 

Por every kind of game bird, game animal, song bird, fur-bearer, wild 

flower, and fish there is a way to provide, somewhere in Wisconsin's farms 

and forests, a better habitat than is now offered, and that often at 

negligible cost or inconvenience. The future of these wild things lies not 

so much in the hands of legislators and statesmen as in the hands of boys 

and girls who live on land and thus control its soils and plants. Have 

they enough enthusiasm, patience, skill, and judgment to learn the pioneering 

task of rebuilding Wisconsin for combined production of tame crops and wild 

ones? In this question lies the key to the future.
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Aldo Leopold 

_ 4% is an undetermined question whether a generalized statement of the 

wildlife situation (see attached "Outline for Wildlife Teaching") can be used 

im Sth grade, or whether ea “ease method" is necessary (see attached "Biography 

of a Covey"). This 1s a pedagogical question. I have no experience on which 

to base a guess. I suspect that no gencralized statement is usable short of 

advenced high school age. 

Assuming the case method to be necessary, then a series of biographical 

summaries could be written on animals like the pheasant, cottontail, fox, 

maskrat, raccoon, redtail hawk, mallard, bluebird, ete. These differ radically, 

of course, from the usual romantic biography written te entertain children. 

Each attempts to show the actual mechanism of interdependence between animal 

population, soil, crops, weather, and man, Each should end up with suggestions, 

such as winter feeding, for lessening the population-reducing risks. 

In actual teaching, many of these biographies would probably have to be 

accompanied by models of habitat, I doubt if Sth grade children could read 

the map and visualize its meaning. 

The biographical case method would seemingly not apply to plants because 

the dramatic element of movement would be lacking, I have no solution for the 

teaching of plant conservation. 

All of the foregoing argument proceeds on the assumption that teaching 

conservation mst not consist of a mere assertion of the writer's (or teacher's) 

Opinion. That is te say, all conclusions are explained, If on the other hand, 

opinion be admissible as teaching, then of course the difficulties largely 

disappear and we are not limited to the case method,



Copy to Walter E. Scott 

424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management Fane 20, 1938 

Mr. John Callahan, Superintendent 
Department of Public Instruction 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Callahan: 

As one of those who helped compile the material for 
your bulletin, “Teaching Conservation in Wisconsin Schools," I 
would like to offer the following suggestion. 

When this bulletin is revised or when any other suitable 
publication is to be issued, I would appreciate the opportunity 
to incorporate in it a suitable section dealing with the return 
of bands found on dead birds. This is one of the ways in which 
Wisconsin school children can render « vital aid to scientific 
research and, of course, incidentally one of the ways in which re- 
search can be brought inte realisti¢e contact with school children. 

It might help if you would hand this letter to whomever 
you think will next be principally concerned with issuing any publi- 
tation on conservation which might appropriately contain such 
material. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

jl / 
Wa
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Preface k 

Wiseonsin, of all states, should be conservation 

minded and Wisconsin sehoola, of all schools, should give to 

her children proper attitudes and appreciations and knowledges 

of the values of forests, waters, land, minerals, wild life, 5 

and seenic beauty. Hach year the importance of our natural 

wealth becomes more apparent. The most effective way to keep 

our people alert to ite significance to ourselves and our children 

and grandchildren is through education. The need for inetruetion 

in conservation was given recognition by the Wisconsin legislature 

when it required that conservation be taught in the schools of 

the state. Complying with thet mandate, and to assist our 

teachers in their task, this brief bulletin has been prepared on 

the purposes, the content, and the significance of conservation. 

It is planned for the use of teachers and for those 

who assist in any way with a school's curriculum. Suggestions are 

made for ways in whieh to develep lessons and units of work. ‘The 

outlines given are not to be taught as such. They are intended 

rather as guide lines by which to direct conservation education. 

it is our belief that this circular will be of real 

help to all whe are interested in conservation. 

JOHN CALLABAN 

State Superintendent
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Aldo Leopold 

It is an undetermined question whether a generalized statement of the 

wildlife situation (see attached "Outline for Wildlife Teaching") can be used 

in Sth grede, or whether a “ease method" is necessary (see attached "Biography 

of a Covey"), This is a pedagogical question. I have no experience on which 

to base a guess. I suspect that no generalized statement is usable short of 

advanced high school age. 

Assuming the case method to be necessary, then a series of biographical 

summaries could be written on animals like the pheasant, cottontail, fox, 

muskret, raccoon, redteail hawk, mallard, bluebird, ete. These differ radically, 

: of course, from the usual romantic biography written to entertain children. 

Each attempts to show the actual mechanism of interdependence between animal 

population, soil, crops, weather, and man. Each should end up with suggestions, 

such as winter feeding, for lessening the population-reducing risks, 

In actual teaching, many of these biographies would probably have to be 

accompenied by models of habitat. I doubt if Sth grade children could read 

the map and visualize its meaning. 

The biographical case method would seemingly not apply to plants because 

the dramatic element of movement would be lacking. I have no solution for the 

teaching of plant conservation, 

All of the foregoing argument proceeds on the assumption that teaching 

conservation mst not consist of a mere assertion of the writer's (or teacher's) 

opinion. That is to say, all conclusions are explained. If on the other hand, 

opinion be admissible as teaching, then of course the difficulties largely 

disappear and we are not limited to the case method.



THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION IN WISCONSIN 

I. The Objective of Literacy: 
To cultivate in each pupil the skills necessary for reading, 
for writing, and for the interpretation of ordinary number 
symbols. 

II. The Objective of Scientific Knowledge: 
a. To induce and enable each pupil to master for use and self- 

satisfaction such parts of our existing factual knowledge 
about the physical world, the human organism, and social 
processes and relationships as may be competently judged 

important for present day living and as are within the range 
of his capacity, maturity, and possible interest. 

b. To cultivate in each pupil so far as possible the ability and 
disposition to consult independently the sources or records 
of such knowleage as need may arise or personal interest may 
suggest. 

III. The Objective of Orderly Thinking and Inguiry: 
a. To cultivate in each pupil in so far as his nature may permit 

respect for logical thinking and the methods of objective, 
experimental investigation, and also the disposition and ability 

3 to employ such methods himself in attacking problems which 
concern him but for the solution of which existing information 
falls short or is not available. 

b. To cultivate in each pupil, as his talents may warrant, the 
disposition to advance human knowledge along special lines. 

IV. The Objective of Social Efficieney: 
a. To induce and enable each pupil according to his capacity and 

need to master practically such present day techniques and 

usages as may be competently judged essential to the activities 
respectively of home, neighborhood, civic community, school, 
vocation, and recreation, but which are unlikely to be learned 
adequately outside school. 

b. To cultivate and reinforce in each pupil such general attitudes, 
points of view, and principles of conduct as may be competently 
Judged most likely to support and insure his continuing perfor- 
mance of essential social functions. 

V. The Objective of Democratic Idealism: 
To cultivate especially, as a major control of each pupil's 
social conduct, a progressive understanding and appreciation 

of democratic ideals and a personal sense of responsibility 
for their realization under the changing conditions of 
modern life. 

VI. The Objective of Self Expression: 
To provide every possible opportunity for each pupil to develop 
and exercise special interests of his own that promise growth, 
happiness, and personal integration without undesirable social . 
results. 

M. H. Willing, Sept. 16, 1955.



OBJECTIVES FOR EDUCATION IN WISCONSIN 

I. THE OBJECTIVE OF LITERACY 

To cultivate in each,pupil the abilities necessary for 
recognizing, interpreting, and using sound, letter, 
number, and other symbols of oral, printed, written, or 
graphic expression. 

A. The term literacy as used here is not to be thought of as 
meaning general culture, but as referring purely and simply 
to the command of language symbols and usages. With this 
in mind we would say that a person's inability to read, 
write, or speak satisfactorily is to be called illiteracy 
only in so far as it is due to ignorance of language symbols 
and conventions. In so far as it may be due to lack of .ex- 
perience or comprehension of ideas it is to be called 
immaturity or dullness. The term literacy is meant to 
suggest competence in the more or less formal aspects of 
reading, writing and speaking -- vocabulary, sentence 
making, spelling, correct usage, punctuation, pronounciation, 
and the like. 

B. The assumption is that language ability is coordinate with 
the other major objectives named. The fact that language 
masteries are means to the achievement of the other objec- 
tives does not make the literacy objective a minor one, for 
all the objectives are at once means and ends of one another. 
Assigning literacy equal place with the other objectives is 
in accord with general social conviction and helps to assure 
it the degree of direct attention which it needs. 

C. Standards of literacy are always relative. They may be -- 

1. relative to the individual. (Individual Literacy) 
2. relative to society. (Social Literacy) 
o. relative to categories of 

reading and writing (Categorical Literacy) 

D. Individual literacy is the first -concern of the school under 
the general objective. fhe standard for each pupil is that 
ability to recognize, interpret, and use symbols that matches 
his maturity, understanding, intelligence, experience. 

1. The school problem at first is to enable the pupils to 
"catch up" in reading, writing, etc. with their experiences. 
Soon the problem becoms one of enabling pupils to acquire 
new experience through reading and writing. In both phases 
the literacy objective means attention to the skills and 
associations needed in dealing with language symbols and 
usages.
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2. The objective of literacy, however, justifies no 
practices that promote verbalism. In so far as pupils 
are trained, induced, or allowed to read, write, or 
talk at levels above their comprehension or on matters 
unrelated to their experiences and purposes only a pseudo 
literacy is cultivated. Such literacy and its by-products 
are condemned under any reputable philosophy of education. 

3. Through all its levels, however, the school needs to give 
instruction to the majority of pupils in the skills and 
associations incident to reading and writing within their 
maturity (experience, comprehension, purpose) limits. 

4. In so far as the school throughout its course succeeds 
in getting pupils to recognize and use symbols commen- 
surately with their maturities it is meeting all 
legitimate demands under the objective of literacy. The 
task must be shared by all teachers and be regarded as 
an essential phase of all teaching. 

E. Social literacy is the most direct and positive commission 
laid upon the school by the general public. 

1. It is, first of all, a standard of reading and writing 
aoility varying with civilization and the status of any 
given social group. In so far as any social literacy 
standard is consistent with individual literacy standards 

it must be accepted by the school. In so far as any 
social literacy standard demands a language performance 
beyond the maturity of a pupil it cannot be accepted by 
the school for that pupil. To accept such a standard in 
such a case is to encourage the development of bad reading 
and writing habits. It might be. added that few groups are 
more prone to press for excessive literacy standards than 
the pedagogical group itself. 

2. In the second place, the concept of social literacy includes 
reference to the kind of reading, writing, arithmetic, 
etc. a pupil should be taught to do. It implies that 
the symbols and usages learned must have current social 
significance and usefulness. But here also adequate pupil 
experiences must precede symbols and conventions, and 

though social literacy standards may suggest what these 
experiences ought to be, insuring the experiences is not 

in itself a training in literacy. 

F, Categorical literacies are the concern of the school mainly 
in connection with the teaching of the several divisions of 
the curriculum. Any division is likely to call for certain 
distinctive language abilities. As the curriculum is dif- 
ferentiated so may we expect to find correspondingly 
differentiated literacies, Here, however, as in the case 
of social literacy, the school does no good by urging any 
pupil to performances in advance of his maturity and real 
understanding. Individual literacy must represent the
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limit of all literacy which is of educational significance. 

(Note: It must be kept clear, of course, that though it is 
: practically advisable to restrict the concept literacy as 

above, this in no way excuses the school from enriching 
pupil experience so that higher and broader literacies 
become possible. If anything, it calls attention rather 
emphatically to this responsibility, merely leaving the 
major determination of the proper experiences to other 
objectives.) 

II. THE OBJECTIVE OF SCIENTIFIC ENLIGHTENMENT 

a. To induce and enable each pupil to master for use and 
self-satisfaction such parts of our existing factual 
knowledge about the physical world, the human organism, 
and social processes and relationships as may be 
competently judged important for present day living 
and as are within the range of his capacity, maturity, 
and possible interest. 

be. To cultivate in each pupil so far as possible the 
ability and disposition to consult independently the 
sourees or records of such knowledge as need may 
arise or personal interest may suggest. 

A. Under this objective the school makes its most telling 
fight against superstition, credulity, intuitionisn, 
commercialized deceit, propaganda, demagogery, and self- 

constituted authority. 

B. Ability to read contemporary and reliable popular records 
of science facts should be noted as one particularly 
important categorical literacy for the school to cultivate. 

C. There are certain cautions or reservations to be noted 
respecting scientific enlightenment in the school: 

1. Science is as yet woefully inadequate to our needs, 
especially in the field of social relationship. No 
one can lead a complete life on the basis of the science 
we now have. Most of our daily judgments and most of 
our important life decisions must be rendered on data 
and in ways that are not scientific. The point for the 
school to stress is that we need to use available 
science facts to the limit of their usefulness. Where 
they are applicable they are superior to opinion, even 
printed opinion, and more reliable even than personal 
experience. When one can act on scientific fact the 
odds are with him. 

2. Even science facts must not be thought of as final truths. 
Science is always revising its facts, principles and 
laws, and therefore altering the bases for scientific 
action, Consequently the science that we teach must 
always be up-to-date science, and not even that because 
it is sure to prove sound, but because it constitutes 

our best available knowledge.
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D. One implication of this objective is the obligation it 
places upon all teachers to be broadly informed as to 
modern scientific fact. 

III. THE OBJECTIVE OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD (Orderly Thinking and Inquiry) 

a. To cultivate in each pupil, in so far as his nature may 
permit, respect for logical thinking and the methods 
of objective, experimental investigation. 

b. To cultivate in each pupil, as his talents may warrant, 
the disposition and ability to employ the methods of 
orderly thinking and inquiry himself. 

A. For the rational conduct of life more is to be achieved under 
this objective than under the objective of scientific 
enlightment, with which, however, it is closely related. 
Where problems are to be solved, where choices are to be 
made, or where goals are to be sought, first appeal should 
be made to patterns of logic and scientific method. 

B. This objective does not demand that all pupils should them- 
selves become scientists, but that they should be led to 
understand and to use the generally applicable methods of 
scientists. It calls for instruction and training in such 
things as. =~ 

1. Checking personal observations. 
2.. Defining problems. 

3.. Being objective.. 
4. Marshaling relevant facts. 
5.. Setting up hypotheses, 
6. Experimenting systematically. 
7. Suspending judgment. 
8. Generalizing on sound bases. 

IV. THE OBJECTIVE OF SOCIAL EFFICIENCY 

a. To induce and enable each pupil to apply his general 
knowledge and skill to the activities and problems of 
health, home making, community building, citizenship, 

education, vocation, recreation, etc. 

b. To induce and enable each pupil to master for use the 

distinctive or special kinds of information and 
behavior needed respectively in maintaining health, 
making a home, being a citizen, and the like. 

c. To cultivate in each pupil the disposition to meet 
essential social obligations. 

A. In some form or other, social efficiency is recognized in 
f most modern philosophies of education as a major objective 

of the school. The conceptions of social efficiency, however, 
differ widely. Likewise there is divergence of opinion as 
to the proper nature of the school's contribution and as 
to the manner in which that contribution should be made.
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1. To some the way to social efficiency lies through the 
mastery of more or less traditional subjects whose 
content has been brought reasonably up to date. The 
facts, the techniques, the concepts, and the general 
mental disciplines of these subjects are regarded as 

3 sufficient for effective social participation today. 

2. To some the existing subjects even after social revision 
seem either too abstract, too irrelevant, or too narrow 
in scope, and their disciplinary values seem too doubt- 
ful to promise much in the way of realistic social 
efficiency. They think the school's social responsibility 
is at once comprehensive and specific. It is to be met 
by a curriculum of concrete social activities, projects, 
enterprises, or units of study organized around such 
activity centers as those named above. Subject matter 
is to enter as needed but not in the logically organized 
divisions of the schoolmen. 

5. To some both subjects and specific contemporary social 
activities seem unpsychological, static, or otherwise 

unprofitable. These would place progressive social 
attitudes above specific social techniques and usages 
and above any kinds of academic masteries. They would 
have a curriculum of genuine pupil experiences calculated 
to develop the general traits of mind and character 
needed to build a new and better social order. The core 
of such a curriculum would consist of cooperative enter- 
prises of intrinsic appeal to pupils at their respective 
maturity levels. In the course of these enterprises 
such traits as purposing, planning, mutual consideration, 
responsibility, persistence, and critical judgment would 
be subtly developed. Subject matter would enter in great 
abunaance, but only in response to felt needs and without 
regard to traditional or logical organizations. 

B. In all of the above points of view there appear the three 
factors of subject matter, society, and the pupil. The 
differences arise from the varying emphasis or dominance 
each of these factors is given in the curriculum scheme. 
Thus in the first instance we get a subject-centered 
curriculum; in the second, a society-centered curriculum; 
and in the third, a child or personality-centered curriculum. 
There is as yet no possibility of comparing the three as to 
results. Certain trends in practice, however, seem to s 
indicate that we are moving toward a child-centered curri- 
culum in the lower elementary grades, a society-centered 
curriculum in the upper elementary and lower secondary 
grades, while retaining a subject-centered curriculum in 
the upper seconaary and college grades. ; 

Cc. At any rate this objective of social efficiency marks the 
place where curriculum thinking must start, and probably 

constitutes the best criterion to employ throughout. Other 
objectives in this list might be clevated to dominance 
and elaborately analyzed into curriculum patterns, but 
there is little liklinood of this being done. In fact, 
American common school education is already thoroughly 
committed to this objective in principle.
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V. THE OBJECTIVE OF DEMOCRATIC IDEALISM 

To cultivate, as a major control of each pupil's social 
conduct, a progressive understanding and appreciation of 
democratic ideals and a personal sense of responsibility 
for their realization under the changing conditions of 
modern life. 

A. Of all the objectives presented here this one might most 
acceptably be expanded into an American philosophy of 
education. Its statement in this instance, however, is 
only for the purpose of suggesting a set of mental and 
emotional reactions that American youth should be led to 2 
acquire. Democratic idealism is sufficiently important to 
merit explicit educational planning. 

5 B. The school at present, while consciously subscribing to 
this objective, is floundering about a good deal in its 
effort to meet it. There seems to be much need for a straight- 
forward and genuinely directive exposition of what this 
objective means and implies. It is almost impossible at 
present to determine what curriculum content is needed to 

promote sound democratic ideals. 

C. One thing is beginning to be clear; namely, that democracy 
as a concept and as a system needs to be set pretty clearly 
in contrast with other great social concepts and systems as 

our proposed way to advance the good life among us. Democ- 

racy may in the long run be irresistible everywhere, but it 
should be possible to make its progress less intermittent, 
less blundering, less unscientific and unrealistic if the 

schools knew how to give more intelligent attention to it. 

VI. THE OBJECTIVE OF SELF EXPRESSION 

To provide every possible opportunity for each pupil to 
develop and exercise such special abilities and interests 
as promise personal growth, happiness, and integration 

without undesirable social results. 

A. The encouragement of individual achievement, the cultivation 
{ of individual talents and tastes, the promotion of self- 

realization -- these are all characteristic American values 
which deserve to be represented in a major educational 
objective. Such values serve to offset what may easily 
become an overemphasis upon indoctrination and normative 
instruction under our drive toward social efficiency. 

B. The objective is justified, moreover, as an aspect of 
social efficiency itself, in so far as it means the en- 
couragement of invention, experimentation, creativeness. 
An efficient society must surely be a progressive society, 

: and @ progressive society is in continual need of new 
hypotheses, new discoveries, and new techniques. ‘Such are 
most likely to be the outgrowth of education under this 
objective. . 

M. H. Willing 

April, 1936.
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WOODLOT WILDLIFE AND PLANT DISHASES Thek,¢ Berne. 

s Aldo Leopold : . 

Avery farm woodlot, in addition to yielding fuel and posts, should 

yield its owner a liberal education. This crop of wisdom never fails, 

but it is not always harvested... 

I here record one of the many lessons I have learned in my own woodlot. 

ee! 

; Seon after I bought the land a decade ago, I realized that I had 

bought almost as many tree diseases as I had trees. The place is riddled 

by all the ailments wood is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, when he 

loaded up the Ark, had left the tree diseases behind. > i 

My woods is headquarters for a family of coons; few of ay neighbors : 

have any. One snowy Sunday I learned why. The fresh track of a cocn- 

' hunter and his hound led up to a half-uprooted maple, under which one of 

my coons had taken refuge. The frozen snarl of roots and earth was too 

\ recky to chop and too tough to dig; the holes under the roots too numerous 
nye 

: 

to to smoke out. The hunter hed quit coonless because & fungus disease hed 

~ weakened the roots of the maple. ‘he tree, half-tipped-over by a storm, 

s offers an impregnable fortress for coondom. Without this "bombproof® 

3 , shelter, my seed stock of coons would be cleaned out by hunters each year. 

4 * * * : 

a S My woode houses a dozen ruffed ei but my pines are all too young 

=i to make cover, henee in deep snow my grouse shift to my neighbor's woods, 

; . where there are several pine thickets: ‘owever, I always a 88 many 

+ i grouse as 1 have oaks wind-thrown by summer storms, These summer wind= 

5 eS falls keep their dried leaves, and during snows each such windfall harbors
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@ grouse. The droppings show that the grouse roost, feed, and loaf, for 

the duration of the storm, within the narrow confines of their leafy cane 

ouflage, safe from wind, owl, fox, and hunter. ‘the cured oak leaves not 

only serve as cover, but for sone curious reason are relished as food by 

the grouse. 

These oak windfalls are, of course, diseased trees. Without disease, 

few coke would break off, and hence few grouse would have down tops to 

hide in. . ; 

During October, my grouse often stuff themselves with oak galls, a 

diseased growth caused by the sting of a gall-wasp, ; 

ee & 

Hach year the wild bees load up one of my hollow oaks with combs, : 

and each year trespassing honey-hunters harvest the honey before I do. 

: This is partly because they are more skillful than I am in "lining up" : 

the bee trees, and partly because they use nets, and hence are able to 

work before the bees become dormant in fall. : 

But for heart-rots, there would be no hollow oaks to furnish wild 

bees with hives. 

* * 8 ; 

During high years of the cycle, there is a plague of rabbits in my é 

woods. They eat the bark and ae off of almost every kind of tree or 

bush I am trying to encourage, and ignore almost every kind I would like 

to have less of. (hen the hunter plants himself a grove of pines or an 

orchard, the rabbit somehow ceases to be a game animal, and becomes a pest 

; instead. ) 

: The rabbit, despite the catholicity of his appetite, is an epicure 

. in some respects. He always prefers a hand-planted pine, maple, apple,
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je : 

or wahoo to a wild one. He also insists that certain salads be pre-cond=- 

itioned before he deigns to eat them. ‘Thus he spurns red dogwood until 

4 it is attacked ww eyster-shais scale, after which the bark becomes a del- 

ieacy, to be eagerly devoured by all the rabbits in the neighborhood, 

s-_ . 2 

: A flock of a dozen chickadees spends the year in my woodlot. In 

winter, when we are harvesting our fuelwood, the ring of the axe is dinner- 

nue for the chickadse tribe. They hang in the offing waiting for the 

tree to fall, offering pert commentary on the slowness of our labor. : 

When the tree at last is down, and the wedges begin to open up its con- 

tents, the chickadees draw up their white napkins and fall to. lvery 

slab of dead bark is, to them, a treasury of eggs, larvae, and coccoons. 

Yor them every split, heap or ant-tunneled heartwood bulges with milk and 

honey. We often stand a fresh split against a nearby tree just to see 

the greedy chtcks mop up the ant-eggs. It lightens our labor to know that 

: they, as well as we, derive aid and comfort from the fragrant riches of 

newly split oak. ; 

But for tree diseases and insect pests, there would likely be no food 

in these trees, and hence no chickadees to add cheer to winter woods. d 

se @ : 

Many other kinds of wildlife depend on tree diseases. My pileated 

woodpeckers chisel living pines, to extract fat grubs from the diseased 

é heartwood. My barred owls find surcease from crows and jays in the hollow 

: heart of an old basswood; but for this diseased we their sundown sere~ 

nade would probably be silenced. My wood ducks doubtless nest in hollow : 

trees; at least they do not nest in the artificial houses I have put up,
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and every June brings its brood of downy ducklings to my woodland slough. 

All squirrels depend, for permanent dens, on a delicately balanced equil- 

ibrium between a rotting cavity and the scar-tissue with which the tree - 

attempts to close the wound. ‘the squirrels referee the contest by gnay- é 

: ing out the sear-tissue when it begins unduly to shrink the amplitude of 

their front door. : 

The real jewel of my disease-ridden woodlot is the prothonotary 

warbler. He neste in an old woodpecker hole, or other small cavity, ina 

dead snag wedénaiin water. The flash of his gold-and-blue plumage amid 

the dank decay of the June woods is in itself proof that dead trees are 

transmitted inte living animals, and vice versa. 

When you doubt the wisdom of this arrangement, take a lock at the 

prothonotary. : ;
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PINES ABOVE THE SNOW 

Aldo Leopold 

When winter has lecked up the soil and dispersed the birds and 

denuded the hardwoods of their leaves, one needs to be assured that 

things will one day grow again. At such a time a young pine, green 

above the snow, talks louder than many voices. 

The rain falls on the just and the unjust, but pines do not grow 

wherever rain falls. Only farmers with acid, and preferably sandy, 

soils are privileged to have real pines. By real I mean pines with 

that inner bloom which bespeaks abounding health -- pines with blue 

needles, long clean inter nodes, and rifle-barrel leaders aimed 

straight at the zenith and intending to hit their mark. 

I mean, too, native pines, white or Norway, sure of their roothold 

in native earth -- not Scotch, nor Austrian, nor any other stowaway 

from foreign parts. Murseries have peddled these foreigners because 

. they are easy to raise. They make a big show for a few years, but 

they do not stand the test of time. 

"Norway" sounds like a foreign pine, but the tree is as native 

: as the ruffed grouse who treads the brown carpet under his branches. 

He is called Norway because first logged at Norway, Maine. 

Pines, like other blessings, come to him who waits. When the . 

labor of planting is done, you wait for a rain. When the plantation 

is safely rooted, you wait three years for real growth to begin. Then, 

for a decade or two, you wait all year for May to come, for buds to 

burst, for waxy "candles" to reach skyward, each year a little farther: 

first a foot a year, then two feet a year, finally sometimes three
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feet a year. If, during the pyramiding period, your own clock shows 

signs of running down, you may gain from your trees a curious trans- 

fusion of courage. Pitch, like blood, is thicker than water. 

It is a good thing to have more land for pines than time to plant, 

for thus you plant a part each year, and each year have new trees 

making their first thrust at infinity. 

Your pines, like your children, are interesting to the extent that 

they are studied mimutely. For example: why did the annual gain in 

height for 1941 exceed that for 1942? This holds good for almost all 

plantations, and for wild seedlings as well, throughout the central 

region. I don't know the answer. I do know that the drought year, 

1936, registered itself in short growth for 1937. Despite the drought, 

the 1936 growth was excellent, reflecting the abundant rains of 1935. 

Pines, in short, deposit their current pay-check from sun and rain, 

and pay their bills with savings of the year before. Most other trees 

live from hand to mouth; they are content to let the Lord provide. 

Have you ever noticed that the vigor of a young pine registers 

in the mumber of buds at the tip of his leader? Show me a leader 

with eight buds and I will wager on a long climb skyward when they 

burst next May. Show me three buds, and I see a weak and ailing tree 

in need of a pediatrician. 

Health also registers in needle-length. Your newly planted pine 

may have grown three-inch needles during his last year in the nursery, ; 

: but after the shock of transplantation he may do well to grow needles 

half as long. At this stage his leader looks like the singed tail 

of a fox; a year later the new growth will show longer needles, deeper ; 

color, and more buds.
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: Why is a pine called evergreen? Does he keep his needles forever? ; 

By no means, A white pine sheds his needles when they are two years 

old; a Norway pine when they are three years old. Look at your trees 

to verify this. If you have none to look at, I hope you have something 

else as good. 

The jack pine is a precocious cousin of the real pines. He starts 

out in an awful hurry, and then loses his wind. He is useful as a 

pacemaker in a young plantation. Sprinkle a few jacks among your 

whites or Norways, and they will furnish wind-protection by the time 

the better pines at last decide that they want to grow up. Wind- 

protection is an asset to any tree. White pines, unless planted on 

low moist soil, may fail to perform well without it. 

The jack pine, like his human counterpart, is not steadfast. He 

wants to do something quickly; he doesn't care when or how well. He 

often puts on two or three separate spurts of growth during a single 

summer, hence the whorls of his branches do not register his age, as 

they do in white or Norway. He lays down sappy wood that rots quickly. 

Altogether he is an amiable four-flusher, but it tekes all kinds of 

trees to make a forest. His usefulness lies in his low standard of 

living; he plants the green banner on sands too poor to support better 

trees. After a generation of jacks, such soils may accumlate enough 

fertility to support Norways, and perhaps, eventually, whites. 

Just so did the swaggering courier du bois prepare the way for 

the settler, and the settler prepare the way for us. 4 

j
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PINES ABOVE THE SNOW 

Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin : : 

When winter has locked up the soil and dispersed the birds and denuded 

the hardwoods of their leaves, one needs to be assured that things will one day 

grow again, At such a time a young pine, green above the snow, talks louder than 

many voices. 

The rain falls on the just and the unjust, but pines do uot grow wherever 

rain falls. Only farmers with acid, and preferably sandy, soils are privileged to 

have real pines, Hy real I mean pines with that inner bloom which bespeaks abound- 

ing health-~pines with blue needles, long clean inter nodes, and rifle-barrel leaders 

aimed straight at the zenith and intending to hit their mark, 

Hatives Stand Test of Dine 
I mean, too, native pines, white or Norway, sure of their roothold in 

native earth--Scotch, nor Austrian, nor any other stowaway from foreign parts. 

Nurseries have peddled these foreigners because they are easy to raise, They make 

a big show for a few years, but they do not stand the test of time. 

"Norway" sounds like a foreign pine, but the tree is as native as the 

ruffed grouse who treads the brown carpet under his branches, He is called Norway 

because first logged at Norway, Maine, 

Pines, like other blessings, come to him who waits, When the labor of 

planting is done, you wait for a rain, When the plantation is safely rooted, you 

wait three years for real growth to begin. Then, for a decade or two, you wait 

all year for May to come, for buds to burst, for waxy “eandles" to reach skyward, 

each year a little farther: first a foot a year, then two feet a year, finally
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sometimes three feet a year. If, during the pyramiding period, your own clock shows 

signs of running down, you may gain from your trees a curious transfusion of courage. 

Pitch, like blood, is thicker than water. 

Plant Part of Land Each Year 

It is a good thing to have more land for pines than time to plant, for 

thus you plant a part each year, and each year have new trees making their first 

thrust at infinity. 

Your pines, like your children, are interesting to the extent that they 

are studied minutely, For example: why did the anmal gain in height for 1941 

exceed that for 1942? ‘This holds good for almost all plantations, and for wild 

seedlings as well, throughout the central region. 

I don't know the answer, I do lmow that the drought year, 1936, registered 

itself in short growth for 1937. Despite the drought, the 1936 growth was excellent, 

reflecting the abundant rains of 1935. Pines, in short, deposit their current pay- 

check from sun and rain, and pay their bills with savings of the year before. Most 

other trees live from hand to mouth; they are content to let the Lord provide. 

Have you ever noticed that the vigor of a young pine registers in the § 

number of buds at the tip of his leader? Show me a leader with eight buds and J : 

will wager on a long climb skyward when they burst next May. ‘Show me three buds, 

and I see a weak and ailing tree in need of a pediatrician, 

Tree Health Seen in Need%e Length 

Health also registers in needle-length, Your newly planted pine may have 

grown three-inch needles during his last year in the mursery, but after the shock 

of transplantation he may do well to grow needles half as long. At this stage his 

leader looks like the singed tail of a fox; a year later the new growth will show 

longer needles, deeper color, and more buds.
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Why is a pine called evergreen? Does he keep his unites forever? By 

no means, Awhite pine sheds his needles when they are two years old; a Norway pine 

when they are three years old. Look at your trees to verify this. If you have none 

to look at, I hope you have something else as good. 

Te jack pine is a precocious cousin of the real pines. He starts out in 

an awful hurry, and then loses his wind, He io at ans er ae 

plantation. Sprinkle a few jacks among your whites or Norways, and they will furnish 

wind-protection by the time the better pines at last decide that they want to grow up. 

Wind-protection is an asset to any tree, White pines, unless planted on low moist 

soil, may fail to perform well without it. 

Jack Pine a Four-Flusher 

The jack pine, like his human counterpart, is not steadfast. He wants to 

do something quickly; he doesn't care when or how well, He often puts on two or 

: three separate spurts of growth during a single summer, hence the whorls of his 

branches do not register his age, as they do in white or Norway. He lays down sappy 

wood that rots quickly, Altogether he is an amiable four-flusher, but it takes all 

kinds of trees to make a forest. His usefulness lies in his low standard of living; 

he plants the green banner on sands too poor to enppent better trees, After a gen- 

eration of jacks, such soils may accummlate enough fertility to support Norways, and 

perhaps, eventually, whites. 

dust so did the swaggering courier du bois prepare the way for the settler, 

and the settler prepare the way for us, 

#
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"FROM LITTLE ACORNS" 

Aldo Leopold 

"Great Oaks from Little Acorns grow ----" if the acorns have no 

worms in them, if they get planted in the right soil at the right time, 

if a gopher or squirrel doesn't dig them up, and if the seedling does 

not get choked by grass sod, or nipped by a cow, or girdled by a rabbit, 

or shaded out by brush or trees, or burned by fires. 

Men, as well as oaks, have to run a gauntlet of "ifs." Perhaps 

that is why men of understanding cherish their trees. 

Oaks have a precarious and recently gained foothold on our southern 

Wisconsin hills. Marly travelers, with one accord, describe as nearly 

treeless many a locality now plentifully sprinkled with woodlots. One 

of the clearest of these early descriptions is the journal of Captain 

Jonathan Carver, who crossed the state in 1763, a decade before the 

Revolutionary War. Arriving at Green Bay, and ascending the Fox River 

toward Lake Winnebago and Portage, he says: "the country is fertile, 

and in no part very woody." The “carrying place" between the Fox and 

the Wisconsin (now Portage) he describes as “a plain with some few oak 

and pine trees growing thereon." ’ 

Descending the Wisconsin to Prairie du Sac, Carver "took a view of 

some mountains that lie about fifteen miles to the southward, and abound 

in lead ore. I ascended one of the highest of these (Blue Mound?) and 

had an extensive view of the country. For many miles nothing was to be 

seen but lesser mountains, which appeared at a distance like hay cocks, 

they being free from trees. Only a few groves of hickory and stunted 

oaks covered some of the vallies." Carver was looking at the region 

0
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from Verona to Ridgeway, and from Black HZarth to New Glarus. It is 

now well wooded. 

One mst conclude from this that most of our present woodlands 

in the southern counties sprang up since Carver's day; protadiz, hoe 

early plowings had broken the free sweep of prairie fires. Fire, in 

Carver's day, was the big "if" for little acorns. 

One mst also conclude that an oak more than a century old is really 

an historical monument, and should hardly be cut for ordinary bread- 

and-butter purposes. 

That there was a widespread encroachment of oaks on prairie, esp- 

ecially during the 1850's, is attested by the Transactions of the Wis- 

consin Agricultural Society, which contain lengthy debates about where 

the new oak seedlings all came from, and why most of the new seedlings 

were red oaks, whereas most of the seed trees were bur oaks. Some of 

the debaters opined the wild pigeons had brought the acorns in their 

crops, and seeing plenty of wheat to eat, had regurgitated them, Others 

argued that spontaneous generation mst be accountable. (Education 

has made progress! ) 

The farmer can often verify for himself whether his woodlot sprang 

up after settlement, or whether woods existed there prior to settle- 

ment. He can do this by counting the annual rings on freshly cut stumps, 

and by sawing off the butt-log from natural windfalls. Most farm wood- \ 

lots in the regions which were once prairie now show a preponderance 

of 80-year-old oaks, plus a sprinkling of old veterans, often 150 to 

200 years old. ‘These veterans are commonly branchy, showing that they 

grew up on open prairie. The stumps often show early scars of prairie 

fires. These are the trees that Carver saw.
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On the other hand the 80-year-old trees are cleaner boled, showing 

that they grew up in a denser stand. These are the trees that came in 

when the prairie fires ceased. 

It is clear, then, that southern Wisconsin woodlots spread out 

during the 1800's. It is equally clear that they are now shrinking. 

The main reason is pasturing. Heavy pasturing presents a hopeless 

"if" in the gounjet which oak seedlings mst run. As old oaks are cut 

from pastured woods, or die off (ef aronght and disease, they are not 

replaced by young ones. In the long run this means either an almost 

treeless landscape, or one decorated only with box elder, Chinese elm, 

locust, and other weed trees. 

It has recently come to light that oak woods which have been fully 

protected reproduce to oaks only when pretty heavily opened up. Light 

scattered cuttings bring not oak seedlings, but maple, elm, basswood 

and other shade~enduring hardwoods. This indicates that oak-hickory 

woods is a temporary type, which, if let alone, changes over gradually 

to mixed hardwoods of the kind found in the eastern and northern counties. \ 

\
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: Aldo Leopold, —.. 

E Mielisretts of Wisconsin . 

"Great oaks from little acorns grow" if~~the acorns have no worms in them, 

if--they get planted in the right soil at the right time, if--a gopher or squirrel 

doesn't dig them up, and if--the seedling does not get choked by grass sod, or nipped 

by a cow, or girdled by a rabbit, or shaded out by brush or trees, or burned by fires, 

Men, as well as oaks, have to run a gauntlet of "ifs." Perhaps that is 

why men of understanding cherish their trees. 

; Qaks are Recent Comers 
Oaks have a precarious and recently gained foothold on our southern 

Wisconsin hills, Early travelers, with one accord, describe as nearly treeless 

many a locality now plentifully sprinkled with woodlots, One of the clearest of 

these early descriptions is the journal of Captain Jonathan Carver, who crossed 

_ the state in 1766, a decade before the Revolutionary War. 

Arriving at Breen Bay, and ascending the Fox River toward Lake Winnebago 

end Portage, he says: "the country is fertile, and in no part very woody." The - 

"carrying place" between the Fox and the Wisconsin (now rivinge? he describes as 

"a plain with some few oak ant pine trees growing thereon," : 

Descending the Wisconsin to Prairie du Sac, Carver "took a view of some 

mountains that lie about fifteen miles to the southward, and abound in lead ore. 

I ascended one of the highest’ of these (Blue Mound?) and had an extensive view of 

the country. For many miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which 

appeared at _a distance like hay cocks, they being free from trees, Only a few 

GROVES OF HICKORY AND STUNTED OAKS COVERED SOME OF THE VALLIES," Carver was looking 

at the region from Verona to Ridgeway, and from Black Earth to New Glarus, It is 

now well wooded,
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Aldo Leopold, — 

ai lkevsits of Wisconsin . 

"Great oaks from little acorns grow" if--the acorns have no worms in them, 

if--they get planted in the right soil at the richt time, if--a gopher or squirrel 

doesn't dig them up, and if--the seedling does not get choked by grass sod, or nipped 

by a cow, or girdled by a rabbit, or shaded out by brush or trees, or burned by fires. 

Men, as well as oaks, have to run a gauntlet of "ifs." Perhaps that is 

why men of understanding cherish their trees, 

Qaks are Recent Comers 

Oaks have a precarious and recently gained foothold on our southern 

Wisconsin hills, .Early travelers, with one accord, describe as nearly treeless 

many a locality now plentifully sprinkled with woodlots, One of the clearest of 

these early descriptions is the journal of Captain Jonathan Carver, who crossed 

the state in 1766, a decade before the Revolutionary War. 

Aediving at reen Dey, anf aoeealing the Sex Miver tard le Sie 

and Portage, he says: "the country is fertile, and in no part very woody." The . 

"corrying place" between the Fox and the Wisconsin (now iow) he describes as 

"a plain with some few oak ant pine trees growing thereon," : 

Descending the Wisconsin to Prairie du Sac, Carver "took a view of some 

mountains that lie about fifteen miles to the southward, and abound in lead ore. 

I ascended one of the highest’ of these (Blue Mound?) and had an extensive view of 

the country. For many miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which 

appeared at_a distance like hay cocks, they being free from trees, Only a few 

GROVES OF HICKORY AND STUNTED OAKS COVERED SOME OF THE VALLIES," Carver was looking 

at the region from Verona to Ridgeway, and from Black Earth to New Glarus. It is 

now well wooded,
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Plow Broke Seep of Prairie Fire 

One must conclude from this that most of our present woodlands in the 

southern counties sprang up since Carver's day; probably when the early plowings 

had broken the free sweep of prairie fires, Fire, in Carver's day, was the big 

"af" for little acorns, 

One mast also conclude that an oak more than a century old is really an 

historical monument, and should hardly be cut for ordinary bread-and-butter purposes, 

That there was e widespread encroachment of oaks on prairie, expecially 

during the 1850's, is attested by the transactions of the Wisconsin Agricultural 

Society, which contain lengthy debates. about where the new oak seedlings all came 

from, and why most of the new seedlings were red oaks, whereas most of the seed trees 

were but oaks, Some of the debaters opined the wild pigeons had brought the acorns 

in their crops, and seeing plenty of wheat to eat, had regurgitated them. Others 

argued that spontaneous generation mst be accountable, (Education has made progress!) 

May Find Some Veteran Trees 

The farmer con often verify for himself whether his woodlot sprang up . 

after settlement, or whether woods existed there prior to settlement. He can do 

- this by counting the annual rings on freshly cut stumps, and by sawing off the btt- 

log from natural windfalls. Most farm wood-lots in the regions which were once 

prairie now show a preponderance of 80-year-old oaks, plus a sprinkling of old : 

veterans, often 150 to 200 years old. These veterans are commonly branchy, showing 

- that they grew up on open prairie. The stumps often show early scars of prairie 

fires, These are the trees that Carver sam.- 

On the other hand the 80-year-old trees are cleaner boled, showing that 

they grew up in a denser stand, These are the trees that came in when the prairie 

fires ceased, - : : 

Qur Woodlots are Shrinking 

It is clear, than, that southern Wisconsin woodlots spread out during the 

1800's, It is equally clear that they are now shrinking, ~ Sanens =
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°PROM LITTLE ACOmNS* Pes 

Aldo Leopold, 

University of "isconsin 

"Great ooks from little acorns grow" if--the acorns have no vorms in them, 

if--they get plented in the richt soil at the richt time, if--a gopher or squirrel 

doesn't dig them up, and if--the seedling does not get choked by grass sod, or nipped 

by a cow, or girdled by a rabbit, or shaded out by brush or trees, or burned by fires, 

Men, as well as caks, have to run a gauntlet of “ifs.” Perhaps thot is 

why men of understanding cherich their trees, : 

Saks are Recent Comers 

Oaks have a precarious and recently gained foothold on our southern 

Wisconsin hills, ¥Warly travelers, with one accord, eenatie as nearly treeless 

many a locality now plentifully sprinkled with woodlots. One of the elesrest of 

these early descriptions is the journal of Captain Jonathan Carver, who crossed 

the state in 1766, a decade before the Revolutionary Yar, 

Arriving at( Breen Tay, and ascending the Tox River tovard Lake Vinnebogo 

and Portage, he says: “the country is fertile, ond in no part very woody." ‘the 

“carrying place* between the Fox and the Yisconsin (now Portage) he describes as 

"g.nlain with soue few oak and pine trees groving thereon," 
: Yescending the Wiseonsin to Prairie du Sac, Carver “tock a view of some : 

mountains thet lie about fifteen miles to the soutiward, and «bound in lead ore, 

I aseended one of the highest of these (Blue Mound?) and hed an extensive view of 

the country. Jor many miles nothing was to be seen tut lesser mountains, which =e 

GROVES OF HICKORY AND STUNTED CAKS COVERED SOME OF TH" VALLIES." Carver was looking 
at, the vogten fren Vesoun to Mégorey, ant: frun Meck Tarth to for Gari, It is 

now well wootled, :
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Plow Broke Sweep of Prairie Fire 

. One mast conclude from this that most of our present woodlands in the 

southern counties sprang up since Carver's day; probably when the early plowings 

had broken the free sweep of prairie fires, Fire, in Carver's day, was the big 

"if" for little acorns, ; 

One must also conclude that an oak more than a century old is really an | 

historical monument, and should hardly be cat for ordinary bread-and-butter purposes, 

That there was a widespread encroachment of oaks on prairie, expecially 

during the 1850's, is attested by the transactions of the Wisconsin Agricultural 

Society, which contain lengthy debates. about where the new oak seedlings all came 

from, and why most of the new seedlings were red oaks, whereas most of the seed trees 

: were but oaks, Some of the debaters opined the wild pigeons had brought the acorns 

in their crops, and seeing plenty of wheat to eat, had regurgitated them, Others 

argued that spontaneous generation must be accountable, (Education has made progress! ) 

May Hind Some Veteran Trees’ . 

The farmer con often verify for himself whether his woodlot sprang up 

after settlement, or whether woods existed there prior to settlement. He can do 

this by counting the annual rings on freshly cut stumps, and by sawing off the tutt- 

lez from natural windfalls. Mest farm wood-lots in the regions which were once 

prairie now show a preponderance of 80-year-old oaks, plus a sprinkling of old 

veterans, often 150 to 200 years old, These veterans are commonly branchy, showing 

that they grew up on open prairie. The stumps often show early scars of prairie 

fires. These are the trees thot Carver sam. 

; On the other hand the 80-year-old trees are cleaner boled, showing that 

they grew up in a denser stand, ‘hese are the trees that came in when the prairie 

fires ceased, 

: Gur Yoodlots are Shrinking 

It is clear, then, that southern Wisconsin woodlots spread out during the 

1800's, It is equally clear thet they are now Shrinking ‘Te main ea
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pasturing. Heavy pasturing presents a hopeless “if” in the gauntlet which. oak 

seedlings mst run. As old oske sre cut from pastured woods or die off of drought 

ath Siseaen, thay are mab peplessd Wy gomg anne... In the long ron this means either 

an almost treeless landscape, or one decorated only with box elder, Chinese elm, 

locust, and other weed trees, : 

Tt has recently come to light that oak woods which have been fully pre~ 

- tected reproduce te osks only when pretty heavily opened up. Wight scattered cuttings 

; Wwing aut eck sseGlfings, Wad explo, sim, taseseed ant etter dhede-entaring bevieestn. 

This indicates thet oad-hickory woods is a temporary tyve, which, if let alone, 

ghanges over gratualiy te mined harGreods of the kind found in the castern ani 

northern counties. 

#
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"FROM LITTLE ACORNS" 

Aldo Leopold Ly = 

UniirereaeZ, a Vieoeeneeee 

"Great fas from fittle Acorns grow = sfothe acorns have no 

worms in them, ifgthey get planted in the right soil at the right time, 

ifua gopher or squirrel doesn't dig them up, and ifthe seedling does 

not get choked by grass sod, or nipped hy a cow, or girdled by a rabbit, 

or shaded out by brush or trees, or burned by fires. 

Men, as well as oaks, have to run a gauntlet of "ifs." Perhaps 

that is why men of "Fee en cherish theif trees. oF ee 

Oaks have a preens Ge Rea tut COA on our southern f 

Wisconsin hills. Early travelers, with one accord, describe as nearly 

treeless many a locality now plentifully sprinkled with woodlots. One Ber, +7 +8 

of the clearest of these early descriptions is the journal of Captain a 

Jonathan ance. who crossed the state in 1768, a decade before the > 

Revolutionary War.QParriving at Green Bay, and ascending the Fox River } 

toward Lake Winnebago and Portage, he says: "the country is fertile, tad) A 

and in no part very woody." The "carrying place" between the Fox and C om yo 

the Wisconsin (now Portage) he describes as "a plain with some few oak On; a8 

and pine trees growing thereon." “S 

Descending the Wisconsin to Prairie du Sac, Carver "took a view of % fond 

: some mountains that lie about fifteen miles to the southward, and abound ” * 

in lead ore. I ascended one of the highest of these (Blue Mound?) and x 

had an extensive view of the country. For many miles nothing was to be \ a 

seen but lesser mountains, which appeared at_a distance like hay cocks, 

they being free from trees. Only a few groves of hickory and stunted ; 

oaks covered some of the vallies." Carver was looking at the region
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from Verona to Ridgeway, and from Black HZarth to New Glarus. It is 

j f,) » . 
now well wooded. To oa Prot ena. a We ALL Su : 

One mst conclude from this that most of our present woodlands 

in the southern counties sprang up since Carver's day; ee 

early plowings had broken the free sweep of prairie fires. Fire, in 

Carver's day, was the big "if" for little acorns. 

One must also conclude that an oak more than a century old is really 

an historical monument, and should hardly be cut for ordinary bread- 

and-butter purposes. 

That there was a widespread encroachment of oaks on prairie, esp- 

ecially during the 1850's, is attested by the fransactions of the Wis- 

consin Agricultural Society, which contain lengthy debates about where 

the new oak seedlings all came from, and why most of the new seedlings 

were red oaks, whereas most of the seed trees were bur oaks. Some of 

the debaters opined the wild pigeons had brought the acorns in their 

crops, and seeing plenty of wheat to eat, had regurgitated them. Others 

argued that spontaneous generation mst be accountable. (Education 

f bent “/ 

baa mate vroerese!) Zito Srad Urn Uelirece. Secs 
The farmer can often verify for himself whether his woodlot sprang 

up after settlement, or whether woods existed there prior to settle- 

ment. He can do this by counting the annual rings on freshly cut stumps, 

and by sawing off the butt-log from natural windfalls. Most farm wood- 

lots in the regions which were once prairie now show a preponderance 

of 80-year-old oaks, plus a sprinkling of old veterans, often 150 to 

200 years old. These veterans are commonly branchy, showing that they 

grew up on open prairie. The stumps often show early scars of prairie 

fires. These are the trees that Carver saw.
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On the other hand the 80-year-old trees are cleaner boled, showing 

that they grew up in a denser stand. These are the trees that came in 

when the prairie fires = Neodl ats Qre ranks 9 

It is clear, then, that southern Wisconsin woodlots spread out 

during the 1800's. It is equally clear that they are now shrinking. : 

The main reason is pasturing. Heavy pasturing presents a hopeless 

’ M47" in the geumlet which oak seedlings must run. As old oaks are cut 

from pastured woods or die off of drought and disease, they are not 

replaced by young ones. In the long run this means either an almost 

treeless landscape, or one decorated only with box elder, Chinese elm, = 

locust, and other weed trees. 

It has recently come to light that oak woods which have been fully 

protected reproduce to oaks only when pretty heavily opened up. Light 

scattered cuttings bring not oak seedlings, but maple, elm, basswood 

and other shade-enduring hardwoods. This indicates that oak-hickory 

woods is a temporary type, which, if let alone, changes over gradually 

to mixed hardwoods of the kind found in the eastern and northern counties. 

t



: April 16, 1942 e 
For April Wis. Agr. and Farmer 

- ; To be substituted for "Smartweed 
; For the Farm Pond" dated March 23, 1942 

: SMARTWEED SANCTUARIES 

Aldo Leopold : 

Many . farmer feels a friendly interest in ducks, tut lacks a pond or 

other permanent water on which to offer them hospitality. To such I 

recommend the smartweed sanctuary as a possible substitute. 

To start such a sanctuary you need tee thiaes) a pothole or other low 

. anus which will hold temporary water in spring and fall, and a source of 

water to fill it. 

The water A the rub. Sometimes a creek or spring can be diverted into 

the pothole. In wet years a dry channel may flow often enough to be led 

into it. Western farmers have learned to lead water around by the nose, 

but in this region we seldom consider the possibilities of water diversion. 

If you can contrive your water supply, the rest is easy. Any low spot 

with fairly good soil will grow smartweed if the sod is broken up each fall 

or spring by plow, harrow, or rooting swine. Flood it in March when the 

spring flight begins. The ground shoud be moist, but not submerged, in 

June, July, and August. “Flood it again in September when the first teal ; 

come down, and keep. all guns away. You may soon have a duck=show worth =e 

getting up early to see. Keep this up year after year, and your duck-show 

grows better as more and more ducks learn where they may feed in safety. * 

Smartweed need not be flooded déeply to draw ducks. River ducks prefer 

water between an inch and a foot in depth. Diving ducks prefer deeper 

submersion. Both classes of ducks eat smartweed seeds with relish. 

Smartweed seeds, as every observant farmer knows, are stored in the soil Te
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of all low spots. Break the sod, and the smartweeds flourish like a green 

; i bay tree. ‘There are many kinds of smartweeds, but all bear a heavy crop of 

flat, blackish, shiny seeds which most ducks will fly miles to guzzle, 

provided they aren't met on their arrival with an anti-aircraft barrage. 

Even sedge marsh without a single visible smartweed plant will sometimes 

provide enough stored smartweed seed to a and feed a few ducks. 

: Sometimes low ground, when broken, comes up to Spanish needle or 

"pitchfork" weed (Bidens) instead of canoe This-weed is much less 

desirable as duckfood. ‘No one yet knows just how to regulate the time and 

manner of breaking so as to get smartweed and not pitchforkss Farmers who 

can learn how to turn this trick will make a valuable contribution to ‘ 

wildlife management. 

A bed of smartweed, flooded or unflooded, draws the pheasant as a cookie- 

jar draws the schoolboy. When offered flooded smartweed, the pheasant acts 

as if he had grown webs between his aa: you may flush him from water a foot 

deep, but his plumage is dry. I think the answer is that he walks on the 

: masses of floating stems, as @ rail or gallimle does. When one 

examines the crop of such a "sea-going" pheasant, one finds it full of smart- 

weed seeds, or else it is full of slugs, snails, or other water-animals 

which mltiply promptly on flooded ground. ‘ 

Should you want to learn the various kinds of smartweed, and what kinds 

are eaten by what ducks, I suggest you send for U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin 

634, "Food of Game Ducks in the United States and Canada".
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; April 16, 1942 
For April Wis. Agr. and Farmer 

To be substituted for "Smartweed 
For the Farm Pond" dated March 23, 1942 

SMARTWEED SANCTUARIES 

Aldo Leopold 

Many a farmer feels a friendly interest in ducks, but lacks a pond or 

other permanent water on which to offer them hospitality. To such I 

recommend the smartweed sanctuary as a possible substitute. 

3 To start such a sanctuary you need two things: a pothole or other low 

spot which will hold temporary water in spring and fall, and a source of 

water to fill it. ‘ 

The water is the rub. Sometimes a creek or spring can be diverted into 

the pothole. In wet years a dry channel may flow often enough to be led 

into it. Western farmers have learned to lead water around by the nose, 

but in this region we seldom consider the possibilities of water diversion. 

If you can contrive your water supply, the rest is easy. Any low spot 

with fairly good seil will grow smartweed if the sod is broken up each fall 

or spring by plow, harrow, or rooting swine. Fiood it in March when the 

4 spring flight begins. The ground should be moist, but not submerged, in 

dune, July, and August. Flood it again in September when the first teal 

come down, and keep all guns away. You may soon have a duck-show worth : 

getting up early to see. Keep this up year after year, and your duck-show 

grows better as more and more ducks learn where they may feed in safety. 

‘Smartweed need not be flooded deeply to draw ducks. River ducks prefer 

water between an inch and a foot in depth. Diving ducks prefer deeper 

submersion. Both classes of ducks eat smartweed seeds with relish. 5 

Smartweed seeds, as every observant farmer knows, are stored in the soil
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ef all low spots. Break the sod, and the smartweeds flourish like a green 

bay tree. There are many kinds of smartweeds, but all bear a heavy crop of 

: flat, blackish, shiny seeds which most ducks will fly miles to guzzle, 

provided they aren't met on their arrival with an anti-aircraft barrage. 

Even sedge marsh without a single visible smartweed plant will sometimes 

provide enough stored smartweed seed to draw and feed a few ducks. : 

: Sennkivins low ground, when broken, comes up to Spanish needle or 

"pitchfork" weed (Bidens) instead of smartweed. This weed is much less 

desirable as duckfood. No one yet knows just how to regulate the time and 

manner of breaking so as to get smartweed and not pitchforks. Farmers who 

: can learn how to turn this trick will make a valuable contribution to 

wildlife management. : 

A bed of smartweed, flooded or unflooded, draws the pheasant as a cookie- 

Jar draws the schoolboy. When offered flooded smartweed, the pheasant acts 

as if he had grown webs between his toes; you may flush him, from water a foot 

deep, but his plumage is dry. I think the answer is that he walks on the 

masses of floating stems, as a rail or gallimle does. When one 

examines the crop of such a "sea-going" pheasant, one finds it full of smart- 

weed seeds, or else it is full of slugs, snails, or other water-animals 

which mltiply promptly on flooded ground. ‘ 

Should you want to learn the various kinds of smartweed, and what kinds 

are inate what ducks, I suggest you send for U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin 

634, "Food of Game Ducks fn the United States and Canada",
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SMARTWEED SANCTUARIES 

Aldo Leopold 

Many a farmer feels a friendly interest in ducks, tut lacks a pond or 

other permanent water on which to offer them hospitality. To such I . 

recommend the smartweed sanctuary as a possible substitute. 

To start such a sanctuary you need two things: a pothole or other low 

spot which will hold temporary water in spring and fall, and a source of 

water to fill it. ; a 

The water is the rub. Sometimes a creek or spring can be diverted into 

the pothole. In wet years a dry channel may flow often enough to be led 

into it. Western farmers have learned to lead water around by the nose, 

.but in this region we seldom consider the possibilities of water diversion. 

If you can contrive your water supply, the rest is easy. Any low spot 

‘with fairly good soil will grow smartwoed if the sod is broken up each fall : 

or spring by plow, harrow, or rooting swine. Flood it in March when the 

spring flight begins. The ground should be moist, but not submerged, in 

dune, July, und August. Flood it again in September when the first teal 

come down, and keep all guns away. You may soon have a duck=-show worth 

getting up early to see. Keep this up year after year, and your duck-show 

grows better as more and more ene learn where they may feed in safety. : 

Smartweed need not be flooded deeply to draw ducks. River ducks prefer 

water between an inch and a foot in depth. Diving ducks prefer deeper 

submersion. Both classes of ducks eat smartweed seeds with relish. 

Smartweed seods, as every observant farmer knows, are stored in the soil
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of all low spots. Break the sod, and the smartweeds flourish like a green 

bay tree. There are many kinds of smartweeds, but all bear a heavy crop of 

flat, blackish, shiny seeds which most ducks will fly miles to guzzle, 

provided they aren't met on their arrival with an anti-aircraft barrage. 

Even sedge marsh without a single visible snartweed plant will sonetines 

\ provide enough stored smartweed seed to drew and feed a few ducks, : 

Sometimes low ground, when broken, comes up to Spanieh needle or 

_ “pitehfork" weed (Bidens) instead of smartweed. This woed is mch less 

desirable as duckfood. No one yet knows just how to ‘yeguiate the time and 

: manner of breaking so as to get smartweed and not pitchforks. wins who : 

; can learn how to turn this trick will make @ Valuable contribution to 

wildlife management. : 

A bed of smartweed, flooded or unflooded, draws the pheasant as a cookie= 

jar-draws the schoolboy, When offered flooded smartweed, the pheasant acts 

as if he had grown webs between his toes; you may flush him from water a foot 

deep, but his plumage is dry. I ‘hdsikc Nin dew de that he walks on the 

masses of floating stems, as a rail or gallimule does. When one i 

examines the crop of such a “sea=going" pheasant, one finds it full of smart- 

weed seeds, or else it is full of slugs, snails, or other water-enimals 

‘which miltiply orenste on flooded ground. 

Should you want to learn the various kinds of smartweed, and what kinds 

are eaten by what ducks, I suggest you send for U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin 

634, "Food of Game Ducks én the United States and Canada", 

= *
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SMARTWEED FOR THE FARM POND 

; Aldo Leopold ‘ 

E As gun-pressure increases, salvation for ducks will depend more 

and more on the hospitality of farmers who value ducks above duck-hunting. 

Hospitality implies something to eat, as well as safety from guns. How 

does one go about growing duck food on the farm? 

In southern Wisconsin there are two classes of duckfood: smartweeds 

and aquatic plants. 

Most aquatic foods grow best in deepish water, fairly uniform in 

level. They are relished especially by the diving ducks: bluebill, 

canvasback, redhead, ete. , 

Smertweeds grow best in temporary ponds which go dry in summer, 

but are wet in fall and spring. Smartweed seeds are relished by the 

river ducks: mallard, pintail, teal. The two classes of feed require 

entirely different treatment. : i 

Any low spot with fairly good soil will grow smartweed seeds if the 

sod is broken up by plow, harrow, or rooting swinte. ‘The ground should 

be moist, but not submerged, in June, July, and August. Flood it in 

Septenber when the first teal come down, keep all ‘sons away, and by 

October you will likely have a duck-show worth getting up early to see. : 

Keep this up year after year, and your duck-show grows better as more 

and more ducks learn where they may feed in safety. 

Smartweed seeds, as every observant farmer knows, are stored in the 

soil of all low ground. Break the sod, and the smartweeds flourish like a 

green bay tree. There are many kinds of smartweeds, but all bear a 

heavy crop of flat, blackish, shiny seeds which any mallard will fly miles 

to guzzle, provided he isn't met on his arrival with an anti-aircraft
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barrage. Even sedge marsh without a single visible auartweed plant will 

often provide enough stored smartweed seed to draw and feed a few ducks. 

Many a farm has a low spot which could be converted into a duck refuge by 

breaking the sod in spring, flooding the smartweeds at the end of the 

summer, and excluding all hunters. : 

: Planting aquatic foods in a permanent pond is usually unnecessary; if 

your pond is a natural one the best foods capable of growing there will 

usually have planted themselves. If, however, the pond is new, or has been 

torn up by carp, or pastured by cows during some drouth, you may save time 

by replanting it. What to plant is often a puzzle, even for "experts". Qne : 

good guide is to move good food plants from the nearest undisturbed pond. : 

Tips on what food=-plants are relished may be had from U.S.D.A. technical : 

bulletin 634, "Food of Game Ducks in the United States and Canada", or 

Farmers' Bulletin 1879 "Ponds for Wildlife". 

Cattails, by growing too thickly, sometimes crowd out the better 

aquatic food-plants. The best cattail-mower is the mskrat. The mskrat 

knows no closed shop. In November, when he is building his winter quarters, 

he will mow cattails all night and charge you never a cent for overtime. 

Any protected water, temporary or permanent, is a blessing not only for 

ducks, but for an interesting variety of other wild fowl. Flooded smartweed 

draws the pheasant as a cookie-jar draws the schoolboy; pheasants all but 

sprout webs when smartweed seeds are suitably dunked. A permanent pond gives 

you a summer chorus of visible birds like redwing, tern, and kingfisher, and : 

: also of invisible ones like gallinule, king rail, and bittern. ‘To have some 

kind of pond is one of the best reasons for living on a farm.
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DUCK FEED FOR THE FARM POND 

Aldo Leopold ' 

Salvation for ducks depends on the hospitality of farmers who vaive 

ducks above duck-hunting. Hospitality implies something to eat, as well 

essafety from guns. How does one go about growing duck food in the farm 

pond? 

There are two classes of duckfood: weeds and aquatics. 

: ; Aquatics grow best in deepish water, fairly uniform in level. They 

are relished by the diving ducks: bluebill, canvasback, redhead, ete. 

Weeds grow best in ponds dry in summer but wet in fall and spring. 

Weed=-seeds are relished by the river ducks: mallard, pintail, teal. The 

two classes of feed require entirely different treatment. - 

fae Wace Arey Seco G Ce Can 
Any low place with fairly good soil will grow weed foods if the sod 

is broken up by plow, harrow, or rooting swine. The ground mst be 

noist, but not submerged, in June, duly, and August. Flood it in Septmmber 

when the first teal come down, keep all guns away, and by October you will 

have a duck-show worth getting up early to see. Keep this up and your 

duck=-show grows better yesr by year. 

Smartweed is the outstanding weed for river ducks. Smartweed seeds, 

as every observant farmer knows, are stored in all low ground. Break the 

sod, and the<Smartweeds flourish like a green bay tree. Smartweeds bear 

a heavy crop of flat, blackish, shiny seeds which any mallard will fly 

miles to guzzle, provided he isn't met on his arrival with an anti-aircraft 

barrage. Even sedge marsh without a single visible smartweed will often Be 

provide enough stored smartweed seed to ase lee. All you need to convert 

“below spot into a duck refuge is a piece of baling wire to immobilize,the 

gun, @ plow to break the sod, and a source of water to flood the smartweeds 

at the end of the summer.
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Aquatics for deepwater ducks usually “plant” themselves if your 

pond is a natural one. If, however, the pond is new, or has been torn up 

by Carp, or pastured by seamgoing cows during some drouth, you may save 

time by replanting it. What to plant is a question that cannot be answered 

: on paper, and even on the ground the "expert" will often guess wrong. Your 

best guide is to move what grows in the nearest undistfurbed pond. Your 

negt best guide is to study USDA technical bulletin 634 "Food of Game 

Ducks in the. United States and Canada", and Farmers Bulletin 1879 “Ponds 

for Wildlife". 

Cattails, by growing too thickly, sometimes crowd out the better 

aquatic food=plants. The best cattail-mower is the mskrat. The mskrat 

knows no closed shop. In November, when he is building his winter quarters, 

he will mow cattails all night and charge you never a cent for overtime. 

Any protected water, temporary or permanent, is a blessing not only 

for ducks, but for an interesting variety of other fowl. Flooded 

smartwe-d draws the pheasant as a cookie-jar draws the shhoolboy; 

pheasants all but sprout webs when smartweed seeds are suitably dunked. Your 

permanent pond gives you a summer chorus of visible birds like redwing, 

tern, and kingfisher, and also invisible ones like gallimle, king rail, 

and bittern. Some kind of pond is one of the best reasons for living on 

a farm. 

see
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DUCH FEED FOR THE FARM POND 

Aldo Leopold 

Salvation for ducks depends on the hospitality of farmers who vaiue 

ducks above duck-hunting. Hospitality implies something to eat, as well 

assafety from guns. How does one go about growing duck food in the farm 

: pond? z 3 

There are two classes of dai teets weeds and aquatics. : 

Aquatics grow best in deepish water, fairly uniform in level. They 

are relished by the diving ducks; bluebill, canvasback, redhead, etc. 

Weeds grow best in ponds dry in sugmer but wet in fall and spring. 

Weed-seeds are relished by the river ducks: mallard, pintail, teal. The 

two classes of feat require entirely different treatment. : 

Any low place with fairly good soil will grow weed foods if the sod 

is broken up by plow, harrow, or rooting swine. The ground-.mst be 

moist, but not submerged, in June, July, and August. Flood it in Septmamber 

when the first teal come down, keep — guns away, and by October you will 

have a duck-show worth getting up early to see. Keep this up and your 

duck-show grows better year by year. 

Smartweed is the outstanding Sead for river ducks. Smartweed seeds, 

as every observant farmer knows, are stored in all low ground. Break the 

sod, and the Quartweeds flourish like a green bay tree. Smartweeds bear 

a heavy crop of flat, blackish, = seeds which any mallard will fly 

_miles to guzzle, provided he isn't met on his arrival with an anti-aircraft 

barrage. Even sedge marsh without a single ha ee smartweed will often i 

provide enough stored smartweed seed to EE oes All you need to convert 

oe low spot into a duck refuge is a piece of baling wire to immobilizeythe 

: gun, a plow to break the sod, and a source of water to flood the smartweeds 

at the end of the summer. ; :
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Agkavien for deepwater ducks usually "plant" themselves if your 

pond is a natural one. If, however, the pond is new, or has been torn up 

by carp, or pastured by seawgoing cows during some drouth, you may save 

time by replanting it. What to plant is a question that cannot be aaieerel 

on paper, and even on the ground the "expert" will often guess wrong. Your : 

best guide is to move what grows in the nearest undistfurbed pond. Your 

. net best guide is to study USDA technical bulletin 634 "Food of Game 

Ducks in the United States and Canada", and Farmers Bulletin 1879 "Ponds 

for Wildlife". : 

Cattails, by growing too thickly, sometimes crowd out the better 

aquatic food-plants. The meat cattail-mower is the mskrat. The muskrat 

knows no closed shop. In November, when he is building his winter quarters, 

he will mow cattails all night and charge you never a cent for overtime. 

: Any protected water, temporary or permanent, is a blessing not only : 

for ducks, but for an interesting variety of other fowl. Flooded 

smartwecd draws the pheasant as a cookie-jar draws the skhoolboy; e 

pheasants all but sprout webs when smartweed seeds are suitably dunked. Your 

permanent pond gives you a summer chorus of visible birds like redwing, ; 

tern, and kingfisher, and also invisible ones like gallinule, king rail, 

and bittern. Some kind of pond is one of the best reasons for living on 

a farm. : 

sek : 

ce trtte
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FARMERS AND DUCKS 

Aldo Leopold 

A farmer who happened to adjoin a golf links turned an honest 

penny by selling mck for dressing greens. When the borrow-pit he had : 

dug filled with water next spring, he was surprised to find it occupied 

by a pair of bluewinged teals. The water dried up, but not before the 

teals had brought off a brood. Thus even the lowly Fresno can create 

a duck-water out of dry land. 

Banding returns show that when ducks once nest ina given spot, they 

tend to return to it year after year if the water is still there. It 

is the hen who weturns, not the drake or the brood. If then, a duck- 

minded farmer can once induce ducks to nest, he is set for future years, 

provided his hens can survive the Gintlet of the guns. 

Wisconsin now breeds fewer ducks than formerly because fewer Wisconsin 

hens run the gauntlet, espécially on opening day when most of the ducks are 

"locals". When the mob arrives at daylight on October 1, the duck-minded 

farmer will do well to say "no". 

A poet once said "each man kills the thing he loves", Many a 

duck-loving farmer unwittingly injures the wild flights by mnaintdning 

scrub mallards on his pond, and allowing them to interbreed with wild 

mallards. Birds differ in their capacity to resume wild existence after 

& period of domestication. Mallards and wild turkeys gradually become 

unfit to survive in the wild; pheasants do not. When barnyard mallards 

cross with wild ones, they pull the resulting progeny down to lower levels 

of fitness.
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What is fitness? Mainly, no doubt, a certain pattern of instinctive 

behavior, but there are also physical characters which denote scrub 

stock, and these characters are easily recognized. Among them are pot- 

bellied posture, short bill, heavy leg, and a tendency to nest abnormally 

early. Any kind of color aberration denotes an advanced degree of unfit- 

ness. If you can't prevent your scrub flock from mixing with wild mallards, 

it helps some to cull out the worst aberrations, and let them adorn the 

platter instead of the pond. 

Scrub mallards often migrate; at least they disappear in fall from 

the pond of their nativity. When such ducks are banded, the bands do not 

show up in normal numbers in hunters’ bags. What becomes of them no one 

knows. 

In Canada, in mild falls, a considerable number of mallards fail to 

leave the breeding marshes; as cold weather comes on they get thin, and 

then die in the first blizzard. Such non-migrants consist partly of cripples; 

they probably consist largely of norgal ducks whose migratory urge has "gone 

by"; they may consist in part of scrubs whose migratory instincts were 

defective to begin with. In any event, it is a doubtful favor to wild duckdom 

to feed such unfit birds, or to ship them south. 

The crying need of duckdom at this time is thousands of farm ponds and 

marshes where ducks can feed and rest secure from guns. The abuses on shootig 

grounds, both public and private, are growing far faster than the refuges 

where no shooting is allowed. Government and state fefuges cannot possibly 

spread far enough or fast enough to offset the decline in duck-hunting 

ethics, or the increase in reckless use of rapid-fire shotguns. The hunter- 

lobby is too credulous of optimistic propaganda about "millions of ducks" to 

allow redress through shortened seasons or more moderate bag limits. Salvation 

depends on the hospitality of farmers who value ducks above duck-hunting, and 

who are willing to provide water, feed, and protection to the migrating hosts.
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In another article I will tell how to provide feed. 

Once your pond or marsh becomes known as a safe place, the ducks will 

beat a sky-path to your door, 

Bere
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THE FARMER AND THE FOX 

Aldo Leopold 

Foxes, in most farming counties, are the sole survivors of Wisconsin's 

larger wild carnivores. Cougar and lynx are gone, wolf and bobeat are 

going, but red and gray foxes are still with us, as wild, or wilder, 

and in some counties just as plentiful, as they were when Marquette's 

canoes glided down the Wisconsin. The fox, and the old bur oak on the 

knoll, saw the first wagon-track on the military road; they saw the last 

fire sweep eastward over the prairies; they saw the first black furrow 

roll over and point its grass-roots at the sky. The rest of us are, 

historically speaking, newcomers and greenhorns, 

It is important not to cut off these last links with the old Wisconsin. 

They help remind us whence we came, which sometimes gives hints on 

whithr we should go. 

The red fox is tough and needs no coddling; nothing can run him out 

of his native haunts save den-dicging and poisoning. The gray fox, tut 

not the red, tends te disappear where woodlots and thickets are too 

heavily pastured. Both species persist longest in those localities 

offering rock outcrops for ultimate sanctuary. Hunter and hound do not 

often depopulate a fox range, but foxes may deflate the pride of many a 

hound, and of not a few hunters. 

Most sports have lost value by becoming easy; they are a test of 

machines rather than of wits. Wot so still-hunting for red foxes, Wis- 

consin style. He who picks up a fox-track on a winter morning, follows it 

through the night's prowlings, guesses when and where the fox has bedded, 

stalks the bed, and delivers his shot nose-in-tail, that hunter has
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performed a feat worth bragging about. Few ever perform it, and as 

hunters grow thicker, softer, noisier, and dumber, fewer may even try. 

The most fervent friend of the fox will not deny that he takes 

poultry, nor that when he does, his hide should hang on the barn if the 

. aggrieved poultryman can contrive to bang it there. Whether the mice the 

fox eats do more damage than the fox does is a moot question; maybe they 

do; maybe they don't; little is known about what really controls mice. 

The ultimate question is whether a foxless, hawkless, owlless 

countryside is a good countryside to live in. Some of us,for reasons that 

wholly defy explanation, are sure it is not. Some of us have seen 

countrysides from which all these really wild things are gone, and in 

which land~minded people regret their going, and make pathetic efforts 

to restore then. 

Whatever controls alee; ttteesrtatathmt pho fox is an enthusiastic 

mouser, especially when mice are plentiful. The red fox, and probably 

also the gray, kills far more than he can eat, and has lote of fun doing 

it. The excess mice are “eached", or merely tossed aside. A friend of 

mine in Michigan followed many red fox trails in the snow and tallied their 

kills. They got fer more meadowmice than deermice; they ate only half of 

their kill. Shrews and moles, while often caught, were practically never 

eaten. I have found double-handfuls of partly digested mice thrown up by 

some fox who had evidently overestimated the capacity of his stomach. 

As a rabbit hunter, the red fox far excels the most active dog of 

@qual size. My Michigan friend found six rabbit kills made by red foxes 

in a single woods ina single night. Excess prey remains are usually
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"“gached", to be eaten at times when hunting may be poor, or later 

exhumed by hungry skunks, and finished off by crowr, hawirs, an? owls. 

Just as Buffalo Bill kept the railroad crews in meat, so the red fox seems 

to feed the whole hungry tribe of winter flesh-eaters. The difference 

is that Buffale Bill (and his like) exterminated their meat supply; the 

fox does not exterminate anything. 

It has long been suspected that foxes hold down wild housecats, 

possibly by killing kittens. Oats' claws have been found in red fox 

droppings, tut the for may have picked these up as carrion. Many oddments 

are occasionally found in fox-droppings: corn, turtle, snake, gress, weasel, 

bittern, insect, hickory mt, ond crow are samples. Dees this catholicity 

reflect appetite, or the national thirst for vitamins? 

Foxes, like the wind, are community property; they stay on no one farm. 

The red fox ranges over s far wider area than the eray. Red fox pups, 

ear-tagged and released in Iowa, were recaptured during the following 

winter at points as far as 100 miles away. These pups, however, had been 

moved from their home range, and like transplanted pheasants, probably 

wandered abnormally. Tagged pups not moved, i.e., released on the home 

range of their parents, were recaptured at points less then 20 miles distant. 

Pox populations do not increase indefinitely; dispersion, disease, 

or some other misfortune always trims off the excess. Thus in 1935 

_ grays were over-abundant in Wisconsin, tut by 1939 their levels had receded 

to normal. Reds and grays often alternate in dominating a single locality; 

both species are never simultaneously abundant. 

Whet is meant by abundant? On the Prairie du Sac study area, a 

high gray fox population in 1935 consisted of 30 on 3200 acres, or 5 grays
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21994 pw) 42.00 ent) 
per square mile. , fhis area had as high as & reds tn-1938, but they ranged 

outside, and probably did not average over one per square mile. In Iowa, 

a Census showed one red per square mile in one county, and one per 5 

Square miles in another. Grays, in short, may become more abundant than 

reds before natural processes trim off the excess. 

Many of us live out our lives in fox country without ever seeing 

a fox, or learning anything about his ¢apricious ways. His comings and 

goings, troubles and pleasures, successes and defeats are veiled in 

black midnight, and become visible to us only as tracks in the snow. 

Even the fox-lover, after a life-time of study, is often baffled by his 

doings. Perhaps his main utility is to knogk down our ears, to teach us 

that there are still some things we know nothing about.
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: oe BH THE FARMER AND THE RABBIT 

By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

To the orchardist, truch farmer, or forester a few rabbits are too many. 

fo the hunter, especially the boy just lesrning to shoot, lots of 

rabbits are too few. 

Yortunately, the rabbit supply is rather easily manipulated to Pit 

the landower's wishes. 

Cover and Corn Draw Cottontails 

If you want more rabbits, leave brush, brushpiles, and weed patches. 

Leave standing corn, or corn in shocks, for winter food. Dense cover and corn 

will invariably draw cottontails. The corn is even more effective if supnle- 

mented by small stacks of alfalfa or clover hay,laid on top of a layer of poles 

so spaced that rabbits ean feed from below. 

Another drawing card for rabbits, seldom appreciated wte casual 

observer, is the woodchuck. The two are allies, not by virtue of treaties, 

mutual trade, or racial friendship, but by virtue of two common eneties; weather 

and dogs. The chuck digs holes which the rabbit uses in winter while the chuck 

sleeps. The rabbit keeps dogs busy in summer which might otherwise diz out the 

chuck. 

"Chucks" and Rabbits Team Together 

This defensive alliance saves many female rabbits in winter, for the 

females are more inelined to den up underground than the males. If you want 

to test the truth of this assertion , examine the sex of rabbits in your bag on 

a zero day. They will be all males; for only males bed out in zero weather. 

If you want fewer rabbits, use the gun and beagle, or build some 

treedle trans. These are far more effective then the old-style box-trap. A 

working drawing appears in the bulletin "“Cottonteils in Michigan” published by 

the Michigan Conservation Department. Traps may be baited with corn cars, old 

apples, or carrots. Trapping is suecessful from November to Merch. 

~more=
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How Meny is a Lot? 
What is “lots of rabbits"? Nobody really knew until scientific 

census-taking began a few years ago. In one eight-acre marsh in Jefferson 

county my students trapped and earmarked 17 rabbits, or two to the acre. In : 

southern Michigan the densest spots showed four an acre. I doubt if the aver- 

age quarter-section in rabbit country carries more than 40 rabbits, and most 

farms doubtless carry less. 

We who have had pines nipped or apple trees girdled by rebbits may, 

in our 4rritation, wish there were none. But ae rabbitless Wisconsin would be 

a dreary place. Yor one thing, it would be devoid of foxes and of the larger 

hawks and owls, for to them the rabbit is the staff of life. In summer they 

ean turn to mice, but in winter snows there are no mice; they must catch 

rabbits or starve. ‘The rabbit, then, furnishes the motice power for the horned 

owl's hooting, end for the barred owl's ironic laughter. 

Rabbits Prune Wild Carden 

Again, it seems likely that some plants eaten by rabbits are, in the 

long run, benefited rather than injured. ‘Take sumac, which is severely cheved 

up nearly every winter. Sumac eventually dies off if not forced to resprout; 

the rabbit does the foreing. He is the living pruning shears of the wild 

garden. He snips at random, does lots of good and lots of harm, ani is ‘deeatiy 

unaware of both. 

it's a pretty good garden at that. 

fee #
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fo the orchardist, truck farmer, or forester a few rabbits are too 

many. 

fo the hunter, especially the boy just learning to shoot, lots of 

rabbits are too few, 

Fortunately, the rabbit supply is rather easily manipulated to fit 

the landowner's wishes. 

If you want more rabbits, leave brush, brushpiles, and weed patches. 

Leave standing corn, or corn in shocks, for winter food. Dense cover 

and corn will invariably draw cottontails. ‘The corn is even more 

effective if supplemented by small stacks of alfalfa or clover hay, laid 

on top of a layer of poles so spaced that rabbite can feed from below. 

Another drawing card fer rabbits, seldom appreciated by the casual 

observer, is the woodehuck. The two are allies, not by virtue of treatios, 

mutual trade, or racial friendshin, tut by virtue of two common enemies: 

weather and dogs. The chuck digs holes which the rabbit uses in winter 

while the chuck sleeps. The rabbit keeps dogs busy in summer which might 

otherwise dig out the chuck. This defensive alliance saves many female 

rabbits in winter, for the females are more inclined to dem-up underground 

than the males. If you want to test the truth of this assertion, examine 

the sex of rabbits in your bag on © sero day. They will be all males; for 

only males bed out in zero weather, 4 

If you want fewer rabbits, use the gun and beagle, or build some 

treadle traps. These are far more effective than the old-style box-trap. 

A working drawing appears in the balletin "Cottontaile in Michigan" 

published by the Michigan Conservation Department. Traps may be baited 

with corn ears, old apples, or carrots. Trapping is successful from 

Sovember to March.
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What is "lots of rabbits"? Hobody really knew until scientific 

Census-taking began a few years ago. In one Sacre marsh in Jefferson 

County my students trapped and earmarked 17 rabbits, or 2 per acre. 

In soithern Michigan the densest apote showed 4 per acre. I doubt 

if the average quarter-seetion in rabbit country carries more than 

40 rabbits, and most farms doubtless carry less. 

We who have had pines nipped or apple trees girdled by rabbits may, 

in our irritation, wish there wore none. But a rabbitless Wisconsin 

would be a dreary place. For one thing, it would be devoeld of foxes 

and of the larger hawke and owls, fér to them the rabbit is the staff 

ef life. In summer they can turn to mice, tut in winter enows there are 

no mice; they mist catch rabbits or starve. The rabbit, then, furnishes 

the motive power for the horned owl's hooting, and for the barred owl's 

fronie laughter. 

Again, it seous likely thet some plants eaten by rabbits are, in the 

long run, benefited rather than injured. Take sumac, which ie severely 

chewed up nesrly every winter. Sumac eventually dies off if net forced 

to resprout; the rabbit does the forcing. Ne is the living pruning shears 

of the wild garden, He snips at random, does lote of good and lots of 

harm, and is equally unaware of both. 

It's a pretty good garden at that.
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FARM FUR CROPS | 

Aldo Léojoold - University of Wisconsin 

Farm fur has always meant pin-money for the farm boy. It has 

also meant a kind of education not available in schools, but very 

important in the building of our peculiar national character. The 

boy-trapper is one of the principal components in what I call split-rail 

Americanism. 

Farm fur of the more valuable species has been declining in most 

localities, and many farms are already in the furless class. On such 

farms the boy mst do his Daniel-Booneing in books. 

On farms which still have fur animals, what can be done to cultivate 

: and perpetuate the crop? 

Marsh drainage, woodlot grazing, and stream-straightening tend, as 

& rule, to reduce the kinds and numbers of fur animals. Sometimes the 

fur-income from a marsh exceeds the potential crop-income, especially if 

it be good habitat for mskrats. What makes a marsh productive of rats? 

First, trapping mst not be so heavy as to remove the breeding stock. 

Rats breed with great rapidity, and a thin stock breeds more rapidly than 

an overcrowded one, but a ratless marsh must await the influx of new 

stock before it can produce at all. 

Secondly,. rats should be protected, if possible, from sudden draw- 

downs of water-level in winter. Rats cannot feed when the bottom freezes. 

Falling ice entraps rats in their houses, where they freeze and starve, 

or fall prey to minks. 

Thirdly, rats should have either bank burrows, or vegetation for 

house-building, or both. Houses are erected in late October, and require 

cattails, or other bulky abundant vegetation, for their construction. 

Some, but not all, house-materials are also good food-materials.
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Fourthly, rats should have winter food. In Wisconsin cattail, 

: sedges, bugleweed, sweet flag, and "three-square" rush are sample winter 

food plants of high value. Aquatic animals, expecially clams, are eaten 

in winter, but are seldom abundant enough to be stand=-bys. Corn, 

vegetables, and dried land-vegetation are taken in a pinch, tt all these 

dry-land foods entail exposure, and exposure means losses. Summer foods 

are of large variety, and seldompresent a problen. 

Minks, unless overtrapped, usually occur wherever mskrats do. They 

prey heavily on rats rendered defenseless by low water or other exigency. 

. In normal habitat good stands of mink and muskrat inhabit the same water, 

jast as good stands of upland game cchabit with numerous hawks, owls, and 

foxes. (If anybody doubts this, take a look at the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum, where nothing is "controlled", and nearly everything is abundant.) 

Raccoons, nowadays, are limited mainly to the vicinity of rock ledges, 

drain-tiles, and other impregnable dens. This fact tells its own story: 

we have chopped and dug out most of the natural coon dens, and then hounded 

and trapped to death the defenseless residue of our breeding stock. 

On my own farm there are always coon tracks in fall, seldom in spring. 

The den trees opened or felled by self-invited trappers and hunters tell 

why. But for half-uprooted trees tipped over by floods or root-diseases, 

my coons would disappear entirely, despite my efforts to protect them. 

Opossums and grey foxes do not have to be worried over. Red foxes 

are another matter; they seem to shrink with the woodlots and fencerows. 

Why worry about foxes at all? Count the mice in the stomach of your 

next fox, and you'll know the answer. Better still, find where some fox 

has vomited half=-a-hatful of dead mice from his overloaded stomach. Besides,
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fox-hunting (not with pink coats, but American brand) is one of the 

outstanding split-rail sports. When the farm-boy can no longer see a 

fox-track in the snow, not all the 4-H clubs in Christendom can replace 

the loss. When fox-hunting, native style, is over with, a glory will 

have vanished from the earth. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

November 5, 1941



FARM FUR CROPS 

Aldo Leopold - University of Wisconsin 

F arm fur has always meant pinemoney for the farm boy. It has also meant 

a kind of education not availeble in schools, but very important in the building 

of our peculiar national character. The boy-trapper is one of the principal 

components in what I call splite-rail Americanism. 

Daniel Boones Are Passing 

Farm fur of the more valuable species has been declining in most localities, 

and many farms are already in the furless class. On such farms the boy must do 

3 his Daniel-Booning in books. 

On ferms which still have fur anivals, what can be done to cultivate and per- 

petuate the crop? 

Marsh drainage, woodlot grazing, and strean-straightening tend, as a rule, 

to reduce the kinds and numbers of fur animals. Sometimes the fur-income from a 

marsh exceeds the potential crop-income, especially if it be good habitat for i 

muskrats. What makes a marsh productive of rats? 

First, trapping must not be so heavy as to remove the breeding stock. Rats 

breed with great rapidity, and a thin stock breeds more rapidly then an over- 

crowded one, but a ratless marsh must await the influx of new stock before it 

ean produce at all. ; 

* Mink May Attack Muskrats 

Secondly, rats should be protected, if possible, from sudden draw-downs 

of water-level in winter. Rats cannot feed when the bottom freezes. Falling 

lee -entraps rats in their houses, where they freeze and starve, or fall prey 

to minks. 

Thirdly, rats should have either bank burrows, or vegetation for house- 

building, or both. Houses are erected in late Oetober, and require cattails, 

or other bulky abundant vegetation, for their construction. Some, but not all, 

house materiels are also good food-materials.
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Fourthly, rats should have winter food. In Fiseonsin cattail, sedces, 

bugleweed, sweet flag, and "three-square" rush are sample winter food plants of 

high value. Aquatic animals, especially clams, are eaten in winter, but are : 

seldom abundant enough to be stand-bys. Corn, vegetables, and dried land-veget- 

ation are taken in a pinch, but all these dry-land foods entail exposure, and 

exposure meens losses. Summer foods are of large variety, and seldom present a 

problem. 

Wild Life Abundant in Arboretum 

Minks, unless overtrapped, usually occur whereever muskrets do. ‘They prey 

heavily on rats rendered defenseless by Low water or other exigency. In normal 

habitat good stands of mink and muskrat inhabit the same water, just assgood 

stands of upland game cohabit with nunferous hawks, owls, and foxes. (If any- 

body doubts this, take a look at the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, where - 

nothing is “controlled”, and nearly everything is abundant.) 

Raccoons, nowadays, are limited mainly to the vicinity of rock ledges, 

drain-tiles, and other impregnable dens. This fect tells its own story; we : 

have chopped and dug out most of the natural coon dens, and then hounded and 

trapped to death the defenseless residue of our breeding stock. On m> own farm 

there are alweys coon trecks in fall, seldom in spring. The den trees ovened 

or felled by self-invited trappers and hunters tell why. But for half-uprooted 

trees tipped over by floods or root-diseases, my coons would huideen entirely, 

despite my efforts to protect them. 

Opossums and grey foxes do not have to be worried over. Red foxes are 

another matter; they seem to shrink with the woodlots and fencerows. Why worry 

about foxes at all? Count the mice in the stomseM of your next fox, and you'll 

know the answer. Better still, find where some fox has ¥Omited half-a-hatful of 

dead mice from his overlodded stomech. Besides, fox-hunting (not with pink coats, 

but American brand) is one of the outstandine split-rail sports. When the farm- 

boy can no longer see a fox-track in the snow, it will take a lot to replace the 

loss. When fox-hunting, native style, is over with, a glory will have vanished 

from the earth. 

##F#
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FARM FUR CROPS ‘ ‘ 

i Hl Leopold University of Wisconsin 

Sennen the farm boy. It has 

also 'noant a kind of education not available in schools, but very 

important in the building of our peculiar national character. The 

boy-trapper ig one of the principal components in what I csll split-rail 

Americanism. a Biiuae Ge Gia 

Farm fur of the more valuable species has been declining in most 

localities, and many farms are already in the furless class. On such 

farms the boy mst do his Daniel-Booneing in books. 

On farms which stili have fur animals, whet can be done to cultivate 

and perpetuate the crop? 

Marsh drainage, woodlot grazing, and stream-straightening tend, as 

: a rule, to reduce the kinds and numbers of fur animals. ‘Sometines the 

fureincome from a marsh exceeds the potential crop-income, especially if 

it be good habitat for mskrats. What makes a marsh productive of rats? 

First, trapping mast not be so heavy as to remove the breeding stock. 

Rate breed with great rapidity, and a thin steck breeds more rapidly than 

an overcrowled one, but a ratless marsh must await the influx of new 

stock before it ean pone Mhaty Cltln ike Phar. Kral : 

Secondly, rats should be protected, if possible, from sudden draw 

downs of water-level in winter. Rats cannot feed when the bottom freezes. 

Falling ice entraps rats in their houses, where they freeze and starve, : 

or fall prey to minks. 

Thirdly, rate should have either bank burrows, or vegetation for 

house-building, or both. Houses are erected in late October, and require 

cattails, or other bulky abundant vegetation, for their construction. 

Some, but not all, houseematerials are also good food-materials.
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Fourthly, rats should have winter food. In Wisconsin cattail, 

sedges, bugleweed, sweet flag, ani "threeesquare* rush are sample winter 

food plants of high value. Aquatic animals, expecially clams, are eaten 

in winter, but are seldom abundant enough to be stand=bys. Corn, 

vegetables, and dried land-vegetation are taken in a pinch, but all these 

dry-land foods entail exposure, and exposure means losses. Sumer foods — 

"I en a cst aes ll Minks, unless overtrapped, ly occur vever sdo. They 

prey heavily on rats rendered defenseless by low water or other oxigency. 

In normal habitat good etands of mink and mskrat inhabit the same water, 

just as good stands of upland game cohabit with numerous hawks, owls, and 

foxes. (If anybody doubts this, take a look at the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum, where nothing is "controlled", and nearly everything is abundant.) 

Raccoons, nowadays, are limited mainly to the vicinity of rock ledges, 

drainetiles, and other impregnable dens. This fact telle its own story: 

we have chopped and dug out most of the natural coon dens, and then hounded 

and trapped to death the defenseless residue of our breeding stock. 

On my own farm there are always coon tracks in fall, seldom in spring. 

The den trees opened or felled by self-invited trappers and hunters tell: 

why. But for halfeuprooted trees tipped over by floods or root-diseases, 

my coons would disappear entirely, despite my efforts to protect them. 

Opessums and grey foxes do not have to be worried over. Red foxes 

are another matter; they seem to shrink with the woodlots and fencerows. 

Why worry about foxes at all? Count the mice in the stomach of your 

next fox, and you'll know the answer. Better still, find where some fox 

has vomited half-a-hatful of dead mice from his overloaded stomach. Besides,
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fox-hunting (not with pink coats, but American brand) is one of the 

outstandi iterail ts. When the farm-boy can no longer see a 
<< Wee ane tet, os LR en 

fox-track in the snow, not allthelielinelaby Li Cnrt et ein Carey Hane 

the loss, When fox-hunting, native style, is over with, a glory will 

have vanished from the earth, 

—Hhao_Leopeia 

Madison,-Fisconsin
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i FARM FUR CROPS 

Farm fur has always meant pin-money for the farm boy. It has 

also meant a kind of education not available in schools, but very 

important in the building of our peculiar national character. The 

- doy-trapper is one ef the principal components in what I call split-rail 

Americanism. 

Farm fur of the more valuable species has been declining in most 

localities, and many farms are already in the furless class. On such 

farms the boy mst do his Daniel-Booneing in books. 

On farms which still have fur animals, what can be done to cultivate 

and perpetuate the crop? 

Marsh drainage, woodlot grazing, and stream=-straightening tend, as 

a rule, to reduce the kinds and numbers of fur animals. Sometimes the 

fureincome from a marsh exceeds the potential crop-income, especially if 

it be good habitat for mekrats. What makes a marsh productive of rats? 

First, trapping mst not be so heavy as to remove the breeding stock. 

Rats breed with great rapidity, and a thin stock breeds more rapidly than 

an overcrowded one, but a ratless marsh must await the influx of new 

stock before it can produce at all. 

Secondly, rats should be protected, if possible, from sudden draw- 

downs of water-level in winter. Rats cannot feed when the bottom freezes. 

Falling ice entraps rats in their houses, where they freeze and starve, 

or fall prey to minks. 

Thirdly, rats should have either bank burrows, or vegetation for 

house-building, or both. Houses are erected in late October, and require 

cattails, or other bulky abundant vegetation, for thelr construction. 

Some, but not all, house-materials are also good food-materials.
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Fourthly, rats should have winter food. In Wisconsin cattail, 

sedges, bugleweed, sweet flag, and "three-square" rush are sample winter 

food plants of high value. Aquatic animals, expecially clams, are eaten 

in winter, but are seldom abundant enough to be stand=bys. Corn, 

vegetables, and dried landevegetation are taken in a pinch, tt all these 

dry-land foods entail exposure, and exposure means losses. Susmer foods 

are of large variety, and seldompresent a problen. 

Minks, unless overtrapped, usually occur wherever mskrats do. They 

prey heavily on rats rendered defenseless by low water or other exigency. 

In normal habitat good stands of mink and muskrat inhabit the same water, 

jost as good stands of upland game cohabit with numerous hawks, owls, and 

foxes. (If anybody doubts this, take a look at the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum, where nothing is “controlled", and nearly everything is abundant.) 

Raccoons, nowadays, are limited mainly to the vicinity of rock ledges, 

drain-tiles, and other impregnable dens. This fact tells its own story: 

we have chopped and dug out most of the natural coon dens, and then hounded 

po” om trapped to death the defenseless residue of our breeding stock. ae 

wah On my own farm there are always coon tracks in fall, seldom in spring. 

Yow ; fhe den trees opened or felled by self-invited trappers and hunters tell: 

why. But for halfeuprooted trees tipped over by floods or roctediseases, 

my ¢coons would disappear entirely, despite my efforts to protect them. 

Qpossums and grey foxes do not have to be worried over. Red foxes 

are another matter; they seem to shrink with the woodlotse and fencerows. 

Why worry about foxes at all? Count the mice in the stomach of your i 

next fox, and you'll know the answer. Better still, find where some fox 

has vomited half-a-hatful of dead mice from his overloaded stomach. Besides,
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fox-bunting (not with pink coats, but American brand) is one of the 

6 ; outstanding splite-rail sports,” When the farm-boy can no longer see a 
by hur i 

fox-track in the snow, not all the 4-H clubs in Christendom can replace 

the lose. When fox-hunting, native style, is over with, a glory will 

have vanished from the earth. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Hovember 5, 1941
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Feed Early 
Aldo Leopold, of the University of Wisconsin 

: OTIONS of how to feed wildlife in winter are changing rapidly. 

{ One of the notions now under suspicion is the permanent feeding 

shelter. All feeding stations which stay in exactly the same location year 

after year may harbor parasites and diseases, and thus do more hatm than goode 

It is best either to use a “natural” feeder, like cornshocks, or a portable 

one, which can be moved to fresh ground each year. 

Home-made Feeders Good 
Among the good portable feeders are the spiked-pole rack and the 

woven wire basket. The first consists of a pole through which long spikes 

are driven, and corn ears impaled on the spikese The pole may he set yp 

against a tree or fence, or raised on forked poles near cover. The basket 

consists of a cylindrical role of hogewire filled with ear corn. Neither of 

these devices requires a shelter, but for feeding quail they should be located 

near dense cover, such as brushpile, grape tangles, or evergreen thickets. 

The more experience accumulates, the clearer it is that feeding 

should begin early, should offer only moderate amounts of grain, and should 

be kept up all winter with religious regularity. The farmer can do such feed- 

ing because he lives nearby. Those who can tend their feeders only on weeke 

ends have a harder problems 

Gan Birds Gount on You? 
It is now clear that wintering coveys of game birds are led by “old- 

timers" who remember where the feed was last winters Your reputation for de- 

pendability is, therefore, almost as important in handling birds as in handling 

benkerse It took me six years to reestablish the reputation of my farm as a 

place for birds to wintere Quail and pheasants nest there regulerly, but my



predecessor wes more interested in bootleg than in birds, hence the birds 

"new" my place was no place to stay after snow flies. Autumn after autumn, 

by the time I got my feed out, they were gone. Finally, by leaving a sweet~ 

corh patch unpicked, I got them started feeding in September, and they became 

aware of the adjacent field corn grown for their benefits 

This theory that old-timers set the social stage among birds is no 

mere supposition. Banding geathen show that ¢@ fowbla birds are present in 

most flocks, and these were believed to teach the rest not only where to feed, 

but where to seek cover, and how to escape enemies. Many investigators have 

noticed how game birds will stick to what was a good covert, even after it has 

been cut off or grazed oute Tradition, in short, remains an important social 

force, revolutions to the contrary notwithstanding. 

#
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PEED EARLY Zé 

Aldo heopold 

‘Notions of how to feed wildlife in winter are changing rapidly. 

One of the ili pee under suspicion is the permanent feeding shelter. 

All feeding stations which stay in exactly the same location year after 

year may harbor parasites and \diseases, and thus do more harm than good. 

It is best either to use a "na ® feeder, like cornshocks, or a 

portable one, which can be to fresh ground each year. 

: Among the good portable feeders are the spiked-pole rack and the 

woven wire basket. The first consists of a pole through which long 

spikes are driven, and corn impaled on the spikes. The pole may 

be set up against a tree or f » or raised on forked poles near cover. 

The basket consists of a cyli: cal role of hog-wire filled with ear , 

corn. Weither of these devices res a shelter, but for feeding 

quail they should be located dense cover, such as brushpiles, grape 

tangles, or evergreen thickets. 

The more experience accumlates, the clearer it is that feeding 

’ should begin early, should offer qnly moderate amounts of grain, and should 

be kept up all winter with religi regularity. The farmer can do such 

feeding because he lives nearby. se who can tend their feeders only 

on weekends have a harder problen. 

It is now clear that wintering |\coveys of game birds are led by 

"old-timers" who remember where the feed was last winter. Your reputation 

for dependability is therefore almost as important in handling birds as 

in handling bankers. It took me six years to reestablish the reputation 

of my farm as a panels bs tater, out and pheasants nest there regularly, 

\
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but ny predecessor was pane interested in bootleg than in birds, hence 

' the birds "imew" my place was no place to stay after snow flies. 

Autumn after autum, by the time I got my feed out, they were gone. 

Finally, by leaving a sweetcorn patch umpicked, I got them started 

feeding in September, and they became aware of the adjacent field corn 

grown for their benefit. 

his theory that old-timers set the social stage among birds is no 

mere supposition. Banding studies show,a fow old birds are present in 

most flocks, and teach et wet we feed, but where to 

seek cover and how to escape enemies. Many investigators have noticed 

how game birds will stick to what was a good covert, even after it has 

: been cut off or grazed out. Tradition, in short, remains an important 

' social force, revolutions to the contrary notwithstanding.
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Pr Morente Wes Gay t Farner 

Notions of how to feed wildlife in winter are changing rapidly. 

One of the notions now under suspicion is the permanent feeding shelter. 

All feeding stations which stay in exactly the same location year after 

year may harbor parasites and diseases, and thus do more harm than good. : 

It is best either to use a "natural*® feeder, like cornshocks, or a 

_- pertable ene, which ean be moved to fresh ground sath year. 

Among the good portable feeders are the spiked=pole rack and the 

woven wire basket. ‘The first consists of a pole through which long 

spikes are driven, and corn ears impaled on the spikes. The pole may 

be set up against a tree or fence, or raised on forked poles near cover. 

The basket consists of a cylindirical role of hog-wire filled with ear 

corn. Heither of these devices requires a shelter, but for feeding 

quail they should be located near dense cover, such as brushpiles, grape 

tangles, or evergreen thickets. z 

The more experience accumulates, the clearer it is that feeding 

should begin early, should offer only moderate amounts of grain, and should 

be kept up all winter with religious regularity. The farmer can do such 

feeding because he lives nearby. Those who can tend their feeders only * 

on weekends have a harder problem. 

It is now clear that wintering coveys of game birds are led by 

"old-timers" who remember where the feed was last winter. Your reputation 

for dependability is therefore almost as important in handling birds as 

in handling bankers. It took me six years to reestablish the reputation — 

of my farm as a plate to’ vinter. Quail and pheasants nest there regularly,
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but my predecessor was more interested in heotleg than in birds, hence 

the birds "imew" my place was no place to stay after snow flies. 

Autumn after autumn, by the time I got my feed out, they were gone. 

Finally, by lgaving & sweetcorn patch unpicked, I got them started : 

feeding in September, and they became aware of the adjacent field corn 

grown for their benefit. 3 

This theory that old-timers set the social stage among birds is no 

mere supposition. Baziding studies show.& few ola birds are present in 
There gro heliuckh L 

most flocks, and,teach the rest not only where to feed, but where to 

seek cover and how to escape enemies. Many investigators have noticed 

how game birds will stick to what was a good covert, even after it has 

been cut off or grazed out. Tradition, in short, remains an important 

social force, revolutions to the contrary notwithstanding.
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FARMING IN COLOR . 

Aldo Leopold 

On Highway 12, a few miles south of Baraboo, a ledge of pink 

xictlets forced the enginsers to leave a hairpin turn in the road. 

Backed up against this ledge, like a soldier making a last-ditch stand, 

: is an old sugar maple. He is nothing much to look at during spring, 

summer, or winter. Pretty scrubby to start with, he is plastered from 

root to branch with that scrubbiest of Americana: the advertising 

sign. Some highway engineer, for good measure, dynamited the ledge and 

tore off many of his twigs and limbs; his foliage pattern reminds one 

of an old crow with his wingfeathers all but shot out. As a last 

ignominy, somebody painted an advertisement on the rock behind the tree. 

But come October, and this old veteran shines with a glory that all these 

banalities cannot efface. He is crowned with a crimson halo thet fades 

only with the onset of ioe and he will wear his October 

crown each year until the engineers and advertisers have made an end of 

hin. 

There is nothing particularly noteworthy about a well-colored 

maple; Wisconsin has more of them than any region on earth, barring 

possibly Vermont. The noteworthy thing ie bLintness of those who live 

with this old veteran but have never noticed hin. 

Many farms, as well as highways, have lost their well-colored 

maples. Wot all farmers are blind. Some may wish to restore October 

color to their farms. How does one go about it? 

A sugar maple takes many decades to grow. A aquicker-growing 

substitute is the red maple, or swamp maple. The red maple lacks the 

subtlety and variety of the sugar maple, but produces a good uniform crimson
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wherever he will grow at all. Acid soils are best. The edge of the 

woods, especially the edge of a pine plantation, is the best background. 

Red maple stock is available at the State Nursery as “wildlife cover", 

and at many private nurseries. 

Sugar maples color best on soils which grew them naturally, i.e., 

on soils which are fairly heavy, and which are too acid to grow clover 

without lime. Sugar maple is a valuable timber tree, and good for 

underplanting in woods too dense to grow young oaks. The tree is liable 

to sunscald in hot windy locations. 

Wisconsin has many shrubs good for color-ferming. One of the most 

striking is the native wahoo, whose berries hang like cerise lanterns in 

October sun. Aspen often turns a fine clear lemon-yellow which is 

effective, especially against dark pines, Aspen, strangely enough, 

often ee after being transplanted. Such a scrubby — if 

chopped off and forced to resprout, may make a straight white bole. 

Foreign trees and shrubs, almost without exception, give no color 

in fall. The leaves simply freeze off because the species is not auite 

adapted to our climate. Apple and 1itaey are examples. 

One of the irrefutable indictments of Wisconsin's "taste in natural 

objects" is the fact that our capitol square is planted with European 

maples. I have yet to hear a 4th of July orator who has noticed this.
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} see Cs: 
On Highway 12, a few miles south of Baraboo, a ledge of pink 

quarts¢te forced the enginkers to leave a hairpin turn in the road. 

Backed up against this ledge, like a soldier making a last-ditch stand, 

is an old sugar maple. He is nothing mech to look at during spring, 

summer, or winter. Pretty serubby to start with, he is plastered from 

root to branch with that scrubbiest of Americana: the advertising 

sign.ff Some highway engineer, for good measure, dynanited the ledge and 

tore off many of his twigs and limbs; his foliage pattern reminds one 

of an old crow with his wingfeathers all bt shot out. As a last 

ignominy, somebody painted aide donee Cte, rock behind the tree. 

f} Bat come Octoder, ant th, es Ses oan ath 6 glory that all these 

banalities cannot efface. He is crowned with a crimson halo that fades 
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crown each year until the engineers and advertisers have made an end of 

hin, 

There is nothing particularly noteworthy about a well-colored 

maple; Wisconsin has more of them than any region on earth, barring 

possibly Vermont. The noteworthy thing 15 Miantecse of those who live 

with this old veteran but have never noticed him. 

Many farms, as well as highways, have lost their well-colored 

maples. Not all farmers are blind. Some may wish to restore October 

color to their farms, e does e. go about it? sn TP: men 

A sugar maple takes many decades to grow. i qulckgwearOflng 

substitute is the red maple, or swamp red maple lacks the 

subtlety and variety a ne al @ good uniform crimson
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wherever he will grow at all. Aci@ soils are best. The edge of the 

woods, especially the edge of a pine plantation, is the best background. 

Red maple stock is available at the State Nursery as “wildlife cover", 

and in private nurseries. 

Sugar maples color best on soils which grew them naturally, i.¢., : 

on soils which are fairly heavy, and which are too acid to grow clover 

without lime. Sugar maple is a valuable timber tree, and good for 

underplanting in woods too dense to grow young oaks. The tree is liable 

to sunseald in hot windy ipsa fey ; tahoe 

Wisconsin has many shrubs good for color-farming. One of the most 

striking is the native wahoo, whose berries hang like cerise lanterns in 

October sun. Aspen often turns a fine clear lemon-yellow which is 

effective, especially against dark pines, Aspen, strangely enough, 
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chopped off and forced to resprout, may make a straight white bole. 

Foreign trees and shrubs, almost without exception, give no color 

in fall. The leaves simply freeze off because the species is not quite 

adapted to our climate. Apple and LLlacy are examples. 

One of the irrefutable indictments of Wisconsin's “taste in natural 

objects" is the fact that our capitol square is planted with Buropean 

maples. I have yet to hear a 4th of July orator who has noticed this. 

A 
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_ FARMING IN COLOR 
Suk wertite af Misses 

AT his best man has a hard job improving on nature. 

On Highway 12, a few miles south of Baraboo, a ledge 

of pink quertzite forced the engineers to leave a hairpin turn 

in the road. Backed up against this lodge, like a soldier making 

a laetediteh stani, is an old sugar maple. He is nothing much 

to look at during spring, summer, or winter. Pretty serubby to 

? start with, he is plastered from root to branch with the sorub- 

bhest of americana: the advertising sign, 
Some highway engineer, for good measure, dynamited 

the ledge and tore off many of his twigs ani limbs; his foliage 

pattern reminds one of an old crow with his wingfeathers all 

bat shot out. As a last ignominy, somebody painted an ad vertise- 

ment on the rock behind the tree. 

He Resists Sign Painters 
But come October, and this old veteran shines with a 

glory that all these banalities camot efface. He is crowned 

with a orimson halo that fades only with the onset of heavy 

frosts, and he will wear his October crown each year until the 

engineers ani advertisers have made an end of him. 

There ie nothing rartioularly noteworthy about a well- 

colored maple; Wisconsin has more of them than any region on 

earth, barring possibly Vermont. The noteworthy thing is the
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“to Foreign trees and shrubs, almost without exception, 

give no color in fall. The leaves simply freeze off because 

the species is not quite adapted to our climate. Apple and 

lilae are examples. 

One of the irrefutable imlictments of Wisconsin's 

"teste in natural objects" is the fact that our capitol square 

is planted with European maples. I have yet to hear a 4th 

of July orator who has noticed this.
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FARMING IN COLOR 

: University of Wisconsin 

AT his best man has a hard job improving on nature. 

On Highway 12, a few miles south of Baraboo, a ledge 

of pink quartzite forced the engineers to leave a hairpin turn 

in the road, Backed up against this lodge, like a soldier making 

a lasteditch stanl, is an old sugar maple. He is nothing much 

to look at during spring, summer, or winter. Pretty sorubby to 

start with, he is plastered from root to branch with the serub- 

bhest of Americana: the advertising sign, 
Some highway engimer, for good measure, dynamited 

the ledge and tore off many of his twigs ani limbs; his foliage 

pattern reminds one of an old crow with his wingfeathers all | 

tut shot out. As a last ignominy, somebody painted an advertise- 

ment on the rook behind the tree. 

He Resists Sign Painters 
But come October, and this old veteran shines with a 

glory that all these banalities camot efface. He is crowned 

with a crimson halo that fades only with the onset of heavy : 

frosts, and he will wear his October orown each year until the 

engineers and advertisers have made an end of him. 

There is nothing particularly noteworthy about a well- 

colored maple; Wisconsin has more of them than any region on 

earth, barring possibly Vermont. The noteworthy thing is the :
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blindness of those who live with this old veteran but have 

never noticed him. 

‘ Many farms, as well as highways, have lost their well- 

colored maples. Not all farmers are blini. Some may wish to 

restore October color to their farms. How does one go about it? 

Return Golden Hale to Landscape 

* sugar maple takes many decades to grow. 4 quickere 

growing substitute is the red maple, or swamp maple. The red 

maple lacks the subtlety and variety of the sugar maple, mt 

produces a good uniform orimson wherever he will grow at all. 

Acid soils are test. The edge of the woods, especially the edge 

of a pine plantation, is the best backgroumi. Red maple stock 

is available at the State MNorsery as "wildlife cowr", and at 

many private mreseries. 

Sugar maples color best on soils which grew them natural- 

ly, 1.@., On soils which are fairly heavy, ani which are too acid 

to grow clover without lime. Sugar maple is a valuable timber 

tree, and good for underplanting in woods too dense to grow young 

oaks, The tree is liable to sunscald in hot windy locations, 

And a, Bit of Hahoo 

Wisconsin has many shrubs good for color-farming, One 

ot the most striking is the native wahoo, whose berries hang 

like cerise lantere in October sun. Aspen often turne a fine 

clear Leno myellow which is effective, especially against dark 

pines. Aspen, strangely enouch, often fails to grow after being 

transplanted. Such a sorubby aspen, if chopped off and forced 

to resprout, may make a straight white bole.
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Foreign trees and shrubs, almost without exception, 

give mo color in fall. The leaves simply freeze off because 

the species 1s not quite adapted to our climate. Apple ond 
lilac are examples. 

One of the irrefutable indictments of Wisconsin's 

"taste in mtural objects" is the fact that our capitol square 

is planted with European maples. I have yet to hear a 4th 

of July orator who has noticed this.
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FARMING IN COLOR C$ Frrimer 
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On Highway 12, a few miles south of Baraboo, a ledge of pink 

quartaéte forced the enginsers to leave a hairpin turn in the road. 

Backed up against this ledge, like a soldier making a last-ditch stand, 

is an old sugar maple. He is nothing much to look at during spring, 

summer, or winter. Pretty scrubby to start with, he is plastered from 

reot to branch with that scrubbiest of Americana: the advertising 

sign. Some highway engineer, for good measure, dynamited the ledge and 

tore off many of his twigs and limbs; his foliage pattern reminds one 

of an old crow with his wingfeathers all but shot out. As a last 

ignominy, somebody painted an advertisement on the rock behind the tree. 

But come October, and this old veteran shines with a glory that all these 

banalities cannot efface. He is crowned with a crimson halo that fades 

only with the onset of bescttedksed? and he will wear his October 

crown each year until the engineers and advertisers have made an end of 

him, 
There is nothing particularly noteworthy about a well-colored 

maple; Wisconsin has more of them than any region on earth, barring 

possibly Vermont. The noteworthy thing iz\iinaness of those who live 

with this old veteran but have never noticed him. 

Many farms, as well as highways, have lost their well-colored 

maples. Wot all farmers are blind. Some may wish to restore October 

color to their farms. How does one go about it? 

A sugar maple takes many decades to grow. A quicker-growing 

substitute is the red maple, or swamp maple. The red maple lacks the 

subtlety and variety of the sugar maple, but produces a good uniform crimson
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wherever he will grow at all. Acié soils are best. The edge of the 

woods, especially the edge of a pine plantation, is the best background. 

| ‘Red maple stock is available at the State Hursery as “wildlife cover", 

and at many private nurseries. 

Sugar maples color best on soils which grew them naturally, i.e., 

on soils which sre fairly heavy, and which are too acid to grow clover 

‘without lime. Sugar maple is a valuable timber tree, and good for 

underplanting in woods too dense to grow young oaks. The tree is liable 

to sunscald in hot windy locations. 

Wisconsin has many shrubs good for color-farming. One of the most 

striking is the native wahoo, whose berries hang like cerise lanterjs in 

October sun. Aspen often turns a fine clear lemon-yellow which is 

effective, especially against dark pines, Aspen, strangely enough, 

often Ba aalpieg etver being transplanted, Such a scrubby th ss 

chopped off and forced to resprout, may make a straight white bole. 

Foreign trees and shrubs, almost without exception, give no color: 

in fall. The leaves simply freege off because the species is not quite 

adapted to our climate. Apple and Tam are examples. 

One of the irrefutable indictments of Wisconsin's “taste in natural 

objects” is the fact that our capitol square is planted with Buropean 

maples. I have yet to hear a 4th of July orator who has noticed this.
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ROADSIDE PRAIRIES 

Aldo Leopold 

A good test of “education” would be to ask a hundred people what 

is meant by prairie. 

Most, I fear, would answer that a prairie is a flat monotonous 

place good for 60 miles per hour. 

A few, I hope, would know. 

fall corn and fat herefords are prairie symbols. They symbolize 

the greatest mass effort in human history to extract a rich life from 

a rich soil. 

Pasque flower and blazing star are also prairie symbols. They 

symbolize the greatest mass effort in evolutionary history to create 

a rich soil for man to live on. Yet how many farms possess, or cherish, 

a remnant of them? Just as the barbarians burned the libraries which 

explained the origins of human culture, so have we plowed under the 

prairie plants which explain the origins of our prairie empire. ; 

Any prairie farm can have a library of prairie plants, for they are 

drouth-proof and fire-proof, and are content with any roadside, rocky 

knoll, or sandy hillside not needed for cow or plow. Unlike heen, 

which divulge their meaning only when you dig for it, the prairie 

plants yearly repeat their story, in technicolor, from the first pale 

blooms of pasque in April to the wine-red plumes of bluestem in the 

fall. All but the blind may read, and gather from the reading new 

lessons in the meaning of America. 

The prairie plants are tough; they ask no quarter of wind or
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weather, require no pampering with hoe or sprinkler. Nothing can 

whip them except the overhead shade of trees or sweet clover, the 

creeping stolons of quack grass, or the contimmal cropping of cows. 

Just why the prairie plants stood up under grazing by buffalo and 

elk, but now succumb to cows, is a mystery. Perhaps the answer is 

barbed wire, which keeps the cows too long in one place. 

Any prairie is a model cooperative commonwealth. Unlike 

agricultural plants, which “hog" water at random, and devil take the 

hindmost, each prairie species draws its sustenance from a different 

subterranean level, so that feast and famine are shared by all species 

alike. The leguminous members of the community (such as prairie 

clover, trefoil, Baptisia, vetch, lupine, and lead-plant) manufacture 

nitrogen for the rest, and st such a rate as to exceed the annual 

loss by prairie fires, The prairie community collectively enhances 

the flocoulation of soils, whereas agricultural plants deplete it. From 

these two characters, nitrogen fixation-rate and flocculating capacity, 

stems that vast savings-bank of fertility which made us a rich nation. 

How many ““édueated" Americans know this? 

fhe best way to start a library of prairie plants is to find the 

spot which contains a remnant, and then build up other species around 

it. Preirie dock and bluestem grass are commonly the last survivors. 

Most of the prairie species can be grown in the garden from seed and 

later transplanted to the wild; the tniversity Arboretum has thus 

established some thirty of them. Planting stock can also be obtained 

where highway construction is destroying wild remnants. It is wasteful
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to dig wild stock without expert advice, for the roots of some species 

go down fifteen feet. It is a sad commentary on our Americanism that 

the prairie flowers are ignored by commercial seed-dealers and 

nurseries, and there is no literature on how to grow them. He who 

learns how is truly a pioneer, 

We have thousands of miles of roadside, the outside edges of 

which are often too steep or rough to mow, already fenced against cows, 

and kept cleared of brush to prevent snowdrifts. Most of this potential 

prairie garden is being faithfully stirred up by road-building 

machinery, after which it goes over, for keeps, to quack grass and 

sweet clever, Why not let these edges alone and replant them to 

prairie?
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Somebody once noticed that bad farmers had big fencerows, and jumped 

to the conclusion that good farmers should have none at all. Bushy fence- 

rows, it was said, harbor noxious insects and weeds. 

It is time to re-examine the soundness of the all~too-simple rule-of~ 

thumb. 

Bushy fencerows do harbor noxious insects. They also harbor beneficial 

insects which prey on the noxious ones, and birds which prey on both. Sev- 

eral hundred kinds of insects, good and bad, and about fifty kinds of birds, 

mostly beneficial, harbor in fencerows.. The net effect on crops is usually 

too complex to determine, and never twice the same. In the few instances 

where the effect is clear, the fencerow is as apt to be an asset as a liabil- 

ity. Thus, pea-aphids are less severe near brush because their insect enemies 

harbor there, tut chinch bugs are more severe beceuse they winter in bushy 

cover. In the majority of instances, the net effeet of the fencerow is 

neutral, and he who likes birds can safely leave fencerow cover for their 

use. 

Bushy fencerows likewise harbor noxious weeds, but they are much less 

likely to do so than tushless ones, unless the latter be mowed. To under 

stand the reason for this, it is necessary to understand the plant succession. 

Jast as human pioneers consisted successively of fur-traders, settlers, 

general farmers, and specielized farmers, so plant pioneers consist successively 

of annuals, forbs, grasses, brush, and timber. You can set back this succession 

with tools, and thus start over again (as we do each year in plowing), or you 

can skip to a later stage by planting it artificially (as when we plant a
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forest), but you cannot change the order of the successive stages on idle 

ground, for each stage prepares the soil for its successor, and each suc- 

cessor is equipped to displace its predecessor. Thus annuals (such as 

pigeon grass) are the first to seize naked soil because their seeds are stored 

in the soil. Forbs (perennial herbs such as aster or goldenrod) displace 

the annuals because they endure shade in youth, use the annuals as a nurse 

crop, and being able to winter live roots, they get a running start in the 

spring. Grasses displace forbs because they come up under them and then 

choke them by underground runners. Brash displaces grass by overtopping it 

and shading it out, and brush in turn is overtopped by timber trees. 

Most noxious weeds are anmals or forbs, and hence cannot start on 

ground already occupied by grass, brush, or timber. The safest way to 

exclude them from feneerows is to keep the fencerow in solid unbroken sod 

or brush. Most noxious weeds are intolerant of shade, and hence are 

excluded by brush. 

On the ends of fields where agricultural implements are turned around 

during cultivation, the wounding of the sod may admit noxious weeds; in such 

places mowing is the only control. In any case, fewer noxious weeds start 

in sod than would start on bare ground. In brush noxious weeds cannot 

start except in openings or on edges. 

In my opinion our worst fencerow risk is not weeds, but quack grass, 

which fights the more desirable grasses with their own weapons, and in 

disturbed fencerows usually wins. The oftener the fencerow is "cleaned", 

the greater the chance of its ultimate invasion by quack. Southern Wisconsin, 

under the clean fencerow regime, is becoming a lacework of quack, each thread 

protected by the overhead wires of a fence. Highway engineers, by the repeated
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grading and filling of roadsides, are unwittingly operating a base from 

which quack invades the adjoining fields. Like the foreign carp which 

is quietly displacing the native fishes of our lakes and streams by his 

superior voracity and reproductive powers, so is this foreign grass 

(appropriately called Agropyron repens) quietly displacing the native 

Plants of our roadsides and fencerows by its superior powers of succering, 

seeding, and choking. Quack, not insects or weeds, is usually the real 

fifth-columnist of the fencerow. It is the "cleaned" fencerow, "softened" 

by wounding its sod or by removing its bushy shade, which gives quack its 

initial foothold.
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The Fifth Column of the Fencerow ke 

Aldo Leopold 

Somebody once noticed that bad farmers had big fencerows, and jumped 

to the conclusion that good farmers should have none at all. Bushy fence- 

rows, it was gaid, harbor noxious insects and weeds. 

It 4e time to rewexamine the soundness of the all-too-simple rule-of- 

thumb. 

Bushy fencerows do harbor noxious insects. They also harbor beneficial 

insects which prey on the noxious ones, and birds which prey on both. Sev- 

eral hundred kinds of insects, good and bad, and about fifty kinds of birds, 

mostly beneficial, harbor in fencerows.. The net effect on crops is usually 

too complex to determine, and never twice the same, In the few instances 

where the effect is clear, the feneerow ie as apt to be an asset as 6 liabil- 

ity. Thus, peaeaphids are legs severe near brush because their insect enemies 

harbor there, tt ¢chinch bugs are more severe because they winter in bushy 

cover, In the majority of instances, the net effect of the fencerow is 

neutral, and he who likes birds ean sefely leave fencerow cover for their 

use. 

Bushy fencerows likewise harbor noxious weeds, bat they are much less 

likely to do so than bushless ones, unless the latter be mowed. To unier~ 

stand the reason for this, it is necessary to understand the plant succession. 

Just as human pioneers consisted successively of fur-traders, settlers, 

general farmers, and specialized farmers, so plant pioneers consist successively 

of annuals, forbs, grasses, drush, and timber, You can set back this succession 

with tools, and thus start over again (as we do each year in plowing), or you 

ean skip to # later stage by planting it artificially (as when we plant a
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forest), but you cannot change the order of the successive staces on idle 

ground, for each stage prepares the soil for its euseessor, and each suce 

cessor is equipped to displace its predecessor, Thus annals (such as 

pigeon grese) are the first to seize naked soil because their seeds are stored 

in the soil. Yarbs (perennial herbs such as aster or goldenrod) displace 

the anmals because they endure shade in youth, use the anmals as a nurse 

Crop, and being able to winter live roots, they get a running start in the 

Spring. Greeses Gisplace forbs because they come up under them and then 

choke thea by underground runners. Brush displaces grass by overtopping it 

and shading it out, and brush in turn is overtepped by timber trees, 

Host noxious weede are anmeals or fords, and hence cannot start on 

ground alreedy occupied by grass, brush, or timber. The sefest way to 

exclude them from fenecerows is to keep the fencerow in solid unbroken sod 

or brush. Sant menbone wpule apn intelaniah ef dhoke, ant hinee ane 

excluded by brush. 

On the ends of fielde where agriculture! implements are turned around 

during cultivation, the wounding of the sed my admit noxious weeds; in such 

places mowing is the only control. In any case, fewer noxious weeds start 

in sod than would start on bare ground, In brush noxious weeds cannot 

start except in openings or on edges. 

In sy opinion our worst fencerow risk is not weeds, tut quack grass, 

which fights the more desirable grasses with their own weapons, and in 

disturbed fencerows usually wins. The oftener the fencerow ie "cleaned", 

the greater the chance of its ultimate invasion by quack. Southern Wisconsin, 

under the clean fencerow regime, is becoming a lacework of quack, each thread 

protected by the overhead wires of a fence. Highway engineers, by the repeated
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grading and filling of roadeldes, are unwittingly operating a base from 

which quack invades the adjoining fields. Like the foreign carp which 

is quietly displacing the native fishes of our lakes and etreans by his 

superior voracity end reproductive powers, so ie this foreign grass 

(appropriately ealied Agropyron repens) quietly displesing the native 

plants of our roadsides and fencerows by ite superior powers ef succering, 

seeding, and choking. Quack, not inseets or weeds, is usually the real 

fifth-columist of the fencerow, It is the “eleaned" fancerow, “softened” 

by wounding ite sod or by removing its bushy shade, which gives quack its 

initial foothold,
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BOBWHITE 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

June without bobwhite whistling in the fencerows is not really June, 
but only an imitation of it. Yet many @ southern Wisconsin farmer, fond of 

his quail, has himself evicted this bird from his acres without being aware 
of how or why. 

From the time of first settlement to the Civil War, bobwhites were 
so abundant in the southern counties that farmers trapped and shipped carloads 

to the big cities. Today, after mild winters, we have a few, and after hard 
winters, still fewer. Two changes in the land are, I think, responsible for 
the decline of quail; smaller and fewer weeds due todeclining fertility and 
smaller and fewer thickets due to elimination of fencerows and pasturing of 
woodlots. The tall weeds were winter food, and the thickets w inter cover. 

For weeds we can substitute corn, but for thickets, there is no sub- 
stitute. We can, however, bolster deficient thickets with grape-tangles, 
brushpiles, and evergreem plantings. Most farms must either build such xmax, 
gover, or go quailess into the future. 

Some lean on artificial restocking as a means to more quail, but 
they lean on a slender reed. Wisconsin is “furthest north" for bobwhite. Any 
Wisconsin landscape unable to sustain qild quail will certainly fail to sus- 
tain pen-raised birds. Pen-raised quail are often of southern origin. Wis- 
consin quail weigh an ounce or two more than southern birds, hence the libera- 
tion of southern stock is a positive detriment to the native race. 

Everyone who hears bobwhite knows that he contributes to the satis- 
factions of farm life, but few know that the Wisconsin bird has contributed 
to science. It was from intensive studies of quail populations at Prairie du 
Sac, in Sauk county, that two important principles of wildlife conservation 
were srawn. One is the principle of carrying capacity: no matter how many 
quail start the winter on a given area, only a certain number will survive in 
spring, and that number id the carrying capacity of that area. Carrying 
capacity can be raised by improving food and cover, but not otherwise. 

The other is the principle of compensatory mortality: the killing 
of individual quail by predators does not reduce the surviving population next 
spring, for if one thing doesn't kill the surplus, something else will, but 
only down to carrying capacity. Carrying capacity, then, is a threshold of 
security, below which only catastophoes (like a killing winter) can accomplish 
a further reduction. 

No one knows, as yet, to just what other birds or mammals the two 
principles apply. No one knows, as yet, just how they operate in quail. They 
represent the gropings of science toward an understanding of the inner mechan- 
isms which regulate populations. Science knows what chemical elements occur 
in each star, but not why one species shrinks while another becomes a pest. 
If more scientists were farmers we might make faster headway on the second 
problem. 

ne
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BOBWHITE 

Aldo Leopold 

June without bobwhites whistling in the fencerows is not really 

June, but only an imitation of it. Yet many a southern Wisconsin farmer, 

fond of his quail, has himself evicted this bird from his acres without 

being aware of how or why. 

From the time of first settlement to the Civil War, bobwhites were so 

abundant in the southern counties that farmers trapped and shipped carloads 

to the big cities, Today, after mild winters, we have a few, and after hard 

winters, still fewer. Two changes in the land are, I think, responsible for 

the decline of quail: smaller and fewer weeds due to declining fertility, and 

smaller and fewer thickets due to elimination cf fencerows and pasturing of 

woodlots. The tall weeds were winter food, and the thickets winter cover. 

For weeds we can substitute corn, but for thickets, there is no 

substitute. We can, however, bolster deficient thickets with grape-tangles, 

brushpiles, and evergreen plantings. Most farms mst either build such 

cover, or go quailless into the future. 

Some lean on artificial restocking as a means to more queil, but they 

lean on @ slender reed. Wisconsin is “furthest north" for bobwhite. Any 

Wisconsin landscape unable to sustain wild quail will certainly fail to 

sustain pen-raised birds. Wisconsin quail weigh an ounce or two more than 

southern birds, hence the liberation of southern stock is a positive 

detriment to the native race. 

Everyone who hears bobwhite knows that he contributes to the satisfactions 

of farm life, but few know that the Wisconsin bira has contributed to science. 

It was from intensive studies of quail populations at Prairie du Sac, in 

Sauk County, that two important principles of wildlife conservation were
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drawn. One is the principle of carrying capacity: no matter how many quail 

start the winter on a given area, only a certain number will survive 4tIT 1. 

spring, and that number is the carrying capacity of that area. Carrying 

capacity can be raised by improving food and cover, but not otherwise. 

The other is the principle of compensatory mortality: the killing of 

individual quail by predators does not reduce the surviving population next 

spring, for if one thing doesn't kill the surplus, something else will, but 

only down to carrying capacity. Carrying capacity, then, is a threshold of 

security, below which only catastrophes (like a icilling winter) can accomplish 

a further reduction, 

No one knows, as yet, to just what other birds or wammals the two principles 

apply. Wo one kmows, as yet, just how they operate in quail. They represent 

the gropings of science toward an understanding of the inner mechanisms which 

regulate populations, Science knows what chemical elements occur in each 

star, but not why one species shrinks while another becomes a pest. If more 

scientists were farmers we might make faster headway on the second problem.
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Aldo Leopold : 

When dandelions have set the mark of May on Wisconsin pastures, it is time to 

listen for the final proof of spring. ‘Sit down on a tussock, cock your ears at the 

sky, dial out the bedlam of mendowlarks and redwings, and soon you may hear it: the 

flight-song of the upland plover, just now back from the Argentine. 

If your eyes are strong, you may search the sky and see him, wings aquiver, 

circling among the woolly clouds. If your eyes are weak, don’t try it; just watch 

the fence poste. Seon a flash of silver will tell you on which post the plover hes 

alighted and folded his long wings. Whoever invented the word "grace" mst have just 

seen the wing-folding of the plover. 

There he sits; his whole being says it's your next move to absent youfself from 

his domain. The county records may allege that you own this pasture, but the plover ‘ 

airily rules out such trivial legalities. He has just flown 4000 miles to reassert 
ao sists, fred the Indians, and until the young plovers are aewing, this pasture is 

his, and none may treepass without his proteat. 

Somewhere nearby the hen plover is brooding the four large pointed e<gs, which 

will shortly hatch four precocious chicks. From the moment their down is dry, they 

seamper through the grease like mice on stilts, quite able to elude gour clumsy offorts 

to enteh one. At thirty days the chicks are fullegrown; no other fowl develona with 

equal speed. By August they have graduated from flying school, and on cool August 

nights you can hear their whistled signals ss they set wing for the pampas, te prove 

_ again the age-old unity of the Americas. . Hemisphere solidarity is new among statesmen, 

but not among the feathered navies of the sky. 

The upland plover fits easily into the agricultural countryside. He follows the 

dlack-and-white buffalo which now p:sture his prairies, and finds them an acceptable 

. substitute for brown ones. He nests in hayfielde as well as fastures, tut unlike the
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Clumsy pheasant, does not get caught in hay mowers; well before the hay is ready 

to cut, the young plovers sre awing and away. In farm, country, the plover has only 

two real enemies; the gully and the drainage ditch. Perhaps we shall one day find 

these are our enemies tov. 

There was a time, in the carly 1900's, when the Wisconsin prairies nearly lest — 

their immemorial time-plece; when Hay pastures greened in ailence, acd August nights 

brought no whistled reminder of impending fall. Universal gunpowder, plus the lure — 

of plover-on-toast for post-Vietorian banquets, had taken too great a toll. The 

velated protection of the federal migratory bird laws came just in time, Today the 

& paire of plovers which in 1935 nested on the FPaville Grove Area, in Jefferson 

County, have increased to 22 pairs. Plovers thrive on many of the cowebuilt prairies 

; of the dairy belt. Plovers have invaded the fire=-bullt prairies of the pine belt, 

Progress has granted a stay of execution. If Progress can now grant sharper sars for 

things American to young America, the race of plovers may yet survive.
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BACK FROM THE ARGENTINE ae 

Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

When dandelions have set the mark of May on Wisconsin pastures, it is time to 

listen for the final proof of spring. Sit down on a tussock, cock your ears at the 

sky, dial out the bedlam of meadowlarks and redwings, and soon you may hear it; the 

flight-song of the upland plover, just now back from the Argentine. 

If your eyes are strong, you may search the sky and see him, wings aquiver, 

circling among the woolly clouds. If your eyes are weak, don't try it; just watch 

the fence posts. Soon a flash of silver will tell you on which post the plover has 

alighted and folded his long wings. Whoever invented the word "grace" mst have just 

seen the wing-folding of the plover. 

. There he sits; his whole being says it's your next move to absent youfself from 

his domain. The county records may allege that you own this pasture, but the plover 

airily rules out such trivial legalities. He has just flown 4000 miles to reassert 

oe satis fre the Indians, and until the young plovers are a-wing, this pasture is 

his, and none may trespass without his protest. 

Somewhere nearby the hen plover is brooding the four large pointed e<gs, which 

will shortly hatch four precocious chicks. From the moment their down is dry, they 

scamver through the grass like mice on stilts, quite able to elude your clumsy efforts 

to cateh one. At thirty days the chicks are full-grown; no other fowl develops with 

equal speed. By August they have graduated from flying school, and on cool August 

nights you can hear their whistled signals as they set wing for the pampas, to prove 

again the age-old unity of the Americas. Hemisphere solidarity is new among statesmen, 

‘ but not among the feathered navies of the sky. 

The upland plover fits easily into the agricultural countryside. He follows the 

black-and-white buffalo which now pasture his prairies, and finds them an acceptable 

substitute for brown ones. He nests in hayfields as well as fastures, but unlike the
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clumsy pheasant, does not get caught in hay mowers; well before the hay is ready 

to cut, the young plovers are awing and away. In farm country, the plover has only 

two real enemies; the gully and the drainage ditch. Perhaps we shall one day find 

these are our enemies too, 

There was a time, in the early 1900's, when the Wisconsin prairies nearly lost 

their immemorial time-piece; when May pastures greened in silence, and August nights 

brought no whistled reminder of impending fall. Universal gunpowder, plus the lure 

of plover-on-toast for post-Victorian banquets, had taken too great a toll. The 

belated protection of the federal migratory bird laws came just in time. Today the 

8 pairs of plovers which in 1935 nested on the Faville Grove Area, in Jefferson 

County, have increased to 22 pairs. Plovers thrive on many of the cow-built prairies | 

of the dairy belt. Plovers have invaded the fire-built prairies of the pine belt. 

Progress has granted a stay of execution. If Progress can now grant sharper ears for 

things American to young America, the race of plovers may yet survive.
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Bluebirds Again 

: Aldo Leopold 
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fo note the arrival of the first bluebird Me like tapping the sugar bush, an 

authentic ritual of spring. , 

Most farms, however, are content to let the bluebirds arrive, and depart, without 

offering them a place to stay. 

In the old days when every farm had hollow apple trees and wooden posts full of 

woodpecker holes, there was no need to provide housing for bluebirds. But today the 

hollow apples are gone, and the wooden posts are going. The more "modern" the farm, the 

greater the need for bluebird hectee, I onee tallied 100 farms and found that only /2- 

had bird-houses of any kind, : ; 

Bluebirds once nested in towns and villages, as well as in open country. English 

sparrows and starlings have completely routed them from urban habitats, and are now by 

way of routing them from farm yards as well. - Hence an accurate 22 rifle is a good tool 

for rebuilding bluebird prosperity. The trouble with the rifle is that it may be turned 

against hawks and owls, or other birds just as desirable as bluebirds. 

The rifle is not the only way to foil starlings. One very simple way is to erect 

bluebird houses not over eight fest above the ground. ‘Starlings will not nest at such 

low levels, while bluebirds prefer to. 

Bluebird henees may be built of old lumber, but a better-looking house may be made 

by ransacking the woodpile for hollow sections. Most woodpiles contain hollow cylinders 

of convenient length (6 to 12 inches), with hollows 4 to 8 inches in diameter. Bore, 

chop, or saw an entrance hole in such a cylinder, tack on a top and bottom board, and 

your bluebird house is complete, Set it on a high fencepost, or on the top of a short 

pole set in the ground. $lace the house in a fencerow or open pasture, never in dense 

woods. Have it ready before April 1, because bluebirds like to spend several weeks at 

house-hunting, and they lay eggs by May.
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All bird houses should be built so they can be opened and cleaned yearl). A 

convenient way is to use short nails for the roof-bozrd, so it can be knocked off 

easily. : 

A still more natural way to accommodate bluebirds is to leave rotten stubs or 

limbs for the woodpeckers to riddle with holes. Bluebirds will use the old holes of the 

larger woodpeckers. A dead willow, aspen, soft maple, or elm becomes workable sooner 

than he more durable oaks, but by the same token it lasts fewer years before toppling 

down, A really conservation-minded farner never cleans up all his dead trees, for by 

so doing he evicts his bluebirds, woodpeckers, and flying squirrels. ase 

The spring of 1941 is particularly suitable for starting bluebird houses, for the 

réason that bluebirds “took an awful beating" in the extraordinary storms which swept 

over the gulf states during the winter of 1939-40, Bluebirds were very scarce last 

summer, and need all the hip we ean give them to recover their normal abundance, This 

wholesale killing of bluebifds by winter or spring storms is repeated at intervals; the 

worst killing cane in 1894, and is known historically among old-timers as "the bluebird 

: storm," ;
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To note the arrival of the first bluebird |. like tapping the sugar mush, an 

authentic ritual of spring. 

Py Most farms, however, are content to let the bluebirds arrive, and depart, without 

offering them a place to stay. 

In the old days when every farm had hollow apple trees and wooden posts full of 

woodpecker holes, there was no need to provide housing for bluebirds. But today the 

hollow apples are gone, and the wooden posts are going. The more "modern" the farm, the 

greater the need for bluebird houses, I once tallied 100 farms and found that only /Z- 

had bird-houses of any kind. ; t 

Bluebirds once nested in towns and villages, as well as in open country. English 

sparrows and starlings have completely routed them from urban habitats, and are now by 

way of routing them from farm yards as well. Hence an accurate 22 rifle is a good tool 

for rebuilding bluebird prosperity. The trouble with the rifle is that it may be turned 

ageinst hawks and owls, or other birds just as desirable as bluebirds. 

The rifle is not the only way to foil starlings. One very simple way is to erect 

bluebird houses not over eight feet above the ground. Starlings will not nest at such — 

low levels, while bluebirds prefer to. i 

Bluebird houses may be built of old lumber, but a better-looking house may be made 

by ransacking the woodpile for hollow sections, Most woodpiles contain hollow cylinders 

of convenient length (6 to 12 inches), with hollows 4 to $ inches in diameter. Bore, 

chop, or saw an entrance hole in such a cylinder, tack on a top and bottom board, and 

your bluebird house is complete. Set it on a high fencepost, or on the top of a short 

pole set in the ground. lace the house in a fencerow or open pasture, never in dense 

woods. Have it ready sities April 1, because bluebirds like to spend several weeks at 

house-hunting, and they lay eggs by May.
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All bird houses should be built so they can be opened and cleaned yearly. A 

convenient way is to use short nails for the roof-bozrd, so it can be knocked off 

easily. ’ 

A still more natural way to accommodate blucbirds is to leave rotten stubs or 

limbs for the woodpeckers to riddle with holes. Bluebirds will use the old holes of the 

larger woodpeckers. A dead willow, aspen, soft maple, or elm becomes workable sooner 

than the more durable oaks, but by the same token it lasts fewer years before toppling 

down. A really conservation-minded farmer never cleans up all his dead trees, for by 

so doing he evicts his bluebirds, woodpeckers, and flying squirrels. 

The spring of 1941 is particularly suitable de starting bluebird houses, for the 

réason that bluebirds "took an awful beating" in the extraordinary storms which swept 

over the gulf states during the winter of 1939-40. Bluebirds were very scarce last 

summer, and need all the help we can give them to recover their normal abundance. This 

wholesale killing of bluebifds by winter or spring storms is repeated at intervals; the 

worst killing came in 1894, and is known historically among old-timers as "the bluebird 

storn. "
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y Aldo Leopold 

When school children vote on a state bird, flower, or tree, they are not making a 

decision; they are merely ratifying history. 

When the prairie grasses first gained possession of our southern counties, they 

thereby decided that the characteristic tree of this region would be the bur oak, for the 

bur oak is the only tree that can stand uo to a prairie fire and live. 

Have you ever wondered why that thick crust of corky bark covers the whole tree, even 

to the smallest twigs? This cork is armor. Bur oaks were the shock troops sent by the 

invading forest to storm the prairie; fire is what they had to fight. Engineers didn't 

discover insulation; they copied it from these old soldiers of the prairie war. 

Botanists can read the story of that war for twenty thousand years. The record 

consists partly of pollen grains embedded in peats, partly of relic plants "interned" 

in the rear of the battle, and there forgotten. The record shows that the forest front 

at times retreated almost to Lake Superior; at times it advanced far to the south, for 

at times spruce and other "rear guard" species grew beyond our southern borders. But the 

average advancement of the forest was about what it is now; and the net outcome of the 

battle was a draw. 

One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their support first to 

one side, then to the other. Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie herbs in summer and 

girdled the oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels planted acorns in fall and ate them all 

the year. June beetles undermined the sod in their grub stage, but defoliated the oaks 

in their adult stage. But for this geeing and hawing of allies and hence of the victory, 

we should not have today that rich mosaic of prairie and forest soils which looks so 

pretty on a map. 

In the 1940's a new animal intervened: the settler. He didn't mean to, he just 

plowed enough fields to deprive the prairie of its immemorial weapon, fire. A rout 

followed. The oaks romped over the prairie in legions, and "overnight" what had been
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the prairie region became a region of woodlot farms. If you doubt this story, go 

count the rings on any set of stumps on any "ridge" woodlot in southwest Wisconsin. All 

the trees except the oldest veterans data back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and this 

was when fires ceased on the prairie. 

Thus, he who owns a veteran bur oek owns more than a tree. He owns an historical 

library, and a reserved seat in the theatre of evolution. To the discerning eye, his 

farm is labelled with the badge and symbol of Wisconsin.
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% / Bur Oak - Badge of Wisconsin 

By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

! HEN school children vote on a state bird, flower, or tree, they are 

not making a decisions they ure merely ratifying history. 

When the prairie grasses first gained possession of our southern 

counties, they thereby decided that the characteristic tree of this region 

would be the bur oak, for the bur oak is the only tree that can stand up to 

a prairie fire and live. : 

Bur Oaks Were Shock Troops 

Have you ever wondered why that thick crust of corky bark covers 

the whole tree, even to the smallest twigs? This cork is armor. Bur oaks 

were the shock troops sent by the invading forest to storm the prairie; fire 

is what they had to fight. Engineers didn't discover insulation; they copied 

it from these old soldiers of the prairie war. 

Botanists can read the story of that war for twenty thousand years. 

The record consists partly of pollen grains embedded in peats, partly of relic 

plants “interned" in the rear of the battle, and there forgotten. The record 

shows that the forest front at times retreated almost to Lake Superior; at 

times it advanced far to the south, for at times spruce and other “rear guard” 

species grew beyond our southern borders. But the average advancement of 

the forest was about what it is now; and the net outcome of the battle was a 

draw. 

Before Settlers Came 

One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their 

support first to oie Tt then to the other. Thus rabbits and mice ate the 

prairie herbs in summer and girdled the oak seedlings inwinter. Sqyirrels 

planted acorns in fall and ate them all the year. June beetles undermined
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the sod in their grub stage, but defoliated the oaks in their adult stage. 

But for this geeing and hawing of allies and hence of the victory, we should 

not have teday that rich mosaic of prairie and forest soils which looks so 

pretty on & mape 

In the 1840's a new animal intervened; the settler. He didn't mean 

to, he just plowed enough fields to deprive the prairie of its immemorial 

weapon, fires A rout followed. The oaks romped over the prairie in legions, 

and “overnight" what had been the prairie region became a region of woodlot 

farms. If you doubt this story, go count the rings on any set of stumps on 

any “ridge™ woodlot in southwest Wisconsin. All the trees except the oldest 

veterans date back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and this was when fires 

ceased on the prairie. s 

Thus, he who owns @ veteran bur oak owns more than a tree. He owns 

an historical library, and a reserved seat in the theatre of evolution. To 

the discerning eye, his farm is labelled with the badge and symbol of Wisconsin. 
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Bur Oak - Badge of Wisconsin 

By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

HEN school children vote on a state bird, flower, or tree, they are 

not making a decision; they wre merely ratifying history. 

When the prairie grasses first gained possession of our southern 

counties, they thereby decided that the characteristic tree of this region 

would be the bur oak, for the bur oak is the only tree that oan stand up to 

@ prairie fire and live. 

Bur Oakes Were Shock Troops 

Have you ever wondered why that thick crust of corky bark covers 

the whole tree, even to the smallest twigs? This cork is armor. Bur oaks 2 

were the shock trdops sent by the invading forest to storm the prairie; fire 

is what they had to fight. Engineers didn't discover insulation; they copied 

it from these old soldiers of the prairie war. : 

Botanists can read the story of that war for twenty thousand years. 

The record consists partly of pollen grains embedded in peats, partly of relic 

plants "interned" in the rear of the battle, and there forgotten. The record 

shows that the forest front at times retreated almost to Lake Superior; at 

times it advanced far to the south, for at times spruce and other “rear guard” 

species grew beyond our southern borders. But the average advancement of 

the forest was about what it is now; and the net outcome of the battle was a 

drawe 

Before Settlers Came 

One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their 

support first to one side, then to the other. Thus rabbits and mice ate the - 

prairie herbs in summer and girdled the oak seedlings inwintere Squirrels 

planted acorns in fall and ate them all the yeare June beetles undermined
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the sod in their grub stage, but defoliated the oaks in their adult stage. 

But for this geeing and hawing of allies and hence of the victory, we should 

not have today that rich mosaic of prairie and forest soils which looks so 

pretty on @ mape 

In the 1840's a new animal intervened; the settler. Ho didn't mean 

to, he just plowed enough fields to deprive the prairie of its immemorial 

weapon, firee A rout followed. The oaks romped over the prairie in legions, 

and “overnight” what had been the prairie region became a region of woodlot 

farms. If you doubt this story, go count the rings on any set of stumps on 

any "ridge" woodlot in southwest Wisconsin. All the trees except the oldest 

veterans date back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and this was when fires 

ceased on the prairie. 

Thus, he who owns a veteran bur oak owns more than a tree. He owns 

an historical library, and a reserved seat in the theatre of evolution. To 

the discerning eye, his farm is labelled with the badge and symbol of Wisconsin. 
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Bur Oake~Bedge of Wisconsin hos 
Aldo Leopold @C) o@) 

KE school children vote on a state bird, fiower, or tree, they aro not making a 

@ecision; they are merely ratifying history. 

When the prairie grasses first gained possession of our southern counties, they 

thereby decided that the nanan Se og ts ge ion _ d be the bur oak, for the 

bur oak is the only tree that can stand up to a prairie fire and live. 

Have you ever wondered why that thick crast of corky bark covers the whole tree, even 

to the smallest twigs? ‘This cork is armor. Bur oaks were the shock troops sent by the 

invading forest to storm the prairie; fire is what they had to fight. Engineers didn't 

discover insulestion; they copied it from these old soldiers of the prairie war. 

Botanists gan read the story of thet war for twenty thousand years. The record 

consists partly of pollen grains embedded in peats, partly of relic plents “interned® 

in the rear of the battle, ani there forsotten, The record shows that the forest front 

at times retreated almost to Lake Superior; et times it advanced far to the south, for 

at times spruce end other "rear guard” species grew beyond our southern borders. But the 

average advancement of the forest was about what it is now; and the net outcome of the 

battle was a draw. isnt Qos Coes) 

One reason for this was that there were allies which threw their support first to 

one side, then to the other, Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie herbs in summer and 

girdled the oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels planted acorns in fall and ate them all 

the year. June beetles undermined the sod in their grub stage, but defoliated the oaks 

in their adult stage. But for this geeing and hawing of allies and hence of the victory, 

we should not have today that rich mosaic of prairie and forest soils which locks so 

pretty on a map. 

In the 1840's a new animal intervened: the settler. He didn't mean to, he just 

plowed enowh fields to deprive the prairie of ite immemorial weapon, fire. A rout 

followed. The oaks romped over the prairie in legions, and “overnight” what had been
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the prairie region became a region of woodlot farms. If you doubt this story, go 

count the rings on any set of stumps on any “ridge” woodlot in southwest Wiseonsin. All 

the trees except the oldest veterans data back to the 1850's and the 1860's, and this 

was when fires ceased on the prairie. ; 

Tous, he who owns a veteran bur oak owns more than a tree. He ows an historical 

library, and a reserved seat in the theatre of evolution. To the discerning eye, his 

farm is labelled with the badge and symbol of Wisconsin. 

ie
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When echool chiléren vote on a state bind, flower, or tree, they are not making a 

@ecision; they are merely ratifying history. 

then the prairie grasses first gained possession of our southern counties, they 

thershy decided that the cheracteristic tree of this region would be the bur oak, for the 

bur oak ie the only tree thet can stand up to « praipie fire and live, 

Mave you ever wondered why that thick erst of eorky bork covers the whole tree, even 
to the euallest twige?t This cork 4a armor. Bur oske were the ghock troops sent by the 

favading forest to stor: the prairie; fire is what they had to fight, Snginesers didn't 

diacover Insulation; they copied it from these old soldiers of the prairie wor, 

Botaniots oan read the story of that war for twenty thonsan’ yeara, The record 

consists partly of pollen grains enbedded in pests, yavtly of relic plants "interned" 

th the rear of the battle, ant there forsotten, The resort dhows that the forest front 
at times votreated almost to Lake Superior: ct times 1t atvanced far to the south, for 

at times spruce and other “rear guard" species grew beyent cur couthern borders, But the 

average afvancenent of the forest wae shout whet it ie nowy and the nob ovteoms of the 

battle was a draw. 

One reasen for thie wes that there were allies which threy their support first to 

one side, then to the other, ‘hus rabbite ond mice ate the crairis hevee fn aumer and 

girdled the oak seedlings in winter, Sqoivrels plentet esorns im fall ant ate then ot 

the yoar. dune bectles underrinet the so¢ in their erub stage, bat defoliatel the cake 

in thele afult stage. Wat for thie geeing and hewing of allies ent henoe of the victory, 

we should not have today that rich meesic of prairie and forest golle which locke so 

pretty on a map. 

tn the 1940's 2 new animal intervened: the auttler, te didn't mean to, he just 

plowed encuch flelis to deprive the prairie of ite imesmerial weapon, fire, A rout 

followed. The ose romped over the prairie in legtona, ant “overnight what hed been
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the prairie region becane « region of wooilot formes. If you doubt thie story, ge 

count the rings on any set of stumpe on any "ridge" wootlot in southrest Wisconsin, All 

the trees except the oldest veterans dats back to the 1850's and the 1660's, ant thie 

was when fires ceseed on the prairic. 

fous, he who owns o veteren bur osk owns more than a tree. Me cwns an Metorieal 

liteary, ond a reserved seat in the theatre of evolution, % the digcerning eye, his 

far: io labelled with the badge anid oyzbol of Meconsins
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Do We Want a Woodsless Countryside? 
Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

oe RAVELERS crossing southern Wisconsin a century ago tell of unbroken prairies 

_. where a few decades later nearly every farm had a wodlot. 

The reason was the invasion of prairie by oaks, particularly red oak, as 

goon as enough ground was broken to check the free sweep of prairie firese This in- 

vasion was so spectacular, and ocdurred over such wide areas, that the Wisconsin 

Agricultural Society debated the puszle at length, and wondered where the seed came 

from, end how it got planted. ; 

frees on Way Qut 

Today southern Wisconsin is on its way back to "prairie." The reason is 

clears drouth and axe take off the old trees; the dairy cdw takes off the young 

ones, The dairy cow eating the tender sprouts off an oak stump or seedling is a 

more potent deforester than any lumber baron, for the lumberman moves on to 

pastures new, but the dairy cow doesn't. 

fo live by dairying, we of course had to make pasture, and the woods was 

one place to make it. The only question is: how much of the woods shall be 

grazed? The average farm grases all. By grazing all the wods we eventually exter- ; 

minate woodse 

Drouths Hit Pastured Woods 

The drouths have greatly speeded the shrinkmge of woods, but it takes no 

forester to see that drouth hits hardest in pastured woods, especially on west edges 

: and south slopes. Unpastured woods seldom show drouth-killed trees. 

A woodsless countryside has many disadvantages over and above the obvious one 

of being hard to look at, and the practical one of forcing the farmer to pay cash for 

fuel and posts. It is short on wildlife and long on wash and wind, Washy wind, and 

wildlife are really community interests. If everybody does his part to get rid of
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wind and wash and keep wildlife, the community is a better place to live, A thriving 

woodlet, full of birds, is thus a contfibution to the commmity and a badge of social 

conducts Both are rare in this "gimme" world, 

Woods May "Stage" Comeback 
Ordinarily any part of the woodlot withdrawn from grazing will vogain its 

thrift and produse young trees to replace the old one. In some woods, however, the 

soil hes become trampled so hard that young trees can't get started, even when cows 

are fenced out. In such cases, artificial replanting is the only way oube 

I kmow a farmer who is sawing off limbs in an effort to feed his stove with- 

out exterminating his remant of gragzed-out woods. It would have been easier for 

him to keep the cows out of a small woodlot from the outset. In farmings as in war, 

it is often hard to retrieve mistakes. 

RRP
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~Prempers erossing southern Wisconsin a century ago tell of unbroken prairies where 

a few aenation later nearly every farm had a woodlot, 

The reason was the invasion of prairie by oaks, particularly red oak, as soon as 

enough ground was broken to check the free sweep of prairie fires. ‘This invasion was so 

spectacular, and occurred over such wide areas, that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society 

debated the puzzle at length, and wondered where the seed came fror, and how it got 

planted, Rove, gs ances Woy Out Pe 

Today southern Wisconsin is on its way back to “prairie.” ‘The reason is clear; 

drouth and axe take off the old trees; the dairy cow tekes off the young ones. The dairy 

cow eating the tender sprouts off an oak stump or seedling is a more potent deforester 

than any lumber baron, for the lumberman moves on to pastures new, but the dairy cow 

doesn't. 

fo live by dairying, we of course had to make pasture, and the woods was one place 

to make it. The only question is: how much of the woods shall be grazed? The average 

farm ae “ 7 graging Drovty= 5 Testoved Weed so 

we greatly Speeded the shrinkage of woods, tt it takes no forester 

to see that drouth hits hardest in pastured woods, especially on west edges and south 

slopes. Unpastured woods seldom show drouth-killed trees. 

A woodsless countryside has many disadvantages over and above the obvious one of 

being hard to look at, and the practical one of forcing the farmer to pay cash for fuel 

and posts. It is short on wildlife and long on wash and wind. Wash, wind, and wildlife 

are really tommamity interests. If everybody does his part to get rid of wind and wash 

and keep wildlife, the commmity is a better place to live. A thriving woodlot, full of
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birds, is thus a contribution to the commmity and a badge of social conduct. Both 

are rare in this "gimme" veins au Wes Stage “ €é ) 2 

Ordinarily any part of the woodlot withdrawn from grazing will regain ite thrift 

and produce young trees to replace the old ones. In some woods, however, the soil has 

become trampled so hard thet young trees can't get started, even when cows are fenced 

out. In such cases, artificial replanting is the only way out. 

I know a farmer who is sewing off limbs in an effort to feed his stove without ex- 

terminating his remant of grazed~out woods. It would have been eagier for him to keep 

the cows out of 2 small woodlot from the outset. In farming, as in war, it is often 

hard to retrieve mistakes. 

sy
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Why Woods? 

Aldo Leopold 

Travelers crossing southern Wisconsin a century ago tell of unbroken prairies where 

a few decades later nearly every farm had a woodlot. 

The reason was the invasion of prairie by oaks, particularly red oak, as soon as 

enough ground was broken to check the free sweep of prairie fires. This invasion was so 

spectacular, and occurred over such wide areas, that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society 

debated the puzzle at length, and wondered where the seed came from, and how it got 

planted. : 

Today southern Wisconsin is on its way back to "prairie." The reason is clear: 

drouth and axe take off the old trees; the dairy cow takes off the young ones. The dairy 

cow eating the tender sprouts off an oak stump or seedling is a more potent deforester 

than any lumber baron,, for the lumberman moves on to pastures new, but the dairy cow 

doesn't. 

To live by dairying, we of course had to make pasture, and the woods was one place 

to make it. The only question is: how much of the woods shall be grazed? The average 

farm grazes all. By grazing all the woods we eventually exterminate woods. 

The drouths have greatly speeded the shrinkage of woods, but it takes no forester 

to see that drouth hits hardest in pastured woods, especially on west edges and south 

slopes. Unpastured woods seldom show drouth-killed trees. 

A woodsless countryside has many disadvantages over and above the obvious one of 

being hard to look at, and the practical one of forcing the farmer to pay cash for fuel 

and posts. It is short on wildlife and long on wash and wind. Wash, wind, and wildlife 

are really commumity interests. If everybody does his part to get rid of wind and wash 

and keep wildlife, the community is a better place to live. A thriving woodlot, full of
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birds, is thus a contribution to the commnity and a badge of social conduct. Both 

are rare in this "gimme" world. 

Ordinarily any part of the woodlot withdrawn from grazing will regain its thrift 

and produce young trees to replace the old ones. In some woods, however, the soil has 

become trampled so hard that young trees can't get started, even when cows are fenced 

out. In such cases, artificial replanting is the only way out. 

I know a farmer who is sawing off limbs in an effort to feed his stove without ex- 

terminating his remnant of grazed-out woods. It would have been easier for him to keep 

the cows ovt of a small woodlot from the outset. In farming, as in war, it is often 

hard to retrieve mistakes.
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Sr Mooda?, 
Kido Leopold 

tvevelers crossing gouthern fisconsin a ¢entury ago tell of unbroken prairies where 

& few decades later nearly every fare bal a woodlot, 

The reason wae the invesion of prairie by oaks, porticularly red oak, as econ as 

enough ground was broken to check the free gweep of prairie fires, This invasion was #o 

spectacular, and occurred over such wide areas, that the Wisconsin agricultural Soctety 

debated the pussle at length, ond wondered where the seed came frov, ani how 14 ¢ot 

planted. 

Today southern Wisconsin ie on ite way back to "prairie." The reason ie clear 

drouth and ame take off the olf trees; the dairy cow takes off the young ones, The dairy 

cow eating the tender sprouts off on osk stump or seedling 1s a more potent deforester 

then any lucber dberon, for the lumberaan moves on to pastures new, bot the dairy cor 

doountt. 

2@ live by dairying, we of course hed to make pasture, and the woode was one place 

te make {%. ‘the enly question te: how gagh of the woods shall be gramed? The average 

fama grages all. By graming all the woois we eventually exterminate woods, 

The drouths have greatly speeded the ahrizkage of woods, bat it takes no forester 

to see that dyouth hite herdest in paetured woods, especially on west eigee and south 

slopes. Unpestured woole seldom show drouthekilled trees. 

A woodeless countryside has many disadvantages over ani above the obvious ene of | 

being hard to look at, ani the preetios] one of foreing the farmer to pay each for fuel 

ana poste, I ig short on wildlife and long on wach and wind, Wash, winl, ond wildlife 

ave really ¢oseumity interests. If everybody does hie part to get rid of wint and wash 

and keep wildlife, the coumnity is a better place to Live, A thriving woodlot, full of
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Dinis, is thus a contribution to the commmity and « badge of social conduct. Both 

ave rare in this "gimme" world. 

Ordinarily eny part of the woodlet withdrawn from grazing will regain ite thrift 

and produce young trees to replace the old ones. In sone woods, however, the soil has 

Decone trampled so hard thet young trees can't get started, even when cous are fenced 

Gud Tn bush Onsety exbifictal veplenting t9 the only way och, 

I know o farmer who is sewing off limbs im an effort to feed his stove without ex 

terminating hic rement of grased-out woods. It would have been eagier for hin to keep 

the cows out of 2 anall woodlot from the outset. In faming, aa in war, 1% is often 

hard to retrieve mistakes,
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The Hawk and Owl Question 

j Aldo Leopold 
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There is an old saying that the only good hawe'is a dead one, but 

the more this attitude is examined in the light of science, the less truth 

is found in it. 

All hawks and owls eat what they can catch, but few can catch healthy 

game or grown poultry. Of the six common kinds of hawks and five common 

owls, only four ordinarily catch game or Soe The rest do not "abstain," 

they are simply unable to connect. All kinds live principally on mice, 

gophers, rabbits, Coste Flees birds, and other abundant food. 

It has become customary to say that horned owls, Cooper's hawks, and 

sharpshin hawks are ved. "the rest are beneficial. This implies that the 

countryside would be better off without these three "bad" kinds. It is 

certain that the countryside would be worse off without them, for the —. 

skill and speed which enable them to do damage make them especially ‘esti 

as checks on small animals. Much the best rule of action is to shoot any 

hawk or owl actually caught doing damage, but no other. 

Hewks and owls, during the nesting season, are intense devotees of 

"private property"; they tolerate no trespass by others of their kind. It 

is a sad thing to see a farmer sive’ on suspicion a horned owl that has been 

doing him no harm, thereby opening the woodlot to another thatmay promptly : 

invade his poultry pen. Individual hawks and owls differ-.in their habits, 

and a farm inhabited by individuals which do not have the poultry habit is 

automatically protected, during much of the year, against those that do. | 

The old belief that abundant game can be had only by shooting off the 

hawks and owls has been thoroughly discredited. They eat game, to be sure,
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but they are ordinarily able to catch only the excess above what the cover 

can carry. Such excess game is constantly built up by natural increase. 

Moderate preying on game has no more effect on next year's game population 

than moderate shooting does. On the other hand the total removal of hawks ‘ 

and owls exposes game to keener competition from rodents which eat, in © 

general, the same foods. This university has four experimental areas where 

the stand of game has been built up to high levels solely by improving food 

and cover. Ho hawk or owl has ever been shot on them, but game builds up 

year after year to as high a level as the food and cover allow. These areas 

: are living proof that to remove hawks and owls for the protection of wild . 

game is unnecessary. 

ot
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Wildlife and Water 

Aldo Leopold 

Contrary to popular supposition, it is not necessary for most wildlife 

species to drink water. We kmow this because many kinds live and thrive 

on waterless range, where they get their water from juicy insects, fruits, 

plants,and dewdrops. 

Most kinds of wildlife will, however, drink and bathe if they are 

offered the chance, and prefer to live on well-watered range. The farm 

which ineludes permanent springs, streams, and ponds is therefore better 

: wildlife range than the farm without natural water, especially during dewless 

drouths a there are few fruits or succulent shoots. The chicks of all 

upland game birds are known to drink dewdrops, and dewless periods may be 

very damaging to the uplend game crop. 

One of the best and cheapest ways to furnish water to wildlife is to 

plant mulberries. A surprising mmber of songbirds, gamebirds,and maumals : 

ent the berries and feed them to their young. A miberry tree is also a 

‘good protection for orchard fruits and garden truck in danger of bird damage. 

Temto-peiiine by pheasants, for example, usually represents a desire to drink, _ 

not to eat. Mulberry trees bear freely where fertilized by poultry or stock, 

but in sod or shade the yield of berries is poor. For this reason they are 

best planted at the farmstead or in fencerows between fields. 

Deep water in stock tanks or troughs furnishes drinking water for many 

birds, but they cannot bathe there unless there is spillage. Wet feathers 

mean weak flight, hence no bird takes the risk of bathing exeept in shallow 

water free from cover which might hide enemies. You can have a bird “bathing 

beach® on your lawa by building a very shallow concrete pool and filling it 

every few days. let the edges "shelve out"; do not build a steep margin.
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_ We seldom think of freshet water on stream bottoms as an asset to 

wildlife, but if it stands long enough to grow a crop of aquatic animals~ 

it constitutes a rich food resource. I have seen young pheasants gorging 

: on snails in ae disappearing pond. Gulis, herons, and coons have great 

tadpole fishing in drying sloughs or ponds. 

Many people suppose that wild things in winter eat snow, hence need no 

water. Yet some do. {I have followed deer tracks which made a considerable 

. detour to a snowed-over spring, which had been acute the deer, evidently 

for drinking. ; : 

Some winter behavior in respect to water is so unexpected as to de 

confusing. I have seen both pheasante and quail, during bligsards, wading 

in unfrozen springs up to their “knees.” Were thoy "warming" their feet in : 

the relatively warm water? Or were they hunting snails to eat? Or were 

they eating watercress? I am not yet sure. 

He
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Bird Houses 

_ by Aldo Leopold 

Putting up bird houses is one of the simplest and easiest ways to 

get more pleasure cut of farm life. Why do so few farmers avail themselves 

of it? i 

I once counted bird houses visible from the highway and found that only 

12 farmsteads out of 100 had bird houses. Did the owners of the other 8% have 

so mach pleasure already that they needed no more? Or were they so pre- 

occupied with big troubles as to forget about small birds? 1'11 leave you 

to guess. ; 

fhe Indians, even before the arrival of the white man, put up gourds for 

Martins. We are told this in a little publication which is scholarly, warm, 

and human, despite ite being a government bulletin: Farmers Bulletin 1456, 

‘Homes for Birds." In it is found all the information one needs about dimen- 

sions, materials, and locations of houses for the species of birds which 

ordinarily accept man-made quarters. 

The advanced "bird houser" may wish te try his hand with some of the 

more difficult species. Mo one, for exemple, has yet induced the horned owl 

or the barred owl to accept artificial quarters. Natural hollow suags suit- 

able for these large owls are getting scarcer and scarcer in Wiseansis wood= 

lots. Whoever succeeds in getting them te accept an artificial “snag" may 

plume himself on the achievement. 

If you have a stream or pond, you have = chance to induce wood ducks to 

nest Specifications for wood ducic houses have been greatly improved during 

the last two years by the pioneer work of the Illinois Natural History Survey. 

These specifications are available from the Survey (at Urbana, Illinois) in 

a popular bulletin. :
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If you have water in your woods and live in the southern counties, you 

might want to try for that jewel of all the woods birds, the prothonotary 

warbler. Ho one has ever "domesticated" him. He nests in old woodpecker 

holes in detayed willows standing in water. If you have none, it is easy 

to offer an imitation of this set-up. 

It is a short step from the erection of artificial quarters to the con- 

servation or creation of natural ones. When the highway department leaves a 

vertical bank in a gravel pit or highway cut, the bank swallows and kingfishers 

promptly tske possession. Why this passion for grading all such banks to the 

"angle of repose"? A graded bank is useless to the birds. 

I knew a farmer who took great pride in a colony of cliff swallows which 

plastered their md nests on the vertical boards under the eaves of his barn. 

When it came time to paint he was in a quandary; paint would make it impossible 

for the md nests to adhere to the wood. He solved the problem neatly by 

painting all but the upper foot or two of his wall. Without. this ingenious 

compromise he would have killed more than two birds with one paint brush. 

When trees die in the woodlot it is the mle of "good" farmers to cut down 

the snags. Why not leave a few for woodpeakers, flying squirrels, end hawks? 

: In Europe, where the manicuring of woodlots was once carried to absurd extremes, 

it is now the sign of a “progressive owner to see a few snaga on the skyline 

of woodlot or fencerow. 

If you want bush-nesting catbirds and threshers right at your window, but 

your shrubbery is not dense enough to meet their specifications for a nest site, 

try tying bundles of stems together loosely with a cord or wire. The response 

is often magical. This trick, and many others in the same vein, was first used 

by Baron von Berlepsch in Germany fifty years ago. Germans once had time to 

think of such things. ; 

Hy
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Pheasant Damage 

Aldo Leopold : 

: Many a farmer is glad to have a few pheasants around but is worried 

about what many pheasants might do to his corn. — S 

Gorn pulling seems to start with crowding. I began on the university 

farms when the pheasants increased to the level of one bird per two acres. 

: Once started, we had to cut our pheasants down to a fourth of their former 

mumbers before getting relief. Moral: Don't let pheasants pile up to the - 

danger point. e 

Most Wisconsin farms are far below the danger point, and could support 

many more birds without risk. 

Pheasants thick enough to damage corn are also thick enough to crowd 

: out the more valuable native birds, quail and prairie chicken, neither of : 

which are know to damage any crop. 

Gorn pulling occurs in May when all the pheasants are in “harems" and 

some hens already have nests. The more widely scattered the nesting cover, 

; the less the risk of damage. Fencerows, small patches of weeds or brush, 

evergreen snowbreaks, onphoiet woodlots and ungrazed streambanks all help 

to scatter pheasants at corn=pulling time. 

Gorn pulling done by gophers and blackbirds is often blamed on pheasant. 

: Even an expert cannot always distinguish the work of ax from another. The 

best anti-gopher insurance is a pair of nesting redtail hawks in the woodlot. 

There is no premium coming due on such a policy. 

: Scattering corn on the surface is often recommended as a remedy for 

scorn pulling. I have tried this, but the pheasants prefers the sprouted. 

kernels in the ground. 2



7 e Pheasant Damage - 2 

In dry summers pheasants often peck tomatoes, melons, and grapes, 

evidently in search of water. Pans of water are said to give relief, but 

are laborious to maintain. The best automatic thirst-quencher for birds 

is a milberry tree, planted in the opem near the orchard or garden. Such 

a mulberry is a great attraction for songbirds as well as game birds, and 

is good for vane as well. Mulberries standing on ground which is scratched 

by chickens, or otherwise fertilized, seem to bear the largest crops. Shaded 

trees or those on heavy sod often fail to bear at all. 

Next to mlberry, the best thirst quencher for birds is the native black 

cherry, but the season of bearing is shorter. 

The damage done by wildlife is like that done by dogs or children; if 

you like them well enough there are mya to get along. 

He
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Pheasant Damage : : 

Aldo Leopold ; 

Many a Panex xs glad to have a few pheasants around but is worried 

about what many pheasants might do to his corn. 

Corn pulling seems to start with crowding. It began on the university 

farms when the pheasants increased to the level of one bird per two acres. 

Once started, we had to cut our pheasants down to a fourth of their former 

numbers before getting relief. Moral: Don't let pheasants pile up to the 

danger point. : 

Most Wisconsin farms are far below the danger point, and could support 

many more birds without risk. 

Pheasants thick enough to damage corn are also thick enough to crowd : 

x out the more valuable native birds, "quail and prairie chicken, neither of 

_ which are kmown to damage any crop. 

Corn pulling occurs in May when all the pheasants are in "harems" and 

: some hens already have nests. The more widely scattered the nesting cover, 

the less the risk of damage. Fencerows, aa patches of weeds or brush, 

evergreen snowbreaks, ungrazed woodlots and ungrazed streambanks all help 

to scatter pheasants at corn-pulling time. : 

. Corn pulling done by gophers and blackbirds is often blamed - pheasants. 

Even an expert cannot always distinguish the work of one trom ‘atother. The 

best anti-gopher insurance is a pair of nesting redtail hawks in the woodlot. 

There is no premium coming due on such a policy. 

Scattering corn on the surface is often recommended as a remedy for ; 

corn pulling. I have tried this, but the pheasants preferred the sprouted 

kernels in the ground.
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In dry summers pheasants often peck tomatoes, melons, and grapes, 

: evidently in search of water. Pans of water are said to give relief, but 

are laborious to maintain. The best automatic thirst-quencher for birds 

: is a mlberry tree, planted in the open near the orchard or garden. Such 

a mulberry is a great attraction for songbirds as well as game birds, and 

j is good forpoaltry as well. Mulberries standing on ground which is scratched 

by chickens, or otherwise fertilized, seem to bear the largest crops. Shaded 

trees or those on heavy sod often fail to bear at all. 

Next to mlberry, the best thirst quencher for birds is the native black 

cherry, but the season of bearing is shorter. 

: The damage done by jas is like that done by dogs or children; if 

you like them well enough there are ways to get along, 

: He
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Pheasant Damage 

Many a farmer is glad to have a few pheasants around but 

is worried about what meny pheasants might do to his corn. 

Corn pulling seems to start with crowding. It began on the 

university farms when the pheasants increased to the level of one bird 

per two acres. Once started, we had to cut our pheasants down to a 

fourth of their former numbers before getting relief. Moral: Don't : 

let pheasants pile up to the danger point. 

Most Wisconsin farms are far below the danger point, and 

could support many more birds without risk. 

Pheasants thick enough to damage corn are also thick enough 

to crowd out the more valuable native birds, such as quail and prairie 

chicken, neither of which are known to damage any crop. 

Corn pulling occurs in May when all the pheasants are in 

: "harems" and some hens already have nests. The more widely scattered 

the nesting cover, the less the risk of damage. Fencerows, small 

patches of weeds or brush, evergreen snowbreaks, ungrazed woodlots 

and ungrazed streambanks all help to scatter pheasants at corn-pulling 

time. 

Corn pulling done by gophers and blackbirds is often blamed 

on pheasants. Even an expert cannot always distinguish the work of : 

one from that of another. The best anti-gopher insurance is a pair of 

nesting redtail hawks in the woodlot. There is no premium coming due 

on such a policy. : 

Scattering corn on the surface is often recommended as a 

remedy for corn pulling. I have tried this, but the pheasants pre- 

ferred the sprouted kernels in the ground.



Pheasant Damage <- 2 

In dry summers pheasants often peck tomatoes, melons, and 

grapes, evidently in search of water. Pans of water are said to give 

relief, but are laborious to maintain. The best automatic thirst- 

quencher for birds is a mulberry tree, planted in the open near the 

erchard or garden. Such a mulberry is a great attraction for songbirds 

as well as game birds, and is good for poultry as well. Mulberries 

standing on ground which is scratched by chickens, or otherwise ferti- 

lized, seem to bear the largest crops. Shaded trees or those on heavy 

sod often fail to bear at all. 

Next to mulberry, the best thirst quencher for birds is the 

native black cherry, but the season of bearing is shorter. 

The damage done by birds is like that done by dogs or children; 

if you like them well enough there are ways to get along. 

###
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= University ef Mleconsin 
| O99 of the original in habitants of Wisconsin have been run out of the 

country. 

This applies not only to Indians, but also to grasses, flowers, shrubs, and, 

in part, to trees. Mis and mammals have retained a high proportion of native species, 

Of the hundred common birds we see on the farm, only three are "forei qmers," 

Halve Aided Foreign Plante 
The farm landscape, with the exception of the trees in the woodlot, consists 

largely of foreign plants. All our grains except corn, most of our grasses and 

hays end weeds, all of our orchards and vineyards, most of our vegetables, and 

most of our ornamentals, "do not belong." 

The city lendseape shows the same predominance of extics. Wisconsin, home of 

the "sugarbush", has surrounded ite capitol with Buropean maples, 

Pests and diseases are working year by year further to reduce the native plants 

in the farm landseape, and to replace them with "weedy" species, often of foreign 

origin. Thus the white grub is killing our bur oaks and white oaks, the blister : 

rust threatens our white pines, the sawfly our temaracks, and a new disease is 

about to overteke our elme, 

He fen Help Satur 

The term “farnier" means one who determines the plants and animals with which 

he lives. Yarming is the most visible distinction between men and enimale, There 

ane said to be other distinctions, but they are not so visible. 

The farmer, then, might be presumed to have a historical interest in preserving 

samples of the plants which originally covered Wisconsin, Preserving native prairie 

plants, bog plants, and woodlot wildflowers has been discussed in other issues, 

This is about $rees and shrubs, especially the rarer ones not usually encountered 

either in woodlots or farnyaris.



Fara Ayvoretun «Re 

4 few fame in the southern comties have native hackberries, sycamores, or 

Kentucky coffee trees, These are worth preserving as the northernmost outposts of 

these species. By learning the significance of the lone sycamore on his creek bank, 

the farm boy is tiound to gain a truer picture of the whole plant and anim king- 

dom, end to f111 hie mind with those manswerable questions, the presence of which 

is the true criterion of education. why, for examile, do most northernmost out- 

poste of trees occur along rivers? How did the seeds get transported upstrean? 

Did some Indian child play with a sycamore button, and then toss it out of a 

northbound canoe? 

Be You Have Any of Shoes 1 
Other outposts are quite as interesting. Who oms the southernmost tamarack, 

white cedar, black spruce, hewleck, or ground yew? Who has the westernmost beach 

tree? Ave there any native redbuds in Wisconsin? 

Some of our rare natives are of startling beauty, Have you seen a native 

wehoe oy burning bush when the fruits glow in the Octobér sun? dust why should 

all the wahoos planted on the University campus be of the Asiatic species? I¢ 

education something accomplished only on blackboards? 

© hese are wy wagestions for the fara artoretum Tolerate foreign trees 

when they behave, but admit only natives to full citizenship, Let tho arboretum 

be not a single segregated spot, but all odd corners where the soil fite the 

needs of some tree, Attach ten times more value to the tree that came in on his 

own steam than to the tree you had to plant. Label each notable tree, not with 

pleases of tin or wood nailed to the bark, tut with pieces of thought and undex 

standing nailed to your mind, Make the rounds every month of the year and see 

to your charges. ‘Trees, like humans, thrive on being looked at. 

#4
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The Farm Arboretum ee  — — 

Bodo Larpeck besirs Op fri LO K2bfoCCMy LEMS Lf bo 
‘Bist of the original inhabitants of Wisconsin have been run out of the 

= : - 
cou: ; j 

This applies not only to Indians, but also to grasses, flowers, shrubs, 

and, in part, to trees. Birds and mammals have retained a high proportion 

of native species. Of the hundred common joirds we see on the farm, only 

th "foreigners." “j° @ lp. re : C2. i ree are & hex : Cadel segue GttA, 
a ——a, ores, 

The farm landscape, with the exception of the trees in the woodlot, 

consists largely of foreign plants. All = grains except corn, most of our 

grasses and hays and weeds, all of our orchards and vineyards, most of our 
\ 

vegetables, and most of our ornamentals, Mo not belong." 

The city landscape shows the same predhatnance of exotics. Wisconsin, 

: home of the "sugarbush," has surrounded its eapital with European maples. 
\ 

Pests and diseases are working year by year further to reduce the 
. * = 

native plants in the farm landscape, and to replace them with "weedy" species, 
x 

often of foreign origin. Thus the white grub is ‘killing our bur oaks and 

white oaks, the blister rust threatens our white pines, the sawfly our . 

tamaracks, and a new disease is about to overtake cus elgae — Ss 

CR RR, try The term "farmer* eans one who de nes the plants and animals with 

which he lives. Farming is the most visible distinction between men and animals. 

There are said to be other distinctions, but they are not so visible. 

The farmer, then, might be presumed to ‘have a historical interest in 

_ preserving samples of the plants which originally covered Wisconsin. Preserving 

native prairie plants, bog plants, and woodlot wildflowers has been discussed 

in other issues. This is about trees and shrubs, especially the rarer ones not 

usually encountered either in woodlots or farmyards. 

A few farms in the southern counties have native hackberries, sycamores,



Farm Arboretum = Da , 

or Kentucky coffee trees. These are worth preserving as the northernmost 

outposts of these species. By learning the significance of the lone sycamore 

on his creek bank, the farm boy is bound to gain a truer picture of the whole 

plant and animal kingdom, and to fill ais mind with those unanswerable questions, 

the presence of which is the true criterion of education. Why, for example, _ 

do most northernmost outposts of trees occur along rivers? How did the seeds 

get transported upstream? Did some Indian child play with a sycamore button, 

and then toss it * De tana, ae é ae. ? é 

Other outposts Me. Genel | “te OT ccnsit 

tamarack, white cedar, black spruce, hemlock, or ground yew? Who has the 

westernmost beech tree? Are there any native redbuds in Wisconsin? j 

Some of our rare natives are of startling beauty. Have you seen a native 

wahoo or burning bush when the fruits glow in the October sun? Just why should 

all the wahoos planted on the University campus be of the Asiatic species? 

Is education something accomplished only on blackboards? 

These are my suggestions for the farm arboretum: Tolerate foreign trees 

when they behave, but admit only natives to full citizenship. Let the 

arboretum be not a single segregated spot, but all odd corners where the soil 

fits the needs of some tree. Attach ten times more value to the tree that came 

; _ in on his own steam than to the tree you had to plant. Label each notable 

tree, not with pieces of tin or wood nailed to the bark, but with pieces of 

thought and understanding nailed to your mind. Make the rounds every month 3 

of the year and see to your charges. Trees, like humans, thrive on being 

looked at. 

ad
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jie cats | 
\\ O82 of the original in habitants of Wiseonsin have been run out of the 

county. . 
This applies not only to Indiens, but also to grasses, flowers, shrubs, and, 

in part, to trees. Birds and mammals have retained a high proportion of native species, 

Of the hundred commen birds we see on the farm, only three are “fovei gers." 

otve Added Foreign Plants 
The farm landscape, with the exception of the trees in the woodlot, consists 

largely of foreig plants. All our grains except corn, most of our grasses and 

hays and weeds, all of our orchards and vineyards, most of our vegetables, and 

most of our ornamentals, "do not belong.” 

The city landscape shows the same predominance of exotics. Wisconsin, home of 

the "sugarbush", has surrounded its capitol with Buropean maples. 

Pests and diseases are working year by year further to reduce the native plants / 

in the farm landscape, and to replace them with “weedy" species, often of foreigm 

origin. Thus the white grub is killing our bur oaks and white oaks, the blister 

rust threatens our white pines, the sawfly our tamaracks, and a new disease is 

about to overtake our elms, 

JeSen Help ates 
The term "farmer" means one who determines the plants and animals with which 

he lives. Yarming is the most visible distinction between men and animals. There 

ane said to be other distinctions, but they are not so visible. 

The farmer, then, might be presumed to have a historical interest in preserving 

samples of the plants which originally covered Wisconsin, Preserving native prairie 

plants, bog plants, and woodlot wildflowers has been discussed in other issues, 

This is about trees and shrubs, especially the rarer ones not usually encountered 

either in woodlots or farmyards.
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4 few farms in the southern counties have native hackberries, sycamores, or 

Kentucky coffee trees. These are worth preserving as the northernmost outposts of 

these species. By learning the significance of the lone sycamore on his creek bank, 

the farm boy is bound to gain 2 truer picture of the whole plant and animal king- 

dom, and to fill his mind with those unanswerable questions, the presence of which 

is the true criterion of education. Why, for exemple, do most northernmost out- 

posts of trees occur along rivers? How did the seeds get transported upstream? 

Did some Indian child play with a sycamore button, and then toss it out of a ‘ 

northbound canoe? 

Be Jos Hare sax of Dace ' 
Other outposts are quite as interesting. Who ows the southernmost tamarack, 

white cedar, black spruce, hemlock, or ground yew? Who hes the westernmost beech 

tree? Are there any native redbuds in Wisconsin? 

Some of our rare natives are of startling beauty. Have you seen a native 

wahoo or burning bush when the fruits glow in the October sum? dust why should 

all the wheos planted on the University campus be of the Asiatic species? Is 

; education something eccomplished only on blackboards? 

® hese are my suggestions for the farm arboretum: ‘folerate foreign trees 

when they behave, but admit only natives to full citizenship, Let the arboretum 

be not @ single segregated spot, but all odd corners where the soil fits the 

needs of some tree. Attach ten times more yalue to the tree that came in on his 

own steam then to the tree you hed to plant. Label each notable tree, not with 

pieces of tin or wood nailed to the bark, but with pieces of thought and mder 

standing nailed to your mind. Make the rounds every month of the year and see ; 

to your charges. ‘Trees, like humans, thrive on being looked at. 

FF
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The Farm Arboretum 

Most of the original inhabitants of Wisconsin have been run out of the 

country. 

This applies not only to Indians, but also to grasses, flowers, shrubs, 

and, in part, to trees. Birds and mammals have retained a high proportion 

of native species. Of the hundred common birds we see on the farm, only 

three are "foreigners.® i 

The farm landscape, with the exception of the trees in the woodlot, 

consists largely of foreign plants. All our grains except corn, most of our 

grasses and hays and weeds, all of our orchards and vineyards, most of our 

vegetables, and most of our ornamentals, "do not belong.” 

: The city landscape shows the same predominance of exotics. Wisconsin, 

home of the “sugarbush," has surrounded its capitel with European maples. 

Pests and diseases are working year by year further to reduce the 

native plants in the farm landscape, and to replace them with “weedy" species, g 

. often of foreign origin. Thus the white grub is killing our bur oaks and 

white oeks, the blister rust threatens our white pines, the sawfly our 

tamaracks, and a new disease is about to overtake our elms. _ 

The term "farmer" means one who determines the plants and animals with 

which he lives. Farming is the most visible distinction between men and animals. 

There are said to be other distinctions, but they are not so visible. 

The farmer, then, might be presumed to have a historical interest in 

preserving samples of the plants which originally covered Wisconsin. Preserving 

native prairie plants, bog plants, and woodlot wildflowers has been discussed 

in other issues. This is abouttrees and shrubs, especially the rarer ones not 

usually encountered either in woodlots or farmyards. 

4 few farms in the southern counties have native hackberries, sycamores,
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or Kentucky coffee trees. These are worth preserving as the northernmost 

outposts of these species. By learning the significance of the lone sycamore 

on his ereek bank, the farm boy is bound to gain a truer picture of the whole 

plant and animal kingdom, and to fill his mind with those unanswerable questions, 

the presence of which is the true criterion of education. Why, for example, 

do most northernmost outposts of trees occur along rivers? How did the seeds : 

get transported upstream? Did some Indian child play with a sycamore button, 

and then toss it out of a northbound canoe? 

Other outposts are quite as interesting. Who owns the southernmost 

tamarack, white cedar, black spruce, hemlock, or ground yew? Who has the 

westernmost beech tree? Are there any native redbuds in Wisconsin? 

Some of our rare natives are of startling beauty. Have you seen a native 

wahoo or burning bush when the fruits glow in the October sun? dust why should 

all the wahoos planted on the University campus = of the Asiatic species? 

Is education something accomplished only on blackboards? : 

These are my suggestions for the farm arboretum: Tolerate foreign trees : 

when they behave, but admit only natives to full citizenship. Let the oe 

arboretum be not a single segregated spot, but all odd corners where the soil 

fits the needs of some tres. Attach ten times more value to the tree that came 

in on his own steam than to the tree you had to plant. Label each notable 

tree, not with pieces of tin or wood nailed to the bark, but with pieces of 

thought and understanding nailed to your mind. Wake the rounds every month 

of the year and see to your charges. Trees, like humans, thrive on being 

looked at. 

Bag y
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\ We fy tlaokiepeld, Ceccverscly Y Mea C1neen 
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2. » Crs swallow does not make a spring, but one flock of honkers, winging 
~ = c 

SN of Vrame ow afi Ana - 
northward through a murky March thaw, are_spiritually “the springtime, come 

what later blizzards to the contrary notwithstanding. 

What chance has a farmer to induce the migrant flocks to settle down 

and stay awhile? This is a practical question in wildlife conservation. The 

future of geese is largely a guppy ten She farmers. j 

Wild Goce Keer Xekep "PF valence 
If you happen to live on one Of the historic "goose prairies," your 

chances are very good. Geese,from time immemorial have watered at certain 

Wisconsin lakes and fed on the nearest large prairie. What they ate in the days 

before corn came is a puzzle, because we know so little about what plants 

covered the original prairie. Probably they ate the seeds of wild legumes and 

whrakiy oe, 
the bulbs of matgrass. Today they eat corn and the leaves of winter oe ‘ 

Granted you are in or near a goose prairie, what are the other require- 

2 ments for attracting geese? Mainly a large bare expanse of stubble offering 

corn and winter grain, absolute protection, and if possible, live decoys. 
Aber ve” 

Live decoys for shooting are now illegal, but for "baiting" a refuge they are 

J &, : 
both legal and effective. G, Katt ate Rams ie 

—— — 

= If you can muster this combination, and have patience, you will eventually 

attract geese. - : 

By protection I mean complete freedom from shooting over a period of years. 

Geese have a aa memory. Several neighbors who pool their efforts have a : 
W law He 3 : 

better chance /than one farmer acting alone. 

A farm pond with bare shores is an additional inducement, for the geese 
yak 

' ean then dispense with their daily trip to) @ lake. The pond should contain 

: gravel, but this occurs naturally in most Wisconsin ponds. If it offers a 

gravelly island, barely awash, it is ideal. Deep ponds with wooded shores and
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no islands or bars are sularaviblect Cae 

It is astonishing that more Tisconsix farmers have not built themselves 

@ goose-show. Once your reputation is established, the geese will pile in, 

spring and fall. One Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got so many geese that the 

government had to chip in to help with the feed bills. If you want geese, “now 

is the time to advertise the advantages of your farn. ; : 

; 3 7 tH
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When the Geese Return 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

Q= swallow does not make a summer, but one flock of honkers, winging 

northward through a murky March thaw, make a spring, come what later 

blizzards to the contrary nothwithstanding. 

Whet chance has a farmer to induce the migrant flocks to settle dow 

and stay awhile? This is a practical question in wildlife conservation. The 

future of geese is largely a question of hospitable farmers. 

Wild Geese Have Liked Wisconsin 

If you happen to live on one of the historic “goose prairies", your 

chances are very good. Geese,from time immemorial have watered at certain 

“isconsin lakes and fed on the nearest large prairies What they ate in the 

days before corn came is a puzzle, because we know so little about what plants 

covered the original prairie. Probably they rm the seeds of wild legumes and 

urksat rv rpes, 
the bulbs of nutgrass. Today they eat corn and the leaves of winter, guise. 

Granted you are in or near @ goose prairie, what are the other re- 

quirements for attracting geese? Mainly a large bare expanse of stubble offer= 

ing corn and winter grain, absolute protection, and if possible, live decoys. 

Live decoys for shooting are now illegal, but for "baiting" a refuge ators 

both legal and effective. 

Geese Have Long Memories 

If you can muster this combinetion, and have patience, you will even- 

tually .attract geese. 

By protection I mean complete freedom from shooting over a period of : 

years. Geese have a long memory. Several neighbors who pool their efforts 

th Can The 
have a better chance than at tae acting alone. 

A farm pond with bare shores is an additional inducement, for the geese 
twoten ot 

can then dispense with their daily trip toa leke. The pond should contain



gravel, but this occurs naturally in most Wisconsin ponds. If it offers a 

gravelly islend, barely awash, it is ideal. ‘Deep ponds with wooded shores and 

no islands or bars are unfevorsble+{o~ Geos 

It is astonishing that more Wisconsin farmers have not built then- 

selves & goose-show. Once your reputation is established, the geese will pile 

in, spring and fall. One Canadien farmer (Jack Miner) got so many geese that 

the government had to chip in to help with the feed bills. If you want geese, 

now is the time to advertise the advantages of your farm. 

#
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When the Geese Return 

Armin 
One swallow does not make a spring, but one flock of honkers, winging 

° eis os aprinoy, 
northward through a murky March thaw, are spirituslly_the-spring-tine, come 

what later blizzards to the contrary notwithstanding. 

What chance has a farmer to induce the migrant flocks to settle down 

and stay awhile? This is a practical question in wildlife conservation. The 

future of geese is largely a question of hospitable farmers. 

If you happen to live on one of the historic "goose prairies," your 

chances are very good. Geese from time immemorial have watered at certain 

Wisconsin lakes and fed on the nearest large prairie. What they ate in the days 

before corn came is a puzzle, because we know so little about what plente 

Covered the original prairie. Probably they ate the seeds of wild legumes and 

the bulbs of muigrass. Today they eat corn and the leaves of winter grain. 

Granted you are in or near a goose prairie, what are the other require- 

: ments for attracting geese? Mainly a large bare expanse of stubble offering 

corn and winter grain, absolute protection, and if possible, live decoys. 

Live depeye for shooting are now illegal, but for "baiting" a refuge they are 

both legal and effective. E 

If you can muster this combination, and have patience, you will eventually 

attract geese. 

By protection I mean complete freedom from shooting over a period of years. 

Geese have a long memory. Several neighbors who pool their efforts have a 

better chance than one farmer acting alone. : 

A farm pond with bare shores is an additional inducement, for the geese 

can then dispense with their daily trip to a lake. The pond should contain 

gravel, but this occurs naturally in most Wisconsin ponds. If it offers a 

gravelly island, barely awash, it is ideal. Deep some with wooded shores and
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no islands or bars are unfavorable. 

It is astonishing that more Wisconsin farmers have not built themselves 

a@ goose-show. Once your reputation is established, the geese will pile in, 

spring and fall. One Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got so many geese that the t 

government had to chip in to help with the feed bills. If you want geese, now 

is the time to advertise the advantages of your farm. 

te
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Windbreaks and Wildlife : : 

Parmers learn by experience, but in matters affecting conservation they 

satiaes learn pretty late. 

In the 1920s farmers pulled all the hedges out of the cornbelt. 

In the 1930s, under the name of "shelterbelt," the government replanted 

hedges all over the “dust bowl." The time may come, given wind and drouth 

enough, when we shall replant them in the cornbelt. We have already had wind 

and drouth enough in the sandy counties of Wisconsin; hundreds of miles of 

pine windbreaks are beginning to line the highways, farm boundaries, and field 

fences. : : 

Windbreaks are good or bad depending on one's style of thinking. If one 

| thinks as a "lone wolf" they are bad, for they use up good land. Why not let 

the neighbors stop the wind? 

But if one thinks as a social animal they are good, for with too much 

wind all the land may become bad, as it did in the dust bowl. Why not help 

the neighbors stop the wind? ‘ 

If windbreaks become general, they will have a large effect on wildlife. 

Scores of species of birds and mammals will have new nesting and wintering 

cover. Those which do not want or need cover will have plenty of open 

ground left. 

How shall we reconcile this new enthusiasm toward windbreaks with the 

old hostility toward fencerows? A fencerow is a natural windbreak which 

springs up without cost. If kept under reasonable control (by cutting at 

intervals), it is nearly as effective as the artificial windbreaks which eat 

up cash and labor. Perhaps we are due for a change of attitude toward fencerows. | 

They use up land and sometimes harbor insects, but if we abolish them we lose 
our birds and increase our wind. Which horn of the dilemma do we prefer? 

He
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New Yearts Inventory 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

S OMB SUNDAY in January when the tracking is good, I like to stroll 

y over my Scres and make mental note of the birds and mammals whose 

sign ought to be there, but isn’t. One appreciates what is left only after 

realizing how much has already disappeared. 

Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for example, ought to show the mincing 

ladyslike tracks of ruffed grouse, but few do. There are a dozen counties now 

grouseless. Why? Because we failed to reserve part of the woods from grazing. 

Many Counties Are Grouseless 

Every woodlot, during winter thaws, ought to show the hurried wan- 

derings of coons emerging hungry from thedr den trees. Few do, because few 

woods have any den trees left. The hollow basswoods and white oaks which for- 

merly harbored coons have been chopped out, often by improvident coon hunters. 

The same lack of hollow trees has eliminated the flying squirrel, the screech 

owl, and the barred owl from many a woodse 

Out in the corn stubble by the marsh we should find the peculiar tap- 

dancing tracks of the prairie chicken; instead we find only the trotting-horse 

stride of a racing pheasant. Why no chickens? Because years ago we plowed up 

their booming grounds, mowed, burned or pastured their nesting cover, and then 

overshot the young in fall. Today we have a dozen chacken-less counties, and 

if fires are not checked in the peat lands, we shall end with a chickenless 

state. 

Jumping Mouse is Disappearing 

In the tussock swamp by the tamaracks we can look for a track few 

people know: the kangaroo-like springs of the jumping mouse. But if the tus- 

socks have been drained, or too hard pastured, the jumping mouse will have dis- 

appeared, to be replaced by the prosaic meadow mousee 

(more )
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In the tamaracks, if you have any, you should find the regurgitated 

2 pellets of the long-eared owl. Note well the mouse skulls: three skulls per 

pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days in the winter, 3500 mice per owl per year. 

Can you afford to let some rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch shoot him just 

for fun? Is it worth whileito keep a few tamaracks just to have owls around? 

By the river. bank, if you have one, there should be, at least at 

rare intervals, the tobogganeslide of an otter playing in the snow. Most 

Wisconsin rivers are now otterless; monotomous ribbons of mud and water. A 

single otter will travel twenty miades of river, and to the mind of the initiated 

convert that long stretch of mud and water into a personality. In England, 

otters are common, even in densely ‘Bettlea districts. Why not in Wisconsin? 

if ;
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ome Sunday in January when the tracking is good, I like to stroll over 

SS: eal wks mental note of the birds and mammals whose sign ought to 

be there, but isn't. One appreciates what is left only after realizing how 

.  tuch has already disappeared. 

Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for example, ought to show the mincing 

lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but few do. There are a dozen counties : 

now grouseless. Why? Because we failed to reserve part of the woods from 

grazing. Mewy Covcitii. Lee | FG, eeeurloug 
Every woodlot, during winter thaws, ought to show the hurried wanderings 

of coons emerging hungry from their den trees. Few do, because few woods have 

any den trees left. The hollow basswoods and white oaks which formerly 

harbored coons have been chopped out, often by improvident coon hunters. The : 

same lack of hollow trees has eliminated the flying squirrel, the screech owl, 

and the barred owl from many a woods. 

Out in the corn stubble by the marsh we should find the peculiar tap- 

dancing tracks of the prairie chicken; instead we find only the trotting-horse 

stride of a racing pheasant. Why no chickens? Because years ago we plowed 

up their booming grounds, mowed, burned or pastured their nesting cover, and 

then overshot the young in fall. Today we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 

and if fires are not checked in the peat lands, we shall end with a chickenless 

state. ee frrceg Ihe Chaks - Ato Ofyfica ceegy 

In the tussock swamp by the tamaracks we can look for a track few people 

know: the kangaroo-like springs of the jumping mouse. But if the tussocks have 

been drained, or too hard pastthpd. the jumping mouse will have disappeared, 

to be replaced by the prosaic meadow mouse.
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In the tamaracks, if you have any, you should find the regurgitated 

pellets of the long-eared owl. Note well the mouse skulls: three skulls 

per pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days in the winter, 300 mice per owl 

per year. Can you afford to let some rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch 

shoot him just for fun? Is it worth while to keep a few tamaracks just to 

have owls around? 

By the river bank, if you have one, there should be, at least at rare 

intervals, the toboggan-slide of an otter playing in the snow. Most Wisconsin 

rivers are now otterless; monotonous ribbons of md and water. A single 

otter will travel twenty miles of river, and to the mind of the initiated, : 

convert that long stretch of md and water into a personality. In England 

otters are common, even in densely settled districts. Why not in Wisconsin? 

Pt : 
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New Year's Inventory Chek Murerng F oe 

Some Sunday in January when the tracking is good, I like to stroll over 

my acres and make mental note of the birds and mammals whose sign ought to 

be there, but isn't. One appreciates what is left only after realizing how 

much has already disappeared. . : : 

Bvery large Wisconsin woodlot, for example, ought to show the mincing 

lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but few do. There are a dozen counties 

now grouseless. Why? Because we failed to reserve part of the woods from 

grazing. 

Every woodlot, during winter thaws, ought to show the hurried wanderings 

of coons emerging hungry from their den trees. Few do, because few woods have 

2 any den trees left. The hollow basswoods and white oake which formerly / 

harbored coons have been chopped out, often by improvident coon hunters. The 

: seme lack of hollow trees has eliminated the flying squirrel, the sereech owl, 

and the barred owl from many a woods. S 

Out in the corn stubble by the marsh we should find the peculiar tap- 

dancing tracks of the prairie chicken; instead we find only the trotting-horse 

etsiée of & racing pheasent. Why no chickens? Because years ago we plowed 

up their booming grounds, mowed, burned or pastured their nesting cover, and 

then overshot the young in fall. Today we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 

and if fires are not checiced in the peat lands, we shall end with s chickenless 

state. : 

In the tussock swamp by the tamaracks we can look for a track few people 

know: the kangaroo-like springs of the jumping mouse. But if the ‘nevedes have 

been drained, or too hard pastrued, the jumping mouse will have disappeared, 

to be replaced by the prosaic meadow mouse. Z
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In the tamaracks, if you have any, you should find the regurgitated 

' pellets cf the long-eared owl. Kote well the mouse skulls: three skulls 

per pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days in the winter, 300 mice per owl 

per year. Can you afford to let some rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch 

shoot him just for fun? Is it worth while to keep a few tamaracks just to 

have owls around? : 

By the river bank, if you have one, there should be, at least at rare 

intervals, the toboggan-slide of an otter playing in the snow. Most Wisconsin 

rivers are now otterless; monotonous ribbons of mud and water. A single 

otter will travel twenty miles of river, and to the mind of the initiated, 

convert that long stretch of md and water into = personality. In England 

otters are common, even in densely settled districts. Why not in Wisconsin?
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: Look for, Bands 

Dead birds which have been shot, or found killed on highways, sometimes 

bear legbands of aluminum or colored celluloid. Each band bears a mumber, 

and usually a return address. : 

Such birds haye been banded for a definite purpose. Wild birds are 

trapved. banded, and released in the hope of tracing their migration routes. _ 

; Birds raised in captivity are banded upon release in the hope of tracing their 

survival and movements. Banding also yields information on how long birds 

live, on their rate of mortality, and on the composition of populations as 

to sex and age. : 

A banded bird invariably represents a lot of work done by some scientist 

or conservation officer, but that work comes to nothing unless the finder 

reports where, when, and if possible, how the banded bird nik Killed. Banding \ 

devends for its suscess on the cooperation and good will of the public. 

This is a plea for your cooperation and good will in looking for bird bands, 

and in revorting then to the address given on the band. Most Wisconsin bands 

: are marked for return either to the Conservation Department, Madison, or to 

the U. S$. Biological Survey, Washington, D. ¢. If in doubt, send the band to 

the Conservation Department. You will receive a return report telling you 

where, when, and by whom your birds was banded. 

If you mst keep the band for a wateh-fob, do so, bt send in the mmber 

just the same, with a letter telling where and when the bird was killed. 

Here are some examples of valuable facts gleaned from banding reports. 

A farmer near Ladysmith found a banded prairie chicken dead on the road . 

in sumer. It had been danded two years before at LaCrosse, in winter. This 

: one bird answered a question which had been in dispute for years: do Wisconsin 

chickens ever migrate? fhis bird, a hen, had migrated a hundred miles. 5
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fhe farmers of the Biley Game Cooperative had been planting pheasants 

for years, bat by winter the pheasants mostly disappeared. It was supposed : 

that they moved eastward toward the Sugar Greek marshes. By banding the birds i 

and then noting where the hunters killed them, it was found that the main 

movement was westward, not eastward. ; 

é _A farmer in Sauk County trapped and banded all the chickadees which came 

to his feeding station. After a dozen had been marked, no more ummarked birds 

appeared in the trap. This gave a reliable census of the local population. x 

- ‘Next summer several marked chickadees were seen nesting nearby. This showed 

that part, at least, of the summer chickadees were yearlong residents. Wext 

: winter about half the original dogen reappeared at the feeder. This showed 

that during the year half the population either moved or died. All these 

ware new and hitherto unknown facts about chickadees. ( 

Banding, in short, enables us to see thiags in nature which ave otherwise 

invisible, even to the most skilled woodsman. To promptly report all bands j 

is one of the ways in which we can all help build a suunder imowledge of 

- wildlife, and a sounder conservation policy. : 

oH
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fst: shrubs and vines planted for wildlife cover require some fore- 

thought and care. Not as much as crops and livestock, but some nevertheless. 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. In some years mice may girdle trees; 

in open winters wandering stock may browse them; in dry, snowless winters 

frost may injure them. Nobhels Reksy Sp ere 

Rabbit trouble vegins when the <atug Yeesn have marek above snow level. 

It is much worse in cover than in the open. Any small evergreen planted in 

brushy or weedy ground is liable to be demolished by rabbits. Of the native 

evergreens, spruce, white pine, and red pine are taken in the order named. 

Jack pine is seldom and red cedar never damaged. The only defense against 

: rabbits is to surround your trees with cylinders of woven wire, or else to 

plant such large stock that the rabbits can't reach the terminal shoot. If 

wire is lacking, loose bundling with straw, weed stalks, fine brush, or 

burlap answers the same purpose. 

T have found that in underplanting woodlots it reduces rabbit damage to 

place trees away from trails. Rabbits seem to be conventional creatures; 

they hate to step off the "sidewalk." Screening trees with loose brush makes 

them less conspicuous GhiEs heak ealice oe L, 

_ The rabbit appetite for hardwoods likely to be planted as cover varies 

greatly as between species. The following seem immune to rabbits: grape, 

Virginia creeper, dogwood, hazelnut, Spirea, poplars, honeysuckles. The most 

eagerly sought hardwood is one almost exterminated from our woodlots and well 

worth reintroduction: the burning bush or wahoo. 

Mice make trouble in plantations only during years of excessive abundance. : 

- The years 1935 and 1939 were high in mice. Highs" cadanvar intervals, 

so 1943 is the next in prospect. .
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Unlike rabbit damage, which occurs above the snow, mouse damage to 

, plantations occurs only below the snow. It is further restricted to ground 

: covered with heavy grass or (less often) weeds. A heavily grassed plantation 

of small pines may be wiped out by girdling before the owner is aware of the 

damage. Mouse work can be distinguished from rabbit work by the fact that it 

is less patchy, and hence more “Eel to ny ee od stem. 2, 

Cie ae Cecbliva fier Coreragey “eee 
The best defense against mice is Cléan cultivation... This, of course, 

implies planting the trees in rows. Where you are threatened with mice but 

it is impossible or too late to cultivate, you may be able to burn off the 

grass, first thoroughly wetting down each tree with a sprinkling can. A few 

singed limbs are preferable to girdled trunks. 

All ‘eleventh hour "cures" for rodent pests are of course inferior to 

natural preventatives, chief among which is a generous stocking of hawks and 

owls. (Every owl eats from two to five mice per night, and is well worth : 

preserving as a mouser.) In the case of rabbits, the free use of beagle 

and shotgun may also qualify as natural, at least in the eye of youth. 

He 5
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Winter Care of Cover Plantings : 

Trees, shrubs and vines planted for wildlife cover require some fore- 

thought and care. Wot as much as crops and livestock, but some nevertheless. 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. In some years mice may girdle trees; 

in open winters wandering stock may browse them; in dry, snowless winters 

frost may injure then. 

Rabbit trouble begins when the young trees have emerged above snow level. 

It is mech worse in cover than in the open. Any small evergreen planted in 

brushy or weedy ground is liable to be demolished by rabbits. Of the native 

evergreens, spruce, white pine, and red pine are taken in the order named. 

Jack pine is seldom and red cedar never damaged. The only defense against 

rabbits is to surround your trees with cylinders of woven wire, or else to 

plant such large stock that the rabbits can't reach the terminal shoot. If 

wire is lacking, loose bundling with straw, weed stalks, fine brush, or 

burlap answers the same purpose. 

I have found that in underplanting woodlots it reduces rabbit damage to 

place trees away from trails. Rabbits seem to be conventional creatures; 

they hate to step off the “sidewalk.” Sereening trees with loose brush makes 

them less conspicuous and helps cut down damage. 2 

The rabbit appetite for hardwoods likely to be planted as cover varies 

greatly as between species. The following seem immmne to rabbits: grape, 

Virginia creeper, dogwood, hazelmt, Spirea, poplars, honeysuckles. The most 

eagerly sought hardwood is one almost exterminated from our woodlots and well 

worth reintroduction: the burning bush or wahoo. 

Mice make trouble in plantations only during years of excessive abundance. 

fhe years 1935 and 1939 were high in mice. “Highs ‘a intervals, 

so 1943 is the next in prospect.
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Unlike rabbit damage, which occurs above the snow, mouse damage to 

plantations occurs only below the snow. It is further restricted to ground 

covered with heavy grass or (less often) weeds. A heavily grassed plantation 

of small pines may be wiped out by girdling before the owner is aware of the 

damage. Mouse work can be distinguished from rabbit work by the fact that it 

is less patchy, and hence more likely to encirele the stem. 

The best defense against mice is clean cultivation. This, of course, 

implies planting the trees in rows. Where you are threatened with mice mt 

it is impossible or too late to cultivate, you may be able to burn off the 

grass, first thoroughly wetting down each tree with a sprinkling cam. A few 

Singed limbs are preferable to girdled trunks. 

All eleventh hour "cures" for rodent pests are of course inferior to 

natural preventatives, chief among which is a generous stocking of hawks and 

owls. (Every owl eats from two to five mice per night, and is well worth 

preserving as a mouser.) In the case of rabbits, the free use of sents 

and shotgun may also qualify as natural, at least in the eye of youth. 

Hit
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Winter Care of Cover Plantings 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin : 

an 

i REES, shrubs and vines planted for wildlife cover require some fore- 

j thought and care. Not as much as crops and livestock, but some 

nevertheless. 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. In some years mice may girdle 

trees; in open winters wandering stock may browse them; in dry, snowless wine 

ters frest may injure theme 

; Rabbits Prefer Spruce 

Rabbit trouble begins when the young trees have emerged above snow 

level. It is — worse in cover than in the opene Any small evergreen planted 

in brushy or weedy ground is liable to be demolished by rabbits. Of the native 

evergreens, spruce, white pine, and red pine are taken in the order named. 

gack pine is seldom and red cedar never damagede , ime only defense against 

rabbits is to ened bie eat theaae cylinders of woven wire, or else to 

plant such large stock that the rabbits can't reach the terminal shoot. If 

wire is lacking, loose bundling with straw, weed stalks, fine Brush, or burlap 

answers the same purposes = 

Rabbits Seek Beaten Trails 

I have found that in underplanting woodlots it reduces rabbit damage 

to place trees away from trails. Rabbits seem to be ae 

they hate to step off the "sidewalk". Screening trees with loose brush makes 

them less conspicuous and helps cut down damage. 

The rabbit appetite for hardwoods likely to be planted as cover 

varies greatly as between species. The following seem immme to rabbits: grape, 

Virginia creeper, dogwood, hazelnut, Spirea, poplars, honeysuckles. The most 

eagerly sought hardwood is one almost exterminated from our woodlots and well 

worth reintroduction: the burning bush Ss wahooe :



Mice make trouble in plentations only during years of excessive 

abundance. The years 1935 and 1939 were high in micee "Highs" occur at four- 

year intervals, so 1943 us the next in prospect. 

Unlike rabbit damage, which occurs above the snow, mouse damage to 

plantations occurs only below the snow. It is further restricted to ground 

covered with heavy grass or (less often) weeds. A heavily grassed plantation 

of unk pines may be wiped out by girdling before the ower is aware of the 

damage. Mouse work can be distinguished from rabbit work by the fact that it 

is less patchy, and kgmes more likley to encircle the stem. 

Clean Cultivation Discourages Mice 

The best defense against mice is clean cultivation. This, of course, 

implies planting the trees in rows. Where you are threatened with mice but it 

is impossible or too late to cultivate, you may be able to burn off the grass, 

first thoroughly wetting down each tree with a sprinkling can. A few singed 

limbs are preferable to | cn 

All eleventh hour “cures” for rodent pests are of course inferior to 

natural preventatives, chief among which is a generous stocking of hawks gid 

owls. (Every owl eats from two to five mice per night, and is well worth pre- 

Serving as @ mouser.) In the case of rabbits, the free use of beagle nd 

shotgun may also qualify as“natural, at ioost in the eye of youth. 

tt :
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WELD-POODS. 
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‘ Aldo Leopold 

Nearly every farming operation offers chances either to conserve 

or to destroy the wild plants on which game, fur, and feather depend for 

food. There are many of these wild plants, and each needs its own conditions 

of soil and light in order to prosper and bear fruit. Each has its own 

"customers" who like its products. 

Winter Fruits. The most dependable yielder is the wild grape. 

Some vines are male and do not bear, The fall is the time to mark the 

bearing vines. All they need is full sun and some brush to climb on. Most 

: geme and song birds relish wild grapes, both when fresh and as dried "raisins" 

in winter. 

"Wild" apples are valuable, especially to ruffed grouse, foxes, and 

deer. The fallen fruit is eaten even after it has frozen. In addition, deer 

eat the fallen leaves. 

All the haws, crabs, viburnums, dogwoods, and sumacs yield 

valuable winter fruits. All they need is protection from axe, cow, and fire. 

: Summer Fruits. All game and most song birds feed berries te their 

young. The heaviest yielder among the sumner fruits is the miberry. If you 

have none, you can make no better move for wildlife than to plant a few. They 

bear only in full sun. Mulberries near the garden help draw birds from tame 

fruits. : 

The black cherry tree, the chokecherry tush, the wild plum and the 

elder bush are all heavy yielders of summer fruit for wildlife. Protection 

from fencerow fires and highway crews will usually insure an ample supply. 

Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any fertile soil, when cultivated 

or otherwise broken up, produces weed seeds valuable as fall and winter food,
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but the kind of seed depends on the kind of soil. 

‘ Thus any marshy spot grows smartweed after cultivation. Smartweed 

seeds are relished by most game birds, including waterfowl. But marsh soils, 

if deeply burned, produce only worthless nettles or giant ragweed. 

Any upland soil, if fertile, produces foxtail or ragweed after 

cultivation, Both plants yield abundant seeds which are the staple winter 

food of quail, pheasants, Hungarian partridge, uneos, and tree sparrows. A 

supply of seeds can be insured by leaving a strip of oat stubble umplowed 

till spring, or by omitting the last cultivation on the border of a cornfield. 

Peat haymeadows surrounded by brush offer excellent winter cover 

but usually no food. A heavy crop of false climbing buckwheat can often be 

secured by lightly burning small spots in the brush. The vines climb the 

dead brush and hang their seeds out of reach of snow. Broadcast burning for 

Wuckwheat, however, is unwise, for the fire may destroy the brush cover, or 

else it may bite too deep and result in nettles. Spot burning should be 

rotated to give an anmal supply of buckwheat. 

Oak woods are sure to yield a small but highly valuable crop of 

trefoil beans (sometimes called stick-tights) provided the cattle are 

excluded. Once grazed, however, a woods loses its trefoil for five or ten 

years. Trefoil beans are the first choice of quail, pheasants, and ruffed 

grouse for a winter meal. Though carried on a slender stem, the stem is 

seldom broken down by snows. 

Insect Foods. To attract warblers to the farmyard, it is well 

to have at least one box elder tree. Box elder seems to draw the insects 

they want, much as clover draws insects for poultry.
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5 Birds Should Earn Their Keep 

In feeding birds, as in feeding folks, the first thought is to see 

that nobody goes hungry. 

Experience brings a second thought: to see that feeding does not become 

too easy for the good of the fed. ; 

The first Wisconsin game bird feeders were hoppers. The birds stood up 

to a tray and gorged. 

It is better for a bird to gorge than to starve, and hoppers are still 

recommended where the operator is unable to visit the station frequently. 

A hopper set under a roofed shelter (so as to keep ice out of the sini is 

nearly automatic, and a single filling often lasts for weeks. 

But where the operator can tend the station frequently (say twice a week) 

a hopper is far inferior to a straw bed. 

A straw bed is simplicity itself. Build a roofed shelter facing east or 

south, put straw or marsh hay on the floor, and throw shelled corn inte the g 

straw. Let the birds scratch and earn their keep. To notify the birds that 

; there is grain in the straw, lay a few cobs on it, or scatter "bait" grain 

on bare ground nearby. : 

Zuropean farmers disearded hoppers long ago, and feed mostly in straw 

beds. The exercise is good for the birds; there is mch less wastage by 

squirrels and rabbits. The only limitation on the straw-bed method is that 

fresh grain mst be added every few days. 

If you have saved the chaff from under the corn shredder, it is superior 

to straw, especially for winter songbirds. The foxtail and ragweed seeds con- 

tained in such chaff are attractive to pheasants, quail, and Hungariens as well. 

Beware of mouldy chaff; it mst usually be dried to keep well. 

Don't build your shelter too tight; it should have plenty of escape holes,
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else the birds may refuse to enter it. : : 

fhe consumption of grain from hoppers runs about as follows: 2 pounds 

per pheasant per week; 1 pound per prairie chicken per week; 3/% pound per 

_ Hungarian per cae 1/2 pound per quail per week. Rabbits and squirrels eat 

2 pounds or more per week, and squirrels may waste an almost unlimited amount 

by taking out the “hearts" of the corn. 

Soybeans, buckwheat, wheat, rye, barley and sorghum are all acceptable 

substitutes for corn. Cracked acorns are also good. 

One-half of one per cent of the corn raised on an average southern : 

Wisconsin farm will winter a good stand of wildlife. Does wildlife add one-half 

of one per cent to the satisfactions of rural living? 

Ht
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Look for Bands < 

By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 

Dead birds which have been shot, or found killed on highways, some- 

times bear leg-bands of aluminum or colored celluloid. Each band bears a num- 

ber, and usually a return address. 

Such birds have been banded for a definite purpose. Wild birds are 

trapped, banded, and released in the hope of tracing their migration routes. 

Birds raised in captivity are banded upon release in the hope of tracing their 

survival and movements. Banding also yields information on how long birds live, 

on their rate of mortality, and on the composition of populations as to sex and age. 

A banded bird invariably represents a lot of work done by some scien- 

tist or conservation officer, but that work comes to nothing unless the finder 

reports where, when, and if possible, how the banded bird was killed. Banding 

depends for its success on the cooperation and good will of the public. 

This is @ plea for your cooperation and good will in looking for 

bird bands, and in reporting them to the address given on the band. Most 

: Wisconsin bands are marked for return either to the Conservation Department, 

Madison, or to the United States Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. If in 

doubt, send the band to the Conservation Department. You will receive a re- 

turn report telling you where, when, and by whom your bird was banded. 

If you must keep the band for a watch-fob, do soy. but send in the 

number just the same, with a letter telling where and when the bird was killed. 

Here are some examples of valuable facts gleaned from banding reports. 

(more )



A farmer near Ladysmith found a banded prairie chicken dead on the 

road in summer. It had been banded two years before at LaCrosse, in winters 

This one bird answered a question which had been in dispute for years, da Wis- 

consin chickens ever migrate? This bird, a hen, had migrated a hundred miles. 

The farmers of the Riley Game Cooperative had been planting pheasants 

for years, but by winter the pheasants mostly disappeared. It was supposed that 

they moved eastward toward the Sugar Creek marshes. By banding the birds and 

then noting where the hunters killed them, it was found that the main move- 

ment was westward, not eastward. 

A farmer in Sauk county trapped ahd banded all the chickadees which 

came to his feeding station. After a dozen had been marked, no more unmarked 

birds appeared in the trap. This gave a reliable census of the local popule- 

tion. Next summer several marked chickadees were seen nesting nearby. This 

showed that part, at least, of the summer chickadees wore yearlong residents. 

Next winter about half the original dozen reappeared at the feeder. This 

showed that during the year half the population either moved or died. All 

these were new and hitherto unimown facts about chickadees. 

Banding, in short, enables us to see things in nature which are other- 

wise invisible, even to the most skilled woodeman. To promptly report all 

bends is one of the ways in which we can all help build a sounder knownedge 

of wildlife, and a sounder conservation policy. 
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Dead birds which have been shot, or found killed on highways, sometimes 

bear leg-bands of aluminum or colored celluloid. Each band bears a number, 

> and usually a return address. 

Such birds have been banded for a definite purpose. Wild birds are 

trapped, banded, and released in the hope of tracing their migration routes. 

Birds raised in captivity are banded upon release in the hope of tracing their 

; survival and movements. Banding also yields information on how long birds 

live, on their rate of mortality, and on the composition of populations as 

to sex and age. 

A banded bird invariably represents a lot of work done by some scientist 

or sicoeuel officer, but that work comes to nothing unless the finder 

reports where, when, and if possible, how the banded bird was killed. Banding 

depends for its success on the cooperation and good will of the public. 

This is a plea for your cooperation and good will in looking for bird bands, 

and in reporting them to the address given on the band. Most Wisconsin bands 

are marked for return either to the Conservation Department, Madison, or to 

the U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. If in doubt, send the band to 

the Conservation Department. You will receive a return report telling you 

where, when, and by whom your bird: was banded. 

If you mst keep the band for a watch-fob, do so, but send in the mumber 

just the same, with a letter telling where and when the bird was killed. : 

Here are some examples of valuable facts gleaned from banding reports. 

A farmer near Ladysmith found a banded prairie chicken dead on the road 

-in summer. It had been banded two years before at LaCrosse, in winter. This 

one bird answered a question which had been in dispute for years: do Wisconsin 

- chickens ever migrate? This bird, a hen, had migrated a hundred miles.
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’ The farmers of the Riley Game Cooperative had been planting pheasants 

for years, but by winter the pheasants mostly disappeared. It was supposed 

that they moved eastward toward the Sugar Creek marshes. By banding the birds 

and then noting where the hunters killed them, it was found that the main 

movement was westward, not eastward. 

A farmer in Sauk County trapped and banded all the chickadees which came 

to his feeding station. After a dozen had been marked, no more unmarked birds 

appeared in the trap. This gave a reliable census of the local population. 

. Next summer several marked chickadees were [seen nesting nearby. This showed 

that part, at least, of the summer chickadees were yearlong residents. Next 

winter about half the original dozen reappeared at the feeder. This showed 

that during the year half the population either moved or died. All these 

were new and hitherto unimown facts about chickadees. : 

Banding, in short, enables us to see things in nature which are otherwise 

invisible, even to the most skilled woodsman. To promptly report all bands 

is one of the ways in which we can all help build a suunder knowledge of 

wildlife, and a sounder conservation policy. 

it
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Wild Foods | 
by Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin 2 

Nearly every farming operation offers chances either to conserve 

or to destroy the wild plants on which game, fur, and feather depand for food. 

There are many of these wild plants, and each needs its own conditions of soil 

and light in order to propser and bear fruit. Each has its owm "customers" who 

like its products. 

Winter Fruits. The most dependable yielder is the wild grape. Some 

vines are male and do not bear. The fall is the time to mark the bearing vines. 

All they need is full sun and some brush to climb on. Most game and song birds 

relish wild grapes, both when fresh and as dried "raisins" in winter. 

"Wild" apples are valuable, especially to ruffed grouse, fozes, and ; 

deer. The fallen fruit is eaten even afi®r it has frozen. In addition, deer 

eat eho fallen leaves. : 

All the Haws, crabs, viburnums, dogwoods, and sumacs yield valuable 

winter fruits. All they need is protection from exe, cow and fire. 

Summer Fruits. All game and most song birds feed berries to their 

young. The heaviest yielder among the summer berries is the mulberry. If you ' 

; have none, you cen make no better move for wildlife than to plant a few. They 

bear only in full sun. Mulberries near the garden help draw birds from tame 

fruits. 

The black cherry tree, the chokecherry bush, the wild plum and the 

elder bush are all heavy yielders of summer fruit for wildfife. Protection 

from fencerow fires and highwey crews will usually insure an ample supply. 

Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any fertile soil, when cultivated or 

otherwise broken up, produces weed seeds valuable as fall and winter food, but 

the kind of seed depends on the kind of soil. 

(more )
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: Thus any marshy spot grows smartweed after cultivation. Smartweed 

seeds are relished by most game birds, including waterfowl. But marsh soils, 

if deeply burned, produce only worthless nettles or giant ragweed. : 

Any uplend soil, if fertile, produces foxtail or ragweed after cul- 

tivation. Both plants yield abundant seeds which are the staple winter food 

' of quail, pheasants, Hungarian partridge, juncos, and tree sparrows. A supply 

of seeds can be insured by leaving a strip of oat stubble unplowed till spring, 

or by omitting the last cultivation on the border of a cornfield. 

Peat haymeadows surrounded by brush offer excellent winter ws 

but usually no food. A heavy crop of false erage eaceata can often be 

secured hy lightly burning small spots in the brush. The vines climb the 

dead brush and hang their seeds out of reach of snow. Broadcast burning for 

buckwheat, however, is unwise, for the fire may destroy the brush cover, or 

else it may bite too deep and result in nettles. Spot burning should be ro- 

tated to give an annual supply of buckwheat. : 

Oak woods are sure to yield a small but highly valuable crop of tre- : 

foil beans (sometimes called $tick-tights ) provided the cattle are excluded. 

Once grazed, however, a woods loses its trefoil for five or ten years. Tre- 

foil beans are the first choice of quail, pheasants, and ruffed frouse for a’ ~ 

winter meal. Though carried on a slender stem, the stem is seldom broken 

down by snows. 

Insect Foods. To attract warblers to the farmyard, it is well to 

have at least one box elder tree. Box elder seems to draw the insects they 

want, much as clover draws insects for poultry. 

' : # 
copied Octoner 27, 1939
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= The Havic and Owl Question 
: Aldo Leopold : 

There is an old saying that the only good hawk is a desi one, but 

the more this attitude is examined in the light of science, the less truth 

is found in it. 

All hawks and owls eat what they can catch, but few can catch healthy 

game or grown poultry. Of the six common kinds of hawks and five common 

owls, only four ordinarily catch game or poultry. The rest do not “abstain,® 

- they < simply unable te connect. 411 kinds live principally on nice, 

govhers, rabbits, reptiles, smail birds, snd other abundant food. 

It has become customary to say that horned owls, Gooper*s hawks, and : 

sharpshin hawks are bad, the rest sre beneficial. This implies that the 

countryside would be better off without these three “bad" kinds. I+ is 

certain that the countryside would be worse off without them, for the sane 

skill and speed which enable them to do damage make them especially effective g 

as cheeks on small animals. Much the best rule of action is to aot any 

hawk or owl actually caught doing damage, but no other. 

Hawke and owls, during the nesting season, are intense devotees of ee 

"private property"; they tolerate no trespass by others of their kind. It 

is a sad thing te see a farmer shoot on suspicion a horned owl that has been 

doing him no harm, thereby opening the woodlet te another thatmay promptly 

invade his povltry pen. Individual hawks and owls differ in their habits, 

and a form inhabited by individuals which do not have the poultry habit is 

automatically protected, during much of the year, against those that do. 

The old belief that abundent game can be had only by shooting off the 

hawks and owls has been thoroughly discredited. They eat game, to be sure, _
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but they are ordinarily able to cateh only the excess above what the cover 

Can carry. Such excess game is constantly built up by natural increase. 

Moderate preying on game has no more effect on next year's game population 

. than moderate shooting does. On the other hand the total ronoval of hawks 

and owls exposes game to keener competition from rodents which eat, in 2 

general, the same foods. This university has four jinn areas where 

the stand of game has been built up to high levels solely by improving food ; 

b and cover. fio hawk or owl has ever been shot on then, tat game Wilds up 

year after year to as high a level as the food and cover allow. These areas — 

are living proof that to remove hanks and owls for the protection of wild 

“geome 18 unnecessary. z 
| Ze 

bie
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= = . Planting Pheasants 

a a ; # fy Aldo Leopold ag Ty oe tA sPitee 

7 

[Planting pheasants, like planting seed, may yield a good crop or none 

at all, depending on the skill and care used. Much is known about how to 

raise pheasants; little about how to plant them for high survival. 

First of all, the planting stock must be right. Pheasants less than 8 

weeks old seldom survive, and from then on survival gets detter with age, up 

to full maturity. Under-developed pheasants survive poorly at amy age. An 

S-week-old cock should, if well developed, weigh 14 ounces. Pheasants which 

have learned foraging in roomy pens survive better than those from crowded ones. 

Second, the method of planting mst be right. Pheasants which learn to 

wander gradually from the pen "go wild" better than those dumped suddenly and 

violently from pen to covert. Violent releases are known to lose weight, and 

if this loss is severe the bird may die. : 

Third, the range mst be right if the planting is to "stay put." It is 

hard to hold pheasants on bare uplands, especially after frost and shooting : 

begins. The better the food and cover and the lower the land, the easier it 

is to hold birds through the fall and winter. In really severe winters it 

is impossible to hold pheasants except on bushy marsh, that is, marsh containing 

spots where willows and dogwoods have gone ungrazed and unburned. 

Farms which lose their pheasants in winter because they lack marsh cover 

may regain them in spring, especially if there are fencerows, ungrazed woods, 

and grassy corners suitable for nesting. Such summer ranges mst depend on 

5 some neighbor within 3 miles furnishing the winter marsh. Returns from banded : 

pheasants show that the birds travel at least that a to get to good winter 

range. : :
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: Shooting hastens the downhill movement in fall. The farmer may reduce 

the shooting exodus by shooting only in moderation, by keeping both dogs and 

guns out of the best spots of cover, and by feeding in those spots. For such 

"bait" feeding, patches of standing grain are best. Corn, sweet corn, buckwheat, 

and sunflowers are good "baits" to hold fall birds. : 

On range already well stocked with wild pheasants, it is doubtful if mech 

is siieol by planting more. Artificially reared birds are at first excluded 

from wild pheasant "society," as shown by the fact that marked plantings do 

not at first appear in wild flecks. They are pushed out, and if the wild birds 

are abundant, the artificial birds may be pushed off the farm. 

If in doubt about the survival of your artificially reared pheasants, 

why not band them and see how many show up in the bag this fall, and where? 

You may have a surprise coming. By using colored bands, you can follow the 

dispersal from the planting spot. By weighing the bagged birds, you can also 

see whether your artificially reared birds have developed as well as the wild 

ones. There are no universal rules for pheasant management, and each landholder 

will do well to study his own problems. Banding is one of the surest and 

easiest ways to find the facts. 5 

THRE
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Planting Phoasants ; 2 

ES Aldo Leopold : 

Planting pheasants, like planting seed, may yield a good ¢rop or none 

at all, depending on the skill and care used. Much is known about how te 

raise pheasants; little about how to plant them for high survival. 

First of all, the planting stock mst be right. Pheasants less then 8 

weeks old seldom survive, and from then on survival gets better with age, up 

to full maturity. Under-developed pheasants survive poorly at any age. An 

S-week-old cock should, if well developed, weigh 14 ounces. Pheasants which 

ton learned foraging in roomy pens survive better than those from crowded ones. 

: Second, the method of planting mst be right. Pheasants which learn to 

wander gradually from the pen "go wild" better than those dumped suddenly and 

violently from pen to covert. Violent releases are known to lose weight, and 

‘ if this loss is severe the bird may die. 

Third, the range must be right if the planting is to "stay pnt.” It is 

hard to hold pheasants on bare uplands, especially after frost and shooting 

begins. The better the food and cover and the lower the land, the easier it 

= is to hold birds through the fall and winter. In really severe winters it : 

is impossible te hold pheasants except on bushy marsh, that is, marsh containing 

spots where willows and dogwoods have gone ungraged and unburned. 

Farms which lose their phoasants in winter because they lack marsh cover : 

may regain them in spring, especially if there are fencerows, ungraged woods, 

and grassy corners suitable for nesting. Such summer ranges mst depend on 

"some neighbor within 3 miles furnishing the winter marsh. Returns from banded 

pheasants show that the birds travel at least that far to get to good winter 

range. - :
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Shooting hastens the downhill movement in fall. The farmer may reduce 

tae tetas exodus by shooting only in moderation, by keeping both dogs and 

‘a out of the best spots of cover, and by feeding in those spots. For such 

"bait" feeding, patches of standing grain are best. Corn, sweet corn, buckwheat, 

and sunflowers are good "baits" to hold fall birds. 

On range already well stocked with wild pheasants, it is doubtful if mech 

is gained by planting more. Artificially reared birds are at first excluded 

from wild pheasant "society," as shown by the fact that marked plantings do 

not at first appear in wild flecks. They are pushed out, and if the wild birds 

are abundant, the artificial birds may be pushed off the farm. 

If in doubt about the survival of your artificially reared pheasants, 

why not band them and see how many show up in the bag this fall, and where? 

You may have a surprise coming. By using colored bands, you can follow the 

dispersal from the planting spot. By weighing the bagged birds, you can also 

see whether your artificially reared birds have developed as well as the wild 

ones. There are no universal rules for pheasant management, and each landholder 

will do well to study his own problems. Banding is one of the surest and : 

easiest ways to find the facts. ; 

: Hee



Se. Mr. Jorns - for information 

: February 23, 1939 ; 

Profs. 3. A. Wilde i 
FP. B. Trenk 
G. W. Longenecker 

Gentlemen: 

I am writing a series of short articles on wildlife ; 
conservation for the issusie corner For the 
April issue a proposed story p arian arhae. © Ears s attached. 
I would appreciate your comment, if any, on the technical correct- 
ness of this story. 

You will notice that I have not told the reader where to 
get evergreens. I thought I had better dodge this because it involves 
the old dispute between public and private mrseries. 

: If you have any use for a short statement of this kind, 
Mr. MeIntyre; the editor, supplies me with quantities of reprints 
(see sample enclosed), and I would be glad to supply you with some 
for answering correspondence. 

} Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management 
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Planting Evergreens. 

Aldo Leopold 

Young evergreens furnish more shelter per square rod, for a 

greater variety of wildlife, than any other vegetation. The farmer who 

wants to hold his birds in winter, but has only a few odd corners to 

devote to cover, will do well to plant evergreens on then. 

It takes five years, however, for a plantation to become useful 

as wildlife cover. Failure is probable if maintenance is neglected, or 

if the kind of evergreen does not fit the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, 1.e., any soil which will grow alfalfa or 

clover without liming, I recommend red cedar, creeping juniper, Austrian 

pine, or white cedar. On acid soil use white pine, white spruce, or 

Norway spruce for moist situations; red pine, jack pine, or Scotch pine 

for dry situations. White pine or spruces do best in partial shade. Red 

pine and jack pine tolerate little or no shade. If in doubt about what : 

kind of evergreen to plant, select the kind native to the locality. 

Use nothing smaller than "2-2" stock, i.e., four-year-old trees 

which have grown two years in the seedbed and two years in the transplant 

bed. In heavy grass or where rabbits are thick, even larger stock is 

desirable. White pines and spruces may be wiped out by rabbits unless the 

stock is large onough for the tip to be out of reach. Red cedar is 

rabbit-proof; jack pine is proof against ecottontails but not snowshoes. 

If you mst use stock smaller than 2-2, put it in the garden 

and let it grow until at least a foot high. 

If you plant white pine, make sure your farm is free of goose- 

berries and currants which carry the white pine blister rust disease.
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the worst enemy of evergreen plantings is grass. If the planting 

site is sodded, I advise clean cultivation for a space of six feet from 

each tree before planting, and for two years afterward. If the site is in 

herbs or weeds, I am not sure that clean cultivation is desirable. Herd 

growth and shrubs, if not too thick, are better for evergreens than bare 

ground. 

Do not mich on ground which contains vestiges of grass; the mich 

will soon be a sod. 

Land flooded by overflows is not suitable for evergreens. White 

pine and spruces tolerate short periods of flooding, tt none of the other 

pines do. 

All plantings in pastures must be fenced, with the possible exception 

of red cedar. It resists grazing, but may be destroyed by rubbing. : 

fo make evergreens valuable to wildlife, the design and location of 

the plantings is important. Cold windy locations are not worth planting. If 

you heve a warm south-facing bank, use overgreens as a windbresk to make it 

warmer. Clumps or lines of evergreens connecting marsh or woodlet cover with 

feeding grounds are desirable. Clueps or lines of evergreens are often a 

successful means of leading wildlife to a feeding station in the farmyard. 

: RBvergreens planted for wildlife showld not be pruned. Their value 

as winter cover lies in the low-hanging branches which sweep the ground, As 

the trees grow older these low branches die, and should be replaced by a new 

planting of young trees. 

Nearly all wildlife species which winter in Wisconsin make use of 

evergreens. Pheasants, quail, and Hungarian partridges resort to then during 

bliggards. Cardinals, chicadees, junces, tree sparrows, bluejays, cedar wax- 
wings, and redpolls can be held without them, tut they winter in greater mmbers 
where evergreens occur. Long-eared owls, evening grosbeaks, crossbills, and 
pine siskins seldom winter where evergreens are absent. Wintering bluebiris 
and robins are especially attracted by red cedar berries; crossbills by 
pine or spruce cones. 

a
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Planting Bvergreens 
Aldo Leopold 

Young evergreens furnish more shelter per square rod, for a greater 

variety of wildlife, than any other vegetation. The farmer who wants to 

hold his birds in winter, but has only a few odd corners to devote to cover, 

will do well to plant evergreens on them. 

It takes five years, however, for small evergreens to reach a size 

useful as wildlife cover. Failure is probable if maintenance is neglected, 

or if the kind of evergreen does not fit the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, i.e., any soil which will grow alfalfa or clover 

without liming, I recommend red cedar and creeping juniper for dry locations, 

white cedar for moist locations. On acid soil use white pine, white spruce, 

or Norway spruce for moist situations; red (Norway) pine, jack pine, or 

Scotch pine for dry situations. White pine, spruces, and white cedar do 

vest in partial shade. Red pine and jack pine tolerate little or no shade. 

If in doubt about what kind of evergreen to plant, select the kind native 

to the locality. 

Use nothing smaller than 2-2 stock, i.e., four-year-old trees which have 

grown two years in the seedbed and two years in the transplant ded. In 

heavy grass or where rabbits are thick, even larger stock is desirable. White 

pines and spruces may be wiped out by rabbits unless the stock is large enough 

for the tip to be out of reach. Red cedar is rabbit-proof; jack pine is proof 

against cottontails, but not snowshoes. 

If you must use stock smaller than 2-2, put it in the garden and let it 

grow until at least a foot high. 

If you plant white pine, make sure your farm is free of gooseberriecs
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and currants which carry the white pine blister rust disease. Do not plant 

red cedar near apples. These two species share a rust disease which may 

destroy both. 

The worst enemy of evergreen plantings is grass. If the planting site 

is sodded, I advise clean cultivation for a space of 3 feet from each tree 

before planting, and for two years afterward. Herbs or weeds, if not too rank, 

do no harm, and in the case of the shade-tolerant evergreens, may be beneficial. 

On ground which contains vestiges of grass, especially quack, do not mulch, 

or else mich heavily. A light mulch merely protects the grass while it forms 

a sod. 

Land frequently flooded by overflows is not suitable for planting evergreens. 

White pine, spruces, and white cedar tolerate short periods of flooding, but 

the other pines do not, especially if flooded in summer. 

All plantings in pastures mst be fenced, with the possible exception of 

red cedar. Red cedar resists grazing, but may be destroyed by rubbing. 

To make evergreens valuable to wildlife, the design and location of the 

plantings is important. Cold windy locations are not worth planting. If you 

have a warm south-facing bank, use evergreens as a windbreak to make it warmer. 

On such banks the drouth resistant species like red cedar, creeping juniper, 

red pine, or jack pine are best. Clumps or lines of evergreens connecting 

marsh or woodlot cover with feeding grounds are desirable. Clumps or lines 

of evergreens are often a successful means of leading wildlife to a feeding 

station in the farmyard. 

Bvergreens planted for wildlife should not be pruned. Their value as 

winter cover lies in the low-hanging branches which sweep the ground. As the 

trees grow older these low branches die, and should be replaced by a new 

planting of young trees.
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Nearly all wildlife species which winter in Wisconsin make use of 

evergreens. Pheasants, quail, and Hungarian partridges resort to then 

@uring blizzards. Cardinals, chieadees, juncos, tree sparrows, bluejays, 

cedar waxwings, and redpolls can be held without them, but they winter in 

greater numbers where evergreens occur, Long-eared owls, evening grosbeaks, 

crossbills, and pine siskins seldom winter where evergreens are absent. 

Wintering bluebirds and robins are especially attracted by red cedar berries; 

erossbills by pine or spruce cones. 

There are localities in Wisconsin where no evergreen will fit. Thus 

there are soils too limey for the acid-loving species, too near apples to risk 

red cedar, and too dry for white cedar. In such localities it is better to 

use grape tangles for wildlife cover, rather than attempt evergreens. 

tit
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‘ Yo Burn or Not to Burn 

"Shall we fire the marsh?" This is a question which faces the owner 

of marshlands, especially in the spring following a wet year like 1938. : 

i In wet years marsh hay is likely to be left uncut, and hence mst be burned 

off if the mower is to be used the following sumer. 

; : Burning does not hurt a marsh if the soil is wet, and if infrequent 

enough so that the bushes resprout. But burning which consumes the peat soil 

is ruinous to all living things. Even light burning, if repeated anmally, 

gradually kills all bushy growths, and when the bushes are gone the marsh 

loses its cover value for birds during deep snows. In hard winters like 

1935-1936 quail and pheasants survived only in tushy marshes with feed nearby. 

All other growths were squashed and buried by snow. 

The farmer who prizes his game birds should therefore be careful to 

keep part of his marsh in bushy growths of dogwood, willow, or alder. If he 

mst burn, he should confine the fire to the area to be cut for hay, keeping 

it out of the area to be left as bush cover. The burning and grazing of marsh 

cover is subtracting from Wisconsin's game bird supply faster than the State 

Game Farm is adding to it. 

. Here is an actual case: In 1933 I met a farmer burning a peat pothole 

"to get rid of the ragweeds." I asked if he had burned before. Yes, he burned 

every year. I persuaded him that perhaps fire was the cause of the ragweeds. 

He agreed to try the idea, and has not burned since. By 1937 the ragweeds had 

@isappeared, having been replaced by aster, goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. - 

A feeding station was maintained in this pothole every winter. While it was 

still in ragweed (the giant variety), not a bird could be persuaded to use 

the station. As the more varied vegetation gained a foothold, the game population 

(more)
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began to build up. Last winter this S-acre pothole carried 28 pheasants, 

20 Hungarian partridges, and 21 cottontails. 

Marsh wildflowers as well as marsh game birds suffer from teo mech fire. 

Most of the ladyslippers, pitcher plants, ani other bog flowers thrive only 

under the shade of tamaracks. Repeated marsh fires push back the tamaracks 

until they disappear. Some ladyslippers require live sphagnum moss to grow in, 

and hence are destroyed by fire. Most Wisconsin marshes have already lost 

all their tamaracks, and with them most of their bog flowers, through the 

combined action of fire and graging. 

Curiously enough, some birds require freshly burned marsh for nesting 

: and Seating» The Brewers blackbird, for example, nests in Wisconsin only 

in freshly burned cattails. Jacksnipe and geese like a burned marsh for 

- feeding during the spring migration. A few valuable bird foods, especially 

: the false climbing buckwheat, are greatly increased after light-burning a 

peat marsh. Needless to say, if fire is to be used at all it should be used 

early, before nests are built, and in no case should a marsh be burned deeply 

ie or without being sure of where and how fire will help. There is truth in 

the old saying: "Fire is a good servant but a bad master."
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OU. 
Planting Evergreens / 

by Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin \ 

Y OUNG evergreens furnish more shelter per square rod, for a greater 

variety of wildlife, than any other vegetation. The farmer who 

wants to hold his birds in winter, but has only a few odd corners to devote to 

cover, will do well to plant evergreens on them. 

It takes five years, however, for small evergreens to reach a size 

useful as wildlife cover. Failure is probable if maintenance is neglected, 

or if the kind of evergreen does not fit the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, i.e., any soil which will grow alfalfa or clover 

without liming, I recommend red cedar and creeping juniper for dry locations, 

white cedar for moist locations. On acid soil use white pine, white spruce, 

or Norway spruce for moist situations; red (Norway) pine, jack pine, or Scotch 

pine for dry situations. 

What Evergreens for Shade 

White pine, spruces, and white cedar do best in partial shade. Red 

pine and jack pine tolerate little or no shade. If in doubt about what kind : 

: of evergreen to plant, select the kind native to the locality. 

Use nothing smaller than 2-2 stock, i.e., four-year-old trees which 

have grown two years inthe seedbed and two years in the transplant bed. In 

heavy grass or where rabbits are thick, even larger stock is desirable. White 

pines and spruces may be wiped out by rabbits unless the stock is large enough 

for the tip to be out of reach. Red cedar is rabbit-proof; jack pine is proof 

against cottontails, but not snowshoes. 

If you must use stock smaller than 2-2, put it in the garden and let 

it grow until at least a foot high.
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Grass and Evergreen Plantings Compete 

If you plant white pine, make sure your farm is free of gooseberries 

and currants which carry the white pine blister disease. Yo not plant red 

cedar near apples. These two species share a rust disease which may destroy both. 

The worst enemy of evergreen plantings is grass. If the planting site 

is sodded, I advise clean cultivation for a space of 3 feet from each tree 

before planting, and for two years afterward. Herbs or weeds, if not too rank, 

do no harm, and in the case of the shade-tolerant evergreens, may be beneficial. 

On ground which contains vestiges of grass, especially quack, do not 

mulch or else mulch heavily. A light mulch merely protects the grass while 

it forms a sod. 

Land frequently flooded by overflow is not suitable for planting 

evergreens. White pine, spruces, and white cedar tolerate short periods of 

flooding, but the other pines do not, especially if flooded in summer. 

Red Cedar Resists Grazing 

All plantings in pastures must be fenced, with the possible excep- 

tion of red cedar. Red cedar resists grazing, but may be destroyed by running. 

To make evergreens valuable to wildlife, the design and location of 

the plantings is important. Cold windy locations are not worth plenting. If 

you have a warm south-facing bank, use evergreens as a windbreak to make it 

warmer. On such banks the drouth resistant species like red cedar, creedping 

juniper, red pine, or jack pine are best. Clumps or lines of evergreens con- 

necting marsh or woodlot Gover with feeding grounds are desirable. Clumps or 

lines of evergreens are often a successful means of leading wildlife to a feed- 

ing station in the farmyard. 

Evergreens planted for wildlife should not be pruned. Their value 

as winter cover lies in the low-hanging branches which sweep the ground. As 

the trees grow older these low branches die, and should be replaced by a new 

planting of young trees. —_,
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Birds Enjoy Evergreens 

Nearly all wildlife species which winter in Wisconsin make use of 

evergreens. Pheasants » quail, and Hungarian partridges resort to them during 

blizzards. Cardinals, chicadees, juncos, tree sparrows, bluejays, cedar wax- 

wings, and redpolls can be held without them, but they winter in greater num- 

bers where evergreens occur. Long-eared owls, evening grosbeaks, crossbills, 

and pine siskins seldom winter where evergreens are absent., Wintering blue- 

birds and robins are especially attracted by red cedar berries; crossbills by 

pine or spruce cones. 

There are localities in Wisconsin where no evergreen will fit. Thus 

there are soils too limey for the acid-loving species, too near apples to risk 

red cedar, and too dry for white cedar. In such localities it is better to use 

grape tangles for wildlife cover, rather than to attempt evergreens. 

Hit
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. fo Burn or Not to Burn = ; 
By, @bte Le  Uneepagets of 1 Blot 

"Shall we fire the marsh?" This is a aibiiien which faces the owner 

. of marshlands, especially in the spring following a wet year like 1938. . 

In wet years marsh hay is likely to be left uncut, and hence mst be burned . 

off if the mower is to be used the following summer. 

Burning does not hurt a marsh if the soil is wet, and if infrequent 

enough so that the bushes resprout. But burning which consumes the peat soil 

is ruinous to all living things. Even light burning, if repeated annually, 

gradually kills all bushy growths, and when the bushes are gone the marsh 

loses its cover value for birds during deep snows. In hard winters like 

é 1935-1936 quail and pheasants survived only in bushy marshes with feed nearby. 

All other growths were squashed and buried by snow. __ Bud bs 

The farmer whe Setees his in birds wheats sanatooe be careful ae: 

keep part of ‘his marsh in bushy growths of dogwood, willow, or alder. If he 

_ must burn, he should confine the fire to the area to be cut for hay, keeping 

} it out of the area to be left aé bush cover. The burning and grazing of marsh 

; cover is subtracting from Wisconsin's game bird supply faster than the State 

Game Farm is adding to it. 

i Here is an actual cease: In 1933 I met a farmer burning a peat pothole 

| "to get rid of the hee I asked if he had burned before. Yes, he burned 

every year. I persuaded him that perhaps fire was the cause of the regweeds. 

He agreed to try the idea, end has uae burned since. By 1937 the ragweeds had 

disappeared, having been replaced by aster, goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. 

A feeding station was maintained in this pothole every winter. While it was 

still in ragweed (the giant variety), not a bird could be persuaded to use 

the station. As the more varied vegetation gained a foothold, the game population 

: : : (more)
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began to build up. Last winter this S-acre pothole carried 28 pheasants, 

20 Hungarian partridges, and 21 cottontails. _  — 

Marsh wildflowers as’ well Sa Gane Virds suffer from too mech fire. 

Most of the ladyslippers, pitcher plants, and other bog flowers thrive only 

under the shade of tamaraeks « Repeated marsh fires push back the tamaracks 

until they disappear. Some ladyslippers require live sphegmum moss to grow in, 

and hence are destroyed es fire. Most Wisconsin marshes have already lost 

all their tamaracks, and with them most of their bog flowers, through the 

combined action of fire and grazing. b 

Curiously enough, some birds require freshly burned marsh for nesting 

5 and feeding. The Brewers blackbird, for cents: nests in Wisconsin only 

in freshly burned cattails. Jacksnipe and geese like a burned marsh for 

feeding during the spring migration. A few valuable bird foods, especially 

the false climbing buckwheat, are greatly eat guaak after light-burning a ‘ 

peat marsh. Needless to say, if fire is to be used at all it should be ened 

early, before nests are built, and in no case should a marsh be burned deeply 

or without being sure of where and how fire will help. There is truth in 

the old saying: "Fire is a good servant but a bad master."
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YeO. LYVI, Mo2 wt” 
The Farm Pond 

In the dust bowl thousands of artificial ponds are being built, with 

government help, by farmers who learned during the drouth to appreciate 

water. Some day Dakota may build as many ponds as Wisconsin has drained. 

The farm pond has many uses: stock water, muskrats, pan fish, water 

lilies, and last but not least, waterfowl. 

Jack Miner, an Ontario farmer, had a small pond behind his barn. Like 

most ponds, it was duckless, having been "burnt out" by too mch shooting. 

Jack Miner quit shooting, put out some live decoys and grain. A few wild 

birds began to Avep tn: Within a decade ten thousand Canada geese were 

visiting his refuge each spring and fall. So spectacular a success is, of 

course, not to be had by all, tut any pond, even if temporary, can attract 

at least a few interesting waterfowl. The time to start is spring. 

. The first essential is to exclude all shooting. As soon as the ice 

breaks, put in a few live decoys, preferably of pinioned wild stock, and 

some feed, preferably corn. It is illegal to use either live decoys or : 

grain bait on a shooting pond, but on a refuge they are both legal and proper. 

Avoid too many decoys; they roil the water. If crows and blackbirds are bad, 

put the feed on a shallow bar under water. If you have no bar, build one : 

by hauling gravel on the ice. If carp prevent placing the feed in the water, 

. feed on an open beach. Diving ducks like bluebill and redhead, however, will 

not readily find grain unless it is in the water. 

Once the ducks start to use your pond, both the numbers and kinds will 

inerease as long as protection is maintained. ‘Some kinds, notably bluewinged 

teal and mallards, may be induced to stay and nest, especially if a marshy 

shoreline is fenced against cattle. A protected marshy shore may also attract 

rails, grebes, coots, gallinules, and bitterns.
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One of vedere difficult feats is to induce wood ducks to nest in 

a box. The box is attached to a tree on the wooded banks of a pond or creek. 

I will supply box designs if you think you have wood ducks and a suitable 

location for them. 

For the greatest variety of bird life, part of the shoreline mst be 

bare of cover. Shorebirds, geese, and most ducks like to loaf where they can ; 

‘see in all directions. The ideal pond has part of its shoreline in pasture 

and part in ungrazed marsh and woods. 

Kingfishers and terns add greatly to the summer bird life of a pond. 

fo attract kingfishers, plant a few dead snags with limbs overhanging the 

water, and leave a steep bank in the nearest gravel-pit for the birds to 

. excavate their nest. ‘Such a bank will give you hundreds of nesting swallows 

asa "dividend." To attract terns, build a raft and anchor it in the middle 

of the pond. Such a safe loafing place is infallible bait for terns and 

perhaps galls. 

To merely attract birds is only half the game. The next thing is to 

distinguish the various kinds, to learn the habits, calls and plumages of 

each, where they come from and where they go. Some of your callers will be 

on their way from Carolina to Saskatchewan; others from Patagonia to the 

Arctic seas. All they ask of you is something to eat and a safe place to wet 

their feet.



The copy(below) is to be set up under cut. 
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The solid rising lines are the reproductive gains each summers; 

the dotted descending lines are the winter losses. The horizontal line 

(300 quail) is the carrying capacity of this ares,
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_ August Hints for tig Secatt Soanaheasioudat 

The University of Wisconsin is trying to find ways to build up game, 

fur, songbirds and wildflowers on Wisconsin farms. This column describes 

practices which have been sate and found successful. 

* oe eR me 

: * Wild trape tangles furnish good winter cover on very little land, j 

in very little time. August is a good month to start grape tangles. 

First select the location. Find a south-facing bank, or other sunny 

spot protected from winter winds. Look for grapes hanging in a tree or ae 

sprawling in the grass. 

: If the grape is in a tree and the tree can be spared, fell it but do 

not cut the grape. Leave the stump high and leave the butt resting on it. 

The vine will crawl all over the down tree and make a good cover. 

If the grape is sprawling on the ground, build a "tepee" frame over it, 

using stout durable poles. Get some discarded barbed wire or hogwire from 

the dump and wrap it around the tepee. Lift the vine from the ground and 

tie it to the frame. In one year you will have a usable cover, in two 

years a perfect one. Quail, cardinals, tree sparrows, and ruffed grouse : 

especially like grape tangles; pheasants also use them. 

. The tangle mst be in full sunlight, else the vine will not grow 

vigorously. If in pasture, the tangle mst be fenced. A location near corn : 

& ee food-bearing weeds is best. Brushy fencerows leading out from the tangle 

‘help the birds get back and forth from feed. 

Such a tangle is an excellent location for a winter feeding station. 

Leave some cornshocks nearby, or put a hopper under the vine. 

Drawings: Tree tangle. ; 3 
Tepee tangle.



Aldo Leopold 

This spring I have found five going nests of Horned Owls. Some of them I 

have visited several times since the owlets hatched in March. At each visit the 

: evidence of what the owls were eating was spread plain upon the ground under the 

nest: gobs of fur and bones representing the regurgitated residues of midnight 

meals. The contents of these pellets consisted, with monotonous regilarity; of 

rabbit and mouse, mouse and rabbit. 

Anybody with intelligence enough to read the contents of a shotgun shell could 

‘read the contents of these pellets, and realize that they constituted a complete 

and faithful record of the diet of these owls. Yet those who stuff shells into 

shotguns seem to close their eyes to the contents of owl pellets, for during the | 

past week three of my five nests have been "shot-up". Bluebottles buzz over the 

decaying owlets, a fresh empty shell case lies on the dead leaves among the vellets 

of its victim. s : 

Doubtless the animal "pest hunts" conducted by local sportsmen's associations : 

account for the loss of these nests. 

g ee ee . * 

At a Wisconsin fish hatchery a fish warden recently told with pride that — 

600 kingfishers had been shot during the past year to protect the young fish in 

the hatchery ponds. The kill of kingfishers at hatcheries might easily acomnt for 

: the growing scarcity of these birds on Wisconsin strems and ponds. 

-* ee 

In the course of ten days' travel in the field during Avril, mostly in marshes, 

I sow a total of three great blue herons. Ten members of the Kumlien Orni tholegical
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Club saw less than one blue heron each during April, 1941. My notes show that 

the average April dey five years ago, in the same marshes, showed more herons 

than a whole month shows now. It is an open secret that blue herons, like king- 

fishers, are proscribed by the vermin control organization which demand sport-at- 

any price. Shooting up rookeries is the sccepted method for heron control, and , 

s heron rookeries grow fewer and smaller year by year. 

‘ ‘ ee eH 

How long shall we apply the name "“eonservation" to a system which attempts 

to replenish game and fish by stripping ‘a landse=pe of owls, hawks, kingfishers, 

and herons? How long will those who want all kinds of wildlife turn the other 

che-k also to those who want only one kind? ow soon will the sportsman find out 

y that the réeson for gameless coverts aad fishless streams is not owls and herons, 

but rather overgrazing, over cutting, eresion, and drainage? That the remedy lies 

not in pest-hunts, but in a system of agriculture which is tolerant and friendly 

toward wild as well as tame plants and animals? ‘ 

e :
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z Reprints From Fall Issues Of 

‘WISCONSIN 

and FARMER 
Racine, Wisconsin 

3 ° Hungarians, but the danger is that which they “rustle” for themselves. = j 5 e spreading will cease in bad weather It takes a tenth of an acre of corn a \\_A A : when the birds need it most. to support a good stand of game on 
My omervation . ON the farm fae poorest way to feed is to foree @ Wisconsin farm. 

a the birds to visit the barnyard. Dogs * 
Se a Re EST ES cen Rte eRe, eee ON re ee ee ee and cats harass the birds. In quail Substitutes or Corn 

5 ie ‘ this may be fatal, especially if the Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail =r a pees me ae if. caaily Grebe Tengles covey fails to reassemble before and ragweed seeds gathered under 
provided but cover is often scarce, A grape tangle can be grown in a night. the shredder are all good winter food. 
This tells how winter cover may be ‘ingle season, and will house more How Much? Weed seeds must be dried, else they 
improved. game per square rod than any other ee peal eras are best fed 

: - i . cover. = = In a hard winter a quail eats half a 1m shocks or stacks. ~ ae tae ne One way to build a tangle is to pound of corn per week, a Hungarian Winter feeding is good for people will not bury it, and thick enough to find a tree with 2 yinerie ts tom, Fell three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant as well as.birds. It is no small satis- protect birds from weather and ‘he tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave oy prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- faction, when blizzards howl, to know enemies oe es bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. that your birds have fuel in their : on it. ie is i i =a Young evergreens, grape tangles, (eee dace wae eae This is over and above the wild foods stoves—Aldo Leopold. 
and bushy marsh are the three kinds Another way is to find a grape tangle | : i 
of cover dependable in all weathers. sprawling on the ground. Build over ‘ 2 AF a ea oe 

it a “teepee” of stout durable poles. + righ ho ian (Ae RK Pair + \ 
Bushy Marah Wrap the teepee with discarded wire. — a o — had a HER a A 

Nothing excels a bushy marsh as Pick up the vines from the ground Wee Ghote era fo indf- feqeeel winter cover, especially for pheasants and lace them into the superstructure. ay i}, i eee ee rt te, y Ra age = 
and quail. After snow and ice have The vine soon covers the whole struc- ile fie ty I, * ay 4 BASEL a” 
flattened down all grass and weeds, ture with dense growth. See ee SH i NY gh a 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, ee AS age oN eo is 
red dogwood, and alder are good must be in full sunlight. They must ae ae ae Pee Biss 
bushes. be protected from live stock. ee Sis. ee S ts 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if Evergreens ee & 5 ee % fies ie: 
protected from fire, grazing, and Ze ese % Se So tie 
mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a These are best planted in spring. eed 
matter of leaving part of the marsh Special directions will appear in a > . . . . 
unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If spring issue. Brushpiles, and down Conk in wire baskets or put up on spikes is kept out of the snow 
the marsh is drained, ditch banks are tops of oaks felled with the leaves 
a good place to leave bushes. on, are good temporary covers while 

To hurry the natural process of waiting for evergreens or grape 
growing bushes, plant cuttings. This ule ee ee ane ae _ 
is best done in spring. effective if topped with cornstalks or E d I h S B d 

Uncut cattails, slough grass, or ™arsh hay. bird ce SG Ong 1rdas 
sweet clover are valuable to reinforce f It is een to ‘i birds x 2 2 2 = s . 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but 721m | Witou’ good | over. ey By Aldo Leopold, University Of Wisconsin are not weatherproof in themselves. *¢7CeS May i ne ae pecs oan = 

5 Ee new laws.—Aldo Leopold. Wye you like to sit at your temporary shelter. d LW G Wh CR & south window and watch cardi- Success in attracting winter birds Te <2 & nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, is largely a question of persistence. 
b Lye. oP tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- If the birds can count on finding 
PES = : peckers eat breakfast? food, you can count on their coming ie ? i GieS (aay ay ae cea an = 2 It is easily arranged. after it, and each new year adds more pee VIR ee ee First, keep a piece of suet tacked birds of more kinds. 
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where corn is put, provided there is ‘Pikes in a pole (see drawings). i =. <2 A ~ dams 
plenty of it. Shelled ss is best — - a hep Wie - 4 Soe ae = TZ E meg | 

Wastage by squirrels is serious Pe, but the hopper must be roofed ~@/S——— ee = ig) —— 
cohen nee is See eee SS ae over, else rain or melting snow will Ege | > ees eZ 

A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence !0g it with ice. Where squirrels are Qt g RE ME re = [4 = 
row is therefore a better place than Present, the tray of the hopper should i Fe J Oe z 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants, be covered with wire mesh to reduce | \'| = = Z ed 

Be ees De care spe Notes ak spreader is a good : Winter tabl t f ah bird: is i i i i = inter table set for the birds 
Hero e i escecially imbertent in feeder, especially for pheasants and
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@ e Hungarians, but the danger is that which they “rustle” for themselves. 
= j 5 e spreading will cease in bad weather It takes a tenth of an acre of corn 

a \_& 7 when the birds need it most. to support a good stand of game on 
Pe onpervation ON the farm The poorest way to feed is to force Wisconsin farm. 

NN the birds to visit the barnyard. Dogs Substitutes For Coan 
ee and cats harass the birds. In quail 

A ‘ ‘ + this may be fatal, especially if the Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 
oS So a mee ie cally Grape Tangles covey fails to reassemble before and ragweed seeds gathered under 
provided but cover is often scarce. A grape tangle can be grown in a_ night. us shredder are all good winter food. 
This tells how winter cover may be ‘ingle season, and will house more How Much? Weed seeds must he dried, else they 
improved. game per square rod than any other % a ul mele Snel erin are best fed 

‘ ; _ cover. 5 a In a hard winter a quail eats halfa i” SOF Stacks. 
eo ial here ceees One way to build a tangle is to pound of corn per week, a Hungarian Winter feeding is good for people 
will not bury it, and thick enough to find a tree with a vine in its top. Fell three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant as well as birds. It is no small satis- 
protect birds from weather and ‘H¢ tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave or prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- faction, when blizzards howl, to know 

ee the stump high, with the butt resting bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. that your birds have fuel in their Youn Buel on it. The vine soon converts the down This is over and above the wild foods  stoves.—Aldo Leopold. 
ie evergreens, stape tanetes, tree into a dense tangle. 

and bushy marsh are the three kinds Another way is to find a grape tangle i a ae ~ of cover dependable in all weathers. sprawling on the ground. Build over 4 ss tF faa = : 
A « ” iT f 342 Linea POMENBE? {~My mn I! Bushy Marsh it a “teepee” of stout durable poles. Vir gah Pry ViVi LEED LS Aerff ie =a 
Wrap the teepee with discarded wire. hr : - nd At Se Sel A 

Nothing excels a bushy marsh as Pick up the ‘vines from the ground oy cee A IE OR  Mhaygtfl fearon x 
winter cover, especially for pheasants and lace them into the superstructure. if W hy WM Se h ieee te SNe A ae 
and quail. After snow and ice have The vine soon covers the whole struc- AK, ve : | hy iw 4 mas pi pa 

; fiattened down all grass and weeds, ture with dense growth. _ re fe epee ae ee ar e 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, ee q f.S' ME. 5 Ne ee K a Rae 
red dogwood, and alder are good must be in full sunlight. They must 7S f “Thy SS aS 
bushes. be protected from live stock. Ss See gee ee = = 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if Evergreens ae & og 
protected from fire, grazing, and a ee soe Seer sie 
mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a These are best planted in spring. 5 So es 
matter of leaving part of the marsh Special directions will appear in a 5 . . . . 
unburned, eee, and uncut. If spring issue. Brushpiles, and down COntEt Wipe Uae eels or put upon spikes ie) Repiecnt Of eesno t 

: the marsh is drained, ditch banks are tops of oaks felled with the leaves 
a good place to leave bushes. on, are good temporary covers while ‘ 

To hurry the natural process of waiting for evergreens or grape 
growing bushes, plant cuttings. This tangles to grow. Brushpiles are more = 

moreno g Heat OHS AH BPrIn gs See effective if topped with cornstalks or Feed . | he Son Birds 
Uncut cattails, slough grass, or ™atsh hay. : = 

sweet clover are valuable to reinforce Its maples? 0 plept eee nt 2 ‘ is > 5 : - 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but ‘arm without good cover. New By Aldo Leopold, University Of Wisconsin 
“are not weatherproof in themselves. ‘ences may: bring aaa birds than 

: ee new laws.—Aldo Leopold. Wy cee you like to sit at your temporary shelter. 
hs NP & south window and watch cardi- Success in attracting winter birds 

Ske S : nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, is largely a question of persistence. 
} | tN xg tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- If the birds can count on finding 
PRES: See peckers eat breakfast? food, you can count on their coming 

Of ates SSS omy oe ee It is easily arranged. after it, and each new year adds more 
ee fi WER ae Sete 8 » an eM First, keep a piece of suet tacked birds of more kinds. 
NN ‘i Gh =a : sae went dull = = fst on some nearby tree. This is for the Success in attracting ordinary 
ie Hf) B LE AS — Ane! Set chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
BON DA Vigil NS lal Kk If the j too traordi A in ash a Ns ae a." yy PS AO Sep ae peckers. — ie jays carry away too traordinary ones. A mountain as 
Ma) ge Ww) yy i Ute NE ye) Oe he 4 much of it, cover it with wire mesh. in the yard may bring cedar wax- 

Fe BN Ne EM rif road op ta uipy bye We RM a. Second, erect a feeding tray; any wings, or even the rare Bohemian 
CMe, ey Gala phd tim ame, te flat surface set on a stump or post waxwing. A box elder tree may 

me a so as to discourage cats. Keep this bring evening grosbeaks. Faithful 
A grape tangle protects game clear of snow and sprinkled with feeding of suet may bring the uncom- 

cracked corn, sunflower seed, and non redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
SS SS eee weed seed saved from the corn shred- facing hollow snag wired into the top 

zs x x a ‘ der. Sunflower seed is particularly of a dense evergreen may add the 
1 oad ee — ie phoesen ee good bait for cardinals, eracked screech owl to your list of guests. A 
recipes, success depends on where, the winter storms actually start, your 2¢O™DS and nuts for chickadees and good fence row, judiciously baited 
when, and how “the makings” are birds are fikely to drift to some dis- woodpeckers. 7 with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 

ut together. tant marsh and you may never see If dogs or poultry interfere, fence ants out of the fields into your door- 
P them again them out by erecting a temporary yard. 

Where? = fence. If starlings or English spar- A good feeding station is the best 
2 How? rows get too thick, thin them out. ef classrooms for learning orni- 

For quail, put your corn on the : Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick thology, and one of the luxuries for- 
leeward (south or east) side of the _ The best and simplest way to feed pushes help to hold the birds. Dis- bidden most city folks. You will 
thickest cover, preferably on the is to leave some shocks or standing ¢a;deq Christmas: trees are good enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
sunny side of a south-facing bank. corn in the field. If shocks are used, 

Quail dislike to feed in the open. new Panes supulgshe Srnnset from a 
iri i 7 time to time in winter. on’t worry % Bo cata ye ee about birds learning to remove husks. , ugh hy i Bee A me a 

in woods or brush. Grass or weeds Even quail become expert at this. The if a Ri Liaw, ~ y 4 
nearby are good but not essential. next best way is to put corn ears in Gul) SRP ag ye SS br fi, A 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter 4 Wire. basket or impale them on i, RY i AF 23 <=) =P S A @ # Ke 

where corn is put, provided there is Pikes in a pole (see drawings). i ers gt. SE SS — ZT 
plenty of it. Shelled con is best et m a hop Wl — - =, ey = Ze ee — 

: i ‘ per, but the hopper must be roofe eee Fn gsr 
pe - Mes USE is Se over, else rain or melting snow will ey re : — Saeey = 
A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence clog it with ice. Where squirrels are {9 f LY 4 ED = Yay 

row is therefore a better place than Present, the tray of the hopper should i" a ae >> 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants, be covered with wire mesh to reduce | {4 s ; nate SS Fb 

Start early, preferably by Novem- Wastage. : es 2 Z ¢ 
ber. This is especially important in The manure-spreader is a go Winter table set for the birds 

feeder, especially for pheasants and



May 15, 1943 

Mr. F. B. Swingle 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Swingle: 

Our supply of "Conservation on the Farm" has 
been exhausted. We would like to order 100 
more reprints from you if you still have copies. 
If you will please let us know the cost, we 
will send through a University requisition ; 
to cover. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alice Harper 
Secretary to Aldo Leopold
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424 University Farm Place 
October 13, 1942 

Mr. B. 2. Mclatyre 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Parmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. licIntyre: 

I entirely understand the situation, and I have 
guessed as mich. I am in no way confusing this 
with your own friendly and appreciative attitude. 

It so happens that Andy Hopkins is now thinking 
about bringing out this series under the auspices 
of the College. If he decides to do this, I take 
it there will be no difficulty in getting the o.k. 
of the Agriculturist. I am taking the liberty of 
sending Any your letter. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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102 01d Entomology Buflding 
October 12, 1942 

Professor Andrew Hopkins 

Agricultural Hall 

Dear Andy: 

Here are three copies of the series from the Agriculturist as 

reprinted in 1941. 

There are 20 sketches in this reprint. At the present time 
there are about 35 available. 

The sketches are written for adults as well as youth. I doubt 
if there is mech distinction in approach between the adult who 
has this particular "bug", and the 4H boy. 

The series would doubtless need "rounding out". Thus I have 
only begun to inject es sketches (See "Great Oaks from 
Little Acorns"). Probably there should be more. This helps 
"tie up" conservation with the history teacher. Maybe other 
aspects are entirely omitted. I'd be glad to do whatever rounding 
out may be decided upon. 

These sketches are fragmentary, but so are the Cornell Leaflets, 
which seem to have “hit the nail" more than other "teaching 
naterials". 

Doubtless we would need MacIntyre's o.k. before going ahead with 
&@ college publication. I think he harbors the idea of another 
reprint, but I suspect others in his organization do not. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF EDITOR 

October 3, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Wild Life Management 
102 Old Entomology Building 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Members of the Publications committee are interested 
in your proposal that a popular bulletin be issued, reporting 
upon some of the Wild Life Studies in Southern Wisconsin. : 

They appreciate that our publications should, as far 
as possible, be concerned at this time with war-time efforts 
but it is felt that this subject may have not only current 
interest but significance. We would be very glad to have you 
advise us upon this point and if you have a manuscript we 
will be pleased to submit it to the committee for its considera— 
tion. 

: While we cannot at this time give you definite assurance 
of publication, we certainly are sympathetic to the possibility 
and if our funds permit will certainly want to give it serious 
consideration. 

or ———- " ca 

= te) j> Mice, 

Andrew W. Hopkins, 
Editor. 

AWH:e0
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August 29, 1 

Mr. W. 7. Calhoun 
State Conservation Department 

; State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Calhoun: 2 

I would like to confirm the verbal proposal made to 
you recently: thet the Department bring out in the 
form of a pamphlet for schools the series of articles 
by myself and Jorns which has been running in the 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer. 

As I told you, the series is now extended considerably 
beyond thet included in the pamphlet gotten out by 
the Agriculturist, and if you would let me know your 
wishes for any further extensions, I will try to meet 
them. For example, you might want some popular summaries 
of research findings by the Department and by the University. 

Should we get serious about this, we would, of course, have 
to obtain Mr. MacIntyre's assent. 

Since we talked two new books have come cut on conservation 
education - one by Renner of Columbia, and one by the 
Wildlife Federation. Have you seen them? If not, I 
would be very glad to loan you my copies. 

With best regards, 5 

Alde Leopold i 

ce Jorns 

(Please show Andy Hopkins)
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te f Mr. W. 7. Calhoun 
on" State Conservation Department 

State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear kr. Salhoun: 

I would like to confirm the verbal proposal made to 
you recently: that the Department bring out in the 
form of a pamphlet for schools the series of articles : 
by myself and Jorns which has been running in the 

Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer. Se 

As I told you, the series is now extended considerably ¥ 
beyond that included in the pamphlet gotten out by 
the Agriculturist, and if you would let me know your 
wishes for any further extensions, I will try to meet 
them. For example, you might want some popular summaries 
of research findings by the Department and by the University. 

Should we get serious about this, we would, of course, have 
to obtain Mr. MacIntyre's assent. 

Since we talked two new books have come out on conservation 
education = one by Renner of Columbia, and one by the 
Wildlife Federation. Have you seen them? If not, I 
would be very glad to loan you my copies. 

With best regards, 

*: ¢ x 

Aldo Leopold he / fh. 
P DALE tomes a 9 

ce Jorns 

(Please show Andy Hopkins)
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424 University Farm Place 
August 22, ig 

Mr. E. R. McIntyre 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McIntyre: P 

Pardon my delay in answering your letters of June 30 

and July 29. 

I suggest the following schedule, which will tell you 
when to use the accumulated stories: 

duly or August * Swallows to Order 
September "From Little Acorns" 
October * Smartweed Sanctuaries ; 
November * The Farmer and the Fox 

December Pines above the Snow 

* In your hands ready for use. 

The two new stories I am sending to Jorns and Hopkins 
to be forwarded to you when the drawings are done. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



WI SCONSIN 
AGRIGULTURIST | 

and FARMER 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 

July 29, 1942 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Friend:- 
The request from Miss Harper for 

return of the manuscript on cliff swallows is 
received and I am sending you the galley proof E 
instead of the copy, and this will probably do 
quite well. 

I had the cut made in Madison and 
if the drawing has not been returned to the 
office of Mr. Hopkins it is at the Wisconsin 
Engraving Company, Madison, where I have been 
getting all our line chts for your series. 

I shall return home later in the 
week and can get the drawing from them then, or 
else you may call there for it if you desire. 

We still have in type two more 
of your good articles, one on smartweed and one 
on foxes. I hesitated to use either of them now 
until I heard from you on the matter of timeliness. 

We will discard the line cut we have 
made for the swallow story as you no doubt would 
not like to have us use it when you contemplate 
having it used at an early date elsewhere. 

Anything I may have said about this 
particular feature was only my own reaction and 
nothing against it. Some folks may like to have 
those nests around the premises in such numbers. 

Nith regards, 

Yours truly, 

ok Pnenbyre
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Mune 30, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison . 

Dear Friend:- 
I am sorry we have not used the wild 

life series regularly of late, one reason peing that 

except for the swallow story the rest became a trifle 

out of season we thought--due to our own delay of 

course originally, and not yourse 

I liked the story and drawing of the : 

cliff swallows and went out there to see them, and 

talked with the woman of the farm. She said she 

wished they had never arréved on the prexmises as 

they were an uisance. My wife and I agreed with 

her upon watching them awhile. Almost too much of 

a nature event, a deluge where one might enjoy a 

drink as it were. However that is wholly a matter 

: of individual opinion. 

But that is neither here nor there on 

continuing the excellent series. We like them and 

know readers relish them. I think maybe we had better 

agree to start out say in August again with a very 

seasonal topic and then continue. 

It takes work and planning and much 

detabl for you and Jorns to do this and ordinarily 

we should be paying well for such a series. It is 

not looking a gift horse in the mouth with us I assure 

you and we value them just as much as though they 

cost us a fancy price. 

Sincerely Yours, 

ue Pine dntore ,
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424 University Farm Place 
June 30, 1942 

My. BE. R. McIntyre 
Wis. Agr. and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MeIntyre: 

I wish you would tell me frankly whether the 
wildlife series is unwelcome to your make-up man. = 
I have to spend considerable time on it, and would 
be glad to avoia the bother if there is any 
question about the material being wanted. I 
ask because the swallow story, which I thought 
was one of the best recent ones, has been in 
your hands for quite a time, and the season for 
its appropriateness has just about gone by. 
Nevertheless, the issues which have been sent me 
do not so far contain it. 

This is not a complaintd, simply an inquiry poe fi ae 
to find out where I am. I am ready with another ) Marateteak 
story, but don't like to ask Jorns to mke a ) [fote d. og 
drawing unless it is going ahead. Ge ee ee 

WL wtelous | 
Yours sincerely, 45 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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42h University Farm Place 
May 12, 1942 

Mr. EB. R. McIntyre “ 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McIntyre: 

I am glad you reminded me of the seasonal unsuitability 
of the articles not yet used. I would suggest holding 
the fox article for next winter, and the smartweed 
article for early fall. 

I am writing a spring article called "Cliff Swallows 2 
to Order", and will try to get it to you within a 
short time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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AGRIGULTURIST 
_ and FARMER 

RACINE, WISCONSIN | 

May 5, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Recent issues have not reflected your good 
series as regularly as we prefer. We have been 
much circumscribed by our t#tte make-up in recent 
issuese I sincerely hope that the three articles 
we have will work in nicely. If, however, you 
think that the titles you have should be held for 
another season while you supply some more seasonal 
ones, that will be satisfactory. We certainly 
know that our readers appreciate these excellent 
features and we believe they are worthy of continu- 
ation as long as you feel like giving the time to 
them. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Editorial Department 
WISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST 

AND FARMER ; 

E. R. McIntyre a “uA 
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WISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST AND FARMER SERIES 

1gh2 

eo January: The Farmer and the pavpit 

spenriary’* The Farmer and the Fox ~ 

March The Farmer and the Ducks &~ 

April The Farmer and the Ruffed Grouse 

May The Farmer and the Starling 

June The Farmer and the Hungarian Partridge 

July The Farmer and His Owls 

August The Farmer and His Hawks 

September 

October : 

November 

December The Farmer and the Quail



{ WISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST AND FARMER SERIES 

1942 

Jamuery The Farmer and the Rabbit po 

February The Farmer and the Fox wet po” 

March The Farmer and the Ducks 

Chiff Sure there 
April The Farmer and the Ruffed Grouse 

May The Farmer and the Starling 

June The Farmer and the Hungarian Partridge 

«+ July The Farmer and His Owls 

August The Farmer and His Hawks 

: September bs 
Rueda Jeune’ a 

October 

November 

December The Farmer and the Quail ;



424 Univ. Farm Pl 
December 15, 1941 

Mr. EB. R. McIntyre ; 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

ae 4 
Dear Ur. a 

I should like to call your attention to an error in 
the printing of Mr. Leopold's December article "Fur 
Crop in Danger", which appeared in the December 13 
issue of the Wisconsin Agriculturist and Parmer, 49, 

Directly before the last paragraph of the article, - 
there are almost two paragraphs omitted, thus breaking 
the contimity. As printed, the last part of the story 
does not have much meaning. 

I realize, of course, that it is too late to correct 
this, but I hope it will not happen again. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alice Harper 
Secretary to Mr. Leopold
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424 University Farm Place 
Hay Ty ig 

My. EB. R. MeIntyre 
4218 Waneteah Trail 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MeIntyre: 

I am moch pleased with the bulletin of reprints. There are very few textual 
corrections in the various articles, and I have marked each of them for your 
attention. 

I notice that two stories have been omitted, and both were probably better 
than average. The ones omitted are as follows: “Farm Arboretum". Mey 18, 
1940 issue, and "Bur Osk - Badge of Wisconsin", April 5, 1941 issue. 2 

The drawing accompanying the last story, "Pheasant Fyanting" wos a drawing 
made to go with a story on corn damage by pheasants. I am not able, however, 
to find a copy of it and am not certain whether it was written, or if written, 
whether it wae published. There is another drawing of a pheasant made to 
go with this story on pheasant planting. Either drawing will do, but I am 
simply calling this disere sancy to your attention. 

I have no objection to the material on wood lot taxation which you are 
proposing to print on the inside of the back cover, but I do not quite like 
the “Hunters' Ten Commandments" proposed for the inside of the front cover. 
We have not given a hunting flavor to any of the stories, and the inclusion 
of these ten commandments might imply authorship on my part. Realizing thot 
you probably want something suitable for the inside front cover, I have 
drafted the attached "Recipes for Rural Conservation" which might serve 
instead of the ten commandments. If you think it is suitable, you are at 
liberty to use it. No signature is necessary. 

You probably remember that Mrs. Quimby of the Conservation League spoke for 
a supply of this bulletin for use in schools. I hope you have reached an 
understanding with her, because I think the bulletin would be suitable for 

that rurpose. I am taking the liberty of sending Mrs. Quimby a copy of this 
letter so that she will know the ventuge is about to go to press. 

Thanking you for your interest and cooperation in arranging this reprint, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Ul 07 1941. Schedule 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 

Aldo Leopold and B.C. Jorns 

Je tx, Jopenry - Thy Toots? —— 

2 Pebruary-— Bur Oake=Badge of Wisconsin 

J Sazch = Bluebirds again 

/hieg-— Back, from~the-Argentine— 

ei Septenber ~ The Riley Experiment Y¥\* <°7/ 

7” Votober-~ Farming in Color™ 

Y Decenber ~ Farm Pur Crops
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42h University Farm Place 

Mr. B, BR. MeIntyre 
4218 Wanetah Trail 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McIntyre: 

‘ Byron Jorns is now making the drawings for the first two of the 
1941 series, and I think Andrew Hopkins has returned to you the 
rough proof of the proposed pamphlet. c 

Now that we are starting out onaa new series, I would like to | 
complete my collection of the old one. My collection now includes 
only the following: 

Wildlife Conservation on the Farm. Nov. 5, 1938 
Wildlife Conservation on the Farm Nov. 19, 1938 
Feed the Song Birds. Dec. 3, 1938 
Woodlot Wildlife Aids. Dec, 31, 1938 
The Farm Pond Attracts Game. Feb. 11, 1939 
Burned Marsh Means a Loss. Apr. 22, 1939 
Wild Flower Corners. June 18, 1939 
Look for Bird Bands. Dec. 2, 1939 
Wild Feeds on Farms. Nov. 18, 1939 
New Year's Inventory Checks Missing Game. Jan. 27, 1940 
Windbreaks Aid Wildlife. Mar. 9, 1940 
When Geese Return Spring is Here. April 6, 1940 
Farm Arboretum Adds to Home Beauty. May 18, 1940 

I would appreciate it very mech if you could supply me with even 
one copy of the numbers which are missing from my collection. 
It is sometimes confusing to write new stories without having an 
exact record of what I have covered already. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Ay 12 | and FARMER 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 

Madison, January 17, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopoldi- 
Thanks for the fine outline for the 

1941 monthly series on conservation and wild life study. 
I have no suggestions I am sure that would improve the 
series of titles. I expect to announsze the series soon. € 

I have just one correction or rather, 
an adjustment. The January numbers are both issued now 
so we should begin to calculate the series with February. 

As far as I can see the first two titles 
in the new series can run easily one month advanced, so 
this is not disturbing. I am not so sure about a couple 
of others in the summer, but if they are out of line they 
can probably be shifted a little. 

I enclose the rough dummy laid out by 
our foreman ab Racine. Of course no attempt is made to 
finish it formally as we wanted to see what copy we had 
and how it filled space. There are some cuts and text 
yet on hand as you note and one other article ready for 
publication in our next issue, es written. (That 
takes care of January as above anyhow. 

I presume you want to read this over and 

make some changes in copy perhaps or doing what seems best 
in the light of our issuing it in booklets. Later you might 
suggest what edition you could use or how many you and Wakelin 
McNeel, perhaps, might want for youth meetings etc. I suppose 
we will distribute a limited number too, direct to readers, 

When you finish deliberating on this let 
me know and will be pleased to accept your changes and send 
it in for completion, or for second proof. 

Yours truly,



1941 Schedule 

Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 

Aldo Leopold and B.C. Jorns 

January - Why Woods? 

February - Bur Oak--Badge of Wisconsin 

March - Bluebirds Again 

April - Sky Dance 

May - Back from the Argentine 

June - Bobwhite 

July - The Fifth Column of the Fencerow ; = 

August - Roadside Prairies 

September - The Riley Experiment 

October - Farming in Color 

November ~ Feed Early 

December - Farm Fur Crops
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1941 Schedule 
Wisconsin Agriculturist and Famer 

Algo Leopold and 3,0, Jorma 

Jemary Thy Yoodat 

Pebruary + Bur OnkeBadge of Wisconsin 

Mareh + Bluebirds again 

April « Sky Dance 

May ~ Bock from the Angentine 

June « Bobwhite a 

duly ~ The Pirth Colwm of the Tenseror 

dugust « Roadside Trairtes 

Septerder ~ The Bley Rxperiment 

October = Parsing im Color 

Noverber « Teed Marly 

Decenber . Fem Tux Opens
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: ARMER and FAR 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 

January 29, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As requested, we are sending out 
another set of clippings from the issues containing ; 
your articles during the last year. 

Very truly yours, 

af I J / z 

ST: : SS 7 SS 
Editor 

F. B. Swingle 
p 
encl,.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 4 / 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ep 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

42k University Farm Place 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT December 13, 1939 

7 | 
ir 4 i A) ] 

| 

Prof. A. W. Hopkins \ 
118 Agricultural Hall = 

Dear Professor Hopkins: 

Attached is a new schedule of stories for Mr. 
McIntyre in which I have incorporated the two left-overs 
from last year for which Jorns has already prepared drawings. 
I am also sending one additional write-up for May. 

This leaves only June, July and October for which > 
neither stories nor drawings have as yet been made. 

I find it hard to keep track of: this series because 
I do not receive the current issues as they come out. Could 
Mr. McIntyre arrange to send me a copy at the time of publi- 
cation? If it would not be too much trouble, I would also 
like very much to get copies of each story that has appeared 
so far, so that I might have a complete file. 

Sincerely yours, 

ote bebe) 
Aldo Leopold 

encl Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
December 13, 1939 

Prof, A. W. Hopkins 
: 118 Agriculture] Hall 

Dear Professor Hopkins: 

Atbvached is a new schedule of stories for Mr. 
MeIntyre in which I have incorporated the two left-overs 
from last year for which Jorns has @lreedy prepared drawings. 
I am also sending one additional write-up for May. 

This leaves only June, July and October for which 
neither stories nor drawings have a3 yet been made. 

I find it hard to keep track of this series because 
I do not receive the current issues as thay come out. Could 
Ur. MeIntyre arrange to sond me @ copy at the time of publi- 
cation? If it would not be too mach trouble, I would alse 
like very much to get copies of each story that has appeared 
so far, so that I might have a complete file. 

Sinserely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Manegenent



Wildlife Series in Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Aldo Leopold and B. C. Jorns 

Second year (1939-1940) 

Jenuary New Year's Inventory 

February Windbreaks and Wildlife 

March When the Geese iwtion, 

April The Farm Arboretum (Trees, shrubs, wildflowers, crasses) 

May Pheasant Damage (Corn, fruits, etc.) 

June " Summer Care of Cover Plantings (Drouth, sod, weeds, vines, shade, etc.) 

July Water for Wildlife 

August Planting Pheasants 

September The Hawk and Owl Question 

October Farm Deer “enagement (Winter cover, corn damage, rye, eto.) 

November Birds Should Earn ‘thebr Keep (Straw beds vs. hoppers) 

December Winter Care of Cover Plantings (Rabbit damage, heaving, mouse demage)



Wildlife Series in Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Aldo Leopold and B. Ce. Jorns 

Second year (1939-1940) 

Co leked A, 

- Jenuary New Year's Inventory 

> February , Windbreaks and Wildlife 

> March When the Geese Return 

7 April The Farm Arboretun (Trees, bikie sauateers grasses ) 

> May Pheasant Damage (Corn, fruits, etc.) 

June Summer Care of Cover Plantings (Drouth, sod, weeds, vines, shade, etc.) 

- July Water for Wildlife 2.“ Ji (if, 

> August Planting Pheasants 

> September The Hawk and Owl Question : 

October Farm Deer Management (Winter cover, corn damage, rye, etc.) 

November Birds Should Earn Their Keep- (Straw beds vs. hoppers) : 

~ December Winter tare of Cover Plantings (Rabbit damage, heaving, mouse damage) 

ff



Wildlife Series in Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer 

Aldo Leopold and B. C. Jorns 

Second year (1939-40) 

= : : . 
: f November - Birds Should Harn Their Keep . (Straw beds vs. hoppers) 

December — Winter Care of Cover Plantings (Rabbit damage, heaving, mouse damage) 

” January - New Year's Inventory - Sea/lnw AP, or / 2h: : 
: 

| W February - Windbreaks and Wildlife ; 

* | VMarch - When the Geese Return 

i V april = The Farm Arboretum (Trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses) i : 
| V vey - Pheasant Damage = (Corn, fruits, etc.) S 

—.——. June - Summer Care of Cover Plantings (Drouth, sod, weeds, vines, shade, etc.) 
pect é 

—— July - Water for Wildlife : : é 

| | % August - Planting Pheasants 

| V September - ‘The Hawk and Owl Question 
\ 

PN 3 
ceil October - Farm Deer Management (Winter cover, corn damage, rye, etc.) 
a Nov, 

ae 3 :
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Wildlife Series in Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer 

Aldo Leopold and B. C. Jorns 

Second year (1939-40) 

V doveaver - Birds Should Harn Their Keep, (Straw beds vs. hoppers) 

Vv December - Winter Care of Cover Plantings’ (Rabbit damage, heaving,mouse damage) 

Vi Jamary - New Year's Inventory Gissstea lacking and why) 

V February - Windbreaks and Wildlife 

V March - When the Geese Return : 

Vv April - - The Farm Arboretum (frees , shrubs, wildflowers,grasses) 

fi al > ley - Pheasant Damage (Corn, fruits, etc.) 
Cla 

4 _ June - Summer Care of Cover Plantings (Drouth, sod, weeds, vines, shade, etc. ) 

¥ July - Water for Wildlife 

pA August - Fruits for Wildlife : Es 

x ee September - The Woodlot Glee Club; Some Thoughts on Owls and Farmers 

October - Farm Deer Management (Winter cover, corn damage, rye, etc.) 

| Nt, FELIS fe | :



Wildlife Series in Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer 

Aldo Leopold and B. C. Jorns 

: ; Second year (1939-40) 

/ November - Birds Should Earn Their Keep (Straw beds vs. hoppers) 

/ December = Winter Care of Cover Plantings (Rabbit damage, heaving; mouse damage) 

/ damuary - New Year's Inventory 

/V February - Windbreaks and Wildlife 3 . 

/ March - When the Geese Return : 

v April - The Farn Arboretum (frees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses) 

v May - Pheasant Damage (Corn, fruits, etc.) 

June - Summer Care of Gover Plantings (Drouth, sod, weeds, vines, shade, etc.) 

duly - Water for Wildlife : 

_ < August - Planting Pheasants : 

: v September - The Hawk and Owl Question 

October - Farm Deer Management (Winter cover, corn damage, rye, etc.) 

a :



; , . . 9/22/38 | 

Schedule of Stories 8 
Wisconsin Acriculturist & Farmer 4, ( | q 3 gq t 

ee 
% October - Building Gover. Grape tangles and evergreens. 

4 November ~ Gorn and Cover. Feeding methods. 

= December ~ Songbird Feeding. : 
Pemary-—Woodlos Wildlife. 

 gebruary = The Fara Poni. Waterfowl refuges. 

 Mareh - Zo Burn or Hot to Burn. The story of 2 peat pothole. 

 Aprit--__Blambing Evergreens. Game cover and windbreaks. 

Sy a 
sane - Hayfield Nests. Be he Pk 

a. deity - © Planting Pheasants. : 

ph smgust - Tho Havic and, Qu Question. 
Oc/) Seprember -Wild Foods. ; 

| Dee Wo —* ee



. Series in Wisconsin Agr. & Farmer 

October Building Cover 

November Corn and Cover; Feeding Methods 

December Songbird Feeding : 

January Woodlot Wildlife 

February Farm Pond Waterfowl Refuges ; 

March To Burn or Not to Burn; The Story of a Peat Pothole 

April Planting Sraieranis Game Cover and Windbreaks : 

May Wildflower Corners : 

June Hayfield Nests : ; =o 

v July Planting Pheasants 

Vv August The Hawk and Owl Question : 

Y September Wild Foods 

October Look for Bands é 

eee i , age ee 

ae oe ae: : 

te" 

% ze ; eZ
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aw 
Schedule of Stories Z d 

Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer We" 

October = Building Cover. Grape tengles and evergreens. i 

November-= Corn and Cover. Feeding methods. ee 

December---Songbird Feeding. &~ 

January-- Woodlot Wildlife. “ 

February - The Farm Pond. Waterfowl refuges. 

Mareh_-____ To Burn-or-Net-to Burn: The-story-of & peat pothole. 

April.- Planting Bvergreens. Game cover_and windbreaks. 

: = May - ___Wildflower Corners._- — 

June - Hayfield Nests. ; - 

July - Planting Fousaiks. a” : 

August - The Hawk and Owl Question. ie 

September -wia Foods. -~ 

October - Look for Bands /~ 

os se f Aue IE 

fe wt YO) Ag e ( : 

iz ; oY a oun, 
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‘ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

aes COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Es ; MapDISON, WISCONSIN 

= DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS August Lis 1938 

Prof. A. W. Hopkins 
118 Agricultural Hall 

Dear Professer Hopkins: 

I meant to see you before leaving town to get your advice 
on @ possible series of seasonal stories for the Wisconsin Agriculturist 
and Farmer. Here is a very rough draft of such a story, which would be 
accompanied by drawings; also a schedule for each month of the year. 

It is doubtless too late to start before September, especially 
since I will be on a field trip until September 1. On my return I will 
Call on you to see what you think of the scheme. 

Mr. McIntyre has frequently asked me to do this, but it is . 
not until now that I have concluded we have stored up enough material. ; 
Dean Christensen recently reminded me of the possibility. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management
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September 8, 1942 

Parish Storrs Lovejoy was born at Princeton, Illinois, Jamary 23, 

1884, His ancestors on both sides were sittininlt Giant or-abelition- 

Solin rims, Connecticut, and Maine, 

In 1903 Lovejoy was one of the first students to enroll in Filibert 

Roth's School of Forestry at the University of Michigan. In 1905, before 

obtaining a degree, he entered the U. S. Forest Service, and became 

Supervisor of the Medicine Bow National Forest in Wyoming. In 1909 he was 

married to Ruth Harrison of Detroit. In 1910 he was transferred to the 

Olympic National Forest in Washington. In 1912 he was called back to 

Michigan as Assistant Professor of Forestry under Dr. Roth. 

In 1920 Lovejoy became a staff writer for the Curtis publications, 

publishing frequent articles on land-use, mainly in "The Country 

Gentlemgn". In 1922 he helped organize the Michigan Land Economic Suivey, 

and in 1923 took charge of it for the Michigan Conservation Department. 

This led to the establishment of the Michigan refuge system, which 

Lovejoy undertook in 1925. He became chief of the Department's Game and 

Fur Division in 1927. 

After 1930 failing health forced Lovejoy to relinquish active field 

work. During this period he served as advisor to the Department on land 

policy and program. 

Lovejoy is survived by his wife, a son, and three daughters. 

On June 7, 1942 a bronze tablet commemorating his services to conserva- 

tion was dedicated on Pigeon River State Forest. This forest was one of 

Lovejoy's favorite areas, and itself constitutes a monument to his labors.
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{ UNiversity oF Wisconsin 

‘ COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yoy University Farm Place 

August 31, 1942 

Mrs.P. S. Lovejoy 
1138 Fairoaks Avenue 
Ann: Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Mrs. Lovejoy: 

The Journal of Wildlife Management has accepted 
my sketch of P. S., but desires an historical 

footnote outlining his career. The attached draft 
of such a footnote is not sufficiently explicit é 
to suit me. Can you help me out with some 
additional information? 

I rémember P. S. telling me of his contact with 
Filibert Roth at the Michigan Forest School. 
Was this during his term as student,or as 

Assistant Professor of Forestry, or both? 

During his western assignment in the U.S. Forest 
Service, what national forest did he serve on, 
and in what capacity? 

I will appreciate it if you can fill in some of 
these details. 

‘ With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

2 

esate ve DOlruere wes PS bome 7 Whew 7



P. S. Lovejoy was born on an Illinois farm in 1883, of an old 

Illinois family. He was one of the first to enroll in the University 

of Michigan's School of Forestry, but entered the U.S.7.S. before 

obtaining his degree. After five years' service on several National 

Forests in the Northwest, he returned to Ann Arbor as Assistant 

Professor of Forestry in 1912. After eight years in that position, 

he resigned and for the next five years was staff writer for the Curtis 

Publishing Company publishing frequent articles in the "Country 

Gentleman". In 1923 he was employed by the Michigan Department of 

Conservation to head its newly organized Land Economic Survey. Two : 

years later he was commissioned by the same department to inaugurate 

a system of game refuges for the state. In 1927 he took charge of the 

newly established Game and Fur Division of the Department, From 1931 

until the time of his death last January he was in charge of land use 

planning for the Department of Conservation.



Perish Storrs Lovejoy born in Princeton Illinois in the Owen Lovejoy 
Homestead danusry 23 1884, son of Elijah Parish Lovejoy II and 
Emma Skinner. Grend son of Owen Lovejoy famous abolitionist and 
Hunice Storrs Lovejoy. Grand nephew Of Elijah Parish Lovejoyl 
who was Illinois’ pioneer abolitionist who was murdered st Alton I11 
in 1837. because he believed in the freedom of man, speech end 
press and insisted upon those rights. 

Elijeh I end Owen were born in Albion Maine. 
Elijah graduated fr Colby College, Weterville Maine and the trustees 
are this moment building an auditorium es a memorial to Elijah. I 
rec a letter this AM from President Johnson telling me of their 
progress. I just pass this on by way of interest. Also it does 
shed light on "P.s." 
Oddly enuf most ell of B his ancestors were firey ministers. 
ElijehI wes e presbyterian minister snd ran his own newspaper. 
Owen was a firey Congregationel minister for many yesrs and congressa 
under Lincoln. Grest grandfrther Daniel was(Elijesh end Owens father) 
was e Congregational minister end spent most of his time trying 
to figure out why in hell he was one, 

411 of the prominent Storrs were quite remarkeb& ministers. Pre 
Progenitor Samuel Storrs gsve the land for the Universitye of Conn 
situated in Storrs Conn. And the three Richard Ssulter Storrs you 
very likely know. sbout. i 

He wes a student to Filibert Roth and later teught under him. 

He was 3 deys short of being 58 when he died 

As I look over the enelosed clipping I think it contains all the 
information you esk for. 

Thank you for writing the sketch. I would like several sevarete 

if possible as each one of h is children will want s copy to keep. 

If I can be-of any further help let me know. 

Ruth. a ie,
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This picture of Parish S. Lovejoy, chief advisor of the Michi- 
gree gan Department of Conservation on land use problems and pro- | ©° 
pe grams, who died on Tuesday at his home in Ann Arbor, caught |? 
‘ity, hint in a typical pose in the region he has helped to redeem to |@ 
i usefulness. i: 
ert = 

will eae kk oe : 

Parish S. Lovej » Parish $. Lovejoy Great |, 
bers 4 

: Force For ‘Conservation. 
stors ssp tee oh eae : 

ee By Arthur W. Stace partment of Conservation, he took 
iéhi-|_When Parish S. Lovejoy quietly|over the Land Economic Survey,|, 

passed into another life on Tues-| organized it, staffed it, and worked 
day morning at his home in Ann | out its procedure. In 1925 he under- 
Arbor, Michigan lost an intel-/took the establishment of game 
lectual force and a guiding genius refuges and game preserves on a 

who had in 20 years accomplished | sound, scientific basis. He became 
10S | ere cor eal conservation in {hel frst chief of the Game Division. 

Wo peninsulas ian any other in- a . Fe 

dividual. The state conservation Ore Me on nace 

Ar- piper: eee MOGEy Date ene: and program, a position he held ’ der organized on sound scientific and SE Ane tiie of hia pasine, ‘ 
Gor practical | lines, promising to de- Hi ne re = - i 

her{Yelop abilities to meet new prob- a Wap Pte cee aera 
eT/lems as they arise—stands as his|from other states. He wus offercd 

tth- | monument. positions carrying greater saiary,|! 
PS, as he was known to his fel-|honor and prestige. But he pre- 

lub, low workers and to his friends,| ferred to serve Michigan, carrying|d 
Ive/was chief advisor to the Depart-|on the work he loved. o 
ae ment of Conservation on land pol-|' Mr. Lovejoy is survived ky his|st 

in icy and program. From him came] wife of 32 years, by four childvea,|th 
de-|mMany of the ideas, many of the| Mrs. Jerry M. Gruitch of Grandby, 

inspirations, many of the stimula-)Conn,, Mrs. Ernest H. Olsen of ing 

\__|tions that have turned and are|Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Franklin C.| ess 
m-jturning millions of acres of cut-|w. Olson of Glenview, ll, and 

Plover, bankrupt, seemingly worth-|Qmar Harrison Lovejoy of New a 
‘th}less lands in the north into game York city; and a. brother Elijah a 
eh aes, new jprent and. ee Parish Los joy; TL, of Dettolt i) ae 

places for the people. His wor! 5 sarees id 
of| goes on in the personnel he helped| _ Simple funeral eee for the] be 
as|to select and to train—technical| family were held at 7:30 at the 
he|personnel, administrative person-|Dolph funeral chapel, with Rev. A 

nel, operating personnel. H. P. Marley officiating. 
s ‘Wont Crusader Stgukc ne Pee ae taken to Detroit 

dal e i on Wednesday for cremation. 
me| Parish S. Lovejoy came from To Parish ae Lovejoy particu- 
sar}crusader stock. He was born at larly applies Henry Van Dyke’: 
m-| Princeton, Ill., 58 years ago, the aes aX y Mas " 

son of pipe Parish Lovejoy I1.|¥°FS?? cae 
» |ilis grandfatner was Owen wove-| { a 4 
~ |joy, ery abolitionist, member OF ; be nae planter tree 38 oe lov 

‘ aiConeress SHEE uLOUE anne le provideth a kindness for SH , ee, ae a friend of the great many generations ne 
emancipator. 

ive|, His grand-uncle was Elijah Par- nd eee a ae hath not seen tne 
“at |ish Lovejoy, defender of the free- g yest 

Mla- dom of the press and of the free- x R 

iple dom of men, who was martyred in rench Lecture Ww. 
Viu-| 1837 because of his anti-slavery Be . 
afer articles—a mob wrecking the plant 

{ be|f his newspaper, the Alton Ob- 
server, at Alton, Ill. 

PS had his early education in 
yela| the Princeton, Ill., school. Later he| F, 

Jay. went to the Ethical Culture school ye 
tore: in New York, studying under Felix | mm 
day Adler. He had intended to enter] cq 
faa Cornell university, but he wished] in 
res-|t0 Study forestry and Cornell of-| g), 

fered no course in forestry. So PS| at 
turned to Michigan university] a; 

Bat where Philibert Roth was just) ), 
iy “jorganizing such a course. He be- 
e/came a member of the University’s R 

) atl first course in forestry. That was 1g 
in 1903. At that time he adopted Ge 

> Michigan as his own—fortunately ‘i 

‘tin|for the state and the people of the|™ 
‘iday| state. He plunged into, courses| 
willlthat interested him, he paid no|® 

+ocall attention to those that did not,|** 
even though the curriculum called |j— 
for them for the obtaining of a 

gion| degree. As a result he left school 
wnts;|with more knowledge, possibly, 

than most graduates, but without 
a degree. 

O.F.| He entered the United States 
re-|Forest service about 1905. He be- 

adv.|came supervisor of the Medicine ||_ 

Bow National Forest in Wyoming |~ 
of a|with headquarters at Laramie. It 
ive.,;was while he held this position 
at ajthat he was married in 1909 to 
n a|Ruth Harrison of Detroit, who had 
vear| been a student at the University of 
. $5| Michigan. He was supervisor of the 

he|Olympic National Forest from 1910 
to 1912. 

Then he was called back to the 
tan | University of Michigan. He became 

ags|an assistant professor of forestry 
an./ under Filibert Roth. One of his as- 
iee,| sociates describes him as “a great 

teacher.” 

ors He Studied Michigan ' 
fag It was at this period that he be- 

“| gan to pay particular attention to 

Re- Michigan's iand utilization prob- 

the|!ems. From 1919 to 1925 he was 
nor-| Chairman of the conservation com- 
Red|Mittee of the Michigan Academy of 

heir| Science. This group of scientists 
ring| from the University and other state 
scis-| institutions discussed the state’s 

yent| Wild land situation and ways of ap- 
1 proaching the solution of its prob- 

lems. From the group's discussions 

1. D.|/came the plan for the land eco- 

nomic survey, which was under- 

taken by the conservation depart- 
Sat..| ment in 1922 in Charlevoix county. 

ES. had much to do with writing 
the specifications and unofficially 

anti, | worked in the field. 
port! While on the University faculty 
wuto| Ps had contributed to the Curtis 
Yes"! publications, principally to The 
amP| Country Gentleman, then « week- 
feu ly, but also to The Saturday Eve- 
‘psi- ning Post and The Ladies Home 

Journal. In 1920 he left the Uni- 
versity to devote himseif to the 

uick| Service of the Curtis publications. 
lors.| He travelled extensively for them. | , 
3 §,| His “Cloverland” articles frora the 

Upper Peninsula were outstand- 

ing. 
ank-| In 1923, at the instance of John 

Baird, then director of the De- 

i
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

August 21, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I read with delight your appreciative "obituary" of 
P. S. Lovejoy. My acquaintance with him was all too 
short, mounting to two delightful evenings in company with 

F. M. Gaige. 

It would be desirable to have a little statement s 

about Lovejoy's upbringing and the positions he held. 
This could take the form of a somewhat overgrown "foot- 
note" so as not to interfere with the pleasant thread of 
your account. The facts in "American Men of Science" are 
too few; can you supply a memorandum? 

The éditorial work is proW¥ing somewhat more of a 
task than I had anticipated. The back log of manuscripts 
numbers about fifty, enough for a year, and I am cutting 
papers rather violently at times in the hope of catch- 
ing up so that the delay in publication will not be too 
long. Paul Needham was here two days ago. We spend a 
whole afternoon, I hope for "the good of the Society". 

With kindest regards I am 

- Very truly yours, 

She §. Stowe 
Tracy I. Storer, Editor 

TIS:bs]
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Oe ay POT Ls 
P. S. LOVEJOY x | t 3 
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Aldo Leopold ¥/] ze 

The parentage of ideas about ege-openers, iceboxes, and cigarette- 

lighters is recorded in the U. S. Patent Office. Inventors are lauded 

in every schoolroom, and encouraged to levy tribute on all who use their 

intellectual progeny. 

The parentage of ideas about men and land is seldom recorded at all. 

By the time they appear in books they are usually step~children whose 

parentage has been forgotten. 

I believe that P. S. Lovejoy, who died Jamary 20, 1942, at Ann a 
“ie 

Arbor, Michigan, sired more ideas about men and land than any other forester s 
wo GO et wn frlnbaek : ig 

of my generation. I here attempt to sketch kis recent, theugnts-for-the 3 

benefit-of_these-who-use_ them without—resognizting them-as. Yaps from the a 

Lovejoy blocix. % 
Loin “A checl i 

Only a fraction of Lovejoy's output is-availeble.in print. She Ss 

WU wobe f t Ur ore ae 
is recorded only in letters to-his-frienis, and ts couched in _ 3 

erkeen to Armen + £ 
a vernacular Dilieiieiiitin’ 10-sncte- weyers t, ng 

Be wus q bear qpettnens tnt tenp-ne mayen arrival of a letter in 3 
7 Raub lieder te fee -_ SS 

Lovejoyeese was always heralded by titters from the mail room, aad-feliowed ? 

eerie la an eee cent, My file of P > 

: a 
Lovejoyiana shows that this vernacular grew in extravagance and in wit as : » 

“7 ded Maasyoo trarke, of Tn greets Sangre - 

its content deepened with advancing age. It represents, I think, hie. ee , 7 

enebs ago ) auch oF 
Sli ect eee Sas-dide. contempt for aj pious solemnities+ .g 

, No greater error could be made than to regard the Lovejoy vernacular 

as mere slang; it often carried figures of speech of almost poetical beauty. ae 

/ Y 
pee ” aa 

CES
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Two years ago,after Lovejoy had recovered from an almost fatal illness, 

I remarked, in reply to a brilliant satirical letter (9/14/40), that & Din plac 

iter teaaladds mental probings into the nature of things. 

He replied: "I've been living on borrowed time. It's fun now to work 

up wedge-stuff, and find season~cheecks to set 'em in, and keep splitting 
oud wee Akela % 

more savvy off the big chunk." Slang, yes, but also a profound and 

dramatic definition of scholarship, rendered in the mental imagery of the 

feomssterypubhe lumberjack » amt-the-pioneer, 

I once upbraided "P. S." (as -hie-famtipars-cealled—him). for not 

publishing more papers. I told him he was like a squirrel who buried 

his mental garnerings in letters,instead of planting them in print where - 

they could grow in many minds. He replied: “I've been watching those 

aquirrelsp they don't even try to remember where they put acorns. They 

just cache them all over the neighborhood, and then go and smell him up 

again, as wanted. The squirrel me plants an acorn is not always the one 

to smell it up. Meanwhile quite a lot of them have sprouted and grown 

into trees. Caching things in print is not always the best way to get 

things growing." (Letter 9/14/40) In this homely parable is compressed i 

much of the Lovejoy sphilesophy.cu-~ fictinne “t eine Waveuk, MT eyeuy 6m 

Heological Engineering 

Lovejoy's early writings, like those of other foresters, dealt 

with phyeical resource problems, and with land policy. The deflation of 

the lake states land boom, the recognition of forestry wy agriculture) ):/e~~ : 

and the seceghi sian ef-uangianlity-in forest lente, “sre inane vealed ies 

a handiwork. He also contributed largely to the recognition 

of wildlife as a land crop, and to the initiation ad pel



Peers es 

- Rew f wthe = hei - 

nother s pore Lleve uf 

wildlife cropping techniques; gos, 

In his later years, his pthaginwat not on policy, but on people, 

He saw that the pebsbho citizen had’ aeeepted neither forestry nok wildlife 

management, and he wanted to know why. Unlike other foresters, he did 

not mistake the growth of appropriations and the proliferation of bureaus 

for the accomplishment of the ends for-which they were created, He became 
roby Sie 

engrossed with-a-psyeholegieal anairgia 6 the reasons for the failure 

of "conservation education". : 

His findings are expressed in "Ecological Engineering". I consider 

vis’ the most important paperson conservation published during the current 
ohanudeuy na cow oto camo bet: 

decade, but like other Lovejoy "acorns", it was cached where-it-might. 

~—grow,~rather~than-where. it.might..be. found. and_read....... 

Conservation, Lovejoy says, is reason applied to environment. Reason, 

to the mass mind, is like oxygen to the animal body: a little is essential, 
perm pottitvrd by» 2 

but too mech is toxic, and induces, defensive reactions. Tolerance for 

“YH may de increased by education, but only by slow degrees. Agricultural 

extension has developed techniques which recognize the limits of public, . 

Ambeth rebe tm of Prater” 
tolerance for-ite brandy. of.reasen; it administers a pied: 
Darmetel Lenvby debut nth 

of technical, economic, and social persuasion. Conservation must do the 

same. - et gin ¥ ee 
Lovezerys Clipdamuctione btfeamsns solve rrtor curl bt Lrmowuet 

What Lovejoy means by edueation_and_by—extensiea is elaborated 

4—~-in @ recent letter (3/8/39): | "Educators smear all behaviors 

which are not dominantly rational. The standard campus illusion 

ee is that Homo can and should be educated so that he will not meh, 

if any, (or anyway not in public) behave like a mammal. All the 

while everybody knows he will.
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| Skillful advertisers, politicians, and evangelists know in 

| advance that most of the time Zpeople}; will react to stimli 

| and inhibitions which have little or nothing to do with the 

campus formla. 

The extensioner splits the difference. He does not expect 

; ms his customers to be much or often rational. He uses factrlogic 

a nostig--ascbedtyamm only when it seems to work. When it doesn't 

work, he contrives bait and drift-fences and banana-peel arrange- 

ments which do. His job is to bridge the gap between the latest 

Experiment Station dope and the specific action-program. when 

_ the educator has done his stuff, the customer is due to be 

_ fimtelligent, but the extensioner is contant if he thereafter . 

acts as if he were." 

I add from "Beological Engineering" | "It is an almost 

| universal assumption thatyqthere is sousthing pathological in 

| politicians. This, assuredly, is a misconception. The politi- 

¢ian hes always been associated with civilization, and has a 

| funetion corresponding to that of leucocytes in the blood. 

| ‘The splitting of differences of interest among the governed is 

: | @ perennial job. Our ecological engineer may be glad to have 

jot | Someone tending the minor chores while he himself is computing 

: another social modulus, or triangulating to place another 

_ Dbanana-peel where it will do the most good. Our engineer will 

_ bear in mind that Homo sapiens is still considerably sap. The 

normal function of the politician is to take the public where 

he thinks it wants to go; the function of cur engineer is to 

_ take the public where it will be glad to be when it gets there.
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festing his materials in advance of construction, a proper 

engineer will discover thet a very small quantity of clay 

impairs the strength of his concrete. He will therefore 

oe proceed to wash his gravel. He will not merely curse the , 

. clay. He will not try to educate it out of the gravel. hy 

So our ecological engineer:will recognize the ubiquity of 

Homo's rationalizations, and that these are protective 

devices used to dilute facts to non-toxic concentrations. * 

TDBA SUCCESSION 

During his last two years Lovejoy focused his mind on a single prrtdiw i 

‘vantftcention-of-ceological—engineeriag: the succession in ideas about 

land-use. Just as there are predictable sequences in the development of 

plant and animal commnities, knowledge of which is essential to agriculture 

and forestry, so, he argued, there may be predictable sequences in human 

thought about land-use, knowledge of which may be important to good 

_ administration, extension, and research. 

Lovejoy postulated that ideas are conceived, born, grow up, have 

offspring, become senescent, and die, and that these developmental 

phases may have identifiable characteristics useful in forecasting the 

future or interpreting the past. The successive phases may also have 

characteristic durations, possibly amenable to partial control. Ina . 

letter dated March 19, 1941 he cites the following history of the deer 

jrhen 18° wiekignn £5-%°MdRSE sen unteriad fren which 0 theory of 

idea~succession might be deduced:
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1. From first talk of starvation in deer yards to first hay hauled---25-50 years 

the Lnot 
2. From this to first technical investigation of yards and 3 

on dead deer- *#----- - ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ae 

: 3. From this to competent surveys of all yards (via ineffective digressions @l.20 

~Like—bigseebe.hay-hauling;-#p- removing excess deer by-live-trapping Orb rre | 
aousoby. stunning them with' mercy.bukkets} --------------- 3 years 

4, From this to competent censuses of deer populations with tallies showing 

sem and age eunpesition® - -- + e+ oe ee ree meee ae = «5 years 

5. From this to official recognition that there mst be more legal kill or 
else wholesale starvation; that populations have outstripped their winter 
food and mst go down- - - -------------------- 2 years 

6. From this to start of systematic education to modify the buek law, which 
inhibits increasing the legal kill- - --<-<--+-+<+-<++-++2+-+- 2 years 

7- From this to first sportsman-support in asking the legislature to 
"git modern in re deer"#- --+-<-<«--- ee +--+ --=-- = 2 years 

awidin Quctveaawew Wot - — _ _ iain 
" otal elapsed time frem—first—wiater-feeding—te-preserit - ~..17 years 

Lovejoy then projects the possible future nt gyros wi 

8. From asking to getting legislative repeal of tuck law and authority for 
“local regulation" ------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-+2--+- = = -k6 years 7? 

9. From getting authority to learning how to use it- - - - - = = - = 5-10 years 7? 

10. Recognition of fire as a tool for increasing deer food on areas submar- 
ginal fer forestry- ~<----<-- ee eee ee ee eee we = 10625 yoarat 

eh 
ll. Evolution of techniques combining deer regulation, forestry, and 

fire-an mw Bele - ee ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ? years 

Po ) 3 ae oe a i snernieceaaessrannaiaiaisimercittsaa as 

_-~ I think Lovejoy regarded the present problem as the "progeny" of a \i 

/ previous idea: the one-buck law, and the — integration with 

| forestry as the progeny of the present problem, Too few deer, too many deer, 3 
= f | 

and an adjusted deer herd are three overlapping stages in « succession. i 
{ , g \ 

I am.sure that he regarded the measures in items 1 and 2 and the } 

l digressions and evasions of item 3 as crit a of "youth" in the excess / 
i ¥ f 

deer idea; as public abhorrence for toxic condentrations of factual truth. 
3 i 

Items 4-7 represent education of the public, by Slow degrees, to accept the j 

ee factual truth already evident in item 2. ~ Sil =f
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Research on excess deer, Lovejoy points out, began in item 2 and reached 

print in item 6. But research, he says, has only begun when published. 

"It's certainly urgent to get the infant-project born right, washed up, and 

crying good, but that's just a stage in raising a family. Field work is 

aba gestation, publication is parturition, but getting into action is growing 

up. Research is gfown when it has reached self-tending status, along with 

other kids of that generation." 

LOVEJOYIANA : 
Pe wy eta 

For those unfamiliar with the denguage, I present a few selected 
0 ye 

: oe a idioms in-bevejoyeesg, and a few characteristic quotations: 

wer, 
V Qpa? 4, pack-ratting~-collecting reprints "in the standard campus manner". 

par F a ly o/ terra-tinker--a land-use expert. me 
es e 1 = 

‘ barber shop biologist--a sportsman. ' pas 

mirabile dictuing;-seeias-menders — (6... (Wil (oly 

rat-hole project--an ill-conceived official undertaking 

sacred sawloggers--forestry propagandists 

tant 
section 28--lower left abdomen 

Hovos, Demos, and Buros--researchers, politicians,and bureaucrats 

("Novos nest in litters of old papers, from which, at irregular intervals, they 
hatch out monographic young. ") 

"Sic ‘em summa cum laude"<-citation granted to able critics - 

words with high muzzle-velocity--good writing “ 

elitbs-+-There are three kinds of clubs. One kind peels all its birches, 
another only a few, another puts white paint on the s@ars of the 

old peelings.” (letter 7/24/38) : 

research=-"Hire a dozen techs. Turn 'em loose and they'll smell out, trail, 
and flush facts, fetch ‘em home, and lay ‘em on the hearth all-same 
cat and field-mouse. When they lay another separate on the Altar of 
Research they have done their stuff. It's up to somebody else to 
carry on from there." (letter 9/22/40)
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appetitey-"As a kid I often ate all the apples I could, but never as 
many as I wanted to." 

Yarhaabe 

*tnesee: Sor higher degrees in Heological Engincering should weigh at least 
& pounds." 

critigs~-"If they do it vicious-like, with teeth showing, they are surprised 
and amesed to find that (the sacred’cows) are easy scared, and run 
away with even a little roughing. So a few of us have quite a little 
fun yarring and nipping and shagging (them) around, letting on we're 
after hot blood right outa the neck." (letter 9/22/40) 

carrying capacity "me fultimate} question wit te how to step up 
human ¢a: ng capacities per habitat, but + sort of humans we want 
to have around at all." (letter 9/22/40) 

In conclusion, I venture the personal opinion that the professions of 

forestry and wildlife management, as now condi tuted, will one day be 

adjudged to have been deficient in critics. If I am right in this, - 

Ga eae of baw drat entice y 
then P. &. Lovejoy, will grow in stature with the years. 

4 

In any case he did his valiant best to find new wedges, and season- 

checks to set them in, and to split new slabs of savvy off the big chunk.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY P. 8S. LOVEJOY 

The worst-first theory. Journal of Forestry, vol. 24, no. 4, April 1926, 
pp. 351-357. ; 

Concepts and contours. Journal of Forestry, vol, 31, no. 4, April 1933, 
pp. 381-391. 

Fericulture. Univ. of Mich. Forest School Anmal, 1933, pp. 

Ecological engineering. 36th & 37th Annual Reports, Michigan Acadeny of 
Science, Arts and Letters, Ann Arbor, 1935, pp. 76-86. 

Harmonizing conflicting interests in land management. Proceedings First 
N. A. Wildlife Conference, Feb. 3-7, 1936. Senate Committee 
Print, 7th Congress, 2nd Session, Washington, 1936, pp. 260-267. 

(Letter to Sileox) Journal of Forestry, vol. 36, no. 6, June 1938, 
pp. 628-634.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LANSING 
P. J. HOFFMASTER 

DIRECTOR 

July 15, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I went over the enclosed article entitled 
"P. S. Lovejoy" with a lot of interest and talked it 
a little with our Mr. Paquin, in charge of the Educa- 
tional Division. 

In our discussion it was brought out that 
there were a few things that we should pass on to you. 

Paquin has written them down and I am enclosing his 2 
memorandum on it. 

I had to leave for Washington and then a 
regular meeting of the Conservation Commission, and 
as a consequence did not get to look at my mail until 
yesterday - which accounts for the long gap between 
Paquin's memorandum and this letter. 

Best of good wishes. 

eee 
\ \ a Very sincerely yours, 

be (\ 

Ne \v\ 

rector 
PJH:ch



MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION 

July 3, 1942 

Memo to the Director: 

In re: attached copy of Leopold's Lovejoy Article. 

Of course a lot of pertinent information is lacking but 

considering the fact that the length of the article is probably necessarily 

limited, I think the Professor has done a good job and would hesitate to 

make any criticisms. eon : 

A couple more Lovejoyana. 

-"Since clubs have taken onan ‘enforcement campaign! I'd try to 

3 work in some of the biology too -- thus giving 'em both barrels instead of 

one. Mr. Paul Bunion had a. gun that didn't miss. He'd shoot first bar'l 

west and then whirl & let off tother bar'l to the east.....that away a-coverin' 

everhting.) Good technic, I claim." : ; 

"Left Bar'l," Educating sportsmen's clubs by indirection. Using 

oe the "left bar'1." 

"“Pairoaks Fabrications." Anything eminating from his home on 

Fairoaks street, Ann Arbor; whether it be a philosphical treatise or a hand~ 

made dough paddle. 

One place he said: "nothing about what happens when arbutus is 

janked off in jerks----" Typical of expressions.
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= Once he indulged in poetry. : In answer to a letter concerning the 

efficacy of wind carrying acorns; he said, 

"Mammoth oaks from acorns grow 
But how they got there we don't know. 
If there's strength in the hot air contained in that letter 
The wind could blow acorns that much better." pee 

sSESES TA pevod siplogcel Fo 09. batloss 3S. vet i : 

; Ridiculing a newspaper article that said porcupines were eating 
é PD Sr a iS RE i I OT OS iste — 

glass insulators on power lines he said. Ba ies : = 

’ "The eye of the quill pig is so penetrating that, properly directed, 

it may serve many useful purposes for man, - The penetration is sufficiently : 

strong to permeate most métals. ‘We have assurate reports ‘of: poreupines 

gazing through'a glass insulator to the point where thé glass ‘becomes malleable. 

The porcupine then nibbles chunks of the malleable glass; whirls the glass 

“pits with its tongue dnto rounded pellets and then torments passing scientists 

with well directed shots." — ————— bood (gn ici 

35 Eee, 2 INE oo ee Soa SS bic giiuitas etal Ser = - 

et C. A. Padtiiny Chief 
enon ee HS 81 GS 8058 Deviston“of Education ~~’ 

1 Si " - ay 

: STEAM e : ; 
& HAY. | REcaivEy 

eae JUL 31g 

ot DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LANSING 
P. J. HOFFMASTER : 

DIRECTOR May 20, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: \ 

Al P. S. Lovejoy died January 19, 1942. Michigan - 
(\ conservation lost one of its foremost champions, and we 

A, lost a friend. It was P. S.'s wish that his body be 

: ic 4 cremated and that the ashes be buried in the Pigeon River 
yy State Forest, for it was a place he loved and an area with 

( ) which he had much association and in which he planned to 
pes demonstrate in practice his theories of land use and 

p conservation. a 

The Department of Conservation can never repay ‘ 
its obligations to P. S. but its personnel does wish to 
show its respect and affection for him by complying with 

his last wishes. 

At three o'clock on the afternoon of Sunday, 
June 7, 1942, P. S.'s ashes will be buried on a hill 

overlooking the Pigeon River, just a few steps away from 

the forest headquarters. The Conservation Commission, 

the Department's staff, and the others who worked with 
him so many years will participate in a brief and informal 
burial ceremony. 

Should you plan to be there, go directly to the 
Pigeon River Forest headquarters, sixteen miles east of 

Vanderbilt, leave the cars, and walk to the burial site. 

Knowing you were a long-time friend of P. S., : 
I realized you would want to be informed about these plans 

and I hope you will be able to participate with us in this 
farewell gesture. 

Very sincerely 

PJH: bk
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! 42h University Parm Place 
Mey 6, 19he 

Professor Leonard Wing 
Department of Wildlife Manogement 
State College of Washington 
Pullman, Washington 

Dear Leonard: 

I should heve written you about our friend P. S., but it 
failed to occur to me that you might get only delayed news. 
I agree with you that the Levejoy correspondence has more 
than enough content to warrant publication, but could the 
average reader translate them into ordinary English? 
My collection of letters, which I have kept carefully, 
would be almost Greek to even the most intelligent novice. 

On the other hand, the mimeographing of his important letters . 
for the edification of his friends strikes me as an excellent 
idea. It may also be thet I misjudge the difficulty with 

‘ outsiders, Hence I am sending your letter and a copy of 
this one to Hoffmaster with the request for his opinion. 
Mr. Pacouin I know has a collection of Lovejoy letters 
and Hoffmaster could easily consult with him. 

Certainly I would be glad to contribute my collection, and 
I think everybody will appreciate your generous offer to 
serve as editor. 

I am doing a sketch of Lovejoy for the Journal of Wildlife 
Management, but such a task is, of course, an exacting one, 
and hence I will probably not finish the job until classes 
are over. You have probably already noticed the sketches in 
American Forestry, Michigan Conservation, etc. 

I am showing Jore Hickey your note about prairie falcons. 

With best regards, 

zs Aldo Leopold ;
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42k University Farm Place 
February 20, 1942 

Mr. G, A. Paquin, Chief 
Division of Education 
Dept. of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Pacquin: 

Please do let me know when the date for the Pigeon 
River ceremonies is set. It may be difficult for i 
me to attend what with tire shortage and classes, 
but I do want to know about it. 

: I have started some writing about P.S. and am now 
not sure whether the proposal in my former letter is 
a@ good one or not. I will report to you and to 
Professor Gaige later after I have a little more done. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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WAYLAND OSGOOD P. J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR S. G. FONTANNA 

SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

February 17, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: i 

The Conservation Commission, et its meeting last week, decided to participate 
in rather informal ceremonies in burying Mr. Lovejoy in the Pigeon River 
State Forest this spring. The ceremony will probably take place in late May 
or early June. We are going to have a bronze tablet made, to be placed on 

the stone found in the locality, and the ashes will be brought from Ann Arbor. 
I would imagine that most of the staff of this department, as well as a large 
number of Lovejoy's friends in the field, will be in attendance. I will 
notify you when e definite date is set, and I hope that you will find it 

possible to attend. 

d I believe that your contemplated efforts to attempt to express in P. S.'s 
words his ideas about land use and conservation will be appreciated not only 

by his friends but by everyone interested in this subject. 

We still have a considerable file here in the office. I haven't had time to 
go through it all yet but if I find anything that pertains to the subject, I 

will send it on to you. I don't know just what Dick Gaige has. I don't 
believe that he has very much in writing. Inasmuch as he was P. S.'s back door 
neighbor and was a nightly visitor, there probably wasn't much occasion for 
written Fair Oaks fabrications. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. A. PAQUIN, Chief : 
Division of Education 

CAP/na,
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: : 4oh University Farm Place 
February 10, 1942 

Mr. C. A. Paquin 

Division of Eéucation 
Department of Conservation : 
Lansing, Michigan i 

Dear Mr. Paquin: a 

Thank you for sending me the Lovejoy papers. I have some of : 
these ih my file, but not all of them, I take it thet some / 
of them may never have been mailed, but were being held for } 
the incorporation of some improvement or refinement. Most of 
them deal with an idea which P.S. was developing during the 
last year, namely, the existence of a succession (equivalent 
to the plant succession) in ideas about land-use and conservation. - 

I think this field of thought is of sufficient importance so 
that those of us who are still here should attempt to express 
it in P.S.'s words insefar as possible. I am willing to 
undertake this if agreeable to P.S.'s Michigan friends. 

On the other hand I had suggested to Professor Gaige that he 
undertake to write a biographical sketch. I am sending Professor ; 
Gaige a copy of this letter. : 

Y If this allocation is acceptable to you and Professor Gaiga, I : 
would sugzest that we all sort our "Lovejoyana" accordingly, that 
is to say, I would undertake to send to Professor Gaige such 
materials as I have which bear principally on Lovejoy's person- 
ality, literary style, etc. You and Professor Gaige in turn 4 
might send me anything additional you run inte about this 
particular topic of idea succession. 

Thank you for letting me know about the Pigeon River plans. 

. Yours sincerely, : 

§ 7 

Aldo Leopold Pp 
Professor of Wildlife Management em 

i 

% { 4 : eg 
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y This picture of Parish S. Lovejoy, chief advisor of the Michi- q 
gan Department of Conservation on land use problems and pro- | © 

‘| grams, who died on Tuesday at his home in Ann Arbor, caught | @P} 

; hiny in a typical pose in the region he has helped to redeem to | anc 
t usefulness, e Sar 

1 ee eke cor 

Parish a /Parish S. Lovejoy Great _ |. 
5 x mit 

Force For Co: tion |: / OnservatlON in 
z Se ee Re ma 
5 By Arthur W. Stace partment of Conservation, he took} 4, 

When Parish S. Lovejoy quietly| over the Land Economic Survey,| ap. 
passed into another life on Tues-| organized it, staffed it, and worked in 
day morning at ,his home in Ann |out its procedure. In 1925 he under- nA 
Arbor, Michigan lost an intel-|to9k the establishment of game|> 
lectual force and a guiding genius| refuges and game preserves on a ae 
who had in 20 years accomplished] <ound, scientific basis. He bevame|>© 
More! for veal conservation in the} frst chief of the Game Division, |" 
swor peningules) than” anyother in-\\: 7. ‘1930 he ‘bécarie chlet-advis ee pes aa conservation| + th department on !and naliey x system as it is today—progressive, mee ¢ 

organized on sound scientific and ene eeroer ae A ane he held on 
i i isi fa IS passing. 

By IEEE eee ae oe: His work attracked attention pre; 

lems as they arise—stands as his|from other states. He was offered | inte 
monument. positions carrying greater salary, | 1Y, 

PS, as he was known to his fel-|honor and prestige. But he pre-| Ir 

low workers and to his friends,| ferred to serve Michigan, carrying | decl 

was chief advisor to the Depart-|on the work he loved. of ¢ 
ment of Conservation on land pol-| Mr. Lovejoy is survived by his|stag 
icy and program. From him came| wife of 32 years, by four children,| the 
many of the ideas, many of the|Mrs. Jerry M. Gruitch of Grandby,| R 
inspirations, many of the stimula-|Conn,, Mrs. Ernest H. Olsen -of th 

tions that have turned and are/Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Franklin C.| esea 
turning millions of acres of cut- W. Olson of Glenview, Ill, and eet 

over bankruny Seemingly Worth | Omar Havson Loveioy of New| oft 
areas, new forests, and recreation| ‘rk city, and a brother Elijah} to 

aplaces for the people. His work| Parish Lovejoy, III, of Detroit. San 
fl goes on in the personnel he helped| Simple funeral services for the| be n 
S|to select and to train—technical| family were held at 7:30 at the 
‘personnel, administrative person-|Dolph funeral chapel, with Rev. 

nel, operating personnel. H. P. Marley officiating. All 
From Crusader Stock The body was taken to Detroit 

Parish’ S; Lovejoy eame ‘fron on Wednesday for cremation. 

crusader stock. He was born at|, T° Parish S. Lovejoy particu- 
Princeton, Ill., 58 years ago, the larly applies Henry Van Dyke's 
ee of ai Parish Cee, TE ees ee 

grandfather was Owen ve~ E 
joy, fiery abolitionist, member of ne eget a tree is a ser-|lowin 
Congress during Lincoln's admin- Be gi ‘acth ‘ina: office 
istration, and a friend of the great ben Seeneeacia ak indness for| durin 
emancipator. noun 
His Pandunole was Elijah Par- oud faces that he hath not seen|the 

ish Lovejoy, defender of the free- shall bless him. yeste 
cont oP the Dress and of the a F h i . t PR 

liom of men, who was martyred in w 

1837 because of his anti-slavery renc ecture * 
articles—a mob wrecking the plant ‘s 
of his newspaper, the Falton’ Ob- Slated Tomorrov 
server, at Alton, Ill. ie 

PS had his early education in| Andre Morize, professor 
the Princeton, Ill., school. Later he| French literature at Harvar 
went to the Ethical Culture school| versity and director of th 

e|in New York, studying under Felix|mer French School at M 
y|Adler. He had intended to enter|College, Vt., will deliver 
_|Cornell university, but he wished|in the series of Frer 
-|to study forestry and Cornell of-|sponsored by Le Ce 

fered no course in forestry. So PS} a¢ 4-15 tomorrow af 
turned to Michigan university amphitheater of 

5 where Philibert Roth was just building. . 
_Jorganizing such a course. He be-| prog. ‘Morize 

t came a member of the University’s Reconstruction 
first course in forestry. That was 1871.” He ir 

in 1903. At that time he adopted Sant Dake z 
\ Michigan as his own—fortunately which hey 
*|for the state and the people of the conden’ 
‘|state. He plunged into courses init 
lthat interested him, he paid no|® 'P 
llattention to those that did not, pues 
even though the curriculum called 
for them for the obtaining of a|| TYP 

1]degree. As a result he left school|| OFF 
%|with more knowledge, possibly, |} Sold 

than most graduates, but without || Clea 
a degree. Supy 

’.| He entered the United States 
-|Forest service about 1905. He be-|] 314 § 
-|came supervisor of the Medicine 

Bow National Forest in Wyoming |~—— 
a|with headquarters at Laramie. It re 
»|was while he held this position} | 
a|that he was married in 1909 to) § 
a|Ruth Harrison of Detroit, who had fee 
r|been a student at the University of f 
>| Michigan. He was supervisor of the fo 
2|Olympic National Forest from 1910) &. 

to 1912, i; r 
Then he was called back to the} | 

1| University of Michigan. He became| } 
s}an assistant professor of forestry t 

-|under Filibert Roth. One of his as- be 

+|sociates describes him as “a great t 

teacher.” - 3 

He Studied Michigan b> 
It was at this period that he be- oe 

gan to pay particular attention to k 

Michigan’s iand utilization prob- . 

lems. From 1919 to 1925 he was ‘ 
chairman of the conservation com- i . 

1| mittee of the Michigan Academy of ee 

r{Seience. This group of scientists] j 
,| from the University and other state bE 
.|institutions discussed the state's : 

| Wild land situation and ways of ap- 

proaching the solution of its prob- me 

lems. From the group's discussions bgp 

. came the plan for the land eco- bi 

‘nomic survey, which was under- ‘ 

‘taken, by the conservation depart- b 

-,ment in 1922 in Charlevoix county.| 5 

5S. had much to do with writing} + _ 

'the specifications and unofficially! {| — 
» worked in the field. i 
l, While on the University faculty} + 
?' PS had contributed to the Curtis} © 
“| publications, principally to The| ;, 

? Country Gentleman, then a week-| & ~ 

{| ly, but also to The Saturday Eve-| + 

_|ning Post and The Ladies Home j ‘ 
Journal. In 1920 he left the Uni- bs 

lversity to devote himseif to the] * 
service of the Curtis publications, me 

| He travelled extensively for them. . 

| His “Cloverland” articles frora the WR. 
| Upper Peninsula were outsland- 

jing. 
In 1923, at the instance of John 

Baird, then director of the De- 

A k
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|| Ice Fishing in Warm, Dark Shanty Is Ideal Way 
oe re to Spend Cold Days of Winter 

| I i N A . eee Alpena Plans Conservation Loses a Leader o Action on \ ‘ (By Sig Olson.) ness of the scene. Weeds come 1 i i ishi into view, eel grass and feathery / B b H B S Winter ice fishing has a charm| into \ » et u 
| 0. cat unt eaver eason not understood by those who have TT ee ay ee ee 

‘ st err i Sees Mae SeuHe: es s — ee — ee 4 —. never tried it. down to watch, see nothing but 
Pade fan bin Annual — ee _. . rg ie It is dark and warm inside the | the rocks, the bits of shell and the 

Mi z _ ee #2. Ss . — | Decision Due in Febru- fish house fora fire is going in| water plants and the light pouring 
| Event Week-end oe 2 ..r”—~—“a“OSCi*@S : Otter May St the little barrel stove in the cor-| i" from above. - ; 2 ~~ ary; er May Stay Th i i . 

f Jan. 31 : oe _ oe : ner, Outside the wind howls and|_ The spear is resting easily 
| ° . rr—~—~— on Closed List ; . against the ice, its handle free and | i. snow whispers against the black] ready to grasp. Occasionally it is | tees U i ae ee ee + i eens patent a pore oe : a4 i. Lansing—The state conservation | tarpaper walls of our shelter. shifted so the point does not be- 
jeld events of the winter in north- |  =—se commission, at jis)Januaty meet) We ‘ait on elnnery Bde OF tne ean, fOr Ged eke toc Gene lastern Michigan, will be staged —rrrrr—t—~—~—~—~—OC ing here last week, put off for an-|“‘hole,” green and translucent in| Potch, for when the moment comes 
fan. 31 and Feb. 1 under the spon- ——  . ‘\other émonth its decision on an| te half light. We look down into| YOU must strike with lightning 
lorship of the Alpena Sportsmen’s  —=t—=“#(RO.L LL. : x its depths and we see farther and| SPeed or the quarry is gone, 
Hub. i rr a open trapping season on beaver) farther into the green, finally to| We lapse into quiet, sit and 

| The hunt will take place in 50,- 2 and otter this spring. the very bottom of the lake itself,| stare unthinkingly into the hole. 
000 acres of swamp and wild land,| 4 re . Formal action will be taken at|Light streams through the trans-| Now we seem to blend with the 
ncluding some of Michigan's best oo FF = _|the February meeting. If the sea- parent snow and ice and the bot- |bottom of the lake itself, as though 
beat territory. — -— i : 7 2 tom all but glows in reflected sun-| we were in a subterranean world, ‘Hazen “Ki Ki” Cuyler, former big he o - _ :|son is allowed it probably will be! spine, a part of the sand and gravel 

fend baseball player, will cap- ee : :|in late March or early April. The bottom is marked by several| the rocks, the waving eel grass, 
ein fle eee perteen & _ = _ | ‘| The present outlook is that the| whitish rocks and bits of shell,| part and parcel of the marine pic- 
eadquarters will be at the Al. | commission will vote a closed sea-| landmarks in the general vague-/| ture there below us. 
enachotel: 8 : . oo son on beaver in the upper penin- We become personally acquaint- 
Visiting hunters are requested to ee aills, Where | favorable: trapping od with eaclt irpenulanity. Of the ring their own shotguns and to a a -. . conditions and high prices resulted i bottom, the ripple marks, the moy- 

come equipped with No. 2 chilled Be . oe in a heavy take a year ago. Sports- Tr a il E alk ing of each frond, the air bubbles 
shot. Guides and dogs will be fur- |. a ,|men’s clubs and conservation of- at the edge of the ice, the shadows 
nished. An entry fee of $1 will — - ficers generally favor no beaver of clouds drifting by. 
{cover hound and guide expense for ee || trapping north of the: straits this Ee ee Then, when we feel as if nothing | each hunter. 2 . year. 2 Winter Deer Feeding. would ever change, as if we had / | # progiam: of can elnment is pear eae 3 Otter Needs “Rest.” It’s Not the Solution. sat in that same position for years, 
{planned before and after the hunt. ‘ ae a | In the lower peninsula, where Rayburn Needs Advice. or centuries, a gray shadowy tor- i gegen | : a the take last spring was lighter ‘ pedo slides swiftly into the open- 
Sportsmen Form Base oJ i |and Pesvers ae ene to be ROBERT RAYBURN, conserva-| ing and the quiet world around us 

> : _ |more abundant, ie commission 4 jest - | explodes befor i For Home Guard Unit 2 appears likely to vote an open sea-| pena edna detocned Ee eet| ne ashen | pers 5 : pena, seems determined to set The Strike! 
|_A life insurance company survey Son, with several “borderline” | Michigan’s conservation program] ia i 4 
shows that Sean 6,000,000 beaver counties closed, however.| hack-25 years or so if he can. “The spear!” screams everything 
‘hunters provide the nation with a It is not probable the season will] His latest proposal calls for set- Within.us, Cramped muscles move, far broader base for a home de- : be opened in the Baldwin or Grand] ting aside $30,000 to $40,000 of fingers tighten around the cold 
fense guard than Great Britain Traverse districts. hunters’ license money to provide steel _and as in a slow motion had at the start of the war. ' The majority of the commission-| hay or other feed for deer in|@"¢2™ the point withdraws from | The study. cites 10,000,000 rifles i ers have indicated they favor a| crowded yards where starvation | iS Notch, hangs poised and ready. 
sold in the past 10 years as an in- | , closed season on otter this year.| takes a major toll each winter. The strike is made and in a vio- 
dication that Americans are far | This fur bearer, one of the rarest! “Happily there seems little likeli- lent instant the water boils and 
more proficient in handling fire- | in Michigan, has been depleted by| pood the conservation department | ‘8° Vision of fish, bottom, rocks 
arms. than citizens of Britain, in | two years of trapping and is in| wil) follow the oneuenion There | 224 weeds disappears in a green- 
which country public hunting is need of a respite, the commission-| are wiser and mor to-date | White turmoil of confusion. 
much less prevalent. ers believe, asi © coninission | Then the door is open and we ' conservationists on the commission are out in the full gl; 

; Mie 5 who realize that Rayburn’s pro- sunlight, blinking ABpehiee Shotke \ I> posal would represent an almost | ; - : : d 
Pp; Ss; Lovejoy---He Done a Lot of Good! complete tants of money and|/"8 at our good fortune, Sudden- 

: z : would do very little for the state's |!¥ It is all over, the pike has (By HAROLD TITUS) exists. It served its great purpose and passed on, but its existence | deer herd. It is not probable they | tPPed its threshing on the ice 
When P. 8. Lovejoy died Tuesda: this th aaa developed technique and redefined problems which today are | Will give way to any ill advised none Me He ne te 

en P, S. Lovejoy died Tuesday mornin; ie man who made o i i Bee ee ss se et ot a ease not only in Michigan’s conservation administration AE eee gStes Fea darkness, Stoking the fire, we get 
y gi Pi Pi ut in that of many other states, been advocated many times and erie eS ay H 

picture. Who brought in the institute for fisheries research? Lovejoy. ae a nian pieces suede ae can see fresh fish. Sonee ne 
This is no disparagement of those countless individuals, from Not under that name, of course. But it was his parables, spoken been aatletactory. eae bottom. The eel grass and the mil- 

director to towerman within the department, and from governor i his inimitable manner into the ear of John Baird, that made «es al Se ee Cee eae ate 
'to the least articulate citizen that ever made a suggestion outside, Michigan ‘aware of the hopelessness of trying to solve fisheries Ts Py true ee sew ae the: golacn® facie be he 

who have done their part and added their increment to the Problems without technical aid. He sent Baird to Ruthven, Hubbs, | | deer could De Aneta whitened bits of shell. We settle 
bureau’s value. But it was P. S. who dreamed the major outlines ©teaser; Metzlaar and others came; today it’s the institute. overcrowded yards by a dole of| “°wn to wait and hope. 
of the dream years ago; it was P. S. who translated the dream Who made Michigan hate forest fire? Lovejoy, again. He alfalfa hay. But the number that whinniees oy ane a there to 

to blueprint; it was P. S. who was everlastingly leading and SOUiT bese ven fe Re ered fchigan. shinten eile’ yee F . S. , ys was preaching against and teaching about fire when most of our out ‘of all proportion to the cost Jong Michigan winter, while you 
prodding until the plan was more than wish or lines on paper eyes smarted for weeks atea time from taken-for-granted smoke. to say nothing of the fact that Fick way for spring and the first wil- 

and had become reality. He later took Charley Peterson and Hoss Andrews and Spike Sayre | a plan offers no permanent solu- are tea Beate ae 
P. S. was a lot more than a conservationist. He was one of  Successively by the hand and made the division what it is today. ae s Sapa of a surplus} 

those chosen few who see government as a clean and precisely Who got up the department's game division? Lovejoy, of course. Pennsylvania has had far heavier | proposal for a sound plan of deer 
integrated set of machinery, functioning for the good of the It was my privilege to go with Bill Loutit and put it in his lap, | losses of deer from winter starva- aa management. 
many. But the conservation movement happened to be his medium. i 2 tion than Michigan has ever had| Reports have circulated that the 
his idiom, his natural field of ex Pasa id so, for the stat me Se a i a x sae a i. wee pen veer and Pennsylvania knows these|Michigan United | Conservation ae P , and so, for the ae e ‘It’s yours; it’s a division,” we said. “Game farm, refugees, a staff losses cannot be averted by a feed- | Clubs now look with favor on win- 
large, he will be remembered as a worker and leader in the for research, plans for public hunting grounds. The works! Hop ing program. New York has tested| ter deer feeding. This is firmly 
conservation and restoration of natural resources. to it?” How he hopped! the plan and proven that it does | denied, however, by President Ted 

i not solve the problem on a general| Bohler and Executive Secretary 
Take a look at the department as it stands today. Searcely a Who brought the state forests out of obscurity? Lovejoy, and scale. Harry Gaines. 

division within it but bears the imprint of Lovejoy’s sharp and no one else. He bludgeoned and scoffed and went into his chuckling Wee Ee We'd like to see something done 
dynamic mind; not a single function that doesn’t run more parables again with John Baird until Marcus Schaaf got a chance. |‘[HERE is one sound plan and) about winter deer losses,” Bohler 

| smoothly because he gave its objectives and problems long and % only one for controlling Mich- He aig» the. state: “has. studied 
| orderiy thought. You could go straight through the list: Lands, parks, education igan’s deer herd and preventing} the problem for years and we be- 

ji —the whole lot of them owe something fundamental and irre- the ee ile Mci of Jaree ee taken Dieretonee aten 
Not a native of the state, he became impressed with Michigan joy’s visi REPSOL AO WS 1aNG) Opes. 1 ne) : Pp! 8 placeable to Lovejoy’s vision and drive. is to give the conservation depart- of the deer herd by the conserva- 

land problems 40 years ago when, as a student of forestry at the i ji tion department se th \ \ : Those of us who knew him best fealize that his was one of | ™ment complete discretionary au- : pe eee Seer aoe / university, he’ did research work on the last big pine operation © 4° 7" c ered thority to manage the herd and| Workable solution, Bohler believes, 
in the lower peninsula, near the headwaters of the Manistee river. ‘" ‘TulY Sreat personalities. Intolerant of the cheap or shoddy | establish open seasons on antlerless | There is no chance that Rayburn’s F'Mrom that time on ‘he never rested ‘easily’ unless ‘Burdenea with or usual, his Jozio and expression could blister. Loathing the self- deer in limited areas where over- | feeding proposal will draw MUCCG 
Micigan pxobleins. seeker or factions with axes to grind, his wrath could be colossally population is coupled with winter | Support. i i ib 

‘ righteous. Quick ‘at appraising human values, many a student on food shortage.  RAYBURN la bi ‘ 
There was, of course, the interlude when he served with the the campus and, later, many a recruit in department ranks, owes feo stenaie ee nee ae I bee livin etane: eee 

United States forest service in the northwest, but ses after all, today’s outstanding achievements to the kindly and patient coach- cent years, It has the backing of | Ment’s own game men, whc have 
only prepared him for greater service here. Then it was back ing of P. S. Always the skeptic, even of his own enthusiasms and the Michigan United Conservation | Spent years studying problems of 
on the university faculty, infecting forestry students with his procedures, he examined each movement with an intelligence as | Clubs and most of the sportsmen, ae a both itt Michigan and in vigor and straight thinking and determination. Then, for a time, : Sonservaplonisis And deer “Hunters eee ae hie ee oe eit eee eee it ‘ oa en, a a ee clean and as sharp = a surgeon’s scalpel until he could find it of the state. So far, however, the| Mistake of putting forth sugges- 

a Pt ountry Gentleman and while his wholly good. Hours did not matter then; he was behind it from political minded legislature has| tions of a type discarded by lead- 
assignments were wide in scope he managed to keep editorial eyes then on. turned a deaf ear to this proposal. | ing conservation agencies close to 
often turned this way and there must still be uneasy tossings at Povetos é In the 1941 session it was side-| @ quarter of a century ago. 
might by those almost forgotten unwise or unscrupulous land a vejoy’s ee ve me nea ae ete He had ioe for the carn doe law, the canes wt sincere desire _to 
bei h . ie language of a scholar. Yet, often is most profound moments legislature’s own ill advised sub-| tender Michigan a genuine service 

Mere Ree cere, nt MUPigan  yeesyc AES. And) Who: Wete|-5  chogal-to7allp’ into, the, Idlotir: at the. upper country and talk | Stitute for a sound management as a member of the conservation finally driven from the scene largely by the torch P. S. turned Si? thet sickle Hoquiali it. shant program. commission that would not seem on then. simp! colloquialisms of shanty-boy, trapper, pioneer The doe law solved nothing, re-| too much to ask. 
, farmer. Because of that, some day, on some upper Michigan hill- sulted in an unwarranted kill in OO 

And all that time he’d been watching the conservation move- top I'd like to find a rock. Just a good, tough boulder dropped areas where deer were scarce as| Observe Quail Feeding 
ment, long before he dreamed he’d be on the staff; all that tine there by a glacier and likely to be there until the ice comes _ | Well as where they were too abun- 
planning how the vast technical tools on university and college again. And Yd like to hire a stone cutter to walk in with his | 42%, and drew sne angry and al-| On Black Locust Pods 
campuses, so often whirling solely in academic fields, might be tools and roll up his sl a ii i Berea Dus 226 os Ge er MDntZ east Cone ne tat aa webe ea y - iy nd roll up his sleeves and light his pipe (craftsmanship ers and sportsmen’s clubs. This} uncémmon foraging habit of quail 
geared in with specific need of state administration. always intrigued Lovejoy) and there alone, in the tranquillity that law seems due to be nullified by | was observed here during the sub- 

is Michigan’s out-of-doors, whittle out a legend about like this! the conservation commission under |,zero period of early January. A 
oe ee the idea of resource inventory to the state? . coe the discretionary power act before | covey of bobwhites was “found 

: ejoy. ie land economic survey was his baby; it was his fore- November of 1942. feeding extensively on seeds of 
sight and persistence that assembled factions within the Academy “P. 8. _ s * black locust trees. 
of Science to drive the need of adequate information on which to MEANWHILE there would be} The pealike seed.pods of the lo« fase’x prograta into Lansing’ : . ‘ little merit indeed in substi-| cust cling to the twigs long after prog jo Lansing’s understanding. The survey no longer “He done a lot of good. tuting Rayburn’s winter feeding | the leaves 
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By Jack Van Coevering ae A 

pa STORRS LOVEJOY died] among the conservation tops of 

last Tuesday. the country. 
- As I write this I can imagine| PP. S. never claimed credit for) 

'P. s. (that’s what everyone called| these accomplishments. He was 
him) looking over my shoulder and| happy to generate ideas and to see 
‘saying: “Stop! ‘That's enough.”|them work. His greatest joy in 
And it would be, too, for those of| life, he said, was to set up the 
us who knew him, because in our | dominoes and then watch them fall 

minds we can write our own|Wwhere he guessed they would. He 

eulogies: Friendly advice given|was a past master at plant 
without stint, clear-cut criticism | ideas in proper places, a procedure 
that trimmed to the quick, sesqui-|he called “banana peel engineer- 

pedalian humor based on seemingly | ing.” 

inexhaustible experience, and per-| In recent years P. S. became 

yading all, a vital interest in Michi-| more concerned with proper land 

gan’s outdoors that always looked | use, a subject which he knew was 

beyond the present to forecast with without glamour, but which he be- 

uncanny accuracy the shape of|lieved fundamental to all other 

things to come. economic problems. He became a 

Except for a brief period as chief | liason between the administrative 

of the land economic survey and|end of conservation and the cam- 

game division, P. S. held no execu-| puses both in Ann Arbor and Hast 

tive position in the Michigan Con-| Lansing, thereby pringing them 

servation Department. For the last | closer together to attack common 

fe «~~ :«10 yeas he had problems as they related to con- 

| =... no desk in Lan-| servation and land use. 

CC, sing. Yet during 
- == that same time Ha Lacie! Ahead — ~=—seitnere was Ces day before he died I visited 
— ... |. scarcelyamajor P. S. in his home. He had re- 

> 8. decision made or| turned from the hospital the week 

- = = a policy adopted| before and had recovered to the 
ee | to which he did| point where he was walking about. 

- SCsonot make his Next to his bed were a chair and a 

| = _~=Cs peculiar and|writing desk covered with sheets 
gp Fs constructive| of paper full of penciled notes. I 
— contribution. had come to make only a friendly 

me A P. S. was the| call, yet for 10 minutes he hewed 
— man who start-|to a line of thought which he had 

Ve ed Michigan’s| pursued for two years: The use of 
e. system of game| Wild lands can be submarginal for 
en refuges but he recreation or tree growing just as 

Mr. Lovejoy took no bureau-|much as farm lands can be sub- 
crat’s pride in seeing them con-| marginal for agricultural crops. 
tinued or expanded. He was the “Millions of acres in Michi- 
first to advocate their abandon-| gan,” P. S. told me last Monday 
ment when he perceived them no| afternoon, “are not worth spend- 
longer serving their purpose. He| ing even fire-protection money 
had a hand in starting Michigan’s| on, and yet I see the Forest 
state game farm, helping pick the| Service planting pines on barren 
site and build the farm manager’s| sand wastes that won’t even 
house. He saw pheasant produc-| pay interest on the cost of plant- 
tion rise from nothing to thou-| ing.” 
sands. Yet he was the first to see| That's the way he was—his eyes 
the folly of game-farm pheasants | focussed a decade and sometimes a 

once the birds had become-estab-|century ahead. To those who did 
lished in Michigan and did not|not know him well, he was a mi 
hesitate to say so. of contradictions. To those wh 

Until he coined them, the words| understood him he was a seer. 
“carrying capacity” and “fericul- 
ture” were unknown to the litera- 
ture of game management. Until 
he espoused it, the idea that wild- 
life could be managed like farm 
erops had few followers. He was 
an inveterate hunter of hooey and 
delighted in exploding untenable 
beliefs and ideas, 

Unusually Well Fitted 
P. S. WAS unusually fitted for his 

role in the development of 
Michigan conservation. He gained 
breadth of outlook in the national 
forests of the West, acquired the 
academic slant as a professor of 
forestry at the University of Mich- 
igan, learned the writer’s trade on 
the staff of the Country Gentle- 
man, and finally fused them all in 
20 years of service, during which 
Michigan’s conservation program 
became outstanding in the country. 

It seems almost unbelievable 
that 20 years ago, when P. S. first 
came to the Conservation Depart- 
ment in the days of John Baird, 
fire towers were manned without) 
maps or alidades, trucks for fire- 
fighting were only a dream and 
short-wave radio for communica- 
tion had not been thought of. P. S. 
had a finger in the development 
of all these. H. R. Sayre, now 
chief of the division of field ad- 
ministration, is'a protege of his, 
The Forest Fire Experiment Sta- 
tion near Roscommon is his brain- 
child. 

The Institute for Fisheries Re- 
search came about when he be- 
gan asking why hatchery fish 
did not fill fishermen’s creels. 
His Land Economic Survey never 
gained popular approval, but it 
trained many a youngster now,
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c 7 : 7. = fs. a ‘ By Harold Titus, in the 
ONSET UA LON OSCS Ca CT. Zi Grand Rapids Press 

Yar 24,1942 
YS P. S. Lovejoy died, the man Oe pupeeemcume eyes smarted for weeks at a time from 

who made today’s Michigan Depart- re —“‘CNOCOCW# taken-for-granted smoke. He later took 
ment of Conservation passed out of the - ,.  — ~~ Charley Peterson and Hoss Andrews and 
picture. oo. —  lhlUrTlltt—™ Spike Sayre successively by the hand and 

This is no disparagement of those OC FFllrlrr—iC Sets made the division what it is today. 
countless individuals, from director to eFrlrrtwt”st~—~—sSCSS ‘ Who got up the Department’s game 
towerman within the Department, and _ _ division? Lovejoy, of course. It was my 
from governor to the least articulate _ r . : privilege to go with Bill Loutit and put 
citizen that ever made a suggestion out- a .. . it in his lap, away back in 1927, and when 
side, who have done their part and added i, —ooRy : .. he was rather new on the staff. “It’s 
their increment to the bureau’s value. : \ _ .T 7 yours; it’s a division,’ we said. “Game 
But it was P. S. who dreamed the major _ —_ | farm, refuges, a staff for research, plans 
outlines of the dream years ago; it was : ~~ for public hunting grounds. The works! 
P. S. who translated the dream to blue- _ 2 ~_ : Hop to it!” How he hopped! 
print; it was P. S. who was everlastingly _  . Who brought the state forests out of 
leading and prodding until the plan was , ~~ io obscurity? Lovejoy, and no one else. He 
more than wish or lines on paper and Se bludgeoned and scoffed and went into his 
had become reality. — chuckling parables again with John 

P. S. was a lot more than a conserva- Baird until Marcus Schaaf got a chance. 
tionist. He was one of those chosen few i You could go straight through the list: 
who see government as a Clean and pre- , i ~ Lands, parks, education—the whole lot of 
cisely integrated set of machinery, func- them owe something fundamental and ir- 
tioning for the good of the many. But replaceable to Lovejoy’s vision and drive. 
the conservation movement happened to Those of us who knew him best realize 
be his medium, his idiom, his natural finally driven from the scene largely by that his was one of the truly great per- 
field of expression, and so, for the state the torch P. S. turned on them. sonalities. Intolerant of the cheap or 
at large, he will be remembered as a And all that time he’d been watching shoddy or usual, his logic and expression 
worker and leader in the conservation the conservation movement, long before could blister. Loathing the self-seeker 
and restoration of natural resources. he dreamed he’d be on the staff; all that or factions with axes to grind, his wrath 

Take a look at the Department as it time planning how the vast technical could be colossally righteous. Quick at 
stands today. Scarcely a division within tools on university and college campuses, appraising human values, many a student 
it but bears the imprint of Lovejoy’s so often whirling solely in academic on the campus and, later, many a recruit 
sharp and dynamic mind; not a single fields, might be geared in with specific in department ranks, owes today’s out- 
function that doesn’t run more smoothly need of state administration. standing achievements to the kindly and 
because he gave its objectives and prob- Who introduced the idea of resource patient coaching of P. S. Always the 
lems long and orderly thought. inventory to the state? Lovejoy. The skeptic, even of his own enthusiasms and 

Not a native of the state, he became land economic survey was his baby; it procedures, he examined each movement 
impressed with Michigan land problems was his foresight and persistence that as- with an intelligence as clean and as sharp 
40 years ago when, as a student of forest- sembled factions within the Academy of as a surgeon’s scalpel until he could 
ry at the university, he did research Science to drive the need of adequate in- find it wholly good. Hours did not matter 
work on the last big pine operation in formation on which to base a program then; he was behind it from then on. 
the lower peninsula, near the headwaters into Lansing’s understanding. The sur- Loyejoy’s mind was that of the re- 
of the Manistee river. From that time vey no longer exists. It served its great | search specialist. He had the language 
on he never rested easily unless burdened purpose and passed on, but its existence of a scholar. Yet, often in his most pro- 
with Michigan problems. developed technique and redefined prob- found moments he chose to slip into the 

There was, of course, the interlude lems which today are fundamental not idiom of the upper country and talk in 
when he served with the United States only in Michigan’s conservation adminis- the simple colloquialisms of shanty-boy, 
forest service in the northwest, but that, tration but in that of many other states. trapper, pioneer farmer. Because of that, 
after all, only prepared him for greater Who brought in the institute for fish- some day, on some upper Michigan hill- 
service here. Then it was back on the eries research? Lovejoy. Not under that top I'd like to find a rock. Just a good, 
university faculty, infecting forestry stu- name, of course. But it was his parables, tough boulder dropped there by a glacier 
dents with his vigor and straight think- spoken in his inimitable manner into the and likely to be there until the ice comes 
ing and determination. Then, for a time, ear of John Baird, that made Michigan again. And I’d like to hire a stone cutter 
he worked as special writer for Country aware of the hopelessness of trying to to walk in with his tools and roll up his 
Gentleman and while his assignments solye fisheries problems without technical sleeves and light his pipe (craftsmanship 
were wide in scope he managed to keep aid. He sent Baird to Ruthven, Hubbs, always intrigued Lovejoy) and there 
editorial eyes often turned this way and Creaser; Metzlaar and others came; to- alone, in the tranquillity that is Michi- 

there must still be uneasy tossings at day it’s the institute. gan’s out-of-doors, whittle out a legend 
night by those almost forgotten unwise Who made Michigan hate forest fire? about like this: 

or unscrupulous land boomers who oper- Lovejoy, again. He was preaching against PS: 
ated in Michigan years ago and who were and teaching about fire when most of our “He done a lot of good.”
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CHARLES K. COOPERRIDER, 1889-1944 

Aldo Leopold 

It is one of the ironies of human ecology that if there be a spark of divinity 

in an individual it is invisible at birth, is mistaken for less important things 

during his life, and becomes completely visible only after his death. 

Such a spark existed, in my opinion, in Charles K. Cooperrider. uring the 

decade that I worked with him, I mistook it for ordinary technical ability, gentle 

geniality, and extraordinary tolerance and patience. I now realize that these were 

underestimates; that Cooperrider, as meh as any other individual of his generation, 

created the present ecological concept of “Water, Land, and People". (This was the 

title of the last paper in which he participated.) Whether or not we yet realize 

it, this concept is destined to shape and delimit the destiny of the United States, 

and of every other country where rain splashes, and where abused soil moves sea- 

ward faster than rocks decay. 

A new idea.is, of course, never created by one individual alone. A prophet 

is one who recognizes the birth of an idea in the collective mind, and whe defines 

and clarifies, with his life, its meanings and its implications. In this sense 

Charles Cooperrider was a prophet. He saw that unkindly land-use was leading the 

Southwest toward disaster, and he devoted his career to the creation of techniques 

whereby we might use the western lands, and also keep them. 

; . = ‘ 

; Cooperrider was born at Brownsville, Ohio, June 3, 1889. He graduated in 1914 

from the University of Ohio, where his major study was biology and chemistry, and 

where Sigma Xi hung the key of high scholership on his vest. In 1915 he started 

his career in the United States Forest Service as an assistant ranger on the Santa 

Fe National Forest. Here he first encountered his life-problem: the abuse of the 

range by too many livestock. No locality in the “est provides a more dramatic
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example, for some of these lovely mountain meadows and sun-soaked foothills have 

been over-sheeped and over-cowed since DeVargas unfurled the Spanish flag on the 

Santa Fe Plaga in 1610. 

By the time I first met Cooperrider (about 1920) he was already one of the 

recognized technical thinkers of the branch of grazing for the Southwest, and had 

already demonstrated his ability not only to criticize the stockman as a land-user, 

but to understand and sympathize with him as a human being. 

In 1932 Cooperrider established and assumed charge of the Sierra Ancha Ixmperi- 

mental Forest at Parker Creek, in the Tonto Basin of Arizona. Here he made physical 

measurements of streamflow and plant growth as related to various intensities of 

grazing, and of soil moving seaward at various resultant rates. 

fo create and apply a technology of range conservation to the Tonto Basin was - 

and still is - a formidable task. It embraces three altitudinal zones, each with 

its distinetive flora and fauna. All three had been overgraszed sinee the 1880's ; 

by @ system of competitive cattle ranches. ‘Many of these herds could not be counted 

because they o¢cupied the range yearlonz, and because they were screened from human 

view by interminable brushfields. Such cattlemon Lived a dual life: to their bank- 

ers they magnified their holdings to bolster credit, and to the Forest Service they 

minimised them to escape reductions. The cattlemen tended, quite naturally, to 

stock their ranges to what they could carry in a wet year; the Forest Service, as 

the custodian of the watershed, tended to reduce livestock to what the ranges could 

carry in a dry year. ‘The problem was further complicated by the fact that over- 

stocked ranges often produced fat cattle, especially in a wet year, by reason of 

the heavy growth of antuals. In addition to these confusing aspects of cattle 

grazing, the sheep of the Arizona desert move north across the Tonte each spring 

to the high mountain meadows of the Coconino Plateau, and back again in the fall. 

For years the Tonto ranges had taken the brunt of such devil~take-the-hindmost 

exploitations. Gooperrider's job was to demonstrate, at Parker Creek, how an
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orderly and conservative system of range management might be applied, and why its 

application was imperative. This he did, and in doing so, made many friends among 

the quarreling groups .whose graging privileges were curtailed by his research find- 

ings. 

The soil that moves seaward from the incredibly jagged topography of the Sierra 

Anchas is destined never to reach the sea, for it lodges in the Roosevelt Reservoir, 

which waters the irrigated farms of the Salt River Valley. very new atre~foot of , 

3 soil spewed into the reservoir reduces, by just that mich, ite capacity to store . 

water. Cooperrider's constantly repeated message to the people of Arizona was that 

enough ¢apacity had already been lost to threaten the future of the valley farms. | 

Their response, or rather the response of some of them, is the saddest instance of 

ecological blindness and deafness so far coming to my notice. This response was 

that conserving Prange plants to hold soil meant feeding the plants a part of the 

water needed for irrigation, and that Salt River wanted more water now, regardless 

of future storage. In short, what has posterity éver done for us? 

It is no ankh feat to live with such people, to like them, and to hope for 

their ultimate awakening. 

* * * 

It was during his Parker Creek days that I first became aware of the wide 

diversity of Cooperrider's intellectual life. He imew the history, as well as the 

carrent dilemmas, of the Southwest. He had a deeper grasy of wildlife than most 

wildlifers had. Silviculture was within the orbit of his mind, especially the pro- 

blem of getting ponderoga pine to reproduce in grazed forests. Among other things 

he promigated the idea, since proven correct, that lighter grazing during spring 

and fall drouths would enable newborn pine seedlings to survive livestock. Unily 

those who realize how many throws of the reproductive dice mst fail before one 

succeeds in starting a new generation of pines can understand the difficulty of ’ 

this problem.
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In 1937 Cooperrider took charge of flood control surveys for the Forest Service, 

applying to the Gila and Rio Grande the principles he had worked out for the Salt 

River at the Sierra Ancha Station. His reports on these watersheds are listed in 

the bibliography. 

Bach of these surveys had, perforce, to deal with a professional cleavage of 

long standing, as between foresters and engineers. In my opinion one reason for 

this cleavage was that many foresters, in the early days, had been thinking too 

narrowly; they Imew too little about grass, brush, and cows, and they failed to 

appreciate fully that hydrology, as well as forestry, had been making headway. Like- 

wise many engineers were thinking too narrowly; they lacked the concept of interde- 

pendence as between water, soil, plants and animals. One of Cooperrider's auitinan 

to conservation was to strive for a synthesis of these diverging viewpoints. In 

the end he had the respect and confidence, if not the full agreement, of the leading : 

thinkers in forest ecology, range ecology, and watershed engineering in the Southwest. 

* me * 

The published papers bearing Cooperrider's signature by no means span the wide 

bracket within which he worked, nor do they record all of the important data he had 

collected. This disparity between performance and print is almost inevitable when a 

research man pioneers a new field under heavy and often hostile economic pressure. 

I cannot remember Charles Cooperrider ever sitting down to a month's uninterrupted 

writing; he was forever in demand to go and explain this, go and start that, or go 

and pacify so-and-so. 

Perhaps this same continuity of interruptions likewise explains why Cooperrider's 

pen seldom carried as mech force as his personality. “he pioneering thoughts and 

facts are in his yublications for people to use if they mow what is good for then, 

but the style hardly does justice to Cooperrider's personal warmth and color. A é 

list of his principal publications is appended to this paper. 

* a se
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During Yorld War II Cooporrider's deep imowledge of plants brought about his 

assignment to Mexico on the Guayule rubber project. ‘There his health, never any 

too good, suffered an impairment which finally resulted in his death, at the Balti- 

nore Marine Hospital, on July 13, 1944, at the age of 55. His wife, the late Uffie 

Hedges Cooperrider, had died in 1936. ‘wo of their children survive: 3111 Knesal, 

now a forestry student at Colorado A & M College, and Nancy Nedges, now a student 

at the University of Arizona, 

To appraise juatly the value of a carcer like "Coop's" is a difficult task 

for a friend, wut to remember vividly the warmth and kindliness of his personality 

is no task at all. To me, and to a hundred others, he was, and will always remain, 

an ever-smiling guide and pioneer on that steep hard trail toward conservation 

which still leads up and up.
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l4st for Cooperrider reprints 

Mr, Rex King, 7S, Altaquerque, "Mex, Mr. John Johnson, FS, Pecos, MM 

My, George Mimball, Fs, * * Mr, Matt J, Gulley, SW7SR Exp. Sta, P.O Box 95) 

Mr, Ty. lang, FS, ° ” Mr. Roy H, Cunfield, * 

Mp, William G.Meogler, Pa," ® Mr, Herman H, Krauch * 

My, Bllis Mitbenk, Ms, * ® uy, Kenneth Parker * 

My, LR. Putsch, 75, * * Mr, Roger D, Morris, < My Ariz. 
(save, “ "e 

Mr, 8.R.ageoma, 7S " a Me, @.A.Pearson ud a 
G22 & FornthSt Tecan 

Mr. Pred Lawton, Fs, * * Mr, Glenton G. St ” 

632 €, Td . 
—— Mp, Robert Boone, 33 i " Me, Wilbert %, Yeir, 

wire nied ens 37° £ Rrstire Pak Ka. 
Ur. Carol iaxdse, BF 7@os * une Senepeiy (a cao ge Tueeoy 

i . as20 : : 
Sam. Yrank B. Andrews, ®%, Sonte Fe," lias Seas Honder con, priser, g Toseon, Aria, 

Sap, Harl Moore, 73, Alsmeordo, * Mr. Ben Reynolds, SRUW Ass'n, Roosevelt, Aris, 

noes mancage Fal NIE ees Sap, Relvh Bussey, FP, tee + Hrs, Griffen, 76 Ranch, Tonto Basin, Aris, 
— Williams Ariz. a 

Sup. L.R.Tescel, 73, Se Ure, Lareon, Young Route, Globe, Arte, 
1, SNES St ; 

Me. Franc Aas, Mkaqaarqee, Bel, Mr. ee Orme, Pres, SRVYJg Fhoenix, Ariz. 

— My, Crank Grubb, Ur, ond Mya. thed Pragter, Roosevelt, Ariz. 

~~ Mr. Tomes A, Seott, Smeets semtee 
THe ‘ : 

Mr. T.TSrift, Wlleta St,, Phoenix, Ariz, 

N503W.Coslidge u 
Mr, Pred Merkle, fate Fasden) ” " My, Willian dullivan, Mine supply and Hardware 

. Co,, Globe, Art,, Arie, 
My, Hugh Callcins, wi Albu gverpue i. and Mrs, W411 Cline, Cila County Ré., Renti, Ar 

Mr. Avthnr Upson, Yirectez, Tropical Yorest _ 
Exp. Sta., ee Puerto Rico, 

bo > My. Oeorgp Parr, Young toute, Globe, Ariz. 
My, H.O,Cassidy, Fa, Springville, Ariz. ovine.) 

‘ Mr, Louies Hout fi, 2., Globe, Ariz, 
Mr, 2. Shirley Bliss, PS, Coyote, Im 

Mr. Steve Bixby, Gléve, Ariz, 
My, Sen Armer, Globe, Aric. 

Mrs, Harding, County Assessor, Globe, Ariz. 
Mp, Coen Webb, Globe, Ariz, 

Mr, Fred @ibson, Superior, Ariz, 
Me. Ernest Douglas, Ma, Aric former 

Phoenix, Ariz, Dean Burgess, U of A,, Tuscon, Ariz,
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Dr, HeLRedhantz, “ My. Lewle @, Douglas, Ambassador to 
re Great Britain, London, Bngland 

Dr. Jemes 7% Jardine, ' Angton, 2.0, Mr. lyle F, Watts, Chief Yorester, Us 
: ¥S, Washington, 0.0. 

ir, Rarle H, Clapp, Chevy Chase, Yabhington, DC Mr, BLN, Mumne, Aaitto 

Sonator Corl Hayton, §.3,Sonate, Washington, 2,“.ir, Y.R.Cjapline, ditto 

Mea Bitrebeth-¢, -Sreenway; —fctty APL 2, My, WA, Dayton, ditto 
=/ Fase Jermaten F : , 

Ur, Tak, Modka, ‘Mephentoutte Pmjeete wt Paso,tr, B.I,Xotok, FS, ditto 

iy, Hovbert Yeo, 903, Altaqerqe, Dr, Blvert 1. TAttle, 75, aitto 
Spar ’ 

My, RoE, Mokson, 303, THEE, Texe, Mp, ond Mrs, Charles Young, Ouba, Well, 

Mr, Hugh , Bonnett, 808, Yachington, 2, Mya, Keith, Secy, Arizona Cattle 
: ; 462 Pool ee gorust " Crovers Aas*a,, Phoenix, Arig, 

My, C.5. Torsline .2.C. My, Wlidem 4, Zeh, 4 
SS. 

Ur, Morrill, 90S, Fort “orth, Tex s, ie, Uddiry J, Saxon, Sueeae Lehn, 
R.S. [Wileox, ip ; 

My, Chas. J, Yhitfleld, “athart, Texas. Ts, atin. U. of Age Taston, Aria. 

My, Rastbura Smith, 805 AlmquerqueX vr, hy th Gardiner, USGS, Taseon, Arie, 
> oO ~ 

ir, Robert C, Comple, waBurrae ee Mr, Werren U, Turner, $08, Phoenix, Aris. 
2 — hs 

Me, Paul H, Roberts, 75 ex La. Meut, it, Reed Bailey, Intermountain Por, & 
Range Exp. Stas, Ogden, Utah, 

My, Charles Connaughton, Dir, 3F ond R Mop, 
Sta,, New Orleans, La, Mr, George Grada ditto — : 

My, Charles R, Harsch, S, Apvelach, Yor, Exp. of Cheatin. (athw Co, 
Sta,, Asheville, ¥.c. My. Boice,,tuseon, Arite 

Mir, F. kee Kirby, 160 Bich St., Apt 28, Senver, ; 

Mg, 8,C,2a Bue, los Angeles. . : 
2 My. and Mre, Loren Gresa, ® * 

My. Hoyt, Flood Control Dstrict, §50%,, ‘ 
= liz, Jerry ‘thdgeley, ie 

Yves, Cline, LA Flood Control Mst, : p =. 4 te 
. Me. wit" 

(Please ask Tally for a@iresses of these andothers 
in the California District) Dr. Forrest chreve, Tuggon, Arix. 

My, Carlos G, Ronstadt, Tasoon, Aria. Mre. T4le Sends, Chem, Dept., U of &, 
Tucson, Ariz. 

My, and Mes, Jerry M, Johnson, 1611 ‘Allinix Mra, and Mr, Tom Gibaon, # Sierra Anche 
Des Coronado, Caliz, Exp, Sta, Globe, Ariz, 

Mp, Don Campbell, % Sampbell Sheep Co, Phoenix Mr, Harry Rntach, Secy, Ariz, Gheag |i/0d/ 
: Whine a Growers Assn, 

itr, Cordon D, Merrtay U.S treet Sirvice (Ac ite, John Yom Can day, % Rocky Mt. For 
& sani Range Uxp Sta, 7. Collins, 

My, Bert R. Lexen, % Rocky Mt, Jor, and Range Colo. 
Rep, Sta, Ft, Collins, Colo.
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Nr, Wm, G, MeSukwmens, Dir, Rocky Mt, Sta, 

Ft. Collins, Cole, 
Mr. Willard Bond, $ Jefferson Mat, Por.? 

Mr, Richard Lewis, 7S, Alvaquerque, %.}4,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO see oF ae 

eee est BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 

February 16, 1948 

/ 

\ er 
Dr. Aldo Leopold \ { i 
University of Wisconsin v 
College of Agriculture p AON te 
Department of Wildlife Management tA 
424 University Farm Place = 
Madison 6, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have only a few additional comments to make on the list of Cooperrider 
reprints in addition to a number previously sent to the Southwestern Station 
at the request of Matt Culley and doubtless included in the revision you 
have received from Director Raymond Price, or from 3. A. Hendricks. For 
California, please add the following: A. E. Wieslender, and Ce. J. Kraebel, 
both of this station. Both worked with Cooperrider, and Wieslander was 
with him in Lower California when his health finally broke. 

In a meeting in Salt Lake City two weeks ago, Bob Boyle requested that 
the following names, all of the Soil Conservation Service, Albuquerque, 
N. Mexe, be included if the supply of reprints permits: Robert J. Boyle, 
Le D. Love, J. S, McCorkle, and T. L. Heggies also the name of A. F. 

Kinnison, Soil Conservation Service, Phoenix, Ariz. 

A. D. Malohon of the Bureau of Lend Management, Department of the Interior, 

326 Stapleton Bldg., Billings, Monte, also would like very much to receive | 
a@ copye : 

Sincerely, 

Zs Oe, 
vIQC ' er Ate EA ED LE J2SS Hendialphe es Jo / \ Ce 
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ae oe ) iy Sid ei eee 
. x : << am 
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PEL sie 5 ech AD Lame gy
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Dear t}iae oo aR - , & > : ¢ 

Pir, Cx ble. nd tte Kawg a acihs a corren 7 Oop § BHA. 

ee Pro k/ Nia FeO bry Ov1gineg ( HSTaS Selene o 
Agere gen ex hota h PRY SEIN, ,, Bgehagana- 
reece $e. off Leg Lin Caan ela g piewne df. Hendaashs } AHN She OF] MOOR ey 4 thE Ad $5 tian 

Rex Kiig, Forést Services Sat -otetee Dettaihe, Albemenae 2 ap fate 
George W. Kimball, Forest Service, Pest—OffieeBuilding; Albuquer, eS 
D. M. Lang " " t t " tt DB ca 

E. G. Miller. — _-# S16 Ne ThSt 4 GPPurqerrgem jmive it be. - J 

William G. Koogler fereak Sart , Goyi3i0 " " sii 4 
W. E. Wiltbank, Cibola National Forest, 407 Federal Bldg.,Albuquerque 
L. J. Putsch, Forest Service, post Office Bldg., Albuquerque epee 
Bs e ce " " " n w " 

F. E ceuea a= = G2F Se welling algae rege IK : 
R. I. Boone, Gila National Forest, City Hall Bldg., Silver City, N.Mex. 

AfCanol, Dwire, Forest-Serice, Pest-office-Blag,, Albuquerque Tacd, %,™. 
dffrank E. Andrews @ey - 13 Leadere® Sante Ye WM Salt a—Fe, NMex,— 

_ C. E. Moore, Lincoln National Forest, P. 0. Bldg., Alamogordo, N.Mex. | gy, Say 
Ralph W. Hussey, Forest Service, Post Office Bldg., Albuquerque gy Ray "evue, bp 

\a——F rank Grubb 5 Pacscedt Nakane Prect@theemt hcirs-(Flease Torwardythe pope 
T. T. Swift, 744 E. Willeta St., Phoenix , arpa 

) Fred Merkle, Sr., C/o 503 W. Coolidge, Phoenix, Ariz.--Please forward . 9 

aap ames A Scott , bi Pret ere teats pe ( fiareae Porwnady 1530 UA OT nm, 
_yst-Hugh G. Calkins, SCS, Albuquerque, N.Mex. 

' Arthur Upson, director, Tropical Forest Experiment Station, Box 577, Rio Piedras, 
Korbel Phetirw Puerto Rico 

L. R. Lessel®, atier National Forest, Stier Cligt Halles, : 
Hugh 0. Cassidy, Apache National Forest, Springerville, Ariz. 
E. Shirley Bliss, Forest Service, Chama, N.Mex. 

1/John Johnson, Ferest—Service;—Peees;Nelex, 740 Sorlevand st, clanfiotin , Waal 
Matt J. Culley, Southwestern Forest & Range Expt. Sta., Tucson 
Roger D. Morris, Coronado National Forest, Tucson, Ariz. 
Raymond Price, director Southwestern Forest & Range Expt. Sta., Box 951, Tucson 
Roy H. Canfield it " " tt " " " " 

Hermann Krauch " i " u n " " i 

G. A. Pearson, 1828 E. 5th, Tucson 
Glenton G. Sykes, 1622 E, 4th, Tucson 
Josephene E. Vermillion, Southwestern Forest & Range Expt. Sta.,Box 951, Tucson 
Sarzh Henderson n " " " t " " u 

Kenneth W. Parker " ty " " " u " n 

Ben Reynolds, Salt River Valley Water Users Assoc., Roosevelt, Ariz. 
Mrs. Griffin, 76 Ranch, Tonto Basin, Ariz. 
Mrs, Larson, Young Route, Globe, ARiz. ; 
Mr. Lin B. Orme, president, Salt River Valley Water Users Assoc., Phoenix 
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Frazier, Roosevelt, Ariz. 
Mr. William Sullivan, Mine Supply Hdw. Co., Globe, Ariz. 
Mr, and Mrs, Will Cline, Gila County Road Camp, Young, Ariz. 
louis Horrell, &%, Globe, Ariz. 
Steve Bixby, Globe, Ariz. ; 

Ben Armer, Globe, Ariz. i 

1/Not in the latest Forest Service Directory but will probably be forwarded 
from address given



Mrs. Harding, County Assessor, Globe, Ariz. 
Mr. Coen Webb, Globe, Ariz. 

George Parr, Young Route, Globe, Ariz. 
Fred Gibson, Superior Arboretum, Superior, Ariz. 4 Paste del Descanso 
Ernest Douglas, Editor, Arizona Farmer, Phoenix fee Bar BARA 2 
Dean P, S. Burgess, University of Arizona, Tucson ae CA Pein 
Dr. Homer LeRoy Shantz, 6/o-Rekbin—Pessey=2015<iexckeny—Pucaon=--Please-ferward) 
Earle H. Clapp, 6802 Meadow Lane, Chevy Chase 15, Md. 
Hon. Carl Hayden, U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C. 
L. R. F¥ocks , Elephant Butte Project, El Paso, Tex. 
Mr. Herbert W. Yeo, SCS, Albuquerque, N.Mex, 

R. E. Dickson, SCS, Spur, Tex. . - 
Hugh H. Bennett, SCS, Washington, D. C. 298 Arcaoa Pi. WW 
C. L. Forsling, Bureau-ofReclamation,—P.0sBex-95;—ALbuqueren’ Waeninaton, 2c. 
Mr. Merril, SCS, Fort Worth, Tex. 
Eastburn Smith, SCS, Albuquerque 
Charles J. Whitfield, SCS, Dalhart, Tex, 

1 Robert C. Copple tk : ‘scs. 
Paul H. Roberts, Forest Servile, Meringela  Wientauc 
Charles G. Connaughton, director, Southern Forest & Range Expt.Sta., Mid-City 

Station, Box 7295, New Orleans, La, 
Charles R. Hursh, Southeastern Forest & Range Expt. Sta., Federal Bldg. ,Asheville, 

North Carolina 
F, Lee Kirby, 1480 High St., Apt. 28, Denver 6, Colo. fc 
E. C. LaRue, Los Angeles Flood Control District, Los Angeles, Calif, 
Carlos G. Ronstadt, Tucson, Ariz. 
Lewis W. Douglas, Ambassador to Great Britain, London, England 4oa4 Pot 
James T, Jardine, Selden llipivnnedb digcotey Wotdogtins t-O0or ae VineAae, d.¢ 
lyle F. Watts, Chief, Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 
E. N. Munns, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
W. R. Chapline, Forest Service, Washington 25, D.C. 
W. A. Dayton, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
E. I. Kotok, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
Dr. Elbert L. Little, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Young, Cuba, N.Mex. 
Mrs. J. M. Keith, Secretary, Arizona Cattle Growers Assoc., Phoenix 
William H. Zeh, Office of Indian Affairs, 4100 Rhoads Circle, Phoenix 
Hefty J. Saxon, Tassens—Avie. Wilcox, A Riz 
Dr. R. S, Hawkins, University of Arizona, Tucson 
Mr. J. H. Gardiner, U.S.Geological Survey, Tucson, Ariz. 
Reed Bailey, Intermountain Forest & Range Expt.Sta., Ogden, Utah 
George Craddock, " " " " tt " " 

Warren V. Turner, SCS, Phoenix 
Henry Boice, Tucson 
David Babbitt, Flagstaff, Ariz. 
Mr. and Mrs, Loren Cress, Flagstaff, Ariz. 

os p Jerry Midgley, Flagstaff, Ariz. 
SEB sheer EE rg FLO SELLS ATE 4 

Dr. Forrest Shreve, 297 No. Main, Tucson 
Dr. Lila Sands, Chemistry Department, University of Arizona, Tucson : 
Mr. and Mrs, Jerry M. Johnson, 1811 Mullinix Drive, Coronado, Calif 
Mr. and Mrs, Tom Gibson, Sierra Ancha Expt.Forest, Young Route, “lobe, Ariz, 
Dan Campbell, C/o Campbell Sheep Co., Phoenix 
Harry Embach, Secretary Arizona Wool Growers Assoc., Phesnix, Ariz. 

Frank C. W. Pooler, 115 So. 14th, Albuquerque, N.Mex, 

ao=



Mr. Gordon D. Merrick, Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
Mr. John Tom Cassady, Southern Forest & Range Expt.Sta.,Alexandria, La, 
Mr. Bert R. Lexen, Rocky Mountain Forest & Range Expt.Sta., Fort Collins,Colo. 
Dr. Wm. G. McGinnies," " " " t " " " " 

22--Mr. Willard Bond, 4 Dreet Seceres, Cerny nses ne, 
Mr. Rich ewis, Forest Service, Eidteose » N.Mex. 
Mrs, Cc. wiles , Rasen J Livgena neue, Presnem, Geog 

/ 

mR Teun 4. Conny , bce ZARYANT Keto ~ Ek monra | Chmmonuia 

mise NANCY Coeperrider, @aiz Gast CPSt, Tocson, ARi2cwa 
wa. Brew K, Coeperrider, Revre 3, Box at A, FORT Consus , €elorecde 

Mas 32 Tava, ser Aigh lead Avé, Ntw Castes, 7a. 

MA. George Stawaer, Fareameturarn Fea. + Range Eysta, Ogoan, VTA n 

MR AE Wiessanoee , Carsconwin For. > Zange Ew Sra, Beanery, ate 

/ —- Ma Garvin Smit, =/o Elta Flentje, chula, mo, 

Fhe. pase. See Gu Pinee - Villevue, Charlotte Court House, Va.
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Jamary 31, 1946 

Mr. Rex King 

US Forest Service 
Post Office Building 3 
Altuquerque, New Mexico . 

3 Dear Rext 

me Penns to get your appraisal of Coop's 
fairs and to know that you approved in general 

of the tenor of the obituary, I made one or 
two vevisions after the copy you received, based 
on suggestions by Tally and Price, and it has 
now gone into the Journal. I will see that you 
got some reprints. Yours are the first details z 
of his final illness that had reached me. 

I hope your own illaess is over with and thet 
you are back at your norm. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALI¢pm Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SSOOUTHWESTERN REGION 

rons Eee 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

REGIONAL FORESTER Gun . ah) Post OFFICE BUILDING, 

AND REFER TO ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

January 14, 1948 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Department Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Leo: 

Your letter of November 8 with the draft of the obituary of Coop was received 

and I do not want you to think that my failure to reply was intentional. It 

came during the period of two and one-half months when I was out of the office 

because of sicknesse It is too late now to be of any assistance. There was 

nothing that I could have added to your very good writeup, anyway. Of course, 

I would have liked to have done something. I still cherish Coop's memory 

because we were very close together. I think the last letter he wrote was to 

me. He always realized the seriousness of his ailment and when it became ap- 

parent that the penicillin was not effective he became reconciled to the in- 

evitable. Incidentally, Talbot told me that he talked about Coop's case with 

the University of California people who first diagnosed his trouble and they 
told him that if the authorities had then known what they now do about peni- 

cillin and had given sufficiently large doses it probably would have saved him. 

Coop left a lot of unfinished work much of which was covered by notes. As you 

know, he had been quite busy on the Mexican guayule stuff and moving around a 

great deal before he became sicke No one seems to know much about his notes 
or where the bulk of his private papers are. I have made some effort to locate 

them without significant results. They probably are lost - at least to anyone 

who could make use of them. 

Coop left a big hole in our scientific organization and a still bigger one in 

some of our lives. 

. ie ting



Fomanry 22, 1988 

My. W. Ie MoAtee 
'o University of Chicage Presa 
en 
Ghieago 37, Ulincis 

Dear Maes 

NS = re 9en yee cat ae Re we Oe 
of Charles X. Cooperrider for the Joumal of 
Management. Ag I vemesber 1¢ you did not epecify aay 
parhieuler length, and slugs is my opinion, Coopar 
wider's career was an important one, I have talcan 
the liberty of writing o longer paper than seems te 
arte tcest te nameenaien i hope i¢ ie aot 

too want to agimowledge the help of Barnard 
Pemdsleirs, Raymond Price, and 4. 7, Talbot in - 
gothering these mterlala. 

I aaaume that will be cent mo prior to ter iia te meen 
& @om2l eupoly for Cooperrider's friends in the 
Southwest. 

With personal resorde, 

Youre sinceraly, 

Alagm Aldo Leopold
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>. 0, Mom 95 : 
Sueson, Arieons 

Me. We %. Balhot 
2800 Cedar threat 
Jerrekey 2, California 

Me. Seren A, Rendielete 
U. &. Yoberwns Hoepttind 
Haoo, Teneus 

Oemtlenant 

i hove @totied in the attached revishe: of the Cooperrider obituary, the 
mggootions offered Wy ull of you, an union ya son gone tmortant Imeo:may, 

magyst we mg. 1 wilh hold mameedript wath) Jhmmany 
Se ads tate Ce AAA ve 0a Woes ts ts ov od babar eae 
few you. 

I whl) aeter sone meorints, and Bond Nentrioks bas aweebtted a List of people 
= a oe ee A Qogy of bie Lint ie atthe. may T now 
saws thas tit Talbot comet, axtead, amt £122. out oddvewass for tiie list, 
sad pete 44 te me, after wich f wil sf ent the seprinty a8 coon ag Bue are 
raaelved. 

Se ne Se ee ane ee Oe 
speaiel frtenda, At now to ow that thie tu a wieky procedure, beeanee 
Saute th Gun Se ho 2080 OM cen Gath Stats bo coumhe-inwe tame Sapteind, % 
stom to me thet the aefes$ procaine fc te send ont the reprint sitheut any letter 
of tranmetttel. 

i want to thank ald of for your Yaluebie help. I an sending of this 
ae aidan Go Guan be Giht teeny ant thw Gbauany wAhl Guam Lan Une ania 
Jomuavy 20. 

Yours oineorely, 

aLapes Mido heepeld



December 17, 1947 

ur. M. 4, Talbot 
University of California 
330 Giannini Hall 
Berkeley 4, California 

Dear Tallys 

I am mich pleased to have a letter from you. Uy amecript 
te sok, be gare in mn ton tnd Jou mot 
has not, sure ond let me ‘so I can send you another 
copy. I am depending on your appraisel on its accuracy and 
its acy. I am glad to have the additional biographical 
TE EE ue wo saan we anon “oneeh ao 00 a 

It is welcome news that you are still in range research, 
and I wish we had the game opportunity that we used to have 
to talk the trend of your findings. In any event, I am - 
glad that Starker has that opportunity. 

With best wishes to your wife and yourself, 

Yours as ever, ; 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Your comments on the obituary are now received, and 
they will help a lot. I will seni you the rovised vorsion. 

he Tes
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

ae FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

Cara 
ADDRESS REPLY TO UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DIRECTOR 330 spe te HALL 

AND REFER TO BERKELEY* ALIFORNIA 

December 12, 197 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

‘Tis a pleasure to submit a few minor comments on the draft of your 
obituary of Charles K. Cooperrider, sent me with your note of December 1. 

As you will readily see, most of my comments are "fly specks;" some may 
even affect adversely the smooth flow of ideas as conveyed by the present 
wording. I hope, however, that they may contain the germ of an idea or 

twoe 

Page 2, paragraph 4, lines 3 and 8 - The statement that "each had been 
equally overgrazed” might be questioned, based on conditions in 1920. 

I would suggest changing the quoted portion of the sentence to read: 

"all three zones had been overgrazed." 

The practice of trailing sheep from the Arizona desert to the high 
country has undergone big changes since you and I first knew the country. 
In 1913 and 191), as I recall the numbers, 100,000 sheep or more used the 

Mud Tanks -- Government Gap driveway. And there were several others. 
Last summer at Fort Valley, Director Price told me that comparatively 
few sheep now use that driveway. Perhaps the wording that you may wish 
to use will be most readily apparent from the more specific comment on 
this that you will doubtless receive from Price. 

Page 3, paragraph 1, line 7 - Congretulations on this sentence! With a 
wry grin I must confess that my judgment regarding the pulse of public 
opinion on this “saddest instance" has proved through the years to have 
been the most faulty of any —. having expressed. As early as 1920, 
as I observed and photographed the vast s@lt beds at the upper end of 

Roosevelt Reservoir, I was fully convinced that time was very short before 
the Salt River Valley Water Users would raise their voices in strong 
protest. To my knowledge, and as you imply, they have not yet done sol 

Page 3, paragraph 3, lines 5 and 6 - How about beginning the fifth sentence 

with an insert: "Among other things ..." Also, the term "moderate 
grazing" is a bit ambiguous in this usage. I think your meaning (and 

: : A 

lee Z eo Ol dbmceia hioge kes aie
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Cooperrider's technical finding) would be more clearly expressed by de- 
leting the words “moderate grazing" and substituting the phrase, "a 
lightening of grazing fer-e-—limited peried-. . ." This example of sig- 

nificant findings is perhaps as good as any. In this connection I feel 
on slightly uncertain scientific ground, in view of the most unfortunate 
controversy between Cooperrider and Pearson over the whole problem of 
grazing vs. "reproduction" -- and the resultant paucity of "Coop's" 
opinions in published form. There were, of course, other findings for 
which Cooperrider rates credit. One occurs to mind: the evidence, that 

once well established, very little pine reproduction actually died as a 
result of livestock grazing even though heavily damaged and definitely 
stunted for years. Ultimately, most of the plants attained a height 
beyond the reach of grazing animals and promptly eccellerated their rate 
of growth. Still, the finding that you have cited, pointed the way to a 
definite lessening of grazing damage and may, as I say, be the best ex- 
ample. Again I feel you should be guided more by Price's comment than by 

mine, for he is more familiar with the data. 

Pege hh, paragraph 2, line 5 - (Isn't it also true that "many engineers in 
the early days had been thinking too narrowly. They, too, knew too little 
about grazing, brush and cows, and they failed to appreciate fully that 
ecology of the ‘little waters' as well as erosionecontrol-structure design, 

had been making headway." I have thrown this question in, perenthetically, 

fully realizing that its inclusion may break the smooth sequence of ideas 
that you had built up, and hence be.out of order for this paper.) 

Page h, peregenge 3 - This paragraph is a penetrating appraisal of one 
angle of "Coop's" professional life. I like it »- maybe because it strikes 

a responsive chord. 

The last paragraph sums up splendidly in a few words the essence of 
Cooperrider's professional contribution and leaves the reader on a defi- 
nitely high note} My salute to a good job which you can do better than 

anyone elsée 

With the season's greetings, 

Cordially, 

Enclosure



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

(ennai 
DIRECTOR at 330 a. HALL 

AND REFER TO BERKELEY CALIFORNIA 

R-CAL 
SUPERVISION 
General December 8, 197 

wo 

fo 

Dr. Aldo Leopold & 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

It was good to see your familiar signature to your note of November 18, 
especially so since it implied that you have returned to your desk with 
all the old pep following your brief absence. 

I am especially pleased that you have been given the job of writing an 
obituary for Cooperrider. I know of no one who could do it as well. 
Beyond this I am pleased that an effort has been made to leave in the 
literature a clear record of some of the milestones of his unusual 
career. I say this because I was very close to "Coop," both personally 
and professionally, as you know. 

"Coop" reported to me as a recruit in range reconnaissance in 1919 on the 
old Tusayan, Me the time of his return to the Southwest from his war- 

time detail at the Lab, We worked together for the next year, at which 
time I turned the reconnaissance job over to him. We were in close 
association, as you know, until my transfer to Washington in 192), when 
I recommended "Coop" as my successor in charge of grazing studies. i 
During the following decade I collaborated closely with him through 
rather regular correspondence and intermittent personal conferences in 
the development of his range and watershed studies, including the se- 
lection of the Sierra Ancha (Parker Creek) Experimental Forest and the 
location and design of the installations in the Tonto drainage area in 
which I had established the first watershed plots in 1920. 

We had bunked together before his marriage; afterwards, I Asenred/a4t—~ 

the Coops'" for a year or two. I knew them intimately and have always 

regarded "Coop" as one of the family. So if I can be of any assistance 
to you in any wey in your writing job, you need only to call upon me. 

Your last question is simply answered. At the present time I am 

Associate Director of the Station. I assist the Director (Steve Wyckoff) 

when he is here, and attempt to keep the show moving when he is out of



=Qe 

town or out of State. This Station has in its complicated program all 
of the generally recognized seven subject-matter fields: Forest Manage- 
ment, Forest Economics (mostly Forest Survey at the moment), Forest 
Genetics, Forest Utilization, Range Research, Forest Influences, and 

Z Flood Control Surveys. I am also responsible for the direction of Range 
Research. 

Best of the season's greetings from our house to yours. 

Sincerely, 

a ‘ALBOT 
Associate Director 

t
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
7 * COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

: Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT : 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

br 

: air AN 

b 4 al 

/ f Deceuber 1, 1947 wee 
j / x 

Mr. Raymond Price Mr. Barnard A. Hendricks 

P.O. Box 951 U.S. Veterans Hospital 
Tucson, Arizona Waco, Texas 

Ur. M. W, Talbot Mr. Tune Leopold 

2590 Cedar Street Box 3166 
Berkeley 8, California Honolulu, T, H. e 

Gentlemen: \ 

Here is a revision of the obituary on Charles K. 
Cooperrider which W. L. McAtee asked me to prepare. 
I thank you for the data and comments which several 

of you have already contributed. 

May I now ask that you sgain go over this revision 

critically, with a special eye for overstatements, 
understatements, errors of fact, or important 
omissions. Do not hesitate to make commenis © 
directly on the copy for I will later ‘supply you 
with a reprint. Your help will be appreciated. 

ke Yours sincerely, 

\ Ciclo Leopold. 
ALspm Aldo Leopold 

cc: W.L. McAtee 
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Novenber 29, 1947. 

Barnard A, Hendricks 
U.S. Vet, Hospital 
Waco, Texas 

Dear Barnard, 

Your very helpful letter on Coop is welcome, I can see that you and 
I had the same avpraisal of him, 

Thanks especially for the suggestion about reprints, I will order 
200 if you will prepare a miling list, I think a circular letter 
signed by 3 or 4 of his most understanding friends should go with it, 
Who should that bet you, Tally, myself and 2. I'11 leave this 
to you. 

I"11 send you a revised draft when I hear from the other commentators, 

You still tell me hothing about yourself, tho I can read between the 
iines that you have achieved a maturity and understanding that I 
naturally contrast with our first acquaintance when you were a boy just 
starting out, Loosen up and tell me your story, s 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

. SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

‘ ADDRESS REPLY TO . (ols 

DIRECTOR P.O. BOX 951 

AND REFER TO TUCSON, ARIZONA 

R - SW : 

PERSONNEL 
Cooperrider, Charles K. November 18, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture : 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place : 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: , 

We were glad to have your letter of November 8 and the opportunity of 
reviewing your rough draft of the obituary of Charles K. Cooperrider. 

In the main, I think you have prepared a very good obituary for Coop. 
You have emphasized the main points which characterized Cooperrider and 
his contribution. As you suggested, we have filled in the few blank 
dates. We have also made some suggested changes and comments directly 
on the draft which is enclosed. Perhaps a word or two about some of 
these suggested changes will be helpful. 

Page 1, par. 2, lines 5 and 6. The title of the paper is “Water, Land, 

and People.“ Cooperrider was not the sole author, as implied by your 

parenthetical statement. He participated as a member of a committee 

who prepared the paper. 

Page 1, last par., line 1. I suggest that this statement be deleted. 

People knowing Cooperrider and others reading your obituary I believe 
would feel that there were some marks of genius in his career. Then, too, 

the statement as used appears to detract somewhat from Cooperrider and 

his contributions, which I am sure is not your intention. 

Page 2, line 1 at top of page. I believe it would be best to modify 

"livestock" by adding “too many." Too many livestock and poor manage- 
ment causes the trouble. If the proper numbers of livestock were grazed 
under good management practices, livestock use is possible and economical 

on much of the so-called range area.



2=Dr. Aldo Leopold-November 18, 1947 

; Page 2, par. 3, line 1. Cooperrider was not the Director, nor was it 

the Parker Creek Experiment Station. “Parker Creek" as it was called 
in the early days was simply a branch field station of the Southwestern 
Forest and Renge Experiment Station. However, Cooperrider did establish 

the Sierra Ancha Experimental Forest, as it was formally designated, 

and had direct charge of the experimental work undertaken. 

The other inserts are some suggestions for enlarging a bit on the 

statement as made. 

Page 3, bottom of page. I hope you will pardon me for saying so, but I 
believe the material at the bottom of this page and the top of page 4 
ought to be deleted, and other points covered to take its place. Even 
if what you say about editors and government bulletins were so, I be- 
lieve Coop would be the last one to say so. Then, too, I don't believe 
an obituary is the place to take editors to task. I believe the main 
reason for Cooperrider's not having written more is because he was con- 
tinually being taken off his research work and given special urgent and 
important jobs that could be handled only by someone with Coop's ability. 

z As you know, Coop was a keen observer, had sound judgment, and hence his 

services were highly respected and continually used on important work 
such as the Flood Control Program of the Department, the Colorado Basin 
Committee work, the Guayule Project, and various other advisory services 

that he rendered in a highly satisfactory manner. He just wasn't given 

sufficient time to write up his material. 

Another important point is that Coop pioneered in a new field, one that 

is complex and composed of many interrelated factors. As you know, when 

one is pioneering in such a field it is difficult to put in specific 
terms preliminary results and observations for general publication and 

use, particularly if they are of only a few years record. Coop had a R 
broad vision and could see many phases of the work as well as many effects. 
But they were new and developing and consequently it was difficult, if 
not impossible, to spell them out in detail for general use; also, many 

of his early observations (which have now been checked after several 

years of record) could not be supported by specific data because of the 

lack of long enough records. 

I think a paragraph dwelling on these two points to take the place of 
the one suggested to be deleted would help the obituary and give more 

recognition to Coop and his work. 

One other important piece of work in which Coop was extremely interested 
and pioneered was that of grazing management in the pine forests of the 
Southwest. As you know, there was great concern in the early days over 
the lack of pine reproduction in the forest region grazed by livestock. 
Coop organized and supervised the studies attacking this problem. He 
found that damage to pine reproduction by browsing by domestic livestock
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could be held in check through improved range management practices, par- 
ticularly more moderate stocking during the dry periods in the spring 
and fall; also by better distribution of the livestock through better 
watering and salting facilities. But here again, while forest adminis- 
trators had been and are using Coop's results in the management of the 
forest ranges, he didn't have time to complete the formal departmental 
publication because he was called to do other urgent work which was 
thought more important to the Service and the country as a whole. As 

result of his untimely death much valuable information is left unwritten, 

for which we are all the losers. 

Again, I appreciate the opportunity of reviewing your rough draft obituary 

of Cooperrider and trust that the suggestions and comments made will be 
accepted in the helpful spirit given. 

pe yours, 

Fo = 

RAYMOND PRICE 

Director 

Enclosure
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July 10, 1947 

The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Sirs: 

I wish to obtain a copy of the following publication, 
which I understand was issued in mimeograph 
forms i 

Cooperrider, Charles K. and Glenton G 
Sykes. The relationship of streamflow to 
precipitation on the S21t River Yatershed 
above Roosevelt Dam. ‘Technical Bulletin 
# 76, July 1938. 

If there is any charge, please let me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

E Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE i 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN REGION 

0ST EM 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

REGIONAL FORESTER at Post OFFICE BUILDING, 

AND REFER TO ne ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. 

I 
PUBLICATIONS 

Distribution July 3, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin 

Dept. of Wildlife Management 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin i 

Dear Leo: 

Your letter of June 26 is received. . 

The bulletin to which you refer is probably "The Relationship Of Streamflow 

to Precipitation on the Salt River Watershed above Roosevelt Dam" - by 
Charles K. Cooperrider and Glenton G. Sykes. It was published in mimeo- 

graphed form by the University of Arizona as Technical Bulletin Noe 76, 
July 1938. I am sorry that we have only our library copy left but you 

may be able to get one from the University of Arizona or from the South- 

western Forest and Range Experiment Station, P. 0. Box 951, Tucson. 

Sykes was an engineer and did much of the computing in the bulletin but the 
data, conclusions, etc., are Coop's. The bulletin has been important to 
us in the Salt River Valley. Some of the irrigation engineers do not agree 
with the conclusions but all respect it. 

Times are pretty tough for irrigationists in Arizona. San Carlos Lake is 
dry, such land in the project as is in cultivation is getting along on pump- 
ing from the rapidly lowering water table. Roosevelt Lake is practically dry. 
There is some water stored in the lower lakes but not nearly enough for the 

project even with all the water they can pump. At such times the old argu- 

ment always bobs up that vegetation on the watershed deprives irrigators of 
water. The farmers are crying for water, the stockmen are crying for transfer 

of federal grazing lands to private ownership and the Forest Service is cry- 
ing for more data to prove the others are wrong. Life isn't flowing along 

the way it is back there. 

I am leaving Monday for an inspection of the Apache. Better come along. 

With best regards, I am, 

Assistant Regional 7 

Division of Informati¢gh and Education



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

| aes ss Raewed TUCSON. ARIZONA 
R-. SW 
PERSONNEL 
Cooperrider, Charles K. June 2, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of May 2h. ; 

We are enclosing in duplicate a bibliography of Mr. Cooperrider's 
most important publications as requested. 

if there is any further information we can supply, we shall be 
glad to do so. 

Very—sincerely yours, : 

as eo 

Ke a 
RAYMOND PRICE . 
Director 

Enclosures



Chapline, W. Re, and Cooperrider, C, K. 

| Climate and grasing. 1941 Yearbook of Agriculture, pp. 459-H76. 
Cooperrider, C. K., Cassidy, H. 0,, and Niederhof, C. H. 

Forecasting stream flow of the Salt River, Arizona. Transactions, 

American Geophysical Union, Vol. 26, No. 11, pp. 275~282. 

‘ October 1945. (Published after Mr. Cooperrider's death.) 

Cooperrider, C. K, 

Forests. In Arizona and Its Heritage, pp. 53-60, illus, Univ, 

of Arizona General Bul. 3. 1936. 

Cooperrider, &. K. 2 

Recovery processes of ponderosa pine reproduction following injury - 

to young annual growth, Plant Physiology 13(1):5-27. Jan. 1938. 

Cooperrider, C. K., and Sykes, G, G, 

The relationship of stream flow to pretipitation on the Salt 

River watershed above Roosevelt Dam, Arizona Agricultural Exp. 

Station Tech, Bul. 76, 69 pp.» mimeo., illus, 1938. 

Cooperrider, C. K,, and Hendricks, B. A. 2 

Soil. erosion and stream flow on range and forest lands of the 

upper Rio Grande watershed in relation to land resources and 

human welfare. U. 5S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 567, 88 pp., illus. 

1937. 

Cooperrider, C, K., et al. : 

Water, land, and people. A report to the Secretary of Agriculture 

about the Intermountain Region. Southwest-Intermountain Committee, 

H. G. Calkins, Gooperrider, Kelso, U.M., and Omer Mills. 163 pp., 

proc., illus, 1941.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DIRECTOR P.O. BOX 951 

AND REFER TO SE TUCSON, ARIZONA 

May 21, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 
~ « 

Your letter of May 5 to the Regional Forester at Albuquerque - 
has been referred to us for reply. 

We are enclosing a copy of our 1944 Annual Report in which we 
paid tribute to Charles Knesal Cooperrider and which includes a 
picture of him. You may use any part of the write-up about "Coop" 
appearing at the front of the report which describes briefly his 
education, Forest Service career, and his death. 

In addition, you may wish the following information: Cooperrider 
was born at Brownsville, Ohio on June 3, 1889, In 1920 he mar- 
ried the late Effie Hedges. While he died in Baltimore, 
Cooperrider's body was later brought to Tucson, Arizona for 
burial. He is survived by a son, Bill Knesal Cooperrider, a 

student at the University of Arizona, and a daughter, Nancy Hedges 
Cooperrider, a student et Youngstown College, Ohio. 

I hope this will supply the information necessary. 

= yours, Cx 3 

| 

; 8 

f ‘ I 

RAYMOND PRICE 
Director k 

Enclosure
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CHARLES K. COOPERRIDER, age 55 years, died at the Baltimore Marine 
Hospital, Baltimore, Md., July 13, 1944, after nearly a year's ill- 
ness which first developed when he was in Mexico for the Emergency 
Rubber Project. 

"Coop," as he was known to a host of friends, served for nearly 
30 years in the Forest Service. He entered the Service in 1915 

as an Assistant Forest Ranger on the Santa Fe National Forest 
in New Mexico, His subsequent assignments were: On Ranger Dis- 
tricts in New Mexico; at the Forest Products Laboratory for 
6 months on glue research during World War I; in the Southwestern 
Region on range appraisals and grazing and watershed studies; and 
at the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment Station on range 

and watershed research. About 2 years prior to his death he was 
temporarily assigned to the Emergency Rubber Project, working par- 
ticularly on surveys of wild guayule in Texas and Mexico and in 
the latter country on means for increasing rubber production there 
from the wild shrub. 

Although Mr. Cooperrider's accomplishments were many, perhaps his 
greatest achievements were in the field of watershed management - 
research. He was in charge of this work at the Southwestern Sta- 

tion since its inception, pioneering the basic research on forest, 
brush, and herbaceous cover and their use in influencing water 
delivery and run-off on desert ranges of the Southwest. This work 
was chiefly centered at Parker Creek on the Roosevelt Dam drainage, 

although he completed surveys on the Rio Grande. 

Cooperrider was the author of a number of articles and bulletins 
pertaining to range and watershed management. He was a recognized 
authority in these fields and was called on by various bureaus in 
the Department of Agriculture and other agencies for his advice 
and consultation. He was a graduate of the University of Ohio : 
and a member of Sigma Xi, honorary scientific fraternity. 

"Coop" was highly esteemed by his friends and associates as evi- 
denced by the following statement prepared by a group of 62 men 
in attendance at a recent special western-wide range management 
conference: 

We are just completing a range management meeting which 
in every respect has been the most successful in our memory, 

but for one thing — we have missed Coop's friendly smile, 
able counsel, sage advice, interesting anecdotes and his 
technical contributions to the discussions of the meeting : 
from his rich experience in western range and watershed man- 
agement. All these and other things we shall always 
associate with the name of Coop who attained a permanent 
place in the records of western land management. : 

eH HX
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May 13, 1947 

: Mr. M. W, Talbot 

Bureau of Plant Industry 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Tally: 

I am helping W, L. McAtee compile a biographical 
sketch of C. K, Cooperrider for publication in the 
Journal of Wildlife Management. I imagine you 
shere my belief that Coop. was in many ways a : 
pioneer in ecological thinking. If so, I would 

welcome any off-hand notes you care to send me 
about points or views which you think should be 
emphasized. I have asked the Faestry Service at 
Albuquerque for an outline or chronology of 
Coop's official zssignaants. 

With kind personal regards, 

Yours sincerezxy, 

AL. 

ce: W.L.McAtee



HOME: 

Ns ox meena W. L. McATEE cae ate ca Nene 
(ONp7s0 ELLIB AVENUE eeiaesce eee dere cauweae 

CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS 

May 9, 1947. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

i 424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

Thanks very much for undertaking to provide a 

memorial statement for C. K. Cooperrider; also for 

referring me to Arthur Hawkins with respect to one 2 

for Paul Riis. I do not think of my job as one of 

: assigning obituaries, but I naturally supposed that : 

I would have to do most of them myself from any 

hints or information I could collect. This has 
4 proved to be the case with two out of three that 

have been prepared, a proportion that might w@ll 

continue. However, I am very thankful for aid and 
in accordance with your suggestion will write to 

Hawkins, 

Trusting that you are well and contented, I am : 

Sincerely yours, 

| pt) fe. PROCS,
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February, 1945 . 

] 5700 wordy astomiales . 

Z GAME MANAGEMENT a os ‘ 

3 Aldo Leopold ; "4 i a i 2 

Game management is the art of growing game crops. The crop ; 

may be grown either by natural propagation in the wild, or by 

; artificial propagation in confinement for later release in the 

wild. (For technique of artificial propagation, see references ; | 

in bibliography. ) z 

Techniques. Wild cropping techniques differ widely in detail, 

but all are bent to two ends: the preservation of an adequate 

breeding stock, and the creation of a favorable habitat in which 

the stock may multiply. si | 

The preservation of a residue of breeding stock is accomplished 

ofther by laws limiting the kill or harvest, or by a combination 

of, laws and self-imposed rales. : 

tee creation of a favorable environment is accomplished by . 

feedidg during critical seasons, by reducing matural enemies, and 5 

by lseutisig vegetation valuable for food or cover. F 

The choice of techniques for any given unit of land is dictated 

by the kind of game to be managed, by the current defects of its 

habitat, and by the legal and economic framework within which I 

management is organized. (For an account of legal framework, es 

seo game laws. ) 

Kinds of Game. Game species fall into four categories which | 

differ greatly in their habitat requirements. They also differ fe 

in their sobility and tendency to disperse. Habitat requirements be 

dictate the technique of management, and mobility dictates the 

4 | 

‘| |
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minimum size of the geographic unit which can be managed. _ ‘ 

1. Farm game includes pheasants, partridges, quail; and = 

rabbits. These species commonly thrivé on cultivated land, but 

where farm units are small, management mst try not only to produce 

@ crop, but also to prevent its dispersion to other ownerships. 

2. Forest and range game. This includes most deer, wild 

boar, the smaller bears, wild turkey, and most grouse. These 

species commonly thrive on wild!2ands interspersed with farms. 

Many of them are mobile, and hence require management units of 

Considerable size. land ownership may be public, private, or 

mixed. 3 

3. Wilderness game. This includes the larger deer, moose, 

caribou, wild sheep, the larger bears, and the wild bovines. These 

species thrive only in wilderness, qni do not tolerate interspersed | 

farms. All are highly mobile. Hence large units are required, 

and public ownership is usually necessary. 

4, Migratory game. This includes ducks, ge@se, swans, 

shorebirds, doves, and pigeons of continental mobility. Most of } 

these species require marshlands, and thrive on interspersion of } 

agriculture. Game laws must be continental in scope in order to | 

protect migratory birds, but units of management to improve their 

habitat must necessarily be local. 

In order to illustrate the meaning of game management and 

the problems it encounters, an historical account of two sample 

groups, pheasants and deer, is gtven in the following captions. 

Each group is first sketched for a representative region. Other 

\ 

\
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regions are then briefly compared. 

Pheasant Management in the Northern United States. The ring-necked 
pheasant is of Asiatic origin, and was introduced into the United States 

during the period 19001920. Pheasants were planted in all states, but 

east of the Rockies they survive in numbers only south of the 

coniferous forest, and north of southern Pennsylvania, central 

Ohio, central Indiana, central Illinois, southern Iowa, and central 

Nebraska. The northern boundary of success seems to coincide 

with that of corn (maize); the southern boundary is now believed 

to be set by summer temperature. Where the sun is hot enough to 

kill pheasant eggsy in midsummer, the species does not thrive in 

the wild. ; 

Pheasant management rests upon the fact that the bird is . 

polygamous, hence most of the males can be harvested without 

diminishing the subsequent crop. Accordingly the harvest is 

legally restricted to cocks except in a few states, like South 

Dakota, where the stand is too heavy and a reduction in breeding 

stock is desired. A breeding ratio of one cock to 5-10 hens | 

seems to suffice. : 

Most states supplement natural wild propagation by artificial | 

propagation on state game farms. Such farms also distribute 

eggs or day-old chicks to farmers and to local sportsmen's 

clubs for artificial rearing. The survival of artificially 

propagated pheasants after release seems to diminish as the range 

becomes stocked with pheasants of wild origin. Many plantings on 

vacant range were successful, but now that wild birds occupy the 

same range, further plantings show poor survival. The reason seems
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to lie in the inability of the artificial birds to compete with 

those of wild origin. 

Most pheasant states east of the Mississippi feed their birds 

in snowy winters, and encourage farmers to do so. West of the 

Mississippi the greater prevalence of standing corn mkes feeding 

unnecessary. 

Winter pheasant cover is seldom deliberately provided; the 

birds make shift with such accidental natural cover as may persist 

in marshes, feneerows, and woodlots. The distribution of euch 

accidental coverts is very spotty, hence the density of pheasant 

population is likewise spotty. Ohio traps exeess pheasants from 

congested areas in winter, and moves them to understocked areas. 

An almost universal problem in American pheasant management 3 

igs the destruction of nests by haymowers. It so happens that 

alfalfa and clover are ready to cut just when »ost pheasant neste 

are ready to hatch. Most nests are built in hayfields, and most 

unhatehed nests are thus unavoidably destroyed. Often the incubating 

hen is likewise killed or mtilated. Wo practicabie renedy for 

this loss has been devised. Fortunately the hens which escape the 

mower often make another nesting attempt. In Iowa auch renostings 

have been found to agcount for as high as half of thejearts crop 

of young pheasants. 

Some states place bounties on foxes, horned owls, and goshawks, 

partly to increase their stand of pheasants. There is widespread 

Aiengreenenk whether this accomplishes the desired purpose, iany | os 

now believe that pheasant populations are limited not by predatory | me *
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enemies, bat by the carrying capacity of the winter food and cover. y 5 

It has been demonstrated in Wisconsin, at least on unshot refuges, / 

that pheasant populations ean become too heavy to be compatible a 

with farming, despite the presence of mumerous predatory enemies, J 

heh mn hah een 

is likely to become heavy wherever congested sopulations are allowed 

to persist. . 

Refuges for pheasants which are fed in winter, and on which 

no hunting 46 allowed, have been established on a considerable 

se¢ale in Ohio and Wisconsin, It was assumed that breeding stock 

would overflow from such refuges and restock the surrounding . 

terrain. Banding studies show that breeding stock does radiate 

from gofuges in spring, but that at least the old birds return to : 

them i. fall, rather than to spread inte new winter locations. 

In short, the pheasant is nore mobile than most other species of 

farm game, tat he is orfated to o fixed wintering ground, to 

which he returns year after year. The bobwhite quail is less 

mobile, tut is unoricnted to any fixed wintering ground, henee 

the end-effect is that he spreads from refuges better than the 

pheagant does. 

The prevailing technique for regulating the harvest of 

pheasants is to restrict the open season (a week to a month, 

depending on the state) and limit the daily bag to cocks (2 per 

day in most states). A few states, including Hew York, New Jersey, 

Illinois, and Wisconsin, have now (1945) legalized an altermtive 

form of management; the pheasant shooting preserve. A preserve,
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when duly licensed, may shoot pheasants during a long season 

(often three months) without bag limit, and of either sex, mt 

the total bag for the season is limited to a percentage of the 

: number artificially propagated and released. The usual limit is 

75% of the mmber released, The limit is enforced by issuing to 

each preserve as many non-reusable tags as it is entitled to shoot. 

Each pheasant killed mst bear a tag in order to be legal. 

The shooting preserve is, on its face, expensive, and experience 

has shown that releases made far in advance of the shooting season 

do not appear in the bag in any numbers. 

Another departure in pheasant management is the public shooting 

ground, an area owed or leased by the state for public shooting. : 

Most states are now establishing such grounds, especially near 

large cities where farms tend to become posted against public 

hunting. ‘The weakness in such areas is that they tend to become 

shot out. Experience shows, however, that if the cover is heavy 

enough, a breeding stock of pheasants usually survives. Artificial 

restocking is commonly used to replenish public shooting grounds. 

The anmal harvest of cock pheasants increases as one moves 

westward across the pheasant range. Thus Connecticut kilis less 

than 50,000 per year, New York and Pennsylvania up to half a 

million each, Michigan and Wisconsin up to a million each, Minnesota 

up to 1} millions, South Dakota up to 4 millions. The yicld seems 

to parallel the fertility of the soil. 

Pheasent Managenent ia Barope. Muropean pheasant management 
is more intense, more expensive, and less natural than American.
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It leans heavier on artificial propagation and predator control. 

It produces mech higher per acre yields. In Murope the initiative 

comes almost entirely from private landowners, whereas in America 

the initiative comes largely from public agencies (state conservation 

departments). 

In the British Isles, the prevailing system is built around 

planted or natural coverts from which all predators are excluded. 

The pheasant stand is shot down heavily each autumn, and renewed 

vy artificial propagation each spring. The stanie are so heavy 

that other related game birds, such as the European partridgo, 

seldom thrive, henee a given land unit may be managed for pheasants, : 

or for partridge, tut not for both. The pheasants are shot by 

driving them over the guns, and the coverts are designed to 

facilitate such driving. For details of British management, see 

Maxwell's "Pheasants and Covert Shooting" (bibliography). 

In Germany, the system is similar, except that wild rather 

than artificial propagation is the mainstay. Coverts (called 

remiseg) are planted among the fields for winter cover. Winter 

feeding and predator control are intensive. Renmlses are often 

clustered near the centre of an estate in order to discourage 

exodus of birde during and after shooting drives, For details 

see "Farm Game Management in Silesia" by Aldo Leopold, in American 

Wildlife for Sept.-Oet. 1936, 

Deer Management in the United States. Fron the time of the 
earliest settlements until about 1910, deer management in America 

was a matter of increasing a ~ore or less insufficient stand of deer,
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Scarcity grew with settlement, ani deer came to be thought of as 

one of the big game mammals which met eventually disappear from 

all tt fairly wild regions. A standard forma for management 

had been evolved and adopted in most s#ates: shoot bucks only, 

and shorten the open season to fit the dwindling supply. 

Soon after 1910 a gmall deer herd on the Kaibab Platean, 

consisting originally of about 4,000 deer, began to increase. The 

Kaibab Plateau comprises the north rim of the Grand Canyon of the 

Golerado River in Arizona. 

By 1916 range experts warned that the Kaibab deer were stripping 

their winter range of food, which consisted of the twigs and 

foliage of throe woody plants: cliff-rose (Cowania), sage, and 

juniper. As these desirable browse plants beeame exhausted, the _ 

deer resorted to inferior (less mtritious) browse, such as pine : 

and oak. The experts recommended that the herd be reduced, tut 

to laymen the idea of too many deer seemed unfamiliar and fantastic. 

There were lengthy debates, but nothing was done. 

In 1924, after the Kaibab deer had climbed to a probable 

level of 100,000 head, came the first of two catastrophic famines 

which reduced the herd by 60% in two winters. By 1939 the herd 

had dropped to a tenth of ite peak sige, and the range had lest 

much of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. The Kaibab area, 

whieh had previously been a refuge, was opened to hunting in 192k, 

but too late to save either the herd or the range. 

The Kaibab tragedy was not thought of as something which would 

repeat itself elsewhere until about 1926, when the deer herd of
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Pennsylvania, after a decade of irruptive increase, began to starve. 

This ie a different species (the whitetail or Virginia deer), 

whereas the Kaibab deer is the mile deer. The list of winter 

foods in Pennsylvania is entirely different, yet the fatal sequence 

of events was identical to the Kaibab: increase since 1905, first 

evidence of overbrowsing in 1917, debates about whether to reduce 

the herd.1917-1928, peak of population. (about 1,000,000 deer) in 

1926, self-reduction by starvation after 1926. The Pennsylvania 

herd, however, was hunted throughout the irruptive period, bucks 

only being legal. The debate was whether to legalize does and 

other antlerless deer. This was finally done in 1928, and by 

1941 nearly half 4 million antlerless deer had been removed. 

This mitigated the severity of the irruption; the herd in 1940 stood 

at half ite peak level, ami the range at half its pre-irruption 

Carrying capacity. 

Deer irraptions of greater or less severity, more or less 

mitigated by preventive reductions, have since occurred in Oregon, 

California, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Texas, Wisconsin, Michigan, 

Worth Carolina, and New York. lk irruptions have occurred ia 

Yellowstone Park and elsewhere. Curiously enough, irruptions are 

unknown in Mexico or Oamada. 

The geography of irruptive behavior, together with the chronology 

of related events, offers the best clues to its causation, 

Irruptions began after (but not always immediately after) (1) the 

passage and enforcement of buck-laws, (2) the removal of wolves, 

cougars, and other deer=predators, (3) the widespread establishment 

of refuges, (4) the lumbering of forests, with subsequent widespread
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forest fires followed by protection and a regrowth of deer foods, 

(In the West, irruptions occur without lumbering, but in open 

forests which admit sun and thus grow deer foods.) As nearly 

as is now (1945) known, irruptions occur whenever deer are given 

& chance for uninterrupted increase on a range well stocked with 

food plants, and devoid of natural enemies. The only preventive 

is prompt reduction of females at the first sign of overbrowsing 

in winter food plants. 

One reason for the frequent delays in reducing irruptive 

herds is thal laymen quite logically ask: "Why not feed the desr, 

and thus avoid the necessity for reduction?" The difficulties 

with artificial feeding are twos deer do not stop browsing when | 

fed grain and hay, and deer seem unable to thrive on grain and 

hay without browse. Artificial feeding thus exaggerates the drain 

on natural food plants. Many of thesé plants are the reproduction 

af forest trees, hence forestry is severly handicapped on an : 

overstocked deer range. 

Irruptions are invariably accompanied by physical deterioration 

of the deer by reason of malmtrition. 

Most game disperses of its own accord when populations become 

toe dense. ‘The dispersive force is intolerance, Deer seem to 

possess no intolerance, and would “rather starve than move", 

Probably deer, in a state of nature, depended on cougars ani wolves 

to do the dispersing for them. Mow that these enemies have been 

removed, the game manager must foresee and prevent congestions. 

The trend of game management policy is now (1945) to shoot 

deer of either sex, ‘and to avoid large permanent refuges. Minnesota has
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for decades legalized the taking of deer of either sex, and has 

experienced no irruptive deer except in large refuges and parks. 

Deer Management in Burope. Deer were the first kind of game 

to be managed in Burope. Management of deer on royal forests and 

feudal estates became general about 1400, and consisted of rigid 

patrol, severe penalties agoinst trespass, preservation of mast 

treés for deer food, voluntary restraints on the anmal kill, and 

predator control. Deer were taken by driving them with hunis into 

nets, where they were dispatched with bows and arrows. An excellent. 

aecount of English management methods and hunting techniques during 

the 1400's is contained in "Master of Game", written by Bdward, 

Second Duke of York, in 1413. ‘ ; 

The deer population, at least in Germany, is known to have 

inereaged greatly between 1400 and 1618. It was then depleted by 

the outbreak of the Thirty Years War, ami the consequent breskdown 

of legal restraints. 

Guns came into use at the end of the 1600's, and at this: 

time the larger deer predators began to disappear. During the 1700's 

there was @ general exploitetion and shrinkage of forests, which 

by 1800 resulted, at least in Germany, in «a decline of deer 

populations. 

About 1820 German foresters began to plant deciduous forests 

to spruce and pine. ‘These trees have no value as deer food, and 

spruce tends to shade out the trees and shrubs which do feed deer. 

The end result was similar to that of an irruption: the supply of 

winter browse foods declined, and this in turn forced the general 

adoption of artificial feeding. The deer deteriorated physically,
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i and inflicted increasing damage on both forest reproduction and 

farm crops. To reduce crop damage deer forests were fenced, tut 

this intensified the pressure on forest reproduction, and also 

the malnutrition of the deer. 

By 1914 German foresters repented their “spruce mania" because 

spruce on hardwood soils had ceased to yield well. A reconversion 

to indigenous hardwoods began, but encountered great difficulties 

because the hungry deer devoured the young hardwoods as fas! am 

they were planted. By 1935 a general reduction of deer densities 

hed begun, and there was general agreement that a moderate stand 

of healthy deer in a natural forest represented better managenent 

than an extessive stand of artificially-fed deer in an unnatural- 

forest. (An account of deer history appears in an article "Deer 

and Dewerwald in Germany} by Aldo Leopold, in Journal of Forestry 

for April, 1936.) 

Neither Britain nor France suffered from the "spruce muaia® 

in ite acute German form, but the British herds (mainly in Seotdand) 

aid become too large, and deteriorated physically. The present (1945) 

trend toward smaller and better herds is common both to Barope 

and America, 

The Muropean red deer has been introduced into New Zealand, 

where food is abundant and no natural deer predators exist. The 

New Zealand herd has reached irruptive levels, and not only threatens 

the contimuity of the forest, but has induced serious s011 erosion. 

Game Research. Deliberate research for better management 

techniques began in Britain with a study of the red grouse in 1910, 

and in America with a study of bobwhite quail in Georgia in 1924.
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Starting from these muclei, larger programs dealing with many 

species and many lotalities have grown up. The British program 

no# (1945) centers in the Bureau of Animal Populations at Oxford, 

and the American program in the U. S. Pish and Wildlife Service 

and at least 15 state colleges and universities. 

The earlier researches dealt with the improvement of tho 

external environment or habitat, the assumption being that geome 

population levels are externally contfolled, i.e. that any 

population tends to “inorease up to the limit of its food supply". 

More recent researches show that at least in some species, - 

population levels are internally as well as externally controlled, _ 

that is to say, some populations contain mechanisms which 

sutomatically reduce surplus numbers, and protect against dangerous 

depletions. An example is the American bobwhite quail. 

The quail is a monogamous bird which congregates in coveys 

during the autumn and winter, is known to reduce its own populations, 

when they become toprheavy, by evicting “surplus” coveys into 

submarginal habitats or territories. Once evicted, such surplus 

coveys become valnerable to predatory enemies, and 2lso to winter 

storms, and thus die. Coveys inhabiting good territories (4.0. 

habitats with sufficient food and cover) are, at the same time, 

subject to only nominal loss from predators, and die of winter 

storms only when these are exceptionally severe. 

This mechanism, operative during the winter season, is supplemented 

by another, operative during the summer season, Whenever the summer
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starts with an exceptionally large breeding stock, the per cent 

of reproductive success, as measured by total fell population, 

is gmall, and may approach gero. Whenever the summor starts with 

an exceptionally small breeding stock, the per cent of reproductive 

success, as measured by the total fall population, is large, and 

may exeeed 500%, (Te maximum possible reproductive success is 

ahout 14 young per pair, or a total of 16, or 600%.) ‘The reasons | 

ter the inverse relation between breeding stock and summer reproductive 

gain are unknown. 

The combined effect of the winter and summer mechanisms is 

to penalize population increase above the capacity of the winter 

food and cover (by eviction, and by slower reproduction), and 

to protect depleted populations (by security in the choicest winter 

terfitories, and by faster reproduction). 

The discovery of these mechanisms sheds new light on mangement. 

Thus shooting, if done before winter and confined to surplus, 

has no effect on future population levels, for it kills only 

what vould die anyhow by eviction. Préktor-control does little 

or no good, because depleted stoeks are virtually secure, and 

surplus will die anyhow. Feeding cannot save surplus population, 

for surplus is doomed in any event. Food and cover development 

in sub-marginal territories, however, is able to raise future 

population levels by adding habitable territories in which new 

coveys tend to be secure. 

The extent to which similar compensatory mechanisms prevail 

in other game species is not yet known. There is good evidence that 

pheasants possess a somewhat similar mechanism, Deer certainly do not,
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for the bobwhite mechanism rests on intolerance, and deer have 

none. The carnivores and raptors, being more intolerant than 

bobwhite, and little subject to predation or weather, my be 

assumed to have a strong internal regulatory mechanism of some 

sort. 

Muskrats are kmown to reduce their own surplus populations 

by the intolerance of old rate for grown young. The young are 

evicted to submarginal habitat, and also die of a fungus skin 

disease after they have been wounded in fights. 

Barly History. The earliest game mangement recorded in literature 

is thet described by Marco Polo. It was practised during the _ 

1200's by the Mongol Khans to produce game for their own pleasure. 

It employed many techniques usually thought of as modern, and 

produced heavy game crops. 

During the 1400's Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor, 

practiced managemont on a considerable scale to improve his 

opportunities for falconry. Hie book, "De Artibus Venandi", is 

& @lassical treatise on hunting. Contemporaneous with Frederick 

is Hdward of York's book, "Master of Game", already mentioned. 

Artificial propagation of pheasants (ané probably also 

management dnothe wild) was practised in England as early as 

1523, and in Bohemia as early as 1598. Mallard ducks were 

artificially propagated in England in 1631. 

Cover improvement began on the Scottish grouse moors in 1850, 

but laws for the protection of cover go back to 1694. 

—the~beginnings—of—research-are—outiined in the previous—eaption
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In America, restrictive laws and predator bounties go back 

to the pre-revolutionary colonies. Laws increased as game decreased 

through the 1600's, tut the idea of improving the habitat did 

not take root in America until 1924, when Herbert Stoddard 

demonstrated its possibilities on quail in Georgia. 

Education. Professional instruction in game management is 

now (1945) offered in about 15 American colleges. A professional 

‘Journal of Wildlife Management" is published by the Wildlife 

Society. In Rurepe, education in this field is obtained indirectly 

through forestry and other biological schools.
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4 ‘ g Draba fo 

Aldo Ieopold e 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in this 

the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think upon Draba, the smallest 

flower that blows, Within a few weeks now Draba, oblivious of all ; 

bigness, will sprinkle every sandy place with small blooms. 

_ He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees so small a 

thing as Draba, He who despairs of spring with downcast eye steps on 

: it, unknowing, He who searches for spring with his knees in the md 

finds it, in abundance, ‘a 
(ge, 4 

Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and comfort. Spee 
\< 

; It grows only on the poorest sands, and only in earliest spring. In 

5 botany books it claims only two or three lines, for space belongs to bigger 

better blooms. aie - 

Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is any, is lost 

in the gasty winds, Its color is plain white. Its leaves wear a 

sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is too small, No poets : 

sing of it. Some botanist once gave it a Latin name, and then forgot it. ; 

Altogether it is of no importance, --just a small creature that does a 2 = 

small job quickly and well. te | 
ts 

v 
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i ' | ‘Blographical Notes on Aldo Leopold 5 oe . 
se eee ‘ 

: *y b. Jan. 11, 1886, Burlington, Iowa 

_« Son of Carl Leopold and Clara Starker : 

as e Educated Sheffield Scientific School. Yale, B. S., 1908, Yale Forest ‘ 
agree School, M. Fes 1909 

i ary OM In BOO ) Married Estella Bergere 1912 (from Santa Fe, New Mexico) 

Names of children; Starker, Luna, Adelina, Carl, Estella 

Chronological list of positions: 

Forest Assistant, U. S. Forest Service 1909-1912 
In the 

Forest Supervisor '" " " 1913-191 r 
” ee \ Southwest 

Chief of Operations, S. W. District, U. S. Forest Service 1918-1921) | mnt! at @ i 

Associate Director, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin 1925-1928 

Game Consultant for Sperting Arms and Ammnition Mamfacturers! Institute 1949) -1932 

é Professor of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, 1933 to present 

Member of Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi 

Traveled in Germany in 1935 on a Carl Schurz Travelling Fellowship 

Author of: Game Survey of the North Central States (1931) 

Game Management (1933)— (semtucts } a i 
Articles on game, conservation and management policy, 

wildlife ecology, erosion, land-use, and forestry 

: Associate Bditor, Jour. of Forestry * 
Contributing editor, Audubon Magazine (will be) 
Contributes to Jour. Wildlife Mgemt., American Forests; others 

spAtude Oesle- 
Recreation and novdiest Seti dhologd Jhmnting, archery enthusiast 1925-1935; 

has a_farm in Sauk County where he gets away from the world of gadgets 
and carries on a little private wildlife ecoicgy experimenting. 
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y WILDLIFE RESSARCH NEWS LETTER 

For students and cooperators of the 
Department of Wildlife Management, University ©* . <comsin in 

No. 35 Madison, Wisconsin Hay 3, 1948 

\ It is with profound regret that the Department of Wildlife Management 

f reports the untimely death of Aldo Leopold on April 21, 1948, near his summer 
home at Baraboo, Wisconsin. After fighting a bad grass fire for two hours on 
a neighbor's property, Professor Leovuld suffered a heart attack that was 

imiediately fatal. Es was buried with simple services in the Starker plot of 

his mother's family in the Aspen Grove Cemetery at Burlington, Iowa, on April 23. 

To those of us here at the University who were privileged to see him day 
after Cay, the suddenness of Professor Leopold's passing is still so recent and 
»? shocking that we cannot describe our sense of personal loss or appraise his 
many intellectual contributions. In this news letter, we have therefore pre- 
pared a brief biographical sketch for those who may wish to include such in- 
formation” in formal obituaries. 

Aldo Leopold was born at Burlington, Iowa, on January 11, 1886. Mhe son 
of Carl and Clara Starker Leopold,. he grew up there in a lovely home situated 

atop a bluff of the Mississippi River. Both his grandfathers were German- 

university graduates who came to America and engaged in business and banking. 
His father vas an ardent hunter, who gave the boy his first lessons in sports- 
manship. Among these highly cherished experiences was the later custom of the 

\ older Leopold to refrain from spring shooting although cheerfully accompanying 
| his three sons in the field at this season. In his boyhood, Aldo developed a 

spontaneous interest in ornithology. Leopold was later sent to Lawrenceville 

Prep. at Lawrenceville, New Jersey. At Yale he received his B.S. from the 
Sheffield Scientific School in 1908 and his H.F. fron the School of Forestry 
in 1909. 

On July 1, 1909 Leopold ontered the U.S, Forest Service and was appointed 
a Forest Assistant in the Apache National Forest, Arizona. In 1909-1910, he 
cruised most of the timber in the ‘hite liountains and the Blue Range. In 1911- 
1913, he covered the whole of the Carson National Forest, New Mexico, on in- 
spection trips. Fron 1914 to 1924 his official trips took him to all the national 
forests of Arizona and Now Mexico, An unofficial tally of his work for the 
Forest Sorvice in this region reveals that ho served through the grades of 
Deputy Forest Supervisor, Forest Supervisor and Assistant District Forester, to - 
Chief of Jporations. From his home and office in Albuquerquoc, ho was now con- 1 
stantly covering the Rio Grande Valley from Santa Fe to Socorro, especially 
during tac fall hanting season, and his interost in game managenont was more and 

CThene data, may be used without acicnowledgmont. Tho Department of Wildlife 
Nanagonent vould very mach like to rocoive copias or reprints of obituarial 
articlas (10 17 possible) for the University's files and for distribution to 
the fanily. ;
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moro finding expression. He became the socretary of the Now ifexico and the 

Albuaucrque Game Protective Associations, and with Ward Shephard oditced the 
a.G.P,A.'s vigorous quarterly publication "The Pine Cone", Their fight for a 

non-political game warden in Now Moxico (the modern equivalent being State 

Director of Fish and Game) and for a rational system of game managoment attracted 

wido attention. "It scoms to me", wrote Theodore Roosevelt to Leopold in 1917, 
"that your association in Now Mexico is setting an cxamplo to the whole country." 
It was in this yoar that he was awarded the gold modal of the Pormanont Wild- 
life Protcction Fund of Amorica. 

Leonold by now was moving on toward new horizons, His boyhood interest 

in ornithology was re-appearing. By 1919 he was advocating that the state 
take a more active interest in waterfowl conservation. By 1921, ho was 
advocating crosion control in the federal forosts, and campaigning for prescrva- 

tion of wilderness areas in the planning of national forests. On Juno 1, 1924, 

he moved to Madison, Wisconsin to becomo Associate Director of the Forest 
Service's Forest Products Laboratory. At ilbucuerque where for a time ho servod 
as Socretary of the local Chamber of Commerco, tho sportsmen gave him a farowolil 
banquet, a commemorative modal, a spocial colt revolver, and a watch that ho 
always treasured. 

Leopold now took an active interest in the affrirs of tho Amorican Gamo 
Protection association and became increasingly conscious of the prossing nocd 
for gamo resoarch. In 1928, ho plungod into game work -s Gamo Consultant for 
the Sporting Arms and Ammunitions Menufacturors' Instituto. During tho noxt 
three years he made cxtensive game surveys of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, 
iiichigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, and Wisconsin for tho Institute. Ho had now 
bocome chairman of the technical committee of tho Amcrican Wildlife Instituto 
and sponsorod a national program for game rosvarch and management. In 1931, when 
his first book (Report on a Gamo Survey of tho North Central States) was published, 
he was awarded the Outdoor Life medal. % 

In 1932 Loopold listod himsclf as a consulting forester. In reality, ho now 
took tinc out to write his classic Gano Managomont. Aftor lecturing for a short 
tine at the Univorsity of Wisconsin, ho acconted a chair of Game Managomont 
there in 1933 and continucd in this position until his doath, whon tho staff of 
his dopartment (now called Wildlife Managoment) consisted of threo mon. In 
1935 he travolled through Germany on a Carl Schurz Travelling Followship. In 
1943 he became a member of Wisconsin's Consorvation Commission and sorved there 
with distinction to the end. 

At various times, Professor Leopold served as president of the Ecological 
Society of Amorica, the Kunlion Club (of Hadison), and tho Wildlife Socicty; as 
a dircetor of tho National Audubon Socioty; and as a vice prosident of tho 
Anerican Forestry Association, of Frionds of the Land, of tho Wilderness Socicty, 
and of the Wisconsin Division of the Izaak Walton League, ; 

Ho vas also an honorary momber of tho Wildlife Socicty, the Wisconsin 
Society for Ornithology, and of Frionds of the Land; a follow of the Society of 
Ancrican Forosters; and a mombor of tho Amorican Ornithologists! Union, tho 
American Socioty of Hammalogists, tho Boono and Crockott Club, tho British 
Ecological Society, the Coopor Ornithological Club, tho Ecologists! Union,
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the Foundation for the Study of Cyclos, tho Getaway Club of liadison, the 

Linnacan Socicty of Now York, Northeastorn Bird-Banding Association, Phi Kapoa 
Phi, Sigma Xi, University Club of Madison, the Wild Flowcr Proscrvation Socicty, 

the Wilson Ornithological Club, Wisconsin Conservation League, and the Wisconsin 

Academy of Scivnces, Arts, and Lettors. 

His committco and advisory work was so voluminous that no clear picture 
of its ontirety sccms possiblo without oxtcnsive study. He served, for instance, 

at various timos on the Committco on Vildlifo Restoration appointed by Prosident 
Roosevelt in 19344, the committeo on consorvation of land mammals of tho Amorican 
Socicty of Mammalogists, the public :-colations and oducation committces of the 

Wisconsin Consorvation Loague, tho natural resourccs committce of tho Wisconsin 

Academy, the advisory council of the Conservation Foundation, the national 
advisory comaittce of the National Council of Stats Garden Clubs, the technical 

council of tho Leke Mondota issociation (Wisconsin), the exocutive committee of 
the Amcrican Socicty of Foresters, the game policy committce of tho American 
Gamo Association, the bird nrotection committce of the American Ornithologists! 
Union, the board of sponsors and advisors of th» Hornaday Memorial Foundation, 
the organizing committee and council of tho Wilderness Socicty, tho advisory 

voard of tho Dolta Waturfowl Rosvarch Station, as chairman of tho Wisconsin 
Citizons' Deor Committees and as chairman of tho committce on wildlife studics 
of the National Rossarch Council. At tho timo of his doath, ho hada just 

accepted tho chairmanship of the population section of tho Mississippi Flyway 

Watorfowl Committee and had been asicod by Sucretary of the Interior Krug to 
serve at the Intor-American Conforenco on Conservation of Ronowablo iatural 
Resources, He was for some yuars an associate editor of the Journal of Forestry 
and a contributing oditor to Audubon Ilazazino. 

On October 9, 1912, Loopold married Sstclla Luna Borgore, who survives 

him along with five children: Starker, a wildlifo biologist (connected with tho 
University of California's ifusoum of Vortebrato Zoology at Boricloy); Luna, a 

meteorologist (associated with tho Pincapple Resoarch Instituto and Experiment 
Station, Hawaiian Sugar Plantors' Association, Honolulu); Carl, now comploting 

his doctorate in botany at Harvard University; Nina (wife of Dr. William H. Bilder, 

professor of wildlife management at the University of liissouri); and Estolla, a 

botanist (about to recoive hor B.S, at tho University of Wisconsin), In addition, 

he is survived by his mother, two brothors, Carl and Frederic, and a sister, 

Mrs. Maric Leopold Lord, all of Burlington. 

s
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Preliminary Bibliography of Aldo Leopold 

The Department of Wildlife Management will welcome corrections for, or ; 

additions to, this list. Wot all the titles could be collated in Madison 
libraries with the original sources of publication; some early articles are 

believed to be missing. 

We wish to express our appreciation of bibliographic help given us here by 

Professor H.H. Chapman of Yale University, Miss Monica de la Salle and ifr. R.H. 
Pough of the ational Audubon Socisty, Miss Ellen A. Hoffman of the Forest 

Products Laboratory, and Dr. C.T, Vorhies of the University of Arizona. 

Mimeographed articles were in general reserved for inclusion in a list 

of Leopold's manuscripts which the Denartment has compiled separately. The 
more important mimeogranhed materials are Leonold's (unsigned) contribution to a 
28 np. watershed handbook released by the Forest Service for its Southwestern 
District and a lively series of notes in the Service Bulletin of the Forest 
Service where he early argued for the inclusion of wilderness areas in national 

forest planning. 

Articles marked ** were collected and reprinted as a brochure, "Wildlife 
Conservation on the Farm", by the isconsin Agriculturist and Farmer, Racine, 
Wisconsin, in 1941. 

Titles nariced w## are to be reprinted (with revisions) in a book of Leopold 
essays to be published by Oxford University Press, New York, in 1949. 

Bibliography 

1916 Game conservation; a warning, also an opportunity. Arizona, 7(1-2):6. 

1917 Unique punishment for slayers of song birds, Bull. Am. Game Protective 
Assn., 6(4):22. 

i 

- 1918 Do purple martins inhabit bird boxes in the west? The Condor, 20:93. 

1918 Are red-headed woodpeckers moving west? The Condor, 20:122. 

1918? A complaint. The Game Breeder, (about 1916-1918) pp. 288-289. 

; 1918 Forestry and game conservation. Jour, Forestry, 16(4):404-411, 

1919 Notes on red-headed woodpecker and jack snipe in New Mexico. ‘The Condor, 
21:40. : 

1919 Notes on the weights and plumage of ducks in ilew Mexico. The Condor, 

21:128-129. 

1919 Destroying female trees. Am, Forestry, 25(no. 311) 1473-1480. 

1919 Notes on the behavior of pintail ducks in a hailstorm. ‘The Condor, 21:87. 

1919 A breeding record for the red-hcaded woodpecker in New Mexico. The Condor, 
21:173-174. 
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1919 The national forests: .the last free hunting grounds of the nation. Jour, 
Forestry, 17(2);150-15%%. 

¥ - 
1919 Wild lifers vs. game farmers; a ploa for democracy in sport. Bull. Am. 

Game Prot. Assn., 8(2):6-7. : 

1919 Forest Service salaries and the future of the national forests. Jour. 

Forestry, 17(4):398-401, ; 

1919 Relative abundance of ducks in the Rio Grande valley. The Condor, 21:122. 

1919 A plea for state-owned ducking grounds. Wild Life, October 1919; p. 9. ee 

1919 Differential sex migration of mallards in New Hekico. The Condor, 21:182-183. 

al 
% 1919 A turkey hunt in the Datil National Forest. Wild Life, Decemver 1919, ‘ee 

pp. 4,5,16, a 

1919? Putting the "AM" in game warden. (The story of how the New Mexico Game 
Protective Association substituted push for politics in their state game 
department.) The Sportsmen's Review, (date?) pp-173-174. 

1920 The game situation in the southwest. Bull. Am. Game Protective Assn., : 

92) a5. 

1920 Wanted -- national forest game refuges. Bull. Am. Game Protective Assn., 
9(1):8-10,22, 

1920 Determining the kill factor for blaciz-tail deer in the southwest. Jour. 
Forestry, 18(2):131-134. 

1920 Mallard decoys. Forest and Stream, November 1920. 

1920 Range of the magpie in New Mexico. The Condor, 22:112, 

1920 State or federal refuges? The Pine Cone, liarch 1920, po.1-2. (Unsigned; 
identified from manuscript. ilany other articles in this quarterly news- 
paper of the N.11, Gane Prot. Assn, were undoubtedly Leopold's, but their 
authorship was not ascertained at the time this bibliography was mimeo- 
granhed). 

1920 "Pinte forestry" vs. forest fire prevention. Southwestern Magazine, 
2(3):12-13. 

1920 Further notes on differential sex migration. The Condor, 22(4):156-157. 

1920 The forestry of the prophets. Jour. Yorestry, 18(4);1-8. 

1921 The oesen tage? of the game refuge. The Literary Digest, January 15, 1921. 
(Condensati n of an article (not listed here) that originally appeared in 
All Ovtdoors). 7 x 

1921 A hunter's notes on doves in the Rio Grande valleye™ The Condor, 23;19-21. 

J ed
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1921 A plea for recognition of artificial works in forest erosion control policy. 
Jour. Forestry, 19(3):267-273. 

1921 The wilderness and its place in forest recreational policy. Jour. Forestry, 
19(7):718-7e21. 

1921 Weights and plumage of ducks in the Rio Grande valley. The Condor, 
2385-86, 

1922 The posting problem. Outdoor Life, 49(3):186-188. 

1922 Road-runner cavght in the act. The Condor, 24:183. 

1923 Wild followers of the forest; the effect of forest fires on game and fish; 
the relation of forests to game conservation. Am. Forestry, 29(357);515-519, 
568. 

1923 The following! habit in hawics and owls. The Condor, 25:180. 

1924 Quail production; a remedy for the "gong bird list." Outdoor America, 
3(4) :4e-43, 

192k (with E.B. Jamison and R. Fred Pettit). Report of the quail committee, 
Albuquerque Game Protective Assn. The Pine Cone, March 1924, p.4. 

1924 Coot caught by turtle. ‘The Condor, 26:226. 

1g2h Grass, brush, timber, and fire in southern Arizona. Jour. Forestry, 
22(6);1-10. 

1924 Pioneers and gullies. Sunset liagazine, May 1924, pp.15-16,91-92. 

1925 The last stand of the wilderness. Am. Forests and Forest Life, 31:599-604. 
Also reprinted as a brochure by the im. Forestry Assn.; abstracted in The 
Literary Digest, August 7, 1926. 

1925 Conserving the covered wagon. Sunset Magazine, liarch 1925, pp.21,56. 

1925 Forestry and game management. The Colo. Forester, 1925, pp.29-30. 

1925 A seven-year duck census of the middle Rio Grande valley. The Condor, 
27(1):8-11. 

1925 Natural reproduction of forests. Parks and Recreation, 9(2):366-372. 

1925 Wilderness as a form of land use. Jour. Land and Public Utility Economics, 
1(4) ;398-LOk., 

1925 Wastes in forest utilization: what can be done to prevent them. Bull. Empire 
State Forest Products Assn., no.22, pp.o-9. Abstracted in Southern Lumber- 
man, 121(1574):39-40 (ov. 28, 1925), 

1925 The new developments in game management. Bull. am. Game Prot. Assn., 
14(3):7-8,20.
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1925 The utilization conference. Jour. Forestry, 23(1):98-99. 

1925 Forestry in Wisconsin. Izaak WJalton League of America - Wisconsin Division. 
Report of the Annual Convention, 1925, pp.82-34. (Address at state con- 
vention; original 4 po. ms. dated Oct. 15, 1925, on file in library of 

Forest Products Lab., Madison). 

1926 The next move; a size-up of the migratory bird situation. Outdoor Life, 

58 (5) :363. 

1926 Fires and gene. Jour. Forestry, 24:726-728. 

1926 Wilderness conservation, iat'l. Conf. Outdoor Recreation Proc., 2:61-65. 

1926 The way of the waterfowl, How the Anthony Bill will help ducks and duck 
huating; an oxample of New Mexico's refugo system in actual oporation. Am. 
Forests and Forest Life, 32(339):267-291. 

1926 Yood proservetion and forestry. Proc. Am, Wood Preservers! Assn., 22:30-35. 
Reprinted in Railway Unginoering and ifaintainance, 22(2):60-51, and in 
Railway Age, 50(5):346. 

1927 Forest products research and profitablo forestry. Jour. Forestry, 25(5): 
542-548, 

1927 The whistling note of the Wilson snipe. The Condor, 29:79-80. 

1928 Pineries and deer on the Gila. Jew Moxico Conservationist, March 1928, ».3. 

1928 The home builder conserves. Am. ¥Yorosts and Forest Life, 34(413) :276-278, 
297. 

1929 How the country boy or girl can grow quail. ‘Wis. Arbor and Bird Day Anmal, 
pp. 51-53. 

1929 Gnvironnontal controls; the foroster's contribution to game conservation. 
The Amos Torester, 17:25-26. 

1929 Some thoughts on forost genetics. Jour. Forostry, 27(5):708-713. 

1929 The game survey and its work. Trans. 15th Nat'l. Gano Conf., pp. 128-132. 
Reprinted with 3 additional charts but without the Conference discussion in 
Am, Gane (Bull. Am. Game Prot. Assn.), 18(2);45-47. 

1930 Game as a side-line for forestors. Yalo Forest School News, 16:71. 

1930 Unvironmental controls for game throu.h modificd silviculture. Jour. 
Forestry, 28(3):321-326. 

1930 Progress of the game survey. Trans, 16th Am. Gamo Conf. pp.64-71. 

1930 Report of the committee on Anerican wild life policy. Trans. 15th Am. 
Game Conf. pp.196-210.
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1930 The decline of the jacksnipe in southern Wisconsin. The Vilson Bull., 
4e(3) 1133-190. 

1930 Wild game a farm crop. The Game Breeder, February 1930. 

1930 Game management in the national forests. Am, Forests, 36(7);412-414. 

1931 The American game policy in & nutshell. Trans. 17th Game Conf. pp.231-283. 
i Also published as 

Game policy in a nutshell. Am, Game, 19(6)18 (with photograph of Leopold), 

1931 Report on a game survey of the north central states. Sporting Arms and 
Ammunition lianufacturers' Institute, lfadison, 1931. 299 »v,, illus. 

1931 Science attacks the game cycle. Outdoor -imerica, 10(2):25. 

1931 the forester's role in game managenent. Jour. Forestry, 29(1):25-31. 

1931 Game restoration by cooperation on ‘isconsin farms. Wisconsin agric. and 
Farmer, 59(16):5,16 (April 18, 1541). 

1931 Game food and cover in the cornbelt. Proc. 9th Annual Conf. Izaak Walton 
League. 

1931 Game range. Jour. Forestry, 29(6):932-938. 

1931 A history of ideas in gxme management. Outdoor imerica, 9(11):22-24, 

36-39, 47. 

1931 The role of universities in game consorvation. Du Pont Magazine, 25(6):8-9, 
24, Also reprinted in Outdoor Life, 68(3):33-34, and in (vide H.H. Chapman) 
in La. Conserv. Rev., October 1932, p.15,. 

1931 Game methods; the imerican way. Am. Game, 20(2):20. 

1931 Rebuilding the quail crop. Outdoor America, 10(4):38. 

1931 The prairie chicken: a lost hope or an opportunity? Am. Field, 96:50 
(December 12, 1931), 

1931 (with John NW. Ball). Grouse in England, Am. Game, 20(4):57-58,63. 

1931 (with John N. Ball). S3ritish and imorican grouse management. Am. Game, 
20(5):79, 78-79. 

1931 (with John N. Ball), British and American grouse cycles. Can. Field- 
Naturalist, 45:162-167. 

1931 (with John N. Ball). @he cuail shortage of 1930. Outdoor America, Apr.1931, 

1931 (and 13 others). Report to the American Game Conference on an imerican game 
policy. Trans, 17th .m. Game Conf., pp. 254-309. 

1932 Gamo systom deplored as 'melting pot'. Jour. Forestry, 30(2):226-227; 
(abstract of a statoment by Leopold released by Am. Game Assn.)
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1932 Game and wild life conservation. The Condor, 34(2):103-106, 

1932 Manxgemont of upland game birds in Iowa; # handbool: for farmers, sportsmen, 

conservationists and game wardens. Iowa State Fish and Game Commission, 

Des Moines, 1932. 35 pp., illus. (author's name absent on title page; 
"sreater part" prepared by Leopold; with contributions by Wm. Schuonke 
(pp.16-17) and W.B. Grange (pp.27-28). 

1932 The alder fork; a fishing idyl. Outdoor America, 10(10):11. 

1932-33 Report of the Iowa game survey. 

Ch. I: The Fall of the Iowa Game Range, Outdoor \merica, August-September 
1932. 

Ch. II: Iowa Quail. Outdoor America, October-November 1932, pp.11-13, 
30-31. 

Cy. TII: Iowa Pheasants. Outdoor Amcrice,, December 1932-January 1933, 
pp. 10-12, 31. 

Ch. IV: The Hungarian Partridge in Iowa. Outdoor America, Fobruary- 
arch 1933, pp.6-8,21. 

1933 Gamo management. Charles Scribnor's Sons, New Yori. 4&1 pp., illus. 

1933 Vcathorproofing conservation. Am. Forosts, 6(1);10-11,48. 

1933 How rescarch and game surveys help the sportsman and farmer. Wow England 

Game Conf. 1933, po.51-56. 

1933 Game cropping in southern Wisconsin. Friends of Our Native Landscape Bull., 
December 1933. 

1933 "Turkish bows" of the Mew Mexico Indians. Ye Sylvan Archer, 7(1):4-6. 

1933 The need for cducated man power. Trans. 19th Am. Gamo Conf., pp.88-39. 

1933 A B O's of winter fecding birds, Am. Game, 22(5):70,77-79. 

1933 Game as a land crop in the central states. Central States Forestry Congress, : 
Proc. 4th Annual Conf., pp.137-l1. 

1933 The conservation ethic. Jour. Forestry, 31(6):634-643, 

1934 Review of "The Life History and Ecology of Jack Rabbits in Relation to 
Grazing in Arizona," by C,?. Vorhics and W.P. Taylor, Ecology, 15(1):63-64. 

1934 Conservation oconomics. Jour. Forestry, 32(5):537-544. Reprinted in Am. 
Gamo, 23(4,5):56,63,70,77-78. 

1934 (with Rouben Paulson). Helping ourselves. (Description of Riley Game 
Coopurative:), Fiold and Stroam, 39(4) ;32-33,56. 

1934 Review of "White-tailed Door of tho Adirondacks," by M.T. Townsend and 
M.W. Smith, Jour. Mammalogy, 15(2):163-164. 

1934 (with T.H. Bock and J.N. Darling). Revort of tho Prosident's Committee on 
wildlife restoration. Washington, D,C., 27 pp., illus.
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1934 Review of "Forestry and Snort," by i.A. Orde-Powlett. Jour. Forestry, 

32(4) 497. 

1934 Tho Wisconsin River marshcs. ational Valtonian, 2(3):4-5,11. 

1934 Tho arboretum and the univorsity. Parks and Recreation, 18(2):59-60. 

1934 Hocessity of gamo resoarch. Trans. 20th Am. Game Conf., pp.92-95. 

1934 Some thoughts on recreational planning. Parks and Recreation, 18(4):136-137. 

1934 Review of "Notes on German Game lianagement, Chiefly in Bavaria and Baden," 
by Ward Shepard. Jour. Forestry, 32(7):774-775. 

1934 The game cycle--a challenge to science. Minnesota Conservationist, 

no.19:2-3,14. Also in Outdoor Nebraska, 9(4):4,14. 

1934 Results from the American game policy. Trans. 19th Am. Game Conf., pp.62-66, 

1934 An outline plan for game management in Wisconsin. In A Study of Wisconsin. 
Its r-souzces, its physical, social and economic background. First Annual 
Report of Wisconsin Regional Planning Committee. pp. 243-255. 

1935 Gun and glass hunters. Am. Forests, 41(2):71 (Unsigned editorial). 

1935 Review of "A Study of the Life History and Food Habits of ifule Deer in 
California," by Joseph S. Dixon. Jour. iiammlogy, 16(1):74-75. 

1935 Coon Yalley -- an adventure in cooperative conservation. Am. Forests, 
41(5) 1205-208. 

1935 Review of "The Role of Bavironment in the Life of Birds," by S. Charles 
Hendeigh. The Wilson Bull., 47(2):166-167. 

1935 Foverunners. of game management. The Colorado Forester, Colorado State 

College, 1935, p.12. 

1935 Wildlife research rapidly growing. Am. Game, 24(1):5,13. 

1935 Reviev of "xploring the Animal World," by Charles Slton. 3ird-Lore, 

37(5): 364. ; 

1935 Review of "Zur Biologie Des Rephuhns" (3iology of the Hungarian Partridge), 
by Dr. . Nolte. The Wilson Bull. 47 (4): 300-303. 

1935 Why the Wilderness Society? Living Wilderness, 1(1):6. 

1935 Sporting portry. Am. Wildlife, 24(6):90. (Review of "One More Bend," 
by Bdvard S. Parker. ) 

1935 Whither 1935?--A roview of the imsrican Game Policy. Trans. 2lst Am. 
Game Conf., pp.49-55. 

1935 Wild life research in Wisconsin. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciences, Arts and 
Letters, 29:203-208.
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1936 Deer and Daverwald in Germany. Jour. Forestry, 34(4-5) : 356-375, 460-66. 

1936 Threatened species--a proposal to the ‘ildlife Conference for on inventory 
of the nerds of near-extinct birds and aninals. im. Forests, 42(3):116-118. 

1936 Wildlifo management on private and state lands. Am. Forests, 42(3):120-121, 
Ty. 

1936 Naturschutz in Germany. Bird-Lore, 36(2):102-111. 

1935 Farm game management in Silesia. An. Wildlife, 25(5):67-68, 74-76. 

1936 Farmez-sportsman set-ups in the north central region. Proc. North Am. 
Wildlife Conf., po.279-285. 

1936 Wildlife management by private agencivs. Proc. North Am. Wildlife Conf., 
po. 156-158. 

1936 Review of "Hcology and Life History of the Porcupine...as Related to the 
Forests of Arizona and the Southwestern United States," by Walter P. Taylor. 
Jour. Forestry, 3+(6):632-633. 

1936 Review of "Raising Game Birds," by Horace iitchell. Am. Wildlife, May- 
June 1936. 

1936 Review of "Governmental Problems in Wild Life Conservation," by Robert H. 
Connery. Jour. Forestry, 34(6):635-636. 

1936 Review of "Hotes on South -ifrican ild Life Conservation Paris and Reserves: 
A Report Prepared for the Anerican Committe» for International Wild Life 
Protection," by Thomas Barbour and liargaret Dewar Porter. Geozraphical 
Review, 26(): October, 1936. 

1936 Quail population studies in Iova and Visconsin. A rovicy of "The Northern : 
Bobvhite's Vinter Territory," by Paul L. Errington and F,N. Hamerstrom,dr, 
Heology, 17(4):680-681. 

1936 Franklin J.W. Schnidt; a biography. The Yilson Bull., 46(3);161-186. 

1936 Review of “Upland Game Restoration," bdookiot published by Western Cartridge 

Co. and ‘Vinchestor Repeating Arms Co., 1936, Outdoor America, December 
1936,- pilin 

1936 Wildlife conference. Jour. Fovestry, 34(4):430-H31. 

1936 Notes on game administration in Germany. Am. Wildlife, 25(6):85,92-93. 

1936 (with Gardiner Burm, G.C. “body, C.L. Hubbs, and H.L. Stoddard). Wildlife 
crops; findin: out how to grow them. 4 research and demonstration program 

prepared by the technical committee, .\ldo Leopold, chairman, of the Am. 
Wildlife Inst., -ashington, D.C., 23 pp., illus. 

1936 Study influence of the sun on wildlife cycles. Game mon :gement section in 
"Today's Science for Tomorrow's Farning," innual Report of Agr. Imp. Sta,, 
Univ. Vis. ull. 435, liarch 1936, pp. 29-30.
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1937 Game management section of "Findings in Farm Science", Annual Report of 
Agr. Exp. Sta., Univ. Wis., Madison. 3ull. 438, March 1937, po.61-Gh. 
Titles: Farm game population increased in trials at Riley. Study response 
of prairie chickens and sharptail grouse to fell and winter feeding. 

1937 Conservationist in Mexico. Am. Forests, 43(3):118-120,146. 

1937 Review of "Naturschutz-eine national-politische Kulturaufgabe," by A. 
Freiherr von Vietinghoff-Riesch. Jour. Forestry, 35(1):87-83. 

1937 Review of "Our Watural Resources and Their Conservation," by A, EB. Paricins 
and J. R. Whitaker. Bird-Lore, 39(1):74-75. 

1937 The research program. Trans. Qnd N.A. Vildlife Conf., pp.104-107. Reprinted 
in Am. Wildlife, 26(2):22,28. 

1937 The thick-billed parrot in Chihuahua. ‘he Condor, 39(1):9-10. 7H 

1937 How to build a game crop? The University sets out to find the ans‘er. 
The Wisconsin Sportsman, 1(5):2-3. 

1937 The effect of the winter of 1935-36 on Wisconsin quail. Amer, Midland 
Naturalist, 18(3):408-l16. 

1937 Marshland elegy. Am. Forests, 43(10):472-474. 

1937 (with L. J. Cole, N, C. Fassett, C. A. Herrick, C. Juday, and G. Wagner). The 
university and conservation of Wisconsin wildlife. Report of Committee on 
Wildlife Conservation, \ldo Leopold, chairman. Univ. Wis. Bull., 2211, 

Science Inquiry Publ. III, 39 pp., illus. 

1937 The wildlife program of the university. The Wisconsin Svortsnan, 1(10);8. 

1937 Review of "lorstlicher Waturschutz und Waturschutz im nationalen Lebensraume 
Deutschlands," by i. Vietinghoff-Riesch. Jour. Forestry, 35(8):794-795. 

1937 Killing technique of the weasel. Jour. llammalogy, 18(1):98-99. 

1937 White-vinged scoter in Missouri. The Wilson Bull., 49(1):49-50. 

1937 Review of "A Survey of the Resident Game and Fur-bearers of ifissouri," by 

Rudolf Bennitt and Werner 0, Wagol. Jour. Mamnalogy, 18(4):520-521. 

1937 Review of "Studies in the Life History of the Song Sparrov," by Margaret 
Morse Wiec, Can. Field-Haturalist, 51(5):126. 

1937 1936 phonsant nesting study. The Wilson Bull., 49(2):91-95. 

1937 The Chase Journal: an early record of Wisconsin wildlife, Trans. Wis. 
cad. of Scionces, Arts and Letters, 30:69-76. 

1937 Teaching wildlife conservation in public schools. Trans. ‘Wis. -icad. 
Sciences, Arts and Lettors, 30:77-86. 

1937 Conservation blueprints. lm. Forests, 43(12):596-608.
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1937 Game managenent section of "that's Mew in Farm Science," Part I, Annual 
Rowort of Agr. Uxp. ®ta., Univ. ‘Jis., lindison. Bull. 439, pp.49-52. 
Titles: Compare value of grains for wintcr game feeding. Gano cover may 
be provided cheaply. Marked birds tell the story of thoir movements. 

1938 Game manegoment section of "That's Now in Farm Scienecc," Part I, Annual 

Roport of igr. Exp. Station, Univ. “is., Madison. Bull. 442, op.43-51. . 
Titles: Ups and downs of quail furnish clues to best management. Why do 
gemo birds nost in hayfields? Mature, woll-doveloped phoasants survive ; 
best. 

1936 (with Harry G. Anderson), Tho 1936 cottontail scarcity in Wisconsin. 
Jour. Mamnalogy, 19(1):110-111. 

1938 (with Orville S, Leo and Harry G. Andorson). Wisconsin pheasant movemont 
study, 1936-37. Jour. Wildlife ligmt., 2(1):3-12. 

1938 Report on Huron Mountain Club. Printed by Huron Mountain Club, Huron 
Mountain, ilich. 1938, 18 pp. 

1938 Chukaromia. Outdoor America, 3(3):3. (Zditozial.) 

1938 Consorvation esthetic. Bird-Lore, 40(2):101-109. Reprinted in Conservation, 
4(3):18-21. se 

1938 Wildlife rosearch--is it a practical and necossary basis for management? 
Part of a forum discussion with i/,P. Taylor, Rudolf Bonnitt, and H. H. 
Chapman. Trans. 3rd North im. Vildlifo Conf., pp.42-h5, 

1938 ‘hithor Missouri? Tho Missouri Consorvationist, 1(1):6. 

1938 Wildlifo conscrvation on the farm, Wisconsin igric, and Farmer, 65(23): 
5; (Nov. 5, 1938). 65(24):18 (Nov. 19, 1938) (Winter cover and winter 
food; unsignod). ** 

1938 Foca the song birds. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmor, 65(25):5 (Doc. 3, 1938).** 

1938 Yoodlot wildlife aids. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmor, 65(27):4 (Doc.31,1938)** 

1939 Tho farm pond attracts gomo. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 66(3):7 (Fob. 11, : 
939) Ee 

1939 Surnod marsh mcans a loss, Wisconsin Agric. and Farmor, 66(8):22 (ap. 22, 
1930)e% 

1939 Plant overgreons for bird sholter. Wisconsin Agric. and Farner, 66(9):5 
(liay 6, 1939)** 

¢ 1939 Farmor-sportsuan, a partnorship for wildlife rostoration. Forum discussion 
‘ith Judge George WV. ood, John H, Baker, Walter P. Taylor, Lestor G. 
Mactamara. Trans. 4th Uorth Am. Wildlife Cenf., Loopold soction, pv. 145-149, 
rovrintod as 

Game policy--nodel 1930. Bird Lore, 41(2):94-97 (iiarech-April 1939).
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1939 (with Hllwood B. Moore and Lyle K. Sovls). Wildlife food patches in 

southern Wisconsin. Jour. Wildlife lgmt., 3(1);60-69. 

1939 (with John T. Curtis). ‘Wild flower corners. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 
66(12):16 (June 17, 1939). ** 

1939 Academic and professional training in wildlife work. Jour. Wildlife lignt., 
3(2):156-161. 

1939 Wild feeds on farms. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 66(23):19 (Hovember 18, 
ios0) 

1939 The farmer as a conservationist. Am. Forests, 45(6):295-299, 316, 323. 
Rewrinted in Farmer's Digest 3(5):1-5; in Pa. Game ews, 10(9):4-5 (con- 
densed); in Monthly 3ull., Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Conm., 4(3):2,%. 
Wineogranhed as Stencil Circular 210, Uxtension Serv., Coll. Agric., Univ. 
Tis., February 1939. 

1939 Look for bird bands. Wisconsin -igric. and Farmer, 66(24):19 (December 2, 
1959 

1939 A. biotic view of land. Jour, Forestry, 37(9):727-730. Reprinted, in con- 
densed form, in The Council Ring, monthly publication of Nat. Park Service, 
1:12 (Movember 13, 1939). 

1939 Wildlife management section of "ihat's Wev in Farm Science," Part I, 
Director's annual renort of ‘lis. gr. Exp. Sta., Bull. 446, pp.21-23. 
Titles: The Hungarian partridge pioncers. Can prairie chickens winter on 
buds? ‘What is the yield of wild food crops? Rabbits range at least a mile. 

1940 Uscudilla. Am. Forests, 46(12):539-540. Reprinted in iarvland Conserva- 
tionist, 38(1):20-21. ss 

1940 New year's inventory checks missing game. ‘Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 
67(3):10 (Jamuary 27, 1940). ** 

1940 Windbreaks aid wildlive. ‘Yisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 67(5):15 (March 9, 
1gh0). ** 

1940 Exit Orchis. (‘Tisconsin) Wildlife, 2(2):17. Reprinted in Am. Wildlife, 
29(5):207. 

1940 Parn arboretum adds to home beauty. Wisconsin -igric. and Farmer, 67(10):4 
(fay 13, 1940). ** 

1940 (correspondence regarding "fox squirrel dens") Jour. Forestry, 38(4):375. 

1940 Review of "Conscrvation in the United States," by 1. F. Gustafson, H. Ries, 
C. H. Guise, and 7. J, Hamilton, Jr. cology, 21(1):92-93. 

1940 (with Robert A. McCabe). Snow-killod bobwhite covey. The Wilson Bull., 
52 (1) :280. 

19ko bie i Qannge checked. ‘Jisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 67(17):14 (August 24, 
1g) ,
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1940 Origin and ideals of wilderness areas. The Living Wilderness, 5(5):7. 

1940 Cover plantings need winter protection. ‘isconsin Agric. and Farmer, 

67(26):11 (December 28, 1940). 

1940? Sky dence of spring. Wisconsin -lgric. and Farmer. (pagination and date 
to be checked), ** 5A! 

1940 Review of "The Status of Wildlife in the United States. Roport of tho 
Special (Sonate) Committee on the Conservation of Wildlife Resources." 
Jour. Forestry, 33(10) :822. 

1940 Tho state of the profession. Address of the President of the Wildlife 
Socicty, Washington, D.C., March 18, 1940. Jour, Wildlife Memt., 4(3): 
ZU3- 346. 

1940 Song of the Gavilan. Jour. Wildlife Memt., 4(3):329-331. HE 

1940 History of the Riley game cooperative, 1931-1939. Jour. Wildlifo iigmt., 
4(3):291-302. 

1940 when geese return spring is hero. Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 67(7):18 
(April 6, 1940). (Unsigned). ** 

1940 Review of "The Birds of Buckeye Lake, Ohio," by 4ilton 3B, Trautman. The 
Wilson Bull., 52(3):217-218. 

1940 Wisconsin wildlife chronology. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 5(11):5-20. 

1940 Birds earn their keep on Visconsin farms, ‘lisconsin ric. and Farmer, 
67(24):18 (ovenber 30, 1940). 

1940 Half a duck apiece. Am. Forests, Wovember 1940. (Zditorial. ) 

1941 Pheasant planting requires skill. ‘Tis. Agric. and Farmer, 63(2):19 
(January 25, 1941). 

1941 Spread of the Eungarian partridge in Wisconsin. Trans. Wisconsin Acad. of 
Sci., -irts and Letters, 32:5-28. 

1941 Bar oak is badge of Wisconsin. “Jisconsin Agric. ond Farmer, 68(7):10 
(April 5, 1941). ** dt 

1541 Houses for birds make friends. ‘Wisconsin igric. and Yarmer, 68(5):28 
(March 8, 1941). 

191 Riley game cooperative proves a success. In "What's New in Faria Science." 

Wis. Agr. Txp. Sta., Bull. 453, pp.58-60. (Unsigned. ) 

1941 Bluebirds welcone. ‘Visconsin .gric. and Farmer, 63(8):16 (April 19, 1941). 

1941 Fifth column of the fence row. Wisconsin agric. and Farmer, 68(17):11 
(august 23, 1941). 

_ 1941 Cheat takes over. The Land, 1(4) 310-313. she
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1941 Lakes in relation to terrestrial life patterns. In "A Symposium on Hydro- 
biology." The University of Wisconsin Fress, Madison. pp.17-22. 

1941 Wild life likcs water. Wisconsin igric. and Farmer, 68(13):10 (June 28, 
1g41l). ** 

1941 Pest-hunts. Tho Passenger Pigeon, 3(5):42-43. 

1941 Bob white mombors can be increased. Wisconsin igric. and Farmer, 68(15):19 
(July 26, 1941). 

1941 Wilderness as a land laboratory. Tho Living Wilderness, 6(6):3. Reprinted 
in Outdoor America, 7(2):7 (December 1941), and ( in condensed form) in 
Forest and Bird (Now Zealand), no. 65, p.2 (August 1942). 

1941. Feed the birds carly. Wisconsin \gric. ond Farmer, 68(24):10 (November 29, 
1941). (Unsigned. ) 

1941 Wildlife conservation on tho farm. Wisconsin Agric, and Farmer, Racine, 
Wis., September 1941. 24 pp. Brochure reprinting articles marked ** in 
this bibliography. 

1941 Fur crop in dangor. Wisconsin Agric. and Farnor, 68(25):19 (December 13, 1941) 

1941 (with F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr.). John S. Main. Tho Wilson Bull., 53(1):31-32. 

1941 Review of "This is Our Land; the Story of Conservation in the United 
States," by 3. G. Cheyney and T. Shantz-Hansen. Jour. Forestry, 39(1):72. 

1941 Faville Prairic Prosorve. ‘Wild Flower, 16(4):67-6. 

1941 Wildorness values. In 1941 Yoarboo'r, Park and Recreation Progress. Nat!1. 
Park Service, pp.27-29. Reprinted in The Living Wilderness, 7(7):24-25. 

1941 Farnors end rabbits. ‘Wisconsin Agric. and Farmer, 68(26):19 (December 27, 
1941). 

1942 A raptor tally in tho northwest. The Condor, 44(1):37-38. 

1942 The role of wildlife in a liberal oducation. Trans. 7th North Am, Wildlife 
Conf., pp.#o5-489, 

i9h2 Farming in color, Wisconsin igric, and Farmer, 69(2):4 (January 24, 1942). 

1942 The last stand. Outdoor America, 7(7):8-9. Reprinted in the Living Wilder- 
ness, 7:25-26 and in Wisconsia Cons. Bull., 9(2):3-5, February 1944. (On 
Porcupine lit.) 

1942 Wild ducks need more "pond-room." Wisconsin jgric. and Farmer, 69(7):25 
(April 4, 1942). 

19h2 Review of "Consorvetion of atural Resources," by George T, Renner, The 
land, 2(2):111-112. : 

1942 The plover is baci from Argentine. Wisconsin agric. and Farmer 69(10):10 
(May 16, 1942). ob 

' 

~~
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1942 Odyssoy. Audubon liag., 44(3):133-135. dhe 

1942 (with wm. L, Finloy). Substitute statoment on pole-trapping of raptors. 
The tuk, 59(2):300 (minority opinion appended to Report of tho A.O0.U. Comm. 
on Bird Protection, 1941). 

1942 The grizzly--a problom in land planning. Outdoor America, 7(6):11-12. 

1942 "Packratting." Wildlife News, 2(1):11 (June 20, 1942). (Lotter to editor.) 

1942 Land-uso and democracy. <aAudubon Mag., 44(5) 1259-265. 

1943 (with J. R. Jacobson and 7 othors). ilajority report of the Citizens! Door 
Committeo to Visconsin Cons. Commission. In "Tisconsin's Door Problom," 
Wis. Cons. Dopt., Publ. 321, pp.20-23. 

1943 Wyldlife in American culture. Joux. Wildlifo ifgmt., 7(1):1-6. Proviously 
mimoographod in Proc. 7th Annual Midwest Wildlifo Conf., Des ifoinos, Iowa, 
Decombor 4-5, 1941. Pp.19-25, it 

1943 Tho Flambeau, Am. Forests, 49(1):12-14,47. Reprinted in Wisconsin Cons. 
Bull., $(3):13-17. sh 

1943 A lesson from the woodlands. Wisconsin Cons. 3ull., 8(2):25-27. ihe 

1943 Pines above the snow. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 8(3):27-29. # 

1943 Roviow of "Tho International Protection of Vild Life," by Shorman Strong 
Hayden. Goograhical Rov., 33(2):340-341. 

1943 The excoss doer problom, audubon lag. , 45(3):156-i57. 

1943 Reviow of "A Study of the Sproad of Forest Covor into Vild-land Opcnings," 
by Norman F, Smith. Jour. Forestry, 41(5):381-382. 

1943 (with Robort 1, McCabe and Frank Kozlik). Facts on pheasants appear from 
-rboretum study. In "ifhat's Now in Ferm Science." Univ. of Wis. -igr. Expt. 
Sta., Bull. 461, December 1943, po.13-15. Reprinted in Wisconsin Cons, 
Bull. ; 9(5);21-13. 

1943 (with Thoodoro M. Sperry, William 8. Foonoy, and John A. Catenhusen). 
Population turnovor on a Wisconsin phoasant refuge. Jour. Wildlife Ngnt., 
7(4) 333-394. 

1943 Review of "Tildlife Refuges," by Ira N. Gabriclson. Jour. Forestry, 
41(7):529-531. 

1943 (with BH, F, 3can and il, C. Fassott). Door irruptions. ‘Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 
&(8):1-11 (august 1943). Also in Trans. ‘lisconsin Acad, Scioncos, Arts, and 
Lotters, 35:351-366 (1943), Reprinted in "Wisconsin's Deer Problom," - 
Tisconsin Cons. Dopt., Publ, 321. 

1943 Homo rangc. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 8(9):23-24. dt
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1943 Roviow of "They Nood Wot Vanish," edited by Helon M. Martin. Jour. Forestry, 
4i(12) 192k. 

1943 Roviow of "Tho .imerican Land," by ‘Jillian R. Van Dersal. Jour, Forestry, 
41(12):928. 

1943 Obituary, P. S: Lovejoy. Jour. Vildlife ligmt., 7(1):125-128. Reprinted in 
Michigan Conservation, liay 1943, po.10-11. 

194u Post-war prospects. Audubon iiag., 46(1):27-29. 

1944 Review of "Fighting the Mesquite and Codar Invasion on Toxas Ranges," by 
H. UM, Boll and 3, J. Dykstorhuis. Jour. Forostry, 42(1):63. 

1944 Tho presont wintor and our native game birds. ‘Visconsin Cons. Bull., 
9(2):25-26. 

194 Rovicw of "Meot Mr. Grizzly," by Montague Stevens. Jour. Forostry, 
42(3):222. 

gu (with Irven 0, Buss). Cliff swallows to ordor. ‘Wisconsin Cons. Bull., i 
9(4):21-22. 

1944 Roview of "Natural Principlos cf Land Uso," by Edward Il. Graham. Soil 
Conservation, 10(2):38-39, 

1944 what noxt in door policy? Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 9(6):3-4,18-19. 

1945 Roviow of "The Volves of North -\morica," by Stanloy P. Young and Mdward H. 

Goldman. Jour. Forestry, 43(1):928-929, 

1945 Roviow of "Ono Day on 3cetle Rock," by Sally Carrighar. Jour. Forestry, 
43 (lL): 301-302. 

1945 Roviow of "lfichigan Fox Squirrel lianagement," by Durward L. Allen. 
Jour. Forestry, 43(6):462. 

1945 Deer, wolves, foxes and pheasants. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 10(4) 33-5, 

1945 Wildlife explorations at Prairie du Snc. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 10(7-8) 13-5. 

1945 The green lngoons. .m. Forests, 51(S):376-377,4l4. 

i945 The outlook for farm wildlife. Trans. 10th North im. Wildlife Conf., 
po. 165-168. 

1945 Brosion as a menace to the social and economic future of the southwest. 
Jour. Forestry, W4(9):627-633. (With introduction by H. EH. Chapman, who 
uncovered this naper which was originally rend before a meeting of the New 
Hexico issn. for Science in 1922.) 

1946 (with W. F. Grimmer). The histor: and future of the pheasant in Wisconsin, 
In Yisconsin Pheasant Populations (np.15-25) by Irven 0. Buss. Madison, 
Vis. Conservation Dept.
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1946 Review of "Our Heritage of Wild Nature," by 1, G. Tansley. Jour. Forestry, 
44(3) 215-216. 

1946 R.cial wisdom and conservation. Jour. Heredity 37(9):275-279. (Reprint of 
'The Conservation Ethic! (1933) with an unsigned introduction. "Except that 
Dr. Leopold does not mention The Bomb, most of his remarics might have been 
written yesterday." Another revrint, in a news-letter of the Pan American 
Section of the Int'l. Comm. for Bird Protection, was not examined. ) 

1946 (with Robert i. McCabe). Review of "The Ring-necked Pheasant in North 
America," edited by W. L. Meatée. The Wilson Bull., 56(2):126-127. 

1946 The deor dilemma. Wisconsin Cons. Bull., 11(5-9):3-5. 

1946 (newspaper article on opposition to fork-horn-buck season in Wis.). The 
Ifilwaukee Journal, September 1, 1946, p.6. 

1946 Reviow of "The Ducks Came Back," by S, lip Farrington, Jr. Jour. Wildlife 
ligmt., 10(3):281-283. 

1947 The distribution of Wisconsin haros. Trans. Jisconsin \cad. Sci., Arts and 
Letters, 37:1-14. 

1947 (with Sara Blizabeth Jones). .\ vhenological record for Sauic and Dane 
Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945. col, liono., 17(1):81-122. 

1947 (vith Irven 0. Buss). Review of "The Reffod Grovso: Its Life Story, 
Heology and Managemont," by F. C, Tdminstor. The Condor, 49(6);246-247. 

1947 (with Lyle X. Sowls and David L. Spencer). A survey of over-populated door 
ranges in tho United States, Jour. Wildlifo ligmt., 11(2):162-177. Summary 
reprinted in Wisconsin Cons. 2ull., 12(5):27-30. 

1947 The ecological conscience, Bull. of the Garden Club of Anorica, 46-53 
(Septenbor 1947). Reprinted in Yisconsin Cons. Dull., 12(12):4-7, and 
condensed in Plants and Gardens, 3(4):210-211. 

1947 iortzaging tho futuro deer hord., Wis. Cons. Bull., 12(9):3. 

1947 Summarization of tho 12th Worth Anorican Wildlife Conforenco. ‘Trans. 12th 
North Am. Vildlifo Conf., pp. 528-536. Condonsed in National Parks Mag., 
21 (84) 3-7. 

1947 On a monumont to tho passonger pigcon. In Silent Vings, pp.3-5, Madison: ; 
dis, Soc. for Ornithology. ii 

1943 Why and how research? Trans, 13th Yorth jm. Wildlife Conf. (in press).
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Photographs 

The Department of Wildlife llanagement has access to the following photo- 
graohs of Profossor Leopold. It will be glad to arrange a loan of these (slossy 

prints) for obituarians desiring to publish them; and during the next month to 
soe that fricnds and former students obtain copies at cost. 

(1) Studio portrait taken about 1927 by Forost Products Laboratory 
photographer. This likeness frequontly appeared in game magazines 
from about 1928 to 1932, 

(2) Photograph of Leopold in a white shirt, open at tho throat, as he 
oxamined some skins of juvenile Hungarian partridges; taken in summor 

of 1942 by a staff mombor of the Wisconsin State Journal to acconpany 
an cditorial published by that paper. 

(3) Gnlarged snapshot of Prof. Leopold in field clothes, leaning typically 
on his cane; taken by R, A, HeCabe in 1945. 

(4) Wegotiations are being carried on for release of a studio portrait 
taien in 1944, 

Should you have any other photographs suitable for publication or framing, 

we would like to see them. 

~~
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Biographical Notes on Aldo Leo nolds 

| B} damary 11, 1886, Burlington, Iowa. 
t 
i Son of Carl Lempold and Clara Starker 
I 
f Educated Sheffield Scientific School. 

} Yale, B.S., 1908 
Yale Forest School, M-F., 1909, \ 

Married stella Bergere, October 9, 1912. s 

Nemes of children: Starker, Inna, Adelina, Carl, Estella. \ 

Chronological list of positions: \ 

Forest Assistant, U.S,Forest Service 1909-1912. 

| In the southwest. 
Forest Supervisor " : : 1913-1917. 

| Chief of Operations, S.W.District, U.S.Forest Service 1918-1924, 

Associate Director, Forest Products Iaboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, 192528, 

f Game Consultant for Sporting Arms and Ammnition Mamfacturers' Institute, 1929-32. 

} Professor of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, 1933 to present. 

Member of Sigma X4, Phi Kappa Fhi- 

} Traveled in Germany in 1935 on a Carl Sohurz Travelling Fellowship, 

\ Suthor oft Game Survey of the North Central States (1931) 
j Game Management (1933) 
t Great Possessions, (in print) 
f Articles on game, conservation ani management policy, wildlife ecology, 

f erosion, land-use and fordstry. \ 

Pres.,Zcological Society (1442) 
OAK (Ties Fe ere Forestry Association ( 

ssoc, Ed{tor, Journal of Forestry i 

' Wisconsin Conservation Comalssioner (743 - 
n° Pres. Wildlife Society (1939) \ 
Viele Pres.) The Wilderness Society AES 
4 Yinbs Rite Pids., Friends of the Lani. Way 
; Member, National Advisory Committee of National Council of State Garden Clubs, Tne. ‘ 

Director, Audubon Society (1935-1940) i 
; Jol» Ww Se aoa Orner Can de nea ten a | 

) / 
A
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a Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner; I, 19¢-8. 

President, The Wildlife Society (1939) 
Gounciter, The Wilderness Society; ‘ 
Vice President, Friends of the Land oK? 
Chmns>~feehnieat—Oomm eo; Ame en’ Witdlife Institute; ' 

~atisdviel Gomntttens Phe anor tenlllloersij ot iiiimenee alogiste mmm 
Associate Editor, Journal of Forestry 

ember — Nef]. A Lrirory ChamAon we tat Cnet of State Garden Clubs, Inc. 
Member of: Sigma Xi, EKXXKABBAXRMX}XWXXRAREIK s 

Phi Kappa Phi fie 
~Wiseonsin-Academy-of.. Sciences, Artsand-Letters-—- f > 
Wisconsin Ornithological Society" List att of these « 
Wisconsin’ Consérvation League ~~” 
American Ornithologists' Union ? 

0 td Cooper Ornithological Club a 
Y Ecological Society of America 

Izaak Walton League 
Northeastern Bird Banding Association 

\ Wilson Ornithological Club 

Wildflower Preservation Society 

Am. Coe x at Fon shew 

: Hobbies: 

Wildlife ecology, ornithology, hunting, archery enthustast. 1925-1935) farm in} 
Sauk County for: private wildlife ecology experimenting. ») ' 
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PRELIMINARY LIST OF MSs re, 

ee AND PAPERS BY ALDO LEOPOLD ‘ fae 

le "dame Articles" 

F Reonganizing our national came factory. . 6 pp. (written about 1981926) ae 

e the bird Mfe of New Mexito. 6 pp. ns. written when Leopold wns secretary = 
bay of Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. oe 

P Sand burs. 2 pp» written for Sportsmen's Review. o 

c Birds and cate. 3 pp. Soe 
4 

ee 

i The conservation press. 3 pps : 

ca quail food and cover in the combelt. 9 pp. + table + graph, written : 
4 1928-1931 for Outdoor America. Bs ee 

Gamo management - a new field for science, § pp. written for Seientific — 

. iB Anerica, after 1930. ‘ : ‘ es 

. Wanted ~ national forest game refuges. 11 pp. written 1918-1928. “ e 

ey Te trend of game management in the national forests. & pp. written for 
e Am. Forests and Forest Life. ‘ re 

i 1928 Bird plan for the University campus. a 4 pp. memorandum Zor lr. Tcemoto noon 

te ‘(of the Univ. of New Mexico?) dated September 13, 1918. : : ne 

i 1924 Ten new developments in American gaue management, 15 pp. address given at es 

ae National Game Conference, Dec. 8-9, 192. Revised April 10, 1925. 
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! THE WHITE MOUNTAIN 

Aldo Leopold 

When I first lived in Arizona, the White Mountain was a horseman's world. 

Except along a few main routes, it was too rough for wagons. There were no 

cars. It was too big for foot travel; even sheepherders rode. Thus by elimina- 

tion, the county-sized plateau known as “on top" was the exclusive domain of 

the mounted man: mounted cowman, mounted sheepman, mounted forest officer, 

f mounted trapper, and those unclassified mounted men of unknown origin and uncer- 

tain destination always found on frontiers. It is difficult for this generation 

to understand this aristocracy of space based upon transport. 

‘ No such thing existed in the railreAd tows two days to the north where 

you had your choice of travel by shod}eather, burro, cowhorse, buckboard, fréight 

wagon, caboose, or pullman. Each of these modes of movement corresponded to a 

social caste, the members of which spoke a distinctive vernacular, wore distinctive 

clothes, ate distinctive food, and patronized different saloons. Their only 

common denominator was a democracy of debt to the general store, and a communal 

wealth of Arizona dust and Arizona sunshine. 

As one proceeded southward across the plains and mesas toward the White 

Mountain these castes dropped out one by one as their respective modes of travel 

became impossible, until finally, "on top", the horseman ruled the world. 

Henry Ford's revolution has of course abolished all this. Today the plane 

has given even the sky to Tom, Dick, and Harry. 

* * * 

In winter the top of the mountain was denied even to horsemen, for the snow 

t piled deep on the high meadows, and the little canyons up which the only trails 

. ascended drifted full to the brim. In May every canyon roared with an icy 

torrent, but soon thereafter you could "top-out"--if your horse had the heart 

a to climb half a day through knee-deep md. 

¥
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In the little villege at the foot of the mountain there existed, each 

spring, a tacit pelea to be the first rider to invade the high solitudes. 

Many of us tried it, for reasons we did not stop to analyze. Rumor ran fast. 

Whoever did it first wore a kind of horseman's halo. He was "man-of-the-year." 

ke The mountain spring, storybooks to the contrary notwithstanding, did not 

come with a rush. Balmy days alternated with bitter winds, even after the sheep 

had gone up- I have seen few colder sights than a drab gray mountain madow, 

sprinkled with complaining ewes and half-frozen lambs, pelted by hail and snow. 

Even the gay nutcrackers humped their backs to these spring storms. 

* * &* 

The mountain in summer had as many moods as there were days and weathers; the 

dullest rider, as well as his horse, felt these moods to the mrrow of his bones. 

On a fair morning The Mountain invited you to get down and roll in its new 

grass and flowers (your less-inhibited horse did just this if you failed to keep 

a tight rein). Every living thing sang, chirped, and burgeoned. Massive pines 

and firs, storm-tossed these many months, soaked up the sun in towering dignity. 

. Tassel-eared scuirrels, poker-faced but emoting with voice and tail, told you 

insistently what you already knew full well: that never had there been so rare 

a day, or so rich a solitude to spend it in. 

An hour later, thunderheads may have blotted out the sun, while your erst- 

while paradise cowered under the impending lash of lightning, rain, and hail. 

Black gloom hung poised, as over a bomb with the fuse lighted. Your horse jumped 

at every rolling pebble, every crackling twig. When you turned in the saddle to 

unlash your slicker, he shied, snorted, and trembled as if you were about to 

unfurl the scrolls of an Apocalypse. When I hear anyone say he does not fear 

lightning, I still remark inwardly: he has never ridden The Mountain in July. 

The explosions are fearsome enough, but more so are the smoking slivers of
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p stone that sing past your ear when the bolt crashes into a rimrock. Still more 

so are the splinters that fly when a bolt explodes a pine. I remember one 

gleaming white one, fifteen feet long, that stabbed deep into the earth at my 

feet and stood there humming like a tuning-fork. 

It mst be poor life that achieves freedom from fear. 

; * * * 

The top of the mountain was a great meadow, half a day's ride across, but do 

i not picture it as a single ampitheatre of grass, hedged in by a wall of pines. 

The edges of that meadow were scrolled, curled, and crenulated with an infinity 

of bays and coves, points and stringers, peninsulas and parks, each one of which 

differed from all the rest. No man knew them all, and every day's ride offered 

a gambler's chance of finding a new one. I say "new" because one often had the 

feeling, riding into some flower-spangled cove, that if anyone had ever been here 

vefore, he mst of necessity have sung a song, or written a poen. 

This feeling of having this day discovered the incredible accounts, perhaps, 

for the profusion of initials, dates, and cattle brands inscribed on the patient 

bark of aspens at every mountain camp-site. te these inscriptions one could, 

in any day, read the history of Homo texanus and his culture, not in the cold 

categories of anthropology, but in terms of the individual career of some founding 

father whose initials you recognized as the man whose sonx bested you at horse- 

trading, or whose daughter you once danced with. Here, dated in the 90's, was 

his simple initial, without brand, inscribed no doubt when he first arrived 

alone on the mountain as an itinerant cow-puncher. Next, a decade later, his 

initial plus brand; by that time he had become a solid citizen with an "outfit", 

acquired by thrift, natural increase, and perhaps a nimble rope. Next, only a 

few years old, you found his daughter's initial, inscribed by some enamored 

7
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: youth aspiring not only to the lady's hand, but to the economic succession. 

The old man was dead now; in his later years his heart had thrilled only 

i to his bank account and to the tally of his flocks and herds, but the aspen 

revealed that in his youth he too had felt the glory of the mountain spring. 

The history of the mountain was written not only in aspen bark, but in its 

i" place-names. Cow-country place-names are lewd, humorous, ironic, or sentimental, 

: but seldon trite. Usually they are subtle enough to draw inquiry from new arrivals, 

whereby hangs that web of tales which, full spun, constitutes the local folk-lore. 

f For example, there was "The Boneyard", a lovely meadow where bluebills 

arched over the half-buried skulls and scattered vertebrae of cows long since 

dead. Here in the 1880's a foolish cowman, newly arrived from the warm valleys 

of Texas, had trusted the allurements of the mountain summer and essayed to 

winter his herd on mountain hay. ‘hen the November storms hit he and his horse 

had floundered out, but not his cows. 

Again, there was "The Campbell Blue", a headwater of the Blue River to which 

an early cowman had brought himself a bride. The lady, tiring of rocks and trees, 

had yearned for a piano, and a piano was duly fetched. There was only one mile 

in the county capable of packing it, and only one packer capable of the almost 

superhuman task of balancing such a load. ut the piano failed to bring content- 

ment; the lady decamped; and when the story was tohd me, the ranch cabin was 

already a ruin of sagging a ee 5 nrjole 

Again, there was Feyole Giseems. @ marshy meadow walled in by pines, under 

which stood,in my day, a small log cabin used by any passer-by as an overnight 

camp. It was the unwritten law for the owner of such real estate to leave flour, 

lard, and beans, and for the passer-by to replenish such stock if he could. But 

one luckless traveller, trapped there for a week by storms, had fouwmd only beans. 

‘ This breach of hospitality was sufficiently notable to be handed down to history 

as a place-name. 

y
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0 Finally, there was "Paradise Ranch", an obvious platitude when read from 

a map, but something quite different when you arrived there at the end of a 

p hard ride. It lay tucked away on the far side of a high peak, as any proper 

paradise should. Through its verdant meadows meandered a singing trout stream. 

A horse left for a month on this meadow waxed so fat that rain-water gathered 

in a pool on his back. After my first visit to Paradise Ranch ! remarked to } 

myself: what else could you call it? 

* * * 

Despite several opportunities to do so, I have never returned to the 

White Mountain. I prefer not to see what tourists, roads, sawmills, and 

logging railroads have done for it, or to it. I hear young people, not yet 

born when I first rode out "on top", enthuse about it as a wonderful place. 

To this, with an unspoken mental reservation, I gee 

y : 
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| only by ehreuitous routes of flow, but also by efdies ani back-ourrents. = 
| ‘Mand Le to say, come ankmate pump food bask wphill. These local reversals 
| of the dowahili flew have not, to ay knowledge, deen decribed or monmured, 
F They may be important to science, and to Land-heal th or conservation. = - J oe 

z Hovenents fyen Water 46 tant, tant te Wale ee 
e Clear instances of back-currente are likely to be visible where sone 

"enna with high douand for some particular mutriont tuhebite a sterile 2 ; 
| soi) with a low supply. The ved deer on the Scottish highlands te sone a : 

A in point. Here mtrients are scarce becouse the soil 1s derived: fron ae — Z



: sterile rocks. The ret deer's yearly production of new antlers calls for a a . 
: more caletum and phosphorus than his highland range ean supply. Wherean 
e how does he get then? Fraser Darling!) recdras the facto whdeh 1 have Te 2 

Be arranged in Fig. 1 as a ealeium-phosphorus food chain, oe mes ae : re : 

E The deer gets o little, Yat not enough, of these horm-miiding calte. - = 

E from the native herbs and grasses. Wis supply incredses vhen fires cote 
E centrate in ashee the dilute supplies stored im the heather. Menes gane- = gue a 

Kompere practice rotation taraing on the more, 
To make good hiv defies? tn horn-building salto, the deer tans the = a 

: aquatic food chain of the lakes and terns, whore righ supplics ate com = 
E contrated in aquatic aninals, He eats froge innobtlised wit? : a oe ee 

Esko relative, the vetateer, 40 reported Se oat teak cn” ana ead fen)? oe 
: tho red door may do Likewise. In these umomusl oF "depraved" food habite, 
E the deer requisitions from lakes what his terrestrial range faile to provide. — ce 

That the stored salte are what the red deor 1“ after 18 show ty 13s - 
” certain other extraordinary food habite which help Valance his ealetum * = : oa 

E cate the bones of dood deor left by bunters; he oats his om cast antlers 
= or those of other deort he eats the rabbit oF volo shich hae extracted = 
EB salts from these sane miterials ant then chanced to die. Direct ingestion 2 “Ses 

E of leanings and mice ty vild reintecr has been recorded’ “and say also take oe. 

} place in red deer. - es fe Se ee ‘ -, 2 aS 

s The ingestion of aquatic animale by dear $e an uphill movement a. = 
mitrients; a dack-currant of the dowahi2i atrean. Food. which has already oe 

E pp. 7.52. 209, 165 A Hatutelist on Bona. Charsedea fae 
y (2) veal ok aes Nenageoens. Chas. Seribaad’é, Sons, B.Y., 1933) ae 

e (3) Sein tan 3. Mamentanes Girtbon. Sevth-Anet, Seid Series No.Sh, 
& U. 8. Biol. Survey, Washington, D. O.. 1935, pe 3



: “passed” the terrestrial deor but Lies Senperartiy iupeundod ta lakes 18. oS e 2 : 

pulled back Auto the terrestrial ctrmlt. == 
: On the other hand, the ingeation by deer of velvet, horns, Denes, and 

dead rodents is not  Dack-ourrent, ut rather a short-eiredt in the usual 

roll of the food chaias he ealte contained in these boly-parte would eo 
normally reenter the soll and become (in part) avd able to the deer ae 

e plante, dat Yy shorting this normal efrout he recovers then in lees tine - < 
E ong th len we Pe ae Bee ee 

s Te quantity of minerals Aavelved in these novenente fe small, me 8 
c even small quantities may, on poor soils, be of critical importance. Range oS 

| —=s managers now realize that the contimed “deportation” of phomhoms ant 
Calcium in the bones of Cattle and sheep may eventually Amoverish gresing — : 2 i 

a ranges." Dashing hinte that deportation in sheep may havo helped es ee - : 
F impoverieh the Seottish moore. oe ek Se a 

t Many antzale other than red deer tap aquatic food chaina ant restore : i 
food to terrestrial oiroaite, but many also uove food in the opposite 2 

. trort to leng distances, oe : = ae a . 

and mgkrats oat in or ot the eige of ‘water ant dhe or dotocate inland, = 7 : 5 “ 

e but they likewise eat inland and die or defecate in water. There ism = 

5 Clear preponderance of uphill transport. The firet three range for Salen: : = - 

E the others not fa Fr. ie a eee a ‘ ees = : 

a iagles, crows, swallows, tears, deer, caribou, and noose carry food es =



|= Poth to and from water, but they probably move more food uphill than 

 —s which die Antand perform & large and long uphill transport. Quano binds, | 

| ——Madeying Anasots show & preponderance of uphit transport, but only toe 8” 

| saath Pastfte ships 1s promes, vin the upwelling Mustolat current, tothe 
| conetal guanaye, which Aepontt 48 on thelr ratnlose islend rookeries as = 

| a Mroltage” of extraordinary intensity. The guano deposits, however, Me 

co near the shore and in so Gry a climate, that, wnttl movel further inland 
| sty man, they hed 14ttle effect on terrestrial etrmubte, = 

| deposits ave refrigerated ant orentually slide dase into the sen, a 

| __prevalenty uphil1 afrection, I ean think of but tw, man ant the bower, 

| wath got most of thet food on land and deposit mont of tin Wie water, 
| Maseheroosting Diaekbeirte alee do this, but only ip antum- = 
2 lost aninals merely ctroulate food within the terrestrial or aquatic = 

: cirouit which ie thetr habited. Thus the diving dueks, exeept vhen caught =| 
dy some land predator, feel from and die into the aquatic ciroits. == 

Gallinageous birds, exeayt shen shot by a unter with modern conveniences, 2 = 

& foot from and die into the terrestrial girmite, = 

a Mist., N.Y. 1936, pp. 286-295. © fe Sas



ee Se 

of ortgin. Unbit man dogan to whip foods ant fertiliser, the omy = 
—sLongedistance movers were water, afr, ani migratory entmle. Migratory 

| PArds mat move a considerable volune of food, with nore than tranoitory aS gos 

| eteota_ ts tone) potate out that the plant commatty unter 
passenger pigeon rocétswas diotingutshable for decades after the pigeons 

: raneplantations Wy nigratory animlé have no lear orientation 

Soil health and water health are not tro problens, but one. they ae - : 

: conson $¢ both, as well as sireulatory systen within coh, The dowbilt ee 
E flow 4s carried by gravity, the phi flow by able. = @ oo Se 

‘hore 19 0 dafteit tn uphill transport whieh 18 wot Wy: the decomposition 
| of vedkes, Yong food chains, by retarding dowihill flow, reduce this deficit. = 
(TS te further reduced Wy storage An solls ant Iskes. he coutimity ad 
| —sstaBAatty of daland commalties probably depends on tis retantation ant = 

__ stomge. ee 

Reeve of fot mtr toe We eatints lenny, 
| the nutritional oyaten of the diotic organten. Ts nay de surmioed, by. = ae ae 

analogy with individual plants and animals, that 1% has qualitative as a 
Ee well as quantitative aspests. fhe resent history of Dhology te Largely a3 ‘ e 

E Qisclosure of the importance of qualitative mibrition within plants and . Grea



| —sandnale, and within land ant water commntties, Is 4t also important = 

[| take conething ore then waste com fron hie field? 

| ——aystens, and vholeasle simplifiestion of mative faunas nd flores, my 

| _—«#e far shows any consciousness of tie possibility: A prudent technology = 
should alter the mataral order as 1ittle as poseibie, mther then as mch 

, pei: oe ee ee
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. S's do) a a 

Toward a University Forest 

Aldo Leopold 

| The recent acquisition by the University of a 200-acreY addition to the Arboretum 

: nays atfp no. 1 toward a new venture in biological research: a University Forest. | ie 

The 900 acrés already within the Arboretum are already dedicated to the recon- 

struction of original Wisconsin landscapes; prairie, woods, and marsh. This part of 

the Arboretum is a “museum piece", a place for comparing the old with the new. 

The new 200 acres is a start toward a quite different enterprise, a working : 

laboratory for solving the unanswered problema confronting woodlot owners in the “ 

southern counties. 

; Southern Wisconsin woodlots are disintegrating at a rapid rate. Pasturing pre- 

vents the establishment of new trees; cutting takes off the old ones; drouth and 

diseases make inroads on both; with the net result thet southern Wisconsin is fast 

becoming a woodsless country. 

Meanwhile there are many new needs for woods, some of them imperative. rosion 

control demands the reforestation of many a steep slope just at the time when its 

original tree cover is passing out. Wildlife management is clearly handicapped by 

lack @ungraged, thrifty woods. It is Slear then that, eed for woodlots grows, while 

the supply shrinks. 

Woodlots cannot be reestablished by wishful thinking, or even by wishful spending. 

Rebuilding woodlots is a difficult technical problem which demands research for the 

best, soundest, cheapest methods. The Utiiversity Forest is to be the "experimental 

farm" for this research. The forest experiment stations already established by the 

U.S, Forest Service do not fulfill this need, for they deal with pines and sands, not 

with oaks and prairie loam. 

Among the most pressing of southern woodlot problems are those of drouth and 

disease. Millions of oaks have died prematurely during and after the drouths of the 

Past decade. Wo one yet knows what killed them, or how to combat aintior losses in the



es 

future. 

Another pressing problem is how to plant. Rabbits, squirrels, and mice often 

exact a heavy toll, both of planted acorns and planted seedlings. The extent of this 

rodent risk, and methods for averting it. are virtually unlmown. Some of the moré 

valuable oaks are helieved to require "nurse crops" during théir early years, but 

the best shrubs or trees or herbs to use for mrse crops are unknown. 

In our original woodlots, the various species of trees selected their own ' 

soils, and wrong selection was impossible. In the hoped-for new woodlots, soil and . 

tree must be matched, but we do not yet know how to match then.. 

Recent researches indicate that some prairie soils actually inhibit tree growth, 

' but no one knows which, when, or how. To assure the farmer of reasonable success 

in woodlot restoration, all these unknowns mst be explored. The farmer naturally 

_ looks to the University to do the job. The University's first need is a place to 

work. The University Forest is the place. 

Tha puttin fertile olin vf manarrarn, emaat ee Crulbel of nunatiry sasmare 
tonal he Orla cbione of cbrarmetn aisealnnt oTrnans of bose “a ey 
(om eG aie tnrmaly Anmrbiiny = drudeufin. wad. ctes ela? anaes 

; Gruranmolae anes hurelecl ;
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THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
4 MADISON, WISCONSIN 

: Jenuary 9 1941 

f Prof. G. Wm enecker 
Hi “Prof, Aldo <caeaee 
i University of Wisconsin 
fi Madison, Wisconsin 
i 

i Gentlemen: Re: Arboretum 

i In the belief that 1t would be good publicity, I 
| contacted John nen Secretary of the Wisconsin Alumni 
if Association and asked him if he would not like an 
i article on the prapeest University forest part of the 
is Arboretum and the Nettle Grady 200-acre start which we 
I have already acquired, John said he would be very glad 
Be to publish such an article in the fortheoming February ; 
f issue of the Alumi magazine, and that the article 
i should be in his hands by January 15th, 

. That's my story, gentlemen, and I am going to 
B stick to it, and needless to say it is up to,you to 
a3 produce «+ either separately, jointly, or in any other 
zs manner which seems best. Who knows but you may in<« 

} spire in some proving ehest the desire and the intene 
Fe tion to make 1t possible for us to go forward with this 
i 500-acre plan and pick up the next 120 acres, 

Give them both berrels = and how. 

i Sincerely yours, 

: di THE MADISON AND ra i 

; Executive Director 

ie WSs Ws 
& ec; A. John Berge



eS ee es : BL Roar ole tes Be OBR yee 
‘ : ae x Mig Wakes AE 

Snowekt1led Bobwhite Govey-- While making the routine spring check-up abo 

: the Faville Grove game management area at Lake Mills, Wisconsin, ‘on ‘April 22, 1940, eo 

professor Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin, Arthur 8. Mowkine cf the 

: Illinois Natural History Survey, and I came upon = covey of bobuhite quail thot hed ns 

died during the winter previous. A er ee 

| ae hapens cover was found tn a snall cop of secontrerowth ons with on 
. undergrowth of wild raspberry, grape, and @ried weeds. The ‘eopse is srtangular, : eee is 

: pounded by graned pasture, tamarack swamp, ‘and oat stubdie on its three tides. The a 

FE birds had evidently gone to roost on the leeward side of the copse, and on the fem 

: side of a grape tangle, in an pen growth of raspberry and meal The date of thelr = 

P demise mst have been after January 5, 1940, for on. that date Hawiclns flushed a : . ‘ , : 

» covey from this sane copse and counted sixteen binks. On Jamary i, ae 5.7 enor . : : oe 

| fell during the night and then drifted. It seems likely that our covay wos unable = 

Eto alg out of the drift end fell victim to starvation in their "snow rite 

E Wight bodies were found, still arranged in rosette formation. ‘What happened to the x . = 

other eight birds? Some may have ated Setveen the dete Last seen and the date of 2 : : = 

: the storm. Some certainly were removed w seavenging animals, for one wing and — en 

| few broast feathers were found eight feet from the "death eirele." ie —c 2 4 s a 

A footing station that hed been operated during the winter stood, as if im ae 

Ef noekery, bot 25 yarés to the south of the dead covey, ey 2 

c Both crop and gisard contents were too far gone to be identified. the plumage oe 

r was used to sex and age the birds, The sex ratio wes four to five; five of the : ae < : 

. eight birds were young ones, of which three were males. 5 fe > - ae 

é But for thie one storm, the winter of 1939-40 was comparatively mild. It ae : 

would appear, therefore, that sudden storms may prove to bo ns disastrous as contin S : 

‘ vously severe weather. Few snow-killed ooreye have been retorded. Wade? had traced : : : 

| “Tade, Douglas B. "Death 19 Upon Then", BIRMLORE, VOL. by No.2, 
Es Jamary-February, pp. 7-10 Poe ee,
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| ‘This 18 Our Landy the story of conservation in the United States. By BG 8 
j | Gheyney ond %. Schanta-Hlansen. xi plus 337 pp. Tllus. Wedd Book Publishing 

x Gospany, St. Paul, Kinnoapelio, 1940. 93100 0 7 Pe 

Se The stack of new textbooks on conservation grows mountain-high, but this = eee 

% is the firet of the stack written exclusively by foresters. In my opinion our 
4 profession can be proud of it. : Ser tae ‘ ee : cs 

a Unlike the Cornell text and the Parsons and Whitaker text, both of whith are 

: addressed to college grates, thie one is written, I judge, for high schools. ee ne a < 

begins with an eleddbte introduction by Jay Darling. The scolding note (bane of a 

all Jerentohs) 18 absent; this ie Darling at his dest, cartoon and all! ‘the ub= 

e sequent chapters proceed, after an historical introduction, ina sescnteetiy<. é - a 

| —-Fesource sequence. I have objected to this compartmental treatment before, and = oe 

e do so again, tut I admit that Cheyney and Hansen! bulkheads are less watertight, < 

= and therefore less objectionable, than those built inte previous volumes: = _ ee a 

. Tho saliont characteristic of this book 1s.a simple lnetd dignity of expression, - 

| free of Mschentifio® anbteutty, ond devoid of Dallyhoo. It lacks that listemay= 
children-and-you-shall-hear note of patronage so objectionable in nost sermons from a 

: on high. It devises ingenious translations for seientific thought. fo couray the : 

- _ theme of interdevendence (1.¢. ecology) th» authors employ a figure of speech} the. = 

E neighborhood. What better! To convey the theme of momentum in retrogression “pach 2 

: mistake (in last use) decomes a sncudell; which gains in sive as {¢ Felis aownhi11". : : 

e The book is full of such graphic similes, many of thom original and most of them 1S 

z accurate. The general format is goods the photographs excellent. pee Se — ‘= : 

me Onee in a while the authors trip up and make an assertion'which simly = 

2 isn't so. To wit: "Water ean be used for Verigation, for power, and for navigation". 3 

ie Not the same water! They say that Sudan grass and Kentucky bluegrase were native 

a to the original prairies. This will astonish botanists. — : eS =
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: Miliott, Charles N. donsexwation Po oR Bune furner 2. Smith Gon, = 
: tlanta, 1940. pp. He a ; 

q An epidente of conservation textbooks is upon us. “This 4s the third to sppear e 

: within a year. The author, as executive officer of the National Resources Committes, ; 

: has the advantage of a favorable "takeoff". - : s Per ag SP - : . 

E He should, for this reason, have realised that no one can write for school eae 

| ehtlaren without troning out (or at Least pointing out) the conflicting decstrines 

é of conservation groups whom he quotes. What tunes we play inte the receptive : oe * ‘ 3 

| ears of Young America, all in the-names of conservation! To si; quoting kr. Js af : 

/ milott, quoting that group of sportemen who admit themselves to be the Square Gircle: 

: "I pledge myself to fire at least twenty-five shells each year-nat harafal havhey: ; ‘ : 

owls, crows, stray hunting oits, aod other predators, for I mow that these take — os 

: a heavy toll of our game.” : ; ST es oe * 

: Again, quoting More Game Birds in Americe: "If natural enemies are not con- e 2 

| tolled on adjoining farms, they will cone oa your fara aad destroy most of your = 

| game erop." : NAL Ce a 
: Again, Mr. Elliott, this time speaking for himself: "The ‘Buropenn wild doar is Hee 

| the only big game animal that has beon successfully introduced into the United ee 

| States." Ttalics are mine. One might add that the red deer in New Zealand, the 

: rabbit in Australia, and the earp in Worth America were aleo successful. me 3 Ss 

; Agsin, quoting the Gampfixe Qlub of Amerioa’s Vode of Bthics: "The killing = 

j of a female hoofed animal, save for special preservation, is to be regarded as ine s 2 

compatible with the highest sportamanship." One might ask 4f such teaching of 

| conservation will help Pennsylvania repair her ruined deer ranges. ees 

cE One does not teach politieal science by quoting the conflicting assertions a 

: of republicans and democrats, and letting the student find out for himself that = 

é they never agree, The whole essence of teaching is to depict the battle of tesues A
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i ns 
a Aldo Leopold 
_ ; This swamarizes suggestions made to the land owners at a meeting held on 

May 17 at Howard Greene's house, and in the field during visits to various ferns. 

4 i The purposes of ownership, and hence the motives for conservation, are here | 

‘ very diverse, They are, briefly: utility, estheties, and increasing real estate| 

value. Bo attempt is here made to segregate notives for the various practices 

7 , ee (A) Gravel Horaines 
a Ymder. Many gravelly hill~pastures are losing their oaks, probebly through 

a the combination of overgrasing and drouth, I reeoamend the widespread planting of 

| ped codar, which will shortly Become available at state miseries, Mo other ever 
: ‘green will thrive on these soils. ' 

r For utility as fencepests, plant closely ia contour furrows, about 6' x Gt. 

Yor Landgeape, plant in irregular groups. Stock 12" = 18" high is Best. Cedar does 

; not move easily, hence plant only in spring (April 20), insist on good roots, avoid : 

i long storage. . | 

; : (Cedar feneepost plantations are also a good bet on tillable land, Check row 

& " 5' 2 5' and cultivate Like corn for 2 or 3 years. Will make posts at 19-20 years.) 

4s All cedar plantings are exeellent bird cover and yield winter berries for | 

| Songbirds. 7 

: | Do not plant cedar near valuable orchards. ' 

Cows do not browse cedar; a fair survival is possible without exeluding cattle. 

; Wildflowers, Gravel moraines are the astural habitat for pasque flower, 

i paccoon, and other prairie species (see Prairie). Where held for esthetics, a good 

‘ stock of these flowers would add value. 

: (2) Uplands 

; Timber, Routh losses of oaks are worse here then on the moraines, The beat i 
& ;
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and cheapest treatwent is: 

1, Exclude cows 
2, Plow contour furrows 6' apart 

: 3. Stamp in acorns and mute every 2', 

: For upper slopes use a mixture of white eak, red ovk, black oak, bar oak, 

| hickory, and butters. : 2 

Yor richer sotle add black walaut and bleckbexst 
: White osk met go in just as the acorns fall, because they sprout at once, the 

: other species can go in eny time in the fall. 

i The success of such seedings is inverse to the prevalence of rabbits. In brush 

| rabbits ean hold down the cake for years, Squirrels my aig up the seeds, The only 

ss renedy is to plant thicker so they miss some. 

ji On clay soils sugar maple may be planted, preferably as an understory in exist- 

| ing woods or brush, Spots oan be found where wild seedlings can be pulled by 

P thousands. (I didn't find any, but I'm sure such spots exist.) 

Y On most nerth slepes basswood should be added to the seeding, or planted ae 

[ seedlings. 

i Elm is coming in as a weed in some woods, An excess of elm may be cut if smell, 

J girdled if too large to out. 

: There it is Aneonveniont to exelude cows for long periods, walnut, buttermt, 

1 t Diack cherry and hickory may be seeded tn ithout oaks. The first three, on good 
_ + 80ils, should get above cows in 3 or 4 years. 

: The above general procedure will work even better on old fields, provided there 

te no quack, and provided other grasses are first thoroughly subdued. 

i Uildflowers. Ungraszed woods held for real estate or esthetics should be stocked 

_ with Trillium and the ordinary woods flowers, uclet on each quartersacre will soon 

| spread, 

Qak Openings. Open woods with bushy-topped oaks can, by exeluding cows, be 

converted to a plant association of great historical and esthetic interest: the
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"oak opening". (see J. F. Cooper's novel, "Oak Openings"). Tor precedure see “Prairie”, 

(6) Marshes and Swamps. So ge , 

. Hardwood Swamp. Ho treatment is necessary except to keep cows out ant eubéne 

»| elm reproduction da iaver of more useful species. : 

—=s«“Sama racic Suasms, Tamarack will shortly becone avatledle at the state mrseries 

| and is highly recomsended for all lorlands not toe wet. Red dogwood te a good 

|) indleator of where tanarack Delonge, Many merch hay meadows could be converted, in 
. | such part 96 may be desired, to temarack. ‘Tamarack. is highly useful as posts, and 

: is unbeatable for landscape, There is, of course, risk of sawfly epidemics, but 

; such risks attend al] tree plantings and all crop plantings. 

| Many dogwood thickets would reseed thensolves to tanareck if given s few seed 
fe trees, and if the established seedlings are liberated from too much crowding. 

Once established, tamaracik ie the natural mrse-crop for pink moccasin flowers 

and many other bog plants of high esthetic value, It is unbeatable ae winter 

f ks bird cover. 

; Marsh Prairie, Many wet pastures and hay meadows can be converted to marsh 

prairie by exeluding cows and re=intreducing the prairie plants. Small white 

ai |) lndysiippers and fringed gentian are emamples of sush plants. 
i (D) Birds and Mammals 

; Wood auck. Wear ponds and streams there is an excellent chance to induce 

8 : wood ducks to nest by erecting nest boxes. Design end directions fron the 

_ Illinois Natural History Survey will be sent Mr, Greene. 

; Hood-gock, Owners of brushy spots in or near swamps should be able to encourage 

; woodcocks by properly regulating open spots for the “sky dance", (See ny descriptive 

|| sketch shortly to appear in “Wisconsin Agriculturist and Parmer). Managing wood@ook 

/_ Fange is too lengthy a subject to de described in detail, but I'l] be glad to look 

‘| &t prospective sites and advise verbally.
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Duck refuges, We did not discuss this, bat ell ponds, natural or artificial, 

present a chance for e good show during migration, and for wild nestings. (See 

ay sketch in "#isconsin Agriculturist and Varner" reprint "Wildlife Conservation 

on the Farm, about to be issued), 

b (2) Pechnienl Service 

E Advisory service on forestry problems ¢an be had from Mr. Trenk and myself, 

[ Advisory service on birds and mammals can be had from me. Planting stock, where 

| nected, 16 (or will shortly be) available, 

L Prairie. On prairie projects, however, planting etock does not exist and 

[ will have to be grown locally as needed, Advisory service oan be had from 
John T. Curtis, Botany Department. If there is to des call for his services, the 

“ tnterestod landowners should pool their activities, and proceed unter Curtis! 

ti guidance to operate ea nursery and let him guide their plantings. It will take 

covers years to produse the nested stock, Techniques have been worked out on 

| the University Arboretum under Curtis! direction. 

f Woods Wildflowers, Professor Curtis is also an expert on woods wildflowers, 

| and. those landowners desiring his guidance could get it through the pools 

| (?) Sigaificanee 

I am strack by the fact that the Genesee group is s mixture of city and ot 

| Gountry people, This fact greatly adds to the carrying power of any conser 

f vetion practices successfully carried out. I hope that some of the local farmers 

| will find the purely esthetic ventures worth their while, and conversely that 

sone of the "estates" will find some of the utilitarian ventures worth thetr 
while, 

:
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, OPPORTUNITIES IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

The Situation 

q The public has pretty well determined that it wants wildlife restored, but 

_ the trouble is we don't know how. The obvious way to learn how is to employ the : 
_ same method used in agriculture and industry:--research. 

Up to three years ago there was a great scarcity of research funds throughout 
the wildlife field. Congress then passed the Pittman-Robertson Act which diverts 

the ammunition excise tax and makes it available to states as federal aid for re- 
search, and for the purchase of wildlife lands. 

: Research funds have thus become abundant, but the distribution of the funds 
_ is uneven and unsatisfactory. The state conservation departments have the last 

word in deciding what funds are to be used for, and they naturally give preference 
_ to "practical" projects. There is still no money for basic scientific research in 

wildlife, and the experiences of agriculture and industry show clearly that unless 
_ such scientific work keeps pace with practical work, we end up in a blind alley. 

_ There are still no funds for exploring new fields such as wildlife physiology and 
_ psychology. There is also a great wastage of funds due to the cutting off of im- 
_ portant university projects when the graduate student has received his degree. — 
_ Instances of these defects will be cited later. 

E That the right kind of wildlife research can actually result in restoration of 
_ abundance is proven in the southeastern states. H. L. Stoddard began in 1924 a 
_ Tesearch study of bobwhite quail. There was at that time no appreciable success ~ . 
_ in cropping or management of quail. He learned by research how to crop and manage i 
_ this species, and today a highly successful system of quail management is in oper- 5 
A ation on hundreds of thousands of acres throughout the southeastern states. 

iy Ways to Work 

: Any new enterprise set up with private funds should be supervised by a small 
~ | board of trustees, carefully selected for their knowledge of biological science and 

, their achievements in wildlife research and management. The services of such a 
- | voard will be readily obtainable for any enterprise set up on sound lines. 

; There are four mechanisms through which new work in wildlife research and edu- 

_ Cation can be accomplished, namely: 

1. Research grants 

2. Chairs in universities ; 
fe 3. Laboratories for education and extension work. 
E 4. Research laboratories. 
ie 

_ Research Grants 

iE This is the most flexible and least risky of the four ways to work,and is the 
Standard method in other scientific foundations. The board decides where the best 
brains are being applied on the most important subjects, and aids such efiterprises 

E by a grant of funds. The grants are continued only so long as the brain work
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continues and the subject remains important. Research grants totalling millions per 

year are available for general science, for education, for art, for medicine, etc., 

put there are no research foundations with unemcumbered private funds for research 

rents in wildlife. There is one foundation local to Missouri (the Edward K. Love 

Foundation). The Americen Wildlife Institute has a small fund from which research 

grants are made, but it has no continuity and may give out at any time. None of the 
standard scientific foundations have ever given a cent to wildlife, because they do 

not consider this field to be science. 

Chairs in universitites. 

Uhre 
Waite interest centers in a particular state, both research and education can be 

stimulated by setting up a chair for wildlife in the state university. Thus, the 

4 Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation set up a chair of wildlife management in the 

University of Wisconsin in 1933. They supported this chair until last year, when 

a support wes taken over by the university. 

; Chairs are, of course, inadvisable except where outstanding talent exists in a 

state which has outstanding need,and which is not likely to get started in any other 

w way. Chairs can cover research and teaching or any combination of the two. 

Laboratories for Education and Extension. 

; The education of the general public in the meaning of wildlife has not employed 

- the most modern tools. For example, the various museums have developed a technique 

for teaching natural history through habitat groups. This technique is equally applic- 

able to wildlife management but has never been used, because few museums know what 

wildlife management is, and wildlife managers do not have the funds for habitat groups. 

_ A further development could résult in the preparation of portable habitat groups which 

would have enormous educational value. There are thousands of 4H and Conservation 

Clubs, for example, which need such portable exhibits but have no access to them. They 

would be glad to pay transportation and even rental on such materials if they were 
available. This idea has been broached both to the Field Museum and to the Milwaukee 

_ Public Museum, but there are no funds to execute it. 

Research Laboratories. 

It is possible, of course, to construct and finance laboratories for wildlife 
research, but this method is riskier than mumber 1 and number 2, because experience 

3 has shown that permanently well-financed research enterprises tend to go to seed. 

A research laboratory for wildlife physiology and psychology is badly needed, and if 
' some university would put up the building, it could be financed without great risk, 
_ the understanding being that funds would be withdrawn when production ceases. There 

has been one such laboratory, the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory in Cleveland, but 

it came to an end with the death of Mr. Baldwin because his family was not in sympathy 

with it. 

Scale of Operations 

A set-up of funds could cover one or more of the four ways to work. 

A minimum set-up sould attempt only research grants and might operate on an 

annual budget as low as five or ten thousand per year. The minimm budget for a chair 
would be eight thousand per year. The minimum budget for an educational and extension 
laboratory would be about ten thousand per year. The minimum budget for a research 

laboratory where the university furnished the building would be the same as for a
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chair, nemely, eight thousand per year. 

Sample Problems 

Sex Ratio in Ducks 

The decline of the duck supply has clearly had three causes: over-shooting, 
' drouth, and distortion of the sex ratio. Distortion as high as 70 males to 30 

females occurs in some species. Over-shooting and drouth are not within the province 
of research, but the diagnosis of sex distortion is. “ 

In the seventeenth century Fabricius discovered that birds of @ year could be 
distinguished from older birds by the presence of a blind sack at the end of the 

intestine called the bursa. Three years ago Carl Gower of Michigan revived the use 
of the bursa as a means of aging birds, but he applied it only to dead birds in the 
laboratory. Two years ago Albert Hochbaum of Wisconsin found he could examine the 

bursa in live ducks and could readily tell both their sex and their age in one oper- 

ation and without injuring the bird. 

Since that time Hochbaum and also Hawkins of Illinois have sexed and aged thousands 

of ducks, both alive and dead and have found that: 

: 1. Botulism, which hits the breeding marshes in August, falls differentially on 
. sex and age classes. It tends to kill the old females and the young, because 

: their moult is deferred, and they cannot fly when botulism hits. The drakes 
moult earlier and thus escape disease. 

2. Shooting falls differentially on sexes and ages. Early pot-hole shooting is 
hardest on, the old hens. 

i 3. Migrateepti?ferences as to sex and age. The hens and young come down first 
and get hit hardest. 

If these preliminary indications can be verified and extended to the whole con- 
_tinent, it might be possible to cure the distortion of the sex ratio by manipulation 

of seasons and wi thout M@@ereasing the total kill. What is needed is funds to start 
‘ a system of sex and age tallies of duck bags throughout the migratory zone,and whole- 

sale banding on the breeding grounds. The Biological Survey and the various states and 
duck clubs would carry most of the cost once the preliminary research is completed. 
All that is needed is a little "yeast" to start the process. 

Research grants would be the best, although a chair for the permanent study of 
duck banding is needed in some Canadian university. Pittman-Robertson funds cannot 

flow across the border into Canada where the need for work is greatest. 

Breeding Mechanism of Prairie Grouse. The continental decline of the prairie chicken 
and sharp-tailed grouse is known to all, and is a threat to the future or all sports 
based on the work of bird dogs. 

: These two grouse have a unique breeding mechanism known as booming. A booming 
ground was long regarded as the fighting place of males ready to breed. Hamerstrom 
of Wisconsin, by the use of modern research methods, has now proven this supposition 
to be false. The whole booming performance is evidently a preparation for breeding, 
and the decline of the prairie grouse may be ascribed to the fact that their numbers 
are no longer sufficient. Adeauate preparation depends on intensity of booming, and 
intensity depends on numbers. Matings take place only when preparation is completed 
in both males and females and when their period of readiness overlaps. The well-known
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cycle in mumbers of grouse may likewise depend upon disturbance of the breeding 

mechanisn. 

Similar studies by Davidson in Oklahoma, Lehmann in Texas, and Schwartz in 

Missouri point to similar conclusions. All of these investigations face discontin- 

uance because the students involved have completed their degrees. A s: 1 f would 

serve to push one of these projects to the point where the value of say WG exerci i 

als of the grouse problem could be proven or disproven. A research grant would be 

the proper mechanism for temporary work, but a chair of grouse management either in 
this country or in Canada would be a more adequate provision for long time action. 

_ Improvement of Wild Turkey Stocks. ot 

A dozen states have spent large sums on the restoration of the wild me 
in no case have such efforts proved entirely successful. Up to five years ago’failure 
was obvious because of the use of mongrel stocks which had crossed with domestic 

_ breeds. Since that time breeding has produced by selection a bird which looks like 
_ the wild turkey, but recent studies in Missouri show that even these improved birds 

lack the power to spread and recolonize the turkey range. Their cruising radius in 

 ayear is often less than the daily cruising radius of genuine wild turkey stock. 

This indicates that while these improved’ birds look like wild turkey stock, they 
lack the inner equipment for wild survival. 

* ST 

We now know how to study this inner equipment, both in the laboratory and in the 

_ field. If research can show that the best available game farm stocks are defective, 
_ a complete face-about in methods will be necessary. The defective stock on Brange 

_ will have to be eradicated,and the range will have to be repopulated by allowing 
s cee to spread. This will be a slower but perhaps a sounder technique. 

The ae large population of genuine wild birds is in the southeast and in 
_ Mexico. A much more intensive study of these genuine wild remnants is needed. 

_ Pittman-Robertson funds cannot be used across the border. A private foundation could | 
_ doa lot of good in hastening the further work of the wild turkey restoration program: 

_ Temporary work could best be carried out through research grants, but long-time work | 
_ through a chair of wild turkey management. 

: x¥x There are in 
: _The above are merely sample problems. /dozens of othersof equal merit and/equal 

need of action , and in most cases, there is equal need of unemcumbered private funds 
_ to undertake jobs which public funds are inhibited from undertaking.



E The history of wildlife is too often reganted at the domain of old- He 4s 

timers indulging in nostalgte reflection, or of professors ‘eritiak post a e S = 

. ”  sovteea onthe wile pigeon and ‘the buffalo, = - = 2 + oe : aS eee ne 

E It has now decone apparent that much history has other uses. Present= 

7 a day problens in conservation and land use, viewed in the light of Gontenporary nt emporas ee oo 

: E evidence alone, often baffle the investigator. The sane robles, viewed “> oo 

° the light of history, may often be fectphored a0 the repetition of tone a a 

_ historic pattern. Se ele oy eee ae pie ee 

e This rh renalogy records the changes in Wisconsin wildlife: vhten cceurr - ji e : > é 

under the inpaet of civilization, ant the responses of Wisoonein people to 2 . ae ts 

Fee ance: He abe rita the nee {nan tn; Maag pay 
P game laws, and weather which caused or condi tioned the changes in wildlife, — aS 

L and the inception dates of wildlife enterprises (such as socteties, publica s cee 

: tions, reseafehes, restockings, acne public: weaves) ‘which register trends 1: = @ Le s. 

bits thet 0 Sie ee 
Ee It is doubtful whether wildlife disappears under the Ampect of etvilize ge - ° 

F ston. She rich varlety of wilélite seve tnteed Adeappoar, unless we take — ae 

S pains to.preserve it, but the total volume of plants and animals is in ell = : ae 2 

| probability an automatic ixproseida of the toil on which they grow. As long : a fi 

: as the soil is there it will grow plants, and these plants will grow aninals, . Po 

Sand euch part Gf both as Ate bt dontotio will We wildy” Our option in wildlife — 

. is a question of quality, not quantity. Shall the wild grouths of the soil a eS 

|‘ Tetain a large part of their original diversity, Deaty, and utility? es os



= shall they consist largely of simple plant alk animal weeds? : Conservation : = 5 = e _ 

e is the intelligent exercise of this option. ee as = : : : = ze & eS a oo 

ie Te decline of Wisconsin wildlife since 1640 1s no simple process of 

2 recession. Tt is a process of ebb and flow, gain and lossy and it ie : ce oe, 

E comprised of at least as major weveceake in. nich a dozen groupe of epestes 

ie played diverse and sometines contradictory darks: te = Bete. Se She a . ae 

- One eréeb of large meckets ani baie retreated northward and westward = 2 a ae 

a because they could not exist in a settled countryside. “To buffalo ond the S : ae 

| —s passenger pigeon, for example, mst live as a wandering horde oF not at ae 
. hordes have no place on the fara. Te Cougar; “and the wolf damage Livestock, - ; a es 

. which accounts for their demise. The ‘evietion of the buffalo and the pigeon = a * 2 

was inevitable, but hindsight shows us that the wolf and the cougar should “s oe 

have boon retained in the north to keep the deer herd in check. = ee 
= Another group of southern species, the wild turkey sat the Carolina <P a ae 

. parokeet, were externinated because ey ‘wud ‘not retreat. “Climate 3 =< ee me " 

4 restricted them to the southern counties, ana lack of timber cat ‘off retreat = z : = s 

ee Another group were pushed out or decimated solely by reason of their = oe 

Z value for meat or fur, and not because their presence was incompatible vith Z oe 

. settlement. The now evicted furbearers, marten, fisher, wolverine, could oS 

: eti11 be common in the north but for overtrapping and forest fires. the j = oe 

: t much reduced waterfowl (geese, ducks, Swans, cranes, shorebirds) could stil — 

E be abundant but for overshooting and excessive drainage of marshlands, ie = a . = 

: Another group has suffered our tailment of ange in the hard-pastured ; Os Co 

p southern counties, but. are still common elsewhere. The sharptatled grouse, é : a ~ 

the ruffed grouse, and forest-loving species like the pilested woodpecker = 
S are examples. : : ee A = ea coke



Bs The predatory hawks and owls are now being decimated, both in diversity es = 

es of species ead-in nibers; because they eat game and poultry. They will == fe 

. probably become rare before the public realises that their main prey Se as soy, 

S consists of rodents and other competitors of game and poultry. A sintlar 6 : c : ah 

Ee persecution of fish-eating birds and mammals is now in full swing. = : eee 

B These four categories have all taken a loss; they ctiaalvay. a S 

Ee represent one general movement: febeeik: But there are other categories of oe s 

| wAdlife which profited by the very changes in land use which evicted the 

ee first four, and which collestively reprndent an sieiitx movement: “Anvasion. - : : S a 

i Some invaders came from the prairies to the south, occupying the man~ a5 i - ay ’ 

; made clearings, rich in food, which replaced the once inhospitable forests. Se 

Prairie chiokens, quatl, cottontall, ecaniinal, opossum, erow, and many open- 
ER land song birds are in this class. eee ee “ as 

Re One invader, the jack rabbit, came from the prairies to the west. but s7 

E for the same reason. - es oe ee ey! ae gs : ; > 

Some species at first retrested northward, but reinvaded thetr old as as 

e southerly habitats when abandoned farms or better law enforcement gave them 

1 a tochold. the white-tailed deer and the beaver are seeped examples. : = 

E The dlack bear, the coyote, and red and gray foxes show a siniled sentesny. ae ee “ 

Ee Some invaders are foreigners planted as substitutes for native species. = Oe of 

E The ring-necked pheasant is a familiar example. Other foreigners got ia = % ce 

& Stowaways (Norway rat, house mouse) or escaped from captivity (feral dons ee = =“ 

oat). eo 2 ae s ae 

be Lastly, some invaders are native species woteh, once released from their — 2 = 

E natural controls, become pests. Wiscon$in has been largely exempt from < Bat: 

Ee pest-like behavior in her native birds and manmals. The meadow mouse, how- Ae 

5 ever, reached pest levels in 1938, and in spots rabbits reach pestlevele es



4 at enol pask of thelr papaia\lon ipet . : = PL Be — ‘ : i oe See 

a Wot all invaders have been able to hold their earlier galas, fhe 
e prairie chicken, for example, is now being evicted fron the southora a : to = ee. 

E counties. Others, Like the opossum and the cardinal, seen alternately ue 2 3s ee 

to spread and shrink in long cycles. SE? og eee 
n The nct effect of all retreats and etl Lnvastons ‘to date ts clearly Ce 

ee this: fewer total species, more foreign species, larger munbere of small oo oS 

ee birds and rodents, omaller numbers of pani: far, at predators; general noes = “ a 

S replacement of forest and i species by open upland forme, and more a : ee 

E frequent pest=like behavior, i.e., less taternai balance in the wildlife aoe Ss 3 : “ 
4 oe oe . : oe Ses cy m a a ae 

s That, now, of hunan attitudes? The chronology exhibits the unfolding 

. of a series of ideas. Bach idea is in turn conceived, expanded, ‘and poured Say 

. through the sieve of practice, after whieh ite pilanent values : are added 2 2 2 af - 

E to the reservoir of social ‘expert ante. None of these ideas has been wholly. Ae o 

discarded, but some have takea a heavy shrinkage. oe ae ne 2 é t oo 

a WAA1ife conservation began with the iden of prohibitions. As early =e = ne 

a8 1838 the legislature prohibited dame without fishwaye. Prohibitions = 
have no end; they give bulk to our statutes ‘and recurrent hope to wishful: ae Z a 

e thinkers, but after a century of trial it seens apparent that they give oe é = - 

x nore aid and comfort to wildlifers than to wildlife. Prohibitions ere 8 ae oo 

- necessary springboard to positive action, twat in and of thenselves he oe e : oe z : 

Ee negative and accomplish little. — ce ge 3 = 2 

2 Next came the idea of substitutions. It began with the introduction of os See 
: | the Mnglish sparrow in 1875. The first introductions were motivated ty eS 

- affection for the plents and animals of the Muropean home land, ‘but the : ; = Se 

motive soon shifted. As our native wildlife shrunk, we substituted foreign = -



: species in the hope they would prove less shrinkable. uae. like the carp Je os a 

: (1879) and the starling (1923) proved to be frojan horses. Others ike : a8 

S the pheasant. (16931) and. the Hungsrian partridge (1910) successfully filled ae 

. a niche no longer tenable for native bind virds. he substi tution of me 2 - 3 

- artificial for natural propagation my be regarded as en elaboration of = ie < 

4 the substitute idea; the first fish hatchery (1876) was the firet expression 2 : me 

é of this still expanding notion. = = Beare = eee Z 4 oe : 

Fe The whole substitution idea has obvious utility, but it also carries 

. risks: the risk of Labroauéing pesto, the risk of neglecting native species, ms : 

| and the rivk of forgetting that planted gane, 1ike wild game, needs food — 

Ee and cover. : SG =! fae : = 3 s ; : eS 

: liext came the {dea of yublic works and public lands devoted in whole Loe 

: or in part to wildlife, This began modestly with « state park in 1900 ond a fo : 

ie series of state forests in 1903. Crusades for Wldlife refuges. shook the cae ee a 

| _pudlie mind 1m 1910-1913, and again in 19241927 and in 1933. The purchase. ho e 

t of large public wildlife shes bil tks dorian relief labor began oe = “3 ; 

| with the 0.0.0. and O.¥.A. nm 1933 and 1934, eee : oe 

: The most recent idea to emerge is that of sotentizic erovping or ee Se . 

‘ Ranagement of wildlife. Inventories of wildlife resources were started by s Ss a =. 

a Dr. P. R. Hoy and Thre Kumlien as early as the 1640s. King, tn 1872, - ee : 

A began to explore the economic utility of wildlife, pad Dives in 1878 the : Sere ee 

a dependence of species on each other and on their environment. Yan Hise in - 5 a 

E 1910 conesived an integrated dropping policy for all organic resources, es a % 

at with no-partioulas enphasie on wildlife: griffith in 1903 began to oe 

_ apply the cropping idea to forests. The idea of eropping Wisconsin biras oa ; 2 

fant mameais in the wildy: by improving their habitat, was Convetved Ve ee 

many minds that ¢ 1s difficult to assign and date its beginnings. Stoddard,



ee ee. * Oe OE er ee 

between 1910 and 1924, envisaged such a system but carrie’ it to another fe ue = 

: state (Georgia) before it emerged from his pen as public property. the S S 

Conservation Department in 1927 definitely envisaged a statewide wildlife — ae 

: cropping system. The forest crop law of 1927 sought to eneourage private = oe = 

| timber cropping. ‘The firet definite search for a technology of wildlife oe 

© eropping began with the prairie chicken Anvestigstion of 1926. Financial — 
provision to extend that search to all species Sane with the Pittman ae 

| Robertson Act of 1938. ee 

A fifth idea, the iden of educating the citizen to understand ani to 
: practice conservation, runs conourrently with all the foregoing concerts. Z 2 = oe 

| As early a8 1876 the publication of gano laws was presoribed fn order that ee 

| the citizen might know what new prohibitions had beet laid down for his as 

observance. A wildlife course for darnere was Seiet a early as 1910. <: = : ne 

| A achool for wardens was lield in 1912, ant edtientional work in schools = oe 

, started in 1912. Waves of emphasie on conservation eduestion rolled. serces * z Be 5 

the state in 1914 (Wieconsin Gane Protective Association), 1922 (Imenk = ee 

alton Longue), 1929 (Women's Clube), 1936 (Wildlife Federation), and 19/0 
Conservation League). In 1935 the legislature compelled public schols. es = as fe 

| te Seach conservation. Despite the seoning finality of this law, the Ps ane = 

| questions of how and what to teach and how to equip teachers are still = c oe 

largely unanswered. = Sa Se ee ee oe aoe tas : 

Conservation; viewed in its entirety; Lu the Slee and laborious, eS A we 

unfolding of a new relationship Detween people and land. % Rach seontngly : - ay 

trivial event in the following chronology is a part of this unfolding es : = = : : 

process. ‘ach marks the birth or death of anmpiration, the voginning or eo ] 

the end of an epertence, a lose or gain tn the vitality of that’ great iS = : 2 

organism: Wisconsin. : 2 = S = eae ee 

: iad tahies ioe ee Sheet hae ae aes a



Pe 1831-2 Gold winters (Miller)... oes ae foes 

1632 Last waffalo east of Mesissipp! killed in Srewpeslenn County Be S 3 (Schorger). Perhaps buffalo on St. Oreix River to 1633 (Hoy), = 

. 1835-7 Cola years (aller). aoe oo 5 : — a nS ee 

1838 Fishways required in all dams “except mill dams." Probably =” 
ee first conservation law (Scott). Se gee eee eee ee es 

| 1840 —s Sharptaile “extremely abundant" in southern Wisconsin (Kumlien == E & Hollister). “ re ee a ee ae 
Fe 1840 Last woodland caribou seen at La Pointe, Ashland County (ley), oe 
kee Drifters from north reported in Burnett and Price counties 8 = = 
4 : in 1910 (Scott). ee te ee 

, sho Sandhill cranes bred on prairics near Racine. Wheeping cranes = 
ee less abundant (Hoy). eon Pe Ee ee ete 

_ —-'1640-5 ==“ Gharptails abundant in 9. Wisconsin and Chicago region (mtageway), eS. 
Es (Last southern breeding colony seen in Dane County, 1935.) 0 

shor Prairie chicken eatered Walworth Gounty from Illinois (Kumlien = = 
: & Hollister). ey Sree ee ee 

1842-3 March snow starved wild turkeys near Racine. Last turkeys killel 
S there in 1846 (Hoy)... Se ee a 

18h Thure Kumlien started studies which led ultimately to "Birds of === 
Be Wiseonsin® (Kumlien and Hollister). a 

. 1847 Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County 
e (Kumlien & Hollister). fg ene WD Geer ee 
4 1848 Last cardinal and last opossum taken at Racine (Hoy), (Both have === 
Be since reinvaded the state.) HUE UOTE ea eee ee 

- leks Mighteen sharptailed grouse shot by Hoy near Racine (Hoy), 

- 18g Joha Mair emigrated to Columbia County (ir), 

18h First woodcock seen near Racine; later increased (Hoy). (The Sao 
Be meaning of this is obseure.) _ Be Ma 

- 1849-50 «G.-A. Orvis shipped 2 tons of quail to Mew York from Racines - Se 
a scarce since (Hoy). oe ce: Be ES as 

18508 Last great flights of migratory sharptails when snow came in 
ES Rock County (Leopold). = + ee e gl le es 

> in First game laws. Deer closed Feb. 1-July 1; prairie chicken, quail, == 
= woodcock, and “pheasant” (ruffed grouse) Feb. l-Aug. 1 (Palmer).



, A is ML ee ee ee 

- 1853 ludwig Kumlien, co-author of "Birds of Wisconsin," bora in ase oun 

2 TAtL ST CRT ANE 6 Ts er ee ee 

— (f xsi-53 barge goshank migrations (ant on @Hollister). Sa ee 
185 pen season shortened 2 weeks (Jan. I~July 15); trapping of 

: quail, grouse, or prairie chicken prohibited except on owners 
a. proiiges (Palmer?! re ae 

i 1856 ‘Swallow-taiied kite last seen at Racine (Hoy) 

1856 > Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County. Other questionable = 
ae records for 1672 and 1894. (Kumlien @ Hollister) = ee wes ee 

1656 Mockingbird last nested near Racine (lloy).. Has reappeared near” 

| 1857 =» Cougar icilied {n Outagamie County. ow in lawrence Coliege == e ‘Msonn (Seherger}.0 ge ee a 
ie 1858 First crow éeon at Racine; formerly rare (Hey). (Meaning of Se BS 
Bee. this is obscure.) - See ee ee ei: 

(1658 =A Kd 1Le@-4m Dann and Buffalo countios (Bartlett). 
«Busse Drouth; 1859-60 an open vinter (Schafer). = 

1860 Great grey owl token at Racing. Also in 1858 (oy), 

i 1863 Elk Seen on Hay River; cougar shot on Black River Gage 

| 1863-64 *RALaing winter (Mandeville) killed all the quail and mary 82 
ie partridges in Rock County* (heopola). oe ie ee eo : ; ae ee 

(F186 hawt Doar kitted 1m Buffalo County (Leopeld). = 
. E 1864 First closed season for fur animals (Seott). ie fer oe ae Oe 2 

; = 1865 John Muir offers to. buy wildflower sanctuary, Columbia County. Jes 
cE Offer declined (Muir). Si Ei es ee 

i 1865 Caw-Caw Clud established on Horicon Marsh; Inter moved to lake = 
4 _Puckaway (heopola). ee ; eo Sek. ae a a ae Mg oe 

1866 Twelve elk seen, 9 killed, Dunn County (Scott). Reported seen = 
4 near Green - 1882 (Cory). Reported killed Buffalo County, SE eee 
s 1868 (Leopold). pt AG Sh eee en ee ee cee 

| i 1867 I. °A, Lapham and committee report on "Disastrous Effects of. a3 = fo oe 
a Destruction of Forests" (Seott). eu : Hie ga oeh Se



a 1876 County treasurer required to ‘publish game ‘Tew 4a “<< ewspaper - ae ‘ae 

© ro Holverine taken. in taGrouse County Woy) 
= 167 Last great Wisconsin nesting of passenger pigeon; covered 650 tS 
= © square miles and comprised 136 million pigeons (Sehorger). = 
io _ First protection for pigeons came tn 1877 (Scott). 

| —-18TL_——s~Peshtige Fire; also "“Oreat Fire" in Door County (Holand). = 
7-3 Cold later (iter). 8 

= 1672 ¥. H. King started work on "Zeonomi¢ Relations of Wisconsin. © 
= Mirds,* pubiiebed 1879 (King): 0c 8 8g 

| ——«-:1873.~—~=s«*Aat state association for preservation of game. 

E 1874 Grouse and quail seasons closed or shortened. Tew of eyelet (Scott) e ae 

re 
| 1875. Maglish sparrow planted at Milwaukes (Sohorger). 

1875-79 Hphdemics of chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and depletion of soils = 
. ended wheat farming in southern Visconsin (Schafer). 

[1876s Paret state fieh hatchery ontabiiohed at Madison (Scott). 
iE 1876 Hounding deer prohibited (Palmer). 

| 16 aero whe fontng firs ovaants in gunnbtty amv), Mie 
marks the demise of the rail fence and the reduction of fencerow = = 

iE WMiifer 8 a Be a 

i le ee 
4 (+1880?) Irruption of jack rabbits, Trempealesu County (Leopold). ce oa "gs 

- rss First state park ect aside in Vilas Gounty (Scott); sold 1897, =~ 

- 1878 B.A. Birge started study of ¥isconsin feed OR a 

(| (1879 Phat ear planted in Wisconsin by U. §- Fish Comission (Oole). = 
| 1881-2 "The Big Snow." Killing winter (Leopold). 

1882 Pinal small nesting of pigeons (Schorger).  =§ ss 

5 1882? Decline in prairie chicken in Pierce County (King, date = = 

( |) 1882-3 Last bear in western Wisconsin near Viroqua, Vornon County a



1883 Wm. A. Henry became Dean of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. == 
4 Short course started, 1666; dairy school, 1887 (Schafer). 

1885-67 Cold winters (Miller). Ba Se 
1885 Decline in sharptails began in Dunn County (Kumlien & Hollister). 

1887 Spring shooting and open-water blinds prohibited, aleo export =” 
hee of game and killing for millinery purposes. All game birds = = = = 

ee except woodcock elosed Dec. 1-Sept. 1. Your wardens appointed: ape oe 

es (Palmer). Spring shooting was reopened provisionally in 1893 (Scott). as 

18808 +~=Ss«sow York Imnters learned of canvasbacks in Lake Koshkonong and 
Re began to come there for shooting. * eee Soe ee 

18908 Kansas quail liberated (Kumlien & Hollister). Following cola = 
Re winters up to 1887? : ae teens ae ee eee 

Pe 1891 First private duck refuge on Weber's pond, Horicon Marsh (Leopold). === 

1890-3 Prairie chickens declined in Horicon Marah (Leopold). = = 

F 1890 Creation of the office of state game warden (Scott); 

a 1893 Closure on spring shooting made conditional on neighbor states ee 
‘e following suit (Palmer). Open season on Mongolian pheasant; = == 
re closed again 1895 (Scott). (Zhe pheasant season was probably a = 
e legislative error; no pheasants had been planted.) = 2 ss 

= 169 Drouth (Hoyt). Phillipe fire (Soott). = 

189 "Me Bluebird Storm" in spring (Barrows). (Anderson gives 1893 
“a as the year. ) oe ge sae ee 

— 1895 Hinckley fire, drouth (Whitson & Baker). Loe es 

eS 1895 Organized colonization of northern cutover lands degun (Schafer). cone . 

| 1895 Gani elesed throughout the state; Stayed oleced utd 193 = 
Ss (Leopold). i SS 2a 8 

_ —-'1896-8 += Many quail im Pine County, Minnesota, enporite Burnett County, = 
s Followed Hinckley fire of 1895? (Leopold a eS Ss 

Zi 1897 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). ee ie was gia ; 

a 1897 Forestry commission appointed; employ Filbert Roth to investigate. Se 
ee shrinkage of forests (Scott). ; a eo ye iE 

— 1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established: = 
a, First bag limits established. Resident license established. a Se 
a Killing deer in water or on ice prohibited (Palmer). =. got



ee ; ee ee ee 

ee 1899 Last Wisconsin passenger ‘pigeon shot by Mr. Varney near Babcock, = 
eS Wood County, between Sept. 9 and 15 (Schorger). ee ee 

Ee 1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society organized. Bulletin published oS ‘ 
“Y Jamaary, 1900, to December, 1915. . ere es Eee DS gees 
fs : - i sé ee ce = 2 ir ey 

es 1899 Shipments of fish and game mst be marked; boats, lights, swivel — Boss 
re gans, rafts, and blinds in open water declared public muisances; = 
es : game officials of other stetes authorized to seize illegal game = 

ee in Wisconsin (Palmer). — ee oo ee 

fe 1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed for St. Croix River park (Scott). fn 

= +1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door County (Phillips). = = = 
Fe One of the few known transplantations of this species. Spe 

_ 1goor Last sharpteil in Iowa County (Leopold). Sap Sse eer 

F- 1900 First state park purchased in Polk County (Seott). = ae 

19a Non-game birds protected by Mdubon model law (Palmer), = ==” 

— 190 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). Se 

| 1902-3 —«-Kalidg winter. Partridges found dead on snow in Door County 8 a 
e Cheep). : foe ae 
E1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forest "reserve." State == 
Bo Forester Griffith appointed 1904 (Scott). Hag See ee 

1903 Quail planted in Outagamie County (Leopold). Probably torestock = 
Ie loss during winter of 1902. — ee 

= 1903 Sale of protected gane prohibited. Deer tag required (Palmer). = 
19034 «Gola winter (Miller). See ee 

F 190 Last ruffed grouse in Racine and Kenosha counties (Leopold). 

— 1905 General civil service lew applying the merit system to game wardens 
S (Palmer). : se = Po Ae ee 

| —-1905-6 (or 1906-7) Goshawks killed many grouse in Sauk County (H.L. 2 
Cd Stoddard, unpubl. ). : . Se SEGRE ee 

— 1907 State Park Board appointed (Scott). eg eae 

7 a 1907 lynx killed in Dane County (24 Ochsener, unmpubl.). Probably a ees : 
ee drifter. winds eee 

- 1908 Worst fire year; 1,435 fires reported; 1,209,432 acres burned — 2 
= (Seott). ee ee.



| 1908_=«Gomservatton Commission appointed (Seott). 

| 1908.-SS—=*«éienst Wisconsin cougar Killed in Douglas Oounty (Gory). == 
1909 First oral examinations for deputy game warden held by Civil = 

se Service Commission (Palmer). = —=—- oe ee et 

© 1909 Soil survey started (Scott). See 
1909 Firet drainage began in Horicon Marsh and last Canada geese ittiti—t*é 

ae nested there (Leopold). Pe ie eae = 

y 1909 «First complete closure of spring shooting on all waterfowl. ==> 2 5 Spring duck shooting last open in 1904, geese 1908. Wisconsin == 

eS was second state to close finally all spring shooting (Scott). = 

= 1909 Wet year; legislature cuts forest fire appropriation (Scott). = 

E 1909 Charles B. Cory's "The Birds of Illinois and Wisconsin" published, 
> — igo Drouth (Hoyt). es Pe ee 

igo "Yan Hise published "Conservation of Natural Resources inthe == : United States." pte ge ee ee a ee 

a _ continued yearly until 1927 (Leopold). = ee: 
- 190 Dean Russell appointed A. C. Burrill to give a forestry-game Re course to agricultural short course students (letter from Burrill). = 
| 1910 Jack rabbits planted in Sauk and Vernon counties by local = 
y sportemen (Leopold). Se ee ee ee 

| 1910-2 «Hs «Ly Stoddard started work for Milwaukee Public Museum. There 4 he conceived the idene later (195}) embodied im his "Rebyhite = 7 4 Quail," first American work on game management. = 
| 1910 Refuge ides spread. Five refuges posted at Madigon and at Green 
i. Lake, by A. ©. Burrill, at instigation of Prof. Moody and State == 1 Game Warden Scholts (letter from Burrill). See eee eee 

e i Second Conservation Commission appointed (Scott). Hunting license == 4 fees turned into general fund and expenses of department limited = == = ~~ e to receipts from licenses and sale of confiscated game (Palmer). 
= 191 First state forest mursery at Trout Lake. 1911-12 were wet yeare; 
a Griffith starts fire lanes, towers, and phone lines (Scott). 
- ase School for conservation wardens held; eduéational work in schools = a ‘ started; buck law passed (Scott). = 2 et ee 
| 1912 — Gharles B. Gory's "he Mamals of Illinois and Wisconsin” published.



: "Se oa pee ee 

EP 1913 State game farm started at Trout Lake; Yellowstone elk planted. (Seott). & 

ee 1913 First federal bird refuge in Wisconsin on Gravel and Spider islands, ee 
a Door County (letter from Burrill). Sag ee ae 

- 1914 State Andubon Society, State Warden, and H. &. Buseell planted === 
i 60 male quail on refuge on University Farm (letter from Burrill). ae es 

fe 1914 Wisconsin Game Protective Association active. ae ae e 

1915 Federal migratory bird regulations in effect. Sunset rule for = 
fer waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting from motorboats ==» — 
ee (Palmer). Third conservation commission (paid, 3-man) established = 
: (Seott). ee ee ea eg. 

195 Suprane Court decision invalidates Griffith's state forest 
s "program (Seott). fe Be ee es 

1915s BA Feserves totalling 50,000 acres posted by State Forester = 
Ee Moody and Wiseonsin Audubon Society (letter from Burrill)« 8 

e 1916 Quail irruption in Adams, Wood & Juneau counties. Gone by 1917 
Ee (Leopold). Thies seems contradictory to the Report of the Come =. 
3 servation Commission for 1916, whieh says 1915-16 was a killing 8 
3 winter. : = SUE bag Soa eee 

— 1916 _ Pheasants first propagated by Col. Pabst in Waukeshs County (Scott). 4 : ee 

. 1917 Conservation Commission given regulatory powers (Scott). - = : ee 2 . : ee 

1917-18 Drouth (Hoyt) and killing winter (Leopold), All grouse lowand = 
e closed until 1920 (Scott). oy. pcg ent So Se ee oe 

1917-18 rappers required to report catch, which included 559 fisher end 
8 48 marten (Scott). (Identifications faulty? These mumbers seem 
4 large. ) oe a. ee eee 

e 1919 “The Wisconsin Conservationist" published by: Conservation. Department pe fe 
& March, 1919-Jam.,1921. 23 a Tee ie ata 

— gig First open season on Hungarian partridge (Scott). — = ao = 

. FE lgeo Friends of Our Wative Landscape organized, at ses 

E 1921 First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. ae = oe : 

. | 1921-243  Ruffea grouse damaged Door County cherry orchards by budding (Leopold). 4 

— 1922 "Big Sleet* in March. Killed quail in eee: Vernon, Jefferson 
i counties (Leopold). Also ruffed grouse (Seott ‘ Pee ee 

ie 1922 Last known wolverine trapped, in Sawyer County (Scott). = a 
f £3 * : Nagapeirac ese Shs 

Be 1922 First chapters of Isaak Walton League organized at Milwaukee and. a 
a Fon du Lac. ae ae



a 1923 Starling arrives in Wisconsin (Schorger). es Bs: ae : : oe : ee Se ee 

1923 Jack rabbits planted in Towa Gounty (Keopola), 

1923 Picking lotus probibites (Muller). = 

e 19a Gongress established Upper Mississippi Mldlife Refuge. = 
1925 Last known marten taken in Douglas County (Scott). = a 

Ee 1927 Passed conmission-director plan for Cons erva ation or Department rem We oe ate 

1927 Firet National Forest purchase area sot up in Wisconsin, = 
a Area 500,000 acres; later increased te 2,000,000 acres, = 

| ger Hortcon Marsh made ® refuge and ordered reflooded (Schafer). = 

— 927 Winter feeding program begun by Dr, Merritt L. Jones anf Wallace 
id : Grange for Sonservation Department. ee ee eg 

| 4 1927 Forest Crop Law passed. Lands entered must allow free public hunting. — ee 

| 1928 “yonthly Survey® published by Conservation Department ov. 1926 to 
2 Tan. 1936. ne Be ee 

1928 First charging for shooting upland game near Sullivan (Leopold). 
= agen Conservation Conmission again established a state game farm (at 

c a fish Oreek in Door County) and began statewide planting of pheasants. ae 

( Fe 1928 Dr. A. 0. Gross and F. J. W. Schuidt started Wisconsin Prairie = =§ss_— =~ 
S Chicken Investigation. a ee EE aS ee ee 

( | 1928-9 Kling winter, Wisconsin and Michigan (Leopold). = 
1929 State Federation of Vonen's Clubs started conservation work, 

: i 1929 Game Survey made by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms Institute. = == 
a Quail research fellowship set up at University of Wisconsin. se oe 

f a 1929. Packing arbutus, orchids, trilliuns: prohibited Waller). a wee = S va - 

i fe 1929 Modera trespass law passed. Cashman woodlot taxation D421 a 3 BES es 

1930 Conservation Commission planted Hungarian partridges in Green 
1 if Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. Croix counties. "Wild" 8 8 8=§= > 

oe turkeys planted in Columbia and Sauk counti es. . eres e ue eiee 

= 1930 Drouth (Kineer). Peat fires in central Wisconsin (Leopold). a A 

{ Hy 1930 "Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Ghicken Investigation" by = 
| 4 A. O. Gross published by Conservation Department. Rees ea one



1931 Pheasant. shooting preserve law passed. coe ee cae 3 # oe ign nue 

197 Game kill reports required of hunters as well as trappers (Scott). vent 

Er 1932 Conservation Commission started test plantings of chuker partridge, #25 
Eye - California valley quail, and raccoon. — RS eee ee es 

| 1932 —~=« Peake population on all grouse. Quail ivruption, = 
1932 ‘Lest known fisher. Careags found by Barney Devine, Burnett County. == _ 

= Sight recorda up to.1937 (Soot), 
1933 0.0.6. camps established; started stream improvements and other 

1933 ‘Soil Conservation Service starte erosion control at Coon Valley, == 
a LaCrosse County. — iar aha ree eee 
ES 1933 Conservation Department given power to set all game open season ? ss 2 . 5 a 
EC dates (Seott). ee 

1933 Chair of Gane Memagemont eotablished at University of Wisconsin 
4 by Alumni Resenreh Foundation. 2 © 

e 1933 State game farns moved from Fish Greek, Moon eke and Waupun to 8 : 
E Poynette, Columbia County. Fur farm established at Poynette. eee ie 

1933 Drouth (Hoyt). - ace UN ee 
1933 Fuller published "Orenids of Mieconsin.® 

(1933 Hlectric fence comes into general use. A further loss of fencerow 
4 wildlife begins (see 1876)... pe Soa eon oe Ped Pe 

193k County geme committee system for recommending seasons inaugurated = 
e by Conservation Department. Later became "Conservation ‘Congress. ee ce ee 

© 1934 Drouth in central and southern Wirconsin (Cronin and Beers; Wade). 

— 19% C.¥.A. funds available for conservation. Marsh survey started. 8 
ef First drainage ditches plugged in Portege and Leola districts. ee ge : = 

1935 Last breeding sharptail in §. Wisconsin seen in Dane County = st 
Fe (memo from J. G. Dickson). jes este Sek 

| 1935 F. J. W, Schmidt aied. Most of his findings on prairie chickens == ts 
a lost by fire. <—t oe u oo 

a LBs Bow-and-arrow deer season opened in Sauk and Columbia counties. ies ‘ = 

| 19356 ~—=s Kallang winter. Drowth in 1936. Mnd of cycle peak in all grouse, = 
2 quetl, and rabbits (Leopold; Wade). 2a fe oe 

4 1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools. — = = So :



1936 == Supreme Court decision of April 28 says stote mist pay farmere 
si for reflooding Horicom Marshes 

1936 Wisconsin Wildlife Federation orgamised- = 

1936 *"4seonsin Conservation Bulletin" published by Conservation = t™* 
: Department from Jan. 1936 to presents = ea ee 

1937 Nursery for food and cover plants established by Conservation = ss 
Le Department.ot Wisconsin Rapids, 
> 1938 Sheboygan Marsh reflooded,covering 12,000 eres (Scott). ee 

1938 -—=s«* Federal ala for whl@life decomes available through Pittman = = 
“i Robertson Act. oe a 2 Ee ee eee re aS 

- 1938 Deansville Marsh Public Hunting Ground (Dane County) established = 
i _ by Conservation Department. ee Be Risch Be RGAE a Oa ee 

> 1938 Ridges Sanctuary established in Door County for preservation of = 
~ wildflowers, Financed as a non-profit corporation by local == 

"1939 State Planning Board issues bulletin on Horicon Marsh. = 
a 1939 Summer and fall drovth. eS = co ee a . a 

> 1939 Wiseonsin Society of Ornithology organiged; "Passencer Pigeon" == 
: wlerted publigetiens a ee 

> 1939 Hocedsh National Ui1dlife Refuge established by Biological Survey. 
F190 State Conservation Department and U. 8, Fish and Wildlife Service =~ 

af begin purchating Horicon Marsh lands, Conservation Department, = = = 
a with federal aid funds, begins research projecte on deer, pheasant, = = ~- 
Rs _ grouse, and waterfowl. State takes 95-year lease-on Central = === = = 
a Wiseousin Conservation Area. So Ae eee ae BAe es = oe



a Anderson, RB. M. The birds of Iowa. Proc. Davenport Ac vd. Set. , Vol. mm, c ee = 

. 1907, pp. 125-427. Davenport, Iowa, Dee ces 

. Barrows, Walter B. Michigan ‘bird life. Special Bulletin, Dept. Zool. & oe ee 

. Phystol., Mich. Agr. Gollege, 1912. _ Ts ae eee 

ss Bertlett, Wm. ¥. History, tradition, and adventure in the Chipp pewa valley. aE eee Ps Chippewa Printer, Chippewa Palle, Wis., 1929. _ a ee 

“Burrill, A. G.. Letter dated April 30, 1937. ee 

Cole, I. Je The German earp-in the United States. Anmal Report of the =~ 
es U. 8. Buresu of Fisheries, 1904, pp. 524-7H0, ga 
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eS ew : ‘Nah University Farm Place 
ae eee September 27, 1980 

. Mr, Walter B. Seott : ONG ge SE ee ee ae 
BS Conservation Department é é ae ag Beer ge les 
Bee Madison, Wisconsin oe eg eh ees ees 

[Dear Walter: ioe reenter e 

a I enélose a further revision of the Wisconsin Wildlife = ts 
= Chronology. " Jatom So ee a Se ig olin ae ae =e 

a I mech appreciate the real improvements which you and Mr. oe —F, Se 
= MacKenzie have made in the manuscript. I have incorporated all of = = =... 
oa them, but I have amplified the proposed explanatory paregraph into] = == 
Ee a brief sketch of the whole process of gains and losses.. I agree = = 
ee that some such insertion is necessary if the layman is to catch the See 
Be full meaning of the chronology. — pe ees Sai an eae 

Es This ad@ition has somewhat lengthened the paper. Ifyou = —t™S 
'  .. think it is now too long, I am willing to strike out the greater = == = 
is part of the introduction. aoe Se ee ee 

: Thanks for arranging for the 500 reprints. ae re 2 ase es 

: I suggest that before the type is knocked down you show tS 
i this paper to Mr. Calhoun. He is a member of a committee interested - a 
* in gathering materials for use in schools under the compulsory ee 
: teaching law.. The schools might conceivably wish to lay ina stock ee 
3 of reprints. My own supply will be insufficient for their needs if 8 2 
Ss they want to use this paper.. Its suitability would, of course, be =  - 

pe, confined to advanced grades. . re : : as oe ee ee 

: 2 ieeedy yang 

Ds Alde Leopold 2 
a Professor of Wildlife Management =. eee 
*. encl : : ‘ = fe fs ee



_ W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <t O° F Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

nests Seamer Eon <@ SSETON ‘ 1) Sy GAME MANAGEMENT--W. F. GRIMMER 

pa ran, Sree , CD a piacray Sar ae 
joLoGY--DR- EDW. SCHNEBERGER = 4 Bs wBUENT Gh a2 7 Ese Mea 
priser © comp EeT FISHING con Se RVAT ion Cw DE PA RTM é nt tecneavionne rosie N. HEIN 

: ViSCONSY +H. He ‘ANDER 

E mapison 
September 13, 1940 

Publicity 
Professor Aldo Leopold Publications 
424 University Farm Place monthly bulletin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You will find enclosed herewith your copy of 
"Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology" to which I have made 
additions and corrections and appended several extra 
sheets, 

I am sorry that it was necessary to hold this so 
long in order to find time to get at it, and hope that 
I have not disturbed it too much so as to make it dif- 
ficult to return it in the near future for publication 
in our conservation bulletin, 

The recommended paragraph for insertion in the 
beginning of this chronology was suggested by Conser— 
vation Director H, W. MacKenzie, because he felt some 
of our bulletin readers might not understand the wild- 
life status in Wisconsin as well as your students, 

We wish to thank you very much for submitting this 
material for publication in our conservation bulletin, 
and have made plans to save the type for 500 reprints 
as requested by you. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
We. F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

W. E, Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 

WES : LAB 
Enc,



os 
Notes on Chronology Correétion 

Page 4: 1848 As per my article on e and Extinct 
Mammals of Wisconsin (page 25 of reference 
in bibliography) Cory/had a record of 
cougar taken in Douglas county in 1908, 
and Schorger figured the specimen in the 
Lawrence College Museum was taken near 
Appleton, Outagamie county in 1857, vO 

Page 5: 1858 See my article on Rare Mammals, page 24, 
regarding record on twelve elk seen and of 
nine killed in Dunn county in 1866, 
Buffalo county record evidently okay, 
although elk probably still there in 1858, 

Page 5: 1863 I don't believe we have enough evidence to ys 
say "last" elk here. 

Page 7: 1898 On last passenger pigeon date use Schorger's 
date of 1899 as per The Auk, Vol. 55, pages v 
531 and 532, and do not mention my reco 
of 1900, 

_ Other additions made in copy and more 
rare mammal records available in my article 
on this subject previously mentioned, 

.



' Paragraph which possibly could be placed at end 
of subject matter before chronology on page 5 in 
parenthesis or otherwise but important: 

"Throughout this chronology mention is made of 
the last bear, deer, sharp-tailed grouse, opossum, : 
etc., seen or taken in some Wisconsin location, It 
is to be remembered that with the increase of farming 
in the state, many animals were forced to relinquish 
their previous homes, but still may have remained 
common in other parts of the state. In fact, with 
the coming of man, various animals including deer 
and opossum, seem to have become more common, Like- 
wise, although some birds or mammals like the cardinal, 
deer and opossum disappeared from a single locality 
for a period of time, they may have returned in greater 
numbers at present", » 

, 
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Mavison 

August 23, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

General 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of August 8 has been received upon 
my return to the office, and we would be pleased to 
supply you with 100 reprints of the article in question 
without charge. 

If, however, you would require more of them, it 
would be necessary, for a number of reasons, to make 
the usual charge for them, which, we are informed by 
the printing board, would amount to between fifteen 
end twenty dollars for five hundred reprints. 

We shall be glad to have you advise us as to 
your wishes in this connection so that we may proceed 
accordingly. ; 

ry/tpuly yours, 

. r | 

|
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August 5, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Generel 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of July 26 with 
the attached "Wildlife Chronology" which I have 
recently received. 

We appreciate your providing us with this 
information and will be glad to include it in a 
future issue of the Conservation Bulletin. 

In connection with reprints for class use, 
I am wondering how many of these you would desire, 
so that consideration could be given to working 
out an arrangement of this kiyid when that issue is 
printed. 

Veyy|truly yours, 

Hf y y, , 

tes Kenzie 
‘ane or
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w. MACKENZIE.-DIRECTOR <t Oo F WwW Sco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

miei rocacenre as wacaon <C> 25, oteenronsnuan cine Sev 
aomoracrinn naman ° (a i Seema se ram sume 
2a counencine eine CONSERVATION Ve Gaz 4) DEPARTM ENT rincctnetarionsstowano x. wen 

ae Fg eee Ms He ALEXANDER, 

mapison 
October 1, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Publicity 
Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

We have your letter of September 27 with your revised 
copy of the "Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology." 

With the additions made to this manuscript, we feel 
that it will be more easily understood and better from the 
standpoint of the layman and believe that it should be 
published as is, without reduction in any way. 

As per your request, 500 reprints will be prepared 
for you and the possibility of reprints will be called 
to the attention of Mr. W. T. Calhoun so that he might 
be able to use them for educational material. 

This manuscript is being sent through for approval 
and should be published in one of the forthcoming conser- 
vation bulletins. Your willingness to submit this 
material to us is very greatly appreciated. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By We 225 x 
W. E. Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 
WES: GMC
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.  WYLDLIFS IN AMERICAN CULTURE : 

| dak send Ubract attached 

; The culture of primitive peoples is often based on wildlife. Thus, 

the plains Indian not only ate buffalo, but buffalo largely determined 

his architecture, dress, language, arts, and religion. 

In civilized peoples the economic base shifts to tame animals and 

; plants, but the culture, nevertheless, retains part of its wild roots. 

This paper deals with the yalue of this wild rootage. 

No one ¢an weigh or measure culture, hence I will waste no time 

trying to. Suffice it to say that by common consent of thinking people, ‘ 

there are cultural values in the sports, customs, and experiences which 

renew contacts with wild things. I venture the opinion that these 

values are of three kinds. 

‘ First, there is value in any experience which reminds us of our 

: distinctive national origins and evolution, i.e., which stimlates 

awareness of American history. Such awareness is “nationalism” in ite 

best sense. Yor lack of any other short name, I will call this the 

"“split-rail value". Yor example: a boy scout has tanned him a coonskin 

cap; and goes Daniel-Booneing in the willow thicket below the tracks. 

He 1s re-enacting American history. He is, to that extent, culturally 

prepared to face the dark and bloody realities of 1941. Again: 4 farmer 

boy arrives in the schoolroom reeking of muskrat; he has tended his traps 

before breakfast. He is re-enacting the romance of the fur trade. : 

Ontogeny repeats phylogeny in society as well as in the individual. 

: Second, there is value in any experience which reminds us of our 

dependency on the soil~plant-animal-man food chain. Civilization has
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j so cluttered this elemental man~earth relation with gadgets and 

A middle-men that awareness of it is growing dim. We fancy that industry 

: supports us, forgetting what supports industry. Time was when education 

. moved toward soil, not away from it. The nursery jingle about bringing 

: home a rabbit skin to wrap the baby bunting in 1s one of many reminders 

4 in folklore that man once hunted to feed and clothe his family. 

: Thirdly, the conquest of nature by machines has led to much 

: unnecessary destruction of resources. Our tools improve faster than 

L we do. It is unlikely that economic motives alone will ever teach us 

: to use our new tools gently. The only remedy is to extend our system of 

—_— othice from the man~man relation to the man-earth relation’), Ye shell 

: achieve conservation when (and only when) the destructive use of land 

; becomes unethical, i.6., punishable by social ostracism. Any experience 

; which stimlates this extension of ethics is culturally valuable. Any 

BY which hag the opposite effect is culturally damaging. Yor example: we 

4 have many bad hunters with good guns. Such s hunter shoots a woodduck, 

; and then tramples the bejeweled carcass into the md, lest he fall foul 

: of the law. Such an experience is not only devoid of cultural value, : 

: it ie actually damaging to all concerned. It does physical damage to 

g woodduck, and moral damage to the hunter, and to all fellow-hunters who 

pf condone him. No sane person could find anything but mims value in 

i such "sport". : 

i It seems, then, that split-rail and man-earth experiences have 

: zero or plus values, but that ethical experiences may have mimus values 

as well. 

See ame
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. This, then, defines roughly three kinds of cultural mtriment 

E available to our outdoor roots. It does not follow that culture is 

; fed. The extraction of value is never automatic; only a healthy culture 

P can feed and grow. Is culture fed by our present forms of outdoor 

E recreation? 

i The pioneer period gave birth to two ideas which are the very 

f essence of split-rail value in outdoor sports. One is the "go-light" 

f idea, the other the "one-bullet-one-buck" idea. The pioneer went 

FP light because he had to. He shot with economy and precision because 

[ he lacked the transport, the cash, and the weapons requisite for 

E machine-gun Aabitons Yeh 48 Be clear tue, tnd As thelr inception, 

; poth of these ideas were forced on us; we made a virtue of ueulikir, 

In their later evolution, however, they became a code of sports- 

e manship, a self-imposed limitation on sport. On them is based a 

4 distinctively American tradition of self-reliance, hardihood, wooderaft, 

. and marksmanship. ‘These are intangibles, but they are not abétractions. 

Es Theodore Roosevelt was a great sportsman, not because he hung up many 

L trophies, but because he expressed (2) this intangible American tradi- 

: tion in words any schoolboy could understand. A more subtle and 

4 accurate expression is found in the early writings of Stewart Hdward 

4 mite), It is not far amiss to say that such men created cultural 

E value by being aware of it, and yy creating a pattern for its growth. 

p Then came the gadgeteer, otherwise known as the sporting-goods 

: dealer. He has draped the American outdoorsman with an infinity of 

| contraptions, all offered as aids to self-reliance, naphiiedé; woodcraft, 

ae
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F 
Fe or marksmanship, but too often functioning as substitutes for them. 

P ; Gadgets fill the pockets, they dangle from neck and belt. The overflow 

( fills the car-trunk, and also the trailer. Each item of outdoor equip- 

E ‘nent grows lighter and often better, but the aggregate poundage becomes 

E tonnage. The traffic in gadgets adds up to astronomical sums, which are 

E soberly published as representing "the economic value of wildlife". 

But what of cultural values? g 

E As an end-case consider the duck hunter, sitting in a steel boat 

F behind composition decoys. A put-put has brought him to the blind 

E without exertion. Canned heat stands by to warm his bottom in case of 

cb a blow. He talks to the passing flocks on a factory caller, in what 

| he hopes are seductive tones; home lessons from a phonograph record 

E have taught him how. The decoys work, despite the caller; a flock circles 

_ ins Tt mst be shot at before it circles twice, for the marsh bristles 

f with other sportsmen, similarly accoutred, who might shoot first. He 

f opens up at 70 yards, for his polychoke is set for infinity, and the 

ads have told him that Super-Z shells, and plenty of them, have a. long 

: reach. The flock flares. A couple of cripples scale off to die elsewhere. 

[ Is this sportsman absorbing cultural value? Or is he just feeding 

[ minks? 

Next time the neighboring blind opens up at 75 yards; how else is 

; a fellow to get some shooting? This is duck-shooting, model 1941. It 

is typical of all public grounds, and of many clubs. Where is the 

5 gorlight idea, the one-bullet tradition? 

The answer is not a simple one. Roosevelt did not disdain the 

z modern rifle; White freely used the alumimum pot, the silk tent, dehy- 

E arated foods. Somehow they used mechanical aids, in moderation, without 

being used by them.
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F I do not pretend to know what moderation is, or where the line is 

: between legitimate and illegitimate gadgets. It seems clear, though, that 

4 the origin of gadgets has much to do with their cultural effects. Home- 

F made aids to sport or outdoor life often enhance, rather than destroy, 

f the man-earth drama; he who kills a trout with his own fly has scored 

E two coups, not one. I use many factory-made gadgets myself. Yet 

F there must be some limit beyond which money-bought aids to sport destroy 

; the cultural value of sport. 

4 aeaeeem 

4 Mot all sports have degenerated to the same extent as duck hunting. 

. Defenders of the American tradition still exist. Perhaps the bow-and- 

i arrow movement and the revival of falconry mark the beginnings of a 

: reaction. The net trend, however, is clearly toward more and more 

. mechanization, with a corresponding shrinkage in cultural values, 

; especially split-rail values and ethical restraints. 

4 I have the impression that the American sporteman is puzzled; 

: he doesn't understand what is happening to him. Bigger and better 

: gadgets are good for industry; why aren't they good for outdoor recrea- 

E tion? It has not dawned on him that outdoor recreations are essentially 

; primitive, atavistic; that their value is a contrast-value; that excessive 

4 nechanigation destroys contrasts by moving the factory to the woods or 

i to the marsh. 

i The sportsman has no leaders to tell him what is wrong. The sporting 

: press no longer represents sport, it has turned billboard for the gadgeteer. 

p Wildlife administrators are too busy producing something to shoot at 

: to worry much about the cultural value of the shooting. Because everybody
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from Xenophon to Teddy Roosevelt said sport has value, it is assumed 

that this value mst be indestructible. 

: Among non-gunpowder sports, the impact of mechanization has had 

diverse effects. The modern field glass, camera, and aluminum bird- 

band have certainly not deteriorated the cultural value of ornithology. 

; Fishing, but for motorized transport, seems less severely mechanized than 

hunting. On the other hand, motorized transport has nearly destroyed 

: the sport of wilderness travel by leaving only fly-specks of wilderness 

: to travel in. 

Fox-hunting with hounds, backwoods style, presents a dramatic 

instance of partial and perhaps harmless sopbantool invasion. This 

4 is one of the purest of sports; it has real split-rail flavor; it has 

; man-earth drama of the first water. The fox is deliterately left unshot, 

: hence ethical restraint is also present. But we now follow the chase in 

: Fords! The voice of Bugle~Anne mingles with the honk of the fliver! 

r However, no one is likely to invent a mechanical fox-hound, nor to 

; screw a polychoke on the hound's nose. Wo one is likely to teach 

: dog-training by phonograph, or by other painless shortcuts. I think the 

: gadgeteer has reached the end of his tether in dogdom. 

It ie not quite accurate to ascribe all the ills of sport to the 

; inventor of physical aids-to-sport. The advertiser invents ideas, and 

ideas are seldom as honest as physical objects, even though they may be 

; equally usePss. One such deserves special mention: the"where-to-go" 

department. Knowledge of the whereabouts of good hunting or fishing is : 

: a very personal form of property. Perhaps it is like rod, dog, or gum: a
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[ thing to be loaned or given as a personal courtesy, or even to be sold 

2 man-to-man, a8 in the guide-sportsman relation. But to hawk it in the 

: marketplace of the sports column as an aid-to-circulation seems to me another 

: matter, To hand it to all and sundry as free public "service" seems to me 

: another matter. Both tend to de-personalize one of the essentially 

F personal elements in hunting skill. I do not know where the line is - 

’ between legitimate and illegitimate practice; I am convinced, though, 

: that “where-to-go" service has broken all bounds of reason. 

; If the hunting or fishing is good, the where-to-go service suffices 

: to attract the desired excess of sportsmen. But if it is no good, the 

F advertiser mst resort to more forcible means. One such is the fishing 

lottery, in which a few hatchery fish are tagged,and a prize is offered : 

J for the fisherman catching the winning number. This curious hybrid between 

: the techniques of science and of the pool hall insures the overfishing of 

: many an already exhausted lake, and brings a glow of civic pride to many 

EF a village Chamber of Commerce. 

It is idle for the profession of wildlife management to consider 

] itself aloof from these affairs. The production engineer and the salesman 

E belong to the same company; both are tarred with the same stick. 

i 

F renee 

: Wildlife management is trying to convert hunting from exploitation 

: to cropping. If the conversion takes place, how will it affect cultural 

4 values? 

; It mst be admitted that split-rail flavor and free-for-ell exploitation
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4 are historically associated. Daniel Boone had scant patience with 

: agricultural cropping, let alone wildlife cropping. Perhaps the stubborn 

4 reluctance of the one-gallus sportsman to be converted to the cropping 

: idea is an expression of his split-rail inheritance. Probably cropping 

E is resisted because it 1s incompatible with one component of the 

j split-rail tradition: free hunting. 

: ‘Mechanisation offers no cultural substitute for the split-rail values 

q it destroys; at least none visible to me, Cropping or management does | 

E offer a substitute, which to me has at least equal value: wild husbandry. (4) 

F The experience of managing land for wild-life crops has the same value as 

F any other form of farming; it is a reminder of the man-earth relation. 

; Moreover ethical restraints are involved; thus managing game without 

b resorting to predator-control ¢alls for ethical restraint of a high order. 

7 It may be concluded, then, that game eropping shrinks one value (split- 

j rail) bat enhances both others. 

E TeER OD 

L Ifwe regard outdoor sports as a field of conflict between an immensely 

vigorous process of mechanization and a wholly static tradition, then the 

E outlook for cultural values is indeed dark. But why can't our concept 

; of sport grow with the same vigor as our list of gadgets? Perhaps the : 

: salvation of cultural value lies in seizing the offensive. I, for one, 

F believe that the time is ripe. Sportsmen can determine for themselves 

j the shape of things to come. 

: The last decade, for example, has disclosed a totally new form of 

sport which does not destroy wildlife, which uses gadgets without being 

; used by them, which outflanks the problem of posted land, and which 

’ greatly increases the human carrying capacity of a unit area. This sport
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; knows no bag limit, no closed season, It needs teachers, but not 

i wardens. It calls for a new woodcraft of the highest cultural value. 

Ee The sport I refer to is wildlife research. 

ql Wildlife research started as a professional priestcraft. The more 

: difficult or laberious problems mst remain in professional hands, but 

. there gre plenty of problems suitable for all grades of amateurs. In 

F the mechani¢al field, research has Sine since spread to amateurs. In the 

EF biological field the sport-value of amateur work is just beginning to be 

be realized, When amateurs like Margaret Nice outstrip their professional 

fb colleagues, a very important new element is added: the element of high 

\ stakes open to all comers, the possibility of really outstanding amateur 

Y performance. 

E Ornithology, mammalogy, and botany, as now known to most amateurs, 

[ are but kiniergarten games compared with researches in these fields. fhe 

y real game is decoding the messages written on the face of the land. By 

F learning how some small part of the biota ticks, we can guess how the whole 

E mechanism ticks. 

E Few people can enthuse about research as a sport because the whole 

structure of biological education is aimed to perpetuate the professional 

research monopoly. ro "amateur is allotted only make-believe voyages of 

F discovery, 1.¢., the chance to verify what professional authority already 

P knows. This is false; the case of Margaret Nice proves what a really 

a enterprising amateur can do. What the youth needs to be told is that a ship 

2 is a=-building in his own mentel dry-dock--a ship with freedom of the seas. 

iS If you are a pessimist, you can say this ship is “on order"; if an 

4 optimist, you can see the keel. : 

C In my opinion, the promotion of wildlife research sports is the most
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E important job confronting our profession. 1 

[ BUPRES 

r Wildlife has still another value, now visible only to a few 

E ecologists, but of potential importance to the whole human enterprise. 

- We now know that animal populations have behavior patterns of 

P which the individual animal is unaware, but which he nevertheless 

: helps to execute. Thus the rabbit is unaware of cycles, but he 

: is the vehicle for cycles. 

a We cannot discern these behavior patterns in the individual, 

F nor in short periods of time. The most intense scrutiny of an 

A individual rabbit tells us nothing of cycles. The cycle concept 3 

P s springs from a scrutiny of the mass through decades of history. 

ye This raises the disquieting question: do human populations 

k have behavior patterns of which we are unaware, but which we help to 

E execute? Are mobs and wars, unrests and revolutions, cut of such cloth? 

4 Many historians and philosophers persist in interpreting our 

. mass behaviors as the collective result of individual acts of volition. : ; 

: The whole subject-matter of diplomacy assumes that the political group 

E has the properties of an honorable person. On the other hand, some 

EL economists (25) see the whole of society as a plaything for processes, 

; our knowledge of which is largely ex-post-facto. 

F It is reasonable to suppose that our social processes have a 

7 higher volitional content than those of the rabbit, but it is also 

bE ‘Yeasonable to suppose that we contain patterns of which nothing is 

4 known because circumstanceshas never evoked them. We may have others 

;
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E 
, the meaning of which we have misread. 

4 This state of doubt about the fundamentals of human population 

F behavior lends exceptional interest, and sideoptieind value, to the 

S only available analogue: the higher animals. Errington, (6) among 

E others, has pointed out the cultural value of these animal analogues. 

bE For centuriés this rich library of knowledge has been inaccessible to 

E us because we did not know where or how to look for it. cology is 

E now teaching us to search in animal populations for analogues to our 

P own problems. The ability to perceive these analogues, and to eppraise 

them critically, is the wooderaft of the future. 

Fe To sum up: wildlife once fed us, and shaped our culture. It ; 

E still yields us pleasure for leisure hours, but we try to reap that 

I pleasure by modern machinery, and thus destroy part of its value. 

gE Reaping it by modern mentality would yield not only pleasure, but 

| wisdom as well. 

|
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be 42h University Farm Place 
FE December 19, 1942 

‘ Dr. W. L. MeAtee 
2 Fish and Wildlife Service 

a Washington, D. C. 

L Dear Dr. McAtee: 

E Attached is a paper which I gave at the Des Moines 

' meeting of the Midwest Wildlife Conference. It 

ES seemed to stir up considerable interest, and I was v 

4 urged to publish it. You may have it for the 

B Journal of Wildlife Management if you want it. 

a If not, will you kindly return? 

Be I don't see how you get as much done as you do. 

oa I noticed your revamping of the Ohio Pheasant 

a mamuscript. It mst have been a tremendous job, 

i: not too easy to squeeze in on top of a schedule 

e already full. 

J With best Christmas wishes, 

a Yours sincerely, 

i Aldo Leopold 
if Professor of Wildlife Management 

q 

be



Wildlife has three cultural values, The “split-rail" value revives the pioneer | 

‘dram, ‘The Manmeenvth® value revives dependency on the soil. Sthical value is derived 

when voluntary restraints limit the exercise of the first two. ! es 

The growing use of outdoor gadgets largely millifies "split-rail" and "man-earth" ; 

values. This mechanization of sports is worst in waterfowl hunting, less severe 

in fishing and dogeusing sports. One especially gudversive development is the 

“here-toego" service operated by sporting mngazines and newspapers. 

The remedy for over-artificialization lies not in abolishing machines but in ‘ 

mtching them by an equally vigorous \§dagological growth, Yor example, the new 

sport of ecological research has great possibilities for laymen; it uses machines : 

without being dominated by them; 1¢ can be combined with other outdoor sports; and it 

does not exhaust natural resources as hunting and fishing do. Lastly it has high 

value in suggesting analogies between animal and human commnities,--Aldo Leopold :
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: ' THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR c/o THE WILDLIFE SERVICE 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

January 19, 1942. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

The paper accompanying your letter of December 19 is a good 
one for The Journal of Wildlife Management and I will keep it for 

use whenever practicable, there being, however, a good deal of 
mh material on hand. : 

ds You refer to the amount of work I get done, but I feel that ; 

the time has come to take things somewhat easier. Apparently I 

have had a good deal of energy and a willingness to expend it on 

any task that came along, but I think I should become a little more 

a miserly with my time and try to do more of my own work in preference 

at to that of other people. 

Your paper reminds me of a manuscript prepared for official pub- 

iv lication in 1937 but not yet edited so far as I kmow, In it I 
advocated research as a means of keeping a certain number of hunters 

busy and urged that emphasis should be placed upon non-consumptive 

uses of wildlife. Other ideas advanced in the manuscript have 

jes already appeared in papers by Errington and others but this is what 

“ happens under our very deliberate system. 

tn Sincerely yours, 

¥ LY RWC eP 

ist
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¢ Revised April, 1941 
Not for Publication 

CLANDEBOYE 

Aldo Leopold 

\ 

Bducation, I fear, is learning to see one thing by going blind to another. 

One thing most of us have gone blind to is the quality of marshes. I am reminded 

of this when, as a special favor, I take a visitor to Clandeboye, only to find that, to ’ 

him, it is merely lonelier to look upon than other boggy places. 

¥ This is strange, for any pelican, peregrine, godwit, or western grebe is aware that 

Clandeboye is a marsh apart. Why else do they seek it out? Why else do they so resent 

ny intrusion? 

. The secret is that Clandeboye is remote, not in space, but in time. Only uncritical 

consumers of hand~me-down history suppose thet 1941 arrived simltaneously in all marshes. 

The birds know waster: Let a squadron of northbound pelicans but feel a lift of prairie 

breeze over Clandeboye, and they sense at once that here is a landing in the geological 

past, a relic of their home time, a refuge from that most cruel of aggressors, the future. 

With antediluvian grunts they set wing, and descend in majestic spirals to the welcoming 

wastes of a bygone age. 

Other refugees are already there, each accepting his respite in his own fashion. 

Franklin gulls, like troops of happy children, pretend to have set back the clock; they 

scream over the md-flats as if the first melt from the advancing ice-sheet were shivering 

the spines of their minnowy prey. A file of sandhill cranes bugles defiance of what- 

ever it is that cranes distrust and fear. A flotilla of swans rides the bay, bemoaning 

the evanescence of swanly things. From the tip of a storm-wracked cottonwood, where 

the marsh discharges into the big lake, a peregrine stoops playfully at passing fowl. 

He is replete with duck+meat, but it amuses him to terrorize the squealing teals. Like 

any sportsman, he thinks it's good for them. 

It is easy to classify these wildlings, for each wears his heart on his sleeve.
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‘ But there is one refuges in Clandeboye whose mind I cannot read, for he tolerates no 

truck with intruders. Let other birds spill easy confidences to upstarts in overalls, 

but not the western grebe! Stalk carefully as I will to the bordering reeds, all I get 

to see is a flash of silver as he sinks soundless into the bay. And presently from 

’ behind the far reeds, he tinkles a little bell, warning all his kind of something. Of 

oD what? : 

I've never been able to guess, for there is some barrier between this bird and me. 

ri One guest dismissed the grebe by checking off his name in the bird list, and jotting 

i down a syllabic p=sraphrase of the tinkling bell; crick-crick, or some such inanity, The 

r nan failed to sense that here was a secret message, calling not for rendition in counter- 

feit syllables, but for translation and understanding. Alas, I was, and still am, as 

helpless to translate or understand it as he. When I hear cranes over Clandeboye rattle — 

she the rafters of the prairie sky, I hear not only a bugle, but a fierce will-to-live 

ie defying an implacable fate to die, But when I hear the grebe I hear only a tinkling 

bell, behind the reedy curtein of a shore. ; ; : 

ee. 8 & ; 

As the spring advances, the bell grows persistent; at dawn and at dusk it tinkles | 

| from every open water. I infer that the young grebes are now launched in their watery | 

career, and are receiving parental instruction in the grebe philosophy. But to see 

, this schoolroom scene, that is not se vasy. : 

One day I buried myself, prone, in the mck of a mskrat house. While my clothes 

absorbed local color, my eyes absorbed the lore of the marsh. A hen redhead cruised | 

by with her convoy of ducklings; pink-billed fluffs of greenish-golden down. A | 

Virginia rail nearly brushed my nose. The shadow of a pelican sailed over a pool, in 

vhich a yellowleg alighted with warbling whistle; it occurred to me that the yellowleg 

Yalks a better poem than I can write. | 

A mink slithered up the shore behind me, nose in air, trailing. Marsh wrens wn 

‘7 “de trip after trip to a knot in thetulrushes, whence came the clamor of nestlings. 

| 
|
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f I was awakened from a doze, sharply, when there emerged from the open pool a wild red 

¢ eye, set in the head of a bird. Finding all quiet the silver body, big as a goose, 

? with the lines of a slim torpedo, emerged and moved swiftly up the shore. Before I : 

was aware of when or whence, a second grebe was there, and on her broad back rode 

? two immaculate pearly chicks. All rounded 2 bend before I recovered my breath. And 

e now I hear the bell, clear and derisive, behind the curtain of the reeds. 

ase ee & & 

A sense of history should be the most precious gift of science and of the arts, 

We but I suspect that the grebe, who has neither, knows more history than we do, His dim 

; primordial brain knows nothing of who won the Battle of Hastings, but it seems to sense 

Hf who won the battle of time. If the race of men were as old as the race of grebes, we 

ba night better grasp the import of his call, Look what traditions, prides, disdains, and 

‘y wisdoms even a few self-conscious generations bring to us! What pride of continuity, 

“ then, impels this bird, who was a grebe eons before man was a four-toed horselet. 

Be that as it may, the call of the grebe, by some peculiar authority, dominates 

; and unifies the chorus which proclaims the on-surging generations of prairie life. 

What the grebe is saying no man can know, but my guess is that he is commentator for 

the prairie symphony. This much is sure: all the diverse sounds, colors, and smells 

of a June morning are announced and interpreted by his insistent bell. It is the grebe 

who relates the tang of sun on growing wheat to thetang of sun on rotting bulrush; the 

4 scream of the Franklin gull to the cheeping of cootlets; the thud of the surf on the 

big lake to the tune thet wavelets pley on shores of prairie pools. 3y authority of 

his voice, all these are made one, and become Clandeboye, 

+e ee 

Perhaps the grebe is something more than commentator; perhaps by tacit consent, 

his bell is baton to the whole biota, Sometimes I seem to catch snatches of his meaniy,.
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§ Heave to! he seems to tell the lakeshore rollers, Make haste with your grinding of 

it gand, lest this marsh dry up before you have thrown up » reef to shelter a new one! 

is Suck_hard, you green cells of sago and bulrush, suck hard at mek and sun and air, ; 

|) 19st some winter the mskrats starve, and the invading canes engulf this marsh in their 

| "new order"! Sit tight, you brooding ducks! Warm well your eggs, lest one day there = 

be no ducks to cleave a pathway for the northwind in the fall. Strike trae, you minks 

é and falcons, and all you brotherhood of tooth and claw, lest the sick and halt pollute 3 

oD tne races of your prey, and he die oM'nis own too~mch! Dance on, you prairie cocks, 

a and fight well, lest you fail of achieving potency, and ly & perpetual silence on 

: the prairie dawn. 

Such, perhaps, is the import of the bell behind the reeds. We assume naively that 

because all these creatures perform their tasks without admonition from us, that they 

receive no admonition from anyone, that their industry is automatic, that weariness is, 

unknown to the wild. I suspect that weariness is unknown only to grebes. 

ee 

The marshlands which once dotted the prairie from the Illinois to the Athabasca 

é are shrinking northward. Man could not live by marsh alone, therefore he must needs 

it live marshless. Progress could not abide farmlands and marshlands, wild and tame, 

3 existing side by side in mutual toleration and harmony, So with dredge and dynamite, 

a tile and torch, we sucked the cornbelt dry, and then thewheatbelt, Then came the 

. drouths, pushing the watery frontier still further north, farther and faster than even 

i wheat could follow, Blue lake becomes green bog, green bog becomes caked md, a 

Tomping ground for dust-devil and tumbel weed. 

Some day my marshwill sink into the wastes of prairie, just as today and yesterday 

will sink into the wastes of time. When the last md minnow makes his last wiggle in 

the last pool the gulls will scream goodbye to Clandeboye; the swans will circle 

of) skyward in snowy dignity; the cranes will blow their trumpets to defy their doom, 1 

oP) too will depart, and forget, if I can, the little bell that tinkles on and on, behind 

aft the reedy curtain of a dream,
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; A RAPTOR TALLY IN THE NORTHWEST a Zh 7 
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E Aes 
ie A peculiar localization of raptors was observed last summer during ws 

iS a 3500-mile motor trip through Utah, Nevada and Oregon. The trip 

bE covered the period July 20 to August 8, 1941. All raptors sighted from 

E the car were tallied. The daily totals appear in Figure l. Leo K. 

L Couch and J. Paul Miller helped make the tally, 

. fhe tally varied from none to 98 raptors per day, and averaged one 

bE: raptor for each 10 miles of daylight travel, The tally does not include 

E vultures, and it omits owls seen by headlights at night. 

b The daily totals show five concentration areas, all of which were 

on state or federal refuges, and all of which showed good stands of grass. 

; These were the only areas of well-grassed open country we saw. Most of 

F the intervening terrain was overgrazed and devoid of perennial grasses, 

and devoid of visible raptors. 

F The highest daily tally was on the Malheur Waterfowl Refuge, Harvey 

E: County, Oregon. It included 31 marshhawks, 37 Swainson's, 14 shorteared 

F owls, a few sparrowhawks and redtails, and a prairie falcon. 

FE On the Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, Lake County, Oregon, we en- 

. countered an extraordinary concentration of shorteared owls. During 

3 16 miles of night-driving between Hart Mountain and French Glen, Leo Couch 

F tallied 320 shortears. The same 16 miles, plus some additional mileage, 

q yielded 37 by daylight. ‘These owls evidently had gathered to feéd on a 

| _— high population of mice, and presumably had gathered on the road at night 

: to catch crossing mice in the open. 

: The total daytime tally of 294 raptors seen during the trip breaks 

j down by species as follows:
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E Sparrow hawk 87 Ferruginous rovighleg hawk 7 

; Marsh hawk 58 Goshawk 3 

7 Swainson's hawk 4g Duckhawk 1 

: Shorteared owl 37 Prairie falcon % 

4 Buteos, unidentified 33 Burrowing owl 1 

i Red-tailed hawk 18 

. TOTAL 29 

é Wo horned owls were seen alive, but frequent dead ones, appar- 

: ently juvenals, were noted along highways, especially in cuts on 

: hilltops. The owls, scavenging on motor-killed rabbits, could 

. not, in such locations, note the approach of cars from a distance. 

: The walls of the cut probably further handicapped their escape. 

Aldo Leopold 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

: October 25, 1941



42eh University Farm Place 
E October 25, 1941 

Dr. Alden H. Miller 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

: Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Miller: 

I enclose for your use in the Condor if you want it a note 
entitled "A Raptor Tally in the Northwest". The note is 
accompanied by a map. 

I realize it is not customary for notes to have illustrations, 
but I could think of no briefer way to show the geographic 
distribution of the tally. It may be that the whole thing is 

: not worth the space it would take. If so, do not hesitate to 
reject it. 

At all events, the tally is not valuable enough for a regular | 
: paper, even a short one. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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A RAPTOR TALLY IN THE NORTHWEST 

A peculiar localization of raptors was observed last summer during 

a 3500-mile motor trip through Utah, Nevada and Oregon. ‘The trip 

covered the period July 20 to August 6, 1941. All raptors sighted from 

the oar were tallied. The daily totals appear in Figure 1. leo K. 

Couch and J, Paul Miller helped make the tally. 

The tally varied from none to 98 raptors per day, and avoraged one 

raptor for each 10 miles of daylight travel. The tally does not include 

vultures, and it omits owls seen by headlights at night. : 

The daily totals show five concentration areas, all of which were 

on state or federal refuges, and all of which showed good stands of grass. 

These were the only areas of wellegrassed open country we saw. Most of 

the intervening terrain was overgrased and devoid of perennial grasses, 

and devoid of visible raptors. 

The highest daily tally was on the Malheur Waterfowl Refuge, Harvey 

County, Oregon. It included 31 marshhawks, 37 Swainson's, 14 shorteared 

owls, a few sparrowhawks and redtails, and o prairie falcon. 

On the Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, eke County, Oregon, we en- 

countered an extraordinary concentration of shorteared owls. During 

16 miles of nighte-driving between Hart Mountain and French Glen, Leo Couch 

tallied 320 shortears. The same 16 miles, plus some additional mileage, 

ylelded 37 by daylight. These owls evidently had gathered to fega on & 

high population of mice, and presumably had gathered on the road at night 

to catch crossing mice in the open. 

The total daytime tally of 294 raptors seen during the trip breaks 

down by species as follows:
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Sparrow hawic 87 Ferruginous rovghleg hawk 7 

Marsh hawk 58 Goshawk 3 

c Swainson's hawk 4g Duckhawk 1 

Shorteared owl 37 Prairie faleon 1 

Buteos, unidentified 33 Burrowing owl 1 j 

Red-tailed hawk 1s 

TOTAL 294 

; Wo horned owls were seen alive, but frequent dead ones, appar= 

: ently juvenals, were noted along highways, especially in cuts on 

: : hilltops. The owls, scavenging on motor-killed rabbits, could 

; not, in such locations, note the approach of cars from 4 distance. 

: The walls of the cut probably further handicapped their escape. 

Aldo Leopold 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

October 25, 1941



yah ee Place 
January 7, 1 

Dr. Alden H. Miller 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

: University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Miller: : 

I return herewith the proof for "A Raptor Tally in 
E the Northwest". It is all correct save for the deletion 

of one comma marked in red. 

I feel a little embarrassed that you had to redraft 
the map. It is, of course, much superior to my home-made 
tracing. I have no drafting service, and doubtless do 
my own drafting too much in a hurry. MWNaturally, I 
greatly appreciate the pains you have taken. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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gepLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 
DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE | : 

5 | 
UNITED STATES | 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR | 

| 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE | 

WASHINGTON | 

October 13, 1941. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. | 
| 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of October 9 was received this morning. | 

I wrote you a short note Friday estimating our mileage from : 
Kansas City to Portland Oregon. Since then I find I did not include | 
our trip with Dr. Rasmussen in his car to the Kaibab Forest. The | 
mileage should now be corrected to read from Colby, Kansas to 
Portland, Oregon as 3460 miles. | 

In your manuscript it should now read one raptor to twelve 
miles of highway. I have had an opportunity to go over my notes of 
our trip. The only note I made of raptores unusual in numbers, was 
the night trip from Hart Mountain to French Glen. On 16 miles of 
the new CCC road I recorded 320 short-eared owls. Of course, I was 
in the front seat and could see the birds on both sides and those | 
rather dimly outlined from the car lights. However, since your paper | 
covers those birds you saw, it is best to let it go at that. 

There is a discrepancy on page 2 in which you total 40 owls : 
and on page 3, 37 owls. Also, the Sheldon Refuge is in the North- 
west corner of Nevada. 

I think this is a good note and worthy of publication with 
the map. 

The manuscript and map is returned herewith, together with your 
letter to Dr. Alden Miller. 

: Very truly yours, 

i= IX ioe 
Leo K. Couch, 

Assistant Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research. 

Enclosure 2775172
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; Zz UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

: FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE MN) 

WASHINGTON a 

ot. 
October 10, 1941. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42), University Farm Place, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your note of September 9 was held“until my return from my 
trip in the West. 

We covered roughly about 2200) miles in traveling from Kansas 
City, Kansas through Denver to~aivab Forest, Nevada and to Portland, 
Oregon. If you want the exact mileage I think I can get it for you 
by writing to Rasmussen for the portion we travelled with him in 
Utah and Arizona. 

I had a very pleasant six weeks in the field and regretted ; 
that it was not possible for you to go with me at that time. I 
am having my photographs printed and as soon as they are finished 
I will see that you get duplicate copies. I am writing to Mr. 

] Fred Johnson at Albuquerque asking him to send you the prints of 
pictures he took on the Kaibab. 

Paul Miller has shown me a copy of the confidential report of 
your trip which will be of great help in considering our future L 

program and personnel handling in connection with the Cooperative , 
Wildlife Research Units. 

If at any time you have any further suggestions that may arise 
from further consideration of your trip I will be pleased to receive 
them. . 

Very truly yours, 

Leo K. Couch, 

Assistant Chief, 
: Division of Wildlife Research.



‘ August 15, 1941 
For Wildlife News ; 

DSER AND MLK LRMIPTIONS 

a 

When 444 irruptions of deer, elk, or other horned game begin to blotch 

the map of Korth America? Did any irraption antedate the notorious Kaibab? 

If eo, when, where, and under what circumstances? Do irruptions now occur 

in wild remote regions of Mexico, Canada, or Alaska? 1 would appreciate 

any information which members of the Seciety are able to contribute on 

these questions. : 

What Iam driving at is te assemble the histery and geography of 

irraptive population behavior, with a view to diagnosis of its cause or 

causes. The reproductive rate of horned game has not changed; the cause 

of irruptions sust be in the environment. Where? This is a question of 

| large importance. Irrapting deer and elk are ruining huge areas of 

valuable range in quite as thorough a manner as forest fires, insect pests, 

plant diseases, or overgrasing by livestock. No one seems to be asking why 

these irruptions are not mentioned in history. Did they occur and pase 

~ limbo unrecorded? Or are they of recent origin? If of recent origin, 

then thelr predisposing cause mst be of recent origin. A continental 

survey ought te disclose useful hints as to the identity of the predis=- 

posing Cause or causes. 

Alde Leopold 

42h University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

ee Wade 
Costley 

Shants 

ff



yo Satvorpity Farm Place 
August 15, 1941 

Mr. Douglas E. Wade 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Doug: 

I like your circular request in behalf of Wildlife 
News. It strikes me that your are now using your 
imaginative faculty to excellent effect. 

Here is a squib by way of support for your efforts. 

One idea occurs to me which I think has real merit: 
get all the friends of P. S. Lovejoy who have been 
wise enough to keep his correspondence to extract 

7 particularly salty passages. This could be run as 
a@ series, each carrying an explanatory editorial 

| note. It is time for a systematic collection of 
"Lovejoyiana" to begin. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

W Voie pahacds ow bln * thy srsfiteons - 

euelire d '
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: TRE RILEY EXPERIMENT Oy inal SHowsl, 

f Aldo Leopold : 

; There have been many attempts to adjust the clashes of lumen interest ts 

which occur on farms, Among the clashes which remain quite unadjusted : Ms : 

: is that between farmer and city sporteman. oes 

a In 1931, eleven farmers near Riley, in western Dane Goatty; Wisconsin, . We ~ 

decided they had had enough of promiscuous trispassing by uninvited a 

F vaiheres They asked five Madison sportsmen whom they knew personally to 

’ Join with then in forming the "Riley Game Cooperative". This organisation, : 

F now in its tenth year, has put an end to trespass, cost the farmers nothing, . 

3 raised the game stand fom gero to about 300 birds, and furnished the == 2 

F sixteen members with shooting that is good and grows better year by year. eS 

F In addition twenty fenced plantations of young evergreens are coming on, 

; and promise permanent winter wildlife cover for the future. Last tut not g 

E least, new friendships have supplanted former antagoniams, : 

The Riley Gooperative has worked because it is simple, democratic, 3 

and looks ahead both a little and a long way. os 1s 

' The gist of the scheme is that all members share all privileges on ae 

" a basis of mathematical equality. The only difference between a farmnember net 

; and a cityemember is that the former contributes land and work, the latter 

cash and work. : 

; In the Riley dooperative, the farmer's "dues" consist of the use of fee 

: his land, The city members pay a fixed membership to meet the Cash expenses, : : ; 

F These expenses consist mainly of signs, shooting preserve license, and : 

a purchase of game-farm pheasants for restocking, as required by the shooting preserve 

F law. Riley is licensed as a phoasant shooting preserve. :
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fhe shooting preserve law permits the cooperative to shoot, between 

October and January, 75 per cent as many pheasants as are restocked. During 

the 1943 season 132 birds were stocked, hence the allowable kill ia 75 per 

cent of this, or 99 birds. This, divided equally among the sixteen 

members, gives a quota of six birds per member, ee 

To enforce this limitation, the Conservation Department issues 99 © panes ate 

tags to the cooperative, one of which must be attached to each bird bagged. ’ 

fhe tags are non-reusable. * 

By this simple system the total kill of pheasants is kept down to e oe 

what the pheasant population can stand. That the population has steadily 

Z gained in numbers is shown by Figure 1. The steady increase in numbers ‘ ee 

L \ may be ascribed mainly to winter-feeding, and to the prefention of over- 

(" ghooting through the tag system. : 

— All of the game+farm pheasants stocked at Riley are banded when 

released. The shooting preserve law is evidently based on the assumption é 

that these released birds will constitute an important part of the kill. 

The Riley records, however, show that this is not the case, Here are the : 

releases for some recent years, the kill, and the proportion of the kill 

consisting of banded birds: ‘ Meee 

1936 70 20 1? a 

1937 125 52 4? 

1936 130 65 12 age 

= a # a
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E It is apparent that the game-farm birds constitute only about 10 or: 

q per cent of the kill. The oxplanation seems to be that once the area was ae 

E stocked, additional plantings a4 very little good. The kill represents : 

E the harvest from the anmusl increase in wild pheasants, not the anmeal - oe 

4 release of game-farm stock. Be rah 

q What becomes of the game-farm birds 1s still a mystery. Perhaps they . 3 

F are pushed out by the stronger and more aggressive wild birds. The recovery ee 

P of bands outside the area would favor this supposition. ae . 

: At all events the Riley experiment shows that a congenial group of — : 

J farmers and town sportsmen can, by reasonable effort, provide themselves Se 3 ss 

: with good shooting by pooling their resourses. The experiment further — See 

7 {ndicates that the same success might have been eshieved without a snoesing = tae 

q preserve liceene, and at a mich lesser cost. 3 : Se :
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CHEAT fa bimatisieay a 
Cotes Aldo Leopold 7 Dee 

dust as there is honor among thieves, go there is @ sense of thee sero 

impartiality among plant and animal pests. Where one pest is stopped = - don 

by natural barriers, another arrives to try a new approach. In the Ke A j 

end every region and every resource gets its quota of uninvited — 

ecological "guests". 3 

Thus the English sparrow, rendered innocuous by the shrinkage in Sagi 

horses, was succeeded by the starling, who thrives in the wake of : i =: 

tractors. The white pine blister rust, stopped by the treeless plains, . ‘ ; 

effected a new landing on the west coast and is now romping ie the 

Rockies from Idaho toward California. The chestmut blight, which had : 

no passport beyond the west boundary of chestmuts, is being followed 

by the Dutch elm disease, with every chance to spread further. j : 

Heological "stowaways" began to arrive with the earliest settlements. 

Most of the Buropean weeds arrived early; the Swedish botanist Peter Kaln 

found many of them established in New Jersey and New York as early as 1750. : 

Their spread was from east to west, and proceeded no more rapidly than the : 

settler's plow could prepare a sites Sesibet, 3 : < a 

Others arrived late, from the west, and found thousands of square 

miles of ready-made seedbed prepared by the trampling hoofs of range live- 

stock. In such cases the spread was often so rapid as to escape recording. : 

One simply woke up one fine spring to find the range dominated by a new : 

weed. A notable instance was the invasion of the intermountain and north= 

western foothills by downy chess or cheat grass (Brome tectorum). 

Lest the reader gain too optimistic an impression of this new ingredient ;
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F of the melting pot, let mé say that cheat 46 not a grass im the woval ‘ 

; sense, i.e,, it does not forma live sod. It is an annual weed of the 

P grass family, like foxtail or crabgrass, dying each fall and reseeding ee 

E that fall or the aext spring. In Burope its habitat is the decaying straw 

j of thatched roofs. The latin word for roof is tectum, hence the 5 

: label "Brome of the roofs". A plant that can make a living on the roof of 

Ee a house cen also survive on this rich but arid roof of the continent. ee 

. foday the honey-colored hilis which flank the northwestern mountains 

E derive their hue, not from the rich and useful bunehgrases and wheat- a Se 

E grass which once covered them, but from the inferior cheat which has 
: replated Wonk” the mcberiah who enthuses about the flowing contours 

3 which lead his ¢ye upward to far sumaits is, of course, unaware of this 

4 substitution. It does not occur to him that hills, like flappers, cover 

Fi ruined complexions with ecological facepowder. ; : 

P The cause of the substitution is, im most cases, overgrasing. When 

P stockmen chewed and trampled the hide off the foothills, something had ae 

f to cover the raw eroding earth. Gheat did. : 

: Cheat grows in very dense stands, especially in years of good rains. ; oe 

: Tach stem heads out in a dense mass of prickly awns, which render the mature 

ks plant {nedidle de stock; if you want be appreciate the prodiambent of 6 

cow trying to eat mature cheat, just try walking through it in low shoes. 

: All field workers in cheat country wear high boots. Mylon is here relegated 

| to running boards and concrete sidemalks. : Mena 

fF These prickly awns cover the autumn hills with » yellow blanket, as ie 

; inflammable ae cotton-wool. It is impossible fully to protect cheat — 
E country from fire, for in dry weather the cheat blanket burns with extreme



speed. As a consequence, the remnants of good browse plants, such as Be eee 

sagebrush and bitterbrush, are gradually being burned back to higher e 
altitudes, where they are less useful od winter forage. The keuue Nig 

fringes of yellow pine timber, needed us winter cover for deer nak a : eo 

gane birds, are likewise being singed back to higher levels. Fence as 
: posts and Sad ephinis poles are searred or burned. daar ben residents 

; start cheat fires on vacant lots in self defense, for fear that fire Sone oe 

; will start unexpectedly and burn then out; these suburben fires 

: spread to the open country beyond. ‘The citizen of the town, lifting Se 

4 up his eyes unto the hills, sees only a series of bald treeless domes. : : 

The more you burn cheat, the thitker it grows next year, for the se 

: seeds shatter early and harbor in cracks in the ground. ee 

; To an easterner, the burning of a few bushes off the foothills ; a 

may seem a minor loss. He is unaware that, in winter, snow exelutes : x 

: both livestock and game from the higher smanteine, Livestock can 

: be fed on valley rances, bat deer and elic mst find food in the foot~ ae 

hills, or starve. The habitable wintering belt is narrow, and the Se 

further north one goes, the greater the disparity between winter . 

: range and sumer range, Hence these scattering foothill clumps of. ee , 

p bitterbrushy sage, and oak, now fast shrinking under the onslaught of : 

; Cheat fires, are the key to wildlife survival in the whole region. “ 

Besides, these scattered bushes often harbor, under their mechanical 

; protection, remnants of native perennial grasses. When the bushes = 

j afe burned off, these remnants shoud to livestock. Perhaps the 

; {atonse heat af heal Sven tikewise weskena: the cemnembe £6 mative ae 

: perennial gress.
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While sportamien and steckmen wrangle over who should move first %s 

in easing the walkie oA te winter game range, cheat grass is leaving ; 

less and less aber Tange to wrangle about. : neg : : 

Cheat gives rise to many minor irritations, most of then less as 
important, perhaps, than whloving deer or cheat-sores in 4 cow's ; - : 

nouth, but still worth mentioning, Gheat invades declining alfalfa = 
fields and degrades the hay. When really dense, it blockades newly~ : 
hatched ducklings from making the vitel trek from upland nest to low os 
land water. It invades the lower fringe of cut-over areas, where a 

it tends to choke new reproduction, and threatens older reproduction | 

with the constant danger of quick fire. ae 
I experienced a minor irritation myself when I arrived at a oe 

| "port of entry" on the northern California border, where my car and A 

baggege were searched by a quarantine officer. He politely explained Be : 

that California weleones tourists, but must make sure their bageage : 
harbors 20 plant or animal pests. I asked him what pests. He recited . 
@ long list of gatden and orchard afflictions, but he ai@ not mention nee 
the yellow blanket of cheat which extended from his feet to the far hills 

in every direction. : ee 

Ags in the case of the carp and the starling, the cheat-afflicted ae 
regions make a virtue of necessity, and find the invader useful. Oheat : 

clearly reduces the erosion which would otherwise follow the overgrazing 

: which admitted cheat, (This ecological ring-around-theerosy merits 

long thoughts.) Newly-sprouted cheat is good forage, while it lasts, ze 

Like as not, the lamb-chop you ate for lunch was nurtured on cheat : 

during the tender days of spring. Just so is canned carp proving 

: useful as fish-food for hatcheries. What we forget is that if we .



; had no Garp we would need fewer hatcheries, and if we had no cheat ; os 

; we night, by now, have been constrained to reestablish sone real 

3 native grasses and shrubs, : z ce eee 

Fr When Russian thistle (tumbleweed) invaded the great plains, we a 

j likewise made a virtue of necessity; im fact when somebody discovered ee 

j that thie pest @ould be used for ensilage, 14 wad hatled-as a kind . - pug ke 

. of blessing, a lifessaver for drouth=stricken farmers. Even the Scotch = = 

; broom, which is invading the burned slashings of the northwestern e- 

; coastal forests, choking timber reproduction and useful forage, has 8 

; ite apologists. It is said that 1+ prevents erosion. It does eee ak 

: ind@ed. But who ever imagined an erosion problem before tneon oa aes 

: forests were slashed and warned, and thus wade hospitable te 88 t 

invaders? i , : a : 

Like other invaders, cheat has its Achilles heel. It 1s attacked, = 
at intervals, ty a emt-disease, which temporarily reduces the stand, 

; On some soils it fails to grow at all, ; ‘ ; 

4 The crux of the question is whether cheat is a curable or an : 4 

; incurable affliction. Does it, like other anmal grasses and weeds, a 

; act as a nurse*crop for the more valuable native grasses? deb iihie oo 

; natives capable, with protection from grazing, of regaining: dominance 

i. over cheat? The Forest Service Range Handbook is at least miley = 

F optimifetic. It says: "in the better areas, where grazing is properly ~ . 

q regulated and fires prevented, cheat tends eventually to be largely . : 

j replaced by more valuable perennial species". (That this is quoted from 

a government bulletin can be told by anybody, "though he stand further 

off than the shot of a crossbow". Motice the saving words!) ;



On the other hand the Nevada Agricultural Bxperiment Station oe 
is more than mildly pessimistic. After several years of rango tests iS 

j it says that cheat "may be capable of slowly replacing the native : “A 

perennial grasses...even on ranges where no qrinite is permitted", pee 

Gheat, Like the sparrow, the carp, and the tumbleweed, is un- 
; doubtedly here to stay, ‘The only question is the degree to which ts 

present dominance ¢an be reduced by mae moderate greasing and better — nee = 

. fire control. ee ees 3 

I listened carefully for olues on whether the West hes accepted = _—=S . 
: cheat a8 a necessary evil, to be lived with till kingdom come, or - 
: whether it regards cheat as a @hallenge to rectify its past errors 2 : 

: in landeuse. 1 found the hopeless attitude almost universal, even pe 
: among the technical men. To me, this is an impressive instance of oe 

how the fighting spirit of conservation becomes diluted as one 3 oe 
reaches out into "the sticks", i,e., into those regions which have — a é 

the greatest need of sound guiding principles. Indeed it is uncommon, = . 

: in the West, to meet any layman who recognizes clearly the ingress to which : 

: the ranges have been overgrazed, and thus reduced in producing power, 7 ee 

Conservation, I fear, is still in large degree a parlor game. We ee 

F tilt windmills in its behalf in convention halls and editorial offices, = —_—- 

: but we seldom Aigouss the conerete realistis probless of actual lanl = 
: use, except for purposes of shooking an apathetic city audience. oe 

: The cheat problem reminds me, again, how difficult a task has ss : 

been laid upon the coming generation of technical men, How to join : 

the life of a local community without "going native" intellectually; i



how to meter courage to unrevel land-use problens which are, at best, 
only partly soluble; how to become export in one small techs i oe 2 : i 

field without losing the common touch with land as a whole; how to =; 

— eee, imowledgs. into landeus @ practice without out ; ae 3 5 ‘. gee 

loading the whole Job on the government; these are tasks indeed! © 

It becomes increasingly clear that a new breed of fats. mr ae a =



gopography of a mountain range. ‘The zone of 

cheat fires coincides with the zone in which wild- 
life mst winter, and in which wildlife is 

dependent on the browse plants destroyed by 
cheat fires. 
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424 University Farm Place 
August 22, 1gli2 

Mr. S. T. Dana, Editor 
Journal of Forestry j 

c/o School of Forestry and Conservation 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Sam: 

Here is a book review of Renner's new book 

in case you want to use it in the Journal. ea 

With dest regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management Zi : Boy 
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Aldo Leopold 

Conservation education appeared, before December 7, to be making 

: considerable headway. 

Now, against a background of war, it looks like a milk-and-water 1 

affair. War has defined the issue: we mst prove that democracy can use 

its land decently, At our present rate of progress we might arrive at 2 

decent land-use a century or two hence, ‘That is too little and too late. : 

Conservation education, in facing-up to its task, reminds me of my 

dog when he faces another dog too big for him. Instead of dealing with 

the dog, he deals with-the tree inabil hccse is Spin wi ke Shgeiomied. 

Thus he assuages his ego without exposing himself to danger. 

Just so we deal with bursaus, policies, laws, and programs, which 

are the symbols of our problem, instead of with resources, products, and 

: land-users, which are the problem. Thus we assuage our ego without exposing 

: ourselves to contact with reality. : 

The sy#bols of conservation have become complex and confusing, but : 

its essential relfity has the devastating simplicity of the needle's eye. 

If we don't like the way landowner X is using the natural resources of which 

he is owner, why do we buy his products? Why do we invest in his securities? 

Why do we accord him the same social standing as landowner Y, who makes an 

honest attempt to use his land ae if he were its trustee? Why do we tell 

our government to reform Mr, X, instead of doing it ourselves? 

The answer must be either that we do not know the limits of what 

government can do, or that we don't care deeply enough to risk personal 

action or danger. 

eae |



When the jams Society killed the millinery feather trade in 1913, | 

what was its real weapon, the prohibitory law or the refusal of intelligent 

women to buy wild bird plumage? The answer is plain. The law was merely 

the symbol of a conviction in the mind of a minority. That conviction was 

so strong and unequivocal that it was willing to risk direct action, danger 

of ridicule, and even danger of mistakes to achieve the comzon good. : 

I have no illusion that all of the products of landeabuse are as easy 

to identify, or as easy to do without, as a wild birde-skin on a hat. I : 

do assert that many products of landeabuse can be identified as such, and 

can be discriminated against, given the conviction that it is worth the 

trouble, Conversely, the products of good lando-use can often be singled 

out and favored. 

an 

' Back now to education: who is to be educated? By tacit consent it 

is the coming generation; we have only to teach them why and how to act. 

Here is the dog again, addressing the symbol, walking around the problem 

: instead of facing-up to it. Pecnataren are like grown-ups: they understand 

what others do better than what others are saying. Unless the grown-up 

world shows itself willing to practice conservation, that practice will be 

hard for the younger generation to adopt." With these two sentences, Paul 

Sears dei. Clea "Seharad fee 

There ia lacking only a simple forma by which we, and posterity, 

may act to make America a permanent institution instead of a trial balloon. 

The formmla 4s: learn how to tell good land-use from bad. Use your own 

land accordingly, and refuse aid and comfort to those who do not. 

Isn't this more to the point than merely voting, petitioning, and writing
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checks for bigger and better bureaus, in order that our responsibilities 

: may be laid in bigger and better laps? , 

: Such an approach may be implemented with cases that present an 

' intellectual gradient suitable for all ages and all degrees of land-use 

; education. No one person, young or old, need feel any obligation to act 

: beyond his own personal range of vision. 

_ For example, a case visible to all who ride and read: does a good 

F American shave with soaps that plaster rock and rill with signs, hiding 

; bad manners behind a barrage of puns? Can the legislature abate Kz wotennce 

; while the voter rewards its impudence with his custom? 

. Again, a little less obvious: does a good American accept gifts of 

, stolen goods, or credit scores made by cheating? To wit: ducks bought 

Y from the pusher, or refrigerated beyond the legal date? Venison hung up 

: by the guide? Wildflowers pilfered without consent? Can society prevent : 

E by law what 4t condones by social usage? : 

4 A little harder: Does one buy Christmas trees that should have deen 

‘ left to grow? How does one tell trees representing legitimate thinnings from 

trees representing exploitation and robbery? Both are for sale; neither 

: is labeled, Could they be? 

. ' Up a step: Dairy X buys milk from steep eroding pastures, which : 

. Spill floods on the neighbors, and ruin streams. It also buys milk from 

careful farmers, and mixes the two, so that conservation milk is indistinguish- 

F = able from exploitation mili, What should the conseientious buyer dot 5 

: What can the careful farmer do? Could farmers form pools to regulate their 

own pasture practices, as they now regulate butterfat and bacteria? 

: St41l harder: lLumberman X claims to practice forestry. His boards are |
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: necessarily knottier than those offered by lumberman Y, who is still 

skinning the illimitable (?) woods where rolls the Oregon, and hears no 

| ound save his own dashings. Which board do you buy? Should you buy 

the honest board,even at a higher price? 

Simple, but really tough: Should one accept pay for doing the decent 

; thing to land, as most landowners do when they lower their ratio of corn ne 

and cotton to legumes and grass? If this is defensible for a year, is it 

for a decade? 

( Again: Newspaper X buys its paper from a sulphite mill which turns 

i its wastes into the river that moves in majesty. All other mills do the 

F game, and all other newspapers. Each editorial on conservation sends its 

; additional spurt of offal into the public waters. Your cousin draws his 

; paycheck from the mill, and your brother draws his from the newspaper. 

7 “There ought to be a law"; in fact there is a law, but it is not enforced; 

: it can't be. An extra penny for each newspaper would pay the cost of 

: reclaiming the offal, and thus break the whole vicious circle. Whose penny 

ie going to break it? How? When? Has this anything to do with the 

struggle between democracy and fascism? 

Finally: Nearly all American wheat is the product of exploitation. 

I: Behind your breakfast toast is the burning strawstack, feeding the air with 

nitrogen belonging in the soil. Behind your birthday cake is the eroding 

; Palouse, the overewheated prairies, feeding the rivers with silt for army 

engineers to push around with dredge and shovel, at your expense; for 3 

irrigation engineers to fill their dams with, at the expense of the future. 

4 Behind each loaf of (inedible) baker's bread is the "ever normal” granary, 

4 the roar of the combine, the swieh of the gang-plow, ravaging the land : 

they were built to feed, because it ie cheaper to raise wheat by exploitation
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than by honest farming. It wouldn't be cheaper if expléitation wheat 

lacked a market, You are the market, bat transportation has robbed you 

of all power to disctiminate. If you want conservation wheat, you will 

have to raise it. yourself. 

Ram 

: These are samples of the easy, the possible, the difficult, and 

the insoluble realities of conservation, presented as problems for 

the citizen. Education, so far, presents them only as problems for his 

agents. 

POR 

When the ecologist sees any given force at work in the animal 

commnity, he can safely predict that it will operate only up to the length 

of its tether, after which some other force will take over. 

Conservation is our attempt to put human ecology on a permanent footing. 

Milk-andewater education has convinced people that such an attempt should 

be made and they have told their government to act for them. Some other 

force mst now persuade them to act for themselves, 

Moneyeminded people think they are acting when they pay taxes. This 

hallucination, during the "defense" period, nearly cost us the war. It will 

cost us our natural resources if we persist in it. 

fo analyze the problem of action, the first thing to grasp is that 

governnent, no matter how good, can only do certain things. Government can't 

raise crops, maintain amall soattercd structures, administer small seattered 

areas, or bring to bear on amall local matters that combination of solicitude, 

foresight, and skill which we call husbandry. Husbandry watches no clock, 

knows no season of cessation, and for the most part is paid for in love, 

not dollars. Husbandry of somebody elae's land is a contradiction of terms. 

Husbandry is the heart of conservation. :
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The second thing to grasp is that when we lay conservation in the lap 

of the government, it will always do the things 1+ can, even though they 

are not the things that most need doing, 

j The present overeemphasis on game farms, fish hatcheries, mrseries 

: and artificial reforestation, importation of exotic species, predator control, 

and rodent control is here in point. These are things government can do. 

Fach has an alternative, .more or less developed, along naturalistic lines, : 

i.e. management or guidance of natural processes. Research shows these 

alternatives to be, in general, superior, But they involve husbandry, 

which government can do only on its own lands. Government lends sre a minor i 

fraction of our land area. Therefore government neglects the superior 

: things that need doing, and does the inferior things that it can do. I¢ 

; then imputes to these things an importance and an efficacy they do not 

: merit, ths distorting the growth of public intelligence. : 

Mids whole twisted confusion stems from the painless path, from milke 

andewater education, from prolonging our reliance on vicarious conservation. 

The end result is that ideas once wholly beneficial begin: to boomerang 

on the user, a cbar sign, to the ecologist, that some new adjustment is 

in order. A case in point is the idea of sanctuary. Sanctuaries and 

refuges have done enormous good; we would have kept few rare species without 

themy but for them shootable waterfowl would surely have disappeared. Yet 

on every hand are signs that we expect too mech of them Most public 

forests are now shrinking or abolishing their refuges because excess deer 

and elk, in thesbsence of natural predators, have become a scourge to the 

forest and to themselves. Some national parks are being eaten up, and have 

no recourse except to shoot or to shrinks a pair of sharp horns for any 

park man to sit om. Many notably successful waterfowl sanctuaries are now
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ringed by commercial shooting "clubs"; there is a grave question whether 

the birds would not be better off without both the sanctuary and the clubs. 

When administration is in the hands of politicians who care more for votes f 

than for birds, there is not even a question 

Why these kickbacks? ‘The answer, I fear, is that sanctuaries are 

: one of the things government can do, but the growth of private ethics and 

naturalistic management needed to go with them is beyond the powers of : 

government. 

It seems to me that sanctuaries are akin to monasticism in the dark 

ages. The world was so wicked it was better to have islands of decency 

than none at all. Hence decent citizens retired to monasteries and convents. 

Onse established, these islands became an alibi for lack of private reform. 

People said: "We pay the bills for all this virtue. Let goodness stay 

where it belongs, and not pester practical folks who have to run the world." 

The present attitude of some duck-hunters offers a close paralleli The 

more monasteries or sanctuaries, the grimmer the incongruity between inside 

* and outeide. f 

We need more sanctuaries, but some of them will boomerang until they 

serve a better public. x 

One of the curious evidences that “conservation programs" are losing 

their grip is that they have seldom resorted to self-government as a cure 

for land abuse. “We who are about to die", unless democracy can mend its ta 

land-use, have not tried democracy as a possible answer to our problem. Ee 

I do not here fefer to such superficial devices as advisory boards, 

who offer their wisdom to others, or such predatory devices as pressure 

@foups, who exist to seize what they can. I fefer rather to social and
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: economic units who turn the light of self-scrutiny on themselves. 

: N.R.A. was perhaps a start toward responsible self-scrutiny in ‘ 

4 industry, but the Supreme Court snapped the rising grouse before he ever 

; got above the alders,. | 

4 fhe present Soil Conservation Districts are perhaps a start toward 

bE self-serutiny in farming, but they dare not use their powers for lack of 

. voter-support. ‘These districts are self-governing farm communities which 

: have set themselves up as legal entities. In many states the district 

1 1s authorized to write landeuse reguiiions with the force of law, So far 
: they dare not. But if farmers once asked: "Why don't we tackle our own 

; érestem-eontre]?: 1411 pall up cows off Oho MAIL if gen OLN Wes io 

: machinery for action is at hand. Farmers do not yet ask such rash questions. : 

: Why? Probably beea.se they have been led to believe that CCC cams, AAA checks, 

P YeH clubs, extension, seattuien: speeches, and other subsidies and uplifts 

’ will do the trick. Those who really know land know this is not tee; these 

nilkeand-water measures have indeed retarded the rate of soil-loss, tut they 

f have not reversed it. Thus we see that the painless path not only fails to 

: lead us to conservation, mt sometimes actually retards the growth of critical 

intelligence on the whereabouts of alternative routes. 

No new device in human affairs is ever an unmixed blessing. The 

. idea here proposed; hitching conservation directly to the producer-eonsumer 

Ee relation, instead of to the government, entails some serious risks, It : 

would present the professional advertiser with an opportunity for euphemized 

desorption and equivocation vastly larger than cigarettes. The more complex 

the produet or process, the wider the field for the trained hoodwinker, AL 

This brings us to the real and indispensable functions of government oe
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: in conservation. Government is the tester of fact vs. fiction, the 

4 umpire of bogus vs. genuine, the sponsor of research, the gaapiian of 8 

| technical standards, and,I hasten to add, the proper custodian of land, 

: which, for one reagon or another, is not suited to private husbandry. These 

functions will become real and important as soon as conservation begins to 

; grow from the bottom up, instead of from the top down. 

: see : 

a 
Conservetion is a state of health in the land-organism. Health expresses S 

% the cooperation of the interdependent parts: soll, water, plants, animala, 

| and people. It implies collective selferenewal and collective saidvunisheunness 

q When any‘ one part lives by depleting another, the state of health is 

| gone. Aw far as we k ow, the state of health depends on the retention in 

3 each part of the full gamut of species and materials comprising its evolu- 

: tionary equipment. 

; Culture ie state of awareness of the lands collective functioning. 

: A culture premised on the destructive dominance of a single species can 

have but short duration. 

ie 

ee
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. Miss Eleanor A. King 
, The Audubon Society 
a 1006 Fifth Avenue 

: New York City = 

: Dear Miss King: psceye AoE ¢ Oe 

E I am, of course, pleased that you like the paper, and I 
F am not at all touchy about the additional: suggestions 
re for its improvement. 
xg $eiseyers fizar fh -\& ole a at Tooxey bests Poy Hace 

: As.to title, I think your second one, "“Land-Use and’: 
. Democraby", is my preference. I hope you will: not» ~ 
a use the first: one because I don't like to use the «- 
a word "our" when J can: help it. tos: Paso? bad og 

7a On p. 7 Ii would ‘be glad to have you add a sentende to 
5 paragraph 4 which will make it read as follows: © 
BS "...epublic.:: This is particularly: true of deer and elk 
4 sanctuaries which: are too big, duck. or goose sahotuaries 
yo choked in a noose of lawless clubs, or any sanctuary 

deprived of its natural predators," = Z 

Fe I have- tried to: write & concluding paragraph: which would 
3 point up a line of action for the individual. I find this 

F, easy to write,’ but 1t/18 a new article rather tdhan a 
be paragraphy. Wo scheme for shortening it has come to hand. 
FE Hence, I would prefer to have the ending remain as at 
BS present. tee 

E With dest regards, 

. Aldo Leopold 

: Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence.
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<eart aca wo beer bt eg 424 University Farm Place 
Hess 2t maids September 14, 1942 

Miss Eleanor King oe 
1006 Fifth Aveme pote ace ¢ 
New York City 

When you read proof for my article, I would ‘appreciate 
your: making one slight: change which falls on p.: 7 of: 
the manuscripts. Please change: the sentente. which, 
in accordance with my last letter, was to de added. 
to the fourth paragraph to read’ as follows: por Dy 

oj Mfhis ds particularly true of deer and. elk .. « 
sanctuaries which are too bigy duck or’ ©). 4.005 

.j5 goose: ‘sanctuaries choked in a noope of.)! 9 .... 
oc} ddmiteshooting: clubs, or any sanctuary 2.6605 o2 

-) @eprived ofits: natural predators." © 6) 0. 

I have changed the word "lawless" to "1imiteshooting" 
since thig’ more ‘accurately expresses: my meaning. 

ve” math) Geddes clertie von ¢ Thapp minoammlyy 23 vase 

Aldo Leopold
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCTETLY 
1006 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORE, N. ¥Y¥. 

September 8, 1942 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Everyone here is delighted with your article. I hope we 
can spread its message far and wide, 

I have sent the manuscript to the printer, but I am enclosing 
a memorandum about it which I had written for Mr.Baker, in 
which I have made a couple of suggestions for additional 
remarks. Please do not think that I want to gild the lily, 
I'm just thinking of those more superficial readers who 
might be among our audience. 

Also, if this letter reaches you at a time when you are very 
busy, just ignore the suggestions, because the article is 
really perfect just as it is and we shall run it just as it 
is, unless you like and want to make the proposed additions. 

The Page 7 paragraphs to which I refer in the memorandum are: 
#2 -- begins with "Why these kickbacks?" 
#4 -- begins with "We need more sanctuaries." 

Mr. Baker suggests that I also send along to you the proposals 
I have mede for a. title and for captions for pictures--that you 
might like to edit them. My reason for changing the title is 
that I wanted to find something more arresting than “Whither 
Education" if I could because I want to lead as many readers 
into this article as possible. Hence the subtitle,too, which 
will be played up in large type also. You may have some 
suggestions that will accomplish this purpose much better-- 
if so, just seribble over mine, 

I must apologize for the typing in the enclosures; I hope you 
won't mind, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Cha <r Pun - 

Eleanor A, King (
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ELEANOR KING (~ Z | 
; 47 WEST 55 STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 4 

August 5, 1940 5 | 
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Dear Dr. Leopold: : 

The name above is new to you, but i am at present | 

helping Mr. Baker edit the Audubon iiagazine. ed ) 

At the office, we have been talking about the | 

necessity of emphasizing the educative prosess during wartime as an | oe 

important phase of winning the ware The work of the mbar: scientist | 

and educetor on the Home Front is more vital than ever during these times : | : 

and it seems to me that this point should be brought home to our readers | 

as frequently as possible and from as meny different angles as possiblee | “ 

Certainly the work of the Audubon society is important to the war effort | 

in that it educates the younger generation which will soon have to assume | 

responsibilities here at home; it provides adult leadership now to carry on | 

such education; and its stress on conservation of natural resources is | 

really part of the Battle of Production at home, since natural resources | 

and their wise use is an important part of winning both the war and the peaceés 

Would you have time to write a 1500 or 2000 word article 

on this subject for us? You do not have to mention the Audubon Society, itself, 

unless you want toe We can link our work with the ideas expressed in your % 

article by writing a sub-title or an editorial box to run with your storys | 

It would help a lot if you could send such a piece by the last of August or | 

elves of September, for insertion in the September—October issue, but if you | 

are too busy at this time, send the piece along at such time as is convenient | 

|
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: to youe POEs ; 

Hoping to hear from you soon, I am 

i { 
F ' Very sincerely yours, 
f i 

: i ; ee ‘ ( j aE 

| Ae Dear Miss King: es 

i Ideas seem to gone out of the air. I was already working 
© © @m the kind of ‘a paper you ask for, and, of course, will 

' be glad to earsmark it for you. I can't promise a definite 
i ) > date, but 4 1¢ not: impossible that I might send it on 
| ; wy September 2, one 

| I am glad to get acquainted with you, at, least by mail. 

| Yours sincerely, ; 

i : { 
1 i‘ | ¢ tt : ¥ 

Bk oc ESS ate : 

| Professor of Wildlife Management



Yor Doug Wade and Wildlife News 

&§ May 7, 1942 

: Have we been so busy writing wildlife conservation into our laws and 

laboratories that we have forgotten to write it into our social institutions? 

4 Near the village of Lake Mills, Wisconsin, a pioneer farmer, Stoughton 

: Faville, holds an annual picnic at spring-beauty time. To it he invites 

f : all local citizens with an interest in natural history. The sole purpose 

: is to look at the spring flowers and birds. The Faville picnic is not 

. announced in the conservation press, nor in the schedules of scientific 

: meetings, It avows no program, hears no speeches, publishes no proceedings, : 

4 claims no ride on the wave of the future. Yet who knows? 

S eae : z 

4 A new wildlife artist seems to have emerged from the most logical 

4 source of wildlife art; the Indians. Clarence g Monegar, a full-blood a 

: Winnebago from dha ucanenatitalhe tess Wisconsin,’ exhibited 

4 a ruffed grouse in oils at the recent University of Wisconsin Salon. The 

j painting arrested the attention of local critics. Query: why does the 

. Wildlife Society always devote its annual meeting to the profundities of 

Article X of the bye-laws, never to such trivia as the development of wildlife 

: art and literature? 

F eee 

; The American Wildlife Institute is sponsoring the publication of 

F F. H. Kortwright's "Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North America", The book 

E is profusely illustrated in color by T. M. Shortt. Both author and artist 

: are Canadians, as most ducks are.
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e Wildlife Conservation: Building: «§/ : K Een ereens Vieeloatizat 

iq Columbia, Missouri veranda 

; Dear Doug: efériloss 20% en) 

i I have a serious suggestion for the Wildlife News. I wish you would start 
5 a section, to be called "The Packrat", in which collectors of wildlife 
a literature can exchange gossip...) 2) /! 

E I realize, of course, that the average wildlife manager does not collect 

Be literature. He has access to an official library, which spares him the 3 
F pains of packratting on his own account. On the other hand, most official 

: libraries are about as well-stocked as Mother Hubbard's shelves. Libraries 
; suffer from the current American hallucination that to collect literature 
F requires dollars rather than imagination and enthusiasm. The net result 
3 is that the average professional conservation office suffers from pernicious 
E literary anemia. 

Ee I hasten to add that McAtee's "Wildlife Review" is a model guide to the 
f literature of our profession. But who reads it? Certainly not the wildlife 
; managers for whom it is written. We need a Kindergarten Korner, conducted 

i in @ more personal vein, to educate us to appreciate the austerities of the 
Wildlife Review. The collecting instinct exists willy-nilly in many 

‘ vertebrates, including not only packrats but also crows, squirrels, and 
i wildlife managers. It is the common attribute which could be used to induct 

Ee us into professional literacy. ‘ 

B Not a month goes by without offering some new and shiny tidbit to tempt the 
collector. At the moment, for example, there is Dewey Soper's "Northern 

( Bison", reposing solemnly on the shelves of Ecological Monographs. How 
; many takers? Is it thinkable that we, as a profession, are so engrossed 

with pheasants and trout that we lack interest in the sole wild survivors 
, of the thundering herd? Then there are such catch-as-catch-can items as 

F Lee Yeager's "Bibliography of Fur Animals", flashing into brief visibility 

E as a mimeograph, but soon lost to sight. He who mffs it on the first 
( throw will later do without, or pay a pretty penny for his awkward fingers. : 

f Not long ago we all had a chance at Trautman's "Birds of Buckeye Lake". 
Doubtless many of us let it pass as “Just another bird-book". Titles are 

P tricky things. This title hides a thorough treatise on the ecology of a 
E geographical pin-pointg Ten thousand pin-points are America, and ten 
; thousand Trautman's are, I hope, the conservation movement. 

(over)
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THE LAST STAND 

Aldo Leopold 

fe Sometime in 1943 or 194% an axe will bite into the snowy sapwood of 

a giant maple. On the other side of the same tree a crosscut saw will 

talk softly, spewing sweet sawdust into the snow with each repetitious 

syllable. Then the giant will lean, groan, and crash to earth: the 

last merchantable tree of the last merchantable forty of the last virgin 

hardwood forest of any size in the Lake States. 

*?* @ 

With this tree will fall the end of an epoch. 

There will be an end of cheap, abundant, high-quality sugar maple 

and yellow birch for floors and furniture. We shall make shift with 

inferior stuff, or with synthetic substitutes. 

There will be an end of cathedral aisles to echo the hermit thrush, 

or to awe the intruder. There will be an end of hardwood wilderness 

large enough for a few days' skiing or hiking without crossing a road. 

The forest primeval, in this region, will henceforward be a figure of speech. 

There will be an end of the pious hope that America has learned from 

her mistakes in private forest exploitation. Each error, it appears, must 

continue to its bitter end; conservation mst wait until there is little 

or nothing to conserve. 

Finally, there will be an end of the best schoolroom for foresters to 

learn what remains to be learned about hardwood forestry: the mature 

hardwood forest. We know little, and we understand only part of what we 

know. 

eee
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: THE LAST STAND 

3 p Aldo Leopold 

v: E Sometime in 1943 or 1944 an axe will bite into the snowy sapwood of 

4 a giant maple. On the other side of the same tree a crosscut saw will 

- talk softly, spewing sweet sawdust into the snow with each repetitious : 

4 syllable. Then the giant will lean, groan, and cresh to earth: the 

last merchantable tree of the last merchantable forty of the last virgin 

4 hardwood forest of any size in the lake States. 

p see j 

‘ With thie tree will fall the end of an epoch. 
; There will be an end of cheap, abundant, high-quality sugar maple 

. and yellow birch for floors and furniture. We shall make shift with 

F inferior stuff, or with synthetic substitutes. 

’ There will be an end of cathedral aisles to echo the hermit thrush, 

d or to awe the intruder. There will be an end of hardwood wilderness 

q large enough for a few days' skiing or hiking without crossing a road. 

J The forest primeval, in this region, will heneceforward be a figure of speech. 

P There will be an end of the pious hope that America has learned from 

4 her mistakes in private forest exploitation. Each error, it appears, mst 

e Continue to its bitter end; conservation mst wait until there is little 

¥ or nothing to conserve. 

§ Finally, there will be an end of the best schoolroom for foresters to 

4 learn what remains to be learned about hardwood forestry: the mature 

ES hardwood forest. We know little, and we understand only part of what we 

: know. ; 

q se * 
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; This last stand of the northern hardwoods is in the Porcupine Mountain ~ 

|  gegion of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Fifty years ago northern 

. hardwoods covered seven million acres in the lake States. Five years ago 

: the main remnant in the Porcupine region still comprised 170,000 acres. 

: By 1941 this had shrunk to 140,000 acres. Iast winter's cuttings were extra 

. large due to war demand. At the present rate of cutting, only stands too coe 

: rocky or poor to repay the operator have much chance to outlive the next two 

E years. After that fires are likely to poliek up the slashings, leaving a 

nice pile of brushy rocks as a monument to our generation. ; 

; There are, of course, odd bits of uncut hardwoods left elsewhere. The 

; largest bit (10,000 acres) is owned by a private club, and is kept to look 

at. It is ironical that this club may in the end outscore the combined 

efforts of the Congress of the United States, the U. 8. Forest Service, the 

| sovereign state of Michigan, and the mighty lumber industry as 9 conserver 

q of virgin forest. 

: ene 

4 The sugar maple is as American as the rail fence or the Kentucky rifle. 

' Generations have been rocked in maple cradles, clothed from maple spinning 

wheels, and fed with maple-sweetened cakes served on maple tables before 

: maple fires. We still dance on maple floors. Yet the demise of the maple 

. forest brings us less regret than the demise of an old tire. Like the 

F shrew who burrows in maple woods, we take our environment for grented while 

: it lasts. : 

Unlike the shrew, we make shift with substitutes. Substitutes for 

4 sugar maple shade have long been foisted on the credulous public. The 

; poorest is the European "Norway maple", a colorless fast-growing tree 

: shaped like an overfull sack of potatoes, and persistently used by misguided 

suburbanites to kill lawns. Wisconsin, formerly half covered by the finest
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: of sugar maple forests, has used Norway maples to shade its capitol. Wo 

: governor and no citizen has protested this affront to the peace and dignity 

: of the state. 

: America has her own assortment of inferior maples, notably the silver 

: or soft maple, which copies the name but not the virtues of the gemmine ~~. fe 

d tree. Main Street is lined with dedapitated soft maples, each one a momment _ 

to our insistence on growing fast, even at the expense of growing soundly mt 

7 or well. 

: Maple boards, like maple shade, take time to grow. We have lots of 

; prospective maple lumber in the New England woods, but these are second~ 

; growth stands, descended from cull trees discarded by the original loggers. 

E The Forest Service holds considerable acreage of maple cutovers, partly in 

3 the second-growth stage. It is doubtful whether these regrowths will ever 

7 achieve the quality or volume of the original stands, first because we 

E shall lack the patience to wait for them to mature, secondly because the 

. maple forest is one of the most highly organized communities on earth, : 

r hence the slashing# hav likely injuref its future capacity to produce. 

. Few laymen realize that the penalties of violence Re a forest may 

far outlast its visible evidence. I know a hardwood forest called the 

; Spessart, covering a mountain on the north flank of the Alps. Half of it 

: has sustained cuttings since 1605, but was never slashed. The other half 

: was slashed during the 1600's, but has been under intensive forestry durin 

; the last 150 years. Despite this rigid protection, the old slashing now 

; produces only mediocre pine, while the unslashed portion grows the finest 

. cabinet oak in the world; one of those oaks fetches a higher price than a 

; whole acre of the old slashings. On the old slashings the litter accumulates 

without rotting, stumps and limbs disappear slowly, natural reproduction 

; is slow. On the unslashed portion litter disappears as it falls, stumps
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: and limbs rot at once, natural reproduction is automatic. Foresters 

: attribute the inferior performance of the old slashing to its depleted 

: microflora, meaning that underground community of bacteria, molds, fungi, 

: insects, and burrowing mammals which constitute half the environment of a 

F tree. 

: The existence of the term microflora implies, to the layman, that 

science knows all the citizens of the underground community, and is able 

4 to push them around at will. As a matter of fact, science knows little 

more than that the community exists, and that it is important. In a few 

; simple commnities like alfalfa,science knows how to add certain bacteria 

; to make the plants grow. In a complex forest, science knows only that it 

E is best to let well enough alone. 

: But industry doesn't know this. I fear thet the present mistreatment CY 

: of the northern har@woods may be pondered more seriously in 2042 than in | 

: ighe. 
| 

E Industries wince with pain when fixers and planners lay violent hands 

on their highly organized economic community, yet these same industries fix 

their forests to death with never a flicker of recognition that the same 

principle is involved. In neither case do we understand all the intricacies 

of internal adjustment. Communities are like clocks, they tick best while 

: possessed of all their cogs and wheels. 

j While the northern hardwood forest, like the Speseart, is injured by 

1 violence, it is known to stand up under gentle intelligent use to an | 

extraordinary degree. You can cut a third of the volume of a 200-year-old | 

stand and come back every 20 years and take as much again. -Mest-laymen—_ 3 

: ~would~mppese—you—ean-cut-a-third—onty avery -60-years. The reason inheres 

F in the extreme shade-tolerance of the sugar maple and its associated species.
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Under each mature veteran stand a dogen striplings, full~height and ready 

| to lay on wood the year after the felled veteran bequeath to them his 

: place in the sun. This method of quick-turnover utilization is called 

i‘ selective logging. Its technology has been fully explored by the research 

i branch of the Forest Service. It differs from slash logging in that the 

E mature trees are cut periodically instead of simlteneously, and the strip- 

F hangs are left to grow instead of to burn in the next fire. : 

B How has industry, with its ear ever cocked for new technology, received 

: this innovation? The answer is written on the face of the hills. Industry, 

; with the notable exception of o half-dozen companies, is slashing as usual. 

; The reason given is that most mills are so nearly cut out anyhow that they 

3 cannot await the deferred returns of selective logging; they prefer to die 

| quickly in their acoustoned shower of sawdust, rather than to live forever 

on a reduced annual budget of boards. 

One is apt to make the error of assuming that a corporation possesses 

j the attributes of a prudent person. It may not. It is a new species of : 

© animal, created by mtation, with a morphology of its own and a behavior 

pattern which will unfold with time. One can only say that its behavior 

: pattern as an owner of forests is so far not very prudent. 

; ee 

: Years ago, when the green robe of the Porcupines still spread over much 

; of upper Michigan, bille were introduced in Congress to buy the area as a 

; National Forest. At that time, the proceeds from selective logging would 

j have paid for the land, and left the growing forest to boot. Nothing was 

: done. 

j Today, when the green robe of the Porcupines has shrunk to the dimensions
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sof a barely respectable necktie, bille are still before Congress. I 

j suppose Congress hesitates to buy, fearing catealls from patriotic 

constituents. who assume thet all internal problems can wait, Most of them 

; doubtless can and should, but not this one. The war will surely outlast : 

: this remmant of forest. 

: _ { doubt whether public acquisition, as a means of oasuring the national 

: timber supply, in a satisfectory substitute for forestry practice by 

4 private owners, The Job is too big. When government takes over a small 

| area for deaent use, it ains to edueate by example, but I fear it also 

generates a false assurance thet things are on the mend. In any svent ‘ 

1 the Porcupine necktie is now too small te be of any consequence as a ; 

; source of tinber. : 4 

4 But the Porcupine necktie is more than timber; it is a symbol, It : 

| portrays a chapter in aational. history which we should not be allowed te 

; forget. When we abolish the last sample of the Great Uneut, we are, ina 

: sense, burning books. I am convinced that most Americans of the new gen- — : 

: eration have no idea what a decent forest looks like. The only way to 

: tell them is to show them, To preserve a remnant of decent forest for 

: public education is surely a proper funetion of government, regardless of = = = 

: _ one's views on the moot question of lange-scale timber Sedenntielc pat 

; Moreover, the Poroupines offer the only steep topography in the snow- 

P belt of the Lake States they have a future as a ski area, provided they 

: are not further deméed. The necktie is worth keeping for this purpose 

: alone. : 

: I would like to see the Porcupine region acquired and preserved as an 

: act of national contrition, as the visible reminder of an unsolved problem,
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as a token of things hoped for. fo this end it had best be kept roadless, — a 

F axeless, hetelless, and open only to ski or foot travel. The mere existence _ e 

of such a token-forest might hasten the day when the green robe again ea 

i spreads over the Lake States, and when the cutting and using of mature Za 

q timber becomes ane of normal land-cropping, pather than an act of land- 

4 pillage.
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May 14, 1942 

E Mr. Kenneth Reid 
I.W.LA. 

1167 Merchandise Mart 
: Chicago, Illinois 

: Dear Ken: : 

Here is the article on the Portupines that I promised 
you. 

; You may recall that Tom Wallace offered to make some 

: : reprints. I don't know the nature of his arrangement 
with you, tut if reprints are to be made, I would like 
to have about 500 for my own use. 

Should you wish any minor modifications of the text, 
let me know. Philip Miles end-Hereid-—Bradiey have gone 

; over it and o.k.'d it. 

Yours sincerely, Eek ae 

Aldo Leopold
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Aldo Leopold : 

X had marked time in the limestone ledge since the Paleozoic seas 

covered the land. Time, to an atom locked in a rock, does not pase. 

The break came when a bur oak root nosed down a crack and began prying 

and sucking. In the flash of a century the rock decayed, and X was pulled 

; out and up into the world of living things. He helped build a catkin, which 

3 became an acorn, which fattened a deer, which fed an Indian, all in a single 

year. 

; From his berth in the Indian's bones, X joined again in chase and flight, F 

i feast and famine, hope and fear. He felt these things as changes in the little 

chemical pushes and pulls which tug timelessly at every atom. When the Indian 

took his leave of the prairie, X moldered briefly underground, only to embark 

on a second trip through the bloodstream of the land. 

This time it was a rootlet of bluestem which sucked him up and lodged him 

: ina leaf, which rode the green billows of the prairie June, sharing the common 

task of hoarding sunlight. To this leaf also fell an uncommon task: flicking 

shadows across a plover's eggs. The ecstatic plover, hovering overhead, poured 

praises on something perfect; perhaps the eggs, perhaps the shadows, or perhaps 

the haze of pink phlox which lay on the prairie. 

When the departing plovers set wing for the Argentine, all the dluestems 

waved farewell with tall new tassels. When the first geese came out of the north 

and all the bluestems glowed wine-red, a forehanded deermouse cut the leaf in 

which X lay and buried it in an underground nest, as if to hide a bit of Indian 

summer from the thieving frosts. But a fox detained the mouse, molds and fungi 

took the nest apart, and X lay in the soil again, footloose and fancy-free,. 

Next he entered a tuft of side-oats grama, a buffalo, a buffalo chip, and
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again the soil. Next a spiderwort, a rabbit, and an owl. Thence a tuft of 

sporobolus. 

All routines come to an end. This one ended with a prairie fire, which 

: reduced the prairie plants to smoke, gas, and ashes. Phosphorus and potash 

atoms stayed in the ash, but the nitrogen atoms were gone with the wind. A 

spectator might, at this point, have predicted an early end of the biotic drama, 

i for with fires exhausing its nitrogen, the soil might well have lost its plants 

; and blown away. 

But the prairie had two strings to its bow. Fires thinned its grasses, 

but they thickened its stand of leguminous herbs: prairie clover, bush clover, 

wild bean, vetch, lead=plant, trefoil, and baptisia, each carrying its own bacteria 

housed in nodules on its rootlets. Hach nodule pumped nitrogen out of the air 

into the plant, and thence ultimately into the soil. Thus the prairie savings 

bank took in more nitrogen from its legumes than it paid out to its fires. That 

: the prairie is rich is known to the humblest deermouse; why the prairie is rich 

is a question seldom asked in all the still lapse of ages, 

Between each of his excursions through the biota, X lay in the soil, and 

was carried by the rains, inch by inch, downhill. Living plants retarded the 

wash by impounding atoms, dead ones by locking them to their decayed tissues. 

Animals ate the plants and carried them briefly uphill or downhill, depending 

on whether they died or defecated higher or lower than they fed. Wo animal 

was aware that the altitude of his death was more important than his manner 

of dying. Thus a fox caught a gopher in a meadow, carrying X uphill to his bed 

on the brow of a ledge, where an eagle laid him low. The dying fox sensed 

; the end of his chapter in foxdom, bit not the new beginning in the odyssey 

of an atog. 

An Indian eventually inherited the eagle's plumes, and with them
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4 propitiated the Fates, whom he assumed had a special interest in Indians. 

i It did not. occur to him that they might be busy casting dice against 

FP gravity; that mice and men, soils and songs might be merely ways to retard 

E the march of atoms to the sea. 

: One year, while X lay in a cottonwood by the river, he was eaten by a 

; veaver, an animal: which always feeds higher than he dies. The beaver starved 

. when his pond dried up during a bitter frost. X rode the carcass down the 

; spring freshet, losing more altitude each hour than heretofore in a century. 

r He ended up in the silt of a backwater bayou, where he fed a creyfish, a coon, 

P and then an Indian, who laid him down to his last sleep in ® mound on the . 

3 riverbank. One spring an oxbow caved the bank, and after one short week of 

E freshet, X lay again in his ancient prison, the sea. 

P An atom at large in the biote is too free to know freedom; an atom back 

. in the seashas forgotten it. For every atom lost to the sea, the prairie pulls 

3 another out of the decaying rocks. The only certain truth is that Ms creatures 

: mst suck hard, live fast, and die often, lest its losses exceed its gains. 

F ne o c , got it 

; It is the nature of roots to nose inte cracks, When Y was thus released 

E from the parent ledge, a new animal had arrived and begun redding up the 

: prairie to fit his own notions of law and order. An oxeteam turned the prairte 

sod, and Y began a succession of dizzy annual trips through a new grass called 

wheat. a 

The old prairie lived by the diversity of ite plants and animals, allof 

: which were useful because the sum total of their cooperations and competitions ‘ 

4 achieved contimity. But the wheat farmer was a builder of categories; to \\ 

: him only wheat and oxen were useful. He saw the uselss pigeons settle in 

Clouds upon his wheat, andshortly cleared the skies of them. He saw the
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? chinch bugs take over the stealing job, and fumed because here was a useless 

: thing too small to kill. He failed to see the downward wash of over-wheated 

4 loam, laid bare in spring arainst the pelfing rains. When soilewash and 

: chinch bugs finally put an end to wheat farming, Y and his like had already 

; travelled far down the watershed. 

' When the empire of wheat collapsed, the settler took a leaf from the 

f old prairie book: he impounded his fertility in livestock, he augmented it 

: with nitrogen-pumping alfalfa, and he tapped the lower layers of the long 

with Apes~pestek corn, With these he tmilt the empire of red barns. 

: But he used his alfalfa, and every other new weapon against wash, not only 

E to hold his old plowings, but also to exploit new ones which in turn needed 

E holding. | 

So despite alfalfa, the black loam grew gradually thinner. Erosion 

: engineers built dams and terraces to hold it. Army engineers built levees and 

wing-dams to flush it from the rivers. The rivers would not flush, but raised 

: their beds instead, thus choking navigation. So the engineers built pools 

. Like gigantic beaver ponte, and Y landed in one of these, his trip from reck — 

; to river completed in one short century. 3 

On first reaching the pool, Y made several trips through water-plants, fish, 

F and waterfowl. But engineers build sewers as well as dams, and down them comes 

the loot of all the far hills and the sea. The atoms which onee grew pasque-flowers 

to greet the returning plovers now lie inert, confused, imprisoned in oily sludge. 

Roots still nose among the rocks. Rains still pelt the fields. Deermice 

still hide their souvenirs of Indian summer. Old men who helped destroy the 

§ pigeons still recount the glory of the fluttering hosts. Black and white 

buffalo pass in and out of red barns, offering free rides to itinerant atoms. 

ee &
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May 1, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

‘Odyssey’ arrived this morning. It is a little gem -- 

perfect in each of its many sparkling facets. I can't 

begin to tell you how thoroughly delighted I am to have 

it, how proud I am to have the privilege of printing 

it in my last issue, how deeply appreciative I am of 

your interest in interrupting an already full schedule 

to complete it. 

I should be able to send you proof early next week. 

I wonder if you would ask Alice to send me a few bio- 

graphical notes that I can use in connection with the 

author's column, together with a photograph of your- * 

self -- either formal or informal will do. 

It of course goes without saying that I am looking for- 

ward to seeing you again next month. With kindest re- 

gards, I am, 

Most sincerely, 

Cog 9, /Sarrke 
Margaret Brooks 

Editor
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P. S. LOVEJOY 

Aldo Leopold 

The parentage of ideas about egg-openers, iceboxes, and cigarette- 

lighters is recorded in the United States Patent Office. Inventors are 

lauded in every schoolroom, and encouraged to levy tribute on all who 

use their intellectual progeny. 

The parentage of ideas about men and land is seldom recorded at all. 

By the time they appear in books they are usually step-children whose 

parentage has been forgotten. 

I believe that P. S. Lovejoy, who died January 20, 1942, at Ann 

Arbor, Michigan, sired more ideas about men and land than any contemp- 

orary in the conservation field. I here attempt to sketch some recent \ 

and unpublished chips from the Lovejoy block. 

Only a fraction of Lovejoy's output ever reached print. Much of ‘ 

it is recorded only in letters, and these are couched in a vernacular * 

peculiar to him. Xi 

: In ny office, and I fancy in many others, the arrival of a letter } ‘ 

in Lovejoyeese was always heralded by titters from the mail room. My ; é 

file of Lovejoyiana shows that this vernacular grew in extravagance and , 

7 in wit as its contents deepened with advancing age. Why did he, a master 

of the Queen's English, insist on expressing even the most profound ideas 

in this jargon? It represents, I think, reaction against pretense, and 

; & contempt for all pious solemnities. 

‘ No greater error could be made than to regard the Lovejoy vernacular 

as mere slang; it often carried figures of speech’ of poetical beauty. 

Two years ago, after Lovejoy had recovered from ain almost fatal illness, 

T remarked, in reply to a brilliant satirical letiter (9/14/40), that I was 

glad he had resumed his mental probings into the rlatare of things. He 

replied: "I've been living on borrowed time. It?s fun now to work up
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wedge~stuff, and find season-checks to set ‘em in, and keep splitting more 

and more slabs of savvy off the big chunk." Slang, yes, but also a profound 

and dramatic definition of scholarship, rendered in the mental imagery of 

; the lumberjack, 

I once upbraided "P, S," for not publishing more papers. I told him 

: he was like a squirrel who buried his mental garnerings in letters, instead 

of planting them in print where they could grow in many minds, He replied: 

"I've been watching those suirrels, ‘They don't even try to remember where 

they put acorns, They just cache them all over the neighborhood, ani then 

{ go and smell ‘em up acain, as wanted. The squirrel that plants an acorn is 

: not always the one to smell it up, Meanwhile quite a lot of them have 

C sprouted and grown into trees. Caching things in print is not always the 

best way to get thines growing" (letter 9/14/40), In this homely parable 

is compressed Lovejoy's own picture of his service to society, 

i Lovejoy's early writings, like those of other foresters, dealt with : 

physical resource problems, and with land policy, The deflation of the \ 

lake states lani boom, the recognition of forestry by the agricultural X 

profession, and the realization that forest lands as well as farm lands \ 

: may be submarginal are in no small decree Lovejoy's personal handiwork, ; » 

He also contributed largely to the recognition of wildlife as a land crop, 

and to the initiation of wildlife research, 

In his later yearsg his thinking focused not on policy, but on people. 

‘ He saw that the average citizen had given nothing but Liprservice to either 

forestry or wildlife manazement, and he wanted to know why. Unlike most 

: publicly employed conservationists, he did not mistake the growth of 

appropriations and the proliferation of bureaus for tis ecoomp! tshaent of 

the ends for which they were created, He became enerosiged in analyzing 

the reasons for the failure of “conservation education. 
/\
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: His findings are expressed in "Ecological Engineering". I consider 

E this one of the most important papers on conservation published during the 

current decade, but like other Lovejoy "acorns", it was cached at random : 

‘ in an obscure spot. 

E ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 

: Conservation, Lovejoy says, is reason applied to environment. Reason, 

to the mass mind, is like oxygen to the animal body; a little is 

; essential, but too mich is toxic, and induces pain followed by defensive 

: reactions. Tolerance for feason may be. increased by education, but only by 

f slow degrees. Agricultural extension has developed techniques which recog 

e nize the limits of public tolerance; it administers © small doses of tcience"” 

j heavily diluted with economic and social persuasion. Conservation mst do : 

the same. : 

; Lovejoy's distinction between educator and extensionist is elaborated * 

in a recent letter (3/8/39): 

"Educators smear all behaviors which are not dominantly 

, rational. The standard camous illusion is that Homo can and should 

: be educated so that he will not much, if any, (or anyway not 

in public) behave like a mammal. All the while everybody 

: knows he will. ; 

Skillful advertisers, politicians, and evangelists know 

E in advance that most of the time people will react to stimli 

: and iwhibitions which have little or nothing to do with the 

: campus formula. 

The extensioner splits the difference. He does not expect 

his customers to be much or often rational. He uses fact-logic 

; only when it seems to work. When it doesn't work, he contrives
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bait and driftefences and banana~peil arrangements which do. 

His job is to bridge the gap between the latest Experiment 

Station dope and the specific action-program. When the educator 

has done his stuff, the customer is due to be intelligent, but 

the extensioner is content if he thereafter acts as if he were," 

: I add from "Ecological Engineering": 

"It is an almost universal assumption that there is some- 

F thing pathological in politicians. This, assuredly, is a mis- 

conception. The politician has always been associated with 

civilization, and has a function corresponding to that of leu- 

F cocytes in the blood, The splitting of differences of interest a 

among the governed is a perennial job. Our ecological 

engineer may be glad to have someone tending the minor chores 

while he himself is computing another social modulus, or tri- 

angulating to place another banana~peel where it will do the 

most good. Our engineer will bear in mind that Homo sapiens 

is still considerably sap. The normal function of the politician 

; is to take the public where he thinks it wants to go; the function 

of our engineer is to take the public where it will be glad 

to be when it gets there. 

Testing his materials in advance of construction, a 

proper engineer will discover that a very small quantity of clay 

impairs the strength of his concrete. He will therefore 

proceed to wash his gravel. He will not merely curse the 

clay. He will not try to educate it out of the gravel. 80 

our ecological engineer will recognize the ubiquity of 

|
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Homo's rationalizations, and that these are protective 

devices used to dilute facts to non-toxic concentrations." 

IDBA SUCCESSION 

During his last two years Lovejoy focused his mind on a single problem: 

the succession in ideas about land-use. dust as there are predictable 

sequences in the development of plant and animal communities, knowledge of 

which is essential to agriculture and forestry, so, he argued, there may be 

predictable sequences: in human thought about land-use, knowledge of which 

may be important to good administration, extension, and research. 

Lovejoy postulated that ideas are conceived, born, grow up, have 

offspring, become senescent, and die, and that these developmental phases 

may have idéntifiable characteristics useful in forecasting the future or 

in interpreting the past. The successive phases may also have characteris- 

tic durations, possibly amenable to partial control. Ina letter dated 

March 19, 1941 he cites the following history of the deer problem in 

Michigan as @ sample of the raw material from which a theory of idea-succession |) 

might be deduced: 

1. From first talk of starvation in deer yards to first 
Day HALO es 0 5 as 6 a Ne ae Se ene cee seews 25-50 years 

2. From this to first technical investigation of yards 
and the first post-mortems on dead deer........ssse5e 5 years 

3. From this to competent surveys of all yards (via 
ineffective digressions such as hauling hay, or 
removing excess by trapping or by stunning with 
MmOPOy WOLLOSEE 6 ok. os owe bse vevekedscagsucves 3 years 

4, From this to competent censuses of deer populations 
with tallies showing sex and age compwition....cces 3 years 

5. From this to official recognition that there mst be 
more legal kill or else wholesale starvation; that 
populations have outstripped their winter food and 
WAGE BO AGW is vccssvecceveredavsvessgveeesevsvves 2 years
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a 6. From this to start of systematic education to modify 
4 the buck law, which inhibits incréasing the legal 
a OORT OSeET ER Tey  LETERT Ee TE ReaT or ree re 2 years 

. 7. From this to first sportsman-support in asking the 
Bs legislature to “git modern in re deer". ce secsssereee 2 years 

: Total elapsed time in idea succession, toy gases... Seles 
i G0 Te 80 CRC O ie ies iii ic enabensdmectis elev ale 17. years 

/ Lovejoy then projects the possible future sequence: 

: 8. From asking to getting legislative repeal of buck 
: law and authority for "local regulation"... .csecses teh years 

. 9. From getting authority to learning how to use it.... 5-10 years (7?) 

: 10. Recognition of fire as a tool for increasing deer 
food on areas submarginal for forestryescsescessseee 10-25 years (7) 

Bar F ll. Evolution of techniques combining local deer 
BS regulation, forestry, and fire as a tool.....-.scsese ? years 

c I think Lovejoy regarded this sequence of events as comprising a single 

: : stage in the intellectual succession. Through it runs one ideas: too many 

; deer. s 

ee It grew up under the dominance of a preceeding idea (too few deer), gost : 

, as the forb stage grows up under the dominance of weeds, or the grass stage 

: grows up under the dominance of forbs. 

F It will be succeeded by another idea: regulated deer, locally adjusted 

FE to the needs and tolerances of forestry and other land-uses. 

: Too few deer, too many deer, and an adjusted deer herd are three over= 

4 lapping stages in a succession, 

‘ : Within the present stage, Lovejoy considered hay~hauling, trapping, and 

. nercy-bullets as digressions and evasions arising from public abhorrence of 

‘ factual truth, i.e. as criteria of "youth" in the idea of too many deer. 

: Items 47 represent education of the public, by slow degrees, to accept
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; the factual truth already evident in item 2. MHcological engineering 

] (i.e. "placing another banana-peel where it will do the most good") 

4 might, he thought, have hastened ultimate public acceptance. 

7 Research on excess deer, Lovejoy points out, began in item 2 and 

q reached print in item 6, But research, he says, has only begun when 

: published. 

4 "It's certainly urgent to get the infant-project born 

: right, washed up, and crying good, but that's just a stage 

: in raising a family. Field work is gestation, publication ; 

4 is parturition, but getting into action is growing up. f 

[ Research is grown when it has reached self-tending status, : NX ; 

along with other kids of that generation." ; ‘ : 

: LOVEJOTIANA : 

: For those unfamiliar with Lovejoyeese, I present a few selected \ 

; idioms and a few characteristic quotations: ke 

: pack-ratting: collenting reprints “in the standard | \ 
campus manner" Bf x 

: terra-tinker: a land-use expert & 7 

; barber shop biologist: a sportsman : \ A 

: mirabile dictuing: telling tall tales \ 

: rat-hole project: an ill-conceived official undertaking 

: sacred sawlogzers: forestry propagandists 

} section 28: lower right abdomen 

: Novos, Demos, and Buros: researchers, politicians, and ' 
F bureaucrats 

: (Novos nest in litters of old papers, from which, at irregular \ 

Ee intervals, they hatch out monographic young. ") \ 

Be 
) 

a I 

4, 
y
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: "Sic ‘em summa cum laude"; citation granted to able critics 

, words with high mzzle-velocity: good writing 

E clubs: "There are three kinds of clubs. One kind peels all 

F its birches, another only a few, another puts white 

, paint on the scars of the old peelings." (letter 7/24/38) 

: research: "Hyre a dozen techs. ‘Turn ‘em loose and they'll smell 

: out, trail, and flush facts, fetch ‘em home, and lay ‘ 

: ‘em on the hearth allesame cat and field-mouse. When 

§ they lay another separate on the Altar of Research, 

F they have done their stuff. It's up to somebody else 

E to carry on from there." (letter 9/22/40) 

: appetite: "As a kid I often ate all the apples I could, but 
. never as many as I wanted to." 

1 theses: "Theses for higher degrees in Ecological Engineering 

: should weigh at least three pounds." 

’ eritios: "If they do it viclous-like, with teeth showing, they 
: are suprised and amsed to find that (the sacred cows) 

4 are easy scared, and run away with even a little 
Ke roughing. So a few of us have quite a little fun 

yapping and nipping and shagging (them) around, 

F letting on we're after hot blood right outa the 

; neck." (letter 9/22/40) 

; carrying capacity: "The ultimate question is not how to 

E step up human carrying capacities per habitat, but 

E what sort of humans we want to have around at all." 

(letter 9/22/40) 

7 In conclusion, I venture the personal opinion that the professions of 

: forestry and wildlife management, as now constituted, will one day be 

; adjudged to have been deficient in critics. If I am right in this, then 

q P. 8. Lovejoy, as one of our best critics, will grow in stature with the 

years. 

In any case he did his valiant best to find new wedges, and season- 

: checks to set them in, and to split new slabs of savvy off the big chunk.
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: Recent Publications by P. 8. Lovejoy ¥ 

: The worst-first theory. Journ. of Forestry, vol. 24, no. 4, Apr. 1926, 
: pp. 351-357. 

7 Concepts and contours. Journ. of Forestry, vol. 31, no. 4, Apr. 1933, ; 
: PPp+ 381-391. 

) Fericulture. Univ. of Mich. Forest School Anmal, 1933, pp. 12913, 33. 

4 Boological engineering. 36th & 37th Annual Reports, Mich, Acad. of 
, Science, Arts and Letters, Ann Arbor, 1935, pp. 76=86. 

: Harmonizing conflicting interests in land management. Proc, First 
. N. Amer, Wildlife Conference, Feb. 3-7, 1936. Senate Committee 

F Print, 74th Congress, 2nd Session, Washington, 1936, pp. 260-267. 

E (Letter to Silcox) Journ. of Forestry, vol. 36, no. 6, June 1938, i 
: pp. 628-634, : : 

i
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42h University Farm Place 
August 13, 1gle 

: Dr. Tracy I. Storer : 

; Division of Zoology 
: College of Agriculture 

; Davis, California * 

; Dear Dr. Storer: ‘ = ‘ 

I welcome the opportunity to address you as Editor 

: of the Journal. 

Here is the outcome of a self-imposed task in eppre~ 

ciation of P. S. Lovejoy. The Journal of Forestry * 

and all of the local wildlife publications have ‘ 

carried rather hastily written sketches, but the 

i Journal of Wildlife Management has not yet carried 

any. lLovejoy's thinking during recent decades touched 

: more closely upon its field than any other, and I 

think it proper for our Journal to carry some notice 
of his passing. 

I will want 300 reprints and hope you will send me 

: | the order form for them at the proper time. 

; Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
ie Professor of Wildlife Management



Review of Sherman Strong Hayden's "The International Protection of Wildlife" 

“This able book surveys man's efforts to inherit the earth without — a 
destroying its faunas. It is outers reading for those eptinists who a: ; ; 7 a 

believe that all civilized peoples have learned to cherish wildlife. a 
It is sad vending for these who know they have not, tut who hope that a 

they may do so before the faunas are gone. re Be a i 

‘the author telle of the clash of empires on the African veldt and . a a 

the stampede of the bonnie toward oblivion; of the faltering southward : a 

flight of Pan-American treaties for bird-conservation, of the noar-rape : — 
| of the fur seals, of the frustration of migratory bird protection among se - 3 

the Jealous neighbors of Murope, of the fouling of the seven seas with e ae i 

oil, and finally of the impending extermination of whales by mechanized . fe 

whalers who all but climb the nouth pole in quest of prey, ° a a 
All this is Abraham obeying the divine injunction to go forth and —— 

replenish the earth. : ce , —— 

Mr. Hayden traees, in docunonted detail, the patient efforts of = — 
conservationists to stay the process of destruction by international a — 

agreements. Of a dozen such agreements, two achieved substantial, albeit 

incomplete, success: the Paris Seal Treaty of 1893, and the American : a 
| Migratory Bird Treaty of 1916. Japan denounced the Paris treaty in _ — 

1940, so “our century's lust for anarchy" again rules the sealing ona. is ; _ 

At the present moment the reader's interest naturally focuses on 3 a 

Afrion, weélle this develasien 4f she teams, shite proceeding swiftly,  —_— . 
is only half complete. Is there a chance that some new and benigh world . ‘ 

order might save the remnants? Mr. Hayden's testimony leaves one in doubt. i 

The scant success of three successive international conventions (1900, __ as 

1933, 1938) might be ascribed to the scramble for colonies, but even _ a 

; : : een Snag tty Sieh SIN



e assuming a stable settlement of that question, i large obstacles still 
. remain. One is the assumption (sti11 unproven) that iinderpest and. ve ee 

a tsetse fly can be eredicated by eradicating the large mammals. another 

4 . 4s the armed native and the black market for ivory and other wildlife : ee ‘ 

a Viewing the general record of international effort, the Anortoan a 
e reader will wish to know which nations furnished the support and which a. 

: ones furnished the obstacles. Mr. Hayden refrains from generalizing, — a 

Fs but one gathers the isiprossion that Italy, Japan, Spain, and Portugal a 
: have seldom conserved anything but themselves. The British, while : = ie 2 — - 

: F usually supporting good moves, have displayed a consistent skepticism a i : 

= toward treaties involving too much subject matter and more than two : 

: parties. The French, Belgian, Dutch, and Scandinavian record has a cs a 

a alternated between altruism and apathy. Sha : tat record) wp te his pt . | 

: eee ah boa large praiseworthy, is not — ’ ' a 
a / without incidents which one would rather forget. Thus in 1897 our 4 : . | 

[ House of Representatives, to spite the British, with whom we were then _ i ee | 

BE sat 1ozgerheads over fur seals, actually passed a bill ordering the = sl | 

, extirpation of the seal herd. Congress has often "let down" the a 
executive departments when some new treaty needed legislative support. ' - —- 

: Among our conservation bureaus, the Bureau of vekestar Gc | re _ 

7 silent on international problems. _. | 

7 The tortuous evolution of international wildlife law shows again & 7 | 

: and again that faulty premises, used to rationalize @ good move, often a3 | 

S eventually rise to smite the user. Thus the "outmoded concept of a | 

: Roxious species", embodied in the African treaties and in the Huropean : a 

, a
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4 bird treaty of 1905, has contributed not a little to wittoately defeat 

+ both. Just so has “archaie utilitarianism" undermined many otherwise a 
a. praiseworthy moves for faunal conservation. Mr. Hayden concludes, 

a I think rightly, that the only sure foundation for wildlife i - 

4 is "the right of things to exist for their own sake", My ob 
ee Human attitudes toward wildlife display consistent developmental — a 

2 patterns. Mr, Hayden doesn't say so, but it is apparent from his facts, 

io that the ploncer is always surest that a rich fauna has no value as Bo 5 

» compared with a few more people or dollars. By the time a country has : 

fF may people and many dollers, and the notese~besutiful interior ef the = 
. social structure becomes apparent, the assumed prioritics ‘become lese -— 

* ‘ obvious. ; \ s < : £ . 2 ae & 4 a 

ae By that time the fauna has usually lost its richness, and like Se i - 
: ie Pe 2 

. mmmenity has scquired interusl disorders, Thus in parts of Africa the ee 

; demise of the "noxious" leopard has given rise to a plague of vaboons Oe 
a aoe 

. and wild pigs. a ol 
7 Mr. Hayden's book is something more than a competent chronology ee 

- ideas and events. It is a spirited and.colorful history of an enterprise 

re all but whkmown to the public. While the book was completed before the = 
a - ee 
Bi war, it will be an admirable factual springboard for post war efforts ee. pe 

: to untangle wildlife conservation. ee i 
. OO - ; Alde loepelg ee ’ : University of Wisconsin = 

2 : a 

‘ oe oo
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4 42h University Farm Place pei 

a j oY 

a Miss Gladys M. Wrigley pie eS 
eal : American Geographical Society Bo aN 

a Broadway at 156th Street oO 

4 ££ Dear Miss Wrigley: ae 
i is = 

- Here is the review of Hayden. He did a fine job. s 

a I return the book. teas. eee 

a I'a@ like 300 reprints of the review. (Gan you & is 
= supply them? I don't know your custom in such : eee 

a matters. caer 

. Yours sincerely, DP eae 

‘ Y 
a Aldo Leopold an 

3 i 2 

4 a



AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY . NEW YORK 

BROADWAY AT GAB 156th STREET 
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Tas October 6, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

New Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We should like a review of "The Interna- 

tional Protection of Wild Life: An Examination of 

Treaties and Other Agreements for the Preservation 

of Birds and Mammals," by Sherman Strong Hayden 

(Columbia University Press, New York, 1942). Will 

you undertake it? Mr. Weaver endorses the request. 

Do you have a copy of the book? 

Sincerely yours 

ws - eer AV 
\\x\ : 
i bly iy Wg “s
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| AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY - NEW YORK 

BROADWAY AT 156th STREET XCAL Sy SEQ SERN 
(oe 2 A). 

WME, a 
Ores December 4, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Many thanks for the welcome review. 

It arrived a little late for our January num- 

ber -- will appear in April. Just one query. 

In speaking of the attitude of the natiams 
towards conservation, Germany is omitted: is 

this deliberate? 

Sincerely yours, 

Glad M. Wo a” 

We jos lae ka oy ae pr reper 
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| TR ROLR OF WILDLEVE IN A LIBERAL EDUCATION = ae 
ill aagel a tee 

Nears ti 

Most of the wildlife education so far attempted 1s that designed to hock 
teach professionals how to do their job, I here discuss another kind: = ee 

that aimed to teach citizens the function of wildlife in the land 7 

The two kinds contrast sharply in their war status, Porhaps the = a : 

eutput of professionals is now excessive, even if there were no war. Wo. a 

‘the other hand, wildlife teaching for laymen has the same war status as a. 

any other branch of science or of the arts; to suspend teaching it isto | — 
suspend culture. Culture is our underetanding of the land and its lifes . 
wildlife ie an evsekiial fmetion of tela? ie ve oe 

The bulk of our funds and brains are invested in professional education. a 
In ny opinion it 19 time to "swap ends", to curtail sharply the output of : 7 

professionals, and to throw the manpower end dollars thus released into a 

a eevtens attempt to tell the whole campus, and thus eventually tnt ae a i 

community, what wildlife condervation 1s all about. ae - 

To gee our predicament clearly, we must see its history. ne a 

When wildlife education started a decade ago, three strong forces 
impelled us to our present course, sone 7 

One was the obvious preference for preparing ane, to earn a salary rather ’ 

than to live a life, : . ee a 
"The second was the depression. The pump-priming policy sucked at the = — : 

conservation schools like a waterspout. Anyone bearing a sheepskin, wet or a 
477, could soar into the clouds as = paid export, : .



aa ms - RES 4 : Bate meee Laks: Fe “Je Pe ee ke 

q Se a 
fe The third was expediency, It is easier to teach wildlife to a professional = 

*] student in three years than to a lay student ina semester or two. Once fe - 
a] a professional enrolls he mst listen, be the teaching good, bad, or indifferent. 

FP om the other hand the lay student elects wildlife courses; if the teaching . a 

z is not vital, he can elect something else. si - 

" To what extent are these three pulls still pullingt a = 

a Depression is dead, Expediency is no argument. The question, then, “7 

| boils down to future jobs, steer Bareans are now laying plans for another  — 

a post-war pump-priming era, but it is a nystery to me ies we are to fina a’ 

either the cash or the credit for a repetition of 1933. I do not anticipate — a 

4 a post-war boom in wildlifers. If I am right, and the market for professionals - 

- continues poor, then the deans and the presidents and the donors of wildlife ’ 4 

funds will have the option of either shrinking the present schools, or ae a 

] switching their emphasis from professional to liberal teaching. . 

: It is not likely that this switeh can be made successfully if postponed i 

i / until the eleventh hour, The time to start is sete: i a 

a Fortunately the process of conversion does not call for a complete is a 

: abandonment of professional output. All-campus teaching cannot be vital : scee ; " 

a without research, and research is not possible without assistants, experimental a 

: | areas, and definite local projects. This residuum of research can be mde ‘ - a 

to produce a small highgrade aunead ¢erop of professionals at the same time — i ‘ 

“| that 1 feeds the all-camus teaching effort with vital local facts ant = 

if questions. : : : i 4 

7 In my own unit, I began this conversion three years ago, when the : "2 

present over=production of professionals first became visible, The response a 

from the campus-at=large has been gratifying. I would recommend the change a 

a to others, even if there were no war to force the issue. ee. " 

Po eee uy
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o Liberal education in wildlife is not merely a dilute dosage of technical =» 

au education. It calls for somewhat different teaching materials and sometimes = = 
oF : : : Pty 

eS even different teachers, The objective is to teach the student to see the = 

ey land, to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he understands. I say Pie), 
cia % eee 
ae : (ee 
a land rather than wildlife, because wildlife cannot be understood without : oe 

a understanding the landscape ag a whole, Such teaching could well be called a 

7 land ecology rather than wildlife, and could serve # very broad educational tie i 
oy . ae 
oe purposes. a a 
: 4 Perhaps the most important of these purposes is to teach the student —__ ae 
oe cw) pln te cae ian 
- how to put the sciences together for-the_purpose of using them, All the Ce 
aa : a 
au sciences and arts are taught as if they were separate. They are separate i ae 

ee only in the classroom, Step out on the camus and they are immediately _ oy a 

md fused. Land ecology is putting the sciences and arts together for the purpose = 
- 2 ae 
= of understanding our envirénment. “ ae 

a An illustration of what I mean appears in Figure 1, which traces some of = 
Ss 4 : ’ pee oe om 

s the lines of dependency (or foodechains, so edled@) in an ordinary commnity.. a 

eT. a 
a These lines are the arteries of a living thing; the land, In them cireulates ae 

4 Le a 
aa food drawn from the soil, pumped by a million acts of cooperation and competi- G a 

= Ne 
4 tion among animals and plants. ‘That the land lives is implicit in its ee) : 

a , ; 
: ba aa | survival through eons of time. ps ae 4 

| ae 
aA Who is the land? We are, but no less the meanest flower that blows, = 

2) Land ecology diseards at the outset the fallacious notion that the wild a 

we community is one thing,the human commnity another, q Se 

ie q What are the sciences? Only categories for thinking. Sciences can be 4 

<a taught separately, but they can't be used separately, either for seeing Sag 
o ie o land or doing anything with it. It was a surprise to me to find this was a 
2 a 1 

Be "news" to many well-trained but highly specialized graduate students. a a a - 

7] ‘ ae 
ee : f ; i a 
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. that is art? Only the drama of tho land's workings. a a. 

: With such a synthesis as a starting point, the tenets of conservation a 

o _ formate thenselves almost before the teacher can suggest them, Basic to A ; 

a all conservation is the concept of land-health; the sustained self-renewal : a 

2 of the commnity. It is at once self-evident from such an over-all view bi — 

FE of the community that land-health 1s more important than surpluses or = i 

a shortages in any particular land-product. ‘The “famine concept" of conserva- 7 

. tion is valid mainly fer inorganic resources, yet most teachers still aly 

i it to all resources. z x a 7 

a There is no need to persuade the student of lani ecology that nachines a 

a to dominate the land are useful only while there is a healthy land to use oa 

e] then on, and that land~health is possibly dependent on lantemenbershtp, 1-0. a 

z that a flora and fauna too severly simplified or modified may not tiek as ‘ a 

: ; well as the original. He ean see for himself that there is ne such thing 

a as good or bad species; a species may get out of hand, but to terminate a 
= ; : a [eae 

—: its membership in the land by Iuman fist is the last word in anthropomorphic | Be 

- | Finally, the student can deduce, if he thinks hard enough, the peculiar a 

? nature of Inman e¢onomics. What we call econontc laws aro nerely the impact | a 

: of our changing wants on the land which supplies them, When that impact = Cs 

a becomes destructive of our own temre in the land, as is eo conspiouously a 

a the case today, then the thing to examine is the validity of the wants a es 

. themselves. oe : . ae a 

o I have been sketching the end points, rather than ths beginnings, of s 
a a 

«| ° oa
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: instruction in land ecology. ‘To reach those end-points, the teacher mst =» 

a of course construct a bridge of hard-headed factual materials drawn not ; ae 

ae OLk aye cha : 
ei only from natural history, but from,land=sciences. This ef course raises a 

a the question: why is it our job to synthesize and orient; why doesn't a oa 

= agriculture, or geography, or some other bigger and more important discipline = 

e| do she-epnthestaingt oC fo) us)! a 

4 My answer is; it is not our job, bué 4t is our opportunity. If this 

4 opportunity is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn't it been seen and i ee 

a : seized long ago? Why haven't the bigger and more important disciplines a 

= F synthesized an ecological land concept? I am not sure of the answer, but. ie 
= ae 
a, I think I can see why in zoology and botany. Their pattern of teaching é ‘oa 

4 was set by the emergence of the theory of evolution. Some professor*are ee 

a still adding new findings to the evolutionary structure, but in the mind = 
ae ‘ z * f s Ns oa 

: of the average student evolution quitsigrowing, i.e. dies, when he receives a 

a his diploma, There is little opportunity for him to add to his classroom 

4 knowledge. Beology, on the other hand, can lead to lifelong opportunities = a 

“ { for study and even experimentaton. Therefore, for purposes of a liberal “ a 

: education, ecology is superior to evolution as a window from which to view : os 
er 

the world. nag She 
a : s “Se 

ss : nem Se 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA « 

‘ & 

\USEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY May 6, 1942 b q 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA i 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

j It was very thoughtful of you to send a copy 
of your manuscript entitled "The role of wildlife in 
a liberal education." This is even better than I had 
expected. I assume that you would like to have this 
carbon copy returned and so enclose it. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Alden H. Miller 

AHM: jf 
encl. , 

|.



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

REGION TWO 

OMAHA, NEBRASKA 
May 5, 1942, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Farm, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

Your talk at the recent Midwest Wildlife Conference was passed 

around this office and seems to have hit the spot. Regional Director 

Merriam has asked me to find out whether you have had the talk printed 

(or mimeogrephed) yourself. If so, we could use a few reprints. If 

not, we might be able to mimeograph it ourselves for distribution to 

the field. That is, providing we have your permission--and we are 

prepared to bribe you to the extent of sending you some copies. 

Please tell Joe Hickey that I was in the Everglades a few weeks 

ago with Bob Allem and that Aljon sends regerds and requests for a let- 

ter. Incidentally, Allen is continuing to do excellent work on the 

spoonbills. 

~ 
; It was a pleasure to see you in Des Moines, if only for a brief 

visit. I wish that we might some day lend at a national park at the 

same time. If, by any chance, you are to be neer Dinosaur National 

Monument again this summer, please let me kmow as I expect to be there 

and would be delighted to spend as much time with you as you could take. 

in the area. 

Paul Brown has been transferred to our Santa Fe office and, from 

all reports, is doing some excellent work on the proposed Big Bend 

, National Park. 

Sincerely yours, 

ce! \r ey : s Shi SAVE ah” ak buck 191 fro A_ 
et ae po Desc 12) Daniel B. Beard, 

» we ne : oe Regional Biologist. ; 

yn . CoN



THE ROLE OF WILDLIFE IN A LIBERAL EDUCATION a 

Aldo Leopold a 

Most of the wildlife education so far attempted is that designed to es 
teach professionals how to do their job. I here discuss another kind: — oe 

that aimed to teach citizens the function of wildlife in the land ‘aa 

organtem, | ; 
The two kinds contrast sharply in their war status. Perhaps the : ae 

output of pretonslansts is now excessive, even if there were no war, On a 

“the other hand, wildlife teaching for leymen has the seme war status ap 

any other branch of setonse or of the arts; to suspend teaching it is to : oe 

suspend culture, Culture is our understanding of the land and its life; i? 

wildlife is an essential fraction of both. Hi ee a’ 

The bulk of our funds and brains are invested in professional education, — a. 

In ay opinion it is time to "swap ends", to curtail sharply the output of = a 

yreteuntinitny ted, Xe thee tee samseule tak dollars thus released into a 

2 Serious attempt to tell the whole campus, and thus eventually the whole a 

community, what wildlife condervation is all about. a 

To see our predicament clearly, we must see its history. \ ¢ ‘ a 

When wildlife education started a decade ago, three strong forces — 

impelled us to our present course. é a 

One was the obvious preference for presaving men to earn a salary rather | : u yy 

than 46. live 6 life, : soe a 

The second was the depression. The pump-priming policy sucked at the ‘ - 

conservation schools like a waterspout. Anyone bearing a sheepskin, wet or is 

ary, could soar inte the clouds as a paid expert. 3 = q



i The third was expediency. It is easier to teach wildlife to a professional 

A student in three years than to a lay student ina semester or two, Once = 
my a professional enrolls he mst listen, be the teaching good, bad, or indifferent. 

2 On the other hand the lay student elects wildlife courses; if the teaching ie 

j is not vital, he can elect something else. . og oe 

a | Mo what extent are these three pulls still pulling? ae 
a Depression is dead. Expediency is no argument, The question, then, ; — 

4 voils down to future Jobs, 4664 Bureaus are now laying plans for another oe a 

&§ post-war pump-priming era, but it 1s a mystery to me where wo are to find a 

; either the cash or tho credit for a repetition of 1933. I do not anticipate — s 

3 ® postewar boom in wildlifers, If I am right, and the market for professionals . 

: § contimues poor, then the deans and the presidents and the donors of wildlife o 

P) ‘tends wi21 have the option of either shrinking the present schools, or a 

- switching their emphasis fron professional to liberal teaching. ae 

a It 4s not likely that this switch can be mde successfully if poutpened a : 

- until the eleventh hour, ‘he time to start is now, oe a 

tedtanately the process of comrereton does not call for a complete a 

: : abandonment of professional output. All-campus teaching cannot be vital ie 

a without research, and research is not possible without assistants, experimental a 

G4 areas, and definite local projects, ‘This residuum of research can be made /. 

to produee a small highgrade annual opop of professionals at the same tine a 
J that it feeds the all~campus teaching effort with vital lecal facts and A os 

| questions. m = 

In ny own unit, I began thie conversion three years ago, when the Pad We 
By present overproduction of professionals first became visible. The response ee 

4] fron the camus-at~lange has beon gratifying. 1 would reconmend the change 
i to others, even if there were no war to force the issue. : = 

a eeee . ie 

“, oe een
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a Liberal education in wildlife is not merely a dilute dosage of technical : oe 

mf education, It calls for somewhat different teaching materials and sometimes o 

even different teachers, The objective is to teach the student to see the a 

a land, to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he understands. I say a 

4 lend rathor than wildlife, because wildlife cannot be understood without 
understanding the landscape as a whole, Such teaching could well be called _— a 

land ecology rather than wildlife, and could serve # very broad educational i 

purposes. 5 . = 
Perhaps the most important of these purposes 4s to teach the student - 

how to put the sciences together pee sae them. All the: i 

sciences and arts are taught as if they were separate. They are separate - 

only in the classroom, Step out on the camus and they are immediately eg 

fused. Land ecology is putting the sciences and arts together for the purpose __ a 

of understanding our environment. = 

An illustration of whet I mean appears in Figure 1,-which traces some of _ a 

the lines of dependency (or food-chains, so cdled) in an ordinary commnity. 4 

These lines are the arteries of a living thing; the land. In them circulates ‘e 

food drawn from the soil, pumped by a million acts of cooperation and cometi- 4 
tion among animals and plants. ‘That the land lives is implicit in its -— 

survival through eons of time. ag 
Who is the land? We are, but no less the meanest flower that blows. 4 

: Land ecology discards at the outset the fallacious notion that the wild a 

community is one thing,the human community another. — 

What are the sciences? Only categories for thinking. Sciences can be a 

taught separately, but they can't be used separately, either for seeing i 

ed land or doing anything with it. It was a surprise to me to find this was a 

“news" to many well-trained but highly specialized graduate students. =
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oa What is art? Only the drama of the land's workings. ‘ae ee 

¢ With such a synthesis as a starting point, the tencts of conservation = 8 
q eee 
4 formlate themselves almost before the teacher ean suggest them. Basic to — a 

7 all conservation is the concept of land-health; the sustained self-renewal =» 

i of the commnity. It is at once self-evident from such an over-all view a 

4 of the community that land-health is more important than surpluses or sid ae 

shortages in any particular land=-product. The "famine concept" of conserva-_ a 
i : : : / Sam 

os : tion is velid mainly for inorganic resources, yet most teachers still apply — ae 

it to all resources. re tae kaa 
ie 

ra There is no need to persuade the student of land ecology that mechines = 

to dominate the land are useful only while there is a healthy land touse os 

them on, and that landshealth is possibly dependent on landemembership, 4.0, 
5 i 

a4 that a flora and fauna too severly simplified or modified may not tick as 

well as the original. He can see for himself that there is no such thing etek 

7 as good or bad species; a species may get out of hand, but to terminate pee a: 

i its membership in the land by human fiat is the last word in anthropomorphic ‘2 
‘ : Me 

fed arrogance. ; “ha 
F : oF pene 

ae Finally, the student can deduce, if he thinks hard enough, the peculiar oo 

nature of human economics. What we call economic laws are merely the impact — a 

oA of our changing wants on the land which supplies them. When that impact a 

becomes destructive of our own temre in the land, as is so conspicuously = tS 
<a 

qe the case today, then the thing to examine is the validity of the wants ; ees 

ae 
themselves. — ‘ lag 

Bi ta ’ seh f i oe 

: I have been sketching the end points, rather than the beginningg, of » oe 
L “aa 

iy Bat 

, : ae 

[a 
‘ ; A i i) cane eae 

Lo : a ae wos et cr ae ae



: instruction in land ecology, To reach those end-points, the teacher mst a. 

: ) ‘ a 
= of course construct a bridge of hard-headed factual materials drawn not — a 
Ef ae : : ta 
| only from natural history, but from,land-sciences. This of course raises ae en 

a the question: why is it our job to synthesize and orient; why doesn't i 

s agriculture, or geography, or some other bigger and more important @iscipline 

- do the-synthesizine? < | gas ce airy : at 9 Ane 

“ My answer is; it is not our job, but 4t is our opportunity, If this = 

o opportunity is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn't it been seen and oe 

ie ‘seized long ago? Why haven't tho bigger and more important disciplines 
Bs ieee : 4 ae 
on synthesized an ecological land concept? I am not sure of the answer, but 

a I think I can see why in zoology and botany. Their pattern of teaching _ ae é w 

&§ S “ie 
rs was set by the emergence of the theory of evolution, Some professor are a 

a still adding new findings to the evolutionary structure, but in the mind 
oe i Cie aiaae 
ee i 

(ee 

4 of the average student evolution quits growing, 1.6. dies, when he receives 

4 “his diploma, There is little opportunity for him to ald to his classroom 

& knowledge. cology, on the other hand, can lead to lifelong opportunities — ie oe 

a for study and even experimontaton, Therefore, for purposes of a liberal = = = 
ae Ri 
o education, ecology is superior to evolution as a window from which to view / a 

D the world. any x ee / 
ee ; f a4 s i 

- ane si i ee 
“4 : ose 
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. A Dissertation on Wild Rivers & " nai 

4 People who have never canoed a wild river, or who have done so only a 

. / with a guide in the stern, a apt to assume that novelty, plus healthful : i 

: exercise, account for the value of the trip. I thought so too, until I ‘ae i 

— the two college boys on the Flambesu, ee a 

: i Supper dishes washed, we sat on the bank watching a back dunking in a 

= water=plants on the far shore. Soon the buck raised his head, cocked his — a 

= i ears upstream, and then bounded for cover. oe a a 

Sy Around the bend now came the cause of his sere two boys in a canoe, s 

Spying us, they edged in to pass the time of day. : . : a c 

| Whats time is it?" was their first question. ‘They explained that their = 
i watches had run down, and for the first time in their lives there was no 4 
4 clock, whistle, or radio to set watches by. For two days they had lived wo 

; i "“sun-time", and were getting a thrill out of it. = 

ss io servant brought them meals: they got their meat out of the river, or went ——— 

" without. Ho traffic cop whistled thom off the hidden rook in the next rapids. a 
No friendly roof kept them dry when they misguessed the weather. No guide = 

i showed them which camping spots offered a nightlong weds, snl Ek a nicht 

long misery of mosquitoes; which firewood ai clean coals, and which ohly a 

: : smoke. 3 

: 7 Before our young adventurers pushed off downstream, we learned that both a 

ce were slated for the Army upon the conclusion of their trip. Mow the motif 4 a 

‘ was clear: this trip was their last taste of freedom, an interlude between two i 

*)] regimentations: the campus and the jirtaie. The elemental simplicities a 

fh “ea 
4 : a



| ; OS an 
an of wilderness travel were thrills, not only because of their novelty, but en : a 

3 because they represented complete freedom to make mistakes. The wilderness 4 

ie gave them their first taste of those rewards and penalties for wise and foolish 

: acts which every woodsman faces daily, but against which civilization has ; 7 

built a thousand patter. These boys were “on their own" in this particular s 

sense, | 3 : i” 

Perhaps every youth needs an occasional wilderness trip, in order to ; a | 

learn the meaning of this particular freedom, De ‘ e 

When 'I was a small boy, a woods companion of my father's used to describe a 

all choice camps, fishing waters, and woods as "nearly a good as the Flanbeeu", 

When I finally launched my own cance in Shin legendary stream, found 46 oy - 

: to expectations in all respects save one: it is fast losing its wilaenh, a a 

New cottages, resorts, and highway bridges are chopping up the wild stretches ee 

into shorter and shorter segments. : S a 

To run down the Flambeau today is to be mentally whip-sawed between ‘ ~ 

alternating impressions. No sooner havé you built up the mental illusion of / 

being in the wilds than you sight a boat=landing, and soon you are coasting . 

past some cottager's pedonies. ve = 

Safely past the peonies, a buck bounding up the bank helps restore the = ss 

wilderness flavor, and the next rapids finishes the job. But staring at. —s 

you beside the pool below is a synthetic log-cabin, complete with composition | = 

roof, "bide a wee" signboard, ond “eeune pergola for afternoon bridge. c 

If the banks of the Flambeau consisted entirely of private land, there se 

= would be no help for these encroachments, but the fact is that years ago some “ 

far-sighted officer of the Conservation Department had a vision of perpetual ie 

7 woods, and began buying. Today the best sector of the river is a state “ 

} forest, in which thé state already owns 63 per cent of the land. The a 2 

Ee encroaching cottages and resorts are all on the residue of private , a 

; f 4 Ee Oe
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. holding: which the State has not yet acquired. The job then, is to a 
- "—-pexounde the State Gonseryation Comission tint thine anenensinenis ~ 
4 should be bought out, that a wild river is worth keeping wild, especially i 
2 when it is the last one in the state. Suet ee 

: , oe : ae : 

al The first mental hurdle is one of scale, One is apt to assume that i 

; the acreage of a public wilderness area must be measured in six figures a 

q vefore it has any value for wilderness recreation, This is true of pack- eS 

| horse country, but 46 48 not true of canoe country. A wild strip on ah : a 

a each bank wide enough to exclude the bawling of cows and the honk of a 

< motors is quite sufficient to give the illusion of wild space, especially aa 

a mhen the river does its own bawling and honking at each repid, The 
. ’ deer, eagles, ravens, ani whisky-jacks which inhabit the Flambeau help " ‘ oa 

; build up the effect, and at night there is at least an off chance of ' ae 

4 hearing a wolf howl; Wisconsin's last pack travels a wide circuit a 

(including the upper Flambeau, aie ae ie f 
a A second mental hurdle is the prevalence of slashings. | Most of the ‘ a 

: Flambeau forest was cut over before the state could acquire the land, = 4 : 

Virgin timber is restricted toa fow streamside strips, and scattered a 

a blocks of state-owned sections. How can we have a wild area consisting j a 

“ mostly of cutovers? og cS a ; 

‘ The answer, which will be understood by most canoemen, but perhaps x a 

7 by few others, is that lumbering, when not followed by too mch fire, : SS 

oa hurts the recreational quality of a waterway much less than cottages, fe —- 

m4 resorts, and motors, and for a mech shorter time. In fact the old scars i 1 
o of lumbering, if not too universal, often add interest to a canoe sentes a _. 

| | — - | =



r - Why aia the early Lessbin leaks this bank of legs to rok the landing? 2 

ae (Legend tells of a drouth yeer when the river was too low to carry the a 
r usual fodder to its hungry mills.) Why did they leave this giant pine — 
a uncut? (A close examination usually reveals that the trunk is forked, or a 

. has a catface, or contains heart-rot.) Thus "reading the sign" of old loceings = 

: is part of the fun of a downriver trip. Sie a 

aa A third mental hurdle is the seeming conflict between wilderness and i ee 3 ; 

: : forestry. On @ state forest the foresters quite properly wish to harvest - 

2 mature timber by selective logging, and they fear that a wilderness area 

4 along the river will interfere with their doing so. The answer is plainly ok . 

‘ written in those sections of the Flambeau where a streamside strip of ‘uneut a 

: timber has already Yeon reserved. A few hundred feet of untouched timber a 

Pp ‘ on each bank, backed by afew miles of selective logeing, provides a very ae oo 

rentintss impression of wilderness along the river route. The hardwood logs . 

of the Flambeau, being unflostable, mst go out uphill instead of down; __ 3 ; 

4 @ circumstance which makes it entirely practicable to utilise the mture = 
i timber and at the same time to keep roads off the banks, ; . 

One insidious danger, to public forests is the notion that in enter to i 

= control camp sanitation and campfires, a chain of camp sites mst be enbellished 

| with toilets, fireplaces, rustic tables, and trimmings. I would as soon a 

| dig ditches ina dress suit as to bedéck the Fianhem, with such. If the : :  - 

| Flambeau were a swampy stream with only a few good camp=sites, heavy public : el 

| use might soon foil them and leave no choice, but the Flambeau is in fact a - - 

: highland river with dozens of good camp sites “a every mile of riverbank; os 

i campers can disperse widely, and thus avoid the over-use of any one spot. - 

= Most down=river parties outfit at two or three starting-points. It would a 

: be feasible to insist that each party carry a bucket to douse fires anda . —-
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a shovel to bury all refuse, and to clamp down on those who neglect touse 

3 them. They—met—learn-some-elementery principiest ait-mterial Witch—may— 
ca 4 i Se 

~pollute—drinking Water mrst-be-depoaited down stream from tne-springss— 
: ae 

2 : ane De 
Ss 

Flambeau wildlife is of a character to please both tyro and expert. 8 8 

: The river is famous for its mskellonge and bass; it also contains sturgeon. oe 

i We saw 52 deer in the river during a day and a half afloat; the strong 

deer-line on all white cedars, and the heavy nipping of mountain maple, dogwood, 

, and pine seedlings suggests that there are too many deer for their own good, 

and that an increase in the remnant of wolves would be salutary to all i : 

% concerned, Mergansers, black ducks, and wood ducks hatch along the river. a 

a There are still ospreys and bald eagles. ‘The most southerly Wisconsin outpost 
ae 

G4 of ravens is found here, Beavers are scarce because there is little aspen, == 

but mekrats thrive on the river's abundant mssels, and minks thrive on a , 

the mskrats. oe 

The Flambeau's real thrill for the more experiencea/naturalist arises : a 
Ee Ge 

from the possible existence of a remnant of marten in one of the blocks of 8s 
Uh aa 

f a 
: uncut timber. The last known marten skin came out of the Flambeau in 1900. 

y ‘yo 
F The species has been wonsidered exterminated, not only from this region, but ae 

from the state. In 1940, however, a deer hunter who is also a taxidermist 3 

and naturalist reports seeing a live marten, and a reliable local trapper a 

saw tracks in the same locality during the same winter, He also saw tracks _ 

in another loeality six years ago. If martens still live on the Flambeau, the a : 

creation of a wild area is justified on these grounds alone; the recreational a 

and forestry values may be regarded as "velvet". E a 

Paul Bunyan was too busy a man to think about posterity, but if he had = 

- been asked to reserve a spot for posterity to see what the north woods a 

i a 

a sd er Ceo
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; looked like, he likely would have chosen the Flambeau, for here the cream — 

ef of the white pine grew on the same acre with the cream of the’ ep otye ow ‘ a 

i vireiionlock, tps This rich intermixture of pine and hardwoods was and a 

. is uncommon, - The Flambeau-~pines, growing on a hardwood soil rhene¥ than a 

. pines were ofdinarily able to occupy, were me large and valuable, and 80 ; a 

- close to a good log-@riving stream, that they were cut at an early day, : — 

2 as evidenced by the decayed sonds Shen of their giant abaiipa Only q i 

| defective pines were spared, but there are enough of these alive today == —- 

. to punctuate the skyline of the Flanhean camsemf@ate with many a grean : as 

me i Ee a 
Y The hardwood Legging eine mach later; in fact, the last big hardwood w 

- company "pulled steel" on ite last logsing railroad within the Goente, : c 

: All that remains of that company today is a “landoffice" in its ghost- ee aa 

: town, selling off its cutovers to hopeful settlers. Thus died an epoch bu i 

i“ American history: the epoch of cut out and get out. _ 

x : Like a coyote rummaging in the offal of a deserted camp, ‘She present ae 

i economy of the Flambeau subsists on the leavings of +t own past.» ‘"Gypo" 3 a 

e pulpwood cutters nose around in the slashings for the occasional small sy 

. hemlock overlooked in the main logging. A portable sawmill crew dredges — : a 

é the riverbed for sunken “deadheads", many of which drowned during the i _ 

: hell-for-leather log=drives of the glory days. Rows of these méd-stained a 

2 ; corpses are drawn up on shore at the millj all are in perfect condition, i “4 

: and some have great value, for no such pine comes out of the woods today. 

. Post and pole cutters strip the swamps of white cedar; the deer follow them a 

2 around and strip the felled tops of foliage. Se complete are all these ee _ 

os scavengings on private lands that when the cottager builds a log cabin, he — i ie 

ol uses imitation logs sawed out of slabpiles in Idaho or Oregon, and hauled —
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e to the Wisconsin woods ins freight-car. ‘The proverbial coals to es 

o Neweastle seem a mild irony compared with this. : — ae 

ee On the state lands, which, as already pointed out, constitute a 

: 63 per cent of the Flambeau forest, another story prevails, Perhaps a tenth 

q of these lands are covered with virgin timber, including one solid block — 

] of 3800 acres held by the State Land Commission: one of the largest Decks 

left in the state, The rest consists of cutover sections on many of om 

a the company was induced to leave an uncut strip along the river as a conditian A 

a of later purchase by the state. By a series of purchases the state has 5 oe 

gradually consol@dated its riverbank holdings. All that the Flambeau = a oo 

| Forest now needs is the completion of these consolidations and the ae oe . 

permanent dedication of the riverbanks to canoe-trip recreation, ‘a 5 

: The cottage and resort interests can hardly complain of their proposed ee : 

: : exelusion from the banks of the Flambeau, for cottages and pesenis have = ae 

| 1 already preempted a2] the lakew onl all Wecethen rivers 6 aE ba : a 

| The nearest wild cance-country dedicated to be kept as wilderness ce 

ot is in the Superior National Forest in Minnesota, The Superior Forest = — 

' has many fine lakes but it has no rivers comparable to the Flambeau; > ; a " 

: Lt 1s covered with pine, not hardwood, forest. Moreover, it 18 too far i 

. away to be readily reached by impecunious Wisconsin youths who, like the | . a 
$wo boys on the Flambeau, feel the urge to paddle their own, to prove : i 

that they can stand the test of complete freedom. : 3 : . i 

Wisconsin 4g af this moment experiencing a political cateand-dog fight e Ss 

over a number of conservation issues; one of them is the Flambeau State Sas ae 

Forest. Politi¢al controversy is supposed to uncover the facts, “so the — : a 

people may judge". The controversy in this case has uncovered everything _ i
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but the facts. It deals ad infinitum with complex motives, methods, ways- 
et et t5 a j i haha ee e wees ees Ps o ie a ee ee = 

: and-means, but never with simple ends. The people have not been told the 

iM simple, unambiguous, inescapable fact that the Flambeau is Wisconsin's 

ie eg) A AOR eT een ee 
i é last chance to preserve a natural river; that the Flambeau Sta ‘te Porest ron! poe ae 

mM 4 ‘ Phase Ee fe SpA Te a eee eo. 

- contains the last sector of the river stihl in semi-wild condition; that ae 
ey, i ; x ‘ r Ee pee Soe tye Oey Dag ae 

3 , 2 3 . m “ ae Eg AE ee 
. _ the acquisition of the Forest is already two-thirds completed; that itis ae 

es 5 i oF paras NDT hs Bo he ae ae 
is b f $ 4 8 ee “ip ae eee 

- @ now or never, and here or nowhere, that Wisconsin may preserve a oie og : 

mei ; % PHOS t , SEEM aac ue eae ee 

: rthwoods river, and the ae ae Vi pees ve eee 
at no river, life that goes with it. : Che aS 
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By A oe i Reerore pret: , 
/* AM ERIC SNe ORE STS 
a a a ead 
a 919 SEVENTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST 

Be WASHINGTON, DC. 

Bt January 11, 1943 

j Mre Aldo Leopold 
on 424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

t 

q Dear Mr. Leopolds 

With reference to the correspondence which passed 
‘ between you and Mr. Butler during the latter part 

: of November: 

You will be interested to know that we have brought 
' out in the January issue of AMERICAN FORESTS - page 

12 = your very interesting story of a wild river 

"ae "Flambeau". Two extra copies of this issue are 
a being sent you by separate mail. 

: Should you desire extra copies of the magazine or 
; reprints, we shall be glad to quote you prices. 
sg You already kmow, of course, that we supply copies 

to our authors for twenty-five cents each. 

: With the best of wishes for the New Year, and the 
: hope that you will come in to see us during 1943, 

I an 

‘ MViF y' : 

, LILIAN CROMELIN 
Associate Editor 

L/h 
a Separate 

‘geal Enclosures 

ie THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
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AMERICAS. | OlesTs 
919 SEVENTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

October 23, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leo: 

I am glad to have and appreciate your sending me your article 
on the Flambeau. It is a nicely worded and timely pointed 
piece. Our December issue is already in the works so the 
January number is the earliest issue in which I can publish 
it. If this is satisfactory, an honorarium check of $25 
will be coming to you on our next check writing date, October 
30. If, however, you prefer to place the article elsewhere 
for earlier publication, please let me know. 

While on the matter of articles, I am beginning to throw out 
leads for some good ones for next year and have expected to 
write you next week. Haven't you in your mind a couple of 
good subjects that I might count on by such dates as you may 
set? For a very special article that would qualify as a 

lead, I can go you $50 as an honorarium. Will appreciate 

hearing from youe 

John Guthrie tells me your son was married hereabouts a short 
time agoe Sorry you didn't get on so that we could have a 
lookesee and talk-to. 

Sincerely yours, ? \ 

Ww : 

bins 
Editor 

oB/h 

THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
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The proposed arrangement on the Flambeau article is : 
entirely acceptable. I realize that the subject 
matter is rather local, but on the other hand, the : 
situation is typical of that existing in many other 
states, and might from that angle qualify for national : 
publication. - ; é 

I have no new papers in mind at this moment, but I 
will remember your invitation and write you if I think 
of anything. : 

Have you heard frog your boy? Estella told me there 
was occasion for worry when she left Washington. 

With personal regards and dest wishes, 

Aldo Leopold :



424 University Farm Place 
October 15, 1942 

; Mr. Ovid Butler , 
American Forestry Association ; 
919 Seventeenth Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

Do you want the attached article for American Forests? 

If so, I am enclosing several photos and a eee 
which you can choose. Kindly return the ma; en you 
are through with he) i a 

The Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin desires to reprint | 
this article, after you have run it, if you assent. 

As you will surmise, I am writing this to help pull a 
controversy out of the gutter, to reassert the real 
issue, as against the tangle of personalities which 

] now forms the subject-matter of debate. Should you 
prefer to omit the last section, I can readily rewrite 

, it to omit all mention of the controversy. 

Yours as ever, b 

: Aldo Leopold
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October 2, 1942 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending your article on the Flambeau river to 
Commissioner Aberg. I like your approach as to the atti- 
tude of the two boys we met. 

I have taken one liberty on page 4, in view of the 
fact that you have asked for my opinion, as follows: 

"A few hundred feet of untouched timber on each bank, 
backed by a few miles of selective logging, makes a 
very acceptable imitation of a really wild river." 

"A few hundred feet of untouched timber.on each bank, 
backed by a few miles of selective logging, provides 

{ a very realistic impression of a wilderness river. ' 

On page 5 I also wrote in a little suggestion. 

It might be well to emphasize that the Flambeau river 
through the State Flambeau Forest is a free running stream 
and one unobstructed by any hydro-electric power dams. It 
might also be well to emphasize the fact that that stretch 
of the Flambeau river should elways be a free running stream 
and never subject to any such desecration. 

For those who are not whole-heartedly sold on the idea i 
of a wilderness area, it might be well to suggest the neces- 
sity of protecting the watershed in that territory, which in 
reality is a very large bit of country. 

I am requesting Commissioner Aberg to mail the copy back 
to you direct. Thanks a lot for allowing me to read it. 

Ver. ruly yours, f ; 

Cir nt & 

5 Ernest Swift, Acting 
5 Conservation Director 
ie CC:Commissioner Aberg



4oh University Farm Place 
September 23, 1942 

Mr. Ernest Swift 3 

Conservation Department 
: 830 State Office Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ernest: 

Here is the Flambeau article. I would like for you and 

preferably also Bill to go over it and make sure that I 

; have brought out all the points needed, and that the 

; emphasis has been put in the right places. 

: I have, of course, had to omit a lot of administrative 
: detail in which I am personally interested, but which 

; would make the article unreadable 4f inserted in the text. 
: For example, I have not drawn the distinction between 

State Forest land and State Land Commission lands. 

After you and Bill have gone over it, I plan to submit the 
; article to American Forests. The pictures arrived, and 

I appreciate your prompt attention. 

American Forests may not wish to print the map, but this 

could be inserted if and when you reprint the article in 
the Conservation Bulletin. ; ‘ 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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September 16, 1942 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 01d Entomology Building. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Please find attached a map of the Flambeau River 
Forest showing the following: 

1. Present boundary 
2. Proposed extentions 
3, Block of virgin timber, the greater part of 

which belongs to the Land Commission 

The present forest without extensions consists of 

the following: 

1. Gross land acre area, approximately 70,000 acres 
2. State forest lands - 40,247 acres 
3. Land Commission lands - 3,800 acres 

If there is any other information you desire kindly 
call me or Fred Wilson. We will be glad to furnish it. 

truly yours, 

Currslh - 
rnest Swift, Acting 

Conservation Director 
Attach, 

40, LUT 
3 Food 

Hu0u7 + P00v0 = 63 To 

S3ev FyudUTs M67
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Management 18 the ealtivation of particular plants or antnale ty keoping the 
"lant favorable for their funetioning. ee es 

Biotic land-use 1s the stabilization of land by keeping Wie plants and animale 

| reverabio- tek the Qunstioniaes Ra iy a Be eee eS oe oe ee: 

The biotic 4dea Se thus an oxtension of theides of manigennt, aid it asserts ae 

| the converse of the management theorem, 5 eS > S ee ee ae age : oe 

Both stem from ecology. The Digtic iden norely translates eaclogy for purposes ee 

| of guiding Senone’ a Ls a lone 2S a 

Conservation 1s the attempt to understand and wide the Interactions of these 
components of land, and their eellective behavior before and itkes leona eae” oo 

Land-use probloms are of iin © See oe e Se ae 

Ye hear most about those problens which hinge on questions of supply and denand. 2 
Miner famine, agricultural adjustnent, and attempts to husbaid the supply of water, os 

end gone are familiar examples. This order is, for seenenk purposes, not very im = 
portant, beemse 4 deals with visible forces which are anonable to social controle. 
Solutions are possible and ways and eatin are known. idee? Ae A a ‘ “ 

We hear least about aacthed areal wie is vory important Dedause ways and means. Te 

are not known, It hag two sub-orders. The first consists of dislocations ‘of Land ae ce 
. | “hich present no visible cause. Thus some species irrapt as weede de yet wale ae if 

others disappear, ‘both without visible reason. = < : o - ‘ ~ .;
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The second consists of dislocations of land for which a cmse is visible, mt = 

the social controls so far used are inadequate. Thus we mow, at least superftetally, = 

what causes 8041 erosion and floods, but the present program can hardly do mare. than <2 

arrest and retard the operation of these causes. ae ees 

We have intermediate land problems. Thus forestry and range management, if applied, © 

can raise wood and grass; agronomy can raise crops} these problems are of. the first PEP : 

order, Dut the restoration of full soil health and productivity 4s another matter, and ‘ 

falls in the second order. ; : Ss Se e 

Thus we See that the basic problem in land-pse, the problem which underlies all — as 

the others, 4s the stability of the land mechanism. a 

: eee : ee ao ae 

Stability is characteristic of new land, Undisturbed communities change their = 

| composition and their internal economy only in geological time. Within the tine e : : 

scale of human affairs, they are stable. : a == 

\nother characteristic ef now land is diversity, The biotic community is diverse 

in composition, complex in organization, and tends to become more so. ae er 

The technologies for the control nnd use of land achieve, each within its om = 

field, various degrees of success. There is a tacit assumption that the sum of their ae 

| successes equals stable land. It is assumed that if goed aanenaty; erosion control, : 

flood control, pasture management, forestry, and wildlife management be simi taneously : 4 

» | Spplied to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted that this sssusption : 3 

_. | 48 Conditional upen something which technicians in Whaki call "coordination." Planners 

in tweeds call it "integration." : a8 

Many efforts have been made to define and implement coordination, but I recall 

no effort to examine the validity of its basic promise, Is it true that, given ou : 

| Coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? : ; 

| It is common knowledge that the technologies are partially competitive. "Good" 

») | *8FOnomy means a coverless countryside devoid of alt but the least exacting species 

of Wild planta and animale. It means widesprend drainage with possible derangement of



rater systens, and the extinction of marsh and bog conmnities. "Good" pasture nan a ae 

agenent relegates woods to the povrest slopes; ordinary pasture nanagenont abolishes 2 &% a 

' | woods entirely. "Good" forestry, until very recently, meant artificial monotypes 5 

» |) which excluded wildlife and sonctimes stokened the soll itself. "Good" geno manage- ae 

; meat, ta Zurope at least, abolishes the predators, whieh 16 in tura presumably aceount~— é s 

» | able for Arruptions of rodents. Gan good coordiuation tron out these conflicts? se - is 
r Perhaps, but it seema safe to say that there are few oF n0 snatanton fo which Athas— oa 

| yet dons a0. oe Ea 2 ee eee 25 oe 
It is common knowledge thet the technologies are usually applied ‘too late, ei 

‘| that they are seldom all applied with equal intelligence to an entire land watt. Ne ed 

“have no evidence on what they eould do Af perfectly Dalanced ant timed. Our only guide 
is their collective pertérmange, a0 far, of those land unite where the Largest mubor : = 

© | of these have been applied, for the longest time, withthe most onrnest attempt at 2 : = ie 

a coordination. in America, most such attempts are ao far governmental rather than - o 

| private. Iwill cite to ae examples, oe re : z & ae 

ay In Southwestern Wisconsin erésion doubrol, fleed control, pasture renovation, - - : 2 

crop rotation, uitrifiestion by Legumes, woodlot Amprovement. ai wildlife mangement 

1) | have been applied nore or’tess thoronghly during tha Last decade. Rach has scored eS a 

| {ts own sugeese in spot, and the disorganization of the land has doudtiess been oo oe 

| reduced in ite velocity, But thie regton still dieplays flashing ntrenne, loss of : & = = 

© | topsoil, silting of reservoirs, migration of ‘plowland from uplandte natshes and | = = oe 

“| flood-channele, irruption of vhite grubs and weed peste, exaggerated drouth damage, a < 

| falling vater table, and searcity of upland gane. The monentun of ‘erosion startet 

during the wheat ora and the dairy boom is certainly redueed tut probably wot arrested, 

“ | and certainly not reversed. It seems doubtful whether the sum of the technologies — : = 

om | will stabilige this land. Ag aes ee 

Again: in the Southwest, erosion control, range management, stock water develop=. = : 

“9 | Bent, reclamation by irrigation end pumoiag, and mountain forestry have deen applied <s : 

| during e portod varying from 10 to 40 years. Hach has scored its own success in ne =



fie | spots, notably national forestry and range management on the headwaters. Dut they do - 

vu | got ofa up to stable land, ALL eang too late, after erosion due to carly overgrasing 

vw | tod gained momentum. The results silted reservoire, tearing out of volleys, widespread 

ye | @rainage of already dry soils by gullies, wholesale conversion of grass ‘to chaparral, FS e 

aig  yholesele replacement ef palatable by unpalatable range slants: irruption of rodent 3 2 es ‘ 

4 | pests, loss of vulnerable and predactous wild spectes, falling water tables, dust storms. — 

ao | this land wos set on a hoivetrigger, and it seoms doubtful whether the sum of the tech — 

oy | nologies will ever reclaim more than parts of it. The disense will run its course and 

- end up in new, and mich lover, levels of productivity. © : ge : " : : = Set 

i These are only two instances. As evidence in the court of land science, both | A ‘ o 

wu | are dofestive in that technology came too late. But a glance at world exerience fine = : = 

4) | @leates that technology neully comes too late. Tt seens anadenie, therefore, to sey 

. | (a8 1 mysetf have done) that the technologies are praventatives, not cures, ani that 

oo | applied in tdme, they would suceesefully preserve for land its normal stability of te 2 = 

vw | organisation, or health. It seems more realistic to conclude that conservation, ab 
““wtton, As not to be ncconmpLished by any mere mastering of technologies. Gonservation 

ow | calle for something which the technologies, individually and gollectively, mow lask. 

~ That do they now lack? At this point I perforee depart from "seleutific" logie, 
»») | for wo are dqyond the range of setentific evidence. hat I offer is opinion, or, if - oS 

4 | You prefer, judgment. foes = a“ 

aia | They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of land as a whole, Until = 5 

oof | the technologies accept as their coundi purpose the health of the lana a. mei, oA : 

rel | "coordination" 4s mere window-dresaing, and exch will contime to cancel the other, : 

job | @} least in part. The acceptance of this eomaon purpote does not call for the surrender : 

we | of their separate purposes (soil, timber, game, etc.) oxcept as these conflict with S 

ey > the common ona. : aa Sse : | 

They lack, secondly, @ collestive yardstick for appraising ways and moans to 8 

toot | Stabilization or landehoalth. Rach technology has its own yardsticis, usually yields me 

rot | OF profits. But only comwercial land uses have any profit, and some of th¢aost a



‘ important land uses have only spiritual and esthetic yields. The soll ective ertterion ; 

« | o¢ good lend-use must be something deeper anf more important than either profit or yee ae 

SF yield. Thatt eo 4 4 <e a : S 

; among. the ordinary yardsticks, T can think of but one whigh ts obviously a eonnon : 

+ | aqontnator of all technologies: soll fertility. That the maintenance of af least the 
4 | original fertility 4s essential to en health 4s now a truism, and needs no further oe 

“| discussion. Lie a ee e = fe ou : 
x “hat else? What, in the owolutionsry history of this flowering eath, 4o most a 

Ma closely asso¢iated with stability? The answer, to my mind, ts cleari diversity of - = = 

founa and flora. os Se @ Ss : Soe 

aA It seens improbable that science can ever analyze stability and write an exact . e Fee 

ib formls for it. The best we can do, ab lLaast at ponies i to recognize and cul 2 i 

| | tivate the general conditions which seam to be Seninaive t0-i6.. Stability and diversity : 

| are associated. Both are the end-result of evolution to date. “ito what extent are a ar = 

ee they interdependent? Cen we retain stability in used Land without retaining diversity, 

of aleot a eo ee = * ee 

le There ate two ways to explore this.question: exci the performance of lands = 

vhere diversity has been lost, and examine the land nechanisa ttealf for leads, s f : 

oe Central and northwestern Sirope is the only part of the globe presenting a S alee : 

“s | possible example of an intensively used landscape which has romained stable dospite 

the absence of any general attempt to preserve its diversity of ficuna and flora. That = : 

* | its farm soils remain fertile is well known, and thie alone 1s an achiovenent. of world~ : a 

wh | wide importance, At least part of ite forest soils are sick, bat the reason ‘a pa eRe 

** | known and in process of correction. Its water systems, despite ruthless artifictslization, 

“| st111 produce many fish, few floods, and little silt, Pest-like trruptions of plants » 

“! | and animals o¢cur, Wut the pest problem, save for rabbits and forest insects, is ee 

Perhaps less serious than with us.. The non-game fauna has lost ite large earnivoris, een 

) | The non-commeredal flora shows severe shrinkages and possibly some early and unrecorded ‘ 

© | extinctions, The resident gave fauna, save for large mammals, is intact. The migratory a



| guno binds are in a bad way, and aro maintained only by the Asiatic reservoir. The 

| all bird fauna As warped in its composition, and some migratory species are threatened, — 
| | wt this 1e chargeable to the latin nations where they winter, 

By and large, this part of furope has not lost ite stability. Man himself is ee 

» | here far Loss stable than his land. ‘That the present hunen dislocations are, at bottom — 

+ | the expreseion of an over-artificialized ecologic mechanism is probable, but beyond. ee : ; 

i the seope of this paper. oe = soe ee 2 Po: 5 

The question in hand 4s whether other parts of the globe can reamin stable withe ce 

io Leak the Sekitemnte: poboutien of Qtvecelty. 41-2 oun hay 40 Web F doubt 1%. Tana ie Oe 

unequally sensitive, All other parts of the globe are either undeveloped ¢ the troptes, : 

the Arteties) in progess of dislocation (most of United States, South ‘fries, matralia, = 

Chine) oF already relapsed into a retrograded stability (Mediterranean countries). = 
No"language" adequate for portraying the land nechanien exists in any setenee or ae 

' art, save only ecology. A language is imperative, for if we are to guide land-use we 3 ; 

‘| mst talk sense to farmer and economist, pioneer and poet, Seuuiieh ok philososher, = 

luuberjack and geographer, engineer and historian. : Sa Ber as : ee 

The ecological concept is, I think, translatable into common speech. es Poe : 

' A rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an-onk, whieh ware an acorn, : Z 

"which feeds = squirrel, which feeds an Indian, who lays hin down in his lant sleep to ae 
“ grow another oak: pose pte é : se : a os 

“| Rte sequence of stages inthe tranmisston of food 16 a food chain, Ibiee 
wt fixed route or channel, established by evolution. Sach link is adapted to extract food 

_ trom the preceding Link and hand it on to thdeucceeding one. : oe io cee 

he chain 18 not 8 Glosed chroult, Squirrels do not got oll the acorns, nor 
'' | 0 Indtans get all the squirrels; sone dhe ant return Girectly to the soll. The food 
* | channel Leake at ovary link; only part of the food reaches its termims, 

Food is likewise sidetracked into branch chains. Thus the squirrel drops a 

* | crumb of his meorn, which feeds a quail, which foods «horned owl, which fectsn 

oY | Parasite, The chain branches like a tree. ae ase



eee 
. tho ovh cats aot only quail, but aldo rabit, whieh 46 @ link An another chaimi 

|) rock-soSi-munao-rabeit-tularenia, ‘The sabbit eats a hundred other shrubs end herbs; 
it rach andeval ana plant is the intersection of as many ehains ‘as there are species in ite e 

| ciotary, ‘The whole wysten is erosscomected, 
« [| or Aa £008 the only Link which comects then, he oak grows not ouly eaorna, 1 J 

|) grors fuel, Yrowse, hollow denny Leaves, and shade on whith mary pecs depent for 

«i |) food o cover. ‘he chats are not only food chains, they are chains of dependenty for 
a maze of services, competitions, piracies, and eooperations. This mae is complexy a 

vo [no ving man could blueprint the Biotic organisation of oven one acre, yet the organ 

sa) | sation is Clearly there, else the meuber species would disappear. They do not the 2 e 

ot : appear. Yoseil dones and pollens tell us that our fauna and flora renained virtmlly 

ii) | intact singe the fee age, which is 200 eenturtes, poe : — te : ee 

Sot the reposttoxy of fo0d Detwoon ite mecessive trips through the chains, 
ve [tenis to wash downhAll, but thie dowhill movement is slow and in healthy land, Ma oe 

vo [> offset Wy the decomposition of recks, Some aninsls Likewise accomplish an whit 
ev! novenent of food. : ee rah ae te oe ae eo : 

_—«BtabALity, thom, ds the contimity of this organised cireulatory system, Sand a ae 

; is stable when its food chains are so organised as to be able to ehreulate the aint: 5 < ay 

1 | teod an indefinite mnbor of tines, one ae oe ee 
wk Stability implies not rnly characteristic kinds, bt also cheracteristic mnbers = ae 

Of exch speeion in the food chains, ‘Thus the characteristic munber of the aboriginal 

pai : Indian was emally more Indians would have killed eash other oe Whale basting ground, . 1S 

on | °F else would have been blotted out by some Viissard, drouthy or epidemte; — os a 

; We have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains and the 2 5 re 

pooh ; numbers of their Constituent animals, Chains now begin with on and alfalfa instead : 2 i 

wt | Of oaks and bluestem. The food, instend of flowing into cli, deer, and Indians, flows 
© inte Cows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, and freshmen, the remaining wilalite Ps ; 

ott ; eats tang as well as wild plants. = ae a 2 4



(those substitutions are, perforce, accompanied ty Feadjustnents. To ery 

_ | ttakering with every Link in every food chain, the whole Land nechanisn responds with z : 
readjustment. We ‘“ net understand or see them, for they usually occur without per Se 

‘ ceptible dislocations. We are unconscious of them, unless and until the end-sffects - 

Along with the deliberate and beneficial substitutions, cane many accidental ones ae 

(Japanese beetle, creeping Jenny, Canada thistle, chestmt blight, blister must) most : Ss 

of which are bad, some ruinous. Some sober ecologists predict that a few aa 2 - 

. | plants and animals will ultimately occupy the whole globe, : — : | . - ec a i 

We already know that the modified land mechanisn, Uhus converted for Iunan use, 
, | is often unstable--i.e. it can no longer reciroulate the same food an indefinite muber = = 

of times. Brosion, floods, pests, ‘leas of species, and other Land-troubdLes. without ‘ a 

q visible cause are the expressions of this instability. Would the deliberate retention 5 oe 

. | of Doth Lertdtity and diversity redues tnetability? X think 4¢ would. Dut Fadmtt 
| in the same breath that I ean't prove it, nor disprove it. If the trouble is in the - S S 

; plant and animal pipelines, I think it would help to keep them more nearly intact. Tt” = 

., | sa propedhlity based on evolution. It is the only probability insight. 

; the retention of fertility is already an accepted anierion of good land~use, in oe 

. | theory, It needs only conversion into practice, — Jase 3 ees 

‘ a There remains the question: Is there room, within the existing technologies, and 

“vithout the disruption of our land economy, to retain more deviersity of fauns and 

“floral Is it possible, by deliberate social effort. to reduce the frequency and violence : : 

of changes tn the land meghantsm, and still use the land? = Sk 

. | Ab this potmt I digress te refute the notion, unhappily qultivated by ecologists, 
[at the land mochanten keas a kind of Dyeeden china Gelieacy ond falls to pleces aba 

Loud Roise. The whole history of civilization shows land to be tough: Lands differ 2 : : 

2 toughness, but oven the most sensitive took soveral seerations to spotl. The oof -



“| toneer has always ‘striven for violent, ‘not gentle, conversion ‘to dmunan use, and oe ee 

“| gost of the technologies, especially agriculture and engineering, are still untshibited — f 

© Pn tne respect. Im fact, wildlife manageant, and to some ‘extent forestry are the “ 2 

tit FE nty technologies sanséious of "naturaliea” in Jantpede. os 8 eS oo 

Return now to our question: could the frequoney and violence of land changes 

|) ve reduced hy deliberate sootal effort? Can changes already mado Wy temered in 
f violence? Gan the technologies agree on stabilization as thelr collective purpess a 

“| nd on fomttlity and diversity as thelr yardsticks of progress? Do we ourselves, a8 ce 

a group, believe what we omant provet thet ‘retaining the diversity of our fauna and : a 

flora is conduéive to stable Land? These are the questions now t6 be discussed. 

bet : : ; sone
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a i 
= v4 LAND-USE AND DEMOCRACY (de 4 

a Aldo Leopold | 

- Conservation education appeared, before December 7, to be making 

ba considerable headway. 

, i Now, against a background of war, it looks like a milk-and-water 

i affair. War has defined the issue: we mst prove that democracy can 

4 use its land decently. At our present rate of progress we might arrive 

: at decent land-use a century or two hence. That is too little and too 

cis 
8 ' late. 

’ Conservation education, in facing-up to its task, reminds me of ny 

4 dog when he faces another dog too big for him. Instead of dealing with 

by the dog, he deals with a tree bearing his trademark. Thus he assuages 

Ej his ego without exposing himself to danger. 

a Just so we deal with bureaus, policies, laws, and programs, which are . 

= the symbols of our problem, instead of with resources, products, and land- 

3} users, which are the problem. Thus we assuage our ego without exposing 

px ourselves to contact with reality. 

The symbols of conservation have become complex and confusing, but is 

its essential. reality has the Enetatine simplicity of the needle's eye. 

wt If we don't like the way landowner X is using the natural resources of 

which he is owner, why do we buy his products? Why do we invest in his ’ 

Hi: securities? Why do we accord him the same social standing as landowner Y, 

gai! who makes an honest attempt to use his land as if he were its trustee? i 

gt Why do we tell our government to reform Mr. X, instead of doing it ourselves? 

: The answer must be either that we do not lmow the limits of what government 

. i can do, or that we don't care deeply enough to risk personal action or danger. | 

ae
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When the Audubon Society killed the millinery feather trade in 1913, 

what was its real weapon, the prohibitory law or the refusal of intelligent 

women to buy wild bird plumage? The answer is plain. The law was merely 

the symbol of a conviction in the mind of a minority. That conviction was 

so strong and unequivocal that it was willing to risk direct action, danger 

of ridicule, and even danger of mistakes to achieve the common good. 

I have no illusion that all of the products of land-abuse are as easy 

to identify, or as easy to do without, as a wild bird-skin on a hat. I do 

assert that many products of land-abuse can be identified as such, and 

can be discrimimted against, given the conviction that it is worth the 

trouble. Conversely, the products of good land-use can often be singled 

out and favored. 
| xxx 

Back now to education: who is to be educated? By tacit consent it is 

the coming generation; we have only to teach them why and how to act. Here 

is the dog again, addressing the symbol, walking around the problem instead : 

of facing-up to it. 

[ "Children are like grown-ups: they understand what others do better 

7 I ol than what others are saying. Unless the grown-up world shows itself willing 

a" to practice conservation, that practice will be hard for the younger genera- 

i} tion to adopt." 4 Wi th these two sentences, Paul Sears demolishes the "let 

posterity do it" school of education. 

There is lacking only a simple forma by which we, and posterity, 

may act to make America a permanent institution instead of a trial balloon. 

The forma is: learn how to tell good land-use from bad. Use your own 

land accordingly, and refuse aid and comfort to those who do not. 

i
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Isn't this more to the point than merely voting, petitioning, and writ- 

ing checks for bigger and better bureaus, in order that our responsibilities 

may be laid in bigger and better laps? 

Such an approach may be implemented with cases that present an in- 

tellectual gradient suitable for all ages and all degrees of land-use educ- 

ation. No one person(“yaung-or-el8) need feel any obligation to act beyond 

his own personal range of vision. 

For example, a case visible to all who ride and read: does a good 

American shave with soaps that plaster rock and rill with signs, hiding bad 

manners behind a barrage of puns? Can the legislature abate this nuisance 

while the voter rewards its impudence with his custom? 

Again, a little less obvious: does a good American accept gifts of 

stolen goods, or credit scores made by cheating? To wit: ducks bought 

from the pusher, or refrigerated beyond the legal date? Venison hung up 

by the guide? Wildflowers pilfered without consent? Can society prevent 

by law what it condones by social usage? 

A little harder: Does one buy Christmas trees that should have been 

left to grow? How does one tell trees representing legitimate thinnings 

from trees representing exploitation and robbery? Both are for sale; 

neither is labeled. Could they be? 

Up a step: Dairy * buys milk from steep eroding pastures, which spill 

floods on the neighbors, and ruin streams. It also buys milk from careful 

farmers and mixes the two, so that conservation milk is indistinguishable 

from exploitation milk. What should the conscientious buyer do? What can 

the careful farmer do? Could farmers form pools to regulate their own pas- 

ture practices, as they now regulate butterfat and bacteria? 

Still harder: lIumberman X claims to practice forestry. His boards —
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are necessarily imottier than those offered by lumberman Y, who is still 

y Mtn ew wooeor 
skinning the illimitable—(?)—woods where-rolls_theOregon,..and hears 

sound—save—his..cowa—deshines. Which board do you buy? Should you buy the 

honest board, even at a higher price? 

Simple, but really tough: Should one accept pay for doing the decent 

thing to land, as most landowners do when the AAA pays them for lowering 

their ratio of corn and cotton to legumes and grass? If this is defensible 

for a year, is it for a decade? autpiale 

Again: Newspaper X buys its paper froma sulship mill which turns its 

wastes into the river that moves in majesty. All other mills do the same, 

and all other newspapers. Each editorial on conservation sends its addi- 

tional spurt of offal into the public waters. Your cousin draws his paycheck 

from the mill, and your brother draws his from the newspaper. "There ought 

to be a law; in fact there is a law, but it is not enforced; it can't be. 

An extra penny for each newspaper would pay the cost of reclaiming the offal, 

and time ‘break the whole vicious circle. Whose penny is going to break it? 

and-fasctiset 

Finally: Nearly all American wheat is the product of exploitation. 

Behind your breakfast toast is the burning strawstack, feeding the air with 

nitrogen belonging in the soil. Behind your birthday cake is the eroding 

Palouse, the over-wheated prairies, feeding the rivers with silt for army 

cadtnonve to push around with dredge and shovel, at your expense; for irr- 

igation engineers to fill their dams with, at the expense of the future. 

Behind each loaf of (inedible) baker's bread is the “ever normal" granary,
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the roar of the combine, the swish of the zanetpebes ravaging the land they 

were built to feed, because it is cheaper to raise wheat by exploitation 

than by honest farming. It wouldn't be cheaper if exploitation wheat 

lacked a market. You are the market, but transportation has robbed you of 

all power to discriminate. If you want conservation wheat, you will have 

to raise it yourself. 

These gre samples of the easy, the possible, the difficult, and the 

insoluble realities of conservation, presented as problems for the citizen. 

Education, so far, presents them only as problems for his agents. 

When the ecologist sees any given force at work in the animal comm - 

nity, he can safely predict that it will operate only up to the length of 

its tether, after which some other force will take over. 

Conservation is our attempt to put human ecology on a permanent foot- 

ing. Milk-and-water education has convinced people that such an attempt 

should be made, and they have told their government to act for them. Some 

other force mst now persuade them to act for themselves. 

Money-minded people think they are acting when they pay taxes. This 

hallucination, during the "defense" period, nearly cost us the war. It 

will cost us our natural resources ¥ ” persist in it. 

To analyze the problem of action, as first thing to grasp is that 

government, no matter how good, can only do certain things. Government 

can't raise crops, maintain small scattered structures, administer small 

scattered areas, or bring to bear on small local matters that combination 

of solicitude, foresight, and skill which we call husbandry. Husbandry 

watches no clock, knows no season of cessation, and for the most part is 

paid for in love, not dollars. Husbandry of somebody else's land is a
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contradiction in terms. Husbandry is the heart of conservation. 

The second thing to grasp is that when we lay conservation in the lap 

of the government, it will always do the things it can, even though they 

are not the things that most need doing. 

The present over-emphasis on game farms, fish hatcheries, nurseries 

and artificial reforestation, importation of exotic species, predator 

control, and rodent control is here in point. These are things government 

can do. Each has an alternative, more or less developed, along naturalistic 

lines, i.e., management or guidance of natural processes. Research shows 

these alternatives to be, in general, superior. But they involve husbandry, 

which government can do only on its own lands. Government lands are a minor 

fraction of our land area. ‘Therefore government neglects the superior 

things that need doing, and does the inferior things that it can do. It 

then imputes to these things an importance and an efficacy they do not merit, 

thus distorting the growth of public stein aoe 

This whole twisted confusion stems from the painless path, from milk- 

and-water education, from prolonging our reliance on vicarious conservation. 

The end result is that ideas once wholly beneficial begin to boomerang 

on—the-user, a clear sign, to the ecologist, that some new adjustment is 

in order. A case in point is the idea of sanctuary. Sanctuaries and refuges 

have done enormous good; we would have kept few rare species without them; 

but for them shootable waterfowl would surely have disappeared. Yet on 

every hand are signs that we expect too much of them. Most public forests 

are now shrinking or abolishing their refuges because excess deer and elk, 

in the absence of natural predators, have become a scourge to the forest 
bey dasr comet 

and to themselves. Some national parks are being eaten Up, and have no 

recourse except to shoot or to shrink; a pair of sharp horns for any park
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man to sit on. Many notably successful sanctuaries are now ringed by 

commercial shooting "clubs"; there is a grave question whether the birds 

would not be better off without both the sanctuary and the clubs. When 

administration is in the hands of politicians who care more for votes than 

for birds, there is not even a question. 

Why these kickbacks? The answer, I fear, is that sanctuaries are one 

of the things government can do, but the growth of private ethics and natural- 

istic management needed to go with them is beyond the powers of government. 

It seems to me that sanctuaries are akin to monasticism in the dark 

ages. The world was so wicked it was better to have islands of decency 

than none at all. Hence decent citizens retired to monasteries and convents. 

Once established, these islands became an alibi for lack of private reform. 

People said: "We pay the bills for all this virtue. Let goodness stay where 

it belongs, and not pester practical folks who have to run the world." The 

present attitude of some duck-hunters offers a close parallel. The more 

monasteries or sanctuaries, the grimmer the incongruity between inside and 

outside. 

We need more sanctuaries, but some of them will boomerang until they 

serve a better public. This is particularly true of deer and elk sanctuaries 

which are too big, duck or goose sanctuaries choked in a noose of limit- 

shooting clubs, or any sanctuary deprived of its natural predators. 

One of the curious evidences that "conservation programs" are los ing 

their grip is that they have seldom resorted to self-government as a cure 

for land abuse. "We who are about to die," unless democracy can mend its 

land-use, have not tried democracy as a possible answer to our problem. 

I do not here refer to such superficial devices as advisory boards,
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who offer their wisdom to others, or such predatory devices as pressure 

groups, who exist to seize what they can. I refer rather to social and 

economic units who turn the light of self-scrutiny on thenselves ; 

NRA was perhaps a start toward responsible self-scrutiny in industry, 

but the Supreme Court snapped the rising grouse before he ever got above 

the alders. The present Soil Conservation Districts are perhaps a start 

toward self-scrutiny in farming, but they dare not use their powers for 

lack of voter-support. These districts are self-governing farm communities 

which have set themselves up as legal entities. In many states the district 

is authorized to write land-use regulations with the force of law. So far 

they dare not. But if farmers once asked: "Why don't we tackle our own. 

erosion-control? I'11 pull my cows off the hill if you will," the machinery 

for action is at hand. 

Farmers do not yet ask such rash questions. Why? Probably because 

they have been led to believe that CCC camps, AAA checks, 4-H clubs, exten- 

| sionX meetings, speeches, and other subsidies and uplifts will do the trick. 

Those who really know land know this is not true; these milk-and-water 

measures have indeed retarded the rate of soil-loss, but they have not re- 

versed it. Thus we see that the painless path not only fails to lead us 

: “to conservation, but sometimes actually retards the growth of critical 

intelligence on the whereabouts of alternative routes. 

No new device in human affairs is ever an unmixed blessing. The idea 

here proposed? hitching conservation directly to the producer-consumer re- | 

lation, instead of to the government entails some serious risks. It would 

present the professional advertiser with an opportunity for euphemized 

deception and equivocation vastly larger than cigarettes. The more com-
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4 plex the product or process, the wider the field for the trained hood- 

winker. 

This brings us to the real and indispensable functions of government 

in conservation. Government is the tester of fact vs. fiction, the umpire 

of bogus vs. genuine, the sponsor of research, the guardian of technical 

standards, and, I hasten to add, the proper custodian of land which, for 

one reason or another, is not suited to private husbandry. These functions 

will become real and important as soon as conservation begins to grow from 

the bottom up, instead of from the top dow, as is now the case. 

sennerratian is a state of health in the land-organism. Health 

expresses the cooperation of the interdependent parts: soil, water, plants, 

animals, and people. It implies collective self-renewal and collective self- 

maintenance. 

When any one part lives by depleting another, the state of health is 

gone. As far as we know, the state of health depends on the retention in 

each part of the full gamut of species and materials comprising its evolution- 

ary equipment. 

Culture is a state of awareness of the land's collective functioning. 

A culture premised on the destructive dominance of a single species can 

have but short duration.
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a “ie ee | ap i 

aldo Leopold * ice oe | 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in 

this the month of the big tax, it 1s salutary te think ‘upoh: ae 

Draba, the smallest flower that blows, Within a few weeks now 

praba, oblivious of all bigness, will sprinkle every sandy plecd 

with small blooms. See eS 

He who hopes for spring with upturned eye never sees 80 Ay 

; small a thing as Draba. He who despaire of epring with downeast eee 

eye steps on it, unknowing. He who searches for epring with _ ce 

his knees in the mud finds it, in adundance. oe Fee 

Draba asks, and gets, but scant allowance of warmth and 

comfort, It grows only on the poorest sends, and only in earliest : 

spring. In botany books it claime only two or three lines, for 

space belongs to bigger better blooms. as : Ee 

Draba plucks no heartatrings, Its perfuss., if there is 

any, is lost in the gusty winds, Its color is plain white. : ce ’ 

Its leaves wear a sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; it is. ae 

too small. No poets sing of it. Some botanist once gave ita c 

Latin name, and then forgot 1t, Altogether it is of no importance, we 

-~ just a small creature thst does a small job quickly and well. = oe
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: praba art ee : 

q Aldo Leopold oe 

During this the longest winter, of this the biggest war, in 

this the month of the big tax, it is salutary to think upon he 

q Draba, the smallest flower that blows. Within a few weeks now ae ae 

: Draba, oblivious of all bigness, will sprinkle every sandy placd s 

: with small blooms. 3 4 ee as 

; He who hopes for spring with’ Wp turned eye never sees eo ES 

: small a thing as Draba. He. who despairs of enring with downeast ; : 

: eye steps on it, unknowing: He who searches for spring with a ; 

| hie knees in the mud finds 4t, tn adundance. = i —™S 
Draba asks, and pete wat goant eliowines 4F warmth and ‘ 

corfort. It grows énly on the poorest sands, and only in earliest 

: spring, In botany books it claims only two or three lines, for 

space belonge to bigger better blooms. ee ae. 

} Draba plucks no heartstrings. Its perfume, if there is 

; any, 1# lost in the gusty winds. Its color is plain white, | 

| Its leaves wear a sensible woolly coat. Nothing eats it; 1t is : 

, : too small. No poets sing of it. Some botanist once gave it a. 

: Latin name, and then forgot it. Altogether it is of no importance, 

- & -- just a small creature that does a small job quickly and well, :
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: HOME RANGE (iy ae 

Aldo Leopold ng 

The dog, being no hand with a shovel, was free to Int while the ee e i 

rest of us planted pines, A sudden yip-yip gave us notice that a rabbit : Bg 

was headed somewhere in a hurry. mae made a beeline for a woodpile a # a 

parteremile away, where the—rebbtt ducked between two corded stacks. i 

dog, after leaving a few symbolic tooth-marks on hard oak, gave it up and ne 

resumed his search for some less canny cottontail,. ois er s 

Tis little episode, fantliar to every outdoorsmen, teught me that 

this rebbit was familiar want ai¢ter-mile of ground between his ces 

ved in the neatow i his dliteecellar in the woodptle, How else the bee-linsg? = 

In this case the behavior of 9 frightened animal gave a clue to (O +yLut of . 

his cruising radius or home range. : 

eR 

The chickadées which visit my feeding station are trapped and 

banded each winter. Som of my neighbors also feed chickadees, but none 

band them. By spotting on a map every banded bird seen in ne. woods, I ges; 

have earned that the home range of my chickadee flock in winter is about half - 

a Ale from ay feeder, but that it inclute? only those spate protected. Soe 

from wind, as 

In this case observation of banied birds give, the clue to thee 

cruising radius or home venga Coa a i seen : ‘ = 

| pegudter-—color-may likewise identify an indtvidnal, and -omable.one—to- Sy 

doternine his-home rangae : . 

eee 
‘ 

A robin sat on a church steeple singing goodbye to a May evening. : 

‘This church stood in a congested downtown district; the nearest lawn or At
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tree was on the courthouse square a block away, In May all robins need bee , 

a lawn to pall worms out of, and a tree to nest in, as well as a high sd oy | 

perch to sing from, It was certain, therefore, that this robin had a ee 

home range of a block or more gecunp ie nealing arrestee : 

In this case, the location of the gther needs of the bird cave a 

a clue to his home range during the nesting season, Such an inference eos 

would not hold at other seasons, é c 

one ed et 

.. The fresh tracks of five deer, clear in yooterday's snow, passed through 

ny woods, I followed them backward, ant foun five beds in the willow ee 

thicket om the sandbar, I then followed them forward; they made a bee=line ee 

for my neichbor's corn-shocks, where they had feasted, The tracks then led : 

vack, by another route, to the sandbar, ‘he total ‘istanse from santher 16 

corn was over a mile, 

In this case, tracks gave an accurate picture of the nightly cruising 

radius of this groun of deer, ‘ 

Pee : % : 

My woods always horbors grouse, but one doy lest winter, aftera 

particularly deep and soft snow, I could find neither a grouse mora” % 

track of one. I had avout concluded that my birds had moved out, when a 

my dog came to a point in the leafy top of an oak blown aown last sumer. : oe 

: Three grouse flushed one by. one. 4 at ou ; 

There were no tracks under or near the down top, Obviously these ee : . 

birds had flown in, but from where? Grouse mst eat, especially ie: 3 os 

sub-zero weather} there was nothing to eat here bib oak leaves, they ‘ 

mst sleep, but the droppings under the oak were dispersed, indicating 

daytime rather than night-time uses : : 4 :
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In the course of the day the problem ee pol roost , 

droppings in a grove of cedars a quarter-mile east, but no tracks. At 

sunset I saw three birds budding in a popple grove a quashed ia waste ni 

: There were no tracks, ‘These birds, for the duration of the soft snow, were a : 

_ covering their home range awing, not afoot, and the howe renze was a half+ sees f 

mile across, 

am ‘ ce 

A woodcock siy-danced in April over a small open meadow. He started See 

. performance every evéning at 8115 sharp, arriving from sosewhere on the aoe 

wings I frequently flushed woodcock in my woodlot during the day, but Se 

| there was no way to tell which bird sky-dansed ot this particular madow, Be 
: Knowing exactly when he would move from his daylicht retreat to his : a 

: dancing meadow, I solved the problem by lying in wait, At 8:15 I saw a a 

woodcock flutter out of a willow-grown ditch, head for the meadow, alight, : 

| and start "peenting," This was he, An examination of the ditch next day 

| showed numerous borings, "chalk marks," and other evidences of day-time : 

: occupancy, The distance from ditch to meadow was 150 yards, which was ‘ ae 

: evidently the extent of his home range during the mating season, I saw Se 

4 this bird drive out another woodcock from his meadow, mt whether he likewise ie : 

4 claimed the ditch as his exclusive property I do not Imow, | — 

: one 

A Science knows Little about the home renges of birds and mammals at oe 

: various seasons? ‘how big they are, what they met include; to what extent 

they are defended against trespese} whether they are reoceupled year after = 

: year, ‘The commoner the bird or mammal, the less is usually intown, 

: Every good observer has a chance to discover new facts about home range. |
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} subject matter for Hditor's note: 

| I killed my first deer in Wyoming in 1904. Since then I have byl 

punted deer in Michigan, Arizona, New Mexico, Lower California, 

gonoré, Chihuahua, and Wisconsin, 1 have also studied deer in 

pohemia, Saxony, and Silesia, 

A Have helped administer deer herds in Arizona, New Mexico 

and Wisconsin. I have been employed as consultant on deer 

jrruptions in 4rizona, Utah, Oregon and Michigan. 

} 
AJL. 

—————
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DEER, WOLVES, FOXES AND PHEASANTS 

Aldo Leopold 

There is much ado about the various predator problems now 

facing Wisconsin. The public is entitled to direct personal state- 

ss | ments from Commissioners and administrative officers, giving their 

iY view of current issues. This is an attempt to give my view. It 

is a personal expression, and does not commit any other Commissioner, 

nor any officer of the administrative staff. 

Deer. The past hunting season shows that the deer herd has 

shrunk more in one year than I expected it to. Among the causes 

of this shrinkage are the 1943 doe season and the 1942 starvation 

of fawns. I doubt if the herd has shrunk too much in tne average 

county. By spring the condition of the browse in the deer yards 

will answer the question of whether the herd now fits its winter 

food supply. 

Many believe the herd has shrunk too much. I suspect this is 

because they think of the abundance of 1940-1942 as nore. “It was, 

in my opinion, wholly abnormal. ‘ve could not possibly have 

maintained the pre+1942 level without ruining both the range and 

the deer. I realize that many will refuse to believe this. It 

is herd to believe until one has seen in person the ruination of 

range by 1irruptive deer herds in other states and countries, 

It is my conviction thet if the Commi sion had not reduced 

the deer herd in 1943, starvation would have done it for us during 

the next hard winter. Then we would have ended up with neither 

deer nor food. As it is, we have part of the herd left, and part 

of the original stock of food plants.
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Many people who do not know one deer food plant from another 

are very sure thet the 1945 reduction was unnecessary, and that 

there was food enough to support the herd. Many who have never 

is planted or tended a forest are sure that deer were not hurting 

forest reproduction, and that artificial feeding without reduction 

ry could have solved the difficulty. I can only say that the accumulated 

f experience of many states and many foreign countries indicates the 

contrary. 

Controlled Hunting. ‘The shrinkage in the deer herd has not been 

uniform. There are doubtless spots where the herd has been over- 

reduced. ‘There are surely spots where reduction has been too light 

to enable the browse plants to recover. The next task is to iron 

é out these inequalities. I do not see how it can be done without 

legislative authority to hold ‘controlled hunts"; 1.¢., authority 

to limit the total number of licenses (and hence hunters) within 

specified areas. In spots where the herd is reduced almost but 

f not quite enough, it is dangerous to turn loose an unlimited 

i number of hunters, because an over-reduction may result. 

Many states with excess deer, elk, antelope, or moose have 

4 used controlled hunts to accomplish a controlled reduction. It 

f has worked very well, and is a necessary addition to our otherwise 

excellent law. 

Wolves. A check of Wisconsin timber wolves is being made 

this winter, but 1s not yet complete. So far, the survey indicates 

_ that timber wolves are confined to about eight counties, whereas 

— about thirty-five counties have deer. (Coyotes, of course, are much 

. more widely distributed than timber wolves.) The completion of the 

Survey may alter these figures somewhat, but it 1s already clear that
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_ timber wolves are present on only a fraction of the Wisconsin deer 

range. 

Coyotes have increased markedly during the last few years. 

| whether and to what degree wolves have shown a parallel increase is 

' one of the questions which the present survey will answer. It is 

, common knowledge that at least part of the depredations now ascribed 

to "wolves" are actually the work of coyotes and wild-running dogs. 

j Whatever the present status of the timber wolf, it is certain 

that a few years ago the species was on the verge of extermination. 

} It was for this reason thet I favored discontinuing the bounty a 

year ago, 

I now favor restoring the bounty because the increase in coyotes 

makes it necessary, ‘there is a probability that timber wolves have 

_ increased, and it 1s impracticable to distinguish between the two 

| species in paying bounties. I shall fight for again discontinuing the 

_ bounty whenever extermination again threatens. ‘We have no right to 

' exterminate any species of wildlife. I stand on this as a fundamental 

: principle, 

; Those who assume that we would be better off without any wolves 

are assuming more knowledge of how nature works than I can claim to 

_ possess, 

The present inorease in coyotes, and perhaps wolves, began, in 

_ "y opinion, before the bounty was discontinued a year ago, and therefore 

could not have been caused solely by that discontinuance. No oné can 

be sure of its cause, but it is reasonable to suppose that the abundant 

Venison available during the starvation winter of 1942-45 and the 

* | “split season” of 1943-44 had something to do with it. It is common 

t Knowledge that promiscuous shooting during the split season left many
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; dead and crippled deer in the woods, It has been recently shown, 

by @ very competent study of the wolves of Mt. McKinley National 

| park, that their numbers increase following any increase in their 

supply of prey (in that case, cabiven). 

It would be absurd, of course, to allow wolves to attain a 

; high population level in Wisconsin. It is absurd to infer that I 

or anybody elise wishes to feed deer to the wolves instead of to 

E deer hunters. In any normal year of the past decade there have 

| been at least 1,000 deer hunters for each timber wolf, and perhaps 

: more. We can keep the timber wolf alive as a species without 

materially reducing the harvestable deer crop. 

: Many scoff at the idea thet the wolf could be exterminated 

' 4n Wisconsin. I can only reply that the wolf has been exterminated 

from fourteen states since 1915 (See Young and Goldman, Wolves of 

: North America, page 58). 1 myself have cooperated in the 

4 extermination of the wolf from the greater part of two states, 

4 because I then believed it was a benefit. I do not propose to 

3 repeat my error. 

‘ Coming closer home, A. M, Stebler, who has been studying 

‘ wolves in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan for the Michigan 

3 Conservation Commission for the last decade, found the population 

L, of the Cusino Game Area, just north of our own wolf area, to be 

; one adult wolf per 130 square miles. The cusino pack in 1941 

. consisted of 2 adults and 2 young, and ranged over 260 square miles — 

. (half a county). Stebler says: "In Michigan, the wolf and other 

F vredators have not prevented the State's deer herd from increasing. 

: During the last decade or two, deer have become so numerous in many 

if : areas ag to be faced with an inadequate supoly of winter forage.
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the loss of so spectacular and notorious a member of the State's 

native fauna would be unfortunate. * 

(Journal of Mammalogy, February 1944, page 42) 

That is all I am driving at: To prevent the total loss of 

the wolf from the state's list of native wildlife species. 

; Coyotes. As already stated, the coyote has inereased greatly 

in Wisconsin in the last three years. ‘There is not the slightest 

be 9 probability of exterminating the coyote. He kills fewer deer but 

vt : more farm livestock than the wolf. He has value in holding rabbits 

_ down, and rabbits are a threat to forestry. 

: I favor the immediate reestablishment of the bounty on coyotes 

_ because there are now too many. Like the wolf, the coyote should be 

. _ reduced to a reasonable level and held there. Unfortunately it is 

_ hot practicable to distinguish coyotes from wolves in paying bounties. 

County clerks do not pretend to be expert mammalogists. Any bounty 

_ should apply to both species without distinetion. 

P Bobeats and Lynx, Although the lynx, insofar as known, is extinct 

- in Wiseonsin and Michigan, he is still listed in the game laws as an 

- unprotected animal. It is too late for this to have any practical 

_ @ffect, but it 1s bad principle. 

The bobeat, like the coyote, seldom kills deer, but is our most 

Valuable predator for rabbit control. He is more easily taken 

than either coyotes or fox, and in my opinion can be held down without 

_ ny bounty, Nevertheless a bounty prevailed up to last year. I do 

not favor its reenactment.
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Foxes. In the last two years there has been a tremendous 

i upsurge of foxes over most of the state. They are far too abundant, 

) & and should be reduced to @ reasonable level. 

These “highs" in foxes have occurred before. The last one 

|| consisted mainly of grays, and occurred in 1955-37. It disappeared 

of ite own accord by 1938. Nobody knows what "knocks down" these 

| fox highs; it is probably some disease. 

, The present fox high extends from Wisconsin east to New York 

» | and west to Iowa.and Minnesota. It 4s in all probability the same 

| fox cycle as is known to exist in Canada, and which "peaked® in ; 

. Ontario in 1937, as in Wisconsin. 

The red fox bears valueble fur. Pelts now bring around 6.00. 

4 ; Hence, unlike the gray, the red is heavily hunted whenever he is 

+) | abundant. 

There is no argument about the desirability of reducing the 

* | fox, The only question is whether he will not reduce himself without 

the additional stimulus of a bounty. However, since no one can be 

aq sure that he will reduce himself, or just when, I have stated publicly 

/ | that I will acquiesce in an immediate bounty, effective this winter. 

_ I will seek its removal, however, as soon as the fox population 

“| falls to normal levels, because a fox bounty is very expensive, 

and in normal times, unnecessary. Besides, the fox is a valuable 

game and fur animal, and at normal levels is an asset to the state. 

. Wisconsin has an cpportunity to promote and develop fox hunting as a 

-| Sport, especially still-hunting, which requires no dogs. Control of 

foxes by sport hunting is far superior to control by bounties,
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pecause it is self-regulating; hunting subsides whenever the fox 

_ population ‘subsides, and increases whenever the population 

“yy increases. 

It is widely claimed that the fox is responsible for the 

| pheasant shortage which prevailed during the last two years. No 

one can prove whether thie is true or not true, but it seems to be 

' highly improbable, 

; I am fully aware that foxes catch pheasants, sometimes in 

: numbers. That does not prove that the fox is the cause of the 

4 present pheasant scarcity. Some of my reasons for doubting that 

‘ the fox is the cause of the pheasant shortage are: 

: 1. An excess of pheasants existe on certain refuges, such 

: as the University Arboretum, on which foxes are also abundant, 

; This indicates that foxes alone are not capable of decimating a 

: pheasant vopulation, at least in good cover. 

4 2, ‘There are certain counties in Wisconsin where foxes are 

" scarce or absent. Pheasants were just as scarce this year in 

1 F these nearly foxless counties as they were in counties with many 

; foxes. Examples: Racine, Kenosha, parts of Dodge, 

j 3. It 1s probable that heavy June reins cort ributed to 

; : the present scarcity of pheasants. This is supported by the fact 

, ; that there were more "“squealers" (immature young) this year than 

i usual. : 

L It seems to me much more likely that what ails our pheasants 

7 is the same as what ails our grouse-=the cycle. No one knows what 

; the cycle is, so that isn't saying much. In the eastern states the 

j 1986 low in grouse coincided with a low in pheasants, and now again 

: both grouse and pheasants are low. It begins to look as if we
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-. | yould have to consider the pheasant as a somewhat cyclic game 

ag : pird. 

; There is a special complaint that foxes are preying heavily on 

{ E artificially propagated pheasants after they are released. Undoubtedly 

i thie is a fact. It wae also & fact during the 1936 fox high, but 1t 

i) | aia not prevent pheasants from increasing steadily from 1928 to 1942. 

: Finally, many grouse hunters are sure that foxes are responsible 

ot | for the present scarcity of grouse, Foxes, of course, eat Crouse, 

put if I am sure of any one thing, it is that the present scarcity 

io : of grouse is due to the oycle, and not to foxes. Grouse have been 

7 scarce every ten years for the last half century on most Wisconsin 

. E grouse range, with or without foxes. ‘The dates of the recent lows 

.— are well known: 1936, 1927, 1917, 1908. 

{ : General Policy. Many sportsmen forget that Wisconsin is 

' supposed to raise forests as well as game. 

Before the deer herd was reduced in 1943, deer and rabbits in 

» | combination were inflicting heavy damage to forest reproduction. 

a a The damage has not yet ceased by any means. 

J The predatory animals, in proper numbers, including wolves, 

<3 : coyotes, foxes, bobcats, hawks, and owls, are necessary to the 

a. future forests of Wisconsin. It would be fatal to the forestry 

program to allow tree-eafiing rabbits and deer to inorease to 

unreasonable levels. 

: Wisconsin already has State and County Forests in which many 

] pine plantations, laboriously planted by the CCC's, have been eaten 

at F up by deer and rabbits. 

bp All these issues are, or should be, a matter of reasonable give- 

4 and-take. It would be unreasonable for foresters to demand wiping out
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4 the deer herd because deer eat trees. It ie equally unreasonable 

$ / for deer hunters to demand wioing out wolves because they eat deer, 

Foxes and rabbits we couldn't wine out if we tried. 

The aim in all wildlife conservation should be reasonable 

“ levels for all members of the native wildlife community. 

ab 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 

A424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing your remarkable state- 

ment on the deer situation herewith. 

I did not dare to turn it over to the news 
department for fear that it might be badly cut. 
I did the best I could in the limited space at my 
disposal to make public the salient points. 
Enclosed is a copy of the editorial. 

Thank you so much for the statement. If 
you do not need it for your files, I would be glad 
to have it back so that I may use it for reference 
later on. 

Yours very truly, 

é a So —_ ’ 

Oe X , 
Fred. W. Luening..-—_—_ 

a FWL/¢ Editorial Writer 

d 
{Se : 

18°
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| We Take This Editorial 
"] * mProt Leopold | HE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 

ae toa y y Prof. Leopold — 

a. ) a eee tele 

an of University nes August 1, 1946 
tt Prof. Aldo Leopold of the 

‘ university of Wisconsin, who 
. js one of Gov. Goodland’s ap- 

pointees as conservation com- 
missioner, recently addressed 

TF) the commission on the deer situ- 
|) ation in this state. 

e “prof, Leopold is among the 
: nation’s outstanding biologists. 

ét He talked earnestly and re- | \ 
quested that his exact words go 

% into the record. is ot “i | 

, “We can write no better edi- | 
torial than is contained in Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Leopold’s statemerit and there- iversi ty Farm Place 
fore quote as much of itas this, 5, Wisconsin 
space permits: y 

WS “To again postpone the reduc- doe 

‘ tion of the [Wisconsin] deer L Oo: 
herd will be,'I think, the most | 
important and far reaching er- I am enclosing your remarkable state- 
~ ever made by this commis- the deer situation herewith. 

4 pe f ce, the next i. 5 S Bas ve Sa more} 1 did not dare to turn it over to the news 
deer than would have beenfient for fear that it might be badly cut. 
killed under ihe one deer sea|he best I could in the limited space at my 
es the ie Rooney gf Z to make public the salient points. 

er one bul : ede * . a are an ue d is a copy of the editorial. 
in’ effect, allowing the deer | 
hunter to dominate forest poli-| Thank you so much for the statement. If 
ces. , , . I doubt whether this|not need it for your files, I would be glad 
commission realizes how excess} it back so that I may use it for reference 
deer gradually pull down the in 
quality of a forest. ‘The process |" ° 
is so gradual as to be partially 
invisible to us, and wholly in- | Yours very truly, 
visible to the average citizen. 
There will always be trees, but a 2 . 
under continuous deer pressure — 
the trees will come to be birch Pp. yes ee , 
and popple, instead of pine and | ee q | 
maple. All are green, and hence Fred. W.- Luening... ____ 

_ | alllook alike to most people... Editorial Writer 
~ §) “The sportsmen who now in- 

sist on’ delay [in shooting does 
8s well as bucks] will likely 
insist, a decade hence, that we | 

should not have allowed them 
tomake so tragic an error. My 
plea is that we vote on this issue 
lto provide for a both sex hunt- 
ihg season]: not as delegates 
Tepresenting a county, but as 

ftatesmen representing the long 
View of Wisconsin as a com- 

oe Munity,” “y 
_ §) Whether or not his words | - 

Lo prove Popular, especially in the 
Torth, Prof. Leopold ‘has told 
Wisconsin the truth, = 

| ee oe 
Bg. ;
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WITDLINS REFUGES » ay Ira I, Gabrielson, 257 up, Zhe Mogiiillan Company, ae 

fwo decades ago conservationists exbarked on a crusade for wildlife . ; oe 

refuges, There ie a large and rather uneritical literature, dating from this oon 

period, telling what refuges wuld do, ‘There 18 no recent accoutt, telling : 

vhat refuges have done. Dr. Gabrielson, im the prosent volume, has essayed ; 
this task, , ee 

He deale with North American refuge systems, federal, stats, ant private, 

Canadian and Mextean systems are treated in a separate chapter, A perusal of 

thie amoheneeded volume gives the reader a vivid pleture of the federal system, 

bat the aecounts of state and private refuges are inadequate, Are the 

Femeylvania state refuges to be eredited with the phenomenal ineréase of 

door and bear in that state, or aid the two ents Just happen to coineide? oe 

How do the Ohto pheasant refuges work? Whos are. the maylta nd Gimertta 

of the Jack Minor sanctuary {asa ‘he reader will soarch in vain for anewers 

to such questions, - 

Our author has no illusions about the infallibility of refuges, After an 

able historical review of refaze origins, he treats first of all of the limit- ae 

ations of the vefuge mechaniom, nor doot he minse words in dolme 90, For 

example: "Horseshoe Lake, beammse of ite attrastivenoss to Cancda geese, ts 

mall eine, lack of food, and peculiar relation to surrounding( shooting etub) ine 

lanto, had become a slaughter von rather than a refuge," ‘The most critical — ’ 
reviewer could: 26% Gavid ob thie fee Sreniets, even Shou tomy eel 

at the use of the pact tense, Yorseshoe Take, I fear, is still a slaughter 

pen, and will go contime until there fe a change tn "the low standard of 
sportsmanship of some of those living im the vieinity, as well as of a 

portion of those who come from a distance to Imnt",
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This book describes the performance of refuges as seen by the author pe 

in the field. when Gabrielson wants to appraise a refuge he toon ee es 

haul out the files, he goes out and looks over the ground. This is : 

characteristic. No bureaucratic balleand-chain has yet been built to 

; fit his ample ankles. 

Once afield, he displays a large:versatility in ornithology, mammalogy, ae 

and botany. Too many “wildlifers" become hazy and unconvincing when their : 

writings spread beyond sone narrow field of specialisation. Wot so pe 

7 Gabrielson, He romps over the cliffs of an Arctic rookery or slogs through 

a gulf-coast swamp with the sure tread of an allearound naturalist, and Sts 

at his best he communicates to the reader his own delight in and knowledge 

of all kinds of wildlife, from sea-lion to rosy finch, from arctic poppy 

to bull alligator. 

As a writing job, this book is "spotty". Some chapters bear the 

earmarks of having been dictated rather than written. Some long passages 

: of abstract matter suffer from lack of concrete examples. A reviewer a 

might hesitate to criticize these poorly written parts but for the 

indubitable proof, offered by other parts, of the capabilities of the : Re 

; author. Chapter V on "Alaskan Bird Cities" and Chapter X on the Okefenokee 

Swamp are not only careful, compact, explicit presentations of fact; they : 

| have grace, motion, and atmosphere. - : 

F The thoughtful conservationist will search this volume, not only for 

information about refuges, but for information about the personality of 

our titular leader. I think he will find in and between its lines mech 

ground for optimiem, including frequent outcrops of humor. (Thus a 

; "hayburner® is an elk too prone to loiter around the official fleshepots. ) 

Perhaps a little humor makes for durability in tureau~chiefs. I hope so.
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Another thing I like ie the author's managerial horse~sense, and his Oe om 

worm understanding, not only of al) kinds of wildlife, but of the competing 8 

interests of livestock, fara, forest, and recreation, This augurs well, for a: 

possible future peace among lantense buremas, | : re ae 

One of the obvious merits of this work is te atone foundation inf a 

officiel facts, : tT aAS de, a Fee 

As againat thing one must balance the almost irresietibie eompaleiony — Hi ph 

data upon any offictel writer, to *Sustify* the cate, yolictes, ond mist 
vocvaren of the Durem, De. Onlololecn 1s) 1 Uhtiy sore eeb@tepiiienl © 5 

thon most barecn wen, but does not almays Atvect himelt of rosereoloret 
official spectacles, I offer in evidence bis attitule tovard the firstborn x 

of the refige erosatet the Upper Mtasisstppl;, Sere the former Blolocies! oe 

Survey boucht one of the world's largest and richest refuges, then i Saale 

threatened with drainoge, Before the ink was dry on the deeds the UL%, le 

Aray Engineers, bathed by the Chambers of Commerce of te river tons, 8 

dromed the area under a seriavof dams to otcbilize a “ntnenfoot ehennel* rae 

for navigation, It was a heaf-on collision between two opposing tdess of : fe 

“prourees", There was never any dowbt about the outcomes the ological : 

Survey made a virtue of necessity, and aequiesced, So mh is history. 

Put what have we learned from the subsequent behavior of the flesded 

lanie? After this war, engineers are going to dam the Mati Way Af wo det Se ‘ 

thon, ‘the most important single Sanction of the Fish and Wildlife Service ay 

{a to marshal the evidence for and against the hundred requrrenves of the - 

Upper Missiesippl now in the offing, What ie the evidence? 

After admitting that "stabilired water levels are not always nedgescary, 

in fact in some areas they are not desirable, Gabrieleon says of the Upper Le 3 

Weeiasipplt “the Ary Engineers 90 modified construction plana that the < 

area, far from being destroyed, has been vastly improved,” I doubt whether ae



: * ae 

such optimion 1 sustained by ether foot or theory, ‘the whole original 
ecology of the lssissipp! was built upon unstable mater levele, Waterfowl ae 

once congregated there beesuse sumer @rouths produced vast areas of smrt- : 

weed ond millet on drying md-flats, Sometimes in fall, an’ always in spring, ee 

fleote made 9 duckeparedive of thoes weedficlts, Si any daw, yelp 

sastained levels, havo destroyed them, os-well en the mettonecying Sisker, 

Without a doubt wildlife interests were destined to “take a beating" 

in the battle of the Upper iiesisstppt, but mot we tale the cme imall 
of the battles to come? Perhaps, but from now on can't wo tale it in the eos 

foe rather than in the rear? Wouldn't @ more critical appraisal of the 
Upper Miesiesippt excerience help ue to do sof ee 

Dr. Gabrioison's sttitule in thie ease dees not characterize his book, | 
Nore often then not ho writes like an able and fearless ecologist contvonted ge ee 

by the ugly faete of a non~ecological age. fle does not hesitate to condemn Ue 

the neglect of the waterfor! problem by many states (p, 37). Ne admits ce . 

that"perhape this battle (for the waterfowl) will yet be lost", He admits an 

aAministrative errors (p, M1, 127), He fs “atypical” in one other important 

respect: he is avare that there is s plant sugcession, : Sy es 

In anitunias of wweventation, Wildlife Refuges" is non-technical 

—— almoat to @ fault, ‘The index is scanty, The references are not tled to 

the text, The dibliocranhy 1e weak on “outside” documents; thus Hayden's = 

able work on International Wildlife Protection ie omitted, deapite the 

; feet that it parallels several chapters of the present volume monogr:.phs 3 8 

by Soper and Reup on the Woods Buffalo Park are omitted, as are the four 

"Feanas" of cur own National Park Service, ‘There are many good half+tanes, ‘ 

bat most of them ara seattered at random; not even their titles direct the 

reader to eny textual diseussion, There ta a paucity of statistical 

tables, which, with the west index, males the bool: hard to use a6 a reference



wort, Theory ore no Aste on refuge costs, It ceone 1Noly that somo of 
these defeats reprevent the wishes of the yublisher, patna: ta Saupe ait ole 

author, ‘ ee ee . Ag 

verything talon tocether, this dock has the fmite ant ommtte of te 
qenerction, Tt mrrioa torard nowhere in paytieulor, but so0n 8 Wet on ; 

the way, Tt oriees out of the elash of two opposing philosenhies of lond> bie a 

nso, but 4t doe not aintt thetr oprosttion mer doubt that they enh be mee 
constiety indeed the book tteelf ts a dontetbution tomnd this end, Itumee 
the findings of Land teelmology without projecting tte trenta, or worrying 
about future qystons, Mo thinking conservationist can affent to pass th 
up, yor At te in covence a atlepact te the apoomltshment of a Job rather 
than @ guide to wiedom, ae 

: caine ot Hemeik ie 2s 

: ert Veg ROR Oe OF ae,



: Mr. William Sparhawk 
} Journal of Forestry : 

P 5220 South Bullding 
Washington, D. C. 

q Dear Bill: 

Here is the review of "Wildlife Refuges". It 1s longer 
than I had intended, and certainly longer than your 
average review, but I have been unable to persuade myself 

; that I could cut this, that, or the other part without : 
injustice either to the book or to myself. However, if 
you find it too long, I will make another try. 

The page references may be siniply crossed out if you prefer. wi 

j The length of this job reflects a conviction on my part: : 
; that most conservation journals, including the Journal 

F of Forestry, are publishing boek notices rather than 
reviews. Most of these notices contain no criticism, 

F and only stereotyped praise. My recommendation is that 
we should have fewer and more critical reviews. 

P With personal regards, 

z Yours as ever, 

: Aldo Leopold 

Eb P. S. I'd like 200 reprints. 
4 
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April 11, 1943 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 
Wise 

Dear Aldo: 4 

Would you have time to write a review of Ira Gabriel- 
son's new book on "Wildlife Refuges", just published by Mac- 
millan? We have a review copy for you if you can do. 

It looks like a good piece of work. Maybe you have 
already seen it. 

With best regards, 

A MAZ- 
~~ 

USFS Bill Sparhawk 
| 5220 South Bldg. ; 

Tord Rim Ke ——_ 
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: = : A Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry
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THY SACHS JACKSON hirer: ROP IDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 

Professor Ajdo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

It seems to me that it is a very long time 
since we have had anything by you in The Living Wilderness, 
yet I see your stuff around in various magazines, and every 
one of them interests me. I do not at all mind printing 

in our quarterly almost any article of yours which has 

appeared in other magazines. This is because our membership 

is made up of so many kinds of people. I write you this 
hoping that you will think of something which you would like 

to see in The Living Wilderness, even though it was written 

for some one else. 

By the way, there is no word which is so mich 

abused and made to mean so many different and often opposing 

things as Recreation. Personally, I never use it for any but 

some kind of play. I should love to have your idea of it in 

The Living Wilderness, even though we disagree. 

Sincerely yours, 

— YARD. 
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WASHINGTON, DC. 

September 29, 1943 

f 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place "i 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

It has been a long time since we have carried 
your by-line in AMERICAN FORESTS. Haven't you 
something in your story department that would be f 
suitable for us? 

We would like to count on you for several 
good pieces in 1944. Think you can make it? 

With every good wish, 

: (js yours : 

nce the DV —“— 
ERLE 

: Associate Editor 

EK/mr 
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THEY NEED NOT VANISH, waited by Holen M. Martin, Michigan Department = = = 
; of Conservation, Lansing, 1942, 294 pp. $1.00. — (A Coa ag ae 

This volume represents an earnest effort to convey a “gonservation a 

background" to the citizens of Michigan, It traces the evolution of ae 

the state's flora and fauna through geological time, and on this background ae 

sketehés briefly the present status of the principal plant and animal — Pe 

- / 5; A a ; 

groups, and of the state's efforts to conserve them, = i ia a : 
\ ' ; 7 ; i 2 a aaa 

OS aaa 

The fatal weakness of most carly conservation propaganda was : # } a a 
‘ ON 

geographic diffusion. Most things that can be said to a leyman cease ae 
Be ae 

to be true when spread over a continent, or else they become so heavily oe. 4 
‘ : hk 

encumbered with ifs and ande as to be unreadable, Michigan ie one ee ae 

several states recently attempting to write @ localized account. this 

is it. are, a 

The book leaves me with the strong impression thet even a localized — 

. account eovers euch on imsetee sange of subject malter at itis = 
in 

impossible to sketch it adequately. ‘The Michigan forest problem fares = 
: Aa ee 

not so badly with 40 pages, but who can cover pollution in 5 pages? ee Br 

Flood control in 1 page? All upland game, big game, and fur in 1% pages? a 
: ae 

Waterfowl in 4 pages? Or “land birds" in 3 pages? fo point the moral — Naan 

still more sharply: most would sgree that the “edueated" layman should — a 

be given sone crude notion of the grouse-rabbit cycle, one of the great = i 

unsolved mysteries of wildlife ecology. What the cycle actually gots is ae 
‘ : ; , Wee ee 

three lines. Soil conservation and erosion get one page. The rmffed E oe 

grouse, the very spirit of Michigan, is not mentioned. ee 

‘I predict that encyclopedic interpretations of conservation for . oe 

laymen will one day be given up as impracticable. We will fall back on : i 

a 
Af : re ; 4 i pe
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I 
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re Pia SU poten ih alle Snag OE eee ae ae CR OT Soe Sina te ae 
ie at ; ee tee ae ar aaa ee ee 
a . ; Usy is : eis Sag qi BG go tre pA i Nd ones pe 

| vory small and very localised “samples” of subject ster townie : 

— in seope, but treated thoroughly enough to convey "principles" ty — eo 
i i ; (A ere fC eee 

a implication. The famous "Cornell leaflets" have come close to this a. 

= ; 5 nic vin OMe 
idea from the outset, : La eee ee : 

"They Shall Abt Vanish" presents an interesting problem in litemsy 

a style. The evolutionary history of resources is, appropriately enoughy 

: written in sent-bibiiea) cadences, tut there ie no restmint tn the 
| ; aoa is ree 

of - employment of this device, which eventually cloys. Hi 

: In ite physical trappings, this book is gotten out with extraordinary — hd 

ale care. It has an index! The photographs are good; the typography pleasing» = 

ia One wonders, though, about the somewhat sententious title. , ‘they mh 

| seotesten) iS tot nih van ne 060L ad eomneutens (cn (me: ) not vanish when the of enonontos : ‘legislations | a a 

“a and plant succession fall favorably on the table of time (witness Michigan 
e L 

Ot uA i WE a 

2 deer, which need to do some "vanishing" for their own good), Otherwise Mi 

: "they" shrink, in Michigan as elsewhere: witness the white pine, = ae ne 

9 —_s—s Marring ite crusading title, this volume is notable and praiseworthy = 
fe Pee Ra ae | 

a for the fact that it does not glorify the institutions whieh produced and a | 

= published it. then will a1 bureaus and departments learn, a6 Michigan 

q has, to avoid the lethal effects of sclf-laudationt AMM ell = | fe 

i regently caid to me, after a dose of “eduestional” movies: "If all = = = | 

. departments are that perfect, how can there be any conservation problent® | 

: ue «University of Wisconsin 

— — ei 

: 
oe Sa 

a me io 

: 
Pee
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: THE AMERICAN LAND. William R. Van Dersal. Oxford University Press, 8 8 

— New York, 1943, 215 ppe, $3-75¢ ee | 

: , ee 
2 This book is a history of land=subjugation in the United States, a8 

ae : aa es ———s—™ 
1 followed by a series of "biographies" of the principal land crops, = = oe : Cee 

e including range, forest, and wildlife crops. al ae a 

- The author's purpose is evidently to giva in simple popular fom, a 

re an sesount of this wide field from the viewpoint of conservition, = = = | 

G The popular form is well sustained; the style is Ment and readable, Se . 
A : oe 2 

- statistics are used but skillfully camoufleged, and the argument stays 
i si Ce 
LE well within the grasp of the nontechnical reader. The conservation = 
a a 

iy thesis, however, often lapses, especially in the crop Diographies, oe ad 

a4 Perhaps the most notable foature of this volume is ite excellent — a | 

Pa account of the wild ancestry of agricultural plants, Here Yan Dersal — oe 

conveys to his lay audience a vivid ploture of the technical processes o : 

ei by which improved crop plants have beon ereated, I know of no equally  . | 

of : é Z Sas ee eee 

* The reader, however, is given no equally vivid pleture of the 

i ecological and economie processes by which the land resource has been worm i 

: producing those results are seldom elucidated. This defect is, inay — 

ae opigion, shared by all other books on conservation so far written, whether = 
a : a oo Sa 

| technical or popular. : ae a i 

a In hie style, the author conveys color without daubing,--an echievenont = 
7 a a 
a by no means common among translators of technical thought. He lapses ls 

s frequently into whimefeal or even salty humor, but this ie never overdone, = 

i In format, “The American Land" leaves nothing to be desired. There ne 
a8 : ee 
= fair index. The photgraphe are superlative, the typography ploasing. a 
<4 : : : bipegeee ene 
3 Aide hepa = 
Ser + Bann ee



One Day on Beetle Rock. By Sally Carrighar. Alfred A, Knopf, New York, : ae 

| 19¥4, 196 pps, $2675. es 
7 e AO 

: Seton, circa 1900, first demonstrated that natural history was dram, a 
and could be given literary expression in the form of animal biography. ie 

The Seton biographies were written during a period when ecological gatural 3 

history was just being born, and when animal psychology was still in embryo, ae 

Seton, for his day, was an advanced ecologist, but his psychology is someting ; ee 

The post=Seton biographers had the advantage of a sounder scientific S a 

base, but they were unable to write (much less draw) like Seton, is i 

Meanwhile a peculiar shift has occurred in what might be called : a 

| tographies: units". It hae come to Light that commnitios,as well as ae 

individual anigeils, may be the subject of biography. Lockley's "I Know an : ‘ 2 

- Island" and Prager Darling's "A Herd of Red Deer" are community biographies = 

of exesptional literary merit. They may also be regarded as ecological papers : ss 

which express new knowledge unencumbered by scientific jargon. 4 ue 

: The present book is the biography of a community, tut it employs a t 2 

smaller ares and a shorter timespan than any of its predesessors. The S 

area I would guess to be a forty, or perhaps a quarter-seetion. The time=span 

: is a single day: dune 18. Tho locale is the Sequoia Nations] Park in the 4 

high Sierras of California, ‘The characters are a weasel, a grouse, a squirrel, a . 

: & bear, a lizard, a coyote, a deermouse, a jay, and a deer, 2 

. Such a book might well be tedious. Perhaps this one will be for those os 

a readers whose awareness of the human drama has been learned by forgetting i a 

that any other exists. It may even be tedious to those who think of a m 

ct deermouse as a name and a picture in a book, or as an animal too small to a 

i a



shoct.e But Sally Cartighar's deormouse will delight all others, and like 

ag not will teach them something. Her other characters are equally 

convincing. 

Most of the ecolggical relationships of the inhabitants of Beetle Reck 

are implied, not asserted. Some readers will grasp all of these implications, 

others only a few, some perhaps none. This, of course, is an earmark of 

all good writing. 7 oP 
The literary quality of "Beetle Rock" is well sustained, and at intervals 

one encounters deseriptive phrases and sentences of outstanding merit. 

Thus a mouse, sitting on his heunches, regards the moonlit world, : 

his eyes "grave with little dreams", 

"It was, in fact, no sound that had alarmed the buck,, but rather the : 

i ceasing of one." 

",setho wind, hanging in loops of sound that lifted and fell as they 

were Honbed by the long pine needles." 

The bear "moved with a troubled vagueness", ; 

“The mouse «+. Game to a braid of scents left by the weasel and her 

kite." 

"The deer's ears responded to sounds that human ears could not catch, f 

perhaps to a caveein behind an insect's burrowing, to a mouse's panting, or 

; milk in the throats of little flying squirrels:. : 

: Numerous drawings by Henry B. Kane illustrate the life of Beatle Rock. 

. They are hardly on a par with the author's descriptive writing, mt most 

are adequate, and some are positively good. 

Sally Carrighar, save for some sciense courses at Wellesley, is a 

self-made ecologist, yet her lapses from scientific plausibility are
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romarkably few. Lapses do abil. It seems debatable whether a bird sings : 

loudly “in order to be heard above the stream", whether a jay can "foresee ; 

the steps in his syele of fatherhood", In one spot the fallen oak leaves ; 

‘ crackle just after a rain, These are minor slips. Hundreds of other 

interpretations dear the stamp of wide reading, and of a very considerable -_ f 

experience in the woods. . we 

Reading "Beetle Rock® rentals me, as @ forester, that our profession 

: has not yet produced a respectable biography of a tree or 4 stand. I hope 

some day to see both, Certainly the eaology of a forest is drama of the 

: first water. Certainly there are many foresters who imow this, even though 

they do not admit it in public, The false partition between science and ek, 

art is being breached in other professions; why not in ours? "Beetle Rock" 

is one of these breaches; it 1s good ecology and good literature, 

Aldo Leopold ; 

Professor of Wildlife Manngenent 

University of Wisconsin 5 

Madison ‘ ao 

FE 

ty ae
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The bobwhite quail pomlation on a 4800 acre area near Prairie du Sac has 
been studied since 1929 by the Department of Wildlife Management of the University, 
with a view to gaining basic knowledge of the state's quail population, 

A census made each fall and spring shows the winter loss varied from 7 
per cent in 1929-30 to 80 percent in 19243, The loss last winter was 57 per 
cent. 

The highest fall population was 433 in 1933, the lovest 121 in 1929, The 
general trend during the 15 year period has been downward. 

The lower the spring survival of quail, the higher the percent of increase 
during the following summer, The highest percent of increase was scored in 
1937, when 45 breeders increased to 163 by fall, a gain of 262 ver cent. (A . 
pair of quail averages 14 eggs, hence if all eggs hatched and survived a gain 
of 800 per cent is theoretically possible.) 

All predators on the area were likewise censused, bat no clear relation 
has been found between quail and predator population levels. It is clear, 
however, that whenever quail increased beyond the carrying capacity of the 
area, which is now about 100 quail, the surplus is taken either by predators or 
by winter storms. 

The carrying capacity of the area has apparently declined from about 300 
to about 100 during the 15 years of study, To decipher the meaning of this is ; 

: the present objective. 

These studies were conducted in cooperation with the State Conservation 
Department. and with Iowa State College, 

The University Arboretum has been gt age its wild pheasant pomlation 
with a view to gaining basic Ikmowledge of the state's pheasant crop. It has 

‘ been found that: 
(1) Bach year's crop of young birds is extinguished at the end of five 

years and replaced by younger birds, Hens live longer than cocks, 
(2) The winter population on 1000 acres has varied from 133 in 1937 to 

; 402 in 1942, Inst winter's census was 330, of which 36 per cent were cocks, 
: (3) Pheasants wander in spring, sumer, and fall, but in winter each 

returns to his wintering ground of the year befope, 
(4) Pheasants lose weight protracted cold weather, even when fed. 

‘ The average November cock weighs 3 vy pounds, hen 2 1/3 pounds. 
E (5) The population at the Nevin Figh Hatchery, which has only a small 

refuge area and hence suffers heavier shooting, has a higher turnover rate 
; and fewer cocks than the Arboretum, but its density is greater and movements 

similar. Although only 1 1/2 miles from the Arboretum, only two banded birds 
: in 8 years have known to move from the one area to the other. 

; These studies have been conducted in cooperation with the State Conserv- 
ation Department 

i ee Teas \ 
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Allen, Durward 1, 1943. Michigan Fox Squirrel enn Game Division, 
| publication 100, Dept. of Conservation, Tansing. ° ‘ 

This book 1s notable as a simple, clear and readable report on a 

complex research enterprise, Many of the mthor's finding end methods are new 

; and by no means simple, but his report ean be read for pleasure by any squirrel~ 

 mmter equipped with a healthy curiosity and moderate intelligence. : 

The reasons for this happy facility of expression go deeper than the 

opifited cartoons and good photographs with which the book is plentifully 

sprinkled, ‘This is no pomlartzed account of the fox squirrel in the obnoxious 

sense, tut rather a forthright exposition of a forthright plece of thinking. 

_ Perhaps an honest ham dees not need te be teniotized to be palatable. | 
: It 19 appropriate that euch a yubliestion should come from Michigan, = 

for 1b dears throughout the umitstakeadle imprint of Ps 8, Lovejoy, anditis 

pleasing to note that the author acknowledges hie intellectual parentage. : 

The reader, when he begins so readable a volum, my be excused if he eg 

at first suspects the researsh to be as light and airy as the style, If oy 
i his suspicions are soon dispelled. ‘The censuses are solidly grounded on aat= 

| wation bandings, the mobility and mortality on trapping returns an‘ Imnting 

| recoveries, Mlaborate deductions are not drow frou slenter statistics, 

4 An ecological study of a species, to be really up-to-date, should 

| shed Light on its population mechantom, ani this should inelude the internal 
_ *8 01] as the external controls of the pomulation level, The present work 

4 discloses internal controls of considerable interest, ‘Tims a hard winter in 

1gl0-l), inhibited the usual spring litters of young, but nearly all females
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produced & summer litter, whereas in ordinary years only sugmer yearlings do 906 

i Again in the spring of 1942 a11 females littered, whereas ordinarily only 014 

\ females and spring yearlings do so, ‘Time the destructive effects of the hard 

winter vere cancelled out by an interna) compensatory adjustment, 

Several tonics of special interest to foresters are discussed, inelide 

i ing mast orops, mast years, tree species barimd and budded by squirrels, planting so 

of seeds by squirrels, and merits of nests vs, den~trees as aquirrel cover. 

While the title of this work is squirrel management, the only manage~ 

a vont measures actually used are a few nest boxe ani food patches, plus one 

8 experimental " @leaning out" of a woodlet by shootings ‘The book deals with the 

ecology of the squirrel, on which management practice met of course be based, 

g tut actual squirrel management dees not yet exist, even in Michigans 

Mot without significance is the fact that this highly competent 

stuly was contimed through almet a decade, by = state conservation department, ¥ 

vith only partial use of federal research subsidies, That same decade has seen 

j the premature abandonment, by well-intentioned but inexperienced administrators, 

_ | of muny a half-finished research job, Such stigk-to-it-iveness is indeed notable. 

| Perhaps the day will come when many states will learn that research cannot bo : 

: turned off and on like a spigot. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

, tien Flseuts
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MERT MR. GRIZZLY. By Montague Stevens. 281 pp. Illus. University 

of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque. 1943. $3.50. 

. Books with kittenish titles usually have contents to match, but this 

one docs not. It contains the essentially dignified autobiography of a 

highly literate Englishman who raised cows and bearhounds in western 

_ New Mexico while the rest of us were learning to wear choke-collars and 

: : to @lip coupons. 

4 Montague Stevens, graduate of Cambridge, settled in what is now the 

- Cibola National Forest in 1882. He lost an arn, but with the other he 

: managed a atring of cattle and sheep ranches, operated a sawmill, and 

in hunted bears. 

ao then I worked on an adjoining national forest in 1910, Montague Stevens 

had already become a legend, but by no means an anciont one, for the 

al prosent book ms written thirty years later at the age of 90, and in it 
4 his youthful spirit still gallops hell-for-leather over the rimrocks in 

sis hot pursuit of the baying pack. ba 

. These who seek in this book new light on the natural history of the 

7 nearly~extinct grizzly will not find it, for there is little about bears 

except their reaction to docs and tullets. 

q fhose who seek an authentic picture of the nearly-extinct cow-society 

: of the late 1600's will find here one of the best. Mr. Stevend word-picture 

. of the cowman matches the paintings of Frederic Remington, who, by the way, 

: was a frequent guest at the Stevens ranches. For that generation of 

iC foresters who, like myself, were sent west before the old-time cowman 

E had quite disappeared, this book is “must” reading.



Of the many aspects of tontague Stevens to be seen in this dock, = es 

none is more delightful than his relation to his dogs. We studied 

hounds not only with sympathy and skill, but with « scientific seal ees 

seldom found anong dog nen. The art of training hounds hes been written 

upon for nearly a thousand years, but it is seldom indeed that one finds a " - 

© hound-enthusiast using objective methods of experimentation. Montage = 
: Stevens applied to his dogs methods of research which many a onibne a a5 

psychologist could claim with pride today. He experimented also with — oo 

the prepertios ef escent, and te relation te wind, snow, and sein. as 

Scent-trailing is still one of the major enigmas of biology. Biologists 

have passed it up because they do not know enough about dogs to study it. = 

: In curious contrast to his deep understanding of dogs, Montagne : ey 

Stevens saw only the surface of the land he hunted over. His active - t = 

days afield coincided with the advent of erosion in the cow country, Se 

but he did not see it. fhe better to keep up with his hounds, he ie a 

practiced riding hie horse across the cavernous arroyos which were then : oe 

invading the fertile valleys, tut he did not recognize the invasion s : 

as something new in history, nor did he perceive its cause; the terrific & a 

overgrazing practiced by the early cowmen. 7 Small wonder, then, that less ee 

; intelligent men still fail to perceive that something more important | o 

than bears is departing from the western range. New Mexico's grigslies : he 

succumbed visibly to trap, gin, and poisoned bait, but New Mexico's 

fertile valleys slipped down the Rio Grande in the night. Neither will roturn. - sects 

The University of Hew Mexico has done well to preserve this saga of how Pe 

the state was mde safe for cows. How the state is to be made sife from 
cows is a saga yet to be written. ‘ : ihe 

: Aldo Leopold : or a 

University of Wisconsin oe ee 

Seiten es
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Young, Stanley P. and Edward H. Goldman, 1944, The wolves of North ular d (on Boe rageae 

: ‘America. American Wildlife Institute, 636.pp. OL a 

, bis 2 eae 

This book is notable, not only as the outstanding contemporary treatise = 

on an outstanding animal species, but as a mirror which reflects the thought 

of our generation on @ wide gamt of conservation problems, Pde eae ee 

; ‘ 1 ee 

The book consists of two parts, treating successively of the ecology _ es, 

of the wolf, and his taxonomy. This review does not purport to cover the oe aE 

; taxonomic field, and most lay readers will in any event focus their aa 

attention on the wolf's behavior, rather than on his bones. ae 
: \ , Mt aa ae 

Viewed as history, the work is a wautussiote.’ It assembles an” 
i . epee ea 

exhaustive array of interesting quotations on the age-old rivalry between ae im ; 

man and wolves as predators on the world's livestock and big game herds. i 9 e 

Some of these historical excerpts go back to the ancients; most of them ae a 

deal with the American scene. They convey to the reader a vivid picture 4 i 2 

of wolf-troubles and wolf-control strategems, beginning with the earliest ee me 

settlers on tho Atlantic seaboard, and ending with the notorized cowboy wee 

of the modern fost. While populationsdensitées are especially hard to a 

estimate in so mobile a mammal as the wolf, one gets the impression that a 

wolves were incredibly abundant in the buffalo days, were severely ; sag a 

decimated by comercialiged poisoning for their fur in the 1870's, regained le 

abundance in the 1880's when cattle and sheep replaced the buffaloasa ee 

dependable food supply, held their own for two more decades during a regime A ae 

x ous ec 

of graft-riddled bounty systems, and were finally wiped off the map : i Bet 

when the U.S. Biological Survey, in 1914, began its federally supported a) 

5 : : ‘. Aer 

predator-control campaign, during which bounties were discarded in favor . ee ce 

of salaried trappers. ‘The senior author had a large share in organizing ea, a 

this campaign, and has directed it since 1928. Sie a 

a 
; j d k P ae 

\ bites Rone: oR Pha a



So : Chae a e 
i - One of the most interesting points in this long and dramatic mintery” as 

o is the heavy demand for wolf furs during the conmergial poisoning period. 2 ‘a 

4 It appears that the Russian army at that time used wolfskins for part of == i 

2 its winter uniform, and thus levied tritute on all the world's wold-pasies, 7 oe a 

- Tho-only fault I can find with Mr. Young's history of the wolf is thas / a 

. hig materials are so abundant that he lacks space to evaluate then eritically, a 

ag Some questionable assertions are quoted with the implication that the author , — 

| accepts them es facts, whereas in some other chapter he implies tho contrary. Si a 

: A : Thus Oateaty (p. 175) is allowed to assert, without challenge by the author, i 

2 that the "Indians...had no other dogs" than domestieated wolves prior to : a 

| Bt mir 
1 Viewed as science, the "Wolves of North America" reflects the mituralist a 

s . of the past, rather than the wildlife ecologist of today. This character — ; a 

2 1s denonstrated not in what the authors say, but in what they omit. Ab ae 

’ no point in the book do they evince any consciousness of the sue " i es a 

4 ecological emigmas posed by their own work. For example: Why did the heavy ag 

. wolf population of presettlement days fail to wipe out iss own mammalian food 2 ie 

q supply? the existence of some compensatory mechanism, whereby the wolf . : a. 

controlled its own mmbers, is an almost inevitable deduction from the a 4 

1 known facts. we wolf stood at the apex of the animal pyramid; he had no , . 

predatory enemies; his efficiency as a killer was dramatically high What — 

sl held him downt Diseases or parasites carried from one wolf to another, : = a 

a " Atreetly or indirectly? Fighting within bie own ‘venice? Some ied of ee = a 

4 intraspecific "birth-control"? Or did he indeed wipe out his foodesupply a 

3 in long slidrnding cycles? Such questions are not discuessed in this 7 

- volume, They’ are eitsaietic pertinent to the modern question: Aro we really — 

. better off without wolves in the wilder parts of our forosts and ranges? ‘ f of



Fe rere at we. eee ey AN arava ee o ESE SO ee es 

"] Viewed as literature, this book has mich to commend it. Its style is fl 

4 simple, direct, sometimes fluent, never burdened with that curse of modern a 

: 4 biology: "scientific" English. The only fault that I can find is that it = a 

; gives only a few skimpy biographies of the weleviecs individual wolves of i a 

a the western vanges, of which we have a dramatic sample in Seton's "Lobo, f 4 

q the King of the Currumpaw". I suspect that the, publisher, rather than the ‘a : 

mn authors, may be responsible for this, for no living man knows more about a 

‘i the famous killers than Stanley P. Young. It is a pity that these biographies — 

a should be lost to history. They will be when the penaaalk generation of : 1 

a1 rangeeraised biologists discards its ropes ani saddles. | a 

4 Viewed as conservation,’ fhe Wolves of North America" is, to me, and ie 

|} intensely disappointing. The next to the last sentence ‘in the book s a 

4 asserts: "There still remain, even in the Upited States, some areas of ~ oy 

m4 considerable size in which we feel that both the red and gray (wolf) may a 

2 _—— de allowed to contime their existence with little molestation". Yes, ae a 

aq | go algo thinks every right-minded ecologist, but has the United States Meh a 

: and Wildlife Service no responsibility for impxlementing this thought before ae 

i it completes its job of extirpation? Where are these areas? Probably ae a 

< every reasonable ecologist will agree that some of them should lie in the ; i a 

. ' larger National Park and Wilderness Areas, for instance, the Yellowstone a 

oa and its adjacent National Forests. The Yellowstone wolves were extirpated a 

a in 1916, and the area has been wolfless ever since. Mesfounsts- own a a 

—Weenteln—aiatves: Why, in the necessary process of oxtirpating wolves from — a 

the livestock ranges of Wyoming and Montana, were not some of the uninjured a 4 

: animals used to restock the Yellowstone? How can it be done now, when the a 4 

ed : a 

; ‘ eae



4 only availabhe stocks are the desert wolf of Arizona, and the subarctic — : i 

| férm of the Canadian Rockies? es el 
4 ' Entirely unmentioned in this book is the modern ice of excess door f : af 

a and elic, which certainly stems, at least in part, from the excessive == a 

Bs teoimation of wolves and cougars unler the aegis of the present authors i 
| and of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Mone of us foresaw this penalty. - 

3 I personally believed, at least in 1914 when predator. control began, that. i 

| there could not de too mich horned game, and that the extirpstion of = 
a ‘ predatds was a reasonable price to pay for better big came hunting. f e 

1 ; dodo of us have learned sinee the tragic error of such a view, and acknowledged 

: q our mistake. . One mst judge from the present volume ‘that the Fish and i a a 

i. : Wildlife Service does net see any mistake. Its ssomeient philosophy seems ‘ ie S 

ow that the rifles ean do the necessary trinning of the big cane herds, 
Yes-=so they can-= but they seldom do, at least not until the range) Fuined 5 ae : 

x and ns herds are pauperized, _ ae \ f ‘sb ie 

a The publisher of this book 1s the Anerican Wildlife Institute, a i 

conservation organization which has done invaluable pioneer work in fostering : ae 

wildlife research. It is disappointing that the Institute should not have a 

encouraged, in thie volume, sone implementation of the idea that "the ae 4 

S| wolf may be allowed to contime his existence”, = ; ; i 

‘J -  -‘ fhe wolf will certainly disappear from the United States unless the ~ i | 

: official wildlife agencies exempt certain definite areas of wolf range ss : 7 

fron official extirpation. : : : a 

7 : Aldo Leopold oy 3 
i ' ‘University of Wisconsin ; i. 

: ae f Madison a o 
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‘Farrington, 8, Kip Jr. The Ducks Came Back. ‘The Story of Ducks Unlimited. 

| ~ Coward-MeCann, Inc. New York 1945 138 pp: 3 ca 1 j 

4 ; Ce 
a In this book a persuasive writer (Mr. Parrington) talks to an oo 
= LS 4 j ‘ / A pes as a 

uneritieal audience (the duck hunters) about an important conservation ot 
oi : ‘ ae) i 2 ee 
4 problem (the restoration of went t His argument is accompanied by = ee 

i soft msic, in form of lynn Bogue Hunt sketches and also excellent photos Ne 

‘4 of the always~photogenie ducks. Oe 
5 5 Fe a ee i 

2 The need for a book on the duck crop is great and real. Canada, up  —— 

- fe 
nA to a few years ago, was outdoing her teacher, the U.S., inthe artof = = 9 / | 

7 og wt le 
4 destroying duck marshes. When the drouths of the 1930's came along, . cee 

Bs there was a clear choice between restoring some marshes, or saying tS os a 
aa * == fo. eee cl é 5 Sr ee 
a] goodbye to duck shooting. Such work costs money, and obviously the U.S. ae 
a ; . : : ol 
A should share the costs with Canada. Official U.S. money cannot cross 

4 : ee 
i the border, but private gifts can. Ducks Unlimited, a non-profit cor- lo : 

ai poration, was set up as the vehicle for such gifts. a ee : ee 
es . : a 5). aa 

a4 It has been remarkably successful, not only in elficiting funds, = oo 

q but in organizing voluntary cooperation from Canadian landomers and : eS ae 
j a3 : ‘ PUTER BOOT ae ee 

officials. In this book, Mr. Farrington presents to the duck-hunting a “| 

a public the story of the origin, aims, and accomplishments to date of 

Fs Ducks Unlimited. ae a 
) G a 

i I speak from personal kmowledge when I say that we duckimnters are. fs a 

curious animals. In our business or professional life we are glad enough — 

a to get 6 percent on our investments, and we feel a lofty disdain forthe 
financial wildcatter. But in the "never-never land" of outdoor sports we 7 

. insist on bonangas. We have scant enthusiasm for any wildlife restoration _ a —— 

Sa 

et f :
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| scheme which recognizes difficulties, disappointments and mistakes,  —_- a : 

a or which admits ignorence of wildlife management, or which calls for - 
i) deferred profits and the curtailment of shooting privileges. We turn ee 

te @ deaf ear to the obvious fact that a century of destietion cannot be i oe 

a undone by wishful check-writing alone, When we went on our economic) = ee 

q drunk, we destroyed not only the life of the land, tut also something == (asttitit*s 

a in ourselves. We have yot to leam that this can be restored only by Le 

contrition and sacrifice. a. 
Me 

4 I suppose these quirks in the mental makeup of his audience con- - a 

‘i : : iy ee 
8 vineed Mr. Farrington that duck-hunters would not invest unless offered __ a 4 

a restoration-bonanza., Whatever the reason, this book is the prospectus i it ae 

} H ‘ coh, 
oe 

Its major premise 4s that a large increase in ducks has already a lag 
: CA ROE ee 

- deen accomplished. This is true if expressed in percent of the 1930 _ a 

4 flights which were near-zero. Begin low enough and almost any change 
a short of extinction is an increase. i ‘ aoe 

: es Unilin os ; sa Farrington thinks that the work of Ducks Unlimited accounts a 

5 : for a large part of this increase. It does, tut large is a vague word, <a 

Hee and Canada is a large place. We should be proud that a start has heen =—t*~S oo. 
a an 

4 nade, however small. : 4 ea i oe 

] : : ps 
A Mr. Farrington is sure that predators, drouths, floods, grass-fires, = == 

crows, magpies and jackfish kill more ducks than hunters do: he says nar a 

that "birds shot mke = very minor percentage" (of the total loss). a 

q | ‘This can be demonstrated, with some show of evidence, by assuming, as os 

4 7 u 7 
a ‘ ts ee 
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5 ur, Errington does, that every egg or duckling on the Canadian prairie ig 

4 a potential greenhoad topping into the blocks at Havana, Illinois. (One . —s 
(7 cout 1tkewtse denonstrate, by the sane loeie, that when a squirrel chows : a 
| ‘' up a pine dae: he destroys a potential forest.) leg and duokling mortality ‘i ' 

a can and should be refuced, tut to assume that 1t can or should be eliminated — yaa 
2 ts, to put at mitaty,  tallecy, a a 

| Moreover Ur, Farrington has selected for the attention of his eudience = 
- the yartieclar omnes of moxtelity whieh Bucks Uniiattel oun Monte with a 
‘: money: drouth losses, predation, and grass fires. He plays down botulism, — x a. 

: which sti11 Baffles setentific research, and gun power, the mitigation ee 
i‘ which he regards as "etmining at a gnat and swallowing 9 camel, # 2 a 
| _ Raving thas proved that further restrictions on gunpowler are quite = 
f _ unnecessazy, Mr. Farrington shows what benefits would flow from the relax- __ . a 
. ation of those that already exist. Legalization of batteries would sive ee 

- useful employment to baymen (page 122), baiting would divert ducks from ae 
i farm erops (page 123), live decoys would give a little shooting where mone a 
: 19 now to be had (page 121), refuees could be converted to mcheneotied — 
“| public shooting grounds (page 129). All of these things are time, 4f there a 4 
4 are enough ducks to justify them. - ae oo . 

3 Fortunately for the Imnen yage, pressure croupe are never quite unanimous. — — 
ye Wo sooner had Mr. Farrington deseribed Ducks Unlimited as "the conservation he i 

tras of all times", than Ur. A. ©. Glassell, president of sald mizhcle, 
wrote to hig state chairmen: 2 ‘ he : e a 

“i _ Mihen ‘Pucks Uniindted was onguained, we were toldand am a = 
| eure we believed--that the shortage of ducks was not caused ae os 
4 by the gun. Today and in the future the gun is going to be Pee i
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a ._—_, She stghty tactor: Sur duck exo will soem be exhausted unless 

- we complete our (marsh) building program and can produce Ct 

fe __. 250,000,000 ducks per year. We mst do this work ina hurry — 

a before they (the ducks) are killed out." Sea Ouey uae oe " 

a ieee Ny gk Oe ES 
= _ There is no bonanza-philosophy in Mr. Glagsell's statement. ‘He ml 

a v } Ren Od ke 

zB : fas ta ut yh eS et a ef clearly that with the return of hunters from military service, guns are 2) i 

Ys ttereasing faster than ducks are, and that the task of hatte, ne ae 
i annual crop is tough and urgent. | LY S ; i a 
uh : 3 i 1 aa 
gob PA ‘ i s Judo sie lye a a eas 
= Ducks Unlimited 1s too important an undertaking to fall victim to as ae i 

3s extravagant overclains and outmoded exaggerations, Mr. Farrington's book = = =—__ 
= should be read for what it really is: a charming fantasy. Duck hunters © oe be 

a can afford to think that way while facing a fireside bottle, but not while  —_ 
‘ vi o 2 4 5 4 oes es) Gat eae 

- facing the hard realities of 1946. pa oe, 
hay ~ , Z 5. ee Ee 

= : ae é a ; pr : Se pee 1) Se ea 
Put One thing can always be said to the credit of Ducks Unlimited: Reale ~ 
mee Met i ; faces Co 

oo while other conservation organizations heaved and pulled at the statute = 
i Geer sce f hea a Yoo a ot 
br books, it gut on its hip boots and began shovelling dirt in the mrsh. 
a This is a proud record, and should aot be spoiled by claims of non- a 

ea existent miracles. _ ! vo 
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_ Aldo Leopold gs es os 

Twenty years have passed since Herbert Stoddard, in Georgia, started ee y 

the fifst management of #ildlife based on research. ga 

During those two decades management has become a profession with» 2 rate ae 

expanding personnel, techniques, research service, and funds. The nbhered oe 

pins of management activity puncture the mp of almost every Vinten. ee : ae 

4 Behind this rosy picture of progress, however, lie three fundamental if oe 

weaknesses? Ae ay tone 

(1) "ildlife habitat in fertile regions is being destroyed faster Ce 
than it is being rebuilt. es oe. 

: (2) - many imported and lee sotige ipeoled eabaits josh bomelan, A ve = 

& general disorganization of the wildlife community seems to be 3 

: taking place. ee oe 

(3) Private initiative in wildlife managenent has grown very slovly. as 

In this appraisal of the outlook, I deal principally with the first — ue % ee 

Ga two items in thelr bearing on farm wildlife. nS ; i 

7 : Gains and Losses in Habitat : an “ 

_ Wildlife in any settled country is @ resultant of gains and losses in - : et 

J habitat. Stability, or equilibrium between gains and losses, is practically > a 

vas non existent. The weakness in the present situation may be roughly deserted 

as follows: On worn-out soils we are gaining cover but losing food, at least . . 2 

: in the qualitative sense. On fertile soils we are losing cover, hence the = . 

4 food which exista largely unavailable. ond 

« Where Gover and food still occur together on fertile soils, they often ee 

om represent negligence or delay, rather than design. ] : oS



1 ny ae 

“There is a confusing element in the situation, for habitat in the Z 

process of going out often yields well. : 

| Tor example, on the fertile soils of southern Wisconsin, the strongholds 

; of our remaining wildlife are the woodlot, the fencerow, the marsh, the eA ee 

creek, and the cornshock. ‘The woodlot is in process of conversion to 

; pasture; the fencerow is in process of abolition; the remaining marsh is : 

i in process of drainage; the ¢reeks are getting so flashy that there is a a 

tendency to channelize themp tn~ei-ther.ovent.they~lose-most~of--theim-valuc.. : 

fhe cornshock has long been en route to the silo, and the corn-borer is 

; speeding up the move. ( 

; Using pheasant as an example, such a landscape often yields well while 

: in process of passing out. The marsh, grazed, or a@rained or both, serves 

well enough for cover up to a certain point, while the manure spreader 

substitutes for cop/shoeks up to a certain point. The rapid shift in the 

; status of plant successions may in itself stimlate productivity. 

The situation is complicated further by @ "transmigration" of land-use. 

: Originally uplands were plowed and lowlands pastured. Wow the uplands have 

; eroded so badly that corn yields are unsatisfeetory, hence corn must nowe 

: to the lowlands while pasture mst move to the uplands. In order that corn 

; may move to the lowlands, they mst be either tiled, drained, or channelized. 

: This, of course, tends to destroy the remaining marsh and natural strean. 

| The upshot is a good “interim” crop which has a poor future. I don't 

&£ know how widely a similar situation prevails outside my own state, but I 

; suspect that the basic pattern, with local variations, is widely prevalent. 

: Runaway Populations 
; Wildlife is never destroyed except as the soil itself is destroyed; it 

: i simply converted from one form to another. You cannot prevent soil from



3 

growing plants, nor can you prevent plants from feeding antuning The only 

question is: What kind of plante? What kind of animalst How many? : o 

Ever since the settlement of the country, there has been a tendency for 

certain plants and animals to get out-of-hand. ‘These runaway populations 

include weeds, pests, and disease organisms. Usually these runaways have been : 

foreigners (like the carp, Norway mt, Canada thistle, chestmt blight, and : 

white pine blister pans) but native species (like the June beetle and various 

range rodents) are clearly also capable of pest behavior. ‘ ; = 

Up to the time of the chestmt blight, these runaways did not threaten 

} wildlife direetly on any serious seale, but they now do, and it is now clear 

; that the pest problem is developing several new and dangerous angles: 

(1) World wide transport is carrying new "stowaways" to now habitats 

on an ascending scale. (Zxanple: Anopheles gambiae to Brazil, 

: bubonic plague to western states.) 

: (2) Modern chemistry is developing controls which my be as dangerous 

j as as the pests themselves. (Example: DDE) 

(3) Additonal native species, heretofore laweabiding ‘citizens of the 

: flora and founa, are exhibiting pest behavior, (Zxa:ple: excess 

deer and elk.) 

: These three new angles must be considered together to appreciate their : 

4 full import. Mildly; dangerous pests like ordinary mosquitoes evoked control 

; meagures which severely damged wildlife; desperately dangerous pests will 

; evoke corresponding control measures, and when these collide with wildlife 

: interests, our squeak of pain will not even be heard. 

: Moreover, wildlife itself is threatened directly by pests. Sometimes 

: they hit so fast and hard that the funeral is over before the originof the
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malady is known. Thus in Wisconsin, we have a new disease know as burn 

blight, the cause of which is still unknown. It threatens to destroy young 

: Norway pine and jackpine, especially plantations. Oak wilt, the cause of 

F . Which was only recently discovered, is steadily reducing red and black oaks. 

if Oyr white pine is already blighted except on artificially-controlled areas. 

Bud-worm 4s in the spruce. Hickory can't grow because of a weevil which 

bites the terminal md. Deer have wiped out most white cedar and henlock 

reproduction. Sawfly has again raided the tamaracks. dune beetles began 

years ago to whittle down the bur and white oaks, and continue to do so. 

bay Bag worm is moving up from the south and west and may get our red cedars. 

I Datch elm disease is headed west from Ohioi What kind of a woodlot or forest 

fauna can we support if every important tree species has to be sprayed in 

order to live? 

Shrubs are not quite so hard hit, but the shrub flora has its troubles. 

On the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, an area dedicated to the rebuilding 

of the original native landscape, the Siberian honeysuckle is calmly 

) usurping the understory of all woods, and threatens to engulf even the marshes. 

i In Wisconsin woodlots it is becoming very difficult to get oak reproduction 

, even when we fence out the cows. The cottontails won't let a young oak got 

; by. - One can't interest he farmer in a woodlot which reproduces only weed 

trees. 

Of the dozen pests mentioned on this page, four are imported, seven 

are runaway native species, and one is of unknown origin. Of the twelve, 

. six have become pests in the last few years. 

Farm crops and livestock exhibit a parallel list of peste, of which the 

: worst now rampant in my region is the corn borer. The corn borer can be 

controlled by fall plowing, but what that will do to cornbeit wildlife 

; is something I dislike to think about.
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It all mkes a pattern. Runaway populations are piling up in nurbers 

: and severity. In the effort to rescue one value, we trample another. 3 wila 

: plants and animals suffer worst because we csn't spend mech cash on controls ; 

; or preventives. Everything we lose will be replaced by something else, 

: almost invariably inferior. As Charles Elton (1) has said, “The biological 

' cost of modern transport is high." 

In short, we face not only an unfavorable balance between loss and 

: gain in habitat, but an accelerating disorganization of those unknown controls - 

; which stabilize the flora and fauna, and which, in conjunction with stable 3 

; soil and a normal regimen of water, constitute land-heal th. 

The Hunan Background 
Behind both of these trends in the physical status of the landscape 

; lies an unresolved contest between two opposing philosophies of farm life. 

; I suppose these have to be labelled for handy reference, although I distrust 

| labels: 

: (1) The farm is a food-factory, and the criterion of its success is : 

saleable products. . 

: (2) The farm is e place to live. The criterion of success is a : 

harmonious balance between plants, animals, and people; between 

; the domestic and the wild; between utility and beauty. 

’ Wildlife has no place in the food-factory farm, except as the accidental 

j relic of pioneer days. The trend of the landscape is toward a monotype, 

in which only the least exacting wildlife species can exist. 

On the other hand, wildlife is an integral part of the farm-as-a-place~ 

: to-live. While it mst be subordinated to economic needs, there is a 

deliberate effort to keep as rich a flora and fauna as possible, because it 

: uwssn. csi seta eminence iaiaocsontcsaiblensiuainniadnansiasmnsiciiionctiiaeeinaint 

4 (1) Journal of Animal Ecology, 1944, 13:1:87-88.
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is "nice to have around", — 

Tt was inevitable and no doubt desirable that the tremendous monentun 

of industrialization should have spread to farm life. It is clear to me, : 

however, that it has overshot the mark, in the sense that it is generating 

‘ new insecurities, economic and ecological, in place of those it was meant 

: to abolish. In its extreme form, it is humanly desolate and economically 

unstable, These extremes will some day ate of their own too-mch, : 

; not because they are bad for wildlife, bat because they are bad for farmers. 

When that day comes, the farmer will be asking us how to enrich the 

; wildlife of his community. Stranger things have happened. Meanwhile we : 

mast do the best we ¢an on the ecological leavings. ; 

.
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Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of thege fluttering hosts, were less | 
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well-housed, well-fed, ami well=clothed than we are. The procesdes which Vag | 

UK , 

bettered their lot are also the processes which deprived us of pigeons. | 
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Perhaps we now weep because we doubt, in our hearts, that we have gained by bicu “nu 

the exchenge. The gadgets of industria bring us more comforts than the 

do ‘ 
pigeons did, but E-dewbt—whether, they add as mch to the glory of the springs 

= e Aes — einen A A OOOO OL 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the 

: eudersnars I, iy 

origin of species. We know now what was dented-ms during all the preceeding 

ote nhicas' Orentnwr é 

course, of whetery: that men are only fellow- voyagers with other enimars, ad 

a — —



end-with plents, in the Payssey of rotation, This new inewledge sheula || UNE 

— have given us, by this time, a mew sense of kinship with ‘onan! fellow-creatures;- q 

@ mey wish to live and let live; a sense of wonder over the magnitude and om “ 

duration of the biotic enterprise. ' 

Above all we should, in the century since Darwin, have come to Bde es: f 

=. that man, while now captain of the adventuring ship, is hardly the sole object 

of its quest, and that his prior asdeli os to this effect arose from the 

simple necessity of whistling in the dark. 

These things, I say, should have come to us. I fear they have not come 

to many. 

| df 
For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under the 

sun. The Cro=Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of steaks. The 

' sportsman who shot the last pigeon thought only of his prowess. The sailor 

who clubbed the last auk thought prebabhy of nothing at all. But we, who 

have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the funeral been ours, the pigeons 

would hardly have mourned us. In this fact, rather than in Mr, Vandevar 

Bush's bombs or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective evidence of our superiority 

over the beasts. Xx Xo 
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| 
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That evidence would be more convincing if we had learned to foresee and 
\ 

} forestall funerals, as well as to erect monuments to the dead. Such evidence 

\is hard to find. 

At the present moment, hydroplanes are hovering over the arctic lakes, 

sowing new Klondikes and—Klondikers over the tundra, planting engineers and 

snowmobiles in the land of little sticks. These men have learned nothing 

from Darwin except the rule of devil-take~the-hindmost, nor do they feel 

nostalgig about auks and pigeons. To them, as to the Cro-Magnon, the caribou 

is a cutlet, the msk-ox a steak. To them, the barren-ground grizzly and the 

whooping crane are beautiful to behold . .. through a peep sight. These and 

other species, heretofore secure behind a fortress of arctic solitude, with nut 

sooner—er_iatex follow the path of the pigeon. 

There is nothing very noble about a gold fush, but this one acquires an 

odor of sanctity from the newly-organized Arctic Institute, dedicated to 

a 
4 

a 

p
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scientific research and industrial development in the far north. Perhaps 

this opening-up is good and necessary, but the world might at least be reminded | 

of its inevitable cost in species. This, the Arctic Institute, with-sctentifie- 

candor, has failed to do. But in due time it will erect a momment to its | 

_ — Fn en viaitel omits tobi aacaae | 
.- On our side of the border, the-same—philosophy—is—expressed—in-proposais— . 

= de dam, dyke, impound, dredge, harness, straighten, and canalize the vita 

i waters. We will plant our TVA's as thick as trees along all the rivers of | 

- America, but no still small voice has asked what this will do to the migratory | 

me fishes, or to the birds and mammals which depend upon natural streams. ‘Some | 

stigma seems to attach to the possession of a natural river, productive in and | 

= of itself, without benefit of steel or concrete, chemists or engineers. But | 

no stigma attaches to the abuse of the soil which makes river-harnessing necessary. 

ie The reason for alk these developments is that they reise our standard | 

: of living. So they do = sdme of them. But rorly-ther is also an esthetic 

r standard-of=living which is lowered for all-time when a fellow-creature is 

sf k erased from the biota. I have pit “6 a misk-ox, nor a caribou, and—I-am ova 

net—sure—that—I-—have_seen_a oping crane; + all three are a part of my 

aa voce, poy the path o e pigeon, my world will | 

be the poorer. | 

Oe | 

Time was when the aim of science was to understand the world, and to | 

E bee how man may live in harmony with it. If I read Darwin aright, he was | 

- vr lenal ron oleae 
t = more concerned with knowledge lune with power. But science, as now decanted 

nae a for public consumption, is mainly a race for power, with~industry-as—its-aim . 

- and—end. 1 Science has no respect for the land as a community of organisms, no 

concept of man as a fellow-passenger in the odyssey of evolution. Science
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has developed a kind of cosmic arrogance which is illustrate a reoank 

episode: when WPs-Ves leva Bush; fits hich 7 priest durtté”the war, asked Congress 

to endow future scientifit research, he sonett to include biology in his list 

of sciences. To him, science dustry, just as to the Cro-Magnon, a mammal 

is a steak. 

Thi ecupation with h power exe a@ large influence the content and 

direction of scientific endeavor. We have cracked the atom, but we have not 

yet learned how to raise(an-eere-of) comm or cotton without selling the soil 

downriver. We make silk stockings out of a tree, but we set . trees 

to compare with those in which the pigeon nested. We have taught science for 

a century without implanting in the mind of youth the concept of commnity with | 

the land. | 

I am not philosopher enough to know whether this preoccupation with power= 

= science is good and wise, or bad and foolish. But I am scientist enough to 

know that any trend which is beneficial in one degree, may become lethal in 

another. “nyone can demonstrate this by applying heat, or arsenic, or oxygen 

to any plant or animal. ‘No one doubts that a degree of powerscience was : 

what freed the human mind from the Cro-Magnon hilosophy of steaks. But one 

: may be entitled to surmise that a wi with uitectal ot ntal 
4 

of=ifvime is now in the obéing. All our wars, external and internal, deal 

with little else. 

We have learned in politics that preoccupation with the nation, as 

distinguished from mankind, defeats its own end. We label this fallacy 

isolationism. Perhaps we have now to lear that preoccupation with mankind, 

as distinguished from the community of which man is a member, defeats its 

own ends. Perhaps this monument is not merely a symbol of the dead past, but a 

also a portent of a different future. Perhaps we learn more from the dead 

than from the living.
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The California Ground Squirrel, By Jean M, Iinsdale, Berkeley and Hs wruLage 
los Angeles, Univ, of California Press, 475 pp. 1946, $5.00, 

There ia a visible trend in all branches of field biology to establish 

research areas {n which the natural processes of the plant and animal 

commnity are systematically observed and measured, This book is the is 

first attempt to measure what happens to a rodent population when the ; 

rodents and their range are let alone, ‘the rodents virtually disappeared, | 

This result will be astonishing, and perhaps enlightening, to those | 
agencies which have insisted that all rodents mst be controlled, 

| It is of course not to be assumed that all species of rodents will 

react similarly in all environments, nor is it to be assumed that it is a 

possible to let mech land lie idle for the purpose of freeing it from rodent ee 

pests, Nevertheless Iinsdale's book establishes a base-datum for ecological a 

thinking on rodent problems which is of imneneé importance to sound land-use, 

Linsdale has proved experimentally what ecologists have long suspected: 

that the California Ground Squirrel is an animal weed, which, like plant weeda, 

becomes abundant only on distur ted soil, Withdraw the disturbance and you 

do away with the ground squirrel as a pest. 

The mechanism behind this relationship is what Linsdale wanted to 

discover, It can hardly be said that he has discovered it, Appardntly the 

; ground squirrel simply does not feel at home in a monotype of rank undisturbed | : 

plant growths, Nie : 

Only the technical student of population will want to read, verbatim, . 

the immense volume of field work recorded in this book, Bven the technical 

student may, at times, be provoked by the author's caution in drawing deductions 

from hig data, Apparently there are two ecological schools of thought: 

those who habitwally fommiate, discard, and reformlate deductive hypotheses, 

| 

/



and those who deduce nothing until the evidence is overwhelming, Linsdale 

4s of the second category. ‘ ae : 

fo my mind, the ultimate value of “The California Ground Squirrel" is 

ite contribution to the philosophy of non-violence in land-use. Agriculture, a 

forestry, range management, wildlife management, and especially water 

management are now each internally divided into two achools of thought, 

The "violent" school sees no objection to radical modifications in the — 

natural order, provided they pay economic dividends, The non-violent school 

distrusts radical modifications on the ground that they usually display 

unforeseen ecological repercusaions, and thus create mre problems than they ; ; 

solve. Rodent control has certainly created new préblems, and has often 

failed to control rodents, Here is one more fragment of evidence on the 

ultimate questiont Why? 

Aldo Leopold ' 

Professor of Wildlife Managment 
University of Wisconsin ; 

: 42h Universi ty Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin
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The Californie Ground Squirrel, By Jean M, Linsdale, Berkeley and 
Ios Angeles, Univ. of California Press, 475 pp. 1946. $5.00. 

There is a visible trend in all branches of field biology to establish 

research areas in which the natural processes of the plant and animal 

community are systematically observed and measured, This book is the 

first attempt to measure what happens to a rodent population when the 

rodents and their range are let alone. ‘The rodents virtually disappeared, 

This result will be astonishing, and perhaps enlightening, to those 

agencies which have imisted that all rodents mst be controlled. 

It is of course not to be assumed that all species of rodents will 

react similarly in all environments, nor is it to be assumed that it is 

possible to let much land lie idle for the purpose of freeing it from rodent 

pests. Nevertheless Linsdale's book establishes a base~datum for ecological 

thinking on rodent problems which is of immensé importance to sound land-use. 

Linsdale has proved experimentally what ecologists have long suspected: 

that the California Ground Squirrel is an animal weed, which, like plant weeds, 

becomes abundant only on disturbed soil. Withdraw the disturbance and you 

do away with the ground squirrel as a pest, 

The mechanism behind this relationship is what Linsdale wanted to 

discover. It can hardly be said that he has discovered it. Apparently the 

ground squirrel simply does not feel at home in a monotype of rank undisturbed 

plant growths, 

Only the technical student of population will want to read, verbatim, 

the immense volume of field work recorded in this book, Even the technical 

student may, at times, be provoked by the author's caution in drawing deductions 

from his data. Apparently there are two ecological schools of thought: 

those who habitually formate, discard, and reformulate deductive hypotheses,



and those who deduce nothing until the evidence is overwhelming. Linsdale | 

is of the second category. 
| 

To my mind, the ultimate value of “the California Ground Squirrel" is | 

its contribution to the philosophy of non-violence in land-use, Agriculture, | 

forestry, range management, wildlife management, and especially water | 

management are now each internally divided into two schools of thought. 

The "violent" school sees no objection to radical modifications in the 

natural order, provided they pay economic dividends, The non-violent school 

distrusts radical modifications on the ground that they usually display 

unforeseen ecological repercussions, and thus create more problems than they 

solve. Rodent control has certainly created new prablems, and has often 

failed to control rodents. Here is one more fragment of evidence on the 

ultimate question: Why? 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Managment 
University of Wisconsin 
424 Universi ty Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin
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; Cur Heritage of Wild Nature, By A, G. Tansley, F.R.S, Cambridge = 
University Press, Pub, 74 pp. Illus, Cambridge, England, 1945, : : 

: This book is the plea of British ecologists to the British public | eee aa 
i for the creation of a National Park system in the British Isles, Wee 

a The argunent is ably presented, and the style combines warmth of oe 
. feeling with sound logic = @ combination still rare in any man's oe : country, pd a 4 oe Cee 
q In the United States, the park movement started before the public (Saas 
: domain had been completely carved up, To this lucky accident we * 
E owe the amolitude of our national playgrounds, ‘ 

F In Britain, the park movement is recent, and follows by centuries ‘ 
the complete alienation of the “public domain”, As a consequence, 

F any present system of national reservations mst be composed of : ; small units, laboriously acquired by purchase (or condemnation) from hag 
a private owners, 

d While the tro countries thus differ in their historical sequence } sg 
4 leading to parks, Professor Tansley's book shows that many of our i 
E park troubles and problems likewise oenvr in Britain, He tells of EON : public shorelines and beaches strangled in a noose of highways and Cag 
Bs cottages, of woodlands losine their floras by trampling of tourists, ee 
3 of ens; that won't stay “fens because they represent a dis-elimax { 

: in the plant succession; and of course of the usual litter and rub- 
: bish of the picnieing public, Britain even has its elk problem in 
I the overstocked deer "forests" of the Scottish highlands, It lacks 

i: only garbage~eating bears, 

Of principal interest to American foresters is Professor fansley's 
i fair and dispassionate analysis of the collision between eonifer- : 
: planting foresters and landseape-minded ecologists, His verdict is : 

that there is room for both, if "the distinative British power of : ‘ compromise and give~and=take is allowed to operate freely", ; eee 

E: Apparently British foresters have been repeating our own mistakes 
k in planting policy (or we have repeated theirs), The cleareat : 

! parallel is the wholesale vlanting of conifers on soilg of unknown 7 
Ff ultimate suitability for conifers, Both should have profited by the ‘ : German experience (Journal of Forestry 34:4: 366-375) but have not 

: done so. In furtherance of this conversion to conifers, the British ; : have not hesitated to use wholesale "ringing" of hardwoods (page 52), g This may be defensible in our southern and eastern states where a 
F surfeit of second-grovth hardwoods exists, but it would seem mech 
. less so in Britain, where only relic stands persist, 

: 4 second parallel is the planting of conifers on the moors, Here
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: there is no question of hardwood soils ~ the issue is one of lani+ SREY. 
scape esthetics, of streaking the moors with cabbage-like plantings = == ; 

; of pines, ‘This corresponds, roughly, to our own reforestration of - * 
the pine barrens, which, to my, mind at least, have high esthetic 7 
value for their flora, grouse, and upland plover, The answer is the = 

: same in both casest foresters should not expect to get all of them, MY i 
: nor ecologists to keep 211 of them, : : : : 

: Professor Tansley proposes a new kind of park, which he calls a sete 
"geheduled area", This category is absent from our plan of publica: : a 
reservations, but is badly needed here as in Britain, "In scheduled & 

: areas, the movements of thé public would not be interfered with and . 
; there would be no question of (the public) acquiring the land, of a 
: altering the present ownership or usage, or of specifically dedicating i a 

it to public enjoyment or natural history. The only restriction : 
7 would be the prohibition of development destructive of the present : 

character of the countryside." If such a category ia possible under : : 
British lav, it should be under ours, It would seem to be a feasible : 

e way to preserve those innumberable parcels of land, very precious in : 
the ageregate; too small or scattered to be administered as public 
properties, and needing only the exclusion of cows, plows, realtors, a 

; and engineers, " u Be, 

: To adjudicate all these inevitable gonflicts in land-use, Professor . 
: Tansley proposes a "National Wildlife Service" corresponding, I ’ 

: suppose, to our own Federal Conservation Bureaus. He cites, with 
‘ good reason, the excellent research and ecological education already ; 

accomplished by Charles Hlton's Bureau of Animal Pormlation at Oxford, 
He also provoses a nation-wide system of “natite education” in schools, mw 

One wonders whether the British ecologists believe that these ee 
i "better blueprints" will actually solve the conservation problem, or z 

i" whether they kmow, as we do, that such measures are simply the best 
y we can do to mitigate a basic confliat in social evolution, I think 

that they realize that our power to disorgenize the land is growing . 
j faster than our understanding of it, or our affection for it, : 

! University of Wisconsin, : : 
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' ON 4 MONUMENT 10 THE PIGEON i re 

Aldo Leopold eer] | 

We meet here to commemrate the ae of a species, This monument | 

symbolizes our sorrow. We grieve because no living man will see again | | 

the onrushi w phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for spring | 

across the March skies, chasiw the defeated winter from all the woods | 

and prairies of Wisco min. 

Men still live who, in their youth, remember pigeons; firees still | 

live ed in their youth, were shaken by a living wind. But a decades | 

hence only the oldest oaks will remember, and at long last only the hills 

will know. | 

There will always be pigeons in books and in museums, but these are | 

effigies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights. Book-pigeons 

cannot dive out of a cloud to make the deer run for cover, nor clap their - | 

wings in thunderous applause of mast-laden woods. Book=pigeens~eannet 

an They know no urge of seasons; they feel no kiss of sun, mo | 

lash of wind and weather , Jhaey live forever by not living at all. | 

Pret 

Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were | 

less well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by | 

which they bettered thetr lot are also those which deprived us of pigeons, te 

Perhaps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we | 

have gained by the exchange. The-gedgets-uf-inénetry-oring-us-mrrw-conforte | 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the | 

origin of species, We kmw now what was unknown to all the preceding |
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For one species to mourn the death of anther is a new thing under 

the sun, The Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of steaks, 

The sportsman who shot the last ‘pigeon thought only of his prowess, 

The sailor who clubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all, But we, 

who: have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss, Had the funeral been ours, 

the pigeons would hardly have mourned us, In this fact, rather than in 

Mr. Vandevar Bush's bombs, or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective evidence | 

of our superiority over the beasts. 
Set ene 
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lonelier waters on the tunira. For many an April it will see the redbuds 

come and go, and for many a May the flush of oak-blooms on a thousand 

hills, Questing woodducks will search these basswoods for hollow limbs; ;
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eZ golden prothonotaries will shake golden pollen from the river-willows. F 

& Egrets will pose on these sloughs in August plovers will whistle from 

September skies, pickory nuts will plop into October leaves, end hail 

will rattle in November woods. But no pigeons will pass, for there are 

# no pigeons, save only this flightless one, graven in bronze on this rock, 

= Tourists will read this inscription, but their thoughts, like the bronze | 

= pigeon, will have no wings. | 

ie : ; eo | 

oa a. We are wll’ economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere Bi ] 

O6g, BEATS bicapese RS stata Todt vot cheol erviry eth : 

ow adecy, a Well ay Ov burch, Dt 9 te of Us dress of Oertuce Let of ; 
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roared up, down, and across the “eontinent, gucking Up the laden fruits = oe 

2 of forest and prairie, burning them in a travelling blast of life, Like : 

x any other chain-reaction, the pigeon could survive no dimimtion of his 

= own furious intensity. When the pigconers subtracted from his numbers, | 

: and the phones sipped gaps in the continuity of his fuel, his flame | 

: guttered out with hardly a sputter or even a wisp of smoke. | 

Today the laden oaks still flaunt their burden at the sky, but the | 

feathered lightning is no more. Worm and weevil mst now perform 

slowly and silently the biological task which once drew thunder from the 

a firmament > | 

C me wonder is not that the pigeon bears, but that he ever survived |



a golden prothonotaries will shake golden pollen from the river-willows. 

e Egrets will pose on these sloughs in August plovers will whistle from 

September skies, pickory nuts will plop into October leaves, and hail 

will rattle in November woods. But no pigeons will pass, for there are 

= no pigeons, save only this flightless one, graven in bronze on this rock, 

= Tourists will read this inscription, but their thoughts, like the bronze 

eS pigeon, will have no wings. 

; j ; , eR 

We are tard oy economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere 

nostalgia; feat if the pigeoners had not done away with him, the farmers 

would ultimtely have been obliged, in self-defense, to do so. 

#* (bdo Ca et —s 

, ae pigeon was a biological storm, He was the lightning that 

played between two oases te sane of intolerable intensity? the -fat. 

: oo alepormaraee of_the—lend de .« Yearly the feathered tempest 

roared up, down, and across the continent, gucking up the laden fruits 

of forest and prairie, burning them in a travelling blast of life. like 

= any other chain-reaction, the pigeon could survive no dimimtion of his | 

: own furious intensity. When the pigconers subtracted from his numbers, | 

: and the pienesee Slnpped gaps in boa continuity of his fuel, his flame 

Bee guttered out with hardly a sputter or even a wisp of smoke. 

ig Today the laden oaks still flaunt their burden at the sky, but the 

feathered lightning is no more. Worm and weevil mst now perform | 

: slowly and silently the biological task which once drew thunder from the 

SD as 
< The wonder is not that the pigeon brsail but that he ever survived 

. |
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through all the millennia of pre-Babbitian time. 

soa 

The pigeon Lovedehismhend+-ies lived by the-iatenetty—of his desire . 

for clustered grape and bursting beechmt, and by his contempt of miles ie 

and seasons. mall eaeuabe did not offer him waxctts today he 

sought and-found tomorrow in Michigan, or Labrador, or Tennessee, tis 

Love wasfor-present.thingey-and-these~things-were--presant.somamheras 

to find them required only the free sky, and the will to ply his wings. 

A pet ene nee Perko tte Tie nin Ci ty leo | 
i 5; : , ‘ ee 

Aroawro, OF Lye ef fue ahey » Carel ox tll To faly vain neriga, oot 
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MINORITY REPORT OM DER 

At a special meeting on July 24 the Conservation Commission voted (5 to 1) 

| to again postpone the reduction of the Wisconsin deer heni. fn my opinion 

tds decision is the most important exror in our recent conservation history. = 
With the consent of the mjority, I here set forth my ronsons for thinking so. ; 

oe Roe ae 

*he firsh and most obvious reason is that in the next haml winter, starmtion 

: will fo what we have failed to do, ‘his was not disputed by any Commissioners, 
: nor by any monber of the Gouneil, Mor did sayone contend that artificial == 

: feoding will ve able greatly to mitigate the starvation loss, (Ye have - | 

: Leamed that imush about deer. ) | | 
The situation, then, deils dow: to this (1) we are gambling oa another | 

: open winter; (2) if we lose the bet, tho evidence of the "bloody slaughter" 7 
e will Lie in the back swamps, rather than on the running boamls of deer hunters! | 

cars. Yow will see it thera, 

: What we fail to realise is that conservation loses in either event. If 

next winter is mild, the deer will spread out and the forest will pay, If ] 

: next winter is a killer, the deer will pay. 

, Wy second reason denls with the fubure of the deer herd. Door muagonent 
; presenta many debatable questions on which experts disagree, but experience | 

| :
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presents two facts which have been proved se often as to be beyond debate, 

One is that « deer range one allowed to reagh the starvation point has little 

carrying capooity left. The other is that the recovery of a atarved-out range 

io A matter not of years, but of decades. 

The upshot is that Wisconsin sportamen, with the consant of the Cowmlesion, 

have bought one more your of say door iaamame ot the emense of the future 

d@eor herd. Sur sons will pay the bill in the form of searge and under-nourished 

deer. 

~—— x we ; a 

| Wy third reason deals with the Zuture of the forest. whe Gongress has | 

some claim to consistency in the prevent erisis, becouse it does not claim 

te represent the forestry interest. The Commission, on the other hand, is 

changed by law with the conservation ef forests, and with the duty of adjusting 

conflicts between interests when they occur. @his fs such a conflict, only 

. the forestry interest is silent. , 

I doubt whether this Comiseion realizes how oxcess deer gradual}y pull 

down the quality of a forest. The process is so gradual aa to be partially 

invisible to us, and wholly invisible to the avemge eitisen. There will 

always be trees, but under contimous deer pressure the trees will come to 

be birch and poppe, instead of pine and mple. All axe @rem, andhence = 
all Look alike to most people. 

This state is subsidising forestry on a lange senile. These subsidies . 

are galled by many names: state forests, tational forests, edunty foreste, 

forest crop law, wodlet tax law, forest protection, forest xessareh, Sinber= 

s harvest forests, and forest extension, fhese subsidies all rest upon one 

vasie assumption: that the growing forest will ultimately pay back the
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"Loan". How ean we conscientiously allow an overlarge deer her to convert 

lazge areas of this growing forest to inferior species of trees? foie 

I can se6 only one possible way to answer this questiont the Connissionars ' 

themselves do not understand what in going on. We are spending reseateh money ; 

. in six figures each year to measure the impast of surplus deer on the forest. 
The reports of these measurements, and their progressively Qiscouraging imort, _ 
have been made to us each year since 190. Yet 4% now locks as if we had 

failed to understand how serious this impact really is. We Comlsstoners: 

hsve frequently sola that technies! research mon, dealing with subject-matter , 
unfamiliey to laywen, should either be believed or fived. Yeh we have done 

neither, vaiouad, Urs oe er tedunea) aon a 

: Auch Crvuiwedanine be dt ualerank 
The strongest evidence for m bellefyis the statenant, asde during the 

Commission's discussion of when to reduce, that "one yenx's delay won't matter 

greatly", I respectfully remind my eollengues that we said just that last 
year, end I also remind then of history. History shows that the interval 

detwaen the firat symptoms of deer irruption and final eatastrophe seldom 
: oxgeeds 10 years. Our decade of crate is more than half gone. Damage 

; pymanids with each succeeding year. In my opinion, another year's delay | 
natters moh. : ; : ents | 

: Perhaps the most widespread rationalisation of another year's delay 1s . 
i contained in the phrase "let's wait for a controlled shooting law", I sada x 

that last year, but the last winter's Legislature refused point-blank to 
give us such a law. Are we sure the next one will? [If 1% dees, are we eure é 

] we will use it? Pennsylvania is not using hers.
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My view is that action in a crisis should not be delayed beceuse perfect 

Leg tools aro lncieing, Better logal toole are the respensitility of the 
Legislature; taking care of deer and forests is our responsibility. 

' 2 ee 

Tho Congress and the Commiseion repeatedly expressed fear that an open ¢ 
Sengon on deer of either sex would overmreduee the herd, I adudt that reduction 

would not be uniform, and that over-reduction would o¢our in apote, but I 

; contend that too-few deer in spots is a Less seriqus matter than too many 

door in spots, The difference is that over-redused spots heal with time, 
; while over browsed spots spread with time, 

Minnesota hag had an open seasen on deer of eithor sax during most yearw 

of the last decade, Mr. Chester Wiloon, Mimesota's Conservation Director, 
hag recently stated that the Minnesots herd 4s increaping. 1 huve my doubts 
about that, but hie statement should sstablish the fact that = onedeer — 

i season ig no calamity to the herds Se a ae 

; -- # a ; eet: 

Kony meubers of the Gongrevs, and may petitioners to the Comission, have 

: assorted that “there are less deer now than in 1943. The her has not recovered 
; its 1943 Level", 5 

T do not inow vhother there axe less dear, or nore deer, than in 1943, 
F tat our survey of yards shows there is certainly leas food. The state could 

; not possibly carry the 1943 herd for more than a few yours. to use the 1943 

; level as a starting point for tullding polley 1s to deny everything the world 
: has Leamed about aver, 

wa ae
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While the Commission changed ite mind on a 1946 reduetion I want to 
emphasize the fact that the Department did not. X think 1% is time, too, 

for somebody to point out the fact that the deer research erew, notably ite 

Gaptain, ¥. 5. Feeney, has steered an absolutely consistent course through 

nearly a decade of controversy. Research men are no less humans then Come : 

isioners, and get just as Little pleasure out of asserting unpleasant facts, : 
Yet neither ridioule nor abuse has nrevented ¥, 8. Yeoney from reporting the 

facts of life in the deer woods exactly as he found then, If technical men 

reporting on waterfowl, botulism, elk, pollution, overgraaing, warbutehery 

of forests, and pork-barrel impqundnents had been equally outapoken, we would 
have fewer @ilennas in national conservation today. 

de eae ee ; i 

fo sum upt thie Comiagion was created, and was given regulatory _ 
powers, for the express purpone of inmilating it, to sone degree, fyom the 

: domination of fluctuating public opinion. 1% was hoped that such a Commission ; 
might take the long view, rather than the short view, of consermtion problems. 

T cannot escape the conviction that in failing to redues the deer herd 
; thie yoar, we hove taken the short view, ‘The sportanen who now insist on . 

delay, will likely insist, a decade hones, that we sould not hove allowed 

| then to make so tragie an error. My ples is that we shawld have voted on this 

issue, not as delegates representing = County, but as statesmen representing 
the long viow of Wiseonsia as a community. 

:
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY : 

Howarp L. Bevis, President 

COLUMBUS 10 

= COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Joun F. ConnincHam, Dean 

Zea ge io see 

Geptember 7, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your recent paper 

THE OUTLOOK FOR FARM WILDLIFE 

has come to my attention as material which should be condensed for publica 

tion in the Biological Abstracts. I would be very grateful if you would 

prepare a concise summary of the above named article according to the sugges» 

tions listed on the onclosed blue abstract shoct» 

= Ploase return the abstract to the Ohio address given here (not 
to Philadelphia} by October 1, 1946, 

Cordially yours, 

George A, Petrides, Asste Leader 
Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 

Editor, Wildlife Management~Terrestial 

Biological Abstracts 

GPe4yr : 

( I have a copy of your publication, 

(X) I would greatly appreciate receiving a copy of your publication, 

e
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June 28, 1946 

Mr. @, Reeves Butchart == ; ‘ 
Museum of Zoology : ; 
University of Michigan 

: Ann Arbor, Michigan : , : ‘ 

: Dear Mr. Butcharte 

i The proof of the % review is all 0. K. except the fourth from : 
the last venacrnak wetantage "A third weaknes ++ ". ‘his was cloudy 

; enough in the mmuseript, but I fear has been made more so by subsequent 
editing. If it is not too much of an imposition on the printer, can : 
you change the paragraph as follows: 

E "ANthi rd weakness is the authors' apparent unawareness of recent advances 
; in the study of bird behavior. For example, it is now widely known that 

r pheasants of artificial origin show poor survival where in competition 
: with wild pheasants. Might this not arise from the imprinting of abnormal ; 

; behavior patterns on juveniles while in confinement? Such a possibility 
3 is not mentioned, nor can we detect the idea anywhere in the book." 

q Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo. Leopold
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; McAtee, W. L. (editor). ‘he Ring-Necked Pheasant and Its Manage~ 
E ment in North America. Americen Wildlife Institute, Washington, D.C. . 

; 1945. 320 pp. : 

This book presents the findings of a series of researches on os 

; pheasants conducted by seven Land Grant Colleges. The U. 8 Fish and ie | 

Wildlife Service supervised the work, and the state conservation e : 

departments and the Aneriean Wildlife Institute financed tt, Wohigan 
; eintrlinaton an addisivan’ rebstenh dindeatel nacenietiel maby 1 40s 

E tion to these eight local studies, there are chapters on classification. a = 

and propagation of pheasants, 4 EE OEE. aa ae - : 

F the eight regional chapters Gifter greatly in viemogntend J Fh 

7 technique. Some are casual surveys; others are ecological rensaireh of ‘ eae 

; a high order, W. L. McAtee undertook the difficult editorial task of 

welding these diverse materials into a book. ‘The result is better than Ea 

f might be expected of so heterogeneous a mixture of authorships and 

auspices. 

k The backbone of the book is the chapter on "The Pheasant in Ohio", 

: by Daniel I. Leedy and Lawrence 2. Hicks. Here is assembled a prodi- 

gious array of close=knit and critically-reasoned work, excelling that 

; of the other states in both value and volume. Every page bristles 

with quantitative measurements of pheasant ecology, each of which is a 

‘ compressed summary of what would ordinarily be reported as a paper. In : 

; fact the nain defect of the Ohio work is that its findings are so 

: abundant that many details of data and methods of analysis are perforee 

; omitted for lack of space. :
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: The original concept of game research’ in the agricultural colleges : 

' dates from the 1920's, when it first became clear that farm game popu= 
lations are controlled mainly by soil, farming practices, and farmers, 

rather than by game laws, game farms, and sportamen. ‘The Ohio pheasant 

study is a monumental elaboration of this concept. Not only are 

pheasant population levels shown to reflect the general pattern of o 

soils and crops, tut they also reflect such seemingly unimportant de= 

tails as the speed of mowing machines, the selection of hay species, : 

: the date of last cultivation, the maintenance of fences and ditches, } 

and the social organization of neighborhoods, We recall no equally : 

; thorough integration of wildlife ecology and land-use. Those readera : 

who are not particularly interested in pheasants should be reminded 
that an equally intimate soil - famer ~ animal relationship probably 

} exists in mmerous other birds and mammls, but remaine to be explored 
by research. 

With all its merits, this book presents certain defects which if 

h now clearly defined, may perhaps be avoided in the monographs on other 

game species now "in the mill" as Wildlife Institute publications, 

Ff The most important is that none of these seven agricultural 

: colleges looked further inside the pheasant than its crop or gigzard 

for explanations of its success or failure as a game bird. Their work 

was done during ine decade when biochemistry and endocrinology were 

making spectacular advances in helping animal husbandry, poultry selence, 
: and medicine explain hitherto insoluble problems. Why did wildlife 

managers, quartered on the same campus, fail to seek similar help? The 

answer, in our opinion, lies at least in part in an erroneous mandate 

: Se ‘
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; to be "practical", i.e. to seek researches which could be applied 

: quickly to management problems. By an@ large the researches here rem ; 

ported are good to the extent that this mandate was disregarded. or : ee 

circumvented. . a a Ser 

Iyonieally enough, the Fish and Wildlife Service is now jastiy nok 

. proud of its very recent work on the vitamin nutrition of quail.* 7 oF s ig 

{ encouragement of similar work in pheasants might have greatly enriched se a 

; this volume. ts, oa é 

q A second weakness is that the book is not up to date. ‘The billie ~~ 

: ography contains only one title later than 1942, and the argument shows 4 

; unawareness of important recent publications, some comparable in 

: quality to the Ohio study, Parts of the Michigan chapters were written 

: a decade ago, and show it in the form of outmoded and unsupported 

: assertions. — 

: A third wealmess is unawareness of recent advances in bird behavior. 

Some of these advances have colored modes of thinking, even though they 

have not yet delivered answers to problems. How, for example, are we 

: to think about the poor survival of artificially propagated pheasants 

where in competition with wild birds? Imprinting of abnormal behavior 

; patterns on juveniles while in confinement? This possibility is not ticor 

. samathnedi, Sle dine thse eae baninatlige einen Sad bile 

Again, how are we to think about the widelyealloged depression of 

native game birds by pheasants? S@rrington (p. 198) is the only author 

who suspects dominance phenomena. Several others dismiss the question 

with the remark that no fights have been observed, 

We, as readers, would have liked this book better if it offered a 

*Nestler, Ralph B. ; Vitamin A, Vitel Pusher in ie survival of Bobwhite. ua . 
Unpubl. MS read at Eleventh North American Wildlife Conference, New York, 
March 11, 1946.
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summary chapter, adding up the common denominators of the several 

' regional studies. We would have liked it better if more of its argue 
ments ended with a flat "I don't know", We would have liked it better 

if somebody, a decade ago, had started pheasant research in the Dakotas. 

It does not speak well for "planning" that all pheasant research, until coe 

very recently, has been confined to habitats which, in comparison with 

; Dakota, are more or less marginal. ; 

As a piece of technical writing, “The Pheasant" is a monument to 

F its editor. Its style is simple, direct, and uncluttered by "scientific" 

; jargon. ‘he illustrations (mt for two color plates) are good. It is : 

] too bad that the outlays for these plates should not have been applied : 

: 40 Waiter Weber's ‘handsom painting, which de reproduced. as un wnestored 

E frontispiece. 

Aldo Leopold 

; Robert A, McCabe 

University of Wisconsin



There are two ikinds of peaplet those who can Jive without wild things, - aS 

and thoge who camot, Chese essays aro the exporiences and dilemmns of ono <e 

ho cance, A = % 

| HELA thdnge, Adie» wads and gunsete, were tale for grunted until mechanbune 
tion and population inermse began to do amy with then. low we face the question = 
of whethor a etill higher “standard of Living" ie worth ite cout in things sd 

natuml, wild, and free. For ue of tho minority the opportunity to gee goase 

is more Lmortant than television, ani the dhanee to find » yasque flower is a a ae 

| right as dunliensble ag free speech. a 

Thone wild thiggs, I admit, had 1i$tle human value until moghanization oe 

| asmured ue of a good brenicfast, and itil ecienoo disclosed the drum of vhere s 

| they come from, and how they Live. The whole conflict thus baile dom to a ao 

F question of degree. ‘Ye of the minority geo a lew of diminishing rommein =| 

vhat te ealled civilisation; our eyponente do not. ae 

j ewe ee 

Is 40 in the neture.of mn to make shit} with things ae thy ani. These 
| cosays aro ay shiftes They are grouped in thes parte, 2 

Part ¥ helio what I age and do at my weck-ond rouge fros too such : 

| clvitieations “the shack", On thio oaad far, first worn out ont then 

abendonad wy our diggor-and~better society, I try to rebuild, with shovel and 
Fax, what Ian losing elsevhere. It ie hero that I geek == and still fine ~ 
I iin mree a 
E These aketchos are armnged seasonlly as a "Saul County Alsanad’, Sa 

a * * = : 

: Part 11, “Siotehes Hore snd There", reoouits weno of the spisodes in uy | 

: lige thet taught me, gredunliy and sonetines painfully, that the Suny any de out 

‘ aint” Lo



. ‘ ‘ 

of step with me. Those epLeodes, scnttered over the continent ant through forty s 

youre of Sine, are a faiy sample of hov and vhon I first oneountared eon of the _ 

isoues which bear the aollnative labeli eonservation. eee ee a0 
| Should nny render wint more dotatled baslegrount for these epleodns, he 
is teferred to gone autoblograyhical notes in the mpyendiz. ge ie ee 

" * «@ ba ee 

| Part IIZ, “the Upshot®, gets forth, in more Logie! toms, sove of mo s 
| Mons vhorety I co a Giasentor mtiomiise my dissent. Only the very eymsthetic 
| yonder will wish to wrostle with these philosoyhienl essays. I muppose 18 may a 

| Ro aukd thet they tell the coupany how 16 my get buck in otopt 

: se iA Soe ay 
the baste faLisoy tn conservation 18 thot woe attempt to define it as norely ee: 

| good commons It 19 nove than that} At fe the extension of ethics fron people 
to land. Until wo Love and respect the land, there ts no chanos for tb to mur 
Vive tho imnct of mechanised land-use, nor for ug to reap from 4b the esthetic — : 

| harvest it ie expable, under solenes, of contributing to culture. have eneaya pte 

| atteapt to {Mlunine this concept. oe. is 
7 Any such oongopt 1a, of eourme, a vision subjeat to tho blurs nit distor : 
| Mons of personsl experience, Rut vhaever the truth may bo, this ich te = 
; oryatal~cleari our bigger-and-botter sooiety ie now like a hyyochondrriae, 20 ae = 

E cbseseed with te om endnomis health as to haw leat the eapualty to semin 2 
healthy, the wh0le world is so greedy for nore bathtabs thet it has lost the s 

| stability nesesnazy to build thom, or evun to insert the gork. Wothing could oe 
do more salutary at this etnge tha a little healthy content for a plethom of . 

| mtorial bleseincs. Parhapa guch a shif> of values ean Qe achieved by reappraies 

ing all things unmmtuml, tame, and confined in tore of things naturel, wild, and | 

; Deowsbar 5» ad :



a Z Ge oF 1o/aapey ae . en : ae 

icaa ee : ; ava wih : i . ‘ : ao : o 

After T have heart the daybrenis home ofa quail covey, X alwys wader 
what 18 the differmee betweon ondinasy and oxtraoriimsy choml male, I hao - A 

never «quite solved the problem, and an ura only of thist ‘that houxing Ab once ey 
| 4s worth halfnedosen risings tm the dna. gone Le ee 

\ dhomus that gives voice beomes it is told to, or Vooouse the Listener 
| ins tuzned a button, taarts at Least « dowdt about how deeply the stagers out 

feol thotr sic, Yhore ts no such doubt chou the spontaneous cutturat of am a 
| amiening covey, complotely unaware of Ueing Matenalt to. ees ae 

A chorag that must outeing score of eometing nolees oan tary bene » 
iupreasive ag one that breaks the silenge ef an Ostober dem, atl thet lapses, a 
after a brief almute or two, into « silence omally profound. At that ‘wie oy ' 3 

| a song sparrow my sing a single half-hearted song before the oad give votes e 3 Ms 

2 woodeodk nny twitter overhand en route to his daytine thidiet; « barred owl a 

| my tamutnte the night's anquamnt with ane lagt wavering ell, but fev other | 
dinle havo anything to say or sing shout. ‘The dedlem of birde to be heat ab 

 dnyorenis 4a June has, ty its very dissppeumnes through the quer, set the = eS a 

; stage Lor the October ghorus of the mail, The shlenco of the aight, changing : os ‘ x 4 

! : slowly to the silence of » misty daybronk, ta broken mddenly by the throaty ts wees 

contrelte volese ata dozen dixie, no longer able we routraia thetr prakees ~ ae Ss 

of what? ; : ae ie 

F It 1s this ambiguity of motive wi moaning thst e421 purges so. ‘the mi : 

7 hotive of sumer gong ia all birds io obvioualy amorous, tat here da an costaay ae : 

F wer gonething wmeleas, know only to qunil., What de iti Can I deduce a BO . « 234 

: waning fron the misié aon? Could 7, laching Langage, deduce fren the music 

F Alone the moaning of Suoh's Ave aria! Perhaps the angwar dg that a doth eases yee 

f the asoning piece far above the worts, and that both Deapeak the gune xapture :



over sonathing-to-cone; the sane triumh of daw ovar night. ee 

Sah. i ae . 

In duno tt 19 comlotely prodiotable that the mvbin will give voles when the . 
Ught Antensity reaches 0.010 candle-powor, and thet the codie quai will whistle 
pobwhite a fow mimtes later at about 0,015. In Ostoder, on the other hand, the ie : 

robin te alent, and it 19 quite unpredietadle shother the covey=chomue will = 
ocour at all, ‘the @isappointuont that I fesl on these momings of silence perhaps 

| shows that sonathing hoped for ins a higher value than something assured. ‘ 

There is a pequling virtue 1n mofo that emanates fron olustve irda. a 
Songeters that oing from topmost boughs are easily eee and ns easily forgotten; = 

| no matter how nelodious, they have the nedioortty af the obvious, What one re 

nenbore 19 the Anvictble hemit thmash pouring silver chorde fron impenetrable a 

ahudows; the gandhi2t erano trumeting from behind a eloudy the oxsirle chigken 

vocuhiid: Sud: the minte Gf piinewet ihe quik sutty we inably’ honed Ohl, 2 

| tat 90 aiffteult to ees ealling. In sumer it is a daily privilege to see @ a oF 

| cock bobwhiting frum a fansepost, but for naturalists hwwe ever soon an October = 

| coveymahorus, fox At coors on the ground, at the roouting apot, and any attemt 
D to appronch it sntomttenlly indugss silence, that we inow about the choral act : 

; te shapiinwe breed entipely. ox endian end: faleemee, 1 have heard a horus : 

| omnate fron a cope of seedling white pinos, and an hour later flushed the | y = 

covey fom the sane conse. Widoatly At hed waited for the dow to dxy before ‘ 

| starting dts search for breakfast, ee 
| _ Bomdhow the blue needles on those vines became thenceforth Diner, and the “ 
; red deubarty enmet redder, for woelta to follow. I have sodies of pine copeesy 

| Wt thie one is #8122 the Choral Corse. ae



) AP Gosane 
ee a 

Qne swallow doos not make a sumer, tut one sieedn of gorse, cleaving the ae 

minke Of a Mnzch thaw, 10 the spring. As long as thore azo goose, the amabbost Lae 
arch moming $s only ag md os he who walls in 4¢ without o lode aiymmt, or 

| she who never honrs the googe procintss the ond of winter to her woRitneulated a 

roof, SS : pee ae 
The prophet Wod id not live undor a flyway, élse he would have mung of " ee 

| goose, ‘There are rogions which goose go around; sono stateanaa should add Hee ee 

| this te the definition of a “hove-not" nation, War to eotee or defend a flyway oe 

might mnie some eonec. oy - ae aoe a ae 
<3 oe yee ee 

Half the goose honicing northward in lah show gups in thet wing-feathers, 
| shot out ty Inntors Guring the fail nat winter Ianting sesgon (goose arriving = 

| from the north in fall show no gspa, for they have molted and grom now pintons). fae % 

* Ef thooe spring geese with gaping wings mist aleo bo carrying Lend, for Tatieshot - 
_ mows no Bina, Such eidelights on the will-to-liye are a good ting to thine 
| about, in Marek. ee a ee 

If you Gount sovern! hundred goone Mooks ant tally the combs, you will 
=p find thet flocks of six, oF mltiplos of six, are nore frequent than other 

| mubers or thely mltiples. the unit of six 40 the pair, plus thelr young of 
"Ft preceding sumer. us we Leam what the goooe would never toll ust tht 

| the fatty perstate through the winter. | 
5 * 8 ® ‘ : 

f One of our distinctively nodem blasphentes 49 to make goose tunting ony, 
He vho tuys Waited pit, factory-nade decays, automtic gun, hired guide, and ' 

i Maranteod bag linkt hag little left to live for, In « Giviliged soslety young 

[Ren should tmutt goose = the hand wmy = but old men should prefer to wateh then. es



7 | Reteeb sent Ne 
IOUARE TAY. ae 

Tach your, after the nidwinter Viinsants, there gonve a thiwy aight when a a2 

the talde of dripping water 1s heard in te lant. It brings strange stirrings, ve 

not only to areatures bed for tha night, tut to sone vho have bean asleep for 
the winter. ‘The hibernating wamit, curled up tn his deop den, uncurle hinself . 

and ventures forth to prow: the wot world, dmgcing hie belly in the snow. iis os 
| trek aarke one of tho sarttest dntecble ovants in that eyele of beginnings and 

» [> ceasings vaich we all a year, a : 

| Me temele Le Maly to dteplay an indifference to muons affair ween 
at other gengons, At lends stright o@rose-country, as if ite moker hod hitched ‘ 

hie wagon te a tar and dropped the reing. I follow, curious to deduse big ae 
| atate of mint and oppatite, and destination Af any. Vr 
: -_ * @ ; : : 

tho onthe of the your, fron Jamuny uw) to Jim, aren geomatite progression lige . 

° [in the atuntance of distmetions, In Jamary one my follow o wisn track, or 

search for ante on the dhilakodees, oF ses what young pines the dear have browsed, 
_ or what musicxnt houses the mink have dugy with only on ogonsionsl and mild at- 

4 ereseion into other doings. dJenmuary observation can be almost as simile and — Ae 

| f) peneaful os snow, end alnows as contimoup og cold. ‘There ta tine not only to 
see who hag done what, Int to speculate why, : ae 

7 . * & ’ | 

: A madow nouse, startled wy ny aporeadh, darts duaply oerogs the slaunk : 
_ ‘mak. Why de he abrond tn daylight? Probably because he feels grieved about . 

| the thaw, Today hig maze of seeret turcls, laboriously chewed through the matted “ 
|| 8c under the snow, are tunnels no more, wit only patha omosed te public view 

fond ridteure. And now the thawing sun has socked the taule promiees of the mores 
‘ tine sconomie ayston! . ;



may store ft ae underground hayatacies, and that enow fel1e in order that how A ; 4s 

my Talld sudvays fon staal to wtacks curply, denne, und trengport sll neatly 

organized. fo tho nouse, snow mans freedon fron wast and fear, : gee 

; 78 | eee 
A raughe legged haw: domes eniling over the neadow ahend. iow he stopay a one 

hovers lilo a kingfisher, and then @ryps iilm a feathered beak into the mrshe 

to foes not wee ngaia, so T an gure he hae caught, and te now enting, some = De, 

vorried mouns-engineor who oould not wait until might to Ingpest the damige te 
his well-ordered world, : | ; 2 a : me 2 - : ; a 

The rough-leg has no Opinion on why grass grow, wb he ts wolt ome ee : 

+ that now notte tn order that howice my again ontch mio, Ho came dom outef 
the aretia in the hope of thaws, for to hha ® thew nenne fred fron want ond og 8 

fear. : : : ee : : i, 

tho simak track eaters the woods, anf Grosses glade Whane the sabbite a 
. [ tave pactead dow the mow with theiy trooia, and mottled 48 with plshtoh a 

| Urlacthons, Zovly oxponed oak seedlings have paid for the tum with ther nowy= eae : 
| Yartoed stoma. Tufte of mbeit-hatr bespank the your's fixot vettles apeng the 
| azoreus tucks. Further on I find a bloody apot, eneireled by a eide-awosping ae 
| art of owla! wings, To this mbbit, the thaw biwught freedom fron vant, tub 4 
: Also o yedilews abandonsent of fear, The owl hae reminded hin that thoughts — a 

| of spring are no substitute for eaution. a Oe 
of eee oe 2 

. : The slams trek Leads on, shoving no interest in possible foot, and no | , “ 
: contem overs the forming or retritutions of hie neighbors: t wonder what he ‘ 

11 he cx nie iain) what got Him oat af Belt Con one Sagube pemmable motives be Sas



this comulent feller, dmaging his amle beltline through the mlush? Finally 
the trek enters a pile of driftwood, anf dons not enone, I henr the Minka = 
of Grtoptng water anong the toga, eat E fanay the shaie here 48 too. Timm 

: honewand, ata wana Lng. a aie Ff Le as re
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re / ree oe AG ae 
cory PRAIRIE BIRTHDAY . ; \~ ee 

; gaa 
During every week f April to September there are ten wild plants, on the ae 

average, coming te tee! No man can be ed all of these anniversaries; no man 1 ; 

can ignore all of them. He who steps unseeing on May dandelions may be hauled é ‘Jae = 

up short by August ragweed pollen; he who ignores the ruddy haze of April’ elms a 
i. We frtlw ilnwe 4 fe e ce ae 

may akid his car on June catelpas. Tell me of what plant-birthdays a man takes aad i * : oe 
notice, and I will tell you a good deal about his vocation, his hobbies, his : oan 

hay fever, and the general level of his ecological education. i ee Se 

* h  * Tae oo ss 

Every July I watch eagerly a certain country graveyard that I pass in m - 

driving to and from my farm. It ‘is time for a prairie birthday, and in one ph am 
ow “ra we Bh 

corner of this graveyard lives the—sete surviving celebrant of that once- important can a 

event. : Heat ig 

It is an ordinary graveyard, bordered by the usual spruces, and studded : i a 
‘a 

with the usual pink-granite or white-marble headstones, each with the usual a 7 

ae 
Sunday bouquet of red or pink geraniums. It is extraordinary only in being (eee & 

ee : s a 
triangular instead of square, and in harboring, within the sharp angle of its ae 

hac iene NRAna rcv y thr grvve'y ancl re 
fence, a s the native prairie on which £¢ was established oa : 4 Y ; Cae 

eer) 
in the 1840's. Heretofore unreachable by scythe or mower, this yard=square relic oa 

of original Wisconsin gives birth, each July, to a man-high stalk of compass e a 

plant or Cutleaf Silphium, spangled with saucer-sized yellow blooms resembling ve a 

sunflowers. It is the sole remnant of this plant along this highway, and . 
to dole Arann owt” 2. ; P ice: 

perhaps, in the western half of our county. What a thousand acres of Silphiums oa 

looked like when they tickled the bellies of the buffalo is a question never - ee 

again to be answered, and perhaps not even asked. ; aa 
My | i ae 

This year I found the Silphium in first bloom on July 24, mw week later . Ae 

than usual; during the last six years the average date was July 15. Cee ea 
Oe growing oaks ¥ a 

When I passed again on August 3, the fence had been removed by a road crew, ‘a 
a ; ee 

and the Silphium cut. It is easy now to predict the future; for a few years. i e
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on ; Sn ks 
j ny Silphium will try in vain to rise above the mowing mchine, and then it wile ae 

; ee 
die. With it will die the prairie epoch. *, a 

: a : ‘ * *) * ; es a 

100,000 Noe geese 
The Highway Department ways that 35,000 cars pass yearly over this route dae 

Was Aare ren wi both trhen Wu Dh pbs we am Clrow, Paks ee NERS ae Be 

In them mst ride Jay yee peceie who have "taken" what is called history, and nape 
25000" | ot A ohee eee 
26,000 who have "taken" what is called botany. Yet I doubt whether a dozen ae 

have seen the Silphiuj,and of these hardly one will notice its demise. If : a 

I were to tell the preacher of the adjoining church that the road crew has been a ag 

vurning history books in his cemetery, under the guise of mowing weeds, he would a 

be amazed and uncomprehending. How could a weed be a vook? 5 ee 
— ‘ La Hae % 

} nolo 5 aaa 
This is one little episode in the funeral of the prairie flora, which in | a 

, et 
z turn is one episode in the funeral of the floras of the world. Civaliadd MAN, oy eee 

being oblivious of floras, is proud of his progress in cleaning up the land- : ee 

oe 
‘ scape on which,willy-nilly, he mst live ojt his days: It might be wise to fe ae 

: Pe 
prohibit at once all teaching of real botany and real history, lest some ‘ ee 

4 : ie eee 

. future citizen suffer qualms about the floristic price of his good life. : i oe 
: te foe 

ote pin Mak ee ont tart rh teehee 
F dine atewanve b aan a 

‘ #arm neighborhoods are good in proportion to/the poverty of their floras. i 

My own farm was selected for its lack of goodness; indeed my whole neighborhood Behe 
a eam 

lies in a backwash of the River Progress. My road is the original wagon-track eee Pt 

of the pioneers, innocent of grades or gravel, brushings or bull/dozers. My ae 
oe 

; : : a 
neighbors bring a sigh oe County Agent; their fencerows go unshaven for years ; a 

on end; their marshes are neither dyked nor drained; as between going fishing a 
j : z : Regis 

and going forward, they are prone to prefer fishing. Thus on weekends my hea ak: 

Z aaa i 

floristic standard of living is that of the backwoods, while on week days 2 Peo ore 

Ui ventana fe Ca 
subsist as best I can on the flora of the university farms, campus, and adjoining = 

a I i oes 
suburbs. For a decade I have kept, for pastime, a record of the wild plant species ee 

se dana . on 
in first bloom on the two areas: \ fee 

"i (Gi he 
5 {Yannis Fad AU RS a ea! ap at a ee



a ¢ : : LES ROY a es ie ee 

| Species first blooming in: Suburbs & Campus Backward Farm 

> April 14 Hanees a Oe 
. May 29 29 es 
2 June 43 70 : ec 

} xy 25 56 ae 7 August 9 4 Bees 
4 September 0 : dey a 

; Total visual diet --------120--------—-.~ 226 a - < s ; ee ae 
; It is apparent that the backward farmer's eye is nearly twice as well fed ce 

: ce 
a as the eye of the university student or business man. Uf course neither sees i 

a ; : ee 
es his flora:as yet, so we are confronted by the two alternatives already mentioned: i ‘ 

a either insure the continved blindness of the populace, or examine the question i is 

ay of whether we cannot have both progress and plants. — : ' Stes oy: 
a : : \ ) ie 
ot * * * Se aes q rund \ eo 

o cage memsnnng ohnogee I a 
4 The shrinkage in the ae e to a combination of clean-farming, woodlot = = = 

oh : ; : a 
eed grazing, and good rads. Hach requires a large reduction in the acreage available = f 

; her ei 
oe, for wild plants, but none i . benefits by, the erasure of species from a4 ii : 4 i ee 

whole farms, townships, or counties, There are idle spots on every farm, and a 

Li every highway is bordered by an idle strip as long as it is; Jeexcon, plow, and ys, 

mower out of these idle spos and the full native flora, plus dozens of interesting “i 

stowaways from foreign parts, could be part of the normal environment of every 2 a 

i citizen. a ae 

’ The outstanding conservator of the prairie flora, ironically enough, knows a ae 
t aa 

ees 
4 little and cares less about such frivolities: it is the railroad with its fenced a 

x ‘ fees : } ae 
‘1 rightsof-way. Many of these railroad fences were erected before the prairie had a 

; : ae 
: been plowed. Within these linear reservations, oblivious of cinders, soot, and : . 

R ae 
: annual cleanup fires, the prairie flora still splashes its calendar of colors, = = = = 

es a 
: from pink shooting-star in May to blue aster in October. * ee 

4 Cy ia long wished tdeonfront some hard-boiled railway president with the ia oe 

: physical evidence of his soft-heartedness. I have not done so because I haven't i 

7B wet one. | . : a 

E 3 Ss Ted ORs YS Ne Si oe oan Gt ene eae



: an ; ah ban : VO ea 

% ee S a 

, The railroads of course use flame-throwers and chemical sprays to clear the ~ ae 
nhewan nein | : Lote 

track of weeds, but the cost of such clearance is still too high to extend it ee, 

a * ; ies: 
much beyond the actual rails. Perhaps further improvements are in the offing. a 

The erasure of a human subspecies is largely painless - to us - if we know ‘ ae 

oe 
: little enough about it. A dead Chinaman is of little import to us whose aware- Cae 

‘ a 
"ness of things Chinese is bounded by an occasional dish of chow mein. We grieve — me 

only for what we know. The erasure of Silphiun ran ce Dane County is no : i 

‘ coer 
cause for grief if one knows it only as a name ina ‘seek i a 

I a a 
: i 

Silphium first became a personality to me when I tried to dig one up ‘ahs MM 4 
: j wi: ¢ ee 

to move to my farm. +t was like digging an oak sapling. After half an hour of pe 

hot grimy labor the mot was still enlarging, like a great vertical sweet- ie oie 

potato. As far as I know, that Silphium root went clear through to bedrock. a 
: / = ae 

I got no Silphium, but I learned mat, dlaborate underground strategems it Coulweh a 

weathery the prairie drouths. ebucks ane Poayrs, weedy, cic lat Oh Auflowen atid, : a 

Sab. fua . oe 
‘ IT next Pee seean,) They came up promptly, but after five years of ‘ ae 

waiting the seedlings are still juvenile, and have not yet borne a flower- ‘ 

stalk. Perhaps it takes a decade for a Silphium to-reach flowering age; how . : a 

old, then, 4s my pet plant in the cemeter¥? It mits be older than the oldest & on 
ae 

tombstone, which is dated 1850. Perhaps it watched the fugitive Blackhawk i aa 

4 retreat from the Madison lakes to the WisconsinRiv er,% it stood on the route of ~- i ee 
: é ‘ ae 

: that famous march. Certainly it saw the successive funerals of the local pioneers : g 

/ as they retired, one by one, to their repose beneath the bluestem. ; : 3 a 

; Iionce saw a power-shoyel, while digging a roadside ditch, sever the "sweet- 4 ; a 

potato" root of.a Silphium plant. ‘The root promptiy eprented gen Lenress Ome co Ss 
tog men Pra oe 7 

eventually a flower-stalk. This explains why the plant, &s sometimes seen on ae 

" Que ealelahecl, fi 
. Tecently-graded roadsides. , Apparently 44 withstands almost any kind of mtilation oN 

except continued grazing, mowing, or plowing, : i 

i ( a 
2 fa wat Bp US ee ae te ie
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 & . Donnie Oe 
ea 2 ee fe z h ee es a Aa, 13 ia fi 

t Why does Silphium disappear from grazed areas? I once saw a farmer turn Le 

: his cows into a virgin prairie meadow previously used only sporadically for eo 
ae mowing wild hay. The cows cropped the Silphium to the ground before any other a0 ae 

| plant was visibly eaten at all. One can imagine that the buffalo once had the = 
‘a 1 5) oie ae 

.3 he bhortide ne ; Pees 
. same preference for Silphium, but net—the-same fences to confine his nibblings Reon: a 

i bonds ; ae “ to one meadow. In short, the buffalo's teeth were discontinuous, and hen 
i ‘ : Se aaa X . : eae 
: tolerableds 8 lpm ; (res : ; % em ; 

os It is a kind providence that has withheld a sense of history fmm the ae * 

ie thousands of species of plants and animals that have hed=be exterminate, each | Rea 

ae other to build the present world. The same kind providence now withholds it 1 ae : 
a . % JS Slate 
a , I E i : tte tlie 
= from us. Few grieved when the last buffalo left <e Wisconsin, preimkes , and ‘ as 

r os es 
a few will grieve when the last Silphium follows him to the lush far prairies of ~ ae 

ie the never-never land. ; ; aes age 
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| oe 
The Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away, but He is no longer the only one to oe 

so. When some remote ancestor of ours invented the shovel, he became a giver: he could 

‘J plant a tree, And when the axe was invented, he became a taker: he could chop it down, __ 

_ | Whoever owns land has thas assumed, whether he knows it or not, the divine functions or 

— creating and destroying plents,(and\this in turn may create or destroy soil, waters, es a. 

MiG eee gen. History ae at bottom, an aie equilibrium between) 
a eerie pli wteciliedipiienscccy i eam i 

1) shovel ané af Pe 
j fp ae 

j Other ancestors, less remote, have since $nvented other tools, but each of these, ee 

J upon close scrutiny, proves to be either en elaboration of, or an accessory to, the os 

| original pair of basic implements. We cRassify ourselves into vocations, each of which a 

| either wields some parti@ular tool, or sells it, or repairs it,or sharpens it, or : 1 

| dispenses advice on how to do so; by such division of labors we @eomingly) avoid ress. 

. 
ponsibility for the misuse of any tool save our own, But there is one vocation - phil= 

_ | osophy ~ which knows that all men, by what they think about and wish for, in effect — —— 
: : : a 

Pf wield atitoois, and that they thus determine, by their manner of thinking and wishing, = 

Yhether it is worthwhile to wield any. : es 

| November is, for many reasons, the month for the axe. It is warm enough to a ae 
Mm ww we ee 
the_grindstere without freezing, but cold enough to fall a tree in comfort, The ae 

| leaves are off the hardwoods, so that one can see just how the branches intertwine, aa 

8nd what growth occured last ‘sumer, Without this clear view of treetops, one cannot a8 

be sure which tree, if any, needs falling for the good of the land. | o- 

ee 
: I have read many definitions of what is a conservationist, and written not a few BP 

Leet se 
tyself, but I suspect that the enly—trme one is written not with a pen, but with an le 

a ree 

| 8xe. It is a matter of what a man thinks about while chopping, or while deciding what ae 

" 
ee 

e ss a fies a



‘ pe es ee Se ae ee ee 

4B to chop, A conservationist is one who is Ina Ly aware that with each stroke he is = 

os & writing his signature on the face.of his land. { Signatures of course differ, whether 

oo Bf witten with axe or pen, and this 4s as 4t should be, foe es 

‘* ; I find it diseoneerting to analyze, ox vost facto, the reasons behind ay om axes 

i ® inchand decisions, I find, first of oll, that not all trees are created free and ec vale 
: | | | ee 
= mere a white pine and a red birch are crowding each other, I have an a priori bias; = 

| — 1 always cut the bireh to favor the fine. why? 1, 

- Well, first of ali, I planted the pine with my shovel, whereas the birch crawled 

| § in under the fence and planted itself, My bias is thus to some extent.paternal, ut = 

9 tats cannot be the whole story, for 17 the pine were a natural seedling Mike the = 

wu § dirch, I would value it emen more, So I mat dig deeper for the es hind my bias, 

Bert, the birch ts an abundant tree in my township and becoming wore so, whereas 

pine is searce and bec ming scarcer; verhaps my bias is for the under dog terte-pat 

a : Z : ae 

1 — I d if my farn were further north, where pine is abundant and red birch is searcet 

. 1B tconfess I don't Imow, My farm is here, a a 
“Se Ase oe eae Se oe 3 

oe Yell, the pine will live for a century, the birch for half thats do I fear that = 

© & wy signature will fade? ly neighbors have planted no vines but all Rave many. birches; 

Aff 401 snobbish about having @ woodlot of Ustinction? the pine stays green all winter, 

») f} the birch punches the clock in October; do I favor the tree that, like myself, 01 ves 

i) } the winter wind? The pine will shelter e grouge but the birch will feed him} or 

af consider ved more important than board? ‘The pine minattinately bring $10 a thousand, = 
Be : : ry sae = a ee 

0B the birch $23 have I an eye on the bank? All of these possible reasons for my bias 
ar i ier ee 

off teen to carry some weight, but none of them carry very much. 8 a : 

2 So I try again, and ‘here perhaps is something} under this pine wt1fultimately _ 

off mov a trailing artatus, an Indian pipe, a pyrola, or twin flower, whereas under the ee 

ff irch a bottle gentian is about the best to be hoved for. In this pine a pileated — 

of} wodpecker will ultimately chisel out a nest; in the birch a hairy will/have to suffice, 

§ : ee 
r eee “2 yagi fest BRS Sa SE ARS ac OE 2 ae map
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ie ; : : Pa Mae ea 
3 In this pine the wild will sing for me in April, at which time the birch 1s only — 1 
a rattling naked twigs, ‘hese possible reasons for my bias carry weight, ‘yk why? a 

| Does the pine stinmlate my imagination and my hopes more deeply than the birch 

ae does? If so, is the @ifference in the trees, or inmeT 2 ee 
7" ; 5 tea ae a ae rea 

1 . The only conclusion I hardever reached is that I love all trees, but I moe 

in ove with pines, a, : a 
a eeu a 
se *. 2 om i : - Bt ass oe 

of As I said, Novanber is the month for the axe, and as in other lovewafiatrs, 

i there is skill in the exercise of bias, If the birch stands south of the vine, ; ee 

f and ts tatier, it wi1ishade the pine!s leader tn spring, and thus Atecourage the 
: : 4 : Re 

ey pine weevil from laying her eggs there; . birch competition is a minor affliction = 

eg 
aa compared with this weevil, whose progeny rt tne pine's leader and this deform th ee _ 

: tree. St is salutary to meditate that this insect's preference for squatting in cS 

* ot ‘ cae ke STN aoe ae 
5, the sun determines not only her om contimity as a species, but also the future 
r Coes \ ne oc acai I 
a figure of my pine, and my own success as a wielder of axe and shovel sok Ye 

a Again, if a drouthy sumer follows my removal of the birch’s shade, the hotter 
: : A 

a soil may offset the lesser cometition for water, and my pine behone the detter 
5; a a . ji ate me ean Dias oe 

sl for my bias. ee Ce 

lastly, if the birch's limbs threaten to rub the pine’s terminal buds during = 

fa wind, the pine will surely be deformed, and the birch mst either be removed — a 
3 | ‘ f atc ; d oF 5 ees 

v4 regardless of other considerations, or else it must be pruned 6f limbs each wine aes 
¥4 : ; ne " 2 + , 4 aA ys iss ee a 

es ter to a height greater {han the pine's prospective summer erowth, Lit 

3 Such are the pros and cons which the wel Ider of an axe mst foresee, compare, = 

¥ : et Ce oe ioe * 

et and decide uvoy with the calm asmrance thet his bias will, on the average, prove ae 
» 4 * oe oa 

aa to be something more than good intentions, . i ws ee 
: aevene ; eee Bri 

et The wielder of an axe has as many biases as there are species of treeson 

4 his farm, and in the course of the yeers he impates: to each ot-then, oe | 

4 So 1 ee Aes 5 Balin ete fate ate an ; Nh Fionn pict Jegt 2 gaa : 

fs : i satel, aie gait tae a st ai roa ae



4 responses to their beauty or utility, and their responses to his labors for or 

7 | against them, a series of attributes which constitute a character, I am axazed F 

ieee: < Tus to me the expen is in good repute becmse he glorified October onthe 

4 feeds my grouse in winter, but to some of my neighbors he is a mere weed, prays 

2 because he sprouted so vigorously tn the stwaplots which their grandfathers wore 

a attempting to clear. (I cannot sneer at this, for I find myself aivitiiee a 

_ elms whose siaiiasien threaten my pines.) i ss ra ie 5 i ie 

2 Ca Again, the tamarack is to me a loveeaffair. second only to white pine, werhape 

é because he is nearly extinct in my tomship tuatenien pias), or bee eal kien 

. gold on October grouse (gunpowder bias), or because he sours the soil and ombles 

2 it to grow the loveliest of ‘neh det the showy Lavan toner} On the other nhany ia 

|] torestors nave oxcommmicated the tanaract beamse he gros too sloviy to nay a 

SF commna interest. In order to clinch this Atemte, they also mention that ee 
& succumbs periodically to epizootics of sawefly, but this is fifty years hence tw 

‘ “my tanaracka, go I will let my grandson worry about it, Meanwhile my meee 

2 are growing so lustily that my spirits soar with them, eiyrand; . as o - 

- fo me an aneient cottonwood 4s the eenatenlet trees beoase in his youth he . a 

4 shaded the mffalo and wore a halo of pigtons, fd I like a young cottonwood dom . 

: ease he titi’ someday become ancient, But the Zarmer's wife (and hence the farmer) 

7 tooveien all dad teawocde:. becanen in June the femle tree clogs the screens with 

- cotton. Liteww-of no clearer-tnatence~ed fhe wih dogma = oomnt “is ue «i: 

e I find my biases more minerous than those of my neighbors because I have ’ : 4 

. individual Lilcings for many species which they lum under one asrersive catexoryt a a 

2 brush, ‘Thus I like the Wahoo, partly because deer, rabbits, and mice are - avid | 

7 to seat his square twigs and green vark, and partly because his cert sercolored — * ae 

a berries glow so i! against November snow, I like the red dogwood beaause he. E a 

4 feeds October robins, ani the prickly ash beemse my woodeock take their dally : o i 

——. ‘ a eh ye LRN 425 Sie al hk sii a RS 5 ea a eet naa
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— aa TL A ee 
2 ee : f : eo fog hae ey 1 

. ( Py ME ee os _ = sunbath under the shelter of his thorns, I like the hazel beqguse his Oct ber . 

_ § = mrrle feeds my eye, and becmse his November caticins feed my deer end grouse, = 

a 3 ae ene FT like the vittersrect becmse uy Aether did, and becmse the desr, on July 1 = 
a ‘ (Se Ost ae a 
= of each year, begin suddenly to eat the new leaves, and 4 have learned to pre= ie 

. dict this event to my guests, I cannot\dislike a plant that enables me, amere  __ 

_§ = rrofessor, to blossom forth anmally as a successful seer and prophet. __ i. 

2s - : : asthe ce tas Sieh oh eee a Tt is evident that our plant biases are in part traditional; if your grant= 
= j : ee \ Sia eae ar ie 4 
2 father liked hickory nuts, you will like the hickory tree because your father told 

a you to. If, on the other haqny, yur crendfather burned a log carrying a poison 

eu ivy vine and recklessly stood in the smoke, you will dislike the species, no Ae 

3 matter whth what crimson glories it warms your eyes each fall, Be oe 

2 It is alederident that our plant biases reflect not only vocations but amor ve 

a cations, with a delicate allocation of prioMty as betiveen industry and indolenee, 

The farmer who would rather hunt grouse than gilk cows will not dislike hawthorn, 
= : : : oe ee 
Bey no matter if it does invade his pasture, The coon-hunter will not dislike basse 
cea : F ie 
7 wood, and I know of quail hunters who bear no grudge against ragwée} despite Weta, 4 

ff snmal bout with hayfever, Our biases are tndeed a sensitive index to our affee= 
S : Sa a 
a tions, our tastes, our layalties, our generosities, and our mamer of wasting 

weekends, 3 east : : ‘ zi) Pe 

a Be that as it may, I am content to waste mine, in November, with an axe. _ i’ 

a é z : = os - a 
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‘= GOOD Oak oh hae 

Aldo Leopold oo 

e There are two spiritual dangers in not owning a farm, One is the danger <e 

" of supposing that breakfast comes from the grocery, and the other that heat 4 Z 

: comes from the furnace, fe 

' fe avoid the first danger, one should plant a garden, preferably where a 

: there is no grocer to confuse the issue. os < 

i fo avoid the second, one should lay a aplit of good oak on the andirons, e : 

s preferably where there is no furnace, ‘and let it ware one's siting while a : ae 

a Yebruary blizzard tosses the trees outaide, If one has out, split, hauled and ue 

4 piled ones own good oak, and let ons mind work the while, one will neeabey ‘ 

—F) much about where the heat comes from, ani with a wealth of detail denied to — ~ 

| i those who spend the weekend in town astyide 6 radiator. ae 

; eee us 

a The particular oak now aglow on my andirons gies on the bank of the oid : 

| eatgrant road where it climbs the sandhill. ‘he stump, watch I measured upon 

a felling the tree, has a diameter of 30 inghes» It shows 50 growth rings, hence 

4 | the seedling from which it originated amat have laid its first ring of wod in ols 

|) 1865, at the end of the Civil War, But I lmow from the history of present =” 

| seedings that ne oak grows bbove the reach of rabbits without a deokde or more Se 

| of getting girated each winter, and re-sprouting during the following summer, | 

| Indes, 4 te all too clear that every surviving oak is the profct either of “ 

| rabbit negtigence, or of rabbit-soaretty. Some day some patient botanist will | 

|) craw a frequenoy-curve of oak birth-yoars, and show that the curve humps every 

a ten years, each humjprt inating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cyelee (It 3 

7 ts a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by this very process of perpetual oe 

i dattley within and among species, achieves collective immortality.) |



It is likely, then, that a low in rabbits occurred in the middle sixties, a 

when my oak began to lay on annual rings, but that the acorn which produced it = 

fell during the preceding decate, when the covered wagons were otill passing sa 

|| over my road into the Great Northwest. ‘miesiit may have been the wach and mee 

wear of the emigrant traffic which bared this roadbenk, ani thus enabled this Oe 

) particular acorn to spread its first leaves to the sun. Only one acorn in a : ; 

, thousend ever grew large enough to fight rabbite; the rest were drowned at 

birth in the prairie sea, a 

’ It 4s a warming thought that this one wasn't, and thus lived to garner 

eighty years of June sun. It is this sunlight (garnered--these-ctenty-sunasra, 

i that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to 

| warm my shack and my spirit through eighty gusts of bligsard. Ani with each . 

gust a wisp of suoke from my chimey bears witness, to whomsoever it may 

: concern, that the sun did not shine in vain. 

E Ca * * = a 

: My dog does not care where heat comes from, but he cares ardently that 

4t come, and soone Indeed he considers my ability to make it come as something i 

mical,for when I rise in the cold black pre~dawn and kee] shivering by the : 

rf hearth making a fire, he pushes himself blandly between me and the kindling 

splits I have laid on the ashes, and I mst touch a match to them by poking it 

bE \ctessk tah thes. Such “tel th F-sappeee, tothe sad) that moves mountains, 

f * * * 

oF It was a bolt of lightning that pot an end to woodmaking by this particular 

_ oake We were all awakened, one night in July, by the thunderous @rash; we 

' | realized that the bolt mst have hit nearby, but since it had not hit us, we 

all went back to sleep. Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this 

i is notably true of lightning. ;



3 es 
Next morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoicing with the cone- 

«flowers and the prairie clovers over their fresh accession of rain, we oame ; 

upon a great slab of bark freshly torn from the trunk of the roadside oak. ‘The / 

trank showed a long spiral sear of barkless sapwood, a foof wide and not yet 

| yellowed by the sun. By the next day the leaves had wilted, and we knew that the 

lightaing had bequeathed to us three cords of prospective fuelwood. : 

; We mourned the loss of the old tree, but it was a warming thought that a 

dozen of its progeny, standing straight and stalwart on the sands, had already 

_ taken over its job of wood~maling. 

We let the dead veteran season for a year in the sun it could no longer use, : 

: and then on a crisp winter's day we laid a newly~filed saw to its bastioned ae 

| dase. Fragrant little chips of history spewed from the sawout, and accumulated " 

, on the snow before each kneeling sawyer. We sensed that these two piles of . 

f sawdust were something more than wood; that they were the integrated transect _ 

] of a century; that our saw was biting its way, stroke by stroke, decade by decade, 

| into the chronology of a life-time, written in concentric anmal rings of good 

; oak. x*x 

E It took only a dozen rulls of the saw to transect the few years of our : 

ownership, during which we had learned to love and cherish this farm, Abruptly 

Z we began to cut the yeare of our predecessor the boot lesger, who hated this 

: farm, skinned it of residual fertility, burned its farmhouse, threw it back 

: into the lap of the Gounty (with delinquent taxes to boot), and then disappeared 

r among the landless anonymities of the Great Depression. Yet the oak had laid — 

F down good wood for him his sawiust was aa fragrant, as sound, and as pink as 

| ou om. An oak is no respecter of persons. : 

; The reign of the bootlegger ended sometime during the dustbowl arouth of 

| 1936, 1934, 1933, and 1930; oak smoke from his still end penk smoke from burning 

j peat :



i ~ye 

marshianis must have clouded the sun in those years, and alphabetical conserva- 

tion was abroad in the land, but the sawdust shows no change. 

; Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * : 

Now our saw bites inte the 1920's, the Babbitian decade when everything 

grew bigger and better in heedlessness ani arrogance --= until 1929, when banks 

: crumpled, If the oak heard them fall, its wood gives no sign. wer did it 

| heed the legislature's several protestations of love for treest a National 
Forest and a forest crop law in 1927, @ great refuge on the Upper Missi set ppt ; 

- bottomlands in 1924, and a new forest policy in 1921. Meither did it notice the 

: demise of the state's last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of its first starling 

: in 1923. : 

: In March, 1922, the "Big Sleet* tore the neighboring elms limb from limb, 3 
: but there 1s no sign of damage to our tree, What is a ton of ice, more or less, 

: E to a good oak? 1 ‘ 

: r Rest! cries the chief savyer, and we pause for breath. 

: * * * : 

7 Now the saw bites into 1910-1920, the decade of the Drainage Dream, then 

: steam shovels sucked dry the marshes of central Wisconsin to make farms, ani 

E made ash~heaps instead, (u Y marsh escaped, not because of any caution or for- 

: bearance among engineers, wat Because the river floods it each April, and did so 

; with a vengeance - perhaps a defensive vengeance = in the years 915e16. ‘The oak : 

. laid on wood just the same, even in 1915 when the Supreme Court abolished the ; 

q state forests, and Governor Phillip pontificated that “state forestry is not a 

; good business proposition.” (It did not occur to the Governor that there might 

_ de more than one definition of what fe good, and even of what is business. It 

4 did not ocour to him that while the courts were. writing one definition of goodness 

: On lawbooks, fires were writing quite another one on the face of the land. Per~



“+ 
haps, to be a governor, one mst be free from doubt on such matters.) 

While forestry receded during this decade, game conservation advanced. In 

1916 pheasants became successfully established in Waukesha County; in 1915 a 

| federal law prohibited epring shooting; in 1913 a state game farm was started} 

in 1912 a “buck law" protected female deer; in 1911 an epidemic of refuges 

spread over the state. "Refuge" became a holy word, but the osk took no heed. 

q Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

; * * * 

Now we cut 1910, when a great university presi‘ent published a book on 

. conservation, a great sawfly epidemic killed millions of tamaracks, a great 

drouth burned the pineries, and a great dredge drained Horicon Marsh. 

Ye cut 1909, when smelt were first planted in the Great Lakes, and when 

' awet summer induced the Legislature to cut the forest fire appropriations. es 

; We out 1908, « dry year when the forests burned fiercely, and Wisconsin 

" FE parted with ite last cougar. 

: We cut 1907, when a wandering lynx, looking in the wrong direction for the 
among the farms of 

promised land, ended his career, im Dane County» 

: We cut 1906, when the first state forester took office, ant fires burned 

. 17,000 acres in these sand counties; we cut 1905 when a great flight of goshawks 

° came out of the North and ate up the local grouse (they no doubt perched in this 3 

| tree to eat some of mine), Me out 19023, a winter of bitter cold: 1901, which 

: brought the most intense drouth of record (rainfall only 17 inches); 1900, a 

centennial year of hope, of prayer, md the usual annual ring of good oak. 

: Rest! eries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 5 

. 3 * * : 

: Now our saw bites into the 1690's, called gay by those whose eyes turn 

cityward rather than landward, We cut 1899, when the last passenger pigeon 

; collided with a charge of shot near Babcock, two counties to the north; we



Fe 

sf cut 1898 when a dry fall, followel by a snowless winter, froze the soil seven 

feet deep and killed the apple trees; 1897, another drouth year, when another 

«forestry commission came into being; 1896, when 25,000 ‘prairie chickens” were 

Y shipved to mrket from the village of Spooner alone; 1895, another year of 

' fires; 1894, another drouth year, and 1893, the year of “The Bluebird Storm", 

when a March blizzard reduced the migrating bluebirds to near-zero. (the 

_ first bluebirds always alight in this oak, tat in the middle nineties it met 

have gone without.) We out 1892, another year of fires; 1891, a low in the : 

grouse cycle, and 1890, the year of the Babcock Milk Tester, which enabled 

| Governor Het to boast, half a century later, that Wisconsin 1s Anerica's 

; Dairyland. ‘The moter licensé3 which now parade that boast were then not 

’ foreseen, even by Professor Babcock. ee) 

' It was likewise in 1890 that the largest pine rafts in history slipped i 

: down the Wisconsin River in full view of my oak, to build an empire of red 

barns for the cows of the prairie states. Thus it is that good pine now 

stands between the cow and the blizzard, just as good oak stands between the 

P blizzard and me. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we rause for breath. ge 

F * » * 

Now our saw bites into the 1880's; into 1889, a drouth year in which Aybor 3 

Day was first proclaimed; into 1887, when Wisconsin appointed its first game : 

; wardens; into 1886, when the College of Agriculture held its first, short course 

for farmers; into 1885, preceded by a winter “of unprecedented length and 

severity"; into 1883, when Dean W. H. Henry reported that the spring flowers at 

q Madison bloomed 13 days later than average; into 1882, the year when Lake Mendota 

j opened a month late following the historic "Big Snow" and bitter cold of 1881-2. 

It was likewise in 1881 that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society debated the 

| question “how do you account for the second growth of black oak timber that has ps 

sprung up all over the country in the last thirty years?" My oak was one of
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» | these. One debater claimed spontaneous generation, another claimed regurgitation we 

' of acorns by southbound pigeons. 

; Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. : 

. + * * 

E Now our saw bites the 1970's, the decate of Wisconsin's carousal in wheat. 

Monday morning came in 1879, when chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and sofl-exhaustion 

finally convinced Wisconsin farmers that they could not compete with the virgin 4 

prairies further wost in the game of wheating land to deathe I suspect that this : 

farm played its share in thie game, and that the sandblow just north of my oak en 

had its origin in over-wheating. : 2 SRN 

This aame year of 1879 saw the first planting of carp in Wisconsin, and ; 

also the first arrival of quack-grass as a stowaway from Hurope. On October 27, 

‘1879, six migrating prairie chickens prched on the rooftree of the German : 

_ Methodist Church in Madison, and took a look at the growing citys On November 8, 

: the markets at Madison were reported SF tihee with dueke at 10 cents each. : 

; In 1878 a deer iunter from Sank Rapids, remarked prophetieally “the hunters s 

 - omise to outnumber the deer". ; Le ae 

: On September 10, 1877 two brothers, shooting Muskego lake, bagged 210 blue 3 

F winged teal in one days ; ek 2 

; In 1876 came the wettest year of record; the rainfall piled up 50 inches. : 

E Prairie chickens declined, perhaps due to hard rains. 

: In 1875 four hunters killed 153 prairie chickens at York Prairie, one 

: county to the eastward. In the same year the US Fish Commission planted Atlantic 

F salmon in Devil's Lake, 10 miles south of my oake 

’ In 1874 the first factory-make barbed wire was stapled to oak trees} I hope 

: no such artifacts are buried in the oak now under saw} 

: In 1873 one Chicago firm received and marketed 25,000 prairie chickens. 

' : The Chicago trade collectively bought 600,000 at $3.25 per dozen.
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4 In 1872 the last wild Wisconsin turkey was kh 10d, two counties: to the . - : 

‘ southwest. : ; a 

It 18 appropriate that the decade ending the pioneer carousal in soak 

4 should likewise have enfed the pioneer carousal in pigeon blood. One hundred and : F 

k thirty six million pigeons are estimated to have souted.: rs 1871, within a fifty- - 

j mile triangle spreading northwestward from my oak, and some may have nested in it, oe 

| for it was thon e thrifty sapling twenty fect tell, Pigeon imnters by scores oh 

| vided thetr trade with met and gun, elub ant salt-11ck, ani treinloads of pro- : 

F spective pigeon pie moved southward and eastward devant the cities. It was the a 

last big nesting in Wiseonsin, and nearly the last iu any state. 

; This same year 1871 brought other evidence of the march of empires the a 

| Peshtigo Fire, which é¢leared a couple of counties of trees and soil, and the Oa Eee 

Chicago Pire, said to have started from the protesting kick of a cow. = 

q In 1870 the meadow mice had already staged their march of empire; they ate. 

‘ up the young orchards of the young state, and then died. ‘hey did not eat my “ 

| oak, whose bark was already teo tough and thick for mee. : ; 

S It was likewise in 1670, market gunner boasted, in the puarienn Sportsman, a . 

E of killing 6,000 ducks 4n one season near Chicagoe 

: Rest! ories the chief sawyer, and we pause for breaths 

k ‘ *. s ‘ 

; Our saw now ents the 1860's, when thousands died to settle the question: is the 

| man-nan community lightly to be dismembered? hey settled tt, but they aia not 

: see, nor do we yet see, that the same question applies to the man-land communi ty. : 

: Thia decade was not without its gropings toward the larger issue. In 1867 a 

; Increase A. Lapham indueed the State lorticulturel Soctety to offer prises for 

: forest clantations. In 1666 the last native Wisconsin elk was killed. In 1865, © 

; the pith-year 2f our oak which the saw now severs, ohn Muir offered to buy from 

: his brother, who then owned the home farm thirty miles east of my oak, a sane= 

tuary for the wildflowers that had gladdened his youth. His brother declined to
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i vert with the land, but he could not suppress the idea; 1865 still stands in 

} Wisconsin history a2 the birth-year of mercy for things natural, whl, and frees 

F We have now cut the core. Our saw now reverses ite orientation in history; 

| wo cut backward across the years, and outward toward the far side of the stump. 

4 At last there is a tremor in the great trunk; the saw-kerf suddenly widens} the | 

saw is quickly polled as the sawyers spring backward to safety; all hands cry ae 

| Mmberty; my oak leans, groans, and crashes with earth-shaking thunier, to lie 

prostrate across the emigrant road whieh gave it birth. 

4 * * * e 

q Now comes the job of making wood, ‘The maul rings on steel wedges as the - = 

sections of trunk are up~ended one by one, only to fall apart in fragrant slabs a 

¢ ] to be corded by the roadside, . as 

: There is an allegory for historians in the diverse functions of saw, wedge, ; 

: and axes : , 

: ‘ The saw works only across the years, which it must deal with one by one, : : 

; in sequence. rom each year the raker~teeth pull little chips of fact, which See 

| accumlate in little piles, called sawdust by woodsnen and srchives by histor= 

; fans; both judge ei carnseen of what lies within by the character of the 

( samples thus made visible without. It is not until the transect is completed 03 

| that the tree fells, and the stump yields a collective view of a century. 2y i 

Fits fall the tree attests the unity of the hodge-podge called history, 

: The wedge, on the other hand, works only in radial splitss much a split : i 

: yields a collective view of <ll’the years at once, or no view at all, depend~ 

4 ing on the skill with which the plane of the split is chos@ae (If in doubt, 

i F let the section season for a year until a crack develops. Many a hastily- i : 

F coiyeiaentan lies rusting in the woods, imbedded in unsplittable ‘q@ross~arain.) ’
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The axe functions only at an angle diagonal to the ESE this only oa 

| for the perizheral rings of the recent past. “Its special funetion 4s to lop Gs : 

: limbs, for which both sew and wedge are useless, 4 

: The threes tools are requisite to gord oak, ani to good history. 

j ._ * & ; 

j These things I ponder as the kettle sings, and the good oak burns to red 3 

; coals on white ashes. Those ashes, come spring oI wil) return to the orchard : i z 

| at the foot of the sandhiil, ‘They will come back to me again, pevhaps as red 

; apples, or perhaps as a spirit of enterprise in some fat Oatever squirrel, who, 

: for reasons unimown to himself, is bent on planting acorns. iad 

BS ae 

q ; 

4 : 

i:
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Aldo Leopold 7 

One gmallow does not make a sumer, but one skein of geese, clécving the cm a 

mrk of a March thew, te the pring. oe 

A gapdinal, whistling spring too thaw but later finding hinself mistaken, e 

can retrieve his error by resuming his winter dime: A chipmunk, omerging rae 

| for a sunbath but finding = Viseerd, has only to go bask to ded. Bat a ee 

| migrating goose, staking two hundred miles of black night on the chance of finding a 

a hole in the lake, has no easy chance for retreat. His arvivel carries the con ak 

j vietion of a prophet who has burned his bridges. 

A March morning is only as drab as he who walke in it without a glance och 

skyward, ear cocked for geese, I once imew an educated lady, banded by Phi . 

| eta Kappa, whe told me that she had never heard or seen the goose that twice a — | 

; year proelaim the revolving seasons to her well-tasdlated reof, Is education : 

; possibly a process of trading awarencas for things of lesser worth? The goose 28, 

E who tradee his is soon s pile of feathees. = 

A » Bg * 3 

The geese that proclein the seasons to our farm are aware of many things, 

; including the Wisconsin statutes. ‘the den tiwand: Novenber flocks pou cterue 

| high and haughty, with seareely @ honk of recognition for their favorite sand- = 

| bars and sloughs, "As a crow fides ts aplisesd peupared: vith hott undeviating 

; aim at the nearest big lake twenty miles to the south; where. they loaf by CT | 

© on broad waters, and filch com by night from the freshly-out stubtles. November a 

j geese are aware that overy marsh and pond bristles from dawn til] dark with : 

. hopeful guns. ~ : , 

; March geese are a different story. Although they have been shot at most 

_ of the winter, as attested by their buckshot-battered pinions, they know that 4 

; the spring truce is now in effect. They wind the oxbows of the river, cutting :
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low over the now gunlcss points and islands, and gabbling to each sand bar a8 

to a long+lost friend. ‘They weave low over the marshes and meadows, greeting 

cash newly-nelted puddle and pool. Finally, after a few pro-form eirclings 

of our marsh, they set wing and glide silontly to the pond, black landing-gears 

| lowered and ramps white against the far hill. Onee touching water, our newly~ 

 avrived guests set up a honicing and splashing that shakes the last thought of 

winter out of the brittle cattaile, Our goese are home again! : 

: It is at this moment of each year that I wish I were a muskrat, oye-deep 

| in the marsh, 

| j * * * 

: Onee the first geese are 4n, they honk a clamorous invitation to eagh 

 nigrating fleck, and in a few days the marsh is full of them. We measure the 

' amplitude of our spring by two yardeticke: the number of pines planted, and 

_ the munber of geese that stop. Our record is G2 geese counted ta on April 11, : 

: 1946. 

: AS in fall, our spring geese mike daily trips to corn, tut these are no 

: surreptitious sneakings-out by night; the flocks move noisily to and from corn 

| stubbles through the day. Zach departure is preceded by loud gustatory debate, 

and each return by an even louder one. ‘The returning flocks, once thoroughly 

: at home, omit their pro«forma circlings of the marsh; they tumble out of the 

F sky like maple leaves, side-slipping right and left to loge altitude, feet 

' spraddled toward the shouts of wetcone S<lew, I suppose the ensuing gabble 

- deale with the merits of the day's dinner. They are now eating the waste 

: corn which the snow-blanket has protected over winter from cor-seeking crows, 

; cottontails, mecdow mige, and pheasants. : ; 

It is a conspicuous fact that the corn stubbles seleoted by geet for feeding 

. are usually those o¢cupying former prairies. No man knows whether this bies for
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prairie corn reflect some superior mtritional value, or some ancestral tradition 

' tranamitted from generation to generation singe the prairie days. Perhaps it 

reflects the simpler fact that prairie cornfields tend to be lange. If I could 

understand the tnderous debates that progede and follow these daily excursions 
i to corn, I might soon learn the reason for tho prairie-bies. But ! cannot, and 

| 1am well content that 1t should romain a mystery. "hot a dull world if we : 

4 lmew all about geese! , 

P * a * : = 

; In thus watching the @aily routine of a spring goose convention, one a 

notiees the prevalence of singles - lone geese that do mah flying about and 

mich talking. One is apt to impute a disconsolate tone to their honkings, and 

| to Jum to the conclusion that they are broken-hearted widowers or nothers 

| hunting lost ohtidren. The seasoned ornithologist knows, however, that such! 

ecbJocbine interpretation of Mot WaeviNd Gk tte. Tie ee ‘ 

: open mind on the question, : 

j Finally the a¢cumlated flock counts of half a degen years cast some un- 

: expected light on the meaning of lene nek It was found by mathematical : 

q analysis that flecks of six or mitiples of six were far more frequent than — 

chance alone would dictate. In other words, goose flocks are families, or s 

3 acgregations of families, and lone geese in spring are probably just what our 

| fond imaginings hed firet suggested: they ore bereaved survivors of the winter's 

| shooting, searching 4n vain for theiy iin. low I am free to grieve with and 
_ for the lone honkers! 

E It 1s not often that cold-potato mthematies thus confirms the sentimental 

| pronptiings of the bird-lover. 
E * ag * 

9 Oy April nights when it has Solus warm enough to sit outdoors, we love 

: to Listen to the proceedings of tho convention in the marsh. There are long
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periods of silence when one hears only the winnowing of snipe, the hoot of « 

_  - @dgtant owl, or the nasal clueking of some amorous coot. ‘Then, of & sudden, 

a strident honk resounds, and in an instant pandemonium echoes, ‘There is a ; 

beating of pinions on water, a rushing of dark prows prepelled by churning 

| paddles, and a general shouting by the onlookers of a vehement controversy. : 

Finally some deep honkor has his Inst word, and the noise subsides to that half~ ; 

audible small-talk which seldom ceages among geese. Once again, I would I wore 

a mokrat! wee ee 

; By the tine the pasques are in full bleom our goose-convention dwindles, : : = 

and before May our marsh is once ngain a nere grassy wetness, enlivened only 

_ dy redwings and rails. : 7 

E 8 “S 

§ It 19 an drony of history that the grent powers should have discovered the : 

unity of nations at Cairo in 1943, The geese of the world have had that notion > 

for & longer tine, ond gach March they stake thele Lives on Ate essential truth, 
In the beginning there was only the unity of the Ice Shest. Then followed 

| the unity of the March thaw, and the northward hegira of the intemattonal — 
| goose. vary larch ince the Pleistocene the geese have honied unity from a) 

China Sea to Siberian Steppe, from Muphrates to Volga, from Mile to. Murmansk, E 

: from Lincolnshire to Spitzbergon. very Karch einee the Pleistocene, the ‘ " 

q geese have honked unity from Currituck to Labrador, Metamuskest to Ungava, oc a 

| Horseshoe Lake to Hudson's Bay, Avery Iskand to Daffiin Land, Panhandle to - 

| Mackenzie, Sa¢ramento to Yukon. Someons at Cairo mst have head their honkings. 

E By this international commerce of geese, the waste corn of Illinois is y 
| carried through the elouds to the Arctic tundges, there to cambine with the - 

: Waste sunlight of a nightless dune to grow goslings for all the lands between. : 

: And in this anmal barter of food for light, and winter warmth for summer 

| Solitude, the whole continent receives, as net profit, a wild poon dropped 
7 from the murky ales upon the mds of March. % =
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: By Septeaber, the day breaks with little help from birds. A song sparrow am 7 

| way give a eingle half-hearted song, a wooteock muy twitter overhead en route a 

to his daytime thicket, a barre’ owl my terainate the night's anguseat with om t 

; last wavering call, mat fow other birds have anything to say or sing aboute | 

It 4s on some, tut not all, of these misty autuan deybreaks that one may : < 

' hear the chorus of the quatle ‘The silence ie suddenly brolven by a dozen contralto 4 

| voleea, no longer able to restrain their praise of the day to coma. After a n 

| ~%ptef minute or two, the music closes as mddenly as 1t begane ee 

ee 88 o 

; There 19 a peculiar virtue in the mete of elusive birds. Songetera : : 

that oing from top-siost boughs are easily seen ant as easily forgotten; they se : 

| have the madtoerity of the obvious. That one roweubers is the tuvistble heratt ‘ 

| twh paring silver chords from impenetrable shaiows; the soaring crane traupet- _ 

| fag from behind a cloudy the prairte chteken booming from the mists of nowhere; the 1 

quails Aye Marta im the Imah of dawn, No naturalist has ever seen the choral act, =~ 

for the covey is still on ite invisible roost in the grass, ant any attempt to io] 

| aprroach automatieally induses s! lene. ae 

; . & * (teria, ‘a 

: In June it is comletely predictable that tho robin will give voice whan wt 

| the ight intensity reuches 0,01 candle-power, ami that the bedlaa of other oe 

4 singers will follow in predictabvle sequence. In satu, on the other hand, the 

; robin 4a silent, and it is quite ungredictable whether the covey-chorus will i 

| ocr at alle Tho disappointment I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps : 

| shows that things hoped-for have a higher value than things comet. ‘he hope ie 

: of hearing quail fe wrth half a dozen risings~in-the-dark. 

a 
* * * 

‘
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My farm always has one or more coveys in autum, but the daybreak choras 

«4g usually @ietant. I think this is becmse the coveys prefer to roost as far 

as possible from the dog, whose interest, in quail is even more ardent than my 

om. One October dawn, however, as I sat sipping coffee by the outdoor fire, a - 

chorus burst into song hardly a stone's throw away, ‘They had roosted unter a 

| white pine copse, possibly to stay dry duping the heavy dews. 

te felt honored by this daybreak hymn sung almost at our doorstep. Some~ 

| how the blue antumal needles on those pines became thenceforth bluer, ani the & 

| red dewberry carpet redder. We have scores of pine copses, but this one is a 

| ati the Choral copse, os
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: HORMMORD | 

There are some who can Live without wild thines, and some who cannot, | 

| ‘hese esoays are the delights anf dilemnas of one who cannot. ; | 

: Wild things, Like winds and sunsets, were taken for granted until progress : 

| began to do away with them, Mow we face the question of thether a still higher 

‘ *otandard of Mving"” is worth ite cost in things mafiral, wild and free, Yor : 

F us of the minority, the oprortunity to eee geese is more important than tele~ 

| vistom, and the change to find a pusqne flower fo a right as inalienable as 

free speech, 

‘ These wild things, I admit, had little hwaan value until mechanization ae 

: assured us of a good breakfast, and until solence disclosed the drama of where = 

| they eome from, and how they live, ‘the whole conflict time botls down to o 

7 question of degree. We of the minority ove o law of diminishing returns in 

P rrogress; our ommonenta do not, 

F “ee ® 

One must make shift with things as they are, ‘These essays are my shifts, Ne 

They are grouped in three parts, | bate ian 

? Part 1 tells vhat ay fautly sees ant doce at ite wesk-ent refuge from 

| too moh modernity: “the shack", On this aand fara, firet worn out and then 4 

abandoned by our bigaermand-better society, we try to reluild, with shovel 

ant axe, what we are losing elsewhere, It 19 hare that wo soe = and stilt 8 

: find =~ our meat from God, ‘ ; 

‘ Those shag sketches are arranged acasonally as a “Sauk County Almanaa". 

a ss * & %
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Part Il, “Sketches Sere and There", reaomts some of the episodes in uy 

life that taught me, gradually and sometimes painfully, that the company is . 

oat of atep. ‘hese epicodes, seattered over the continent and through forty oe 

: years of tine, present a fair sample of the issues which bear the collective — 

) labels conservation, 5 fs : 

Part III, “the Upshot", sete forth, in more logical tems, som of the 
ideas hereby wb Gloneahgra exbituation ur diesenhi ‘Only Sle Wey seglelie. 

: reader will wish to wrestle with these philosophies) essays. I suprose it may ; 

be aid that they tell the comany how it my got back in step, : 

: oa? : ; 2 

Conservation is getting nowhere because it te incompatible with our Be 

Abrahamic concept of lend, ‘ie abuse land beceuse we regard it as a commodity — - as 

: belonging to ua. When we see lant as a commntiy to which we belong, wa may degén 2 

E hegin to use 18 with love ani respect, ‘Tiere is 0 other way for land to'mr- 

: vive the ixpagt of mechanized met, nor for us to feup fre tt the Cothetie a 

 hapvest 4¢ te capable, unter ssfenne, of contritmting to culture. - 

4 hot land is a comamity is the baste concept of ecology, but that land as 

i 4a to be loved aml respected is an exteasion of ethics, That land yields a 

I qultural horvest 4s 2 fact long lawm, tut laterly often forgotten, si 

E These assays attespt to weld these three concepts. me 

: ough a view of land amipsople is, of aourse, subject to the blurs and | 

, distortions of personal desing anal and perdonal bias, But wherever the truth 

F may fe, thie mish is crystal-clear our bigcersant=better society is now : 

; like a hypochontrine, so obsessed with its om economic health as to have ; 

:
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Jost the capselty to remain healthy, the whole world 1s so greedy for mre = 

bathtubs thet 4t has lost the stability necoseary to build them, ovevento 88 
insert the cork, lothing could be more salutary at this stage then a little = 
healthy contempt for a plethora of material blessings, = 

Perhaps such a shi¢t of values can be achieved by reapyraiging thinge == os 

| unnatural, tame, and confined in terms of things natural, wild, and free, =. . 

: Madison, Wisconsin cy
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2 ae 
By September, the day breaks with little help from birds. A song sparrow a 3 

Z z 2853 alee eee 
may give a single half-hearted song, a woodcock may twitter overhead en route ee 

pee 

to his daytime thicket, a barred owl may terminate the night's argument with me. 

last wavering call, but totes birds have anything to say or sing about. 
ae 

j It is on some, but not all, of these misty autumn daybreaks that one my ae ae 

hear the chorus of thequail. The silence is suddenly broken by a dozen contralto : 

voices, no longer able to restrain their praise of the day to come.' Aftera a. 

brief minute or two, the msic closes as suddenly as it began. ie i 

\ * * * : ; ' ieee 

: a 
There is a peculiar virtue in the msic of elusive birds. Songsters . i. 

that sing from topmost boughs are easily seen and as easily forgotten; ae ae 

os = fc 
they have the mediocrity of the obvious. What one remembers is the invisible (eS 

: oe 
hermit thrush pouring silver chords from impenetrable shadows; the soaring crane ie 

trumpeting from behind a cloud; the prairie chicken booming from the mists @ a 
Sues A ae 

nowhere; the quail's Ave Maria in the hush of dawn. No naturalist has ever of ee 

. geen the choral act, for the covey is still on its invisible roost in the grass, ae 

and any attempt to approach automatically induces silence. : Se 

+ * & ee 

In June it is completely predictable that the robin will give voice when aes 

the light intensity reaches 0.01 candle-power, and that the bedlam of other aes 

singers will follow in predictable sequence. In autumn, on the other hand, nf oo. 

the robin is silent, and it is quite unpredictable whether the covey-choms will — 

occur at-all. ‘The disappointment I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps : a ae 
: Sn aie 

shows that things hoped-for have a higher value than things assured. The hope DOS 
¥ . 5 Se a 3 

of hearing quail is worth half a dozen risings-in -the-dark. s a 

ee ew ; : a 
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_ _ My farm always has one or more coveys in eutum, but the daybreak chorus is “ 

e th. e aoe Bee A ee see Se ee 
 — usually distant. I think this is because the coveys prefer to roost as far an 
3 ae Se Ne ee eee ; 5 peices : Fo Bees a3 Ug lok yy Se ig pee 
3 possible from the dog, whose interest, in quail is even more ardent than my = 

9 own. One October dawn, however, as I sat sipping coffee by the outdoor fire, a 

Ey chorus burst into song hardly a stone's throw away. ‘They had roosted under a = 

x white pine copse, possibly to stay dry during the heavy dews. — = oe : 

ae ; : aes : 3 eee ; ce gga eee i @ We felt honored by this daybreak hymn sung almost at our doorstep. Some- Fe 

| how the blue autumnal needles on those pines became thenceforth bluer, and the oe = 

is red dewberry carpit redder. We have scores of pine copses, but this one ig | : 

ag BC a 
& still the Choral Copse. Le a ee ee 

ie ‘ aed aoe : = 82 
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AVE MARIA . ee 

—_— a ae a 
After—Lhave—heard the daybreak chorus of a quail €oveyx4 always, wonder ae 

what is the difference between ordinary and extraonglabry choral msic. I save ‘ : 

never—quiie solved_theorohlem—enaad am sure only Of this: that hearing i once ny 

is worth half-a-dozen risings in the dark? 3 
. 

A chorus that gives voice because it ¥$ told to, or because the listener ‘ 

has turned a button, imparts at least afloubt about how deeply the singers : 

feel their mysic. There is no such géubt about the spontaneous outburst of an 4 

awakening covey, completely unawayé of being listened to. | 

A chorus that mst outsing/a score of competing noises can hardly be as 

impressive as one that breakg’ the silence of an October dawn, and that lapses, a 

after a brief minute or tyO, into a silence equally profound. At that season a 

@ song sparrow may si a single half-hearted song before the quail give voice; fi 

a woodcock may twitigr overhead en route to his daytime thicket; a barred owl ‘ 

may terminate the Aight's argument with one last wavering call, but few other 4 

birds have wife to say or sing about. The bedlam ef=ttmts to be heard at | 

daybreak in June has, by its very disappearance through the summer, set the 

stage for the October chorus of the quail. The silence of the night, changing 

slowly tg! the silence of a misty daybreak, is broken suddenly by the throaty ; 

contrayio voices of a dozen bh haa, no longer able to restrain their praises -- i 

of wiaat “I 
; ; It is this ambiguity of motive and meaning that still puzzles me. The ‘ 

jhotive of summer song in all birds is obviously amorous, but here is en ecstasy Ore 

j over something nameless, known only to quail. What is it? Can I deduce a Y 

meaning from the music alone? Could I, lacking language, deduce from the music a 

alone the meaning of Bach's Ave Maria? Perhaps the answer is that in both cases ‘ i 

the meaning rises far above the words, and that both bespeal the same rapture . 

a
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over something-to-come; the same triumph of dawn over night. i 

.. eee 

In June it is completely predictable that the robin will five voice when the 

light intensity reaches 0.010 candle-power, and that the cogk quail will whistle 

vobwhite a few minutes later at about 0.015. In Octobder,/on the other hand, the 

robin is silent, and it is quite unpredictable whether/the covey-chorus will 

occur at all. The disappointment that I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps 

shows that something hoped for has a higher velue/than something assured. 

There is a peculiar virtue in music that efianates from elusive birds. 

Songsters that sing from topmost boughs are gasily seen and as easily forgotten; 

no matter how melodious, they have the mefAocrity of the obvious. What one re- 

members is the invisible hermit thrush pouring silver chords from impenetrable : 

shadows; the sandhill crane trumpeting from behind a cloua; the prairie chicken 

booming from the mists of nowhere: /ine quail covey so easily heard calling, : / 

but so difficult to see fering, /ta summer it is a daily privilege to see a | 

cock bobwhiting from a fenaugayt. but few naturalists have ever seen an October ' 

covesueners | for it occurs a the ground, at the roosting spot, and any attemot 

to approach it axtonaticaldy induces silence. What we kmow about the choral act 

is therefore based enbiobiy on audition and inference. I have heard a chorus 

emanate from a copse of seedling white pines, and an hour later flushed the 

covey from the same copse. fHvidently it had waited for the dew to dry before 

starting its search for breakfast. 

Somehow the blue needles on those vines became thenceforth bluer, and the 

red dewberry carpet redder, for weeks to follow. I have scores of pine copses, 

but this one is still the Choral Copse.
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— By. ALDO LEOPOLD epear Se oa Bee e 
Pop gM eters a 

(The following story about the Flambeau river by Prof. Leopold of the university appeared eee an PN Neate : ers ONE 
2 the magazine, American Forests, publication of the American Forestry Association—ZHditor.) les ee s, Be yee aes 

ba ec eae Mi i eee a 
People who have never canoed a wild “nearly as good as the Flambeau.” When bee Nee er tin 1 ee ce 

river, or Who have done so only with a I finally launched my own canoe in this eck slg pis EAS tae 
- |mide in the stern, are apt-to-assume-that legendary stream, I found it up to expec- dne is the danger 5 ee 

novelty,-plus-healthful-exercise, account for tations in all respects save one: it is fast Hse eee ete gee sir Bare 
ie value--of—the- trip: I-thought~-so -too, losing its wildness. New cottages, resorts, ther that ‘heat See i 

—Jjntil I met the two college boys on the and highway bridges are chopping up the - a a Aare 7s ae ae i 
‘VFlambeau. wild stretches into shorter and shorter tae Pah Se a 

oc segments. “FgS NG Ag ove 
_—} Supper dishes washed, we sat on the To run down the Flambeau today is to ig: pa ee eee 
+ Wink watching a buck dunking for water- be mentally whip-sawed between alternat- t G ei i ee 

slants on the far shore. Soon the buck ing impressions. No sooner have you built eferably where ae es 
+ Jnised his head, cocked his ears upstream, up the mental illusion of being in the wilds hs te eas Nees are 

d then bounded for cover. than you sight a boat-landing, and soon fs Yeyeans ie a ey \ 
Around the bend now came the cause you are coasting past some cottager’s é SS RL ence phat 

___}of his alarm: two boys in a canoe. Spying peonies. § Hey AAS a ok cee re “a 

us, they edged in to pass the time of day. Safely past the peonies, a buck bounding on. the andirons, Bee $ 
“What time is it?” was their first ques- up the bank helps restore the wilderness | Sar Ce A ae Net 2 Ogee 

__Ttin. They explained that their watches flavor, and the next rapids finishes the job. | 4 ec while & ioe ee > 
jad run down, and for the first time in But staring at you beside the pool below is PLS WAALS) “Ea ee 
heir lives there was no clock, whistle, or a synthetic log-cabin, complete with com- | etd Paice pes peas 

___}niio to set watches by. For two days they position roof, “Bide A Wee” signboard, and lit, hauled,and 
had lived by “sun-time,” and were getting rustic pergola for afternoon bridge. ‘ m pit Pe 3 sae i, eee 

athrill out of it. No servant brought them If the banks of the Flambeau consisted bess eta: eee 
___Jneals: they got their meat out of the river, entirely of private land, there would be } will ‘remember Cy a ae 

ot went without. No traffic cop whistled no help for these encroachments, but the | EMCI Shc ea er 
them off the hidden rock in the next rapids. fact is that years ago some far-sighted — ail denied to Po . 
No friendly roof kept them dry when they officer of the Wisconsin Conservation De- re Sates tian oO aie : 

: misguessed the weather. No guide showed partment had a vision of perpetual woods, | | |e He pees enka oe os 
thm which camping spots offered a night- and began buying. Today the best sector — Ua a ee OS ae ae 
Img breeze, and which a nightlong misery of the river is a state forest, in which the gut i 3 aes ee 
of mosquitoes; which firewood made clean state already owns sixty-three per cent of _ ibe eeae Sig ea eae a aa 
vals, and which only smoke. the land. The encroaching cottages and re- sib TRodansting ei ee FO pe 
Before our young adventurers pushed off sorts are all on the residue of private hold- * [ARCS need Seo aR AUST a aaa 

downstream, we learned that both were ings which the State has not yet acquired. | bank of the old a. E 
slated for the Army upon the conclusion The job then, is to persuade the State Con- . fers Wage Gene ag fe rege tes 
of their trip. Now the motif was clear: servation Commission that these encroach- | Fla Nags ae eens RO a ae 

is trip was their last taste of freedom, ments should be bought out, that a wild © I measured upon 
n interlude between two regimentations: river is worth keeping wild, especially | sinc rEence ayia i 

the campus and the barracks. The ele- when it is the last one in the state. ff Sp lege gota. le ee el 
mental simplicities of wilderness travel = = a owth rings » hence i 
were thrills, not only because of their nov- The first mental hurdle is one of scale. e Se Pee e TOUR Ny ECDs 
ely, but because they represented complete One is apt to assume that the acreage of ring of wood in ~ pase 
freedom to make mistakes. The wilderness a public wilderness area must be measured F e sa a Ses sie 18 
gave them their first taste of those rewards in six figures before it has any value, fer fe 3 oo Se Se 
ad penalties for wise and foolish acts wilderness-reereation. This is true of pack- OF: present 3 so oe ee ; 
which every woodsman faces daily, but horse country, but it is not true of canoe Ne gf Sea 
ainst which civilization has built a thou- country. A wild strip on each bank, wide pea (ee oe 
sand buffers. These boys were “on their. “enough to exclude the bawling of cows and t a decade or nore Sen 

own” in this particular sense. the honk of motors, is quite sufficient to ( Siig ASS oie 
Perhaps every youth needs an occasional give the illusion of wild space, especially llowing summer. ~- ae +e 

Wilderness trip, in order to-learn the mean- when the river does its own bawling and Nee ASO ee 
ing-of this particular. freedom. honking at each rapid. The deer, eagles, yea EA we ee 

tee ravens, and whisky-jacks which inhabit the oduct either of 
When I was a small boy, a=weeds~eom- Flambeau help build up the effect, and at Bee ee ae 2 é 

pan my father’§ used to describe all night there is at least an off chance of | os ete Soginias Sa a 
ice camps, fishing waters, and woods as hearing a wolf howl; Wisconsin’s last pack nt dotanist will woe Soe 

: DG So Re Secor 
: fia he aye 

purve humps every. oad 
| \ | : i Cee 

* ee eee Rise tay acete psc eee 

ten years, each hump originating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. (Ths le 

is a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by this very process of perpetual ae : 
* ‘ * HENS Sho eae 

battle, within and among species, achieves collective immortality.) ;— Te ses: Ae ig 
| i 4 tA ae aa 

: : : yen i ei, Lea OS Anas oo es es ea 
of sab Stieg OT tar 2 SAA os a ae ae Oem 

; i Siete Mamata CA Se ASI Sa I Ce, 9 ath lite Ga
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travels a wide circuit including the upper of any one spot. |Most down-fiver parties | : ; ae t 

Flambeau. ‘outfit at threa, stafting-points. It | ; ee 
A second mental hurdle is the preva- \would be feasible to insiSt that each party’ ae a 

soy jnce of slashings. Most-of—the-Flambeau carry a bucket to dou es and a shovel * ok 
* | jorest_was_cut-over-before-the-state-could to bury all refuse, a amp down on | : sam 
‘ J quire_the_land:—Virgin—timber~is™re- hhose_who_negle o-use—them | sh ue 
' | suicted—to—a -few -streamside strips; and. lambeau wildlife is of a character to j s Lem 
+ | yattered—bloecks--of—state-owned—seetions. please both tyro and expert. The river is i! 
+ | iow can we have a wild area consisting famous for its muskellunge and bass; it . pa i‘ 

* FT nostly of cutovers? also contains sturgeon. We saw: fifty-two Tae 
; The answer, which will be understood by deer in the river during a day and a half me is the danger ie 

+ |} most canoemen, but perhaps by few others, afloatp the—strong—deer-line—on—all_white oie 
| is that lumbering, when not followed by cedars,and_the heavy nipping-of-mountain ther that heat iiss 

“J J joo much fire, hurts the recreational qual- maple,—dogwood,_and—pine_seedlings_sug- ‘ ih 
*** J ity of a waterway much less than cottages, gests—_that—there—are—too—many—deer—for’ ° Y aie 

ysorts, and motors, and for a much shorter _ theiv-ewn-good;-and-that-an-increase-in-the» se 
time. In fact the old scars of lumbering, remnant~of-wolves-would-be-salutary-to-alL : ; Ke 
if not too universal, often add interest to eoneerned. Mergansers, black ducks, and referably where ? ies 
,canoe route. Why did the early loggers wood ducks hatch along the river. There an 

lave this bank of logs to rot on the land- are still ospreys and bald eagles. The most ’ 

ing? (Legend tells of a drouth year when southerly Wisconsin outpost of ravens is VEN 
the river was too low to carry the usual found here. Beavers are scarce because CR 
fodder to its hungry mills.) Why did the there is little aspen, but muskrats thrive ‘eis 

lave this giant i at Ch close & on the fave abundant mussels, and minks on the andirons, “te 
amination usually reveals that the trunk thrive on the muskrats. . 
is forked, or has a catface, or contains The Flambeau’s real thrill for the more ins while a Es 
heart-rot.) Thus ticoe rs the sign” of old experienced naturalist arises from the pos- wns : 
loggings is part of the fun of a down-river sible existence of a remnant of marten in ) 
BD ee Seas one of the blocks of uncut timber. The last split, hauled,and Mis 
A third mental hurdle is the seeming| known martin skin came out of the Flam- | iin 
comflict between wilderness and sonst. beau in 1900. The species has been con- will remember é 
On a'gtate forest the foresters quité prop-| sidered exterminated, not only from this i$ 

jaly wish to harvest mature timber by se- region, but from the state. In 1940, how- ee 
jective logging, and they fear that a wild-| ever, a Seer 1 denied to fe 
emess area along the river will interfere | dermist—and_ nat ralist reports \seeing a } le 
vith their doing. so. The anger is plainly / live marten, ‘and a reliable local trapper ~ | 4 y 

. written in those Sections of the Flambeau| saw tracks: in the same locality during the | * 
where a streamside ‘strip’ of uncut timber | same winter. He-alse—saw—tracks—in—an-  ~ Ny 

}has already been reserved. A few hundred| other locality sixyears ago. If martens ; 
feet of untouched ep on each Gant still live on the Senay ue creation of ier 
backed by a few miles of selective logging,| a wild area is justified on these groun Sips 
provides a very“ realistic impression a alonep the-recreational and forestry-values |bank of the old } 
wilderness along the river beth hard- mey—be-regarded—as-“velvet”. | 

wood logs of/the Flambeau, being unfloat-/ Paul Bunyan was too busy a man to | Nii 
} able, must/go out uphill instead of down;) think about posterity, but if he had been Ee measured upon saith 

a circumstance which makes it entirely} asked to reserve a spot for posterity to Rahs 
practicable to utilize the mature timber| see what the north woods looked like, he fom rings, hence ma 

, | id4t the same time to keep roads off the/ likely would have chosen the Flambeau, for SRE 
O | hahks, oe ; vv exelighteno on, Here the cream of the white pine grew on k £ * uy 
> Olle insidious danger to public forests is “the same acres with the cream of the sugar s ring of wood in ¥ 

} the notion that in order to control camp ‘maple, yellow birch and hemlock. This rich 4 ‘ Se 
@ | ‘mitation and campfires, a chain of camp  intermixture of pine and hardwoods was ty of present : 
@ | ‘ites must be embellished with toilets, fire- and is uncommon, The Flambeau pines, | ea 
ri jj tiaces, rustic tables, and trimmings. I growing on a hardweed soil richer than | ; 
$j } vould as soon dig ditches in a dress suit pines were ordinarily able to occupy, were b a decade or more : ‘ 
y oe bedeck the Flambeau. If the Flam- so large and valuable, and so close to a | : ‘ * 

eau were a swampy stream with only a ood log-driving stream, that they were cut a 
lfew good camp-sites, heavy public use oes early day, as evidenced by the de- bllowing summer. 
might soon foul them and leave no choice, cayed condition of their giant stumps. Only | 
but the Flambeau is in fact a highland defective pines were spared, but there are foduct either of 
ver with dozens of good camp sites for enough of these alive today to punctuate | 
‘very mile of riverbank; campers can dis- the skyline of the Flambeau with many a } % 
Perse widely, and thus avoid the over-use green monument to bygone days. bnt botanist will 

burve humps every 

ten years, each hump originating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. (It 

is a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by this very process of perpetual ; 

| battle, within and among species, achieves collective immortality. ) 

i 
t
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Ge ep $e The hardwood logging came much later; chases the state has gradually consolid 
in fact, the last big hardwood company its riverbank holdings. All that the Fla 
“pulled steel” on its last logging railroad beau Forest now“needs is the completion 

SS within the decade. All that remains of that these cons0lidations and the permanen 
: company today is a “land-office” in its dedication of the riverbanks to canoé-trj 

a ghost-town, selling off its cutovers to hope- _retreation. ie 
ee Se Z ful settlers. Thus died an epoch in Ameri- The cottage and resort,ifterests cap 

ean history: the epoch of cut out and get hardly complain of their~proposed excly 
i out. sion from the banks of the Flambeau, fy 

Se ee nba oe pe = Like a coyote rummaging in the offal of cottages and resorts have already pre. 
: a deserted camp, the present economy of empted all the4ékes and all the other river 

the Flambeau subsists on the leavings of of the staté Be 

2 a ne eae its own past. “Gypo” pulpwood cutters The aéarest wild canoe-country dedicates 

nome, ground fhe Slashings forthe 08. a be hep au wilderness i n the Su 
main logging. A portable sawmill crew eae ae bd it : 

ae s ; dredges the riverbed for sunken “dead- 19 rivers com: aan to Flambeal a 
: heads,” many of which drowned during the ;, covered Sih ‘ el ; s pine, not hardwood, forest 

hell-for-leather log-drives of the glory days. Moreover, it is top-far away to be #eaum 

ee : Rows of these mud-stained corpses are seached by impécunious Wisconig vont 
drawn up on shore at the mill; all are in who, like the“two boys on the Flambeau, 

fe perfect condition, and some have great feel ‘the ‘ge to paddle their own, to prove 
value, for no such pine comes out of the that théy can stand the test of complet 
woods today. Post and pole cutters strip frscon eo ae 
the swamps of white cedar; the deer fol- = eats ra Be : 

ae = low them around and strip the felled tops Bak ie 
: ; of foliage. Wisconsin is at this“moment experienc. } 

é So complete are all these scavengings ing a political cat-and-dog fight over rc 
ae = on—privete—lends that when the cottager number of conservation issues; one of them ; 

builds a log cabin, he uses imitation logs is the Flambeau State Forest. Politic: 
é sawed out of slabpiles in Idaho or Oregon, controve is supposed to uncoyer the 

— and hauled to the Wisconsin woods in a facts, “So the people may judge?” The con 
freight car. The proverbial coals to New-  troyersy in this case has uncovered eyery- : 
castle seem a mild irony compared with ing but the facts. It deals ad infinitum ; 

—- — this. 7) with complex mae methods, ways-an¢: 
] On_the state 1. » which, as al, ady \, means, but never-Wwith simple ends. The 
pointed out, constitute sixty-three pér cent .‘ people have not been told the simple, un 3 

+ of the Flabmeay forest, another story pre- smbiguous, inescapable fact that the Flam- 
F vails. Perhaps ‘a tenth of thesé lands are beau is Wisconsin’s last chance top reser : 

covered with virgin timber; ae a natural river; that the Flambeau State i 
solid block of 3,800 acres held by the State Foret oautatie the last seetor of the rive! 
Land Commission—one of the largest still in semi-wild condition; that the acqui ] 

blo left in the’state. The consists sition of the Forest~is already two-thirds ‘ 
of utover sections on many/Of which the completed; that is now or never, and} 

% mpany was’ induced toAeave an uncut here or now! , that Wisconsin may“pr : 
strip alo: e river as a@condition of later serve a ple northwoods river,and the } 
purchases by the state./By a series of pur- life goes with it. a eS 
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Pe ce eee eee 

ted (cas e Roce ee ee erence ee re Be aaa ee au w ere pe ne eee 

eee wy re i ae SUE gle Ree it oep reap ones [EN oy ee d 

ee <i  palde beoponde eee SOS 
an ‘ % j Deere rs SF 

. i ' : ; : Bees ics eee 

a Pas eas (a 
re | _ there sre two spiritual dangers in not owning a cate ‘One is the danger 

i ace cal : j a Tic 
4 of supposing that breakfast comes from the grocery, and the other that heat . 

a pore : Ok en Oe | 
Ne | comes from the furnace. aie ge 

it : oR $ Se Uh ea 
a _° fo avoid the first danger, one should plant @ garden, preferably where —  . 

a So te sa 
‘ ; there is no grocer to confuse the issue. HERE Bone Lear ae. a 

ve “ eee ‘ i : fn 
te To avoid the second, one should lay a split of good oak on the andirons, es aa 

a preferably where there is no furnace, and let it warm one's shins whilea = ae : 

7 Tey blizzard tosses the trees outside. If one has cut, split, hauledand 

: piled ones own good oak, and let ones mind work the while, one will remember as 

¥ : oe ae {gre 2 aes ops ae 

i mach about where the heat comes from, and with a wealth of detail denied to ie 

hi Pah : : oS 
. those who spend the weekend in town astride a radiator. i : Ce aie oe 

1 eis ; ao 

er : ‘ oe : Me Vier Es Sei Ac ae aa 
: The particular oak now aglow on my andirons grew on the bank of the old — ie 

‘ ‘ ‘ < _ enk i i ae 

: . : ‘ ak Le Shy haa 

a é emigrant road where it climbs the sandhill. ‘The stump, which I measured upon ee 

he : : aE i 

felling the tree, has a diameter of 30 inches. It shows 80 growth rings, hence — a 

the seedling from which it originated mst have laid its first ring of wood in — i 
; . , ; ae tS , mn Ge 

1865, at the end of the Civil War. But I imow from the history of present . oe . 

1 seedlings that no oak grows above the reach of rabbits without a decade or more — a 

} of getting girdled-each winter, and re-sprouting during the following summer. a 

Indeed, it is all too clear that every surviving oak is the product either of a 
as 05 Sa 

rabbit-negligence, or of rabbit-scarcity. Some day some patient botanist will Pe 

draw a frequency-curve of oak birth-years, and show that the curve humps BYETY:: = Ce 

ten years, each hump originating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. C6 5855 om 

3 
is a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by this very process of perpetual - ae 

: i ‘ ae 
battle, within and among species, achieves collective imnortality.) . ; oe : 

4 i wth Shee eae 
7 : 3 ) : Oy . ahs Lae y 

shi ST Aas ae 
a oe (oe 

ase y at A) faa Re ee EO er



ag Tenens : ate ie! pee ae re am ENG Rute TE A MEAS GEE yatta oe ne 

EM I 
 . pea Hos : meee eRe ey See i eae ie 

It is likely, then, that a low in rabbits occurred in the middle sixties, ee 
f ; eA Fa ae 

when my oak began to lay on annual rings, but that the acorn which produced it — eee 

fell during the precegding decade, when the covered wagons were still passing = 99 = i 
i ‘ ‘5 2 ee 

f 7 Sega ee 

over my road into the Great Northwest. Indeed it may have been the wash and en ae S i ; ee 

_wear of the emigrant traffic which bared this roadbank, and thus enabled this ay Aa ae 

: \ Care : eee 

particular acorn to spread its first leaves to the sun. Only one acorn ina — ae ca 
4 gf tee oe 

: z ype 2 SE Se ena 

thousand ever grew large enough to fight rabbits; the rest were drowned at ae 

birth in the prairie sea, : : a 

It is a warming thought that this one wasn't, and thus lived to garner % oo 

eighty years of June sun. It is this sunlight, garnered these eighty summers, ee 

¥ E © ee a 
; f es Acasa 

that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to a oe 

eae: : 3 : 3 : ¢ - oh 

: warm my shack and my spirit through oightyeusts of blizzard. And with each. ae . 

gust a wisp of smoke from my chimney bears witness, to whomsoever it may ee a. 

concern, that the sun did not shine in vain. | : “ = 

, ee eS : Balt Age a0 a 

My dog does not care where heat comes from, but he cares ardently that 
: oe eae 

é a My 3 “oe 

‘ it come, and soon. Indeed he considers my ability to make it come as something ~ ae 

i magical for whén I rise in the cold black pre-dawn and kneel shivering by the i 

: hearth making a fire, he siahor oan between me and the kindling splits I have a 

laid on the ashes, and I mst touch a match to them by poking it between his legs. — i 

: : Ss : i : : ae 

- Such faith, I suppose, is the kind that moves mountains. — oy ie 

seo) 
: ae 

i 5 aoe oe i ee 

| : ae 
It was a bolt of. lightning that put an end to woodmaking by this particular — SS 

oak. We were all wx awakened, one night in July, by the thunderous crash; we : a 

: : es sh 

: realized that the bolt mst have hit nearby, but since it had not hit us, we aS : oa 

all went back to sleep. Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this 

is notably true of lightning. s eee aH a i 

Bee SS i Se coals PAS eS ate Casa TT it Ale Ga a eg a
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Next morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoificing with the cone- es ye 

flowers and the prairie clovers over their fresh accession of rain, we came ee 

‘ . iis 4 eg ae 

upon a great slab of bark freshly torn from the trunk of the roadside oak. The hea 

: trunk showed a long spiral scar of barkless sapwood, a foot wide and not yet tea a if 

5 ae 
yellowed by the sun. By next day the leaves had wilted, and we knew that the 2 ae 

q_~—silightning had bequeathed tos three cords of prospective fuelwood. Caen a 
‘ j : Par 

: We mourned the’ loss of the old tree, but it was’a waming thought thata a 

dozen of its progeny, standing straight and stalwart on the sands, had already arias 
he Bn ie 

taken over its job of wood-making. : j ae 
: a 

f 5 a 

We let. the dead veteran season for a year in the sun it could no longer use, a 
; : 2a 

¥ } oo 

and then on a crisp winter's day we laid a newly-filed saw to its bastioned — oa ek 

base. Fragrant little chips of history spewed from the sawcut, and accumlated a 
; 7 ieee ‘ ae 
on the snow before éach kneeling sawyer. We sensed that these two piles of * ee. 

: f em 
sawdust were something more than wood; that they. were the integrated transect * a 

: of a century; that our saw was biting its way, stroke by stroke, decade by decade, . 
a 

into the chronology of a life-time, written in concentric annual rings af good ee 

_ oalk. : a 
ie 

a ete Palen a 

It took only a dozen pulls of the saw to transect the few Years of our : a oS 

ownership, during which we had learned to love and cherish this farm. Abruptly . : e 

j we- began toput the years of our predecessor the bootlegger, who hated this . 

a 
, farm, skinned it of residual fertility, burned its farmhouse, threw it back — oe 

1 into the lap of the county (with delinquent taxes to poot), and then disappeared 7 
oe 

among the landless anonymities of the Great Depression. Yet the oak had laid ‘ 3 
an eae 

; down good wood for him; his sawdust was as fragrant, as sound, and as pink as a 

i Se 
an our own. An oak is no respecter of persons. : : 

: The reigh of the bootlegger ended sometime during the dustbowl drouth of : S 

iy 1936, 1934, 1933 and 1930; oak smoke, from his still and peak smoke from burning a 

4 a ’ ‘ Mes. x rn Se tae Siva sone Pit ic a ane oe ae hes tice a oa ticles aa
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marshlands mst have clouded the sun in those years, and alphabetical conserva-- “ 

tion was abroad in the land, but the sawdust shows no change. ‘ 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. o 

* * & ‘ % : 

Now our saw bites into the 1920's, the Babbitian decade when everything . i 

grew bigger and better in heedlessness and arrogance -—-- until 1929, when banks f ' “ 

crumpled. If the oak heard them fall, its wood gives no sign. Nor did it 4 

heed the legislature's several protestations of love for trees: a National Ee: 

h Forest iat a forest crop tae in 1927, a great refuge on the Upper Mississippi | ; 

bottomlands in 1924, and a new ‘forest policy in 1921. Neither did it notice the ; ; 

demise of the state's last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of its first aeeieg, 4 

in 1923. ; 

In March, 1922, the "Big Sleet" tore the neighboring elms limb from limb, % 

but there is no sign of damage to our tree. What is a ton of ice, more or less, : 

to a good oak? : 

‘Rest! cries the chief sawyer, al we pause for breath. 

* * * ‘ : 

Now the saw bites into 1910-1920, the decade of the Drainage Dream, when ag 

steam shovels sucked dry the marshes of central Wisconsin to make farms, and : ; 

made ash-heaps instead. Our marsh escaped, not because of any caution or for- 

bearance among engineers, but because the river floods it each April, and did so Pe 

with a vengeance - perhaps a defensive vengeance - in the years 1913-16. The oak 

laid on wood just the same, even in 1915 when the Supreme Court abolished the 

state forests, and Governor Phillip pontificated that "state forestry is not a . 

good business proposition." (It did not occur to the Governor that there might 

be more than one definition of an is good, and even of what is business. It : : 

aid not occur to him that while the courts were writing one definition of goodness : 

on lawbooks, fires were writing quite another one on the face of the land, Per- 

a. haps, to be a governor, one mst be free from doubt on such matters)». ) ; sae



; ee Be ie : 

While forestry receded during this decade, game conservation advanced. In & 

4 1916 pheasants became successfully established in Waukesha County; in 1915 a a 

feleral law prohibited eine shooting; in 1913 a state game farm was started; : q 

in 1912 a "buck law" protected female deer; in 1911 an epidemic of refuges J 

spread over the state. "Refuge" became a holy word, but the oak took no heed. < 4 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. : ; 

* * * 4 

1 Now we cut 1910, when a great university president published a book on : 3 

conservation, a great sawfly epidemic killed millions of tamaracks, a great : 

drouth burned the pineries, and a great dredge drained Horicon Marsh. ; : 

We cut 1909, when smelt were first planted in the Great Lakes, and when : 

a wet summer induced the Legislature to cut the forest fire appropriations. a 

We cut 1908, a dmy year whan the forests burned fiercely, and Wisconsin ae 4 

parted with its last cougar. ae — 

We cut 1907, when a wandering lynx, looking in the wrong direction for the 

promised land, ended his career in Dane County. ‘ : 

We cut 1906, when the first state forester took office, and fires burned 3 ; 

17,000 acres in these sand counties; we cut 1905 when a great flight of goshawks : 

came out of the North and ate up the local grouse(they ho doubt perched in this 

| tree to eat some of mine). We cut 1902-3, a winter of bitter cold; 1901, which : 

brought the most intense drouth of record (rainfall only 17 inches); 1900, a : 

centennial year of hope, of prayer, and the usual annual ring of good oak. 

' Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * : 

Now our saw bites into the 1890's, called gay by those whose eyes turn 

cityward rather than landward. We cut 1899, when the last passenger pigeon 

collided with a charge of shot near Babcock, two counties to the north; 1896;



; es 

’ cut 1398 when a dry fall, followed by a snowless winter, froze the soil seven 

| feet deep and killed the apple trees; 1897, another drouth year, when another ce 

forestry commission came into being; 1896, when 25,000 "prairie chickens" were 

shipped to market from the villege of Spooner alone; 1895,another year of 

ny fires; 1894, another drouth year, and 1893, the year of "The Bluebird Storm", ; 

ey 4 when a March blizzard reduced the migrating bluebirds to near-zero. (The : 

first bluebirds always alight in this oak, but in the middle nineties it mst : 

have gone without.) Weg cut 1892, snother year of fires; 1891, a low in the 

| grouse cycle, and 1890, the year of the Babcocic Milk Tester, wea enabled : 

; Governor Heil to boast, half a dedtces later, that Wisconsin is America's : : , 

a Dairyland. The motor licenses which now parade that Dpoast were then not : 

forseen, even by Professor Babcock. 

j It was likewise in 1390 that the largest pine refts in history slipped ; 

down the Wisconsin River in full view of my oak, to build an empire of red 

z barns for the cows of the prairie states. This it is that good. pine now : 

. ' gtands between the cow and the blizzard, just a good oak stands between the 7 

blizzard and me. : 

. Rest! ceries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

$ * = * 

; Now our saw bites into the 1880's; into 1889, a drouth year in which Arbor k 

Day was first proclaimed; into 1887, when Wisconsin appointed its first game 

wardens; into 1886, shea the College of Agriculture held its first short course 

for farmers; into 1885, precegded by a winter "of unprecedented length and S 

severity"; into 1883, when Dean ¥. H. Henry reported that the spring flowers at 

Madison bloomed 13 days later than average; into 1882, the year when Lake Mendota 

opened a month late following the historic "Big Snow" and bitter cold of 1881-2. 

It was likewise in 1881 that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society debated the 

question “how do you aécount for the second growth of black oak timber that has 

a sprung up all over the country in the last thirty years?" My oak was one of
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a these. One debater claimed spontaneous generation, another claimed regurgitation pe 

of acorns by southbound pigeons. a 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. a 

* & * e 

Now our saw bites the 1870's, the decade of Wisconsin's carousal in wheat. . 

| Monday morning came in 1879, when chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and soil-exhyastion a 

finally convinced Wisconsin farmers that they could not compete with the virgin = 

prairies further west in the game of wheating land to death. I suspect that this i . 

: farm played its share in this game, and tliat the sandblow just north of my oak 

had its origin in over-wheating. ee a 

This same year of 1879 saw the first planting of carp in Wisconsin, and a 

also the first arrival of quack-grass as a stowaway from Europe. On October 27, 

1879, six migrating prairie chickens perched on the rooftree of the German 

Methodist Church in Madison, and took a look at the growing city. On November &, : | 

the markets at Madison were reported as glutted winlinans at 10 cents each. * 

In 1878 a deer hunter from Sauk Rapids remarked prophetically "the hunters = 

promise to outnumber the dass 

- On September 10, 1877 two brothers, shooting Muskego Lale, bagged 210 blue i 

winged teal in one day. : | 

In 1876 came the wettest year of record; the rainfall piled up 50 inches. 

Prairie chickens declined, perhaps due to hard rains. i: 

In 1875 four hunters killed 153 prairie chickens at York Prairie, one : 

; county to the eastward. In the same year the US Fish Commission planted Atlantic 

salmon in Devil's Lake, 10 miles south of ny oak. ce 

In 1874 the first factory-made barbed wire was stapled to oak trees; I hope 

no such artifacts are buried in the oak now under saw! : 

In 1873 one Chicago firm received and mrieted 25,000 prairie chickens. 

The Chicago trade collectively bought 600)000 at $3.25 per @ozen. : i 

ps In 1872 the last wild Wisconsin turkey was killed, two counties to the :



southwest. e E an 

It is appropriate that the decade ending the pioneer carousal in wheat a 

should likewise have ended the pioneer carousal in pigeon blood. sinned and a 

thirty six million pigeons are estimated to have neated, in 1871, within a fifty- - 

mile triangle spreading northwestward from my oak, and some may have nested in it, : e 

for it was then a thrifty sapling twenty feet tall. Pigeon hunters by scores a 2 

plied their trade with net and gun, club and salt-lick, and trainloads of pro= ; ' . 

spective pigeon pie moved southward and eastward toward the cities. : It was the a \ _ 

last big nesting in Wisconsin, and nearly the last in any state. i * | 

This same year 1871 brought other evidence of the march of empire: the 4 

Peshtigo Fire, which cleared a couple of counties of trees and soil, and the . a 

Chicago Fire, said to have started from the protesting kick of a cow. o q 

In 1870 the meadow mice had aleeady staged their march of empire; they ate a 

up the young orchards of the young state, and then died. They did not eat my . 

oak, whose bark was already too tough and thick for mice. 2 

It was likewise in 1870 a market gunner boasted, in the Americen Sportsman, 7 

of killing 6,000 ducks in one season near Chicago. : ‘ 2 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. : 

re ee 

Our saw now cuts the 1860's, when thousands died tdeottie the question: is : ' 

man-man commnity lightly to be d2enenderedt They settled it, but they did not : 

see, nor do we yet see, that the same question applies to the man-land community. ae 

This decade was not without its gropings toward the larger issue. In 1867 oo 

Increase A. Lapham induced the State Horticultural Society to offer prizes for : : 

forest plantations. In 1866 the last native Wisconsin elk was killed. In 1865, 

the pith-year of our oak which the saw now severs, John Muir offered to buy from i 

his brother, who then owned the home farm thirty miles east of my oak, a sanc- ' 

| tuary for the wildflowers that had gladdened his youth. His brother declined to
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part with the land, but he could not suppress the idea; 1865 still stands in : 

q Wisconsin history as the birth-year of mercy for things natural, wild, and free. 

oe We have now cut the core. Our saw now reverses its orientation in history; ! 

: we cut backward across the years, and outward toward the far side of the stump. enh : 

At last there is a tremor in the great trunk; the saw-kerf suddenly widens; a 

3 the saw is quickly pulled as the sawyers spring backward to safety; all hands : 

ery Timber!; my oak leans, groans, and crashes with earth-shaking thunger, g 

to lie prostrate across the emigrant road which gave it birth. : : 

* * * — 

Now comes the job of making wood. The maul rings on steel wedges as the 5 

sections of trunk are up-ended one by one, only to fall apzrt in fragrant slabs i 

to be corded by the roadside. | 

There is an allegory for historians in the diverse functions of saw, wedge, 

and axe. 

The saw works only across the years, which it mst deal with one by one, 

in sequence. From each year the raker-teeth pull little chips of fact, which 

accumulate in little piles, called sawdust by woodsmen and archives by historians; 

both judge the character of what lies within by the character of the samples thus . \ 

made visible without. It is not until the transect is completed that the tree : 

falls, and the stump yields a collective view of a se By its fall the tree 

attests the unity of the hodge-podge called history. 

/ The wedge, on the other hand, works only in radial splits. Such a split ( 

yields a collective view - all the years at once, or no view at all, depending ; 

on the skill with which the plane of the split is chosen. (If in doubt, at let 

the section season for a year until a crack develops. Many a hastily-driven : 

wedge lies rusting in the woods, imbedded in unsplittable @ross-grain. ) 

The axe functions only at an angle diagonal to the years, and this only for 

the peripheral rings of the recent past. Its special Pansei en is to lop limbs, 

; for which both saw and wedge are useless. ;
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There are tw spiritual dangers in failing to own 2 farme One is the danger 
Y : ; Pee 

‘of supposing that breakfast originates at the grogery, and the other is the danger 
7 ; : , ga ie 

of supposing that heot originates in the furnace. ; ; a z Si 

. We avoid the first danger, one sould plant a garden, preferably where there ae 

; 2% avoid the second, one ahead lay a split of good oak on the andirons, a. 

preferably in » sheck where there is no furnace nor even a stove, and let it a 

warm one's shins while a February blizzard tosses the trees outside, : ie 

If you have out, split, hauled and piled your own good oak and let your oo 

mind work the while, you will sense clearly just where the heat emes from, and 
with a wealth of detail denied to those who spend the weelkend in town astride a a 

radiate, = a 

\ a ree ae 7 

‘The particular oak now aglow grew on the beni of the old emigrant read 

where it climbs the senthill, ‘he stump, whieh I measured upon felling the trea, = 

‘has @ @lemeter of 30 inches, It shows 60 growth rings, hence the seodling from = 

which 1¢ originated mst have laid its first ring of wod in 1866, at the endof 

the Civil iar, But I know from the history of present seedlings that no oak grows = 

| above the reach of rabidts without a deaale or ore of getting girtied each winter, 

and re-sprouting during the t>llowing swmer, Indeed, 4t is all too clear that = 

every surviving oak 4s the product either of rabbit-noglience, or of rabbite 4 

| S@arcity., Sone day nore pationt botanist will draw a frequency-curve of onl: -* 
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| from & low in the 10 year rabbit cycle, It ig a worming thought that a m4 nad 

Pe oH ct hgh aan ey a ‘ ‘ oH ae i I Pe Ea Os 
a” flora, by this very procese of perpetual bts battle, aaket achieves eollecti\ wine 

i -. It da likely, then, that a low in rabvite occured in the middie sixtios, ‘ = 

“| my ools began to lay on annual rings, tut 46 is also Iikely that the acorn whi ws 
ao | : hie ae t ; Sil pe eae tee One Se oueag 

-. produced it fell during the predeeding decade, when the covered wagons ware atfJ2 — 

S passing over my raai into the Great Northwest. Indee? it my have doen the wadh ae 

i - and wear of the ouigrant traffic which baret this readbank, ond thus enabled this — 

| parttoular acom to sprout its first leaves to the an, Only one oom An oi Bima 

a sand ever grew lorge enough to fight rabbits; the reat vere drowned ot birth in : 

: the prairie sea, It 1s a warming thought that this ome wasn't, and thus lived | o ‘ 
speretant: Bee Hs J PE 

Bi ‘garner eighty years of dune mn, It is this mniight, Grrnered “eer 

a sussrs,. that 12 nov being rolensed, throwgh the intervention of ay ame and Gam | 

“| to warm wy shack ax! my xme spirit throwh eighty mets of biased, Awiepem 
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“Next morning, as wo strolled over the sandhill, vejoieing with the cone: lowe 
( i 

ant the prairie clovers over their fresh acceaston of rain, we came upon a great 

ae 5 aN a 
_ @piral s@ar of Darkless sapwood, a foot wide and yak not yet yellowed by the | any 

By next mornin; the leaves had wilted, and we mew the Ughtrming mut bad 

o ' oa Eee 
bequeathed to us three cords of prospective fuel wood, We murned the loss of the 

014 tree, but it was » warming thought that a doven of its progeny, stenting 

straight and stalwert on the surrounting savis, had already speot#d up their Job 

of wodenaking. : : ele Davee ee 23 

a a | Me Int the dead tree season for « year in the gun 1 could no longer come 
vert into wood, and then on a ertsp winters day we laid the newlyfiled saw 2 

its bastioned base, Yragrant little chips of history spewed from the savéut, and 

-—— peoumilated on the mow before each Imecling suwyer, Ye sensed that these two 4 

tmgrated transect of a century; that our saw wae Diting ite way, atroke by a : Be 

| egade by decade, into the chronology of a long 1ife-tine, written in eoneentria = 

| Samal rings of good onl, " oa 

fe : oe ‘ wie ; ‘ ~ a 

se 

It took onty dozen gumt yulle of the saw to transest the few years of = 

‘our omershty, during which we hot learned to love and cherish thie form = 

| —_Avmuptiy we began to out the omership of our predegessor the bootlegcer, who a 

| hated ‘this’ fama, who skinned 4% of reatdual fertility, burned ite faruhouse, ant 

then threw it bad: into the lap of the eaunty (with delinquent taxes to boot), = 

ant @aappeare’ wong the luniless monymities of the Great Dopresion, = 
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—_ | Now for the 1920's, the “abbitian decade vhen everything grew digger ant t | 
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hee _ FOREWORD a 

There are some who can live without wild things, and some who cannot. a 

; oa 
These essays are the delights and dilemmas of one who cannot. a 

Wild things, like winds and sunsets, were taken for granted until progress a 

began to do away with them. Now we face the question of whether a still higher ae 

"standard of living" is worth its cost in things natural, wild, and free. For a 
cst 

us of the minority, the opportunity to see geese is more important than tele- 28) 

vision, and the chance to find a pasque flower is a right as inalienable as oa 

free speech, a 

These wild things, I admit, hed little human value until mechanization : 

assured us of a good breakfast, and until science disclosed the drama of where a 

they come from, end how they live. The whole conflict thus boils down to a " 

question of degree. We of the minority see a law of diminishing returns in : i 

progress; our opponents do not. x id 

Pr a 

One must make shift with things as they are. ‘These essays are my shifts. ae 
‘4 

\ They are grouped in three parts. oe 

Part I tells what my family sees and does at its week-end refuge from e 

too much modernity: "the shack". On this sand farm, first worn out and then a 
| w 

abandoned by our bigzer-and-better society, we try to rebuild, with shovel ; Age 

and axe, what we are losing elsewhere. It is here that we seek -- and still an 

find -- our meat from God. : s 

These shack sketches are arranged seasonally as a "Sauk County Almanac", y 
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Part II, "Sketches Here and There", recounts some of the episodes in my 

life that taught me, gradually and sometimes painfully, that the company is 

out of step. These episodes, scattered over the continent and through forty 

years of time, present a fair sample of the issues which bear the collective 

label: conservation. 

Part III, "The Upshot", sets forth, in more logical terms, some of the 

ideas whereby we dissenters rationalize our dissent. Only the very sympathetic 

reader will wish to wrestle with these philosophical essays. I suppose it may 4 

be said that they tell the company how it may get back in step. | 

* * o# | 

Conservation is getting nowhere because it is incompatible with our 

Abrahamic concept of land, We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity 

belonging to us. When we see land as a community to which we belong, we may | 

begin to use it with love and respect. There is no other way for land to s | 

survive the impact of mechanized man, nor for us to reap from it the esthetic | 

harvest it is capable, under science, of contributing to culture. | 

That land is a community is the basic concept of ecology, but that land , 

is to be loved and respected is an extension of ethics. That land yields a 

cultural harvest is a fact long known, but laterly often forgotten, 7 

These essays attempt to weld these three concepts. : 

Such a view of land and veople is, of course, subject to the blurs and 

distortions of personal experience and personal bias. But wherever the truth may 

lie, this much is crystal-clear: our bigger-and-better society is now like a 

hypochondriac, so obsessed with its own economic health as to have lost the
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capacity to remain healthy. ‘The whole world is so greedy for more bathtubs 

7 that it has lost the stability necessary to build them, or even to insert the 

cork. Nothing could be more salutary at this stage than a little healthy 

contempt for a plethora of material blessings. 

Perhaps such a shift of values can be achieved by reappraising things 

unnatural, tame, and confined in terms of things netural, wild, and free. 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

March 4, 1948
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PART I 

A SAUK COUNTY ALMANAC
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J GOOD OAK 

Atto-feopord. 

There are two spirituel dangers in not owning a farm. One is the danger | 

of supposing that breakfast cones from the grocery, and the other that heat 

comes from the furnace. | 

To avoid the first danger, one should plant a garden, preferably where 

there is no grocer to confuse the issue. | 

To avoid the second, one should lay a split of good oak on the andirons, | 

preferably where there is no furnace, and let it warm one's shins while a 

February blizzard tosses the trees outside. If one has cut, split, hauled and 

piled ones own good oak, and let ones mind work the while, one will remember 

much about where the heat comes from, and with a wealth of detail denied to 

those who spend the weekend in town astride a radiator. 

* * * 

The particular oak now aglow on my andirons grew on the bank of the old 

emigrant road where it climbs the sandhill. The stump, which I measured upon 

felling the tree, has a diameter of 30 inches. It shows 80 growth rings, hence 

the seedling from which it originated must have laid its first ring of wood in 

1865, at the end of the Civil War. But I imow from the history of present 

seedlings that no oak grows above the reach of rabbits without a decade or more 

of getting girdled each winter, and re-sprouting during the following summer. 

Indeed, it is all too clear that every surviving oak is the product either of 

rabbit-negligence, or of rabbit-scarcity. Some day some patient botanist will | 

draw a frequency-curve of oak birth-years, and show that the curve humps every | 

ten years, each hiimp originating from a low in the 10-year rabbit cycle. (It | 

is a warming thought that a fauna and flora, by this very process of perpetual | 

battle. within and among species, achieves collective immortality. ) 

|
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It is likely, then, that a low in rabbits occurred in the middle sixties, 

when my oak began to lay on annual rings, but that the acorn which produced it 

fell during the preceding decade, when the covered wagons were still passing 

over my road into the Great Northwest. Indeed It may have been the wash and 

wear of the emigrant traffic which bared this roadbank, and thus enabled this i 

particular acorn to spread its first leaves to the sun. Only one acorn ina 

thousand ever grew large enough to fight rabbits; the rest were drowned at 

birth in the prairie sea. 

It is a warming thought that this one wasn't, and thus lived to garner 

eighty years of June sun. It is this sunlight,gameredthese-cighty—sumers, 

that is now being released, through the intervention of my axe and saw, to 

warm my shack and my spirit through eighty gusts of blizzard. And with each 

gust a as of smoke from my chimney bears witness, to whomsoever it my 

concern, that the sun did not shine in vain. 

* * * 

My dog does not care where heat comes from, but he cares ardently that 

it come, and soon. Indeed he considers my ability to make it come as something 

megical for when I rise in the cold black pre-dawn and kneel shivering by the 

hearth mking a fire, he pushes himself blandly between me and the kindling 

splits I have laid on the genet, and I mst touch a mitch to them by poking it 

between his legs. Sy i sith. ceeien th oe that moves mountains. 

* * * 

It was a bolt of lightning that put an end to woodmaking by this particular 

oak. We were all awakened, one night in July, by the thunderous crash; we ‘ 

realized that the bolt mst have hit nearby, but since it had not hit us, we 

all went back to sleep. Man brings all things to the test of himself, and this 

is notably true of lightning.
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Next morning, as we strolled over the sandhill rejoicing with the cone- 

flowers and the prairie clovers over their fresh accession of rain, we came 

upon a great slab of bark freshly torn from the trunk of the roadside oak. The 

trunk showed a long spiral scar of barkless sapwood, a foot wide and not yet 

yellowed by the sun. By next day the leaves had wilted, and we kmew that the 

lightning had bequeathed to us three cords of prospective fuelwood. 

We mourned the loss of the old tree, but it was a warming thought that a 

dozen of its progeny, standing streight and stalwart on the sands, had already 

taken over its job of wood-making. 

We let the dead veteran season for a year in the sun it could no longer use, 

and then on a crisp winter's day we laid a newly-filed saw to its bastioned 

base. Fragrant little chips of history spewed from the sawcut, and accumulated 

on the snow before each kneeling sawyer. We sensed that these two piles of 

sawdust Were something more than wood; that they were the integrated transect 

of a century; that our saw was biting its way, stroke by stroke, decade by decade, 

into the chronology of a life-time, written in concentric annual rings of good 

oak. 

* * * 

It took only a dozen pulls of the saw to transect the few years of our 

ownership, during which we hed learned to love and cherish this farm. Abruptly 

we began to cut the years of our predecessor the bootlegger, ‘who hated this 

farm, skinned it of residual fertility, burned its farmhouse, threw it back 

into the lap of the County (with delinquent taxes to boot), and then disappeared 

among the landless anonymities of the Great Depression. Yet the oak had laid 

down good wood for him; his sawdust was as fragrant, as sound, and as pink as 

our own. An oak is no respecter of persons. 

The reign of the bootlegger ended sometime during the dustbowl drouth, of 

1936, 1934, 1933 and 1930; oak smoke from his still and peaf smoke from burning
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marshlands mst have clouded the sun in those years, and alphabetical conserva- 

tion was abroad in the land, but the sawdust shows no ch,nge. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

. o8 

Now our saw bites into the 1920's, the Babbitian decade when everything 

grew bigger and better in heedlessness and arrogance --- until 1929, when banks 

crumpled. If the oak heard them fall, its wood gives no sign. Nor did it 

heed the legislature's several protestations of love for trees: a National 

Forest and a forest crop law in 1927, a great refuge on the Upper Myssissippi 

pottomlands in 1924, and a new forest policy in 1921. Neither did it notice the 

demise of the state's last marten in 1925, nor the arrival of its first starling 

in 1923. 

In March, 1922, the "Big Sleet" tore the neighboring elms limb from limb, 

but there is no sign of damage to our tree. What is a ton of ice, more or less, 

to a good oak? 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * 

Now the saw bites into 1910-1920, the decade of the Drainage Dream, when 

steam shovels sucked dry the marshes of central Wisconsin to make farms, and 

made ash-heaps instead. Our marsh escaped, not because of any caution or for- 

bearance among engineers, but because the river floods it each April, and did so 

with a vengeance ~ perhaps a defensive vengeance - in the years 1913-16. The oak 

laid on wood just the same, even in 1915 when the Supreme Court abolished the 

state forests, and Governor Phillip pontificated that "state forestry is not a 

good business proposition." (It did not occur to the Governor that there might 

be more than one definition of what is good, and even of what is business. It 

did not occur to him that while the courts were writing one definition of goodness 

on lawbooks, fires were writing quite another one on the face of the lend. Per- 

haps, to be a governor, one must be free from doubt on such matters.)
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While forestry receded during this decade, game conservation advanced. In 

1916 pheasants became successfully established in Waukesha County; in 1915 a 

federal law prohibited spring shooting; in 1913 a state game farm was started; 

in 1912 a "buck law" protected female deer; in 1911 an epidemic of refuges 

spread over the state. "Refuge" became a holy word, but the oak took no heed. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

“ * * ae 

Now we cut 1910, when a great university president published a book on 

conservation, a great sawfly epidemic killed millions of tamaracks, a great 

drouth burned the pineries, and a great dredge drained Horicon Marsh. 

We cut 1909, when smelt were first planted in the Greet Lakes, and when 

a wet summer induced the Legislature to cut the forest fire appropriations. 

We cut 1908, a dry year when the forests burned fiercely, and Wisconsin 

parted with its last cougar. 

We cut 1907, when a wandering lynx, looking in the wrong direction for the 
lag he forms of 

promised jand, ended his career, in e County. 

We cut 1906,when the first state forester took office, and fires burned 

17,000 acres in these sand counties; we cut 1905 when a great flight of goshawks 

came out of the North and ate up the local grouse (they no doubt perched in this 

tree to eat some of mine). We cut 1902-3, a winter of bitter cold; 1901, which 

brought the most intense drouth of record (rainfall only 17 inches); 1900, a 

centennial year of hope, of prayer, and the usual anmal ring of good oak. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * 

Now our saw bites into the 1890's, called gay by those whose eyes turn 

cityward rather than landward. We cut 1899, when the last passenger pigeon Use 

collided with a charge of shot near Babcock, two counties to the north; we
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cut 1898 when a dry fall, followed by a snowless winter, froze the soil seven 

feet deep and killed the apple trees; 1897, another drouth year, when another 

forestry commission came into being; 1896, when 25,000 ‘prairie chickens’ were 

shipped to market from the village of Spooner alone; 1895,another year of 

fires; 1894, another drouth year, and 1893, the year of "The Bluebird Storm", 

when a March blizzard reduced the migrating bluebirds to near-zero. (The 

first bluebirds always alight in this oak, but in the middle nineties it mst 

have gone without.) We cut 1892, another year of fires; 1891, a low in the 

grouse cycle, and 1890, the year of the Babcock Milk Tester, which enabled 

Governor Heil to boast, half a century later, that Wisconsin is America's : 

Dairyland. The motor licenség which now parade that boast were then not 

foreseen, even by Professor Babcock. 

It was likewise in 1890 that the largest pine rafts in history slipped 

down the Wisconsin River in full view of my oak, to build an empire of red 

barns for the cows of the prairie states. Thus it is that good pine now 

stands between the cow and the blizzard, just as good oak stands between the 

blizzard and me. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * 

Now our saw bites into the 1880's; into 1889, a drouth year in which Arbor 

Day was first proclaimed; into 1887, when Wisconsin appointed its first game 

wardens; into 1886, when the College of Agriculture held its first short course 

for farmers; into 1885, preceded by a winter "of unprecedented length and 

severity"; into 1883, when Dean W. H. Henry reported that the spring flowers at 

Madison bloomed 13 days later than average; into 1882, the year when Lake Mendota 

opened a month late following the historic "Big Snow" and bitter cold of 1881-2. 

It was likewise in 1881 that the Wisconsin Agricultural Society debated the 

question "how do you account for the second growth of black oak timber that has 5 

sprung up all over the country in the last thirty years?" My oak was one of
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these. One debater claimed spontaneous generation, another claimed regurgitation 

of acorns by southbound pigeons. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. | 

* * * | 

Now our saw bites the 1870's, the decade of Wisconsin's carousal in wheat. | 

Monday morning came in 1879, when chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and soil-exhaustion | 

finally convinced Wisconsin farmers that they could not compete with the virgin | 

prairies further west in the game of wheating land to death. I suspect that this | 

farm played its share in this game, and that the sandblow just north of my oak | 

had its origin in over-wheating. | 

This same year of 1879 saw the first planting of carp in Wisconsin, and | 

also the first arrival of quack-grass as a stowaway from Hurope. On October 27, 

1879, six migrating prairie chickens perched on the rooftree of the German < | 

Methodist Church in Madison, and took a look at the growing city. On November 8, | 

the markets at Madison were reported te pinta with ducks at 10 cents each. | 

In 1878 a deer hunter from Sauk Rapids remarked prophetically "the hunters 

promist to outnumber the deer". 

On September 10, 1877 two brothers, shooting Muskego lake, bagged 210 blue 

winged teal in one day. | 

In 1876 came the wettest year of record; the rainfall piled up 50 inches. | 

Prairie chickens declined, perhaps due to hard rains. | 

In 1875 four hunters killed 153 prairie chickens at York Prairie, one 

county to the eastward. In the same year the US Fish Commission planted Atlantic | 

salmon in Devil's Lake, 10 miles south of my oak. 

. In 1874 the first factory-made barbed wire was stapled to oak trees; I hope : 

no such artifacts are buried in the oak now under saw! | 

In 1873 one Chicago firm received and marketed 25,000 prairie chickens. 

The Chicago trade collectively bought 600,000 at $3.25 per dozen. 

In 1872 the last wild Wisconsin turkey was killed, two counties to the | 

|
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southwest. 

It is appropriate that the decade ending the pioneer carousal in wheat 

should likewise have ended the pioneer carousal in pigeon blood. One hundred and 

thirty six million pigeons are estimated to have nested, in 1871, within a fifty- 

mile triangle spreading northwestward from my oak, and some may have nested in it, 

for it was then a thrifty sapling twenty feet tall. Pigeon hunters by scores 

plied their trade with net and gun, club and salt-lick, and trainloads of pro- 

spective pigeon pie moved southward and eastward toward the cities. It was the 

last big nesting in Wisconsin, and nearly the last in any state. 

This same year 1871 brought other evidence of the march of empire: the 

Peshtigo Fire, which cleared a couple of counties of trees and soil, and the 

Chicago Fire, said to have started from the protesting kick of a cow. 

In 1870 the meadow mice had already staged their march of empire; they ate 

up the young orchards of the young state, and then died. They did not eat my 

oak, whose bark was already too tough and thick for mice. 

It was likewise in 187G\'0 panies gunner boasted, in the American Sportsman, 

of killing 6,000 ducks in one season near Chicago. 

Rest! cries the chief sawyer, and we pause for breath. 

* * * ¥ 

Our saw now cuts the 1860's, when thousands died to settle the question: is the 

man-man commnity lightly to be dismembered? They settled it, but they did not 

see, nor do we yet see, that the same question applies to the man-land community. 

This decade was not without its gropings toward the larger issue. In 1867 

Increase A. Lapham induced the State Horticultural Society to offer prizes for 

forest plantations. In 1866 the last native Wisconsin elk was killed. In 1865, 

the pith-year of our oak which the saw now severs, John Muir offered to buy from 

his brother, who then owned the home:farm thirty miles east of my oak, a sanc- 

tuary for the wildflowers that had gladdened his youth. His brother declined to
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part with the land, but he could not suppress the idea; 1865 still stands in 

Wisconsin history as the birth-year of mercy for things natural, wild, and free. 

We have now cut the core. Oyr saw now reverses its orientation in history; 

we cut backward across the years, and outward toward the far side of the stump. 

At last there is a tremor in the great trunk; the saw-kerf suddenly widens; the 

saw is quickly pulled as the sawyers spring backward to safety; all hands cry 

Timber!; my oak leans, groans, and crashes with earth-shaking thunder, to lie 

prostrate across the emigrant road which gave it birthe 

eee 

Now comes the job of making wood. ‘The maul rings on steel wedges as the 

sections of trunk are up-ended one by one, only to fall apart in fragrant slabs 

to be corded by the roadside. 

There is an al legoryfor historians in the diverse functions of saw, wedge, 

and axée 

The saw works only across the years, which it must deal with one by one, 

in sequence. From each year the raker-teeth pull little chips of fact, which 

accumlate in little piles, called sawdust by woodsmen and archives by his- 

torians; both judge the character of what lies within by the character of the 

samples thus mde visible without. It is not until the transect is completed 

that the tree falls, and the stump yields a collective view of a century. By : 

its fall the tree attests the unity of the hodge-podge called history. 

The wedge, on the other hand, works only in radial splits; such a split 

yields a collective view of all the years at once, or no view at all, depend~ 

ing on the skill with which the plane of the split is chosen. (If in doubt, 

let the section season for a year until a crack develops. Many a hastily- 

driven wedge lies rusting in the woods, imbedded in unsplittable crss-grain.)
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The axe functions only at an angle diagonal to the years, and this only 

for the peripheral rings of the recent past. Its special function is to lop 

limbs, for which both saw and wedge are useless. 

; The three tools are requisite to good oak, and to good history. 

ee ae 

These things I ponder as the kettle sings, and the good oak burns to red 

coals on white ashes. ‘Those ashes, come spring I will return to the orchard 

at the foot of the sandhill. ‘They will come back to me again, perhaps as red 

apples, or perhaps as a spirit of enterprise in some fat October squirrel, who, 

for reasons unknown to himself, is bent on planting acorns.
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Pee | THE GEESE RETURN 

One swallow does not make a summer, but one skein of geese, cleaving the 

mark of a March thaw, is the spring. 

A cardinal, whistling spring to a thaw but later finding himself mistaken, 

cen retrieve his error by resuming his winter silence. A chipmunk, emerging 

for a sunbath but finding a blizzard, has only to go back to bed. But a migrating 

goose, staking two hundred miles of black night on the chance of finding a hole 

in the lake, has no easy chance for retreat. His arrival carries the convic- 

tion of a prophet who has burned his bridges. 

A March morning is only as drab as he who walks in it without a glance 

skyward, ear cocked for geese. I once knew an educated lady, banded by Phi 

Beta Kappa, who told me that she had never heard or seen the geese that twice a 

year proclaim the revolving seasons to her well-insulated roof. Is education 

possibly a process of trading awareness for things of lesser worth? The goose 

who trades his is soon a pile of feathers. 

ee 

The geese that proclaim the seasons to our farm are aware of many things, 

including the Wisconsin statutes. The southbound November flocks pass over us 

high and haughty, with scarcely a honk of recognition for their favorite sand- 

bars and sloughs. "As a crow flies" is crooked compared with their undeviating 

aim at the nearest big lake twenty miles to the south; where they loaf by day 

on broad waters, and filchkorn by night from the freshly-cut stubbles. November 

geese are aware that every marsh and pond bristles from dawn till dark with 

hopeful guns. 

March geese are , different story. Although they have been shot at most 

of the winter, as attested by their buckshot-battered pinions, they know that 

the spring truce is now in effect. They wind the oxbows of the river, cutting
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low over the now gunless points and islands, and gabbling to each sand} bar as 

to a long-lost friend. They weave low over the marshes and meadows, greeting 

each newly-melted puddle and pool. Finally, after a few pro-forma circlings of 

our marsh, they set wing and glide silently to the pond, black landing-gears 

lowered and rumps white against the far hill. Once touching water, our newly- 

arrived guests set up a honking and splashing that shakes the last thought of 

winter out of the brittle cattails. Our geese are home again! 

It is at this moment of each year that I wish I were a muskrat, eye-deep 

in the marsh. 

= ei oe, 

Once the first geese are in, they honk a clamorous invitation to each 

migrating flock , and in a few days the marsh is full of them. We measure the 

amplitude of our spring by two yardsticks: the number of pines planted, and the 

number of geese that stop. Our record is G42 geese counted in on April 11, 1946. 

As in fall, our spring geese make daily trips to corn, but these are no 

surreptitious sneakings-out by night; the flocks move noisily to and from corn 

stubbles through the day. JEach departure is preceded by loud gustatory debate, 

and each return by an even louder one. The returning flocks, once thoroughly 

at home, omit their pro-forma circlings of the marsh; they tumble out of the 

sky like maple leaves, side-slipping right and left to lose altitude, feet 

spraddled toward the shouts of welcome below. I suppose the ensuing gabble 

deals with the merits of the day's dinner. They are now eating the waste 

corn which the snow-blanket has protected over winter from corn-seeking crows, 

cottontails, meadow mice, and pheasants. 

It is a conspicuous fact that the corn stubbles selected by geese for feeding 

are usually those occupying former prairies. No man knows whether this bias for 

prairie corn reflect some superior nutritional value, or some ancestral tradition
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transmitted from generation to generation since the prairie days. Perhaps it 

reflects the simpler fact that prairie cornfields tend to be large. If I could 

understand the thunderous debates that precede and follow these daily excursions : 

to corn, I might soon learn the reason for the prairie-bias. But I cannot, and 

I am well content that it should remain a mystery. What a dull world if we 

imew all about geese! 

ee Sg 

In thus watching the daily routine of a spring goose convention, one 

notices the prevalence of singles - lone geese that do mch flying about and 

much talking. One is apt to impute a disconsolate tone to their honkings, and 

to jump to the conclusion that they are broken-hearted widowers or mothers 

hunting lost children. The seasoned ornithologist knows, however, that such 

subjective interpretation of bird behavior is risky. I long tried to keep an 

open mind on the question. 

Finally the accumlated flock counts of half a dozen years cast some un~ 

expected light on the meaning of lone geese. It was found by mthematical 

analysis that flocks of six or mitiples of six were far more frequent than 

chance alone would dictate. In other words, goose flocks are families, or 

aggregations of families, and lone geese in spring are probably just what our 

fond imaginings had first suggested: they are bereaved survivors of the winter's 

shooting, searching in vain for their kin. Now I am free to grieve with and far 

the lone honkers! 

It is not often that cold-potato mathematics thus confirms the sentimental 

promptings of the bird-lover. 

we gS oe 

On April nights when it has become warm enough tosit outdoors, we love F 

to listen to the proceedings of the convention in the marsh. There are long 

periods of silence when one hears only the winnowing of snipe, the hoot of a
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periods-of-silence. when one heers.onlythe-winnowing of “siipe;” the hoot of-a~ Oe 

distant owl, or the nasal clucking of some amorous coot. Then, of a sudden, 

a strident honk resounds, and in an instant pandemonium echoes. There is a 

beating of pinions on water, a rushing of dark prows propelled by ducking 

| paddles, and a general shouting by the onlookers of a vehement controversy. 

| Finally some deep honker has his last word, and the noise subsides to that half- 

| audible small-talk which seldom ceases among geese. Once again, I would I were 

a muskrat! 

By the time the pasques are in full bloom our goose-convention dwindles, 

and before May our marsh is once again a mere grassy wetness, enlivened only 

by redwings and rails. 

: we 

: It is an irony of history that the great powers should have discovered the 

unity of nations at Cairo in 1943. The geese of the world have had that notion 

for a longer time, and each March they stake their lives on its essential truth. 

In the beginning there was only the unity of the Ice Sheet. Then followed 

the unity of the March thaw, and the northward hegira of the international 

geese. Every March since the Pleistocene the geese have honked unity from China , 

Sea to Siberian Steppe, from Euphrates to Volga, from Nile to Murmansk, from 

Lincolnshire to Spitzbergen. Every March since the Pleistocene, the geese have 

. honked unity from Currituck to Labrador, Matamuskeet to Ungava, Horseshoe Lake 

to Hudson's Bay, Avery Island to BAffin Land, Panhandle to Mackenzie, Sacramento { 

to Yukon. Someone at Cairo mst have heard their honkings. 

By this international commerce of geese, the waste corn of Illinois is 

carried through the clouds to the Arctic tundras, there to combine with the 

waste sunlight of a nightless June to grow goslings for all the lands between. . 

And in this annual barter of food for light, and winter warmth for summer 

solitude, the whole continent receives, as net profit, a wild poem dropped 

from the mrky skies upon the mds of March.
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PRAIRIE BIRTHDAY 

Aldo Leopold 

During every week from April to September there are ten wild plants, on the 

average, coming into first bloom, In June as many as a dozen species may burst 

their buds on a single day. No man can heed all of these anniversaries; no man 

can ignore all of them, He who steps unseeing on May dandelions may be hanled 

up short by August ragweed pollen; he who ignores the ruddy haze of April elms 

may skid his car on the fallen corollas of June catalpas. Tell me of what plant- 

birthdays a man takes notice, and I will tell you a good deal about his vocation, 

his hobbies, his hay fever, and the general level of his ecological education. 

* oe 

Every July I watch eagerly a certain country graveyard that I pass in 

driving to and from my farm, It is éime for a prairie birthday, and in one corner 

of this graveyard lives a surviving celebrant of that once important event. 

It is an ordinary graveyard, bordered by the usual spruces, and studded with 

the usual vink-granite or white-marble headstones, each with the usual Sunday 

bouquet of red or pink geraniums, It is extraordinary only in being triangular , 

instead of square, and in harboring, within the sharp angle of its fence, a pin 

point remnant of the native prairie on which the graveyard was established in 

the 1840's, Heretofore unreachable by scythe or mower, this yard-square relic 

of original Wisconsin gives birth, each July, to a man-high stalk of compass 

plant or Cutleaf Siilphiun, spangled with saucer-sized yellow blooms resembling 

sunflowers. It is the sole remnant of this plant along this highway, and per- : 

haps the sole remnant in the western half of our county. What a thousand acres 

of Silphiums looked like when they tickled the bellies of the buffalo is a 

question never again to be answered, and perhaps not even asked. 

ce
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This year I found the Silphium in first bloom on July 24, a week later than 

; usual; during the last six years the average date was July 15. 

When I passed the graveyard again on August 3, the fence had been removed 

by a road crew, and the Silrhiug cut. It is easy now to predict the future; for 

a few years my Silphium will try in vain to rise above the mowing machine, and 

then it will die. With it will die the prairie epoch, . 

Sone ae 

The Highwey Department says that 100,000 cars pass yearly over this route 

during the three summer months when the Silvhium is in bloom, In them must ride 

at least 100,000 people who have "taken" what is called history, and perhaps 

25,000 who have "taken" what is called botany. Yet I doubt whether a dozen have 

seen the Silvhium, and of these hardly one will notice its demise. If I were to 

tell a preacher of the adjoining church thet the road crew has been burning 

history books in his cemetery, under the guise of mowing weeds, he would be 

anazed and uncomprehending. How could a weed be a book? 

This is one little episode in the funeral of the native flora, which in turn 

is one episode in the funeral of the floras of the world. Mechanized man, oblivi- 

ous of floras, is proud of his progress in cleaning up the landscape on which, 

willy-nilly, he mst live out his days. It might be wise to prohibit at once all 

teaching of real botany and real history, lest some future citizen suffer qualms 

about the floristic price of his good life. 

** * ; 

Thus it comes to pass that farm neighborhoods are good in proportion to the 

poverty of their floras. My own farm was selected for its lack of goodness and 

its lack of highways; indeed my whole neighborhood lies in a backwash of the 

River Progress. My road is the original wagon-track of the pioneers, innocent 

of grades or gravel, brushings or bull dozers. My neighbors bring a sigh to the
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County Agent; their fencerows go unshaven for years on end; their mrshes are 

neither dyked nor drained; as between going fishing and going forward, they are f 

prone to prefer ishing, Thus on weekends my floristic standard of living is, 

that of the backwoods, while on wecitiays I subsist as best I can on the flora of 

the university farms, the university campus, and the adjoining suburbs. For a 

decade I have kept, for pastime, a record of the wild plant species in first : 

bloom on these two diverse areas: 

Species first blooming int Suburbs and Campus Backward Farm 

April 14 26 

7 : 29 59 
‘une 43 70 

July 25 56 
August 9 14 

Sept ember Oo y 

otal yldwal Get picc<i5sccasyscmesssaghil eta: shee see eet eee 

It is apparent that the backward farmer's eye is nearly twice as well fed 

as the eye of the university student or business man. Of course neither sees 

his flora as yet, so we are confronted by the two alternatives already mentioned: 

either insure the continued blindness of the populace, or examine the question of 

whether we cannot have both progress and plants. 

* * * 

The shrinkage in the flora is due to a combination of clean-farming, wood- 

lot grazing, and good roads, Hach of these necessary changes of aes requires 

a large reduction in the acreage available for wild plents, but none of them 

requires, nor benefits by, the erasure of svecies from whole farms, townships, or 

counties, ‘There are idle spots on every farm, and every highway is bordered by 

an idle strip as long as it is; keep cow, plowy and mower out of these idle spots 

: and the full native flora, plus dozens of interesting stowaways from foreign 

parts, could be mrt of the normal environment of every citizen.
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The outstanding conservator of the prairie flora, ironically enough, knows 

little and cares less about such frivolities: it is the railroad with its fenced 

right-of-way. Many of these railroad fences were erected before the prairie had 

been plowed. Within these linear reservations, oblivious of cinders, soot, and 

| annual cleanup fires, the prairie flora still splashes its calender of colors, 

| from pink shooting-star in May to blue aster in October. I have long wished to 

confront some hard-boiled railway president with the physical evidence of his 

soft-hear tedness. I have not done so because I haven't met one. 

| The railroads of course use flame-throwers and chemical sprays to clear the 

track of weeds, but the cost of such necessary clearance is still toohigh to 

extend it much beyond the acpfial rails. Perhaps further improvements are in 

the offing. 

Sauk 8 

The erasure of a human subspecies is largely painless - to us - if we know 

little enough about it. A dead Chinaman is of little imrort to us whose aware~ 

ness of things Chinese is bounded by an occasional dish of chow mein, Weegrieve 

only for what we know. ‘The erasure of Silphium from western Dane County is no 

cause for grief if one knows it only as a name in a botany book, 

Silvhium first became a personality to me when I tried to dig one up to 

move my farm. It was like digging an oak sapling. After half an hour of hot 

grimy labor the root was still enlarging, like a great vertical sweet-potato, 

As far as I kmow, that Silvhium root went clear through to bedrock. I got no 

Silphium, but I learned by what elaborate underground stpategems it contrives 

to weather the prairie drouths. 

I next plantedgitatua seeds, which are large, meaty, and taste like sun- 

flower seeds, ‘They came up promptly, but after five years of waiting the seed-
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lings are still juvenile, and have not yet borne a flower-stalk, Perhaps it 

takes a decade for a Silphium to reach flowering age; how old, then, was my 

pet plant in the cemetery? It may have been older than the oldest tombstone, 

which is dated 1850. Perhaps it watched the fugitive Blackhawk retreat from the 

Madison lakes to the Wisconsin River; it stood on the route of that famous march. 

Certainly it saw the successive funerals of the local pioneers as they retired, 

one by one, to their repose beneath the bluestem. 

| I once saw a power-shovel, while digging a roadside ditch, sever the "sweet- 

| potato" root of a Silphium plant. ‘The root soon sprouted new leaves, and eventually 

it again produced a flower-stalk, This explains why this plant, which never in- 

| vades new ground, is nevertheless sometimes seen on recently-graded roadsides, 

Once established, it apparently withstands almost any kind of mtilation except 

continued grazing, mowing, or plowing. : 

Why does Silphium disappear from grazed areas? I once saw a farmer turn his 

cows into e virgin prairie meadow previously used only sporadically for mowing 

wild hay. The cows cropped the Silphium to the ground before any other plant was 

visibly eaten at all. One can imagine that the buffalo once had the same prefer- 

ence for Silphium, but he brooked no fences to confine his nibblings all summer 

long to one meadow, In short, the wffalo's pasturing was discontinuous, and 

therefore tolerable to Silphiun, 

eee 

It is a kind providence that has withheld a sense of history from the 

thousands of species of plants and animals that have exterminated each other to 

puild the present world, The same kind providence now withholdsit fromus, Few 

grieved when the last buffalo left Wisconsin, and few will grieve when the last 

Silphium follows him to the lush far prairies of the never-never land.
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AVE MARIA . 

By September, the day breaks with little help from birds. A song sparrow 

may give a single half-hearted song, a woodcock may twitter overhead en route 

to his daytime thicket, a barred owl may terminate the night's argument with one 

last wavering call, but few other pirds have anytning to say or sing aboute 

It is on some, but not all, of these misty autum daybreaks that one may 

hear the chorus of the quail. The silence is suddenly broken by a dozen contralto 

voices, no longer able to restrain their praise of the - to come. After a 

brief minute or two, the msic closes as suddenly as it begane 

hee 

There is a peculiar virtue in the music of elusive birds. Songsters 

that sing from top-most boughs are easily seen and as easily forgotten; they 

have the mediocrity of the obvious. What one remembers is the invisible hermit 

thrush vouring silver chords from impenetrable shadows; the soaring crane trumpet- 

ing from behind a cloud; the prairie chicken booming from the mists of nowhere; the 

quail's Aye Meria in the hush of dawn, No naturalist has ever seen the choral act, 

for the covey is still on its invisible roost in the grass, and any attempt to 

approach automatically induces silence. 

ee 

In June it is completely predictable that the robin will give voice when 

the light intensity reaches 0.01 ‘candle-power, and that the bedlam of other 

singers will follow in predictable sequence, In autumn, on the other hand, the 

robin is silent, and it is quite unvredictable whether the covey-chorus will 

cae at all. The disappointment I feel on these mornings of silence perhaps 

shows that things hoped-for have a higher value than things assured, The hope 

of hearing quail is worth half a dozen risings-in-the-dark. 

oe oe
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3 My farm always has one or more coveys in eutum, but the daybreak chorus 

is usually distant. I think this is because the coveys prefer to roost as far 

as possible from the dog, whose interest, in quail is even more ardent than my 

own. One October dawn, however, as I sat sipping coffee by the outdoor fire, a 

chorus burst into song hardly a stone's throw away, They had roosted under a 

white pine copse, possibly to stay dry during the heavy dews. 

We felt honored by this daybreak hymn sung almost at our doorstep. Some- 

how the blue autumnal needles on those pines became thenceforth bluer, and the 

red dewberry carpet redder. We have scores of pine copses, but this one is 

still the Choral Conse.
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skyward, ear cocked for geese. I once mew an educated lady, banded by Paice 

Beta Kappa, who told me that she had never heard or seen the geese that twice a 

year proclaim the revolving seasons to her well-insulated roof. Is education 

possibly a process of trading awareness for things of lesser worth? The goose 

who trades his is soon a pile of feathers. 
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ji The geese that proclaim the seasons to our farm are aware of many things, 

including the Wisconsin statutes. The southbound November flocks pass over us 

high and haughty, with scarcely a honk of recognition for their favorite sand- 

bars and sloughs. "As a crow flies" is crooked compared with their undeviating 

aim at the nearest big lake twenty miles to the south; where they loaf by day 

on broad waters, and filch corn by night from the freshly-cut stubbles. November 

geese are aware that every marsh and pond bristles from dawn till dark with 

hopeful guns. 

March geese are a different story. Although they have been shot at most 

of the winter, as attested by their buckshot-battered pinions, they know that 

the spring truce is now in effect. They wind the oxbows of the river, cutting
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One swallow does not make a summer, but one skein of geese, cleaving the 

murk of a March thaw, is the spring. 4 

A cardinal, whistling spring to a thaw but later finding himself mistaken, ie? 

can retrieve his error by resuming his winter silence. A chipmunk, emerging 

for a sunbath but finding a blizzard, has only to go go back to bed. But a 

migrating goose, staking two hundred miles of black night on the chance of finding 

a hole in the lake, has no easy chance for retreat. His arrival carries the con- 

viction of a prophet who has burned his bridges. : 

A March morning is only as drab as he who walks in it without a glance 

skyward, ear cocked for geese. I once knew an educated lady, banded by Phi — 

Beta Kappa, who told me that she had never heard or seen the geese that twice a 

year proclaim the revolving seasons to her well-insulated roof. Is education 

possibly a process of trading awareness for things of lesser worth? The goose 

who trades his is soon a pile of feathers. 

*) Cee 

: The geese that proclaim the seasons to our farm are aware of many things, 

including the Wisconsin statutes. The southbound November flocks pass over us 

high and haughty, with scarcely a honk of recognition for their favorite sand- 

bars and sloughs. "As a crow flies" is crooked compared with their undeviating 

aim at the nearest big lake twenty miles to the south; where they loaf by day 

on broad waters, and filch corn by night from the freshly-cut stubbles. November 

geese are aware that every marsh and pond bristles from dawn till dark with 

hopeful guns. 

March geese are a different story. Although they have been shot at most 

of the winter, as attested by their buckshot-battered pinions, they know that 

the spring truce is now in effect. They wind the oxbows of the river, cutting
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low over the now gunless points and islands, and gabbling to each sandbar as 

to a long-lost friend. They weave low over the marshes and meadows, greeting 

each newly-melted puddle and pool. Finally, after a few pro-forma circlings 

of our marsh, they set wing and glide silently to the pond, black landing-gears & 

lowered and rumps white against the far hill. Once touching water, our newly- \ 

arrived guests set up a honking and splashing that shakes the last thought of 

winter out of the brittle cattails. Our geese are home again! 

It is at this moment of each year that I wish I were a mskrat, eye-deep 

| : in the marsh. 

; e248 * 

| Once the first geese are in, they honk a clamorous invitation to each 

migrating flock, and in a few days the marsh is full of then. We measure the 

amplitude of our spring by two yardsticks: the number of pines planted, and 

the number of geese that stop. Our record is 642 geese counted in on April 11, 

19h6. 

As in fall, our spring geese make daily trips to corn, but these are no 

surreptitious sneakings-out by night; the flocks move noisily to and from corn 

stubbles through the day. Each departure is preceded by loud gustatory debate, 

and each return by an even louder one. ‘The returning flocks, once thoroughly 

at home, omit their pro-forma circlings of the marsh; they tumble out of the 

sky like maple leaves, side-slipping right and left to lose altitude, feet 

spraddled toward the shouts of welcome below. I suppose the ensuing gabble 

deals with the merits of the day's dinner. They are now eating the waste 

corn which the snow-blanket has protected over winter from corn-seeking crows, 

cottontails, meadow mice, and pheasants. 

It is a conspicuous fact that the corn stubbles selected by geese for feeding 

are usually those occupying former prairies. No man knows whether this bias for :
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} prairie corn reflect some superior nutritional value, or some ancestral tradition 

transmitted from generation to generation since the prairie days. Perhaps it 

reflects the simpler fact that prairie cornfields tend to be large. If I could 

understand the thunderous debates that precede and follow these daily excursions 

| to corn, I might soon learn the reason for the prairie-bias. But I cannot, and 

| I am well content that it should remain a mystery. What a dull world if we 

knew all about geese! 

| ope soe 

; | In thus watching the daily routine of a spring goose convention, one 

| notices the prevalence of singles - lone geese that do mch flying about and 

| mach, talking. One is apt to impute a disconsolate tone to their honkings, and 

| to jump to the conclusion that they are broken-hearted widowers,or mothers 

| hunting lost children. The seasoned ornithologist knows, however, that such 

subjective interpretation of bird behavior is risky. I long tried to keep an 

open mind on the question. 

Finally the accumlated flock counts of half a dozen years cast some un- 

expected light on the meaning of lone geese. It was found by mathematical ; 

analysis that flocks of six or mltiples of six were far more frequent than 

chance alone would dictate. In other words, goose flocks are families, or 

aggregations of families, and lone geese in spring are probably just what our 

| fond imaginings had first suggested: they are bereaved survivors of the winter's 

shooting, searching in vain for their kin. Now I am free to grieve with and 

for the lone honkers! 

| It is not often that cold-potato mathematics thus confirms the sentimental 

promptings of the bird-lover. 

* * * 

On April nights when it has become warm enough to sit outdoors, we love 

to listen to the proceedings of the convention in the marsh. There are long
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periods of silence when one hears only the winnowing of snipe, the hoot of a 

distant owl, or the nasal clucking of some amorous coot. Then, of a sudden, 

| a strident honk resounds, and in an instant pandemonium echoes. There is a 

beating of pinions on water, a rushing of dark prows propelled by churning 

| paddles, and a general shouting by the onlookers of a vehement controversy. 

Finally some deep honker has his last word, and the noise subsides to that half- 

| audible small-talk which seldom ceases among geese. Once again, I would I were 

| a muskrat! 

By the time the pasques are in full bloom our goose-convention dwindles, 7 

and before May our marsh is once again a mere grassy wetness, enlivened only 

by redwings and rails. 

| eae 

It is an irony of history that the great powers should have discovered the 

unity of nations at Cairo in 1943, The geese of the world have had that notion 

| for a longer time, and each March they stake their lives on its essential truth. 

In the beginning there was only the unity of the Ice Sheet. Then followed 

| the unity of the March thaw, and the northward hegira of the international 

geese. Every March since the Pleistocene the geese have honked unity from 

China Sea to Siberian Steppe, from Huphrates to Volga, from Nile to Murmansk, 

from Lincolnshire to Spitzbergen. Every March since the Pleistocene, the 

geese have honked unity from Currituck to Labrador, Matamuskeet to Ungava, 

Horseshoe Lake to Hudson's Bay, Avery Island to Buffin Land, Panhandle to 

Mackenzie, Sacramento to Yukon. Someone at Cairo must have herd their honkings. 

By this international commerce of geese, the waste corn of Illinois is 

carried through the clouds to the Arctic tundras, there to combine with the 

waste sunlight of a nightless June to grow goslings for all the lands between. 

And in this annual barter of food for light, and winter warmth for summer 

solitude, the whole continent receives, as net profit, a wild poem dropped 

from the mrky skies upon the mds of March.
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